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for COL Reference

December 2011

GEH ESBWR DCD Tier 1 Rev. 9 - ITAAC Table
ITAACs1I614
OAC-ITAACs 392
Total Con-ITAACs 1222
Total

I

lndex

NRC

GEH

Nbr

Nbr

Nbr

ITA.AC

Metrixed

Table Cbr

Design Commitment (DC)
1.The `WMS functional arrangement is as described in Subsection 2.10.1

1

2.101.1

02.10.01-02.1IBBB:BtB:BB:BB:C:ME:K1O

2.10.1-2

02.10.01-O2:O2fBBB:BBB:BB:iBf:C:ME:KEO

Inspections, Tests, Analyses (ITA)
Inspections of the as-built system will be performed.

and Table2.10.1-1.
2. The LWMSpiping systems retain their pressure boundary integrity
under Internal pressures that will be experienced during service.

2.101.2

1614I
392

Enror Che•bing counts - SubTotal...
Error CheckingCounts - Sub-TotalDCn-ITAACt
Error Checking Counts- Sub-Total Con-IT=AC1

Total

A hydrostatic test in accordance with ASME/ANSI
B31.3will be conducted
on the LWMSpiping systems, except (1) at atmospheric tanks where no

Acceptance Criteria (AC)
The as-built LWMSconforms to the functional arrangement as described In
the DesignDescription of this Subsection 2.10.1 and Table 2.10.1-1.

Table

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

The results of the hydrostatic test of the LWMSpiping systems In
accordancewith ASME/ANSI
f31.3 complywith the requirements in the

Isolation valves exist, (2) when such testing would damage equipment, and ASMECode per Regulatory Guide 1.143, Revision 2 and Indicate no
(3) when such testing could seriously Interfere with other systems or
unacceptablepressure boundary leakage.

2.10.1-2

DAC-ITAACConTITAaAC

components required to be hydrostatically tested by the APIor ASMECode
per Regulatory guide 1.143. Revision 2.
3. LWMSdischarge flow is monitored for highradiation. A radiation
Tests will be conducted using a standard radiation source or portable
monitor provides an automatic closure signalto the discharge line isolation calibration unit that exceeds a setpoint value that is preset for the testing.
3

4

2101.3

2.101.4

02.10.01-02:030BBB:BfBB:BB:BtB:C:ME:K10

02.10.01-O2-04BBB:BBB:BB:B
B:C:ME:K0

2.10.1-2

2.10.1-2

The LWMSdischarge flow terminates upon receipt of a simulated high
radiationsignal and associated Indicationand alarm functions are met.

valve. Discharge flowis terminated on receipt of a high radiatoonsignal

Inspections will be conducted to confirm that the as-built indication, alarm,

from this monitor,

and automatic initiation functions are met.

4. LWMSdemineralizeo have the filter efficiensy and sufficient

Inspections will be conducted to verify the amount of filtration and

Thevendor specified fliter efficiency and amount of deminerallzation

deminerslizer media as specified in designspeclfcatlons,

deminerslioaton medio is loaded indemineraliar vessels.

media is loaded inthe demlneralzer vessels.

5

2.102.1

02.1lO.2-02:01BBB:BBB:BB:BfB:C:ME:f2D

2.10.2-2

1. The IWMIS
fnctional arangement is Osdescribed in the Design
Description of this Subsection 2.10.2.

Inspection of the as-built system will be performed.

The as-builtSWMS conforms to the functional arrangement as described
in the DesignDescription of this Subsection 2.10.2.

0

1

NO

6

2.102.2

O2.10.02-2:02BBB:BBB:BB:BB:C:ME:K20

2.10.2-2

r2.The 'WMS provide, the nnnsafety-related function of storing

Inspection will be performed to verifythe nominal volumes of each of the

The nominal volume of each of the SWMStanks is the nominal value

0

1

NO

radioactve solids prior to processing b-nshipment.

SWMStanks.

indicatedon Table 2.10.2-1.

7

2.103.1

O2.10.03-Ol01gBBB:BfBB:BB:BfB:C:ME:K3D

2.10.3-1

1. The OGSfunctional arrangement s as described inSubsection 2.10.3.

Inspections of the as-built OGSwill be performed.

The as-bulltOGl conforms to the functional arrangement as described the
DesignDescriptionof this Section 2.10.3.

0

1

NO

8

2.103.2

02.10.03-1:02gBB:BBB:BB:BB:C:ME:K30

2.10.3-1

2. The OGSi, designed to withstand Internal hydrogenexplosions.

A pressure test of the a

0

1

NO

2.10.3-1

3. Leakagefrom the process through purge or tap lines to external
atmosphedc pressure is sufficiently low so It is undetectable by 'soap

accordance ASME/ANSI11.l3requiremants.
"Soap bubble" tests willbe performed on the OGSmechanical joints on
purge or tap lines at normal system operating pressure.

TheOGSpressure testing results conform to the requirements in
ASME/ANSI
t31.3.
TheOGS"soap bubble" test results show no detectable leakage.

0

1

NO

bubble" test.
4. The OGSautomatically controls the OGSflow bypassing or through the

I.A standard radiation sourne or portable calibration unit that exceeds a

1.The Main Control Room alarm activates on a high OGSdischarge

charcoal adsorber beds depending on the radloactUvityle.els in the OG
process gas downstream of the charcoal beds.

setpnint value that is preset fanthe testing will provide a simulated high
charcoal gas discharge radioactllvty signalthat will give a MCRalarm.

radiation signal.

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

9

2.103.3

02.10.03-01033BfB:BtBB:Bf:BB:C:ME:K30

10

2.103.4Ai

D2. .03-01:OO4BBB:BBi:fB:BB:CIC:K30

11

2.103.4.ii

02.10.03-01:04BBB:Bii:BB:BBf:CIC:K30

Ibuilt
OGwllbeconducted inthe plant in

2.10.3-1

2.10.3-1

4. The OGSautomatically controls the OG flow bypassingor through the
charcoal adsorber beds depending on the radioactivity levels in the OGS

I1.Astandard radiation source or portable calibrotion unit that eceeds a
setpolnt value that is preset for the testing wll provide a simulated high-

process gas downstream of the charcoal beds.

high charcoalgas discharge radioactlvity signal when the OGSprocess gas
flow is bypassing the main charcoal beds and will give a MCRalarm and

Il.The OG charcoal bed valves operate to automatically align to process
offgas flow through both the guard beds and all of the charcoal beds.

direct the gas flow through the charcoal beds.

12

2.103.4.iii

02.10.03-01:O48BB:iiiBB:BB:C:ME:K30

2.10.3-1

4. The OGSautomatically controls the OGSflow bypassingor through the
charcoal absorber beds depending on the radioactuviy levels in the OG$
process gas downstream of the charcoal beds.

il. A standard radiation source or portable calibration unit that exceeds a

Ill.The OGSdlscharge valve closes on a high-high-highOGSdischarge

setpoint value that is preset for the testing will provide a simulated OGS
gas dischargeradioactivitysignalthatcloses the off-gas system discharge

radioactivity signal.

valve when the signal reaches a high-high level.
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2.103.5

02.1D.03-OIS5BBB:BOB:BB:BB:C:ME:K30

2.10.3-B

14

2.11.1

02.01.01-03:O1BBB:BBB:BB:BB:C:ME:BI
1

2.1.1-3

15

2.11.10

02.01.01-03:10BBB:BBB:BB:BB:C:GN:B11

2.1.1-3

16

2.11.11

02.01.01-03:11BD
BB:BBB:BB:BB:C:ME:B11

2.1.1-3

17

2.11.12

02.O1.D-3:12B BB:B:BB:BB:EC:ME:B11

2.1.1-3

10

2.11.13

02.01.01-03:13BBB:BR:BB:BB:C:ME:B11

2.1.1-3

1

211.14

02.01.01-03;D4BB:BB
B:BB:BB:C:ME:B11

2.1.1-3

20

2.11.15

O2.OI.01-03:15BBB:BBE:BB:BB:C:GN:Bl1

2.1.1-3

21

2.11.2

02.01.01-03:02B01:RBB:BB:BB:C:ME:B11

2.1.1-3

22

2.11.3al

02.01.01-03:D3alB:BBB:BB:BB:C:ME:BR1

2.1.1-3

br
br
Design Commitment (DC)
Inspections, Tents, Analyses (ITA) TbleNbrTable
Acceptance Criteria (AC)
5. he OGSminieizes and controls the release of radioactive material Into Inspections will be performed to verify the mass of charcoal loadedinthe The Charcoal Guard Bed has a minimum of 15,000kg (33,000Ib) of
the atmosphere by delaying release of the offgas process stream initially CharcoalGuard Bed and Charcoal Decay Bed.
charcoal. The CharcoalDecay Bed has a minimum of 223,000 kg (490,000
containing radioactive isotopes of ktypton, xenon, iodine, nitrogen, and
Ib)of charcoal.
oxygen.This delay, using activated charcoal absorber beds, is sufficientto
achieve adequate decay before the process offgas stream is discharged
from the plant

1. The functional arrangement of the RPVand Internals Is as described in Inspections of the as-built RPVand Internals will be conducted.
the DesignDescription of Subsection 2.1.1, Table 2.1.1-1 and Figure 2.1.11.
10. The fuel bundles and control rods intended for initial core load have
Aninspection of the fuel bundles and control rods will be performed.

The RPVand Internals and core arrangement conforms to the functional
arrangement described in the DesignDescription ofthIs Subsection 2.1.1.
Table 2.1.1-1 and Figure 21.1-1.
The fuel bundles and control rods intended for theinitial core load have

been fabricated in accordance with the approved fuel and control rod
design,

been inspected
receipt tofuel
verify
they rod
havedesign.
been fabricated in
andthat
control
accordance
withupon
the approved

11. The reactor internals arrangement conforms to the fuel bundle,
instrumentation, neutron sources, and control rod locations shown on
Figure2.1.1-2.
12. The number and locations of pressure sensors installed on the steam
dryer
for startup testingensure accurate pressure predictions at critical
locations.

2.11.3a2

02.01.01-03:03a2B:BBB:BB;BB:C:ME:B11

hn analysis of the number and locations of pressure sensors installed on
the steam dryer for startup testing will be performed.

13. The cumber and locations of strain gages and accelerometers installed Ananalysis of the number and locations of strain gages and
on the steam dryer for startup testing are capable of monitoring the most accelerometersinstalledon the steam dryer for startup testing will be
highly stressed components, considering accessibility and avoiding
performed,
discontinuities in the components.
14. The number and locations of accelerometers Installed on the steam
dryer for startup testing are capable of identifyingpotential rockingand of
measuring the accelerations resulting from support and vessel
inoements,.
15. The initial fuel to be loadedinto the core wll be able to withstand fuel
lift and seismic and dynamic loads under normal operation and design
basis conditons.

2.1.1-3

The as-buift reactor system fuel bundle, control rod, instrumentation, and
neutron sorce locations conform to the locations shown on Figure 2.1.12.
The number and locationsof pressure sensors Installed on the steam dryer
for startup testng ensure accurate pressure predictions at critical
locations.
The number and locations of strain gages and accelerometers installed on
the steam dryer for startup testing are capable of monitoring the most
highly stressed components, considering accessibility and avoiding
discontinuities in the components.

dn analysis of the number and locations of accelerometers Installedon the The number and locations of accelerometers installed on the steam dryer
steamdryer for startap testing will be performed.
for startup testing are capable of identifying potential rocking of and
measuring the accelerations resulting from support and vessel
movements.
Ananalysisof the fuel lift and seismicand dynamic loadswill be performed The Initial fuel to be loaded into the core will have primary stresses and
on the fuel bundle design that will be loaded into the ESBWRinitial core. maximum fuel bundle lift out of the fuel support piece that do not exceed
the allowable values provided in the approved FuelAssembly Mechanical

2. The key dimensions (and acceptable variations) of the as-built RPVare Inspectionof the as-built RPVkey dimensions (and acceptable variations
asdescribedinTable 2.1.1-2.
thereof)wll be conducted.
3al. The RPVand its components identified in Table 2.1.1-1 (shroud,
Inspectionof ASIME
Code Design reports (NCA-3550)and required
shroud support, top guide, core plate, control rod guide tubes and fuel
documentswill be conducted.
supports) as ASMECode Section IlIIare designed Inaccordance with ASME
Code Section IIrequirements.

3a2. The FPVand its components identified snTable 2.1.1.1 (shroud,
shroud support, top guide, core plate, control rod guide tubes and fuel
supports) as ASMECode Section IIIshall be reconciled with the design
requirements.
23

Aninspection of the as-built system will be performed.

Design Report.
The RPy conforms to the key dimensions (and acceptable variations)
described inTable 2.1.1-2.
ASMECode Design Report(s) (NCA-3500)(certified, when required by
ASMECode) exist and conclude that the design of the RPVand its
components identified in Table 2.1.1-1 (shroud, shroud support. top guide,
core plate, control rod guide tubes and fuel supports) as ASMECode
Section III complies with the requirements of the ASMECode Section I11,
Includingthose stresses applicable to loads related to fatigue (including
environmental effects), thermal expansion, seismic,and combined.

it reconciliation analysis of the components using as-designed and as-buiit ASMECode Design Report(s) (certified, when required by ASMECode)
nfermation and ASMECode DesignReports (NCA-3550)will be
exist and conclude that design reconciliation has been completed in
performed.
accordance with the ASMECode for as-built reconciliation of the RPVand
its components identified in Table 2.1.1-1 (shroud, shroud support, top
guide, core plate, control rod guide tubes and fuel supports) as ASMECode

DAC-ITAACC-ITAAC

MateiNed
T e

0

1

NO

0

B

NO

11

YES

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

NO

0

Section Ill. The report documents the results of the reconciliation analysis.

24

3a0. The RPVand its components identified in Table 2.1.1-1 (shroud,
Inspectionof the RPVand its components identified in Table 2.1-1 as
shroud support, top guide, core plate, control rod guide tubes and fuel
ISMECode Section IIIwill be conducted.
supports) as ASMECode Section IIIare fabricated, installed, and Inspected
in accordance with ASMECode Section IIIrequirements.
2.11.3a3

02.01.01-03:03a3B:BBB:BB:BB:C:ME:B
11

2.1.1-3

ASMECode Data Report(s)(including 1-1/N-1A Data reports, where
applicable) (certified, when required by ASMECode) and inspection
reports exist and conclude that the RPVand its components Identified In
Table 2.1.1-1 (shroud, shroud support, top guide, core plate, control rod
guide tubes and fuel supports) as ASMECode Section Ill are fabritated,

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

installed, and inspected In accordance with ASMECode Section Ill
requirements.

20

2.11.4

02.01.01-03:04B1:BBB:DB:0R:C:ME:B11

2.1.1-3

4. Prestore bondary welds ivthe RPy meet ASMECode Section I
nondestructive examination requirements

Ilnspection of as-buhltpressure boundary welds in the RPVwill be
performed in accordance with the ASMECode Section Ill.

ASMECode Report(s) exist and conclude that the ASMECode Section Ill
requirements are met for nondestructive examination of pressure
boundary welds in the RPV.
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NRC
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Nbr

flEe

GEH
Nbr

ITAAC

Tabl
Table Nbr

Design Commitment (DC)
S.The RPVretains its pressure boundary integrity at its design pressure.

26

27

28

2.11.5

2.11.6.1

2.11.6.ii

02.01.O1-03:05BB:BRD:BB:BB:C:ME:Rl1

ti2.gl1.01-03:DADDD:Ri:DR:t:C:ME:DSS

02.01.0103.A68gB:Bli:BRB:Ri:C:ME:BD1

2.1.1-3

2.1.1-3

Inspections, Tests, Analyses (ITA)

Acceptance Criterda(AC)

A hydrostatic test will be conducted on the RPVas it is required to be

ASMECode Report(s) exist and conclude that the results of the hydrostatic

hydrostatically tested by the ASMECode.

test of the RPVcomply withthe requirements of the ASMECode Section

6. The equipment identified inTable 2.1.1-1 as Seismic Category I can

i.lnspection will be performed to verifythat the SeismicCategory I

Ill.
i. The equipment identified in Table 2.1.1-1 as SeismicCategory Iis located

withstand Seismic Category I loads without loss of safety function,

equipment Identified inTable 2.1.1-1 is located in a Seismic Category I
structure.

in a Seismic Category I structure.

6. The equipment identified inTable 2.1.1-1as Seismic Category Ican

ii. Type tests, analyses, or a combination of type tests and analyses of

ii. The equipment identified In Table 2.1.1-1 as Seismic Category Ican

withstand Seismic Category I loads without loss of safety function,

equipment RPVidentified in Table 2.1.1-1 as Seismic Category I will be
performed using analytical assumptions or will be performed under

withstand Seismic Category I loads without loss of safety function.

2.1.1-3

DAC-ITAACCoenTAAC

Mactd

Matr....
Table

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

1

NO

conditions which bound the Seismic Category I design requirements.

2.11.6.iii
29

fi2.01.01-O3:OG B:iii:BB:BB:C:M
E:B 11

2.1.1-3

6. The equipment identified inTable 2.1.1-1 as Seismic Category I can

iil. Inspection and analyses will be performed to uerifythat the as-buit

iii.The as-built equipment identified In Table 2.1.1-1 as Seismic Category I,

withstand Seismic Category I loads without loss of safety function,

equipment RPVidenified inTable 2.1.1-1 as Seismic Category I, including
anchorage, is bounded bythe tested or analyzed conditions.

includinganchorage, can withstand Seismic Category I loads without loss

7. RPVsurveillance specimens are provided from the forging material of

Inspections ofthe as-built RPVand Internals wll be conducted for

The RPVsurveillancespecimens and neutron dosimeters are provided and

the beltline region and the weld and heat affected zone of a weld typical of implementation of the RPVsurveillance specimens, neutron dosimeter,
those adjacent to the beltfine region. Brackets welded to the vessel
and brackets. An analysisIs performed to determine the location of the
cladding at the location of the calculated peak fluence are provided to hold peak fluence.

of safety function.

brackets are instalied at the location(s) of calculated peak fluence
determinedbyan analysis of the as-built configuration.

the removable specimen holders and a neutron dosimeter In place

31

2.11.8a

02.01.0t-03:gaBB:BBB:BB:fiBB:C:ME:BfI

. . -3

2 1 1

it. The RPVinternal structures listed In Table 2.1.1-1 (chimneyand

Inspections will be conducted of the as-built Internal structures as
partitions, chimney head and steam separators assembly, and steam dryer documented inthe ASMECode design reports.

The RPVinternal structures listed inTable 2.1.1-1 (chimneyand partitions,
chimneyhead and steam separators assembly, and steam dryer assembly)

assembly) must meet the limited provisions of ASMECode Section Ill

meetthe limited provisions of ASMECode Section III,NG-1122(c),

regarding certification that these components maintain structural integrity
so as not to adversely affect RPVcore support structure.

regardingcertification that these components maintain structural integrity
o as not to adversely affect RPVcore support structure.

8b. The RPVinternal structures listed in Table 2.1.1-1 (chimneyand
Inspections will be conducted of the as-buift Internal stmctu-r
partitions, chimney head and steam separators assembly and steam dryer documented inthe ASMECode design reports.
32

2.11.gb
1,

0201.01-O3:gbfiBBB:gf::BB:8:C:ME:Bti

2.1.1-3

2.11.9i

122.SS.nf.03.I9BBB:BID
:B.BDB~nB:.C.ON:fIS

The RPVinternal structures listed inTable 2.1.1-1 (chimneyand portitons,
chimneyhead and steam separators assembly, and steam dryer assembly)
meetthe requirements of ASME
fl&PV Code. Subsection NGt-3OO,
except
for the weld quality and fatigue factors fosecodry structural non-load

structural non-load bearing welds.

bearingwelds.

9. The initial fuel to be loaded into the core will withstand flow-induced
vibration and maintain fuel cladding integrity during operation.
33

as

assemblyl meet the requirements of ASMEB&PVCode, SubsectionNO3000, exceptfortheweld qualityandfatiguefactorsforsecondary

NO

Flow-InducedVibration (FPV)
testing will be performed on the fuel bundle Theinitial fuel to be loaded into the core willwithstand flow-induced
design that will be loaded Into the ESBWRtInitial
coreand on the reference vibration and maintain fuel cladding Integrity during operation.
fuel design in reactor use during the time of the tests. Bundleand rod
responses atuvrious elevations between the ESBWR
design and the fuel

2.1.1-S

S

0

1

YES

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

1

0

NO

a

S

NO

0

1

0

1

design with the most similardesign features will be compared.

1. The TMSSfunctional errangementis as described In Subsection 2.11.1
34

2.111.1

O2.11.01-01:1IBBB:BBB:BB:BB:C:ME:N11

2.11.1-S

Inspections of the s-built system will be conducted.

Theas-built TMSSconforms to the functional arrangement description In

end as shown on Figures2.11.1-1 through 2.11.1.3

Subsection2.11.1 and as shown on Figures2.11.2-1 through 2.11.1-3.

lOa. Pressure boundary welds in the ASMECode Section Illcomponents of Inspection of the as-built pressure boundary welds will be performed in

ASMECode Report(s) exist and conclude that the ASMECode Section III

35

2.111.10a

02.11.O1-OS:1aBD:BII:BB:BD:C:ME:Ni11

2.11.1-1

TMSSmeet ASMECode Section Ill nondestructive examinations
requirements.

accordance with the ASME
Code SectionIII.

requirements are met for non-destructive examination of pressure
boundarywelds in the TMSScomponents.

lob. Pressure boundary welds in the ASMECode Section IIlpiping of the

Inspection of the as-built pressure boundary welds will be performed in

ASMECode Report(s) exist and conclude that the ASMECode Section III

36

2.111.10b

02.1S.fil-01:IfibBB:iBB:BB:BB:C:ME:N
11

2.11.1-1

TMSSmeet the ASMECode Section Illnon-desteuctsve examinations

accordance with the ASME
Code Section lll.

requirementsare met for non-destructive examination of pressure

requirements.

boundary welds in the TMSSpiping.

I Ia. Valveson lines attached to the RPVthat require maintenance have

Inspections of piping design isometric drawings will be conducted.

A review of piping design isometric drawings confirms that maintenance

37

2.111.11a

02.11.01-01: labB:BB:BB:BB:D:ME:NS
1

2.11.1-1

maintenance valves installed such that freeze seals will not be required.

((Design Acceptance Criteria))

uvle are Included such that freeze seals will not be required.
((DesignAcceptance Crteria))

11b.The as-built location of valves on lines attached to the RPVin the

A reconciliation evaluation of valves on lines attached to the RPVthat

A design reconciliation has been completed for the as-built locaton of

38

2.111.11b

O2.11.01f01:S:lbBB:BBB:B:BB:C:ME:NfI

2.11.1-1

TMSSthat require maintenance shall be reconciled to design

require maintenance using as-designed and as-builtinformation will be

valves relative to the design requirements. The report documents the

39

2.111.12

2.11.01-01:12gB:8BB::C:M E:N 1

2.11.1-1

40

2.a11.2ac

t:BBB:BB:BB:C:ME:NI
1

requirements.

,erformed.

resuits of the reconciliation evaluation.

12. non-return valves shown on functional arrangement Figure 2.11.1- Inspections of the as-built system will be conducted.
The
2'. Theand
2.11.1-3 are spring assisted to close,

The non-return valves shown on functional arrangement Figure2.11.1-2
cd 2.11.1-3 are spring assisted to close.

2al. TheAIMECodeSection Ill componentsefthe TMSSare designed in

Inspection of ASMECode Design Reports (NCA-3550)and required

a c2.o1.01-01:02a
rdance with AIME Code Section Ill requirements.

documents willbe conducted.

ISMECode Design Report(s)(NCA3SSO)
(certified, when required by
AISE Code:exist svd conclude that the design of the ASME
code
componentsof the TMSScomplies with the requirements of the ASME
-Code
Section IIh.
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NRC
Nbr

2.111.2a2

tGER

02.11.01-01:02a2B:iRBB:BB:BB:C:ME:N11

ITA.AC
Table
INbrNb

DesignCommitment (DC)
2a2. The ASMECode Section IIIcomponents of the TMSSshall be
reconciled with the design requirements.

2.11.1-1

2a3. The ASMEcode components of the TMSSare fabricated, installed,
andinspected inaccordance with ASMECode Section IIIrequirements.

Inspections, Tests, Analyses (ITA)
Acceptance Criteria (AC)
A reconcllabion analysis of the components using as-designed and as-built ASMECode Design Report(s) (certified, when required by ASMECode)
infomation and ASMECode DesignReports (NCA-3550)will be
coist and conclude that design reconciliation has been completed in
performed.
accordance with the ASMECode for as-built reconciliation of the ASME
Code Section IIIcomponents of the ItMS.
Inspectionof the components will be conducted.

DAC-ITAACCon-ITAAC

Matrixad
Table

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

S

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

ASMECode Data Report(s)(includingNS Data reports, where applicable)
(certified, when required by ASMEcode) and inspection reports exist and
conclude that
the ASME
Section IIIcomponents of the TMSSare
Sfabricated
installed,
andCode
inspected in accordance with AS.ME
Code Section
Ill requirementa.

2b1.The ASMECode Section IIIcomponents of theTMSS retain their
pressure boundary integrity at their design pressure.
43

2.111.2bl

02.11.01-01:2btB:BBB:BB:RR
B:C:ME:N
11
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2.111.2b2

l2.11.01-O1:i2bh2gB:DBB:gR:BRR:C:ME:NS112.11.1-1

45

2.111.3

02.11.01-01:03iBB:BBB:RB:cl:C:ME:N11

2.11.1-1

46

2.111.4

02.11.1-01:04BRR:BDB:RR:BB:C:ME:N11

2.11.1-1

A hydrostatic test willbe conducted on those Code components of the
TMSSrequired to be hydrostatically tested by the ASMECode.

2.11.1-1

2b2.The ASMECode Section IIIpiping of the TMSSretains its pressure
boundary integrity at its design pressure.

A hydrostatic test willbe conducted on the code piping of the TfuSS
requiredto be hydrostatically tested by the ASMECode.

ASMECode Data Report(s)exist and conclude that the results of the
hydrostatic test of the ASMECode piping of the TMSScomply with the
requirements of the ASMECode Section 11.

3. Upon receipt of an MSIVclosure signal,the Steam AuxiliaryIsolation
Valve(s)closels) and required MSIVfission product leakage path TMSS
drain Valvels)openls),
4. The Steam AucxliaryIsolation Vafoe(s)fail(s)closed and required MSIV

Testswill be performed on the Steam AuxiliaryIsolation Vaives(s)and
required MSIVfission product leakage path TMSSdrain valve(s)using
simulated MSIVclosure signals.
A functional test will be performed on Steam AuxiliaryIsolation Valve(s)

The Steam AuxiliaryIsolation Valve(s)close(s) and required MIlS fission
product leakage path TMSSdrain valve(s) open(s) following receipt of a
simulated M51Vclosure signal.
The Steam AuxiliaryIsolation Valve(s)tall(s) closed and required MSIV

fissionproduct leakage path TMSSdrain valve(s) toll(s)open on loss of
electrical power to the valve actuating solenoid or on loss of pneumatic

and required MSIVfission product leakage path TMISS
drain valve(s),

fission product leakage path TMSSdrain vakve(s)fail(s) open on loss of
electrical power to the valve actuating solenoid or on loss of pneumatic

pressure.

pressure.

5. TtuSS piping,which consists of the piping (includingsupports) for the
MSLfrom the seismicinterface restraint (orseismic guide) to the turbine
stop oakes (non-inclusive),turbine bypass valves (non-inclusive)
and the
connectingbranch lines (nominal 6.35 cm. (2.5in) and larger) up to and
47

2.111.5

ti2.11.tS-ti1:ISRBBR:ff:RR:RC:ME:N11

2.11.1-1

48

2.111.6l

02.11.til-tiI.Dflggg.RBl:gg:C.ME:NI1

2.11.1-S

49

2.111.7

t2.11.01-01:ti7BlB:RRBB:BB:BB:C:ME:NSI

2.11.1-1

ASMECode Data Reportis) exist and conclude that the results of the
hydrostatic test of the AtME ode components of the TMSScomply with
the requirements of the ASMECode Section III.

An inspection will be performed to erify that a seismic analysishas been
completed for the as-built TufSSpiping.

including the first isolation valve which is either normally closed or capable
of automatic closure duringall modes of normal reactor operation, is
classified as Seismic Category II.

The as-builtTMSSpiping which consists of the piping (includingsupports)
for the MISL
from the seismic Interface restraint (or seismicguide) to the
turbine stop valves (non-inclusive), turbine bypass valves (not-Inclusive)
and the connecting branch lines 6.35 cm. (2.5 in.) and larger up to and
includingthe first isolation valve whichis either normally closed or capable
of automatic closure during all modes of normal reactor operation, meets
Seismic Category II requirements.

6. The integrity of the as-built MSIVleakage path to the condenser (main
steam piping,bypass piping, required drain piping, and main condenser) is
not compromised by non-seismicallydesigned systems, structures and
components.

Inspectionsof non-seismically designed systems, structures and
componentsoverhead, adjacent to, and attached to the MSVileakagepath
(i.e., the main steam piping, bypass piping, required drain piping and main
condenser)willbe performed.

7. The non-seismicportion of the MSIVleakage path to the condenser
(main steam piping from the stop valve (inclusive)to turbine nozzle,
bypass piping, required drain piping, and main condenser) maintains
structural integrity under SSEloadingconditions

An analysisof the as-built non-seismic portion of the MSIVleakagepath to The as-built on-seismicportion of the MSIVleakage path to the
the condenser will be performed to verifythat It maintains stuctural
condenser (main steam piping from the stop valve (inclusive)to turbine
integrity under lSEloading conditions.
noesle, bypass piping,required drain piping, and main condenser)
maintains structural integrity under SSEloading conditions.

NO

The non-seismicallydesigned systems, structures and components
overhead, adjacent to, and attached to the MSIVI
leakagepath to the
condenser will not compromise the integrity of the main steam piping,
bypass piping,required drain piping and main condenser.

NO

t

I

NO

8. The TufSSpiping is sized to ensure that RPVdome to turbine stop valve Inspectionand analysisof the as-built TMSSpiping will be performed to
The TMSSpiping is sized to
ae consistent withthese Abnormal ovents
pressure drop, total main steam system volume, and steamline length are confirm RPVto turbine calculated pressure drop, total main steam system analyses inputs:
consistent with assumptions in Abnormal Event analyses.
volume, and steamline length are consistent with assumptions In
2AbnormalEvents analyses.
- MinimumSteamlne Pressure Drop from RPV Dome to Turbine Throttle
at rated conditions: 0.179 MPa (26 psi)
* MinimumMain Steam System Volume: 103.3 m3 (3648 ftr)
* MinimumSteamilne Length: 65.26 m (214.1 fit)

11.9a

02.11.ti-0I:t9aEB:BBB:BB:BE:D:ME:NlI

:a. The TMSSpiping portion designated as ASMECode Section IIIis
designed inaccordance with ASMECode Section Ill requirements and
Seismic Category II requirements.
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Inspectionof ASMEcode DesignReports (NCA-35St)and required
documentswill be conducted.
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ASMECode Design Report(s)(NCA-3llO)(certified, when required by
ASMECode)exist and conclude that the design of the TMSSpiping portion
designated as ASMECode SectionIIIcomplies with the requirements of
the ASMECode, Section III,and meets Seismic Category II requirements.
((Design Acceptance Criteria))
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Nbr

Nbr

ITAAC

Matrised

TableNb

DesignCommitment (DC)

Inspectios, Tests, Analyses (ITA)

9b. The as-builtTMISS
piping portion designated as ASMECode Section IIl A reconciliation analysisof the piping using the as-designed and as-built
shall be reconciled with the piping design requirements.
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2.111.9b

02.11.01-01:09bgg:fiE,fi:Bfi:fi:C:ME:N11

Acceptance Criteria (AC)

DAC-ITAACCon-ITTAC

Table

ASMECode DesignReport(s) (certified, when required by ASMECode)

infunntion and ASMEcode DesignReports (NCA-3550)will be performed. etist and conclude that design reconciliation has been completed in

2.11.1-1

accordance with the ASMEcode for as-built reconciliation of the TMSS

0

1

NO

piping portion designated as ASMECode Section Ill. The report documents
the results of the reconciliation anatysis.
9c. The TMSSpiping portion designated as ASMECode Section Ill is

Inspections of the piping .iii be conducted.

fabricated, instailed. and inspected inaccordance with ASMECode Section
Ill reqinements,.

ASMECode Data Report(s) (certified, when required by ASMEcode) and
inspection reports (including N-SData Reports where applicable) exist and
conclude that the TMSSpiping portion designated as ASMECode Section
Ill is fabricated, installed, and inspected in accordance with ASMECode
Section IIIrequirements.
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2.112.1

2.112.2

02,11.02-01:0IB B:BBB:B:BB:C:ME:N21

02.11.02-01:02ifig:Bgg:.fi:gB:C:ME:.N21

2.11.2-1

2.11.2-1

1. The functional arrangement for the C&PSis as described inSubsection
2.11.2.

Inspections ofthe as-built system wil be conducted to confirm the
functional arrangement.

2. The C&FSprovides sufficientfeedwater flow and volumeto mitigate
AhOO,

Ananalysis of the as-built CAPSand feedwater pumps will be performed to Three operating feedwater pumps are capable of supplying 135% of the
confirmthe minimum capacity of three feedwater pumps. The analysis
rated feedwater flow at 7.34 MPaG(SO65psig) for mitigaetng
AOOs.

0

3. The C&F5limits maimum feedwater flow to mitigate AOOs.

maybe supported by type testing.
Analysisor type testing of the es-builtC&FS
and feedwater pumps will be
performedto confirm that the CAPSlimits maximum feedwater flow. The

The maximum capacity of three feedwater pumps at 7.34 MPaG(1065
psig) is less than or equal to 155% of rated feedwater flow for mitigating

0

unalysis
may be supported by type testing.

ADOs.

4. The C&FS,in conjunction with the feedwater control system. provides

Inspectionor analysisof the as-built feedwater system will be performed

The C&FS,in conjunction with the feedwater control system, provides

sufficientfeedwater flow after MSIVisolation to mitigate AOOs

to confirm that the C&FSprovides sufficient feedwater flow after MSIV
isolation.

feedwater flow greater than or equal to 240 seconds of rated feedwater
flow after MSIVisolation for miigating AQOs.

2.112.4

g2.11.02-O1:14RfiD:oog:RR:g:C:ME:N21

2.11.2-1

5. The C&PS,in conjunction with the feedwater control system, limitsthe

Testingor analysis of the as-built C&FS
and feedwater pumps or type

The C&FS,in conjunction with the feedwater control system, limits the

2.112.S
58

02.1-L.2-:0 ... i:g.B:gg:.g:C:ME:N21

2.1.2-1

maximum feedwater flow for a single pump followinga singleactive
component failure or operator error to mitigate AOOs.

testing of a single feedwater pump will be performed to confirm that the
CAPS
limits the maximum feedwater flow from a single pump.

maximum feedwater flow for a single pump to 75% of rated flow following
a single active component failureor operator error for mitigating A0s.,

02.11.i02-01:0figR:BfiBfi:RR:RR:C:ME:N21

2.11.2-1

6. The C&FS.in conjunction with the feedwater control system, is designed Inspectionor analysisof the as-built feedwater system will be performed
so that the loss of feedwater heating is limited in the event of a single
to confirm that the C&FS,in conjuncflonwith the feedwater control
operator error or equipment failure.
tystem, limits the loss of feedmater heating in the event of a single

The C&FS,inconjunctionwith the feedswater control system, is designed so

2.112.6

61

62

63

2.112.7

2.112.8

2.112.9a

2.112.91b

02.11.D2):07B2iB:7Bg:fi:BB:C:ME:N21

O2.11.02-01:0fBBB:BBB:BB:BB:C:ME:N21

02.11.02-01:09aug:ggg:gg :Bg:D:ME:N21

02.11.02-il:09bl:fifBBB:B:fiB:C:ME:Nf21

a singleoperator eror or equipment failure.

nominalIfull loadfinal feedwater temperature that Isconsistent with

Inspectionor analysisof the as-built feedwater system and other Power
CycleSystems will be performed to confirm the nominal fullload final

The C&FS,
in conjunction with other Power Cycle Systems,presides a
nominal fullload final feedwater temperature of 216C (4207F)as assumed

assumptions in AOOsanalyses.
O.The C
has a nominal feedwater flow rate at rated conditions that is

feedwatertemperature.
Testingor analysis of the as-built C&FS
and feedwater pumps and type

in AOOs.
The CAS has a nominal feedwater flow rate at rated conditions of 2.43 x

consistentwith inputs and assumptions in AOOs analyses.

testingof a singlefeedwater pump will be performed to confirm the

10 kg/s (19.3 10' Ibm/hr) as assumed inAOOs.

9a. Vaiveson lines attached to the RPVsystem that require maintenance

nominalfeedwater flow rate at rated conditions.
Inspectionsof piping design isometric drawings will be conducted.

A review of piping design isometric drawings confirms that maintenance

2.11.2-1

have maintenance valves such that freeze seals will not be required

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

valves are Included such that freeze seals will not be required.
((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

2.11.2-1

9fb.The as-built location of valves on lines attached to the RPV system in
the CPS that require maintenance shall be reconciled to design

A reconciliationevaluation of valves on lines attached to the RPVsystem
that require maintenance using as-designed and as-built Information mill

A design reconciliation has been completed for the as-built locationof
valves relative to the design requirements. The report documents the

requirements.

Ie performed.

2.11.2-1

2.11.2-1

1. The physical layout of the Main Turbine system assures that protection
is provided to essential systems and components, as required, from the

64

2.114.1

D2.11.0R-02:D1B0R:RR:RR:C:ME:N31

that the loss of feedwater heating is limited to a final feedwater
temperature reduction less than or equal to 55.6fC(1007F)in the event of

operatorerror or equipment failure,
7. The C&FS,in conjunction with other Power Cycle Systems,provides a
60

The as-built C&FS
conforms to the functional arangement described in
Subsection 2.11.2

2.11.4-2

NO

1

NO

1

NO

p

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

1

0

NO

0

1

NO

I

S

NO

3

results of the reconciliation evaluation.
Inspectionsof the as-built Turbine Buildingand plant arrangements will be The physical layout of the Main Turbine system protectseassential systems
conducted.
and components from the effects of high and moderate energy Main

effects of high and moderate energy Main Turbine system piping failures
or failure of the connection(s) from the low pressure turbine exhaust

Turbine system piping failures or failure of the connection(s) from the low
pressureturbine exhaust hood to the condenser. Essential systems and

hood(s) to the condenser. Essential systems and components are defined

components am defined in BTPSPLB3-1 and equipment, structures,

infTP SPLE
3-1 as systems and components required to shut down the

systems, or components (SSCs)
listed in Table 2.11.4-1 as systems and

reactor and mitigate the consequences of a postulated piping failure,

components required to shut down the reactor and mitigate the

without offsite power. The physical layout also Includesprotection for the

consequences of a postulated piping failure, without offsite power.

structures, systems, or components lSSCs)
listed inTable 2.11.4-1.

65

2.114.2

ti2.S1.0g-O2S022fi:fi:fi:C:ME:N31

2.11.4-2

2. The Main Turbine has a favorable orientation to minimizethe potential

onspections
of turbine orientation with respect to safety-related SSCs and

An analysis exists that confirms that any safety-telated SSCsand SSCslisted

effects of turbine missiles on safety-related structures, systems, or

the SSCs listed in Table 2.11.4-1 will be conducted. The consequences of

In Table 2.11.4-1 that are located inside the low trajectory turbine missile

components and the structures, systems, or components listed in Table
turbinemissaleimpact on those 5SCsthat are located within the low2.11.4-1.The safety-related SSCsthat are locatedwithin the low-trajectory trajectosy turbine missilestrike zone defined by Figure1 of Regulatosy
turbine missile strike zone are failsafe or protected by physical bariers
Guide 1.115 will be analyzed.
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strike zone are failsataeor are protected by physical barriers.
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ITAAC
3. The Main Turbine control valve closing timesare limitedto mitigate
Abnormal Events.
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2.114.3

02.11.04-02:03BBB:BB:BB:C:ME:N31

2.11.4-2

Acceptance Criteria(A)

Inspections, Tests, AnalyseslITA)

Design Commitment (DC)

Taeb
NbbTable
Nbr

DAC-ITAACCanITAAC

Mtie ed
Matri
Table

es-built Main Turbine and type testingof a single TheMain Turbinecontrol valve fast closing time characteristic is limited to
turhion control valve will hn performed to confirm control valve closing
a minimum greater than or equal to the equivalent of 0.08 seconds at
Testingon analysis of
times.

100% NBR.The servo closing time Is limited to a minimum greater than or

0

1

NO

equal to 2.5 seconds for mitigating Abnormal Events.
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68

69

2.114.4

2.t14.5

2.114.6

02.11.04-02:g4BBB:BB:BB:C:ME:N31

02.11.04-02:05BBg:gB:BB:C:ME:N31

02.11.y4-02:S6IBB:BB:6:C:ME:N31

2.11.4-2

4. The Main Turbine stop valve closing times ate limited to mitigate
Abnormal Events.

2.11.4-2

5. The Main Turbine can accommodate sufficientsteam flow through three Aninspection of the analysis of the es-builtMain Turbine will be
control valves to mitigate Abnormal Events.
performedto confirm that the Main Turbine can accommodate sufficient

2.11.4-2

6. The probability of a strike by a turbine missile is sufficiently low to
prevent equipment damage to essential systems.

Testingor analysisof the as-built Main Turbine and type testing of a single The Main Turbine stop valve closing time is limitedto a minimum greater
turbine stop valve will be performed to confirm stop valve closing time.
than or equal to 0.100 seconds for mitigating Abnormal Events.

0

1

NO

The Main Turbine can accommodate a flow greater than or equal to 85%
of rated steam flow through three control valves for mitigating Abnormal

0

1

NO

steam flow through titan control valves.
Events.
A turbine missileprobability analysiswill be performed to demonstrate the Turbine Missile Probability AnalysisReport(s) exist and conclude that the
probability of turbine failure resulting inthe ejection of turbine rotor (or
probability of turbine failure resultingin the ejection of turbine rotor (or
internal structure) fragments through the turbine casing is less than the
internal structure) fragments through the turbine casing is less than x0a

5

1

NO

0

1

NO

regulatory limitingvalue.
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2.114.7

02.11.04-02:078B9:BB:BB:C:ME:N31

2.11.4-2

per year.

7. The as-bullt turbine material properties, turbine rotor and blade

Aninspection of the as-built turbine material properties, turbine rotor and The as-built turbine material properties, turbine rotor and blade designs,

designs. pre-seecice inspecon and testing results and in-service testing
and inspection requirements meet the requirements defined in the

blade designs, pre-service inspection and testing results, and in-service
testing and inspecbon requirements will be conducted.

Turbine MissileProbability Analysis.

preservice inspection and testing results and in-service inspection and
testing requirements meet the requirements of the Turbine Missile
ProbabilityAnalysis.
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2.115.1

02.11.05r-O1:01BBB:BBB:BB:BB:C:ME:N33

2.11.5-1

1. The TGSSfunctional arrangement is described in Subsection 2.11.5 and

Inspections of the as-built system will be performed.

The as-built TOSSconforms to the functional arrangement as described in

0

1

NO

72

2.116.1

02.11.06-01:01BBB:BBB:BB;BB:C:ME:N37

2.11.6-1

shown in Figure 2.11.5-1.
1. The TOSfunctional arrangement is as described in Subsection 2.11.6.

Inspections oftie as-builtTS will be conducted.

Subsection 2.11.5 and as shown on Figure2.11.5-1.
The as-built T5 conforms to the functional arrangement described In

0

1

NO
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2.116.2

D2.11.6-01:02 BBB:BBB:BB:BB:C:ME:N37

2.11.6-1

2. The TBVsare controlled bythe SB&PC
System.

Tests will be conducted using a simulated signal.

0

1

NO

3. The TBSsteam pressure retaining and structural component, are

AnInspection of the as-built TBSwill be performed to verifythat it

Subsection 2.11.6.
The TBVsoperate upon receipt of a simulated signal from the SB&PC
System.
The as-built Tgs can withstand a SSEwithout loss of structural integrity.

74

2.116.3

02.11.06-01:03SBB:BBBB:B:B8:C:ME:N37

2.11.6-1

analyzed to demonstrate structural integrity under SSEloading conditions, conforms with the seismic analysis.
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2.116.4

02.11.601:049BB:B B:BB:BB:C:ME:N37

2.11.6-1

4. The TBSaccommodates steam flowto mitigate Abnormal Events.

Aninspection will be performed to confirm that the as-bouitTBS
accommodates steam flow to mitigate Abnormal Events.

2.11.6-1

S. The TBSmaintains sufficient capacity to mtigate Abnormal Events with
a single active failure.

Aninspectionwill be performed to confirm that the as-built TBSmaintains TheTR malotalnscapacity greater than orequal to 50%of the macimum
sufficientcapacity to mitigate AbnormalEvents with a singleactive failare. capacity for a petiod greater than or equal to 6 seconds witha single active
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2.116.5

02.11.06-01:.f5BB.:BBB:BB:B8:C:ME;N37

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

a

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

I

NO

The as-built NBSconforms to the functional arrangement described in the
Design Description of this Subsection 2.1.2. Tables 2.1.2-1 and 2.1.2-2 and
Figures 2.1.2-1, 2.1.2-2, and 2.1.2-3.

0

1

NO

The MSIVsand FWIVsfall closed upon loss of electrical power to the valve

The TBSaccommodates at least 110% of rated main steam flowfor
naigeting AD s.

failure for mitigating AO0s.
77
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2.116.6

2.116.7

02.11.06-01:06lB:BB:BBB:BB:fB:ME:N37

02.11.06-01:07BBB:6BB:BB:BB:C:ME:N37

2.11.6-1

2.11.6-1
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2.117.1

g2.11.y7-01:SSBBg:BBB:BB:gB:C:ME:NA

2.11.7-1

to

2.117.2

g2.11.07-0S:S2BBB:BBB:BB:a:C:ME:N61

2.11.7-S

6. The TBSdesign limits the capacity of individualTBVs.

A type test and analysis of the 8ts will be performed to confirm that the

Analysis and test data exist and conclude that no singleTBVhas a capacity

7. The TBSdesign allowsthe TBVsto open rapidlyto support Abnormal

BSdesign limits the capacity of IndividualTBVs.
Testingor analysesof the TBSwill be performed to confirm that the as-

greaterthan 15%of rated steam flow.
The TBScan achieve a flow greater than or equal to 80%of total bypass

Event mitgation.

built TBSdesign allows the TBVsto open rapidly to support Abnormal

capacityIn a time period less than or equal to 0.17 saconds after Initiation

Event mitigation,

of TBVfast opening function for AOo mitigation.

1. The main condenser structural members, supports, and ancho- are

Aninspection will be performed to verifythe ability of the as-built main

The as-built main condenser structural members, supports, and ancho

designed to maintain condenser Integrity followinga safe shutdown
earthquake (SSE).

condenser structural members, supports, and anchors to maintain
condenser integrityfollowing a safe shutdown earthquake.

are able to maintain condenser integrity following a safe shutdown
earthquake.

2. The main condenser can accommodate TBSsteam flowto mitigate
AbnormalEvents.

Aninspection of the as-built condenser will be performed to confirm the
capabilityof the as-builtcondenser to accommodate TBSsteam flow to
mitigate Abnormal Events.

The as-built main condenser has the capability to accommodate TBSsteam
flow
or at least 6 seconds following a loss of preferred power without the main
condenser pressure exceeding the TBVisolation setpoint to mitigate ADOs.

3.The actual volume and plate out areas is greater than that assumed in

The volume and plate out areas inthe condenser final design shall be

The as-built condenser exceeds the following parameters used to calculate

DesignBasis dose calculations.

verifiedby inspection and analysis.

the plate out factors for the dose analysis:
5

81

2.117.3

02.11.07-O1:03BBB:BB:B:BB:88:C:ME:NB1

• Condenseroolumeof i 5.93Ec3m (2.099+5oft)N

2.11.71

C
Cndenter horieontal plate area ofq 418 m2 (
D ft); and
45 0
* Condenser horizontal cylinder area
2793 mi (30060 ft)
82

2.12.1

02.01.02-3:03B1B:BSB:BBB:BB:C:ME:B21

2.1.2-3

1. The functional arrangement of the NBS is as described inthe Design
Description of this Subsection 2.1.2, Tables 2.1.2-1 and 2.1.2-2 and as
shown in Figures2.1.2-1, 2.1.2-2. and 2.1.2-3.

83

2.12.10

02.01.02-03:lOBBB:BBB:BB:BB:C:ME:B21

2.1.2-3

10. MSIVsand FWIVsfail closed upon loss ofielectricalpower to the valve

Inspection of the as-built system will be performed.

ests will be conducted on the as-built valve under preoperational

0

1

NO

actuating solenoid.

conditions.

actuating solenoid.

Testsof installed valves for opening and closing, will be conducted under
systempreoperational pressure, fluid flow, and temperature conditions.

Based on the direction of the differential pressure across the valve, each
check valve listed in Table 2.1.2-1 opens and closes.

0

1

NO

Inspections of each as-built MSLflowresttor

The throat diameter of eac h MSLflow restrictor is less than or equal to

0

1

NO

84

2.12.11

02.01.02-03:11 BB:BBBAB:B
B:C:'M E:B21

2.1.2-3

11. Check valves listed in Table 2.1.2-1 open and close under system
pressure,fluid flow, and temperature conditions.

85

2.12.12

02.01.02 -03:12 BB:fBBB:B
B:88:C:ME:B21

2.1.2-3

11.e12.
The throat diameter of each Main SteamIne (MSLiflow restrictor is
_sited
for

designchoe flowrequirements.

ESBWRDCDRev9STierelITAACTableNbr-nCountRevs5PostColumnDeleteNRC_2011-12-15_ rd-02.xls
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Each as-built MSLflow restcictor provides for Iwo instrument connecitons.

flit

2.12.13

0t2.O1.O2-03:131gfl:lft:BB:IB:C:ME:121

2.1.2-3

of the as-built Installation of each MSLflow restrinfor will be
13. EachMSLflow restictor has taps for two instrument connections to be Inspections
used for monitoring the flow through its associated MSL.
conductedto verifythat it provides for two instrument connections.

87

2.12.15a

02.O1.02-03:l1alfl:lfBB:BB:BlB:C:ME:121

2.1.2-3

15a. The MSIVsare capable of fast closing under design differential
pressure fluidflow and temperature conditions.

Typetests of the MSIVwill be conducted in accordance with the design
andpurchase specifications to demonstrate that the MSlVswlll fast lose

l8b. The 2Wiitsare capable of fast closing under design differential
pressure, fluid flow and temperature conditions,

inder design conditions.
Typetests of the FWfitswill be conducted inaccordance with the design
and purchase specifications to demonstrate that the FWIVswill fast close

16a. When all four inkoerd or outboard MSIVsare stroked from full-open

inder design conditions.
Testsat preoperational conditions along with analysis will be performed

When all MSIVsare stroked from the full-open to full-closed position by

to fol-closed position by their actuators, the combined leakagethrough

on the es-builtMSais to determine the leakageas adjusted to the specifed their actuators, the combined leakage through the MSIVsfor all four MitSL

the MSIVsfor allfour MSLswill be less than or equal to the design bases
assumption value.

designconditions.

flit

fi

2.12.15b

2.12.16a

2.12.16b

O2.it.Ot2-03:l5bBlB:ll:fl:gg:C:M E:B21

G2.O.it2-i3:1fi6tBBfBBBl:BB:C:ME:B21

2.1.2-3

2.1.2-3

FWliVsto determine
are stroked from full-open to full-closed position Testsand analysis will be performed on the as-built
16b.When all four FWlIVs
the specified design conditions,
bytheir actuators, the combined liquid inflow leakage through the FWIVs the gas outflow leakage as adjusted to
for both feedwater lines will be less than or equal to the design bases

02.01.02-O3:lgbBB:BBB:BB:BB:C:ME:B21

is

DAC-ITAACCon-ITAAC

Table

i

I

NO

The MSIVsare capable of fast closure innot less thun 3 seconds and not
more than 5 seconds under design conditions.

0

I

NO

The FWIVsare capable of fast closure in not less than 10 seconds and not
more than 15 seconds under design conditions.

i

1

NO

i

1

NO

i

i

NO

i

1

NO

less than or equal to a total combined leakage (corrected to standard
5
conditions) of less than or equal to 94.4 liters/minute13.33ff /minute) for
post-LOCuleabage.
by
position
to
lull-closed
lull-pen
the
from
all WIis are stroked
WhenO
their actuators, the combined leakage through the FWlits for both
outflow
gas
combined
feedwater lines is less thr or equal tlea total

assumption value.

leakage (corrected 5to standard conditions) of less than or equal to 700t0
co/minute (1.483ft /hour) for post-LOCAleakage.

16c. When all four FWlIVs
are stroked from full-open to full-closedposition Testsand analysis will be performed on the as-built FWIVito determine
bytheir actuators, the combined gas outflow leakage
through
sign
the s is
the gas outflow leakage as adjusted to the specified design conditions.
for both feedwarer lines will be less than or equal to the design bases
assumption value.

When all FWIVsare stroked from the foil-open to full-closedposition by
their actuators, the combined leakage through the FWIVsfor both
feedwater lines is less than or equal to a total combined gas outflow
leakage (corrected to standard conditions) of less than or equal to 700
cc/minute(1.4a3ft"/hour) for post-LOCAleakage.

92

2.12.17

2.12.11
93

i2.01.02-03:17180:BBB;BlB:BB:C:ME:B21

G2.it1.02-0t3:1 8:BBBl:lB:s:C:MaE:21

2.1.2-3

2.1.2-3

17.Theopening pressure for the Safety ReliefValves(SRVs)setpoint in

Typetests or setpoint tests will be conducted In accordance withthe ASMEThe mechanical lift nominal sespoint pressure ofit.366 ±ti.251 MPaG

mechanical lift mode validates the overpressure protection analysis by
riing af its nominal setpoint pretsure.

Codeto certify the valves.

(1213 i 36 psig).

18.The openijg time for rhe SIRVs
in the overpressure operation of self-

Ainalysisand type tests will be conducted inaccordance with the ASME

The opening time (as measured from when the pressure exceeds the valve

actuated or mechanical iNtwade,which is measured from when the

Codeto ensure that the valves open within the design opening time.

set pressure to when the valve is fully open) for the SRVsin the

lressureexceeds
the uale set pressure to when the vale is flly open,

overpressure operation of self-actuated or mechanical lift mode is less

shellke less char or equal to the design opening time,

NO

than or equal to 0.5 seconds.

94

2.12.19

02.01.02-03:19BiBB:BBBl:8B:BB:C:ME:it21

2.1.2-3

19. The steam discharge capocityof each SRVvalidates (i.e., is greater than Type tests will be conducted inaccordance with the ASMECode Section Iil yalve capacity stamping on each SRlV
records the certified capacity at rated
or equal to that used in) the overpressure protection analysis,
for relief valve certification.
setpointof13flkg/s(304 Ibm/si minimum,

it

I

NO

95

2.12.20

02.01.02-03:20BiBB:BBB:BB:BB:C:ME:821

2.1.2-3

20. The opening pressure for the Safety Valves(SVs)validates (i.e. is less
than or equal to that used in) the overpressure protection analysis.

0

1

NO

2.1.2-3

21. The opening time for the SVs,measured from when the pressure
Analysisand type tests will be conducted inaccordance with the ASME
exceeds thevle
set pressure to when the valve is fullyopen, shall be less Code Section IIIto ensure that the valves open within the design opening

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

i

1

NO

0

1

NO

i

1

NO

Si

2.12.21

G2.01.i2-it3:21BB1:lll::BB:C:ME:821

'ion unequal cachedesign opening tim.
22. The steam discharge capacity of each SVvalidates (i.e., is greater than
97

2.12.22

02.01.it2-G3:22B1BB:lBB:B;:BB:C:ME:821

2.1.2-3

or equal to that used in) the overpressure protection analysis.

Type tests or setpoint tests will be conducted in accordance with the ASMEThe mechanical lift nominal setpoint pressure of 8.503 it 0.255 MPaG
Code Section IIIto certify the valve.
(1233 1 37 psig).

time.
equal to 0.5sevcnds.
Type tests will be conducted Inaccordance with the ASMECode Section III italve capacity stamping on each SVrecords the certified capacity at rared
for relief valve certification.
setpoint of 140.2 kg/s (309
Ibm/s) minimum,

23. The relief-mode actuator (and safety-related appurtenances) can open An analysisand type test will be performed to demonstrate the capacity
98

2.12.23

02.01.02-03:238BB:BBl:BB:BB:C:ME:821

2.1.2-3

each SRVwith the DW pressure at design pressure.

The opening time (measuredfrom when the pressure exceeds the valve
set pressure to when the valve is fully open) for the SVsis less than or

Section IlII
of the relief-wade actuation for each SRV.

The relief-mode actuation has the capacity to lift the SRVsto the fullopen
positionone time with the DWpressure at the DWdesign pressure when
the accumulator is isolated from its pneumatic pressure source.

99

2.12.24

02.01.O2-03:241BB:BBB:BlB:BB:C:ME:821

2.1.2-3

24. The booster assembly opens each DepressunizationValveDPVin less

Type testing will be performed on the booster assemblies to confirm that

EachePV opens when actuated by the booster assembly in less than or

thanor equal to the design opening time (opening Simeto fullrated

they are capable of opening the valve at design basis conditions.Type

equal to 0.45 seconds with an inlet pressure of 7,584 kPa t685 kPaG(1100

capacity

testing, along with analyses to adjust for design basis conditions will be

psig 199 psi).

perfomed to demonstrate that the booster opens each DPVwithin the
design opening time (opening time to fullrated capacityM
and design
25. Each ePv minimum flowcapacity is sufficientto support rapid
190

2.12.25

02.01.02-03:25BBB:BBB:BB:ll:C:ME:i21

2.1.2-3

Sit

2.12.28

02.01.O2-03:28BBlB:fli:BlB:BB:C:ME:'.21

2.1.2-3

conditions.
Analysesand type tests willbe performed.

depressurization of the RPV(i.e.. has a flowcapacity that is greater than or
equal to the design flow capacity under design basis conditionsl.

the DPVflowcapacity is greater than or equal to 239 ko/s (527 Ibm/s) at
an inlet pressure of 7.480 MPaG(1085 psig).

28. iteuum breakers are provided on IRVdischarge lines to reduce the

An inspection and analysiswill be performed to confirm that the vacuum

The vacuum breakers are installed on the SliVdischarge lines and the

post-discharge reflood height of water in the discharge lines,

breakers are installed and to demonstrate that the vacuum breaker
capacity and setpoint limit the water column In the discharge line.

vacuum breaker capacity and setpoint limit the water column inthe
discharge line.

ESBWRDCD-Rev9STier1 ITAAC Table Nbr n-Count RevS5Post ColumnDeleteNRC_2011-12-15
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29. The SRVdischarge line vacuum breakers close to prevent steam bypass Type test will be performed on the vacuum breaker for disk-closed leakage The foilowing test criteria are met:

102

2.12.29

02.01.02-03:2900B:RfB:fifi:C:ME:f21

2.1.2-3

to the DW duringSRVdischarge,and open followingdischarge completion at line pressure during SRVdischarge, disk cracking(unseating) pressure.

* At SRVdischarge line pressure duringSRVdiscbarges, the vacuum

to permit pressure equalization with the DWand prevent ingestion of a
water slug into the SRVdischarge lines.

breaker leak rate is less than or equal to design leak rate;
* The disk unseat begins at design cracking pressure; and.

and full-open flowcapacity,

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

At disk fulllift, the vacuum breaker achieves equal to or greater than
design flowcapacity.

103

2.12.2a1

02.01.02-03:l2alB:BRB:Rg:BB:C:ME:fi21

2al. The components identified inTable 2.1.2-1 as ASMECode Section III Inspection of ASMECode DesignReports (NCA-3l50)and required

ASMECode DesignReports (NCA-3550)(certified, when required by ASME

are designed in accordance with ASMECode Section IIIrequirements,

Code)exist and conclude that the design of the components Identified in
Table 2.1.2-1 as ASMECode Section III complies with the requirements of

documents will be conducted.

2.1.2-3

ASMECode Section IIIincludingthose stresses applicable to loads related
to fatigue (including environmental effects), thermal expansion, seismic,
and combined.
2a2. The components identified inTable 2.1.2-1 as ASMECode Section Ill A reconciliation analysisof the components identified In Table 2.1.2-1 as

ASMECode DesignReport(s) (NCA-3550)(certified, when required by

shall be reconciled with the design requirements.

ASMECode Section IIIusing as-designed and as-built Information and

ASMECode) exist and conclude that design reconciliation has been

ASMECode DesignReports (NCA-3S50)will be performed.

completed, in accordance with ASMECode. for as-built reconciliation of
the components identified inTable 2.1.2-1 as ASMECode Section III.The
report documents the results of the reconciliation analysis.

2a3. The components identified inTable 2.1.2-1 as ASMECode SectionIll

rnspection ofthe components identified inTable 2.1.2-1 as ASMECode

ASMECode Data Report(s) (including N-SData Reports. where applicable)

are fabricated, installed, and Inspected inaccordance with ASMECode

Section Illwill be conducted.

2.1.2-3

2.1.2-3

Section IIIrequirements.

(certified, when required byASMECode) and inspection reports exist and
conclade that the components identified in Table 2.1.2-1 as ASMECode
Section Illare fabricated, installed, and inspected in accordance with ASME
Code Section Ill requirements.

2bl. The piping identified in Table 2.1.2-1 as ASMECode Section Iltis
designed in accordance withASMECode SectionIll requirements.

106

2.12.2bl

02.01.02-03:02blB:BBB:BB:DB:D:ME:B21

Inspection of ASME
Code DesignReports (NCA-3S50)and required
documents will be conducted.

ASMECode DesignReport(s) (NCA-35SO)
(certified. when required by
ASMECode) erist and conclude that the design of the piping identified In

([Deign Acceptance Criteria))

Table 2.1.2-1 as ASMECode Section Ili complies with the requirements of

2.1.2-S

ASMECode Section Ill,includingthose stresses applicable to loads related
to fatigue (including environmental effects), thermal expansion, seirmic,
and combined.

NO

1

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))
2b2. The as-built piping identified inTable 2.1.2-1 as ASMECode Section
Ill shall be reconciled with the piping design requirements.
107

2.12.2b2

02.01.02-03:02b2B:BBB:BRB:RD:C:ME:B21

2.1.2-3

A reconciliation analysisof the piping identified inTable 2.1.2-1as ASME ASMECode DesignReport(s) (NCA-3550)(certified, when required by
CodeSection Illusing as-designed and as-built Information and ASMECode ASMECode) exist and conclude that design reconciliation has been
Code, for as-built reconciliation of
completed, in accordance with A.SME
DesignReports (NCA-3550)will be performed.
Section Ill.The report
the piping identified inTable 2.1.2-1 as ASMECode
documents the results of the reconciliation analysis.

10

2.12.2b3

020

020

S2b

B

2.1.2-3

2b3. The piping identified inTable 2.1.2-l as ASMECode Section IIIis
Inspections of the piping identified inTable 2.4.2-1 as ASMECode Section
fabricated, installed, and inspected Inaccordance with ASMECode Section Ill willbe conducted.

ASMECode Data Report(s) (certified, when required by ASMECode) and
inspection reports (including N-5 Data Reports where applicable) exist and

Ill requirements.

conclude that the piping identified inTable 2.4.2-1 as ASMECode Section
Ill is fabricated. installed, and inspected inaccordance with ASMECode

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0
0

1
1

N
NO

1

NO

Section IIIrequirements.

1D9

2.12.30

02,O1.02-O3:30BBB:BBB:BB;BB:C:ME:B21

11 .23
2.50-33RF:R:uR::M:2

2.1.2-3

..-

30.The pressure loss coefficient of each of the following components is

As-builtcomponent records will be inspected and compared against Inputs The pressure loss coefficient of each of the following components is within

within the uncertainty band of the pressure loss coefficient used in the
natural circulation flow analysis:

to the natural circulation analysis, considering uncertainty, perfoned to
calculatepressure loss coefficients.

the uncertainty band of the pressure loss coefficient used In the natural
circulation flowanalysis:

Steam separator

*

Steam separator

fuel bundle

*

Fuelbundle

*
*

Fuelsupport piece orifice
Control rod guide

*

Shroud support

Fuelsupport piece orifice
* Control andguide tubes
* Shroud support
31. The free volume for each of the following components Is within the

Inspectionof as-built component records willbe performed to determine

The free volume of each of the following

uncertainty band of the free volume used innatural circulation flow

thecomponent free volume for each of the listed components,

components is within the uncertainty band of the free volume used in the

analysis:

natural circulation flow analysis:
PV•RPV

110

2.12.31

02.01.02-03:315R:Rf:RB:BR0R:C:ME:R25

2.1.2-3

* Dnowcomer

Downoomer
* Core

*

Core

* Chimney
1*Separator/dryer
2.1.2-3
______he

* Chimney
5 Saparator/dryer
32. The hydraullcdiameter, geometry of heated surfaces, and flow area in IA,-built dimension inspection and analyses will be performed to determine The hydraulicdiameter, geometry of heated surfaces, and flow area in the
foel assembliesnarewithin thefuwnertaintysbandofh heageometrysed irhegltmeofthefelassembliestoheloaded,
fuelaasembliearewithin the uncertaintybadofthegeometryused in
t___natural circulation flow analysis,
the naturalnirculacionRlowanalysis.
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02.l1.02-03:368BB:BEE:BB:BB:C:ME:B21

2.1.2-3

Design Commitment (DC)
36. The main steam line and SRV/SVbranch piping geometry precludes
first and second shear layer wave acoustic resanance conditions from
occurring and avoids pressure loads on the steam dryer at plant normal
operating canditions.
3a. Pressure boundary welds in components identified in Table 2.1.2-1 as
ASMECode Section IIImeet ASMECode Section III nondestructive
examination requirements.

Inspections, Tests, Analyses (ITA)
Acceptance Criteria (AC)
DAC-ITAACCon-ITAAC
Analysisof the as-built piping system and equipment analysis, for acoustic The main steam line and SRV/SVbranch piping geometry precludes first
resonance at plant normal operating conditions, will be performed.
and second shear layer wave acoustic resonance conditions fram occurring
O
1
and results in no significantpressure loads on the steam dryer at plant
Inspection of the as-builtpressure boundary welds incomponents
identified in Table 2.1.2-1 as ASMECode Section IIIwill be performed in
accordance withASMECode Section1l1.

3b. Pressure boundary welds inpiping identified in Table 2.1.2-1 as ASME Inspection of the as-builtpressure boundary welds inpiping identified in
Code
Section IIImeet ASMECode Section Ill non-destructive examination Table 2.1.2-1 as ASMECode Sectionll will be performed in accordance
reuieens
11 23
requirements.
with ASMECode Section l.

02.Ol.C2-e3:ectionBIB:Be:2.1
2wi2t3:ME:B2O

Matriand
Table
NO

normal operating conditions.
AStuECode report(s) exist and conclude that ASMECode Section III
requirements are met for non-destructive examination of pressure
boundary welds Incomponents identified inTable 2.1.2-1 as ASMECode
Section III.
ASMECode report(s) exist and conclude that ASMECode Section Ill
requirement are met for non-destructive examination of pressure
boundary welds in piping identified in Table 2.1.2-1 as ASMECode Section
Ill.

115

2.12.4a

02.01.02-0304aB:BB:BB:BB:C:ME:21

2.1.2-3

4a. The components identified in Table 2.1.2-1 as ASMECode Section Ill
retain their pressure boundary integrity at their design pressure,

4b. The piping identified in Table 2.1.2-1as ASMECode Section Illretains

A hydrostatic testwill be conducted on the code pipingidentified in Table ASMECode Data feport(s) eist and conclude that the results of the

116

2.12.4b

02.01.02-03f04bgB:BBB:BB:BB:C:ME:g21

2.1.2-3

its pressure boundary integrity at its design pressure.

2.1.2-1 as ASMECode Section Ill that is required to be hydrostatically
tested byASMECode Section III.

117

2.12.5.i

02.Ol.02-03:05BBB:BBi:BB:BB:C:ME:fi21

2.1.2-3

116

2.12.5.ii

02.D1.02-03:OSBBB:Bii:BgB:f:C:MfE:g21

2.1.2-3

119

2.12.5.iii

02.01.02-03:05BBfB:iii:BB:cc:C:ME:B21

2.1.2-3

120

2.12.7a

O2.D1.02-O3:O7aBB:BBB:BB:BgB:C:ME:Bf21

2.1.2-3

A hydrostatic test will be conducted on those code components identified ASMECode Data Report(s) exist and conclude that the results of the
inTable 2.1.2-1as ASMECode Section IIIthat are required to be
hydrostatic test of components identified in Table 2.1.2-1 as ASMECode
Section Ill comply with the requirements of ASMECode Section ll.0
Code Section III.
hydrostatically tested byASMIE

S.The equipment identified in Table 2.1.2-1 and Table 2.1.2-2 as Seismic i. Inspection will be performed to verifythat the Seismic Category I
Category I can withstand Seismic Category I loads without loss of safety
equipmentidentified in Table 2.1.2-1and Table 2.1.2-2 are located in a
function.
SeismicCategory I structure.
5. The equipment identified in Table 2.1.2-1 and Table 2.1.2-2 as Seismic il.Type tests, analyses, or a combination of type tests and analyses, of
Category I can withstand Seismic Category I loads without loss of safety
equipmentidentified inTable 2.1.2-1and Table 2.1.2-2 as Seismic
function.
Categoryl, will beperformed using analytical assumptions, or will be
performedunder conditions which bound the Seismic Category I
•quipmert design requirements.
S.The equipment identified in Table 2.1.2-1 and Table 2.1.2-2 a, Seismic i.i.Inspection and analyss willbe performed to verify that the as-buils
Category Ican withstand Seismic Category I loads without loss of safety
equipmentidentified inTable 2.1.2-1 and Table 2.1.2-2 as Seismic
function.
Catagory , includinganchorage, is bounded by the testing or analyzed
conditions.
7a. Each NBSmechanical train located outside the containment is
Inspections and analysiswill be conducted for each of the NIS mechanical
physicallyseparated from the other train(s) so as not to preclude
trains located outside the containment,
accomplishment of the intended safety-related function,

hydrostatic test of piping identified inTable 2.1.2-1 as ASMECode Section
Ill comply with the requirements in ASMECode Section IlI.

1

NO

i. The equipment Identified as Seismic Category Iin Table 2.1.2-1 and Table
2.1.2-2 is located ina Seismic Category I structure.

0

1

NO

ii. The equipment identified inTable 2.1.2-1 and Table 2.1.2-2 as Seismic
Category I can withstand Seismic Category I loads without loss of safety
function.

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

iii. The as-builtequipment identified inTable 2.1.2-1 and Table 2.1.2-2 as
Seismic Category I, includinganchorage, can withstand Seismic Category I
loads without loss of safety function.
Each NBSmechanical train located outside containment is protected
against design basis events and their direct consequences byspatial
separation, barriers, restraints, or enclosures so as not to preclude
accomplishment of the intended safety-related function.

121

2.12.7

02.01.02fl3f7b3if7bBf:B;fig:.gg:C:ME:f21

2.1.2-3

7b. EachNIS mechanical train located Insidethe containment is physically Irspectionsandanalysiswill be conducted for each of the Bi mechanical Each NBSmechanical train lonased inside containment Isprotected against
separated from the other train(s) so as not to preclude accomplishment of trains locatedinsidethe containment,
design basis events and their direct consequences by spatial separation,
the intended safety-related function,
barriers, restraints, or enclosures so as not to preclude accomplishment of
the intended safety-related function.
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2.12.8.

O2.01.02-03:08aB :BBB:BB:fB:C:ME:B21

2.1.2-3

la. The MSIVsclose upon command.
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2.12.8b

02.01.02-3:0gbBB:BBB:BB:f:C:MfE:B21

2.1.2-3

ib. The Feedwater Isolation Valves(FWlVs)close upon command.

yalve closure tests will be performed on the as-built FWIVsusing a manual The FWIVsclose upon command
:losune command to simulate an isolation signal.
Inspectionof the as-built system will be performed.
The as-built RCCWS
System conforms to the functional arrangement
described inthe Design Description of this Subsection 2.12.3 and as shown
on Figure 2.12.3-1.
2. The RCCWS
provides the nonsafety-related function to support post-72 Testingof the RCCWS
will be performed to verifyflow to thenuclear island A flow path exists from the RCCWSto the nuclear island chillers,standby
hour coolingfor nuclear island chillers and standby diesel generators and chillers,standby diesel generators and FAPCS.
diesel generators, and to support operation of FAPCS.
provides coolingsupport for FAPCS.
13.The 1CCWS
can be operated and controlled from the MCI.
TestingIn demonstrate RCCWS
flow will be performed on the RCCWS
OCCWS
pumps can be operated and flow controlled from the MCR.
componentsusing controls in the MCR.
4. RCCWSflow indication is provided inthe MCR.
Inspectionwill verifythat RCCWS
flow indication exists and can be
The
flow indication ists andcan be retrieved insheM .NO
retrieved in the MCR.
1. The NICWSfunctional arrangement is described in the Design
Inspectionof the as-built system will be performed.
The as-builtNICWSSystem conforms to the functional arrangement as
Descriptionof Subsection 2.12.5 and as shown on Figure 2.12.5-1.
described inthe Design Description of this Subsection 2.12.5 and as shown
on Figure 2.12.5-1.

0

1

NO

1. The fiCCWSfunctional arrangement is as described inthe Design
Descriptionof Subsection 2.12.3 and as shown on Figure 2.12.3-1.

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

A flow path exists from the NICWSto the RCCWS
and HVACsystems.

0

1

NO

NICWSpumps and chillers can be operated and flowcontrolled from the

0

1

NO

1

NO
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2.123.1

D2.12.03-yl:Ollgfc:BB:BB:BcB:C:ME:P21

2.12.3-1
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2.123.2

02.12.03-01:D2cBBB:flBg:fifB:BgB:C:ME:P21

2.12.3-1
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2.123.3

fl2.12.D3-0g:fl3ccN:fipg:gg:g:CSC:P21

2.12.3-1
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2.123.4

02.12.03A1:04BBBEBBB:BB:CJC:P21

2.12.3-1
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2.125.1

02.12.05-01S.OIBBB:B
BB:BB:BB:C:ME:P25

2.12.5-1

129

2.125.2

02.12.05-0l.02fBBB:BfBB:BB:BBfi:C:ME:P25

2.12.5-1

130

2.125.3

02.12.OS-01:03BBg:BBB:BB:BB:CIC:P25

2.12.5-1

2. The NICWSprovides thennsafety-related function to support post-72
hourcooling for RCCWSand HVAC
systems.
3. NICWSflow can be established and controlled from the MCR.

131

2.125.4

02.12.05-01:04BBB;BBB:BB:BB:CiC:P25
131
lffin215t4D212elSed

2.12.5-1
2.1.51O

4. NICWSflow Indication Is provided inthe MCR.
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Valveclosure tests will be performed on the as-built MSIVsusing a manual The MIs close upon command.
closurecommand to simulate an isolation signal.

Testingof the NICWSwill be performed to verifyflow to the RCCWSand
AVAC
systems.
Testingwill be performed to demonstrate NICWSflow will be performed
ncthe NICWScamponents using controls inthe MCI.
Inspectionwill
that NICWSflow indication exists and can be
theiverify
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2.127.1

ITAAC

Design Commitment

Inspections, Tests, Analyses (ITA)

133

2.127.2

DBBB:BB:C:ME:P41
D22.12.D7-O2DBRBB:

OAC-ITAACCon-ITAAC

2.12.7-1

22.71

Mitrixed
aDC)
Table

1.The PSWSfunctional arrangement is as described in the Design
02.12.07-01UOIBBB:DBB:BB3BB:C:ME:P41

Acceptance Criteria (ACt

Table Nbr
The as-built PSWSSystem conforms to the functional arrangement as

Inspection of the as-built system will be performed.

Descriptionof Subsection 2.12.7 and as shown on Figure2.12.7-1.
2.12.71 _-72_estinofth_____willbperfrmedtveriyflowto__

describedin the DesignDescription of Subsection 2.32.7 and as shown on

0

1

PSWI pumps can be operated and flow controlled from the MCR.

0

1

4. PSWSflow indication is provided in the MCR.

Inspection will verifythat PSWSflow indication exists and can be retriened The PSWSflow indication exists and can be retrieved in the MCR.
inthe MCR.

0

1. The functional arrangement of lectric Power istribunion Systemis as

Inspections of the as-built Electric Power DistributionSystem will be

flow to the
2.The PSWSprovides the nonsafety-related functions to support post-72 Testing of the PSWSwill be performed to uneidy
hourcooling for RCCWS.
3. The PSWScan be established and controlled from the MCR.

NO

Figure 2N2.7-1.
RCCWS.

Testing will be performed to demonstrate flow on the PSWScomponents

A flow path exists hfo

NO

the PIWS to the RCCWS.

NO

using controls inthe MCR.
135

2327.4

02.12.o7-01:04tiBf:BB:BDB:F:D:CSC:P41

2.12.7-1

described
inthe DesignDescription of Subsection 2.13.1 and Table 2.13.1- performed.
1, and as shown on Figure 2.13.1-1.

NO

The as-built Electric Power Distribution System confoms to the functional
mrrangementasndescribedin the design description f Subsection 2.13.1

0

1

NO

and shown In Table 2.13.1-1 and, as shown on Figure 2.13.1-1.
The as-built equipment within the onsite portion of the PPF,as determined

10. Equipment within the onsite portion of the PPSis rated to interrupt

Analysis of the as-built onsite portion of the PPSwill be performed to

analyzed fault currents, includingthe fault current contribution from the

determine the fault current Interruptng requirements during design basis by Its ratings, exceeds the analyzed fault currents, Includingthe fault

cffsite portion of the PPS.

operating modes includingthe fault current contribution from the offsite

current contdbution from the offsite portion of the PPS.

cortionof the PPS.
Its. The onsite portions of the normal preferred power supply circuits are InspectIonsof the as-built onsite normal preferred power supply circuits
physicallyseparate from the onsite portions of the altemate preferred
and alternate preferred power supply circuits will be performed.

For the as-built onsite portion of the PPS:
- The non-segregated phase bus ducts provided for the electrical

power supply circuits from the UnitAuxiliaryTransformer(UAT)and

interconnect ion between the RATand 6.9 kVswitchgear buses are

DReserve
AuxiliaryTransformer (RAT)to the PIPbus incomingline breakers.

physically separated from the bus ducts provided for the Interconnection
of the UATand the switchgear by distance or physical barriers so as to
minimize, to the extent practical, the likelihood of their simultaneous
failure under design basis conditions in accordance with lEEP-384.

139

2.131.111,

02.13.01-02:1IBBI:FB:FIB:BB:C:EL:R
2

2.13.1-2

2.02:1

11b.The onsite portions of the normal preferred power supply circuits are Tests of the as-built onsite portions of the PPSnormal preferred and
electricallyindependent from the onsite portions of the alternate
alternate preferred power supply circuits will be conducted by providinga
preferredpower supply circuits from the UATand RATto the PIPbus
incomingline breakers.

test signal in onlyone preferred power circuit at a time.

t1c. The onsite portions of the normal preferred power supply circuit

Tests of the as-built onsite portions of the normal preferred and alternate

breakercontrol power, instrumentation, and control circuits are

preferred power supply circuit breaker control power, Instrumentation,

A test signal exists in onlythe circuit under test.

A test signal exists in onlythe circuit under test.

riBBBBelectrically
independent from the alternate preferred power supply circuit and control circuits wmlbe conducted by providing a test signalirn only one
breakercontrol power, instrumentation, and control circuits from the UAT circuit at a time.
and RATto the PIP bus incoming line breakers.

141

2.1331,11

02.tit.03-02:ltdRg:DDDi:BF:DB:C:EL:RD10

2.33.3-2

1ld. The onsite portions of the normal preferred power supply circuit
Inspections of the as-built onsite portions of the normal preferred and
breakercontrol power, instrumentation, and control circuits are physically alternate preferred power supply circuit breaker control power,

Sheas-built onsite portions of the normal preferred power supply circuit
breaker control power, instrumentation, and control circuits are physically

separatedfrom the alternate preferred power supply circuit breaker

separatedfrom the alternate preferred power supply circuit breaker

instrumentation. and control circuits will be performed.

controlpower, instrumentation, and control circuits from the UATand RAT
to the PIPbus incomingline breakerst

control power, instrumentation, and control circuits by distance or physical
barriers so as to minimizeto the extent practical the likelihoodof their

51N

simultaneousfailure under design basis conditions as defined In IEEE-3A4.

tie. The UATand RATare physicallyseparated to minimizethe likelihood
of their simultaneous failure under design basis conditions to the extent

Inspection and analysis of the as-built UATand RATphysical separation will The UATand RATare physicallyseparated by physical barriers,or are
be performed.

practical.

2.131.12.

02.33.it-D2:I2aBB:BBB:DB:DD:C:EL:D3D

2.13.1-i

0

1

i

1

failure urder design basis conditions to the extent practical, according to
RG1.189 separation criteria.

12a. The normal power supply circuits are physically separate from the
alternate power supply circuits from the PIP buses to the Isulation Power
143

separatedbydistance, to minimizethe likelihood of their simultaneous

Inspections of the as-built normal power supply circuits and alternate
power supply circuits will be performed.

Centerbus incomingline breakers,

The normal power supply circuits are physicallyseparate from the
alternate power supply circuits by distance or physical barriers so as to
minimize to the extent practical the likelihoodof their simultaneous failure

NO

under design basis conditions as defined in IEEE-384.
12b. The normal power supply circuits am electrically independent from

Tests of the as-built normal and alternate power supply circuits will be

the alternate power supply circuits from the PIPbuses to the Isolation

conducted by providinga test signalin only one power circuit at a time.

A test signal exists in onlythe circuit under test.

PowerCenter bus incoming line breakers.
12c. The normal power supply circuit breaker control power,
345

2.131.12c

02.33.tii-ti2:I2cBB;BBB:gB:tiD:C:EL:D3D

2.13.1-2

Tests of the as-built normal and alternate power supply circuit breaker

instovmentatilon,
and control circuits are electricallyindependent from the control power, instrumentation, and control circuits will be conducted by
alternate power supply circuit breaker control power, instrumentation,
providing a test signalin only one circuit at a time.
and control circuits from the PIPbuses to the Isolation Power Center bus

Incomingline

A test signal exists In onlythe circuit under test.
NO

breakers.
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Acceptance Criteria (AC)
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DesignCommitment (CX)

DACITAACCoTA

Mtia
Matrid
Table

12d.The onsite portions of the normal power supply circuit breaker
controlpower, Instrumentation, and control circuits are physically

Inspectionl of the as-buiit nonnal and alternate power supply circuit
breaker control power, Instrumentation, and control circults will be

The as-built normal power supply circuit breaker control power,
Instrumentation,and control circuits are physically separated from the

separatedfrom the alternate power supply circuit breaker control power,
instrumentation,and control circuits from the PIP buses to the Isolation

performed.

alternate power supply circuit breaker control power, instrumentation,
and control circuits by distance or physical barriers so as to minimize to

PowerCenter bus incoming line breakers,

0

1

NO

0

B

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

the extent practical the likelihood of their simultaneous failure under
designbasis conditions as defined in IEEE-3B4.

13.Interrupting devices for the ElectricPower Distribution Preferred
PowerSystem are coordinated so as to isolate faulted equipment or

Analysiswill be performed for all voltage levels to ensure that interrupting Interruptingdevices at allvoltage levels are properly coordinated and the
devicesare propedy coordinated.
nterrapter closest to a fault opens before other devices and Isolate only

circuitsof the Plant Investment Protection Buses from the Preferred Power
147

2.131.13

P2.13.01-2'2:13BBB:BBB:BB:BB:C:EL:Rp1

2.13.1-2

148

2.131.2.1

82.13.0I-02:02BBB:BBi:BB:BB:C:EL:R10

2.13.1-2

149

2.131.2.ii

02.13.O1-02:02ggg:gii:BB:Bl:C:EL:R

2

the faulted equipment and or circuit.

System,
prevent damage to equipment, protect personnel, minimize
Power
systemdisturbances, and maintain continuity of the Preferred
SupplySystem from the PIP buses to allsafety-related loads and
designatedRTNSSBand C loads.
2.The 480 V ACIsolation Power Center equipment identified as Seismic

i.Inspections will be performed to verify that the 480 V ACIsolation Power I. The Seismic Category 1480 V ACIsolation Power Center equipment

CategoryI in Table 2.13.1-1 can withstand Seismic Category I loads without Center equipment Identified as Seismic Category I inTable 2.13.1-1 is
lossof safety function,
located Ina SeismicCategory I structure.

identified inTable 2.13.1-1 is housed Ina Seismic Category I structure.

2.The 480 V ACIsolation Power Center equipment identified as Seismic

ii. The Seismic Category 1480 V ACIsolation Power Center equipment

il.Type tests, analyses, or a combination of type test and analyses of the

CategoryIin Table 2.13.1-1 can withstand Seismic Category I loads without SeismicCategory 1480 V ACisolation Power Center equipment identified
.

oss of safety function,

identifled InTable 2.13.1-1 can withstand Seismic Category Iloads without

inTable 2.13.1.1, will be performed using analytical assumptions, or under lossof safety function.
conditions which bound the Seismic Category I equipment design
requirements.

2.The 480 V ACIsolation Power Center equipment identified as Seismic
150

2.131.2.11i

iii.Inspection and analyses will be performed to verify that the equipment

iII.The as-built 480 V ACIsolation Power Center equipment identified In

02.13.01-02:OZBBB:iii:B8:BB:C:EL:RO1

2.13.1-2

CategoryI in Table 2.13.1-1 can withstand Seismic Category I loads without identified as Seismic Category I in Table 2.13.1-2,Includingassociated
loss of safety function.
anchorage, is bound by the test or analyzed conditions.

2.13.1-02:03aBB:BBB:B:BB:C:EL:IO

2.13.12

kyRegulatoryGuide1.75.

A test signalexists onlyin the as-built safety-related divisionunder test In
PowerCnteby prviding a test signal n onlyone safety-related division te 40 V ACIsolation Power Center.
at atime.

31b.Separation is provided between safety-related divisions, and between

Inspection and analysisof the as-built safety-related 480 V ACIsolation

cafety-relateddivisions and nonsafety-related equipment as required by
Regulatory Guide 1.75.

Power Canters willbe performed.

Table 2.13.1-2 includingassociated anchorage can withstand Seismic
CategoryI loads without loss of safety function.

3a. Independence is provided between safety-related divisionsas required Tests will bh performed on the as-built safety-related 480 VACIsolation
1

152

2.131.3a

2.131.3

2.3.1-02:03BBBBBB:BB:BB:C:E: 10

For the as-builtsafety-related 480 V ACIsolation Power Centers, physical
separationand electrical isolation as defined in Regulatory Guide 1.75
xists between safety-related divisions. Physicalseparation and elestical
isolationas defined in RegulatoryGuide 1.75 exists between safety-related

0

NO

divlsionsand nonsafety-related equipment.

154

2.131.5

02.13.01-02:05BBB:DBB:BB:BB:C:EL:RyO

4. Each safety-related Isolation Power Center supplies power to safety-

Tests will be performed using a test signalto confrm that an electrical

related loads In its respective division.

path exists from the as-built safety-related Isolation Power Center to Its
path exists from the as-built safety-related Isolation Power Center to Its
divisional safety-related loads. Eachtest may be a single testeor a series of divisional safety-related loads. Eachtest may be a single test or a series of

Testswill be performed using a test signal to confirm that an electrical

over-lapping tests,
5. Isolation Power Centers and their associated loads are protected against Testing will be performed using real or simulated signals.

over-lapping tests.
The Isolation Power Centers are protected against under voltage,

undecolttage, degraded voltage and under-frequency conditions.

degradedvoltage and under-frequency conditions by applying a real or
simulatedsignaland verifyingthat the as-built Isolation Power Center bus

2.13.1-2

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

2

NO

0

1

NO

isolatesfrom the nonsafety-related system.

1SS

156

157

2.131.6a

2.131.6b

2.131.9

02.13.01-02:06aBB:BBB:BB:BB:C:EL:RBO

02.13.01-02:06BBB:BBB:BB:BB:C:EL:R1G

02.13.01-02:09BBB:BBB:BB:BB:C:EL:RIO

2.13.1-2

2.13.1-2

6a. The Electric Power DistributionSystem provides the capability for

Tests will be performed using a test signalto confirm that an electrical

A test signaloriginating from the as-built bus exists at the terminals of

distributing nonsafety-related ACpower from onsite sources to their
designated RTNSSloads,

path exists for each RTNSSload from its associated as-built bus. Eachtest
may be a single test or a series of over-lapping tests.

each associated RTNSSload.

6b. The Electric Power DistributionSystem provides a PiPbus undeie itage Testing will be performed using real or simulated PIPbus under voltage
signal to trip the PIP bus normal and alternate preferred power supply
signals.

The as-built PIPbus normal and alternate preferred powersupply breakers
trip after receiving a real orsimulated PIPbus undervofltage signal.

breakers.
9. Equipment within the onsite portion of the Preferred Power Supply
(PPS) is rated to supply necessary load requirements, includingpower,

Analysisof the as-built onsite portion of the PPS will be performed to
determine load requirements during design basis operating modes. This

Theas-built equipment within the onsite portion of the PPS, as determined
by its ratings, exceeds the analyzed load requirements, including power,

voltage, and frequency, during design basis operating modes.

analysis will,in part, specify required power, voltage, and frequency at the voltage,and frequency, during design basis operating modes.
interface between the onsite and offsilteportions of the PPSin order to
provide adequate power, voltage, and frequency to the safety-related
Isolation Power Center buses to support safety-related load operation.

2.13.1-2
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DEN
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02.13.03-03:01BBB:BRB:BB:BB:C:EL:R16

ITAAC
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2.13.3-3

Design Commitment jDC)

Inspections, Tests, Analyses (ITA)
ImatosTable

hees-built250Vsafet-reletedDCsystemssonturmwiththefhnntional
inFigure 2.13.3-1 and as described in Subsection
eashown
arrangement

as shown on Figure2.13.3-1.

2.13.3 and somponentlocations are as shown in Table 2.1t.3-1.

12. Ele2triculnoblesfor the safety-related 2S V DCsystem are rated to
withstand fault current for the time required to clear the fault from their

of the as-built safety-related 250 VDCsystem will be performed
Analyses

Forthe as-built safety-related 250 V DCsystem, electrical cables will

to determine possible fault currents.

withstard the eralyzedfault currents, us determired by manufacturer's
ratings, for the time required to clear the fault from its power source.

powersource.

110

161

2.133.13

2.133.14

D2.13.O3-03:13BBB:DBB:RD:BR:C:EI:16

02.13.03-03:14DBBB:BB:BB:BB:C:EL:Rlt6

2.13.3-3

2.13.3-3

2.133.2

02.13.03-03:02 BBD:RB:BB:BB:C:EL:yl6

2.13.3-3

163

2.133.3.i

02.13.03-03:D3RDR:E~i:DR:DR:C:EL:Rl

2.13.3-3

164

2.133.3.ii

02.13.03 -03:3BBB:Bii:BB:BB:C:EL:R
16

2.13.3-3

165

166

2.133.4.1

2.133.4.ii

02.13.D3-03:02BBB:BBi:BfB:BB:C:EL:Rl6

D2.13.03-03:02fBB:i
R
i:RBB:R:C:EL:tR
16

2.13.3-3

2.13.3-3

DAC-ITAACCon-ITAAC

Metrised
Mable

1

NO

0

13.Protectice decices fur the safety-related 250 V C system are rated to Analyses
of the as-builftsafety-related250V DCsystemwill be performed
intercptanalyaed faultourrents and are coordinated to onlytrip the
to determine possible fault currents and the required size of protective

Forthe as-built safety-related 250 V DCsystem, that the protective devices
for the safety-related 250 V DCsystem loads are sized to only trip the

protectivedevice closest to the fault.

deuvles to ensure that they are coordinated to only trip the protective

protectivedevice closest to the fault.

14. Racewey for safety-related 250 y DCsystem circuits are sized in
accordance with design requirements,

device closest to the fault.
Analyses
ofthe as-built safety-related 250 VDCsystem will be performed
to determine required raceway sizing,

Forthe as-built safety-related 250 V DCsystem, raceway sizing Is In
accordance withdesign requirements and raceway loading is within that

0

1

NO

DCsystems is as shown on Figure2.13.3-2 and as described in Subsection

Inspections of the as-built 125 V and 250 V nonsafety-related DCsystems
will be performed.

assumed inthe electrical analyses.
The as-built 125 V and 250 V nonsafety-related DCsystems conform with
the functional arrangement as shown inFigure 2.13.3-2 and as described

0

1

NO

2.13.3.
3. Two 250 V safety-related batteries in each divisionare together sized to

I.Analyses fur the as-built safety-related batteries to determine battery

inSubsection 2.13.3.
1.The as-built batteries ineach divisiontogether have the capacity, as

supply
their design
loads, at the end of installed life, for a minimum of 72
hours without
recharging.

capacieas
wil be performed based on the design duty cycle for each
battery.

determined by the vendor performance specification, to supply their rated
constant curent for a minimum of 72 hours without recharging.

3. Two 250 V safety-related batteries in each divlsionare together sized to

i0.Tests of each as-builtsafety-related battery will be conducted by

fi.The capacity of each as-built safety-related battery equals or exceeds

supply their design loads, at theend of installed life. fur a minimum of 72
hours without recharging.

simulatingloads which envelope the analyzed battery design duty cycle.

the analyzed battery design duty cycle capacity.

0

1

NO

4. The 2S0 V safety-related DCsystems equipment identified as Seismic
i. Inspections will be performed to verifythat the 250 VDCsystem
Category I in Table 2.13.3-1 can withstand SeismicCategory I loadswithout equipment identified inTable 2.13.3-1 is located In a Seismic Category I

I. The Seismic Category 1250V DCsystem equipment is located ina
SeismicCategory I structure.

0

1

NO

loss of safety function.
4. The 250 V safety-related DCsystems equipment identified as Seismic

iI.The Seismic Category 1250V DCsystem equipment can withstand
0

1

NO

0

1

0

1

2. The functional arrangement of the 125 V and 250 V nonsafety-related
162

Acceptance Criteria (AC)

1. The functional arrangement of the 250 V safety-related DCsystems is as Inspections of the as-built250 V safety-related DCsystems will be
described inSubsection 2.13.3 DesignDescription and Table 2.13.3-1 and Performed,

structure.
11.
Type test, analyse, or a combination of type test and analyses of the

Category I in Table 2.13.3-1 can withstand Seismic Category I loads without 250 V DCsystems equipment identified In Table 2.13.3-1 as Seismic
loss of safety function.
CategoryI will be performed using analytical assumption. or under

0

NO

Seismic Category I loads without loss of safety function.

conditionswhich bound the Seismic Category I design requirements.

167

2.133.4.iii

02.13.03-03:D20BB:iii:BB:BB:C:EL:Rlf6

2.13.3-3

4. The 250 V safety-related DCsystems equipment identifiedas Seismic
Iii.Inspections and analyseswill be performed to verify that the as-built
Category I inTable 2.13.3-1 can withstand Seismic Category I loads without 250 V DCsystems equipment, includinganchorage, Identified as Seismic
loss of safety function.
CategoryIin Table 2.13.3-1 are seismicailybounded by the tested or
5. The 250 V safety-related DCsystems provide four independent and
redundant safety-related divisions.

160

2133.5

-2.53.O3-03:D5BBB:RBB:BE:RR:C:SL:fil6

Iii.The as-built 250 V DCsystem equipment, including anchorage,
Identified as Seismic Category Iin Table 2.13.1-1 can withstand Seismic
Category I loads without loss of safety function.

analyzed conditions.
Testswill be performed on the as-built 250 V safety-related DCsystems by A test signal exists only inthe as-built safety-related division under test in
Providinga test signalIn onlyone safety-related divisionat a time.
the 250 Vsafety-related DCsystems; and a test signaloriginating from the

2.13.3-3

as-built divisional safety-related 250 V DCdistribution panel exists at the
terminals of its divisional safety-related loads.

169

2.133.6

02.13.03-03:6RBBB:BBB:BB:RD:C:EL:yl6

2.13.3-3

1. Separation is provided between safety-related divisions,and between

Inspectionand analysis of the as-buit 250 V safety-related DCsystems will In the as-built 250 Vsafety-related DCsystems.physical separation as

safety-related divisions and nonsafety-related equipment as required by
RegulatoryGuide 1.75.

be performed.

7. Eachbattery charger associated with each 250V DCsafety-related

Testingof each 250 V DCsafety-related battery charger will be performed. Following a bounding design basis esent discharge, the battery charger is

defined inRegulatory Guide 1.75 exists between safety-related divisions.
Physicalseparetion as defined in egulatory Guide 1.75 eists betweenNO
safety-related divisions and nonsafety-related equipment.

170

2.133.7

02.13.03-O3:07RB;:BBg:BB:BB:C:EL:R
6

2.13.3-3

battery Is capable of restoring its battery after a bounding design basis
event discharge to a state that the battery can perform its design basis

capable of restoring its associated battery to a state that the battery san
perform its design basis function for subsequent postulated operational

function for subsequent postulated operational and design basis functions,
whileat the same time supplying the largest combined demands

and design basis functions while at the same time supplying the largest
combined demands associated with the battery, within the time stared in

associated with the battery, within the time stated inthe design basis,

the design basis, consistent with the requirement given in IEEE308.

consistent with the requirement given in IEEE308.

171

172

2.133.8

2.133.1

ESBWRDCDRev9nTrierl

02.13.ti3-03:tRR:BRR:88:RR:C:EL:til6

02.13.03--3:0DBBB:BBB:BDB:BB:C:EL:Rtl6

2.13.3-3

2.13.3-3

g. The 250 V safety-related DCbattery and battery charger circuit

Analyses
of the a-built 250V safety-related DCelectrical distribution

The capacities of safety-related battery and battery charger circuit

breakers, and DCdistribution panels and their circuit breakers and fuses,
aresized to supply their load requirements.

systemwill be performed to determine the capacities of the battery and
batterycharger circuit breakers, and DCdistribution panels and their

breakers, and DCdistribution panels and their circuit breakers and fuses,
as determined by their nameplate ratings, exceed their analyzed load and

:cruit breakers and fuses.

DCinte rupting current requirements.

9. The battery chargers are designed to prevent their ACsource from

Testingofeach 250V DCsafety-nelad battery charger will be performed

becoming a load on the 250 V DCsafety-related batteries when the AC
power source is de-energized or has degraded voltage.

to demonstrate that there is no power feedback fro
power.

ITAACTableNbr-n-Count-RevS5PostEColumn_OeleteNRC_2011-12-15

rd-02.xls
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The 2S0 V DCsafety-related battery chargers present the ACinput sourte
from becoming a load on the 250 V DCsafety-related batteries during a
loss of ACpower condition.
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Design Commitment (DC)
1.The functional arrangement of the Standby Onsite Power Supplyis as

173

2.134.1

02.13.04-02:0IBBB:BBD:BB:BB:C:EL:R21

2.13.4-2

Inspections, Tests, Analyses (ITA)
inspections of the as-built system will be conducted.

describedin Subsection 2.13.4 andinTable 2.13.4-1.

Aceptanca Criteria (AC)

DAC-ITAACCwa-ITAAC
Co4AC

Taled
Tablea

The as-built Standby Onsite Power Supply system conform with the
functional arrangement as described inthe Design Description of

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

NO

Subsection 2.13.4 and Table 2.13.4-1.
2a. Upon receipt of an undervoltage signalfrom the Electric Power
174

2.134.2a

2.13.4-2

02.13.D4-02:02aBB:NBB:BB:BB:C:EL:R21

DistributionSystem, the standby diesel generator starts and achieves rated conducted by provididga real or simulated under voltage signalto start
speedand voltage and sequences its designed loads while maintaining
the standby diesel generators. Subsequently generated signals will start
coltageand frequency within design limits,
load sequencing.
2b. Each standby diesel generator is capable of operating at its nameplate
rated load and is sized to accommodate its expected loads.

175

2.134.2b

02.13.04-02:02
BBB:tBB:BB:Ba:C:EL:R21

2.13.4-2

176

2.134.2c

O2.13.04-O2:02cBB:BBt:BNB:NN:CtEL:R21

2.13.4-2

2c. Eachstandby diesel generator fuel oil storage tank contains adequate
fueloil capacity for sauce days of standby diesel generator operation
based on e

177

178

179

02.13.04-02:O2dBB:BBa:BB:BB:COL:R21

2.134.2d

2.134.2e

02.13.04-02:02eBB:BBB:BB:Bg:C
EL:R21

2.134.2f

02.13.D4-02:022fBB:BBB:B:BB:CAL:R21

2.13.4-2

Tests of the as-built Standby Onsite Power Supplysystem will be

The as-built standby diesel generator starts upon receipt of a real or
simulatedunder voltage signalon its associated PIPbus, achieves rated
speedand voltage, and sequences its designed loads while maintaining
coltageand frequency within design limits.

Testingwill be performed to demonstrate that each as-builtstandby diesel Eachas-builtstandby diesel generator provides power at generator
generatorwill operate between rated and maximum nameplate load, and terminal rated voltage and frequency when operated at rated load. and
nameplate power factor for a time period required to reach engine
temperature equilibrium. Analysiswill be performed to demonstrate that
the expected loads are within the nameplate rated load.

expected loads are within the rated nameplate load.

0

1

The as-built standby foal oil storage tank capacity wil be calculated based
onenpected SDGload.

The as-built standby fuel oil storage tank capacity is adequate to supply
sevendays of fuel oil to the standby diesel generator under continuous

0

1

SDGpected
load.

operation based on expected SDGload.

2d.Each of the standby diesel generator fuel oil trarsfer pumps (two

Testingwill be performed to demonstrate that each as-bult fuel oil

Eachas-built fuel oil transfer pump starts automatically and transfers fuel

pumpsper engine) starts automatirally and trarsfes fuel oil from the

transfer pump starts automatically and transfers fuel oil from the standby

oil from the standby fuel oil storage tank to the standby diesel generator

standbyfuel oil storage tank to the standby diesel generator day tank at a
rate greater than or equal to the usage rate of the standby diesel

fueIoil raoragetank to the standby diesel generator day tank at arae
greaterthan or equal to the usage rate of the standby diesel generator

day tank as a rate greater than or equal to the usage rate of the standby
dieselgenerator when running operating between rated and maximum

generator.

when operating between rated and maximum nameplate load.

nameplateload.

2e.Eachof the standby diesel generator starting air receivers (two

Testing will be performed for each as-built starting air receiver.

2.13.4-2

receiversper engine) Is capable of starting the engine at its low pressure

2.13.4-2

alarmsetpoint.
21.Eachof the standby diesel generatorabcket coolingwater systems
controlsthe flow of water to matinn required water temperature.

I

Eachas-built starting air receiver is capable of starting the engine at its low
pressurealarm setpoint.

0

1

NO

Testing of standby diesel generator jacket coolingwater system will be
performedto demonstrate flow of water to maintain required water
temperature.

The standby diesel generator jacket coolingwater system demonstrates
flowofwaterto maintain required watertemperature.

0

1

NO

2g.Eachstandby diesel generator has instrumentation provided to
monitor tube oil temperature, pressure and sump level, ensuring proper

Inspection and testing wilt be performed to demonstrate that lube oil
temperature, pressure and sump level instrumentation is provided and

Eachstandby diesel generator has Instrumenteion provided to monitor
tube oaltemperature, pressure and sump level, ensuring proper operation

1I0

2.134.2g

02.13.04-02:02gB:BBB:Ba:BB:CI:L:R21

2.13.4-2

0

1

NO

_peratlon of the system.

monitors operation of the system,

if

181

2.134.2h

O2.13.O4-OD:02hB:BBg:BB:BB:CCL:R21

2.13.4-2

25.Etch standby diesel generator is provided with a separate intake and
rnheustsystem.

Inspection of the as-built intake and exhaust system willbe conducted.

Eachas-built DGis provided with a separate intake and exhaust system.

0

1

NO

182

2.134.2i

ti2.13.04-02:O~iBB:BBB:BB:BB:C:IC:R21

2.13.4-2

2.i Eachstandby diesel generator can be remotely operated from the MCR. Eachstandby diesel generator will be started and stopped using manually
initiated signalsfrom the MCR.
4, The functional arrangement of the AncillaryDiesel Onsite Power Supply Inspections of the as-built system will he conducted,

Each standby diesel generator starts and stops when manually initiated
signalsare sent from the MCR.

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO
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2.134.4

02.13.04-02:04BBB:BBB:BB:BB:C:EL:R21

2.13.4-2

the system.

SystemIs as described in Subsection 2.13.4 and in Table 2.13.4-1.

The as-built AncillaryDiesel Onsite Power Supply System conforms to the
functionalarrangement as described inSubsection 2.13.4 and Table 2.13.4
1.

Sa.Upon receipt of an undersoltage signalfrom the ancillary diesel 480 V Tests of the as-builtAncillaryDiesel Onsite Power SupplySystem will be

The as-built ancillary diesel generator starts upon receipt of a real or

184

2.134.5a

02.13.04-02:05a
BB:10:BcB:B:C:EL:R21

2.13.4-2

ACbus, the ancillary diesel generator starts, achieves rated speed and
cottage, and supplies power to the ancillary diesel bus.

conducted by providinga real or simulated under voltage signal to start
the ancillary diesel generators.

simulatedunder voltage signalon its associated bus, achieves rated speed
end voltage, and supplies power to the ancillary diesel bus.

SI. Upon receipt of a low ancillary diesel room temperature signal, the

Tests of the as-built AncillaryDiesel Onslte Power SupplySystem will be

The as-built ancillarydiesel generator starts upon receipt of a real or

185

2.134.5b

02.13.04-02:05B:B:BB: BB:C:EL:R2
1

2.13.4-2

ancillarydieselgeneratorstartsandachievesratedspeedandvoltageand conducted byproviding a real or simulated low ancillary diesel room
suppliespower to the ancillary diesel bus.
temperature signalto start the ancillarydiesel generators

186

2.134.5c

Sc.Eachancillary diesel generator is capabale of operating at its

Eachas-built ancillarydiesel generator will be operated between rated and Eachas-built ancillarydiesel generator provides power at generator

nameplaterated load and is sized to accommodate its expected loads.

maximumnameplate load, and nameplate power factor for a time period

terminal rated voltage and frequency when operated at rated load, and

required to reach engine temperature equilibrium. Analysiswill be
performedto demonstrate that the expected loads are within the

expectedloads are within the rated nameplate load.

2.13.4-2

02.13.04-02:05cBgB:BBB:B:BB:C:EL:R21

simulatedlow ancllary diesel room temperaturresignal, achieves rated
speedand voltage, and supplies power to the ancillary diesel bus.

nameplate rated load.

187

O2.13.04-O2:OSdBB:ggl:BB:BB:CtL:R21

2.134.5d

2.13.4-2

5d. Eachancillary diesel generator fuel oilstorage tank contains adequate
fueloil capacity for seven days of ancillarydiesel generator operation

The as-built fuel oil storage tank capacity wilt be calculated based on
expected ADGload.

fased on expected 015D
load.

188

2.134.5e

02.13.04-02:0SeBB:BBB:BB:BB:COL:R21

2.13.4-2

2.134.7i

OD.13.04-0D:07a01:OBi:aa:aa:CEL:R21
I

2.13.4-2
I

of fuel oil to the ancillary diesel generator under continuous operation
eased
on enpected 0DGload.

Se.Eachof the ancillary diesel generator fuel oil transfer pumps start

Testing will be performed to demonstrate that each as-built fuel oil

automaticallyand transfer fuel oil from the ancillaryfuel oil storage tank

transfer pump starts automatically and transfers fuel oil from the ancillary oil from the ancillary fuel oil storage tank to the ancillary diesel generator

to the ancillary diesel generator day tank at a rate greater than or equal to fuel oil storage tank to the ancillary diesel generator day tank at a rate
the usage rate of the ancillary diesel generator.
greater than or equal to the usage rate of the ancillary diesel generator
when operating between rated and maximum nameplate load.

109

The as-built fuel oil storage tank capacity is adequate to supply seven days

SEach ancillary diesel generator and ts associated auiliaie, buses, fuel
tanks, and fuel oil transfer pumps conform to Seismic CategoryII

requirements.

ESBWR DCD-Rev9 Tierl-ITAACTable-Nbr-n-Count Rev5 Post-ColumnDeleteNRC_2011-12-15_ rd-O2.xls

Each as-built fuel all transfer pump starts automatically and transfers fuel

day tank at a rate greater than or equal to the usage rate of the ancillary
dieselgenerator when operating between rated and maximum nameplate

NO

0

toad.

e tests and analyses of the ancillarydieselgenerators,their
Eachas-builtanilary dieselgeneratorand its associated auxiliades,
as11niated auxiliaries,bues, fuel tanks, and fuel oil transfer pumps will be buses, fuel tanks, and fuel oil transfer pumps conformto Seismic Category
performed.
It requirements.
i
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ITableN
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DesignCommitment (DC)

Inspections, Tests, Analyses (ITA)

Acceptance Criteria (AC)

7. Eachancillary diesel generator and its associated auxiliaries,buses, fuel

li.Inspections o f the as-built ancillarydiesel generators,their associated

tanks, and fuel oil transfer pumps conform to Seismic Category 11

auxiliaries.buse, fuel tanks, and fuel oil transfer pumps will be performed tanks, and fuel oiltransfer pumps are installed Inaccordance wlithte

requirements.

to verifythat the equipment is installed in accordance with the

DAC-ITAACCon-ITAAC

Tal

li. Eachancillary diesel generator and Its associated auxiliaries, buses, fuel
configuratfionsspecified by the type tests and analyses

0

1

0

1.

NO

configurationsspecified in the type tests and analyses.
1. The functional arrangement of the safety-related UPSsystem isas
19

.3.

21.50:IB:B:BB::LR3

2.13.5-2

Inspections of the as-built safety-related UPSsystem will be performed.

The as-built safety-relatedl UPSsystem conforms with the functional

described in Subsection 2.13.5 and Table 2.13.5-1 and Is as shown on
Figure2.13.5-1.

arrangement as descrbed In Subsection 2.13.5 and as shown In Figure
2 .13.5-1.

10. The safety-related UPS inverter highDCinput voltage trip setpolnt and Test, will be performed using simulated signalsof the UPStrips.

The safety-related UPSinverter highDCInput voltage tripsetpoint and

time delay are greater than the associated battery charger and UPS

time delay are greater than the associated battery charger and UPS

rectifier highDCoutput voltage trip setpoint and time delay.

rectifier high DCoutput voltage trip setpoint and time delay as
demonstrated by applying test signals and verifying that:

19

.3.0

02.13.05.O2:IOBBB:BBfB:BB:BB:C:EL:R
13

- The inverter highDCinput voltage tripset point Is greater than the
3artery charger and UPSinput rectifier highDCoutput voltage trip, and;

2.13.5-2

0O

N

Is greater than the
::Te Inverter highDCinput voltage trip time delay
sscliated battery charger and UPSinput rectifier highDCoutput voltage
triptime delay.

193

194

195

2.135.11.i

02.13.05-02:) IBfiif:fifi:BBg:fif:C:E
L:R13

2.135.11.i1

02,13.05.02:11BBBf:BII:BB:B
B:C:EL:R
13

2.135.12

02.13.05-02:128fiB:BifB:fif:fig:C:EL:R
l3

fig fi:B:C:L:R 1
2135.3
196 02,3.0502:13BBB:B

2.13.5-2

2.13.5-2

Z.13.5-2

2.1.5-2

11. The safety-rlated UPSsystem supplies a voltage at the terminals of

L.Analysesof the as-built safety-related UPS120 volt distribution system

I. The as-built safety-related UPSsystem supplies a voltage at the terminals

the safety-related utilization equipment that Is within the equipment

are performed to determine the voltage at the safety-related utilization

of the safuty-reiated utilization equipment that Is within the utilization

voltage tolerance limits.

equipment terminals.=

11. The safety-related UPSsystem supplies a voltage at the terminals of
the safety-related utilization equipment that Is within the equipment

I. Type tests will be performed to confirm the sa fety-related utilization
equipment functions properly at the established maximumand minimum

voitage tolerance limits.

terminal voltage tolerance limits.

12. Electricalcables for the safely-related UPSsystem are rated to

Analyses of the as-built safety-related UPSsystem will be performed to

wihtn
al
)oe
orce.

uretfrtetm

eqie

ocertfault

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

qipentrvoletage tolerance limit,af-eated
f. _he

utilization equipment functions properly at the
e=stablishedmaximum and minimum terminal voltage tolerance limits.
For the as-builtsafety-reiated UPSsystem, electrical cables can withstand

frmterdtriepssbehutret.:h
th

analyzed fault currents, as determined by manufacturer's ratings, for
tie required to clear the fault from its power source.

13. Protective device, for the safety-related UPSsystem are rated to

Analyses of the as-built safey-elted UPS systemwill be performed to

For the as-builtsafety-related UPSsystem, the protective devices for the

nterupt nalyzed fault currents and are coordinated to only trip the
protectiv device closest to the fault.

and the required size of protective
fult curns
dtriepsible
the protective
devices to ensure that they are coordinated to onlyV~ip

safety-related UPSsystem loads are sized to only trip the protective device
closest to the fault.

1N
01N

device closest to the fault.
197

2.135.14

02,13.05.O2:148B:
fi:BBff:
ffieB:C:EL:R13

2.13.5-2

14. Raceway for safetV-related UPSsystem circuitsare sized inaccordance Analyses of the as-built safety-related UPSsystem will be perforrned to

For the as-built safety-related UPSsystem, raceway sizingisin accordance

with design requirements.

det ermine required raceway sizing.

M th design requirements and raceway loading Is within that assumed in

2. The functional arrangement of the nonsa faty-related UPSsystem is as

Inspections of the as-built nonsa fety-related UPSsystem will be

The as-built nonsafety-related UPSsystem conforms withthe functional

described in Subsection 2.13.5 and as shown on Figure2.13.5-2.

performed.

arrangement as described in Subsection 2.13.5 and as shown in Figure

3. The U1.Ssystem equipment identified as Seismic Category I InTable

i. Inspection, will be performed to verifythat the UPSsystem equipment

2.13.5-2.
LThe Seismic Category Iequipment Identified InTable 2.13.5-1 is located

2.13.5-1 an withstand Seismic Category Iloads without loss of safety

identified a, Seismic Category Iin Table 2.13.5-1 is located in a Seismic

in a Seismic Category I structure.

function.

Category I structure.

3. The UPSlsysem equipment identified as Seis1i Category I InTable

iI, Typetests, analyses, or a combination of type tests and analyses of the

2.13.5-1 can withstand Seismic Category Iloads without loss of safety
fntion

UPSsyste sft-relat
ed Seismic Category Iequipment will be performed loss of safety function.
using analytial assumptins, or under conditions which bound the Seismic

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1N

,he electrical analyses.
198

199

2.135.2

02.13.05-O2:02BB
ff;BBB:Bg:B;C:EL:R13

2.135.3.1

02.13,fiI-O2;03BBiif:fifi:B
B:BB;C:EL:R13

20

.3..

21.10:3B:.:8B::LR3

2.13.5-2

2.13.5-2

2.13.5-2

il.The as-buihtUPSsystem can withstand Seismic Category Iload, without

Category Idesign requirements.

201 2.353.ii2.3.0-0:0BBB.i:B:BBC:L:I3

202

2.135.4

02.13.05-02:04BBB:BBB:BBf:BBf:C:E
L:R13

2.13.5-2

3. The 11,Ssystem equipment identified as Seismic Category I I"Table
213.5-1 can withstand Seismic Category Iloads without loss of safety

Ili Inspections and analyses of the as-built UPSsystem equipment,
includinganchorage, identified inTable 2.23.5-1 are seismically bounded

ili.The as-built UPSsystem equipment, Includinganchorage, identified as
Seismic Category Iin Table 2.13.5-1 can withstand Seismic Category Iloads

funcion,
4. The safety-related UPSsystem provide, four Independent and

by the tested or analyzed condlitions.
Tests will be performed on the as-built safety-related UPSsystem by

without loss of saet fnTon
A test signalexists onlyintesafety-related divisionunder test In theas

redundant sa faty-elated divisions.

providing a test signal in onlyone safaty-relatedl d~ivisinat a time.

built safety-related UPSsystem; and a test signal originating from the as.
bullt d~ivisonalsafety-related UPSdistribution panel exists at the terminals

2.13.5-2

0O

0

N

1N

ofits divisional safety-related loads.
5. Separation is provided between safety-related divisions,and between

203

2.135.5

02.13.05-02:05BBB:BBB:BB:B
B:C:EL;R
13

2.13.5-2

Inspection of the as-built safety-related UPSsystem will be performed.

The as- built safety-related UPSsystem, physical separation and electrical

safety-related divisionsand nonsafety- related equipment, as required by

isolJationexist between safety-related divisions, as defined InRegulatory

Regulatory Guide 1.75.

Guide 1.75. Physicalseparation and electrical Isolation exists between
safety-related divisionsand nonsa fety-related equipment, as defined In

01N

RegulatoryGuideT
15 .

20

M15..-.

Iý05BB

..

BB..CE1R1I

2.13.5-2

61.Each safety-related UPSInverter is capable of supplying it, ACload at

Testing of each as-built safety-relatdedrUPSinverter will be performed by

:Theas-built safety-related UPSinverter supplies its rated load whil

both minimum and maximum battery terminal voltages.

. pplyInga combination of simulatedo real lads with DCinput'a't both
minimum and maximum battery terminal voltage.

maintaining Its rated voltage at Its rated frequency, within tolerances
acceptable for its ACload,.

ESBWR DCDRevgTier1 ITAAC_TableNbr_n_CountRev5_PostColumn Delete NRC_2011-12-15_ rd-02.xls
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Design Commitment (DC)

Inspections, Tests, Analyses (ITA)

Acceptanse Criteda (AC)

9. The safety-related UPSrectifiers are designed to prevent their ACsource Testing of the each safety-related rectifier will be performed to
fro. be
load on the 250 VDCsafety-related batteries when the
demonstrate that there is no power feedback from a loss of ACInput

The safety-related rectifiers prevent the ACinput source from becoming a
load on the 250 V DCsafety-related batteries during a loss of ACpower

ACpower source is de-energized or has degraded voltage.

power,

condition.

1. The functional arrangement of Control Room and Remote Shutdown

Inspections of the as-built ControlRoom and Remote Shutdown Station

The a-built Control Room and Remote Shutdown Station Emergency

StationEmergencyLightingisas described inthe DesignDescription of this Emergency Lightingwiii be conducted.

LightingconformtothefunctionalarrangementasdescribedintheDesign

rection2.13.8.

Description of this Subsection 2.13.8.

2. The Control Roomand Remote Shutdown Station Emergency Lighting
meets Seismic CategocyI requirements for mountings.

Analysisof the Control Room and Remote Shutdown Stagon Emergency
Lightingmountings will be performed.

The Control Room and Remote Shutdown Stanon Emergency Lighting
mountings meet Seismic Category I requirements.

3. The Control Roomand Remote Shutdown Station Emergency Lighting
equipment and cables are physicallyseparated.

Inspection of the as-built Control Room endRemote Shutdown Station
Emergency
Lightingequipment and cables wil be performed.

The as-built Control Room and Remote Shutdown Station Emergency
Lightingequipment and cables are physicallyseparated between safetyrelated divisionsand between safety-related divisionsand nonsafety-

DAC-ITAACCon-ITAAC

Table

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

related equipment according to RG1.75 and IEEE384, through spatial
separation, physical barriers, or separate raceways, conduit or metal
troughs, up to the electrical isolation devices, safety-related cables are
routed Inrespective divisional raceways or conduit. Nonsafety-related
cables from the isolation devices to the light fixtures are in separate
raceways or conduit.

209

210

2.130.4

2.138.5

02.13.08-01:0488:ggB:gg:g:C:EL:R 15

02.13.08-0 l:05ggBB B:BB:BB:C:EL:R
15

2.13.8-1

2.13.8,1

I The Control Roomand Remote Shutdown Station Emergency Lighting

Testing of the as-built Control Room and Remote Shutdown Station

The as-built Control Room and Remote Shutdown Station Emergency

Providesillumination levels equal to or greater than those recommended
bythe IESNAfor at least 72 hours following a design basis accident and a

Emergency Lightingwill be performed.

Lightingprovides the Illumination required bythe ESNAforaleast 72
hours following a design basis accident and ios of all ACpower sources,

loss of all ACpower sources.
5. The DCSelf-Contained Battery-Operated LightingUnits provide

Testingof the as-built DCSelf-ContainedBattery-Operated LightingUnits

Eachof the as-bhit DCSelf-Contained Battecy-Operated LightingUnits

illumination levels equal to or greater than those recommended by the

will be performed.

providethe illumination required by the IESNAin the remote shutdown

IESNAin the remote shutdown rooms and in lthoseareas of the plant

rooemsand in areas of the plant required for power restoraton / recovery

required for power restoration and recovery from a fire, for at east eight

from a fire to comply with the requirement of RG 1.189. Eachunit will

hours,

255

212

2.138.6

2.138.7

02.13.00-01:OUDDD:IR:gR:Bti:C:EL:RS
15

02.13.08-01:07BBB:Bfi:BB:BB:C:EL:R
15

2.13.8-1

2.13.8-1

0

NO

provide8 hours of continuous illumination without battery recharge.

6. Electricalisolation of the nonsafety-related Control Room and Remote
Shutdown Station emergency iighting circuits from the safety-related

Inspection and analysis of the as-built lightingcircuits will be conducted to The as-built nonsafety-related Control Room and Remote Shutdown
verifythat the nonsafety-related control room and Remote Shutdown
Station emergency lighting cimuits and the safety-related Uninterruptible

UninterruptibleACpowersupply1,accomplished
bythe use of twoseries

Stationemergencylightingcircuits andthesafety-related Uninterruptible

isolation devices.

ACpower supply are Isolated by two series Isolation devices,.

ACPowerSupplyareisolatedbytwoseriesIsolationdevices.

7. The Control Room and Remote Shutdown Station Emergency Lighting
Inspections and tests (as needed) will be performed that confirm the
shallbe capable of being powered by a reliablepower source after the first capability of powering the Control Room and Remote Shutdown Station

The Control Room and Remote Shutdown Station Emergency Lightingis
capable of being powered from a reliable power source that eill be

72 hoursofadesign basisevent.

availableafter the first 72-hour of a desLgn basis event.

EmergencyLightingfroma reliablepowersource thatwill beavailable

0

1

NO

0

1

RD

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

RO

0

1

NO

after the first 72-hours of a design basis event.
nThe
functional arrangement of the LightningProtection and Grounding
systemis as described in the DesignDescription of this Subsection 2.13.9.

Inspectionsof the as-builtLightning Protection and Grounding system will
be performed.

he as-built LightningProtection and Grounding system exists and
conformsto the functional arrangement as described in the destgn
description of Subsection 2.13.9, and:

213

2.130.1

fi2.13.Oi-O1-01fD:fiBf:g0:B:C:EL:R41

- Connection exists between the instrument and computer grounding
network and the plant ground grid.

2.13.9-1

a Connection

exists between the equipment and system grounding

network and the plant ground grid.
* Connection exists between the lightningprotection network and the
1. Tle functional arrangement of the Containment System is as described
214

2.151.1

02.15.01-02:
cO10 :DBB:BF:BB'C:ME:T10

2.15.1-2

inspections of the as-builtsystem will be conducted.

in the DesignDescription ofthis Subsection 2.15.1 and as shown in Figure

last ground grid.
The as-built Containment System conforms to the functional arrangement
as described inSubsection 2.15.1 and Figure2.15.1-1.

2.15.1-1.

215

2.151.10

02.15.01-02:1B081111:111311:1B
CCSTO

2.15.1-2

10. Containment electrical penetration assemblies, whose maximum
available fault current (includingfailure of upstream devices) is greater
than the continuous rating of the penetration. are protected against

Ananalysis of the as-built containment electrical penetration assemblies
Analysisexists for the as-built containment electrical penetration
will be performed to demonstrate either (1) the maximum over current of assemblies and concludes that the penetrations. whose maximum
the circuits does not exceed the continuous current rating of the
availablefault current (includingfailure of upstream devices) is greater

currents that are greater than the continuous ratings.

penetration, or (2) circuits whose maximum available fault currents are

than the continuous rating of the penetration, are protected against

greater than the continuous current rating of the penetration are provided currents that are greater than their contnuous ratings.
with redundant over current interrupting devices.

216

2.1S1.12

02.15.01-0i2:12Bg:g :DB:fl:CIL:TI10

2.15.1-2

12.The amount of chlorine bearing cable Insulation exposed to the
containment atmosphere is limited.

ESBWRCDCD-Rev9_TierliITAACTable-Nbrn-CountRev5nPostColumnDelete_NRC_2011-12-15

rd-02.xls

Analysesand inspection willbe used to confirm the final exposed chilorine The amount of chlorine bearing cableinsulationexposed to the
bearing cable insulation mass.
containment atmosphere (i.e. not within an enclosed cable tray, pipe,
conduit, or metal cable jacketingi
ebs). Is S 340n kg (7500
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2.151.13

02.15.D1-02:13DDD:DDB:BB:RR:C:ME:TIO

DAC-ITAACCon-ITAAC

Acceptance Criteria (AC)

Inspections, Tests, Analyses (ITA)

Design Commitment (DC)

Mcie
Mal i.ed
Table

13. The DW and WW volumes are adequately sized to accommodate the
calculated meoimum DWtemperature and absolute pressure that are
2.15.1-2

Usingas-built dimensions, the DWand WW volumeswill be calculated.

Postunated
to occur as a result ofa design basis accident.

The as-built DWfree gas volume is within the analyzed limits of the free
gas volume assumed Inthe containment performance safety analysis; and
the as-biult WWfree gas volume is greater than the analyzed limit of the

D

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

O

1

NO

free gas volume assumed Inthe containment performance safety-analysls.

218

219

2.151.14

2.151.15

02.15.0I-02:14BB:BBRB:RD:BB:C:ME:TIO

O2.15.01-h2:15BBB:BBB:BB:BB:C:IC:TIO

2.15.1-2

14. The watervolume of the WW is adequately sized to condense the
Usingas-built dimensions of the AWM
and a minimum measured
steam that is forced into the WW from the DWdue to a postulated design suppression pool depth of 5.4 meters (213 inches), the volume of the

The calculated suppression pool watervolume is equal to or greater than
the watervolume assumed in the containment performance safety
analysis.

2.15.1-2

basis event
15. Eachvacuum breaker isolation valve automatically
breaker does not fully close when required.

suppression pool will be calculated,
if the vacrum 0Aose
test will be performed by providing a simulated or real not-fully closed
vacuum breaker signal originatingfrom the closed position proximity
sensor and temperature sensors to close the associated vacuum breaker

16a. Eachvacuum breaker has proximity sensors to detect open/close
position.This indication is acailable inthe main control room.
220

2.151.16a

02.15.01-02:16aBB:gBB:BB:BB:C:IC:TIO

2.15.1-2

Eachas-built vacuum breaker isolation valve automatically closes when a
simulated or real not-fully closed signalis provided from the closed
position proximity sensr slits associated cacuumbreaker.

iolation valve.
Testingwill be performed with each as-boll vacuum breaker to
Eachas-built vacuum breaker proximity sensor indicates an open position
demonstrate that the proximity sensors Indicate open and closed position, with the vacuum breaker open and indicates a closed position when the
An inspection will be performed inthe MCR.

vacuum breaker is In the fully closed position. The open and closed
positionindications of the as-boilt vacuum breakers are availableIn the
main control room.

221

222

2.151.16b

2.151.17

02.15.01-2:16bBB:BBB:BB:DB:C:IC:TIO

02.15.01-02:17BB:BBRB:BR:BB:C:ME:TlO

2.15.1-2

2.15.1-2

16b. Eachvacuum breaker has temperature sensors to detect bypass
leakage. Thisindicationis available Inthe main control room.

A type test will be performed on a vacuum breaker to detect bypass
Vacuumbreaker temperature sensors discriminate within the range of
leakage at simulated design basis accident conditions. An inspection will be 0.3 cm2and 9 0.6 cmi (A/VK)ofbypass leakage area at design basis

17. The containment penetration isolation design for each fluid piping

performed inthe MCR.
Single-failureanalysis is performed on the isolation design of each fluid

system requiring isolation meets the singlefailure criterion to ensure

system penetration class or penetration, as applicable,

demonstrates that, for each penetration or penetration class isolation

0

1

NO

A DWto VWW
bypass leakage test will be conducted.

2.15.1-2

18. DW to WW bypass leakage is less than the assumed value used inthe
containment capability design basis containment response analysis.

design, the single-failure criterion is satisfied.
The results of the DWto WW bypass leakage is less than or equal to 50%
of the assumed value in the containment capability design basis

0

1

NO

2.1.1-2

19. Total DW to WW vacuum breaker bypass pathway leakage isIes than
the assumed value used in the containment capability design basis

A DWto WV bypass leakage test will be conducted for each vacuum
breaker and associated vacuum breaker isolation valve,

containment response analysis.
The results of the total DW to WW vacuum breaker bypas pathway
leakage is less than or equal to 35% ofthe assumed value In the

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

I

1

NO

0

1NO

completion of penetration isolation.
223

224

2.151.18

2,15.19

02.15.01-02:1gBoB:BBDB:BR:R:C:ME:T1O

02. 5,01-O2:...:B:BB:B:C:ME:TIO

containment response analysis.
225 ,15120
0.15. I•220BB:BBBBB:B:C:ME:TI

accident conditions. Indication exists in the MCR.
A study of all applicable containment fluid system penetrations

containment capability design basis containment response analysis.

2,1,1-2

20, Eachvacuum breaker openiog differenital prescure is less than or equal An opening differenntia pmressretest will he conducted Ioneach vacuum

The results ot the opening differential pressure tosstis less than enequal to

225

2.151.20

02.1S.l11-02:2it111:RRB:ig:R:C:ME:T11

2.15.1-2

2.Ec
aumbekrIvcu
to
therequired
opening differential pressure,

breaker.

1.07 kfa (0.445psI0.

226

2.151.21

02.15.01-02:2IBBB:BBB:BB:BB:C:M
E:TIO

2. | 5.1-2

21. Eachvacuum breaker closingdifferential pressure is greater than or
equal to the required closing differential pressure.

A closingdifferential pressure test wii be conducted for each vacuum
breaker.

22a. Containment isolation valves are located as close to the containment
as practical, consistent with General DesignCriteria 55, 56and 57.

Inspectionof piping design isometric drawings will be conducted.
((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

The vacuum breaker closing differential pressure is greater than or equal
to 2.21 kPa (0.320 psi).
Based on a review of piping design isometric drawings. containment
Isolationvalves are designed to be located as close to containment as

sf

oeigdfeeta

rsuets

sls

hno

qa o

01N

01N

practical, considering required access for:
* In-serviceinspection of nonisolabie welds,
227

2.151.22a

02,15.01S02:22aBo:IIB:BB:BB:D:ME:TIO

I OCFRSO
Appendix J leak testing1
standard pipe fitting
* Cutout and replacement of isolation valves using

2.15.1-2

tools and equipment,
* Localcontrol. and
yalve teat resurfacing in place.
V
(iDesign Acceptance Criteria))

228

2.151.22b

02.15.01-2:22bBfgBB:BB:BDB:C:ME:T10

2.15.1-2

22b. The as-built location of containment isolation valves relative to

A reconciliation evaluation of containment isolation valve locations relative A design reconciliation has been completed for the as-built locations of

containment shall be reconciled with design requirements,

to containment using as-designed and as-built information will be
performed.

containment isolation valves relative to the design requirements. The
report documents the results of the reconciliation evaluation.

23a. The containment boundary electric penetration assemblies ae
designed inaccordance with ASMEBoiler and Pressure VesselCode,

Inspectionof ASMECode Certified DesignReports and required
documentswill be conducted.

ASMECode Certified DesignReport(s) exist and conclude that the design
o. he containment boundary electric penetration assemblies comply with

Division1, Section III,Subsection NE for Class MCComponents.
229

2.151.23a

02.15.D1-02:23aBB:BBB:BB:BB:C:CS:Tll

the requirements of the ASMEBoiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Division1,
Section III,Subsection NE for Class MC Components, including for those

2.15.1-2

stresses and loads related to seismic and electromagnetic forces produced
by rated short-circuit currents.
23b. The containment boundary electric penetration assemblies shall be
reconciled with the design nequirement,
230

2.151.23b

02.15.01-02:23bBB:BBB:BD:BB:C:CS:T11

2.15.1-2

A reconcillation analysisof the components using as-designed and as- bullt ASMECode Certified Designfeport(s) exist and conclude that design
infurmationand ASMECode Certified Design Reports will be performed.
reconciliation has been completed in accordance with the ASMECode for
es-builtreconciliation of the containment boundary electric penetration
assembiles. The report documents the results of the reconciliation analysis.

23c. The containment boundary electric penetration assemblies are
231

2.151.23c

02.15.01-02:23cBB:DDR:BB:BB:C:CS:T11

2.11.1-2

Inspectionof the components will be conducted.

ASMECode Data Report(s)and Inspection Report(s)exist and conclude

fabricated, installed, and inspected in accordance with ASMEBoiler and
Pressure Vessel Code, Division1, Sectionill, Subsection NEfor Class MC

that the containment boundary electric penetration assemblies are
fabricated, installed, and inspected in accordance with ASMERioer and

Components.

Pressure Vessel Code, Division1, SectionII, Subsection NE for ClassMC
Components

ESBWR DCD Rev9_T'ier1 ITAAC Table Nbr nCount Rev5-Post ColumnDeleteNRC_2011-12-15_ rd-02.xls
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2.151.2al

02.15.01-02:02alB:BBB:BB:BB:C:ME:TIO

Crieeia (Ac)

DAC-ITAACCon-ITAAC

Matrixed
Table

2al. The components identified inTable 2.15.1-1 as ASMECode Section III InspectionofASMECode Design Reports (NCA3550) and required
are designed In accordance withASMECode Section IIIrequirements.
documentswill be conducted.
232

Aepta

Table Nbr

2.15.1-2

ASMECode Design Report(s)(certified, when required by ASMECode)
exist for the components identified in Table 2.15.1-1 as ASMECode
SectionIIIand conclude compliance to NCA-3550,includingthose stresses
applicable to loads related to fatigue (including environmental effect,).

0

NO

thermal expansion, seismic, and combined.

233

2.15g.2a2

S2.t5.DS-t2:g~a2R:fiR:fiR:t:C,.CS:TSS

2.15.1-2

2a2. The RCCV
and its linersare designed to meet the requirements in
Inspectionof ASMECode Design Report andcertifieddocumentsforthe
ArticleCC-3000ofASMECode, Section lII,Division2, and seismicCategory RCCV
and its liners, and for the steel components ofthe RCCVwill be
i requirements. The steel components of the RCCVare designed to meet
conducted.

ASMECode Design Report(s)(certified, when required by ASMECode)

the requirements in ArticleNE-3lDOof AME Code, SectionIll.Division1.

to fatigue (includingenvironmental effects), thermal expansion, seismic,

exist for the RCCVand its liners and steel components in accordance with
ASMECode Section III,includingthose stresses applicable to loads related

S

1

NO

1

0

NO

S

S

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

ND

and combined.
2W3.The piping identified inTable 2.15.1-1 as ASME
Code SectionIll is
designed in accordance with ASMECode Section Ill requirements.
234

2.151.2.3

02.15.01D-2:02a3RB:BBB:BB:BB:D:ME:TO

Inspectionof ASMECode Design Reports (NCA3550) and required
documentsfor the piping will be conducted.

ASME
Code DesignReport(s) (certified, when required by ASMECode)
esist for the piping identified in Table 2.15.1-1 as ASMECode Section III

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

and demonstrates compliance to NCA-3550,Insludingthose stresses
applicable to loads related to fatigue (includingenvironmental effects),

2.15.1-2

thermal expansion, seismic, and combined.
((DesignAcceptance Criteria))
ubt. The design of the components identified inTable 2.15.1-1 as ASME
Code Section Ill will be reconciled with the design requirements.
235

236

2.S51.2bl

2.151.2b2

02.15.01D-2:02hblf:RBB:BB:BB:C:ME:TIO

02.15.01-02:g2h2B:BRBB:gB:BB:C:ME:TIO

A reconciliation analysis of the components using as-designed and as-built The as-built components ace reconciled with the design documents used
Informationand ASMECode Design Reports (NCA3550) will be conducted. for design analysis. ForASMECode Components, the reconciliation report

2.15.1-2

2.15.1-2

Includescomparison to the ASMECode Design Report (NCA-3550)
(certified.when required byASMECode) and documents the results of the
reconciliation analysis
2b2.The RCCVand its liners are designed to meet the requirements in
A reconciliation analysis of the RCCV
and its liners and steel components
The as-built components are reconciled with the design documents used
ArticleCC-3000of ASMECode, Section IIl,Division2, and seismic Category using as-designed and us-builtinformation and ASMECode Design Reports for design analysis. ForASMECode Components, the reconciliation report
I requirements. The steel components of the RCCV
are designed to meet
will be conducted.
includes comparison to the ASMECode DesignReport (certified, when
the requirements inArticle NE-3000of ASMECode, Section IIl,Division1.
required by ASMECode) and documents the results of the reconciliation
The design of these components will he reconciled with the design
analysis.
requirements.
2b3.The as-built piping identified inTable 2.15.-u1 as ARME
Code Section
Illshall be reconciled withthe piping design requirements.

237

238

2.151.203

2.151.2cl

C2.15.01-02:02b3f:iBB:BB:BfB:C:ME:TIO

02.15.01-02:02cIB:BBB:BB:BB:C:ME:T1O

Areconciliationanalysis of the piping using the as-designed and as-built
The as-built piping has been reconciled with the design documents used
information and ASME
Code DesignReports INCA3550) will be conducted, for design analysis. The reconciliation report Includescomparison to the

2.15.1-2

2.15.1-2

ASMECode DesignReports (NCA-3550)(certified, when required by ASME
Code) and documents the results of the reconciliation analysis.
2c1.The components identified inTable 2.15.1-1 as ASMECode Section IlI Inspections
of the components will be conducted.
are fabricated, installed, and inspected In accordance withASMECode

ASMECode Data Report(s) (includingN-5 Data reports, where applicable)
(certified, when required by ASMtE
Code) and inspection reports exist and

Section Ill requirements,

concludethat
the components
identifed
inTable in
2.25.1-1as
ASME
Section Ill are fabricated,
installed,
and inspected
accordance
withCode
ASME
Code Section Ill requirements.

2c2. The RCCVand its liners are fabricated, installed, and inspected In
accordance with the requirements in ArticleCC-3000of ASMECode,
Section III,Division2. The steel components of the RCCVare fabricated,

239

2.151.2c2

02.15.01-02:02c2RB:DBB:BRB:BR:CCS:Tt1

2.15.1-2

Inspectionof the ASMECode Section IIldocuments for as-built
componentsand piping,for the RCCVand its liners, and for the steel
componentsof the RCCVwill be conducted.

ASMECode Report(s) (certified, when required by ASMECode) exist and
conclude that ASMECode SectionIll stress report(s) exist for the as-built
RCCVand its liners and steel components. ASMECode Report(s) exist and

installed, and inspected to meet the requirements in ArticleNE-S300of

conclude that for ASMESection III.Division2 construction, ASMECode

ASMECode, Section III,Division1.

Section IIIstress reports demonstrate compliance to NCA-3350through
NCA-3380,and NCA-3454.ASMECode Report(s)exist and conclude that
for ASME
Section III,DivisionI construction, ASMECode SectionIIIstress
reports demonstrate compliance to NCA-3350.ASMEcode inspection
reports document results of Inspections.

2c3. The piping identified inTable 2.15.1-1 as ASMECode Section Ill is
Inspectionof ASMECode Section IIIdocuments for as-built will be
fabricated, installed, and inspectedin accordance with ASMECode Section conducted.

ASMECode Report(s)(certified, when required by ASMECode)exist and
conclude that an ASMECode Section IIIstress report(s) exist for the s-

Ill requirements,

built piping identifiedIn Table 2.15.1-1 as ASMECode Section Ill.ASME
Code Report(s) exist and conclude that for ASMESection III,Division2

240

2.15S1.2c3

02.15.01-02:02c3RB:BBB:BfB:fi:C:ME:TIO

construction, ASMECode Section IIIstress reports demonstrate
compliance to NCA-3350through NCA-3380,and NCA-3454. ASMECode
Report(s)exist and conclude that for ASME
Section III,Division1

2.15.1-2

construction, ASMECode Section IIIstress reports demonstrate
compliance to NCA-3350.ARMEcode inspection reports document results
of inspections

ESBWRODCDRev9_TierSITAACTableNbrnCountRRevS5PostoColumnDeleteNRC_2011-l2-15
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Inspections, Tests, Anlyses (ITA)
Inspection of the as-built pressure boundary welds will be performed in

Acceptance Criteria (AC)
eSMECodexReport(s)exist and conclude that the ASMECode SectionIII

and2.15.1-1b as ASMECode Section IIImeet ASMECode Section Ill non.
destructiveexaminations requirements.

accordance with ASMECode Section Ill.

requirementsare met for noe-detrctiove examination of pressure
boundary welds in the Containment System.

lb. Presure boundary welds in piping identified InTables 2.15.1-la and

3a. Pressure boundary welds in components identified In Tables 2.15.1-1a
241

2.1S1.3a

02.15.01-2:03aBD:BBB:BE:RBB:C:ME:TIO

2.15.1-2

242

2.151.3b

02.15.01-02:03bBB:BBB:BB:Bfif:C:ME:Tl

2.15.1-2

243

2.1S5.4.i

02.lS.01-02:04BBR:Bhi:RBi:fi:C:ME:TlS

2.15.1-2

lnspectionfhefas-built pressure boundary welds wilIbe performed in

ASMECode Reportls) exist and conclude that the ASMECode Section Ill

ASMECode Section Ill meet ASMECode Section Ill
2.1S-b
nondestmrciveexamination requirements.

eccordercewith ASMECode Section Ill.

requirementsare met for non-destrucrte examination of pressure
boundary welds in the Containment System.

4. The components and piping Idenfifledin Tables 2.15.1-ta and 2.15.1-tb
as
ASMECode Section Ill retain their pressure boundary integrity at their

LA hydrostaticpressure test will be performed on the components and
piping required by the ASMECode Section Illto be tested,

. ASME
Code report exists and concludes that the results of the
hydrostaticpressure test of the components and piping identified in Tables

designpressure.

2.15.1-la and 2.15.1-lb as ASMECode Section It comply with the

DAC-ITAAC Con-ITAAC

Table

0

1

0

1

NO

0

I

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

requirementsof the ASMECode Section Ill.

244

2.151.4.1i

02.15.01-02:04fBBB:BI:BB:BB:C:ME:TlO

2.15.1-2

245

2.151.5.1

02.l5.01-O2:OSBBB:Bfi:BB:BBfi:C:ME:TtO

2.15.1-2

246

2.151.5.ii

02.1S.01-02:05BBSB:Bfi:fi:BB:C:ME:TIO

2.15.1-2

:.The components and piping identfied in Tables 2.1S.1-la and 2.15.L-lb
0s ASMECode Section Ill retain their pressure boundary integrity at their

1. Impact testing will be performed on the containment and
I.
A4MECode report exists and concludes that the containment and
pressureretalning materials in accordance with the ASMECode Section [[I pressure-retainlng
penetration materials complywith fracture toughness
&resign
pressure.
to confirm the fracture toughness of the materials.
requirements of the ASMECode Section Ill.
5. The Seismic Category I equipment identified In Tables 2.15.1-1a, 2.15.1- I. Inspections will be performed to verifythat the Seismic Category I
. The Seismic Category I equipment identified InTables 2.15.1-1a, T2.15.1.
lb, and 2.15.1-1c can withstand Seismic Category I loads without loss of
equipment identified in Tables 2.15.1-la, 2.15.1-lb and 2.15.1-1cis
lb, and 2.15.1-Sc is housed in a Seismic Category I structure.
safety-related function.
located in a Seismic Category I structure.
S.The Seismic Category I equipment identified In Tables 2.15.1-ta, 2.15.1- Ii. Type tests, analyses, or a combinationof type tests and analyses of
ii.The Seismic Category I equipment identified inTables 2.15.1-la, 2.15.1lb, and2.15.1-1c can withstand Seismic Category I loadswithout loss of
safety-related function.

Seismic Category I equipmentIdentified in Tables 2.15.1-ta, 2.15.-1-b and lb and 2.15.1-1ccan withstand Seismic CategoryI loads without loss of
2.15.1-1c, will be performed using analytical assumptions, or under
safety function.
conditions which bound the Seismic Category I design requirements.

5. The Seismic Category I equipment Identified in Tables 2.15.1-1a, 2.15.1- ill. rnspectlons and analyses will be performed to verifythat the as-built
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2.15.1-2

tb, and 2.15.1-lc can withstand Seismic Category I loads without loss of
safety-related function.

equipment, includinganchorage, identified inTables 2.15.1-1a. 2.15.1-tb
and 2.15.1-1c, is bounded bythe tested or analyzed conditions.

iii. The as-built equipment, includinganchorage, identified in Tables 2.15.1la, 2.15.1-tb, and 2.15.1-1c, can withstandSeismic Category I loads
without loss of safety function.

ha.The electrical safety-related components associated with actuation and Testis) will be performed for the electrical safety-related components for
the equipment of the Containment System listed inTables 2.15.1-ta,
status monitering of finalcontrol elements of the Containment System

The electrical components In a singular divisionfor the equipment of the
Containment System listed in Tablet 2.15.1-la, 2.15.1-lb, ted 2.15.1-lu

equipment listed in Tables 2.15.1-ta, 2.15.1-1b, and 2.15.1-Screceive

2.15.1-tb, and 2.15.1-tc by providing a test signal inonly one safety-

receive power from a safety-related power supply in the same division.

0

1

NO

power from their respective safety-related divisional power supplies.

related division at a time
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2.151.6b

02.1S.01-02:06bBB:BBB:f:RfiBB:C:EL:T
14

2.15.1-2

fb. Separate electrical enetratiunsare provided for circuits of each safety Irnspection
of the as-builtelectrical containment penetrations willbe
related division and for rontafety-relatedcircuits.
erformed.

Eachas-built electrical penetation contains cables of only one division or
contains nonsufery-rlat ed cables.

0

1

NO
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2.151.6c

02.15.01-02:06cBB:BRBB:BB:BR:C:EL'.TI0

2.15.1-2

Eachas-built circuit of each electrical penetration is of the same voltage
class.

0

1

NO
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2.15.1-2

6c. The circuits of each electricalpenetrationare of the same voltageclass. Inspetgona of the as-builtcontainment electrical penetrations will be
erformed,
7. The containment system provides a basier against the release of fission Perform Type A, B and C leak rate tests in accordance with 10 CFR50
productsto the atmosphere.
Appendix1.

Leakrates are less than the acceptance criterion established per 10 CFR5o
AppendixJ.

4

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

iv. The lower drywell equipment and personnel hatches are able to be
equlpmentand peesonnel hatches can be closed from outside the drywell, closed from outside the lower drywell, and a program In place to track the
status of each hatch whileopen during MODE5 and 6 operation.

0

1

NO

v.Testingofthe as-bulltvalves will be performed under the conditions of
lossof motive power.

0

1

NO

S. The containment system pressure boundary retains Itsstructural
integrity when subject to design pressure.
252

2.151.8

02.l5.01-O2:O8BBB:BBB:BB:Bi:C:ME:T
0

2.15.1-2

A Structural IntegrityTest (SIT)of the containment structure is performed The containment system pressure boundary retains Itsstructurai Integrity
in accordance with ArticleCC-6000I
of the ASMECode Section Ill,Division2 when tested and evaluated in accordance with ASMECede Section Ill,
andRegulatory Guide 1.13g, after completion of the containment
2onstruction.The firstprototype containment structure will be

Division2 at a test pressure of at least 115% of the design pressure of 310
kPaG(45 psig).

instrumented to measure strains per ASMECode Section III,Division2, CC6370.
253
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2.15.1-2

2.15.1-2

2.15.1-2

9. The containment system provides the safety function of containment

i. Tests will be performed to demonstrate that containment isolation

I.The containment isolation valves close within the required response

isolation for containment boundary integrity.
9. The containment system provides shesfety function of containment

calvesclose within the required response times.
Hi.
Tests will be performed to demonstrate that remote manual operated

times identified in Table 2.15.1-Id.
iH.The remote manual operated valves identified InTable 2.15.1-la as

isolation for containment boundary integrity.

containmentisolation calvesreposition to the required post-accident
Positionusing real or simulated containment isolaton signals.

having a containment isolation signalreposition to the required
state afaer receiving a containment Isolaton signal.
postaccident

9. The containment system provides the safety function of containment

ill. Exercisetesting of the process actuated check valves identified in Table iii.Each as-built process actuated check valve changes position as indicated
2.15.1-1a willbe performed under preoperational test pressure,
in Table 2.15.1-la.

isolation for containment boundary integrity.

temperatureand fluid flowconditions.
9. The containment system provides the safety function of containment
256

257

2.15L.9.iv

2.1519.v

02.15.01-02:OgBBB:Btv:BB:fi:C:ME:TIO

02.15.ti-02:098fi

:RBiv:B:BRR:C:ME:Tli

2.15.1-2

2.15.1-2

isolation for containment boundary integrity.

.The containment system provides the safety function of containment
isolation for containment boundary integrity,
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iv.Tests will be performed to demonstrate that the lower drywell
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v. After aloss of motive power. each remote manual vave identified in
Table 2.15.1-la assumes the indicated loss ofmotive power position.
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2.15.3-2

br
Design Commitment (DC)
1.The functional arrangement of the Containment Internal Structures is
describedIn the Design Descriptionof Subsection 2.15.3.

br
Inspections, Tests, Analyses [ITA)
Inspections of the as-built system will be conducted.

2.The Containment Internal Structures identified in Table 2.15.3-1 are
designedand constructed in accordance with ANSI/AISC
N690
requirements.
3. The Containment Internal Structure identified in Table 2.15.3-1
conformto Seismic Category I requirements and can withstand seismic
designbasis loads, suppression pool hydrodynamicloads, design basis loss
ofcoolant accident generated loads and annulus pressurization loads
without loss of structural integrity and safety function.

Inspection and analyses will be performed for the as-built components of The as-built components of the Containment Internal Structures Identified
the Containment Intemal Structures identified inTable 2.15.3-1.
inTable 2.15.3-1 complywith ANSI/AISC
N690 requimments.

3. The Containment Internal Structures identified InTable 2.15.3-1
conformto Seismic Category I requirements and can withstand seismic

Ii.Inspections of the as-built Containment Internal Structures identified in ii.The as-built Containment Internal Structures identified in Table 2.15.3-1
Table 2.15.3-1 will be performed to verifythat they are housed in a Seismic are housed in a Seismic Category I stricture.

TbleNbrTable

i. Analyses will be performed on the Containment Internal Structures
identified in Table 2.15.3-1 to ensure they meet SeismicCategory I
requirements and can withstand seismic design basis loads, suppression
pool hydrodynamicloads, design basis loss of coolant accident generated
loads and annulus pressurization loads without loss of structural integrity
and safety function.

Acceptance Criteria (AC)
The as-built Containment internal Structures conform with the Design
Description InSubsection 2.15.3.

i. The as-builtContainment Internal Structures identified in Table 2.15.3-1
can withstand seismicdesign basis dynamic loads. suppression pool
hydrodynamicloads,design basis loss of coolant accident generated loads
and annulus pressurization loads without loss ofistructural integrity and
safety function.

designbasis loads, suppression pool hydrodynamicloads,design basis loss Category I structure.
of coolant accident generated loads and annulus pressurization loads
without loss of structural integrityand safety function.
S.The diaphragm floor and vent wall structures that separate the DWand Part of the containment Structural Integrity Test specified in Table 2.15.1-2 The Structural Integrity Test results demonstrate compliance with ASME
NWretain their integrity when subjected to the maximum design
ITAACg8 will test the diaphragm floor and vent wall structure with a test CodeSection III requirements for the applied test pressure for the
differentialpressure.
pressure equal t 1.0 times the maximum design differential pressure
containment structures.
conducted withthe DW pressure greater than %VWpressure.
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2.154.1

O2.15.t4-02:OiBBlfl:flB:flfl:BBf:C:ME:TS5

2.15.4-2

9.The drywell floor drain sump channels prevent molten debris from an
incident from entering the drywell sump.
1.The functional arrangement for the PCCSis as described in the Design
DescriptionIn this Subsection2.15.4, Table 2.15.4-1 and Figure 2.15.4-1.

2.15.4-2

10. The PCCSwill be designed to limit the fraction of containment leakage A pneumatic leakage test of the PCC5will be conducted.
through the condensers to an acceptable value.

Inspectionsand measurements of the drywell floor drain sump channels
ereperformed.
Inspections of the as-built system will be conducted.

The drwell floor sump channels are sized to preclude debris from passing
ro the sump.
The as-built PCCSconforms to the functional arrangement for the PCC5as
describedInthe Design Description In this Subsection 2.15.4, Table 2.15.4-

DAC-ITAACCon-ITAAC

Matrhied
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1 and Figure2.15.4-1.
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The combined leakage from each of the PCESheat exchangers is sO.01%of
containmentair weight per day.
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02.15.04-02:11BBB'.BB:BB:BB:C:ME:T1

2.15.4-2

11. The PCCSvent fans flow rate is sufficient to meet the beyond 72 hours For each PCCSvent fan line, a flow rate test will be performed with the
Thetested and analyzed flow rates are greater than or equal to the flow
containment cooling requirements followinga design bases LOCA.
containment at pre-operational ambient conditions. Flow measurements ratesof the design basis LOCAcontainment analysis model for the PCC5
will be taken on flow to the GDCSpools- Ananalysis of the test
cent fan lines at containment pre-operational ambient conditions.
configuration will be performed.
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2.15.4-2

12. The PCCSvent fans can be remotely operated from the MCR.
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2.154.13

02.1S.04-02:I3IBBB...:B:f:flf:C:ME:T1S

2.15.4-2

13.The PCCSdrain piping is installed to allowventing of non-condensable

PCCSvent fans will be started using manually initiated signalsfrom the
MCP.
Inspection(s) will be conducted of as-built PCCSdrain piping to ensure

gases from the PCC5drain lines to the PCCScondenser vent lines to
prevent collection inthe PCCSdrain lines.

there are no elevated piping loops or high-point traps inpiping runs to the conformsto a design that allows venting of noncondensable gases from
GDCSpoolsthe PCCSdrain lines to the PCCScondenser vent lines.

The PCCSvent fansstart and the block valves open when the PCCSvent
fansare manually Initiated from the MCR.
Based
on inspection(s) of as-built PCCSdrain piping,the as-built piping

269
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O2.15.04t-2:14:BfiBBfifig:gg:gB:C:MfE:TI5

2.15.4-2
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2.154,15

02.15.04-t2:15BBB:fgflB:lfB:BB:C:ME:T1S

2.15.4-2

14.The elevation of the PCCSvent fan discharge point Is submerged within A visual inspection will be performed of the PCCS
vent fan discharge point
the drain pen located in the GDCSpool at an elevation below the lip of the relative to the lip of the drain pan.
drain pan.
15. PCCSvent catalyst modules are mounted within each PCCSvent line. Inspection will be performed of the as-built installation of PCCSvent
catalyst modules Ineach PCCSvent line.
16.To reduce hydrogen accumulation inthe PCCSvent lines, vent line
Type tests will be performed to verify a minimum required hydrogen
catalyst modulea recombine hydrogen at a required minimum rate at a
recombination rate at a minimum allowed velocity.
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2.154.16

02.15.04-02:ltItit:ggl:Bff:BB:C:ME:TIS

2.15.4-2

minimum allowed velocity.

stream consisting of 4% hydrogen in its stolchioetric ratio with oxygen,
the balance being inert gas, and whose minimum velocitythrough the
moduleIs 0. 166 m/s (0.545ft/s).

2al The components identified inTable 2.15.4-1 as ASMECode Section Ill Inspection ofASMIECode Design Reports (NCA-3550)and required
are designed in accordance withASMECode SectionIIIrequirements.
documents will be conducted.

ASMECode Design Reports (NCA-3550)(certified, when required by ASM£
Code) exist and conclude that the design of the components identified in
Table 2.15.4-1 as ASMECode Section IlII
complies with the requirements of
ASMECode Section IIIincludingthose stresses applicable to loads related
to fatigue (Including environmental effects), thermal expansion, seismic.
hydrogen combustion, and combined.
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Theelevation of the discharge on the PCCSvent fan line is 24cm (9.4 in)
belowthe top of the drain pan lip with a tolerance of
i.4cm
10.6in).

i

1

NO

A total of 12 PCCIvent catalyst modules are installed with one module per
PCCSvent line.
Type tests show that the as-built catalyst module will recombine hydrogen
at a minimum rate of 1.66 kg/h (3.66 Ibm/h) when exposed to a test

i

1

NO

i

1

NO

i
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276.15.04-02:02B:BBB:B:BB:C:MET5
2.154.22

2.15.4-2

A-ceptance Criteria (AC)

Inspections, Tests, Analyses (ITA)

Design Commitment (DC)

2.2. The components identified inTable 2.15.4-1as ASMECode Section Ill AreconcIlIation analysis of the components identified In Table 2.15.4-1 as
RMECode Design Report(s)(NCA-3SSf)(certified, when required by
shall be reconciled withthe design requirements.
AISE Code Section IIIusing as-designed and as-built information and
ASMECode) exist and conclude that design reconciliation has been
ASMECode Design Reports (NCA-3550)
will be performed.
completed,in accordance withASIME
Code, fir as-built reconciliation of
the components identified in Table 2.15.4-. as ASMECode Section 111.
The
report documents the results of the reconciliation analysis.
2a3. The components identified inTable 2.15.4-1 as ASMECode Section II Inspectionof the components identified in Table 2.15.4-1 as ASMECode
are fabricated, installed, and inspected in accordance withASMECede
Section iIIwill be conducted.
Section IIIrequirements.

ASMSCode Data Report(s)(including N-5 Data Reports, where applicable)
(certified,when required by ASMECode)and inspection reports exist and
roncludethat the components identified inTable 2.15.4-1 as ASMECode
SectionIIIare fabricated. installed, and inspected in accordance with ASMS
CodeSection IIIrequirements.

2bI.Thepiping identifiedinTahle2.15.4-lasdAMtiCodeSection Ill Is
designed in accordance with ASIE Code Section tiIrequirements,

ASMECode Design Report(s)(NCA-3550)(certified, when required by
ARMECode)exist and conclude that the design of the piping Identified in
Table 2.15.4-1 as ASMECode Section IIIcomplies with the requirements of

lnspectionofASMECode Design Reports (NCA-3550)and required
documents will be conducted.
((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

the ASMECode, Section IIh.includingthose stresses applicable to loads
related to fatigue (includingenvironmental effects), thermal expanston.
seismic, hydrogen combustion, and combined.
((DesignAcceptance Criteria))
2b2.The as-built piping identified in Table 2.15.4-1 as ASMECode Section
Ill shall be reconciled with the piping design requirements.

MatrIxed
DAC-ITAACCo-_ITAAC Mtln
Table

1

0

NO

0

1

ND

A reconciliation analysis of the piping identified in Table 2.15.4-1 as ASME ASMECode DesignReport(s) (NCA-3554)(certified, when required by
Code Section Ill using as-designed and as-built information and ASMECode ASMECode)exist and conclude that design reconciliation has been
DesignReports (NCA-3550)will be performed,
completed, inaccordance with ARSME
Code, for as-built reconciliation of
the piping identified in Table 2.15.4-1 as ASMECede Section III.The report
documents the results of the reconciliation analysis.

2bS.The piping identified in Table 2.15.41 as ASMECode Section IIIis
Inspections of the piping identified inTable 2.4.2-1 as ASMECode Section
fabricated, installed, and inspected in accordance with ASMECode Section Iil will be conducted.

ASMECode Data Report(s) (certified, when required by ASMECode) and
inspection reports (including N-5 Data Reports where applicable) exist and
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2.15.4-2

Ill requirements,

conclude that the piping identified inTable 2.4.2-1 as ARMECode Section
Illis fabricated, installed, and inspected inaccordance withASMECode
Section IIIrequirements.
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DD.1S.D4-fl2:f3ai:BIB:iB:gB:C:MS:TlS

2.1S.4-2

3a. Pressure boundary welds in components identified in Table 2.15.4-1 as Inspection of the as-built pressure boundary welds In components
ASMSCode Section Ill meet ASMECode Section Ill non-destructlve
identified in Table 2.15.4-1 as ASMECode Section II will be performed in
examination requirements.
accordancewithASMECode Section III.

ASMECode report(s) exist and conclude that ASMECode Section Ill
requirements are met for non-destructive examination of pressure
boundary welds in components Identified inTable 2.15.4-1 as ASMECode
Section III.

3b. Pressure boundary welds in piping identified inTable 2.15.4-1 as ASME Inspectionof the as-built pressure boundary welds in piping identified in
Code Section IIImeet ASMECodeSection IIInon-destructive examination Table 2.15.4-1 as ASMECode Section InIwill be performed inaccordance
requirements.
withASMECode Section III.

ASMECode report(s) exist and conclude that ASMECode Section Ill
requirements are met for non-destructive examination of pressure
boundary welds in piping identified in Table 2.15.4-l as ASMECode
Section III.
A hydrostatic test will be conducted on those code components identified ASMECode Data Report(s) exist and conclude that the results of the
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02.15.04-ti2:Dlbhgg:
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2.15.4-2
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2.15.4-2

retain their pressure boundary integrity at their design pressure,
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O2.15.04-02:04bB : BB:BB:i:C:ME:T35

2.15.4-2

4b. The pipingidentifiedin Table 2.15.4-1as ASMECode Section Ill retains A hydrostatic test will be conducted on the code pipingidentified in Table ASMECodeData Report(s) exist and conclude that the results of the
its pressure boundary integrity at its design pressure.
2.15.4-l as ASMECode Section IIIthat Is required to be hydrostatically
hydrostatic test of piping identified In Table 2.15.4-1 as ASMECode
Section Ill comply withthe requirements inASMECode Section 1Il.
tested by ASMECode Section III.
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02,15.04-02:05Bl:lii:fBiB:BB:C:ME:Tl5

2.15.4-2

4a. The components identified InTable 2.15.4-1 as ASMECode Section Ill

S.The equipment identified in Table 2.15.4-1 as SeismicCategory I can
withstand Seismic Category I loads without loss of safety function.

inTable 2.15.4-1 as ASMECode Section Ill that are required to be
hydrostaticallytested byASMECode Section Ill.

1.Inspection will be performed to verify that the Seismic Category I
equipmentidentified inTable 2.15.4-1 are located in a Seismic Category I

NO

hydrostatic test of components identified in Table 2.15.4-1 aa ASMECode
Section IIIcomply withthe requirements of ASMECode Section Ill.

I.The equipment identified as Seismic Category I in Table 2.15.4-1 is
located in a Seismic Category I structure.

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

structure.

5. The equipment identified in Table 2.15.4-1 as Seismic Category I can
withstand SeismicCategory I loads without loss of safety function.
283
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ii.Type tests, analyses, ora combination of type tests and analyses, of
equipmentidentified inTable 2.15.4-1 as Seismic Category I,will be
performed using analytical assumptions. or will be performed under
conditionswhich bound the Seismic Category I equipment design

ii.The equipment identified in Table 2.15.4-l as Seismic Category I can
withstand Seismic Category I loads without loss of safety function.

requirements.

5. The equipment identified in Table 2.15.4-l as SeismicCategory I can
withstand SeismicCategory I loads without loss of safety function,
204
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2.15.4-2
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lii. Inspectionsand analyses will be performed to verify that the as-built
equipmentidentified inTable 2.15.4-1, Includinganchorage, is bounded by
the testing or analyzed conditions, Includingthe hydrodynamiceffects of
surroundingwater for submerged components.
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iii.The as-built equipment identified InTable 2.15.4-1 includinganchorage,
can withstand Seismic Category I loads and the hydrodynamiceffects of
surrounding water for submerged components without loss of safety
function.
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Mmatried
DesignCommitment (DC)

Inspections, Tests, Anatyse (ITA)

6. Each mechanical train of the PCC located insidethe containment is

Inspections or analysis will be conducted for each of the PCCS
mechanical

physicallyseparated from the other train(s) so as not to preclude
accomplishment of the intended safety-related function.

trains located insidethe containment

Acceptance Criteria(AC)
Eachmechanical
train of PtCc located inside containment is protcted
algainst
design basis eventsand their direct consequences by spaial
separation,barriers, restraints, or enclosures so as not to preclude

DAC-ITAACCOa-ITAAC

0

Table

1
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1

NO

accomplishment
of the intended safety-related function.
7. The PCCStogether with the pressure suppression containment system
will limitcontainment pressure to less than its design pressure for 72
286

2.154.7

82.15.04-02:7888B:BBB:Bgg:8:C:ME:T1S

2.15.4-2

Using prototype test data and as-built PCCunit information, an analysis
AAnalyaed
containment pressure for 72 hours after a LOCAis less than
will be performed to establish the heat removal capability of the PCCunit. containmentdesign pressure, and the PCCunit heat removal capacity

hours after a LOCA.

exceedsheat removal calculated in the design basis accident analysis
following reactor depressurtzation below containment design pressure.

287

2.154.9

02.15.04-02:09fiB:BBB:BB:Ei:C:ME:T55

2.15.4-2

9. The elevation of the PCCSvent discharge point is submerged in the

A visual inspection will be performed of the PCCS
vent discharge point

Theelevation of the discharge on the PCCSvent line Isv 0.85 m (33.5in)

suppression poolat an elevation below low water level and above the

relative to the horizontalvents,

and < 0.90 m (35.4 in) above the top of the uppermost horizontal vent.

0

1

NO

Test of the containment in an inerted state will be conducled to determine Thecontainment can be Inerted toless than or equal to 4% oxygen by
oxygen concentration by volume,
volume.

0

1

NO

uppermost horliontal vent.
288

2.155.1

02. 15.0S-02:01BBB:BBB:BB:66:C:ME:T31

2.15.5-2

289

2.155.3

02.15.05-O2:O38:B Bi:BB:BB:C:IC:T31

2.15.5-2

3. The DWtemperature indicationsare retrievable in the main control

2.15.7-2

room.
1. The functional arrangement for the CMIS
is as described in the Design
Description in this subsection 2.15.7, Table 2.15.7-1 and Figure2.15.7-1.

2.15.7-2

2. Eachof the safety-related components identified inTable 2.15.7-1 is
poweredfrom its respective safety-relateddivision.

2.15.7-1.
Testing will be performed on the CMSby providing a test signalin only one A test signalexists in the safety-related division(or at the equipment
safety-related divisionat a time.
identified in Table 2.15.7-1 powered from the safety-related division)

3. EachCMSmeasured parameter in Table 2.15.7-1 will indicate the

Usingsimulated signalinputs, aIfS testing will be performed.

1. The containment can be inerted to less than or equal to 4% oxygen by
volume.

290

291

2.157.1

2.157.2

02.15.07-o2yOtBa :BBB:BB:BB:C:iC:T62

02.15.07-020228B:BBB:BB:BB:C:IC:T62

Inspections of main control room indications will be conducted and
verified for retrievability of DWtemperature indications.

The8W temperature indicationsare provided in the MCR.

Inspections of sheas-built system will be performed.

The as-built COuS
conforms withthe functional arrangement described in
the DesignDescription ofthis Subsection2.15.7, Table 2.15.7-1 and Figure

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

under test inthe CMS.
292

2557.3

02.15.07-02:03BBa:Ba8:BB:B:C:IC:T

22
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2.157.4

02.15.07-0204888:BBB:BB:BB:C:IC:T62

2.15.7-2

measured
parameter
and initiate separate alarms in the control room
when values
exceed applicable
setpoints.

Eachsimulated signal representing a measured parameter in Table 2.15.7I indicates the measured parameter and Initiate sepate alarms in theNO
control room when levels exceed applicable setpoints.

4. The Hydrogen/Ocygen IHJO,) monitoring subsystem of CM5S
is active

Usingsimulated signals.CMIS
testing will be performed to verifythat the

The H2/02 monitor can be operated and that it will be in operation within

during normal operation. Additional sampling capacity is automatically
initiated by a LOCAsignalfor post-accident monitoring of oxygen and

system can be operated and that operation will initiate following a
simulated LOCA
signal.

90 minutes, includingwarm-up time, after occurrence of a LOCAinitiation
signal,which requires the monitor to be functional.

8

1

NO

5. In each CMISSuppressionPool Temperature Monitoring (SPTM)division, Testswill be conducted in each divisionof the SPTMusing simulated
signalsfrom the CMISPTMtemperature and the CMIS
suppression pool
temperaturesensor signals.
aatarnarrow range transmitters are provided for the divisional bPSlogic

Foreach SPTI division, output signals from the CMIS
SPTMtemperature
and the CMIS
suppression pool water narrow range transmitters are
received to generate a suppression poolaverage temperature by the RPS

0

1

NO

processors
to calculate the suppression pool average temperature,

logicprocessors.

0

1

NO

8

5

NO

8

1

NO

1

NO

1

NO

hydrogen content inthe containment
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2.157.5

2.157.6.1

2.157.6.11

02.15.07-02:D8BBB:BBB:8B:BS:C:IC:T62

02.15.07-02:OgBgB:BBiBB:BB:C:IC:T62

02.15.07-02;06BBa:Bii:B:B:C:IC:Tri2

2.15.7-2

2.15.7-2

6. The equipment identified inTable 2.15.7-1 as Seismic Category I can
withstand Seismic Category I loads without loss of safety function.

i. Inspecbon will be performed to verifythat the Seismic Category I
equipmentidentified inTable 2.15.7-1 am located in a Seismic Category I

i. The equipment identifed as Seismic Category Iin Table 2.15.7-1 is
located in a Seismic Category Istructure.

8.The equipment Identified inTable 2.15.7-1 as Seismic Category I can
withstand Seismic Category I loads without loss of safety function.

structure.
ii.Type tests, analyses, or a combination of type tests and analyses, of
equipmentidentified inTable 2.15.7-1 as Seismic Category I, will be

iH.The equipment identified inTable 2.15.7-1 as SeismicCategory I can
withstand Seismic Category I loads without loss of safety function.

2.15.7-2

performed using analytical assumptions, or will be performed under
conditionswhich bound the Seismic Category I equipment design

297

2.157.6.iii

298

2.158.1

02.15.07-02:06BBB:iii:BB:BB:C:IC:T62

2.15.7-2

O215,0S-01:01BBBBB:BB:BB:C:ME:T49

2.15.8-1

6. The equipment identified in Table 2.15.7-1 as Seismic Category I can
withstand Seismic Category I loads without loss of safety function.

requirements.
if. Inspections and analyses will be performed to venfy that the as-built
Ilii.The as-built equipment identified in Table 2.15.7-1 includinganchorage,
equipmentidentified inTable 2.15.7-1, includinganchorage, is bounded by can withstand SeismicCategory I loads without loss of safety function.
thetesting or analyzed conditions.

299

300

2,158.2

2.161.1

02.15.08-01:02BBB:BBB:BB:BB:C:ME:T49

D2.16.01-01:0188B:
888:8B:a:C:CI:U31

2.15.8-1

2.18.1-1

uo

datalytiv
Recombiners (PARs)are mounted within the

Inspectionwill be performed of the as-built Installation of PARsin the

The PARsare instaled in the Wetwell airspace and the Drywell.

Wet-ell airspace and the Drywall compartments.
2. PARsare of a quantity and size in each compartment (Wetwell and

Wetwellairspace and the Drywell compartments.
Ananalysis will be performed to verify the quantity and size of the PARs

The quantity and size of the installed PARsIn each containment

Drywell)to ensure a minimum safety factor.

configurationin each compartment (Wetwell and Drywell)and that the

compartment (Wetwell and Drywell)conforms to a safety factor of at least
two with respect to the hydrogen generation rate greater than 72 hours

1.The RB crane has a lifting capacity greater than its heaviest expected

designconformsto a minimum safety factor of two withrespect to the
ydrogen ener atiIate
at 72 hours.
load testatll S
f the rated capacity will be performed.

The RBcrane is successfullyload tested at 125% of Its rated capacity.
0

load.
10. The RB crane is designed such that a singlefailure will not result In the The following inspections and tests will be conducted:
loss of the capability of the crane to safely retain the load.

The followingtests have been successfully completed for the as-built RB
crane so that a single failurewill not result in the loss of the capability of
the crane to safelyretain the load:

301

2.161.10.1

02.16.01-01:tg0BBB:Ei:BB:BB:C:CS:U31

2.16.1-1

NO
I. Nondestructive Examinationon the welded stmctural connections of the i. Nondestructive Examinationon the welded structural connections of the
aa crane miii be performed inaccordance with ASMENOG-1,2004,
RB crane performed inaccordance with ASMENOG-1,204, Paragraph
Iaragraph 425S.P
.
4251.4
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GEH
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ITAAC
TableNbr

Design Commitment (DC)

Inspectioes, Tests, Analyses (ITA)

2.161.11.1

309

310

311

2.161.11.ii

2.11.11.iil

2.161.11.1v

2.161.11.v

0

1

NO

2.16.1-1

lii. A Full-LoadTest on the REcrane inaccordance with ASMENOG-1,
2004, Paragraph 7422.

0

1

NO

2.16.1-1

10. The RNcrane is designed such that a single failure will not result in the
loss of the capability of the crane to safely retain the load.

iv.A No-LoadTest on the RBcrane will be performed inaccordance with
ASMENOG-I,2004, Paragraphs 7421 and 7421.1.

1v.A No-LoadTest on the RBcrane performed inaccordance with ASME
NOG-1,2034, Paragraphs 7421 and 7421.1.

0

1

NO

v. Inspectionof the rope drum, sheeve blocks, and hook component

2.16.1-1

10. The RNcrane Is designed such thus a single failure will not result in the
oss fthe capability of the craneto safelyretain the load.

dImesons and matedalcomposition,

V. Inspectionrecords show the rope drum, sheave blocks, and hook
component dimensions and material compositions match design
specificat ions.

0

1

NO

i. Inspectionof the wire mope(s)for proper reeving.

vi lnspeion records show the wire rope (s) are correctly reeved.

2.16.1-1

10. The REcrane is designed such that a singlefailure will not result in the
Iossofthe capablilty of the crane to safely retalnethe load.

0

1

NO

2.161.11.vi

02.1b.l1-01:11NNN:Nii:NN:NN:C:CS:U31

02.1.-1:11

:iii:::C::31

02.16.01-01:11BBB:BNi:BB:BB:C:CS:U31

02.16.01-01:11NBNB:RB:BB:BB:C:CS:U31

02.16.01-01:IIBBB:Bvi:BB:BB:C:CS:U31

0

1

NO

2.16.1-1

11.The F crane is designed sach that asingle failure will not result in the
lossof the capability of th crane fnsafely retain the load.

iII.A Full-LoadTest on the FBcrane will be performed in accordance with
ASMENOG-1,2004, Paragraph 7422.

IlL.A Full-LoadTest on the F8 crane performed inaccordance with ASME
NOG-1,2004, Paragraph 7422.

0

1

NO

2.16.1-1

11. The FBcrane ls designed suchihatasinglefailurewill noresaltinthe
IossofthecepabilityOftherane tosafelyretainrtheload.

v. A No-LoadTest on the FBcrane wll be performed in accordance with
ASMENOG-1,2004, Paragraphs 742l and 7421.1.

i. A No-LoadTest on the FBcrane performed in accordance with ASMg
NOG-1,2004, Paragraphs 7421 and 7421.1.

0

1

NO

11. The FBcrane is designed such that a singlefailure will not result l, tbe

v. lnspectioe of the rope drum, sheeve blocks, and hook component

c. lnspection records show the rope drum, sheave blocks,and hook

dimensions and material composition.
___________specifications.

component dimensions and material compositions match design

0

1

NO

vi Inspection of the wirerope (s) for proper reeving.

vi.Inspection records show the wire cope (s) are correctly reeved.
0

1

NO

Inspectionand analysis of the GDCSpiping will be performed,

The GDCScomponents are not susceptible to a load drop that could result
inthe GDCS
not meeting the Technical Specification for Modes 5 and 6.

0

1

NO

A load test at 125% of the rated capacity will be performed.

The FBcrane is successfullyload tested at 125% of its rated capacity.

0

1

NO

Tests will be conducted of the as-built RNcrane movement using a heavy
load.

The NBcrane Interlock prevents the carrying of a load greater than one
fuel assembly and Its asandated handling device over new or spent fuel in

2.16.1-1
lossof the capabiity ofte crane to safely retain the load,
___________________________________

2.16.1-1

loss of shecapability of the crane to safely retain the load.
12. The GDCSsystem Isnot susceptible to a load drop that could result in
the GDCSnot meeting the Technical Specificationsfor Modes S and 6.

02.16.01-01:126BBB:BNBN:RB::C:ME:ES0

2.16.1-1

02.16.01-0t:O2NNN:NNN:NN:NN:C:CS:U31

2.16.1-1

317

318

319

320

321

2.161.4

2.161.5

2.161.6

2.161.7

2.161.8

2.161.9

02.16.01-01:046NB:NEWE
B::BB:C:CS:U
31

02.16.01-01:05fIBB:BBB:INB:OB:C:CS:U31

0l.16.S1-01:ORNNN:y0N:IN:II:C:CS:031

02.16.01-01:07816:NIN:NO:NN:C:CS:U31

02.16.0i-01:00NI0:III:ON:NN:C:TS:U31

02.16.01-01:09BB:RB:i:NB:C:TS:031

NO

loss of the capability of the crane to safely retain the load.

2.161.2

316

1

2.16.1-1

2.161.12

02.16.01-01gO3BBB:BBB:BB:BB:C:CS:U31

0
1.Nondestructive Examinationon the welded structural connections of the I. Nondestructive Examinationon the welded structural connections of the
FBcrane will be performed Is accordance with ASMENOG-1,2004,
FBcrane performed In accordance with ASMENOG-1,2004, Paragraph
PIregraph 4251.4.
4251.4
ii.The FBcrane will be static load-tested to 125% ofthe manufacturer's
i. The FRcrane has passed static loadtestingto 125% of the
rated load.
manufacturer'srated load.

314

2.161.3

The followingtests have been successfullycompleted for the as-bait FPR
crane so that a singlefailure will not result in the loan of the capability of

2.16.1-1

313

315

Il. The RI crane has passed static loadtestlngto 125% of the
rnanufacturer's rated load.

the crane to safely retain the load:
02.16.01-01:11BBB:8Ni:NN:BB:C:CS:U31

11.The FBcrane is designed sack that a singlefailure will not result in the
312

Mataixed
Table

10. The RNcrane is designed such that a single failure will not result in the iii.A Full-LoadTest on the REcrane will be performed in accordance with
lossofthecapabilityofthecrane tosafelyretaintheload.
ASMENOG-1,2004, Paragraph7422.

11.The FP crane Is designed such that a singlefailure will not result inthe
f
308

DAC-ITAAC ConITAAC

2.16.1-1

ii.TheRE crane will be static load-testedto 125%of the manufacturer's
rated load.

11. The FBcrane is designed such that a sLnglefailure will not result in the The following inspections and tests will be
loss of the capability of the crane to safely retain the load.
conducted:
307

AeceptsanceCriteria (AC)

20.The RNcrane is designed such that . single failure will not result In the
lossofthe capability of the crane to safely retain the load.

2. The FBcrane has a lifting capacity greater than its heaviest expected
load.
3. The RNcrane is interlocked to prevent movement of heavy loads over
2.16.1-1
ew or spent fuel in the RN.
_________________________________the

0

1

NO

Tests will be conducted of the as-built FBcrane movement using a heavy
load.

0

1

NO

S.The RNcrane is classifed as Seismic Category I to maintain crane

The FBcrane inteedockprevents the carrying of a load greater than one
fuel assembly andits associated handling device over spent fuel storage in
the FB.
Inspectionand analyses of the as-built RBcrane will be performed to verity The R0 crane conforms to Seismic Category I requirements.

structural integrity.

that the design meets Seismic Category I requirements.

0

1

NO

6.The FBcrne is classifiedas Seismic Category I to maintain crane
structural integrity.

Inspection and analyses of the as-built FBcrane will be performed to verity The FBcrane conforms to Seismic Category I requirements.
that the design meets Seismic CategoryI requirements.

0

1

NO

7. The RI crane passes over the centers of gravity of heavy loads included

Testswill be conducted of the as-built Rf crane.

The RNcrane passes over the expected locations of the centers of gravity

2.16.1-1

in the certified design that are to be lifted.

of heavy loads included inthe certified design that am to be lifted.

0

1

NO

2.16.1-1

8. The FBcrane passes over the centers of gravity of heavyloads included Sestswill be conducted of the as-built FBcrane.
inthe certified design that are to be lifted,

The FP crane passes over the expected locations of the centers of gravity
of heavy loads included in the certified design that are to be lifted.

0

1

NO

9. Heavy load handling equipment other than the Rl crane, FBcrane, fuel Inspections of as-built heavy load handling equipment will be performed.
handling machine and refueling machine are designed or Interlockedsuch
that movement of heavy loads is restncted to areas away from gored fuel.

Heavy load handling equipment is designed orinterlocked such that
movement of heavy loads is restricted to areas away from stored fuel.

0

2.16.1-1

2.16.1-1

2.16.1-1

2.16.1-1

4.The FBcrane is Interlocked to prevent movement of heavy loads over
spent fuel inthe FB.
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NRb
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Table Nbr

DesignCommitment (DC)
1. The ServiceBuilding(58) analysis end design is the same as a Seismic

322

2.1610.1

02.16.10-01:O1OBB:BBB:BB:fB:C:CS:U7S

2.10.10-1

Inspections, Tests, Analyses (ITA)
Analysesof the SBwill be conducted.

Category I structure, including the loadcombinations and the acceptance

Includingthe load combinations and the acceptance criteria, for loads

criteria, for loads associated with:
- Notat)l phenomena-wind, floods, tornadoes (excludingtornado

associated with:
' Natural phenomena - mind, Foods, tomadoes (excludingtornado

missiles),earthquakes, min and snow.
* Normal plant operation--live loads and dead loads.
2. The SBis protected against external flooding. The followingprotection
features are:

323

324

2.1010.2

2.1610.3

02.16.1G0-1:D2BBB:BBB:BD:BB:C:CS:U75

02.l0.10-il:03.BB.BBB:BB:BB:C:CS:U5

2.16.10-1

2.1.10-1

Roodand groundwater levels.
'Water stops are provided in expansion and construction joints below
flood and groundwater levels.
3. The SBis constructed in accordance with the design documents, with
any deiationsfromthedesign documents recnled to demonstrate the

2.1611.1

02.16.*11-1:01BBB:BB:BB:BB:C:CS:U65

2

Water stops are provided in expansion and construction joints below
flood and groundwater levels.

327

328

2.1611.2

2.1611.3

2.1011.4

02.16.11-01:02BBB:BB
l:B :BB:C:CS:U65

integrity.
Analyses of the ADBwill be conducted.

includingthe load combinations and the acceptance criteria, for loads

Natural phenomena-wind, floods, tornadoes (excludingtornado
missiles), earthquakes, rain and snow. in addition, the ADBis designed for

ssocieted
with:
' Natural phenomena - wind, floods, tomadoes (excludingtornado

hurricane windto protect FTNSS
systems.

missiles),earthquakes, rain, snow and hurricane wind (for RTNSS

O2.16.11-01:03BBB:BBB:BB:BB:C:CS:U6S

02.16.11-01:04BBB:BBB:BB:BO:C:CS:U65

.2 The RTNSS
systems inthe ADBare surrounded hy barriers to protect

2.16.11-1

2.16.11-1

4. 0RTNS
equipment intheADB is located above the maximum flood level
for that location or is qualified for flood condition.

Inspection of the as-built RTNSS
systems in the ADBwill be conducted.
Internal floodinganalysis of the ADB
will be performed.

Inspectonnoftheas-bultRTNSSequipmentintheADBwlllbeconducted.

S. The ADBis protected against external flooding.The following protection Inspection of the as-builtADBflood control features willbe conducted.
features are:
329

2.1611.5

02.16.*11-01:O5BBB:BBB:BB:BB:C:CS;U65

2

Water seals at pipe penetrations are installed in external walls below

2.1611.6

02.16.11-01:06BBB:BBB.BB.BB:C:CS:U6S

2.10.11-1

Poodand groundwater levels.
0.The ADBis constructed in accordance with the design documents, with
anydeviations from the design documents reconciled to demonstrate the
as-builtADBstructural Integrity.

331

2.1011.7

D2.16.11-01:07BBB:BBB:DB:BB:C:CS:U65

2.16.11-1

7. Failureof as-buil Seismic Category l1
and SeismicCategory NS
Structures,Systems or Components (SSCs)will not impair the ability of
RTNSS
CriterionB SSCsto function following a seismic event,

NO

0

protecfion).
- Normal plant operation - live loads and dead loads.
The as-built RTNSSsystems in the ADl are surrounded by barriers
e to
rotect them from hurricane wind and missiles
The internal flooding analysisof the ADBhas been performed using
ANSI/ANS
56.11-198gguidelines to ensure protection of RTNSS
equipment.
Theas-bulltTNSequipment in the ADB
is located above the maximum
flood level for that location or is qualified for flood condition.

1

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

The followsingas-built ADBfiood protection features exist:
' Water seals at pipe penetrations are Installed in extemal wails below
flood and groundwater levels.

Ifod and groundwater levels.
'Water stops are provided in expansion and construction joints below

330

1

antegdity,

acceptance criteria, for loads associated with:

them from hurricane wind and missiles,
3. Internal floodinganalysis of the ADBis performed using ANSI/ANS
56.111988 guidelines to ensure protection of RTNSS
equipment.

1aN

The BIB analysis and design is the same asa Seismic Category I structure,

Seismic Category I structure, includingthe load combinations and the

2.16.11-1

0l

Inspectionand reconciliation analyses of the as-bcllt SBwill be performed. The as-built SB is constructed inaccordance with the design documents,
with any deviations reconciled appropriately to demonstrate structural

* Normal plant operation-live loads and dead loads.
326

ae

The following as-built SBflood protection features exist:
- Water seals at pipe penetrations are installed in external walls below
flood and groundwater levels.
*

ntsral

1.The AncillaryDiesel Building(ADB)analysis and design is the same as a

DAC-ITAC Con-ITAAC

missiles), earthquakes, rain and snow.
Normal plant opertion - lice loads and dead loads.
Inspectionof the as-built SBflood control features will be conducted

- Water seals at pipe penetrations are installed inexternal walls below

as-builtSBst ro

325

Acceptance Criteria (AC)
The SBanalysis and design is the same as a Seismic Category IstrctureT

* Water stops are provided in expansion and construction joints below
flood and groundwater levels.

Inspection and reconciliation analyses of the as-built ADBwill be
performed.

The as-built ADBis constructed in accordance with the design documents,
withany deviations reconciled appropriately to demonstratestructural

integrity.
Inspection and analysis will be performed to verity failure of as-built
Inspection and analysis of as-built Seismic Category lI and Seismic Category
Seismic Category l1
and Seismic CategoryNS SSCswill not impair the ability NSSSCsconfirm that their failure will not impair the adequacyand
acceptabilltyof RTNSSCriterion BSSCs to function following a seismic
of RTNSSCriterionB SSCsto function following a seismic event.

vent.
1.The FirewaterService Complexi(FWSC)
is designed to accommodate the Analysesof the FWSCwillbe conducted
dynamicand static loading conditions associated with the various loads
332

2.1612.1

2

The FWSCdesign conforms to the structural design basis loads specified In
the Design Description of Subsection 2.16.12 associated with:

and load combinations that form the structural design basis. The loads are

- Natural phenomena - wind, floods, tornadoes, tornado missiles,

t2.16.12-01:01BfB:BBB:BB:BB:C:CS:U65
hose associated with:
' Natural phenomena-wind, floods, tornadoes, tornado missiles,

earthquakes.ruin and snow.
'Normal plant operation-live loads and dead loads.

earthquakes,rain and snow.
'Normal plant operation-live loads and dead loads.
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2.1612.2

2.1012.3

02.16.12-01:02OBBB:BBB:BB;BB:C:CS:U65

02.16.12-1:03B3BB:BBB:BB:BB:C:CS:U65

2.Internal flooding analysis of the FWSCis performed using ANSI/ANS
56.11-000guidelines to ensure protection of RTNS5equipment

Internal flooding analysisof the FWSCwill be performed.

2.16.12-1

2.16.12-1

3.RTNSS
equipment lnthe FWSCis located above the maximumflood
levelfor that location or is qualified for flood conditions

Inspection of the as-built OTNSS
equipment in theFWSCwill be conducted. The as-built RTNSS
equipment inthe FWSCis located above the maximum
flood level for that location or is qualified for flood condition.
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02.t5.12-l1:0IRDR:RRR:BR:BR:C:CS:USS

2.16.12-1

02.16.13-01:01RBR:BBB:RB:fB:C:CS:Uyt

2.16.13-1

DesignCommitment (DCJ
4. The FWSCis protected against external flooding. The following
Protectionfeatures are:
* Exterior access openings sealed in external walls below flood and
groundwater levels.
. Wall thicknesses below flood leve designed to withstand hydrostatic
loads.
* Water seals in external walls at pipe and electrical penetrations below
flood and groundwater levels.
* Water atopsinall expansion and construction joints below design basis
maximumflood and groundwater levels.
* floofs designed to prevent pooling of large amounts of water in excess of
the structural capacity of the roof for design loads
S.The FWSCis constructed accordance with the design documents with
any deviations from the design documents reconcled to demonstrate the
is-built FWSCstructural integrity.
1. The ElectricalBuilding(Ell)is designed to accommodate the dynamic
and static loading conditions associated withthe various loads and load
combinations that form the structural design basis. The loads are those
associated with:
* Natural phenomena - hurricane wind, floods, earthquakes, rain and

Inspections, Tests, Analyses (ITA)
Inspection of the as-built FW5Cflood control features will be conducted.

Acceptance Criteria (AC)
The followingas-builtFWSC flood protection features exist:
Exterioraccess openings sealed in external walls below flood and
groundwaterlevels.
. Wall thicknesses below flood level designed to withstand hydrostatic
loads.
Water seals in external walls at pipe and electrical penetrations below
floodand groundwater levels.
- Water stope are provided inall expansion and construction joints below
designbasis maximum flood and groundwater levels.
- Rofts designed to prevent pooling flarge amounts of water In excess of
the structural capacity of the roof for design loads.

inspection and reconciliation analyses of the as-builtFWSCwill be
performed.
Analyses of the EBwill be conducted

The ns-builtFWSCis constructed in accordance with the design documents
with any deviations reconciled appropriately to demonstrate structural
integrity.
The EBdesign conforms to the structural design basis loads specified inthe
DesignDescriptionof Subsection 2.16.13
associatedwith:

*

2.16.13-1

2.16.13-1

4. RTNSSequipment in the EBis located above the maximum flood level
for that location or is qualified for flood condition.

The as-built RTNSSequipment In the EBis located above the maximum
flood lelel for that location or is qualified for flood condition.

02.16.13-01:02flBB:fEB:BBff:C:CS:U80

2.16.13-1
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2.1613.3

02.16.13-1:g3RfBB:BBR:flB:flf:C:CS:U55
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2.1613.4

02.15.13-St:f4BRR:SRR:RR:RR:C:CI:qff

341

2.1513.5

02.16.13-01t:IIRR:RDS:RS:RR:C:CS:UDI

2.16.13-1

342

2.1613.6

02.16.13-01:C6BBB:BBfl:BB:BB:C:CS:UgD

2.16.13-1

343

2.1514.1

02.15.14-fl1:01R55:RRR:flR:RR:C:CS:U54

2.15.14-1
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* Normal plant operation - live loads and dead loads.
2. The RTNSS
systems inthe EBare surrounded by barriers to protect them Inspection of the as-built RTNSS
equipment in the ES will be conducted.
from hurricane wind and missiles.
3. Internal floodinganalysis of the EBis performed using ANSI/ANS
Internal floodinganalysis of the EBwill be performed.
56.111988guidelines to ensure protection of fTNSSequipment

2.1613.2

Matrined
ae

= Natural phenomena -hurricane wind, floods, earthquakes, rain and

Inow.

338
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Inspection of the as-built RTNSS
equipment In the ERwill be conducted.

5. The EBis protected against external flooding. The followingprotection Inspection of the as-built EBflood control features will be conducted
features are:
* Water seals at pipe and electrical penetrations are installed in eoternal
walls below flood and groundwater levels.
SWaterstops are provlded Inenpansion and construction joints below
flood and groundwater levels.
6. The EB is constructed inaccordance with the design documents with any Inspection and reconciliation analyses of the as-built ERwill be performed.
deviations from the design documents reconciled to demonstrate the asbuilt ERstructural integrity.
1. The ServiceWater Ruilding(SF)is designed to accommodate the
Analysesof the IF will be conducted
dynamic and static loadingconditions associated with the various loads
and load combinations that form the structural design basis. The loads are
those

Normal plant operation -live loads and dead loads.
The as-built RTNSS
systems in the EBare surrounded by barriers to protect
them from hurricane wind and missiles.
Internal floodinganalysis of the ERhas been performed using ANSI/ANS
55.11- 1988guidelines to ensure protection of RTNSSequipment.

0

0

The following as-built ERflood protection features exist:
* Water seals at pipe and electrical penetrations are installed in external
walls below flood and groundwater levels.
- Water stops are provided in expansion and construction joints below
flood and groundwater levels.
The as-built EBis constructed in accordance with the design documents,
with any deviations reconciled appropriately to demonstrate structural
integrity.
The SF design conforms to the structural design basis loads specified in the
DesignDescription of Subsection 2.16.14 associated with:
'Natural phenomena - hurricane wind, floods, earthquakes, rain and

NO

0

1

NO

1

NO

snow.

ths5nw
associated with:
- Natural phenomena -hurricane wind, floods, earthquakes, rain and

'Normal plant operation - live loads and dead loads.

snow.

- Normal plant operation - live loads and dead loads.
344

2.1614.2

02.16.14-01:02BBB:BBR:Bg:BB:C:CS:U54

2.16.14-1
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2.1614.3

02.16.14-01:03BBf:fRR:B:BRR:C:CS:U14
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2.1614.4

2.1514.5

02.16.14-01:O4BBRB:BB:B:BRR:C:CS:U84

0l2.16.14-O1:05
flRR:BB:DR:flB:C:CI:U
4

The
RTNSSsystems
in the
SF are surrounded by barriers to protect
themes-built
from hurricane
wind and
missiles.
Internal flooding analysisofthe SF has been performed using ANSI/ANS
56.11- 1988guidelines to ensure protection of RTNSSequipment.

0

1

NO

2.16.14-1

2. The RTNSSsystems in the SFare surrounded by barriers to protect them Inspection of the as-built RTNSSequipment in the SIFwill be conducted.
from hurricane wind and missiles.
3. Internal flooding analysis of the SFis performed using ANSI/ANS
Internal flooding analysisof the SF will be performed.
56.1119 8 guidelines to ensure protecion of RTNSSequipment.

I

1

NO

Inspection of the as-built RTNISequipment in the SF will be conducted.

2.16.14-1

4. RTNSSequipment inthe SIFis located above the maximum flood level
for that locationor is qualified for flood condition.

The as-built flTN3 equipment in the SF is located above the maximum
flood level for that location or is qualified for flood condition.

0

1

NO

5. Plant ServiceWater equipment or other equipment designated as
RINSSthat is located outdoors is qualified for flood condition and
protected from hurricane wind and missiles when buried underground.
P2TNIS
equipment that is not buried directly underground is protected by

Inspection of the as-built RTNSSequipment located outdoors will be
conducted.

The as-built RTNSSequipment that is located outdoors is qualified for
flood condition and protected from hurricane wind and missiles when
buried underground. RTNSSequipment that is not buried directly
underground is protected by cell enclosures that provide floodingwind
and missile protection.

2.15.14-1

cell enclosures that provide flooding, windand missile protection.
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6. The SF is protected against external flooding.The following protection

348

2.1614.6

02.16.14-O1:OGBBB:BBBR:BB:fB:C:CS:Ud4

2.16.14-1

2.1614.7

02 IA 40

7

TbleNbrTable

Matri.ed
Acceptance Criteria (AC)
. Water seals at pipe and electrical penetrations are Installed in external

Water seals at pipe and elewrical penetrations are Installed in external
walls below flood and groundwater levels.
. Water stops are provided in expansion and construction joints below

all below flood and groundwater levels.
. Water stops are provided In expansion
and construction joints below
flood and groundwater levels.

deviations from the design documents reconciled to demonstrate the asbuilt SFstructural integrity.

with any deviations reconciled appropriately to demonstrate structural
integrity.

1. The functional arrangement of the ElectricalBuildingVenfliation System Inspections of the EBVSconfiguration will be conducted.

Theas-built EBVS
system conforms with the description in Subsecfion

(EBVS)is as described inthe Design Descripfionof this Subsection 2.16.2.7
and shown in Figure2.16.2-9.

2.162.10.1

02.16.02-1fl:01R0BBB:R
:BB:BB:C:ME:U36

2.16.2-10

2. The EBVSprovides post 72-hour coolingfor Diesel Generators and safety System testing will be performed and cooling air flow to the specified

Thecooling air flow capability meets the requirements to support post 72.

351

2.162.10.2

02.16.02-10:02fBB:BBB:BB:gB:C:ME:U36

2.16.2-10

related ElectricalDistribution, and support for electrical power to FAPCS. cubicles will be verified.

hourcooling for Diesel Generators and safety-related Electrical
Distribution, and support for electrical power to FAPCS.

2.16.2-10

3. The TSCVSair filtration units (AFUlinclude HEPA
filters to provide a
An inspection of the as-built TSCVS
HEPAfilters procurement
habitable work environment for personnel when nonsafety-related power documentation will be performed.

2.16.2-10

is avaieable.
4. The TSCVSAFUinclude charcoal absorbers to provide e habitable work
environment for personnel when nonsafety-related power is available.
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354
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2.162.10.3

2.162.10.4

2.162.10.5

2.162.2.1

2.162.2.11

2.162.2.12a

2.162.2.12b

02.16.02-10:03BfiBB:BBB:Bffl:g:C:ME:U36

02.16.02-10:G4fgBB:BBB:BB:BB:C;ME:U36

02.16.02-S10:DS DBB:BBB:fiB:g:C:ME:U36

02.16.02-02:OIBB:BBB:RR:BB:C:ME:U40

02.16.02-02:11R
gBB:BBB:BB:BR:C:ME:U40

02.lfl.0D-02:52aRR:flD0:eg:gg:C:ME:G40

02.16.2-02:12bBR:BBDB:BB:BB:C:ME:U40

1

NO

The initially installed HEPAfilters have been designed, constructed and
tested in accordance with Section FCof ASMEAG-1.

0

1

NO

An inspection of the as-built TSCVS
charcoal absorber procurement
documentation will be performed.

The Initially installed charcoal absorbers have been designed, constmcted
and tested in accordance with Section FE of ASMEAG-S.

0

1

NO

2.16.2-10

5. The TSCVSAFUmaintain the TICat a slight positive pressure with
respect to the surrounding areas,

Testingwill be performed to measure the differential pressure between
the TSCand surrounding areas.

The as-built TSCVS
filtration units maintain the TSCat a positive pressure
of > 3 iPa (0.125 Inch water gauge) with respect to the surrounding areas

0

1

NO

Inspections of the RBVS
configurationwill be conducted.

2.16.2-2

1. The functional arrangement of the RBVS
is as described in the Design
Descrption of this Subsection 2.16.2.1 and as shown in Figures2.16.2-1,

at the required air addition flow rate.
The as-built RBVSconformsto the desoriptan in Subsection 2.16.2.1 and is
as shown In Figures2.16.2-1,2.16.2.2 and 2.16.2-3.

0

1

NO

2.16.2-2

2.16.2-2 and 2.16.2-3.
11. The Reator Building HVAC
Online Purge ExhaustFilters meet RG1.140 Eachcharcoal absorber will be tested in accordance withRG 1.140. HEPA The as-built Reactor BuildingHVAC
Online Purge Exhaust filter efficiency
and ASMEAG-I requirements for HEPAand carbon filter efficiency.
filterswill be tested in accordance with ASMEAG-i, SectionFC.
meet the acceptance criteria for laboratory and inplace testing in

0

1

NO

2.16.2-2

2.16.2-2

2.162.2.13

02.16.02-02:13fiB:BBB:BB:BB:C:ME:U40

2.16.2-2

360

2.162.2.2

02.16.02-02:02BRBB:BB:fB:BB:C:ME:U40

2.16.2-2

362

2.162.2.3.1

2.162.2.3.1i

02.16.02-O2uO3gBBB:BBi:BB:BB:C:ME:U40

02.16.02-02:031BfB:Blii:BeB:BB:C:ME;U40

.16.2.7 and shown in Figure2.16.2-9.NO
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361
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documentswith any Inspection and reconciliatlonanalysesoftheas-builtSFwitbe performed. Theas-buit SF isconstructedinaccordancewithftheedesigndocuments

216141

350

352
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Thefollowing as-built SF flood protection features exist:

features are:

flood and groundwater levels.
7. TheSF isconstructedinaccordancewiththedesign
349

Inspections, Tests, Analyses (ITA)

Inspection of the es-builtSFflood control features will be conducted

2.16.2-2

12a. The Reactor BuildingHVAC
Accident ExhaustFilters maintains the
=CONAS
seined areas of the reactor building at a minimum negative

wnsPa 1-1/4inch W.G.) relativeto surrounding clean areas
pressure of 62

accordance with RG 1.140 and ASMEAG-I.
Testingwill be performed to confirm that the Reactor Building HVAC
The time average pressure differential in the as-built CONAVSseined areas
AccidentExhaust Filters maintain the CONAVS
area at a minimum negative of the reactor building as measured by pressure differenfial Indicatorsis
pressureof 62 Pa (-1/4 Inch W.G.)relative to surounding clean areas
minimum negative pressure of 62 Pa (-1/4 InchW.G.).

0

1

NO

when operating.
12b. The Reactor BugidingHVAC
Accident ExhaustFilters meet RG1.140
and ASMEAG-1requirements for HEPAand carbon filter efficiency.

when operating each filter train.
TheReactor BuildingHVAC
Accident ExhaustFilters meet RG1.140 and
ASSME
AG-i requirements for HEPAand carbon filter efficiency,

The as-built R fiHVAC
AccidentExhaust filter efficiencies meet the
acceptance criteria for laboratory and in place testing in accordance with

0

1

NO

13. The Reactor Buildingconcrete acts as a heat sink that passively
maintains the temperature of the Reactor Buildingrooms within an

A Control Buildingand Reactor BuildingEnvironmental Temperature
Analysisfor ES0Wflwill be performed using the as-built heat sink

iG 1.140 and ASMEAG-1.
The bulk average air temperature in the Reactor Buildingrooms will not
exceed the Thermodynamic Environment ConditionsInside Reactor

acceptable range for the first 72 hours following a design basis accident.

dimensions, the as-built heat sink thermal properties, the as-built heat sink Building for Accident
exposed surface area, the as-built thermal properties of materialt covering Conditions on aloss of active cooling for the first 72 hours following a
partsof the heat sink, and the as-built heat loads,
design basis accident, given post design basis accident conditions and
reconciled to as-built features and heat loads.
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1
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0

5

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1
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2. The RBVSisolation dampers automatically close upon receipt of a high
radiation signal(CONAVS
and REPAVS)
or loss of ACpower ICONAVS,

Testingof the RfiVSisolation dampers will be performed using simulated
signalsto close the RfVS isolationdampers.

Upon receipt of a simulated high radiation signalor a simulated loss of AC
power signal, the as-built RBVS
isolation dampers automatically close.

REPAVS
and CLAVS).
3. The equipment identified In Table 2.16.2-1 as Seismic Category Ivan

I. inspection will be performed to verity that the Seismic Category I

. The equipment identified as Seismic Category I in Table 2.16.2-1 is

equipment identified inTable 2.16.2-1 are located in a Seismic Category
structure.
i. Type tests, analyses, or a combination of type tests and analyses, of

located ina SesmricCategoryl structure.

3. The equipment identified in Table 2.16.2-1 as Seismic Category I can
withstand Seismic Category I loads without loss of safety function.

equipmentidentified inTable 2.16.2-1 as Seismic Category I, willbe

withstand Seismic Category I loads without loss of safety function.

withstand Seismic Category Iloads without loss of safety function.

2.16.2-2

01N

it. The equipment identified InTable 2.16.2-1 as Seismic Category I can

performedusing analytical assumptions, or will be performed under
conditionswhich bound the Seismic Category I equipment design

363

2.162.2.3.lil

02.16.02-02:03fifBl:iii:BB:BB:C:ME:U40

2.16.2-2

3. The equipment identified in Table 2.16.2-1 as SeismicCategory I can
withstand Seismic Category I load, without loss of safety function.
4. The RBVfmaintains the hydrogen concentration levelsin the battery

364

2.162.2.4

02. 16.02-02:04BiB:BBB:f:BB:C:ME:U40

2.16.2-2

rooms below 2% byvolume,

requirements.
iii.Inspections and analyses will be performed to verify that the as-built
Ili. The as-built equipment identified inTable 2.16.2-1 includinganchorage,
equipment Identified inTable 2.16.2-1, includinganchorage, is bounded by can withstand Seismic Category I loads without los
fsafey function.
the testing or analyzed conditions.
Testingand analysis of the system will be performed to demonstrate the
air flowcapability of the RBVS
Is adequate to maintain the hydrogen

The air flow capability of the as-builtfRBVSis adequate to maintain the
hydrogen concentration levels inthe battery rooms below 2%.

concentrationlevels inthe battery rooms below 2%.
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2.162.2.5.1

D2.16.O2-02:0SBBB:gi:;BB:gB:C:ME:U40

2.16.2-2

Acceptance Criteria (AC)

Inspections, Tests, Analyses (ITA)

DesignCommriment (DC)
5. CONAVSmaintains seined areas of the reactor building at a slightly

i. Testing will be performed to confirm that the contameinatedareas of the

served
1.The time average pressure differential In the as-built CONAVS

negativepressure relative to surrouoding clean areas to minimizethe
evxfltrationof potentially contaminated air.

reactor building seied byCONAVS
maintain a mlnimumnegetivepressure
of 62 Pa (-1/4 Inwg) relative to surrounding clean areas when operating

areasof the reactor building as measured by each of the pressure
differentlal Indicatorsis minimum negative pressure of 62 Pa (-1/4 in wg).

DAC-ITAACCo-ITAAC
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CONAVS
supplyand exhaust fans In the normal system fan lineup.
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2.162.2.5.11

2.162.2.6.i

02.16.02-02:05BBB:Bii:BB:BB:C:ME:U40

02.16.D2-02:06BBB:flBi:o:goB;C:ME:U40

2.16.2-2

2.16.2-2

S.CONAVS
maintains served areas of the reactor building at a slightly

ii. Testing will be performed to confirm the ventilation flow rate through

I. The exhaust flow rate is greater than or equal to the as-built CONAVS

negativepressure relative to surrounding clean areas to minimizethe
exfiltration of potentially contaminated air.

the contaminated areas of the reactor building served by CONAVS
when
operating CONAVS
supply and exhaust fans in the normal system fan
lineup.

supplyflow rate.

6.REPAVS
maintains served areas of the reactor building at a slightly

I.Testing willbe performed ta confirm that the refueling area of the

. The time average pressure differential in the as-built REPAVS
seined

negativepressure relative to surrounding clean areas to minimizethe
exfiltration of potentially contaminated air.

reactor building tamed byREPAYS
maintains a minimum negatiue pressure areasof the reactor building as measured by each of the pressure
of 62 Pa (-1/4 in wo) relative to surrounding clean areas when operating
differential
REPAVS
supply and exhaust fans inthe normal system fan lineup.
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2.162.2.6.i1
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2.162.2.7

370

2.162.2.91
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373
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2.162.4.1

2.162.4.10

2.162.4.11
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62.16.02-02:07BBB:BBB:BB:OB:C:ME:U40

02.16.02-02:09BgB:fgi:BB:gg:C:IC:U40
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2.16.2-2

2.16.2-2

2.16.2-2

2.16.2-4

2.16.2-4

2.16.2-4

Indicatorsis minimum negative pressure of 62 Pa (-1/4 In wg).

6.REPAVS
maintains served areas of the reactor building at a slightly

il.Tesing will be performed to confirm the ventilation flow rate through

I. The exhaust flow rate is greater than or equal to the as-built REPAVS

negativepressure relative to surrounding clean areas to minimizethe
esfltration of potentially contaminated air.

the refueling area of the reactor building served by REPAYS
when
operating REPAVS
supply and exhaust fans in the normal system fan

supplyflo. rate.

lineup.
7.The RDVS
provides post 72-hour cooling for DCIS,CRDand RWCUpump Testing of the integrated system will be performed to demonstrate the air The integrated system test demonstrates the airflow capability to support
roams,electrical cabinet coolingand CRD/ RWCUmotor cooling,
flaw capability of the RfBVS
to support post-72 hour cooling for DCIS.CRD post-72 hour coolingfor DOS,CRDand RWCUpump rooms, electrical
and RWCUpump rooms, electrical cabinet coolingand CRD/ RWCUmotor cabinetcoolingand CR0/RWCU motor cooling.
9. independence is provided between safety-related divisions, and

cooling.
:. Tests will be performed on the R0V5dampers by providing a test signal

i. The test signalexists onlyin the safety-related division under test in the

between safety-related divisionsand nonsafety-related equipment,

in only one safety-related divisionat a time.

as-builtRBVS
damper.

9. Independence is provided between safety-related divisions, and
between safety-related divisionsand nonsafety-related equipment.

ii. Inspection of the as-built safety-related divisionsIn the system will be
performed.

I,-Physicalseparation and electrical isolation exists between as-built RoVS
dampers.Physicalseparation or electrical isolation exists between safetydivisions and nonsafety-mlated equipment as defined byRG 1.75.
Srelated

1. The functional arrangement of the CRHAVS
is as described In the Design Inspections of the CfiHAVS
configuration will be conducted.
Description of this Subsection 2.16.2.2 and as shown in Figure2.16.2-4.

2.16.2.2 and is as shown in Figure2.16.2-4.

10. CRHAVS
Air Handling Units and AuxiliaryCoolingUnits support post72
hour control room habitability coolingand coolingfor post-accident
nonitoringheat loads.

Testingof the integrated system will be performed to demonstrate the air- The integrated system test demonstrates the air-flow capabilityto support
flow capability of the CbHAVS
to support post-72 hour coolingforCRHA
prt-72 hourcooling for CRHAand Q-DCISheat loads.
and Q-DCIS
heat loads.

11. The CRHAis provided with differential pressure indicationfor
monitoring under normal and emergency operatioan

Testingwill be performed to verity that the CRHAMCRpressure indication The asbuilt CRHApmssure indication Is provided in the MCR.
operates as-designed.

2. The CRHAisolation dampen automaucally close upon receipt of any of
the followingsignals:

Testingof the CRHAisolation dampern will be performed using simulated
signalsto close the CRHAisolation dampen,

NO

The as-built CRHAVS
conforms to the design description inthis Subsection
0

1
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0

1
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0
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1
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0
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The as-built CRtHA
isolation dampers automatically close upon receipt of
any of the following simulated signals:
high radiation in the CRHAVS
intake;

375

2.162.4.2

02.16.02-04:020B0:OOO:O6:gB:C:ME:U77

2.16.2-4

highradiation inthe CRHAVS
intake;
* high radiation downstream of an Emergency Filter Unit(EFU)during
emergency operation;

a high radiation downstream of an Emergency Filter Unit (EFU)during
emergency operation;
* low airflow through an EFUduring emergency operation;

* low airflow through an EFUduring emergency operation;

376

377
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2.16.2-4

*a loss of ACpower signal

* loss of ACpower.
3. The equipment identified inTable 2.16.2-3 as Seismic Category I can
withstand Seismic Category I loads without loss of safety function.

i. Inspection will be performed to verifythat the Seismic Category I
equipment identified in Table 2.16.2-3 are located ina Seismic Category I

I. The equipment identified as Seismic Category l Ie Table 2.16.2-3 is
located ina Seismic Category I structure.

3. The equipment identified inTable 2.16.2-3 as Seismic Category Ican
withstand Seismic Category I loads without loss of safety function,

structure.
Ii.Type tests, analyses. or acombination of type tests and analyses, of
equipment identified in Table 2.16.2-3 as Seismic Category I, will be

ii. The equipment identified In Table 2.16.2-3 as Seismic Category I can
withstand Seismic Category I loads without lossof safety function.

2.16.2-4

performed using analytical assumptions, or will be performed under
conditions which bound the Seismic Category I equipment design
requirements.
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2.162.4.3.iil

02.16.02-04:03000:iii:BB:BB:C:ME:U77

2.16.2-4

3. The equipment identified inTable 2.16.2-3 as Seismic Category Ican

Iii. Inspections and analyses will be performed to verifythat the as-built

withstand Seismic Category I loads without loss of safety function.

equipment identified in Table 2.16.2-3, includinganchorage, is bounded by can withstand Seismic Category I loads without loss of safety function.

the testing or analyzed conditions.
4. The CRHAVS
heat sink passively maintains the temperature of the CRHA I.A Control Buildingand Reactor BuildingEnvironmentalTemperature
79 2624.1
0..O-44BBB:B:::M:7

2..24

within an acceptable range for the first 72 hours following a design basis
accident

iil.The as-built equipment Identified in Table 2.16.2-3 includinganchorage,

i. The CRHAmaximum bulk average air temperature Is 33.9'C (93o F)0r

Analysisfor ESBWR
will be performed using the as-built heat sink
less on a loss of active coolingfor the flit 72 houn followinga design basisý
dimensions, the as-built heat sinkthermal properties, the as-built beat sink accident, given pest design basis accident conditions and as reconciled to

0

NO

e-posedsurface area, the as-built thermal properties of materials coverng as-built features and heat loads.
parts of the heat sink, and the as-builtheat loads.
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Inspections, Tests, Analyses (ITA)

heat sink passively maintains the temperature of the CRHAil. A Control RoomHabitabilityArea MinimumTemperature Analysiswill
4. The CRHAVS
within an acceptable range for the first 72 hours following a design basis
he performed using as-built design inputs established byTable 2.16.2-4
380

Situ

2.162.4.4.ii

2.162,.4d.iii

02.16.02-04:O4BBB:Bii:BB:BB:C:ME:U77

ti2.16.02-:4:i4ii:BB::C:M E:U77

2.16.2-4

accident,

Item d1,inaddition to minimum assumed heat loads, minimum assumed
outside air conditions and minimum assumed normal operation concrete
heat sink temperatures.

Acneptance Criteria (AC)
Ii.The CRHAminimum bulkaverage air temperature is 12.8' C (550F) or

ale

above on a loss of normal heating for the first 72 hours followinga design
basis accident, given winter post design basis accident conditions and as
reconciled to as-built features and assumed minimum temperatures.

4. The CRHAVS
heat sink passively maintains the temperature of the CRHAill. A Control Buildingand Reactor BuildingEnvironmental Temperature
within an acceptable range for the first 72 hours following a design basis
Analysisfor ESBWRwill be performed using the as-built design inputs

ill. The CRHAmaximum bulkaverage wet bulb globe temperature index is
32.20C (90.0gF)or less on a loss of active cooling for the first 72 hours

accident

establishedIn Table 2.16.2-4 Item 4i and using the O'AExceedance Value

followinga design basis accident, given post design basis accident

wet bulb
{non-coincident)
temperature and corresponding High
Humidity
Diurnal
Swing.A reconciliation

conditions and as reconciled
limiting outdoor conditions. to as-built features and heat loads, and to

2.1.2faor

DAC-ITAACCn-ITAAC

0

1

NO

1

NO

1

NO

0

analysiswill be performed for the as-built features and heat loads, and
limiting outdoor conditions.

382

383

2.162.4.5.1

2.162.4.5.11

42.t6.42-O4:0SBBB:BBi:BB:BB:C:IC:U77

g2.tA.ti2-Od:lSsg:81:88:88:C:IC:U77

2.16.2-4

5. Independence is provided between safety-related divisions, and
between safety-related divisionsand nonsafety-related equipment.

1.Tests will be performed on CR4Aisolation damper and EFUoperation by I.The test signalexists Onlyin the safety-related divisionunder test in the
providing a test signal inonly one safety-related divisionat a time.
as-built CHA isolation damper and EFUcontrol.

5. independence is provided between safety-related divisions, and
between safty-related divisionsand nonsafety-related equipment.

ii. Inspection of the as-built safety-related divisionsin the system will be
perforned.

2.18.2-it

ii.Physicalseparation and electrical isolation exists between as-bhiti CRHA
isolation dampen and EFUsafety-nelated divisions. Physicalseparation or
electrical isolation exists between safety-related divisions and nonsafety-

0

related equipment as defined In RG1.75.
34
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2.162.4.6.i

2.162.4.6.ii

02.16.2-64:06BBB:BBi:BB:BB:CC:U77

42.16.02-04:0688B:Bii:BB:BB:CJC:U77

216.2-4

. CRHAislatin damper and EFUoperational status Ope/oed)
ndication is provided in the MCR.

i. Inspein will h perfrmed ta verily CHA isolation damper and EFU
operational status indination is installed in the MCR.

2.16.2-4

6. CRHAisolation damper and EFUoperational status (Open/Closed)
Indicationisprovided in theMCR.

ii.Testing will be performed to show that the operational status indication ii. The operational status indication accurately depicts the operafional
in theMC
faccuratelydepictstheoperatinalsratusftheCRHAisolation
status of the as-built CRHAisolation dampen and EFUs.

8

dampets and EFUs.
Analysesto be performed based on the as-bult control room envelope to The free air volume of the control room envelop is Ž 2.200 m3 (78.00 ftN).
determine the free air volume it.
l ume minus equipment and walls).

0

Testingwill be performed to verifythe normal operation intake flowrate

The flow rate is a 220 I/s (466 cf).

1.The functional arrangement of the EFUis as described in the Design
Desciption of this Subsection 2.16.2.3 and as shown in Figure 2.16.2-4.

Inspections of the EFUconfiguration will be conducted.

The as-built EFUsystem conforms with the design description in this
Subsection 2.16.2.3 and is as shown in Figure2.16.2-4.

1O.EFUsare tested to meet the laboratory test requirements described in

Eachcharcoal absorber will be laboratory tested inaccordance with the

Ciharcoal
absorber efficiencymeets the acceptance crIteria for laboratory

requirements described in ASMEAG-1,Section FE.

testing per RG1.52, Regulatory Position 7, when tested Inaccordance with
the requirements described In ASME
AG-1, Section FE.

Testingwill be performed to verifythat the operating EFUis isolated and
the standby EFUis automatically started on a low flow signalfrom the

A low flowtest signal from the operating EFUwill start the standby EFU.

386

2.162.4.7

O2.16.42-O4:47BBB:BBB:BB:BB:C:ME:Ut77

2.16.2-4

7. The free air volume of the control room envelope is greater than or
equalto the volume assumed in safety analyses,

387

2.162.4.8

02.16.02-04:08BBB:BBB:gg:BB:C:ME:U77

2.16.2-4

8. Normaloperation intake flow rate is greater than or equal to the flow

388

2.162.6.1

62.16.02-D6:1BBB:BBB:BB:BB:CMIE:U77

2.16.2-6

1iThe as-built CRHAisolation damper and EFUoperational statusatus
indication is provided inthe MCR.

0

NO
1

NO

1

NO

1

NO

1

NO

1

NO

1

NO

rate assumed in the safety analyses.

389

2.162.6.10

02.16.02-O6:10ABB:BBB:BB:BB:C:ME:U77

2

390

2.162.6.11

02.16.02-d6:11BBB:BBB:BB:BB:C:ME:U77

2.16.2-6

SMEAG-1and RG1.52 for carbon absorber efficiency,

11.The standby EFUstarts on a low flowsignal from the operating EFU.

L 12.
EFUsmaintain habitable conditions in the CHAd.
391

392

393

394

2.182.6.12

2.162.6.2

2.162.6.3.1

2.162.6.3.ii

02.16.g2-86:132
8.8:..B:BB:BBC:ME:U77

02.16.02-06:02BBB:BBB:BB:BB:C:ME:U77

02.16.02-06:03BBB:BBi:BB:BB:C:ME:U77

g2.16.02-06:03BBB:Bii:BB:BB:C:ME:U77

2.16.2-6

0

0

perating EFU.
Testing mill ensure that the filtered air supply will not be reduced below
the required 220 Vs(466 cfm)
,enthe CRHAisoislated and being
maintained st a pnsltve pressure of >31 Pa (0.125 in. wg) with respect to

The os-builtEFUsprovide 220 /s (466cfm) of filtered air when the CRHAis
Isolatedand being maintained at a poit
pressure of >31 Pa (0.125 in.
wg) with respect to the surrounding areas.
Upon receipt of a simulated control room habitability envelope isolation
signal,the as-buiil EFUdampen automatically open.

0

1

NO

. The equipment identified as Seismic Category Iin Table 2.16.2-5 is
locatedIn a Seismic Category I structure.

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

2.16.2-6

2.The selected redundant EFUdampen open upon receipt of a control
roomhabitability envelope isolarion signal.

the surrunding areas.
Testing of the EFUdampen will be performed using simulated control
room habitability envelope isolation signal to open the EFUdampers.

2.16.2-6

3.The equipment identified in Table 2.16.2-5 as Seismic Category Ican
withstandSeismic Category I loads without loss of safety function,

I.Inspectionwill be performed to verifythat the Seismic Category 1
equipment identified inTable 2.16.2-5 are located in a Seismic Category I

I
3. The equipment identified in Table 2.16.2-5 as Seismic Category I can

structure.
iJ.Type tests, analyses, or a combination of type tests and analyses, of

fl. The equipment identified in Table 2.16.2-5 as Seismic Category I can

withstandSeismic Category I loads without loss of safety function.

equipment identified inTable 2.16.2-5 as Seismic Category I,will be

withstandSeismic Category I loads without loss of safety function.

2.16.2-6

4

performed using analytical assumptions, or will be performed under
conditions which bound the Seismic Category I equipment design
requirements.

395

396

2.162.6.3.iii

2.162.6.4.1

82.16.g2-06:43BBB:iihiBB:BB:C:ME:U77

O2.16.02-06:44BB:BBi:BB:BB:C:ME:U77

2.16.2-6

2.16.2-6

3. The equipment identified in Table 2.16.2-5 as Seismic Category I can
withstand Seismic Category I loadswithout loss of safety function.

ii. Inspections and analyses will be performed to verifythat the asbailt
iiI.The as-built equipment identified inTable 2.16.2-5 includinganchorage,
equipment idenfiedin Table 2.18.2-5, includinganchorage, is bounded by canwithstand Seismic Category I loadswithout loss of safety function.
the testitigan analysed conditions.

4. Independence for the EFUtrains is provided between safety-related

I. Tests will be performed on EFUsby providinga test signalin only one

divisions, and between safety-related divisionsand nonsafety-related

safety-related divisionat a time.

1.The test signalexists onlyin the safety-related divisionunder test for the
FFUtrains.

0

1

NO

equipment
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2.16.2-6

Matlandil
Design Commitment (DC)
4 Independence for the EFUtrains is provided between safety-related

Inspections, Tests, Analyses (ITA)
Ii. Inspection of the at-built safety-related divisionsin the EFUsystem will

Acceptance Criteria (AC)
it.For the as-built EFUtrains, physical separation or electrical Isnlatiion

diolsions.and between safety-related divisionsand nonsafety-related

be performed.

exists between these safety-related divisions.Physicalseparation or
electrical isolation exists between safety-related divisionsand nonsafety-

equipment.

398

2.162.6.5a

02.16.02-06:SSaBB:BBB:BB:Bg:C:ME:U77

2.16.2-6

Sn.EFUsmaintain the CRHAat the minimum positive pressure with
respectto the surrounding areas at the required air addition flow rate.

Testingwill be performed to measure the differential pressure between
the CRHAand surrounding adjacent areas.

related equipment as defined inRG 1.75.
the es-builtEFUsmaintain the CRHAat a positive pressure of c 31 Pa
(0.125in wg) withrespect to the surrounding areas at the required air

Tracergas testing in accordance withASTIM
E741 mill be performed to
mensure the unfiltered in-leakage into the CRHAwith EFUsoperating.

The unfiltered ic-leakage measured bytracer gas testlng does not exceed
the unfiltered in-leakage assumed bycontrol room operator dos analysis.

EFUdampen will be opened and closed using manually initiated signals

The as-built EFUdampen open and close when manually Imitated signals
are sent from the MCR.

DAC-ITAACCon-ITAAC

Table

0

1

NO

6

1

NO

1

NO

1

NO

addition flow rate.
399
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2.16.2-6

Sb. The in-leakage does not exceed the unfitered In-leakageassumed by
controlroom operator dose analysis.

400
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2.16.2-6

6. The powered EFUdampers can be remotely operated from the MCP.

from the MCR.
7. EFUsmeet the ic-place leakage testing requirements of ASMEAG-1and EFUswillbe in-placeleak tested in accordance with ASMEAG-1,Section
401

2.162.6.7

02.16.02-06:07BB6:flfflf:BB:BB:C:ME:U77

2.16.2-6
f

402

2.162.7.1

02.16.02-07:U1flBB:BBB:BB:BB:C:ME:U39

2.16.2-7

403

2.162.7.2

O2.16.02-07:02BB:f:BB:BB:CME:U39

2.16.2-7

404

2.162.9.1

02.16.R2-09:016lBB:6lB:BB:BE:C:ME:U98

2.16.2-9

G 1.52.

1.The functional arrangement of the Turbine BuildlngVentilation System

The as-built EFUsmeet the acceptance criteria for In-place testing per RG

TA.to meet the requirements of RG1.52.

1.52.
Regulatory
Positionin6,ASME
when AG-1,
testedSection
in accordance
with the
requirements
described
TA.

Inspections of the TBVSconfiguration will be conducted.

The as-built flVS system conforms with the design description In this
shown InFigure 2NO6.2.

(TRBVS)
is as described in the DesignDescription of this Subsection 2.16.2.4
andshown in Figure2.16.2-6.

0

0and

2.The TBVSprovides post 72-hour cooling for DCISin the Turbine fluilding System testing will be performed and coolingair flowto the specified
androom cooling for the Nuclear Island ChilledWater System and RCCW cubicles will be vaenfed.
pumps.

The cooling air flow capability meets the requirements to suppor post 72hour coolingfor DOS inthe Turbine Buildingand room coolingfor the
NuclearIsland ChilledWater System and RCCWpumps.

I. The functional arrangement of the FBVSis as described Inthe Design
Descriptionof this Subsection 2.16.2.5 and as shown in Figures 2.16.2-7

Inspections of the FBVSconfiguration will be conducted.

Thea.-buIlt FiVSsystem conforms to the design description in this
Subsectlon2.16.2.5 and as shown in Figures2.16.2-7 and 2.16.2-8.

0

1

NO

Usinga simulated highradiation signal,tests will be performed on the
Fuel RuildingHVAC
isolation dampers) isolaton logic.

Uponreceipt of a simulated high radlafion signal.the FuelBuildingHVAC
Isolafiondam pen automatically close.

0

S

NO

0

1

NO

6

1

NO

and2.16.2-8.
405

2.162.9.2
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406

2.162.9.3.1

02.16.02-09:03RBIflfi:fi::flBf:C:MFE:u9g

2.16.2-9

isolafion dampers automatically close upon
2.The Fuelf loldingHVAC
receiptof a high radiation signal.
3.The equipment identified in Table 2.16.2-8 as Seismic Category I can

2.16.2-9

2.162.9.3.11

02.16.02-09:G3RBBB:Bii:fBB:BB:C:ME:U9fl8

. The equipment identified as Seismic Category I In Table 2.16.2-l is

withstandSeismic Category Iloads without loss of safety function.

equipment identified inTable 2.16.2-8 are located in a Seismic Category I

locatedin a Seismic Category I structure.

3. The equipment Identified in Table 2.16.2-8 as SeismicCategory Ican

structure.
IJ.Type tests. analyses, or a combination of type tests and analyses, of

i. The equipment identified in Table 2.16.2-8 as Seismic Category Ican

withstand Seismic Category I loads without loss of safety function,
407

Inspecion will be performed to aerifythat the Seismic Category I

2.16.2-9

equipment identified inTable 2.16.2-8 as Seismic Category I.will be
performed using analytical assumptions. or will be performed under

withstandSeismic Category I loads without loss of safety function.

conditions which boundthe Seismic Category I equipment design
3. The equipment identified in Table 2.16.2-8 as Seismic Category Ican
408

409

2.162.9.3.iii

2.162.9.4.1

02.16.02-09:03BBB:i9ff.:Rfl::C:ME:U98

02.1fi.O2-O:O4BBB:fi:BB:BB:C:ME:Uf98

requirements.
iii.Inspections and analyse will be performed to verifythat the as-built

2.16.2-9

withstand Seismic Category Iloads without loss of safety function.

iii. The as-built equipment identified in Table 2.16.2-8 includinganchorage,
equipment identified inTable 2.16.2-8, includinganchorage, is bounded by an withstand Seismic Category I loads without lossofsafty function.

6

1

NO

2.16.2-9

4. The FRVSmaintains the fuel building at a slightlynegative pressure
relative to surrounding areas.

the testing or analyzed conditions.
i. Testingwill be performed to confirm that the FIVS maintains a minimum . The average differential pressure inthe seined areas of the fuel building
negative pressure of 62 Pa (- 1/4 inch W.G.)when operating FBVS
supply
measured by the pressure differential indicato is a minimum negative

0

1

NO

and exhaust AHUsin the normal system fan lineup,

410

2.162.9.4.ii

411

2.162.9.5

412

2.163.1

pressureat 62 Pa (-1/4 inch W.G.).

2.16.2-9

4. The FBVSmaintains the fuel building at a slightlynegative pressure
relative to surrounding areas.

0

1

NO

02.16.02-09:056 BB:fiBB:BB:BB:C:M
E:U98

2.16.2-9

the normal system fan lineup.
5. The FBVSprovides post 72-hour coolingfor FAPCS
pump motors and N- System testing willbe performed and cooling air-flow to the specified

The cooling air-flow capability meets the requirements to support post 72-

0

1

NO

02.16.03-O2:0BB:B B:BB:BB'.C:M
E:U43

2.16.3-2

DCII.
cubicles will be verifed.
21.The functional arrangement ofthe FPSis as described in Subsection
Inspection of the as-built system will be conducted.
S
23ad a show on fure
C3-.
Eesign

Iour coolingfor FAPC5pump motors and N-DCIS.
The as-built FPSconforms with the basic configuration contained inthe
Descriptionof Subsecton 2.16.3 and Figure2.16.3-1.

0

1

NO

1. Fire barriers of threc-hour fire resistance rating are provided that
separate:

Alllocations listed in Subsection 2.16.3.1 are protected by 3-hour fire
barriers.

02.16.02-09:04Blffl:Bii:BB:BB:C:ME:U98

a Safety-related

1i.Testingwill be performed to confirm the ventilation flow rate through
ii.The exhaust flow rate is greater than or equal to the FBVSsupply flow
the fuel building area when operating the FBVSsupply and exhaust fans in rate.

Inspections will assure 3-hour fire barriersare installed.

systems from any potential fires in nonsafety-related

areas that could affect the ability of safety-related systems to perform

413

2.163.1.1

02.16.3.1-O1:0flfIfB:BBB:gB:fiR:C:M
E:U43

2.16.3.1-1

their safety function.
a Redundant divisionsor trains of safety-related systems from each other
to prevent damage that could adversely affect a safe shutdown function
from a singlefire.
* Components within a single safety-related electrical division that present
a fire hacard to components inanother safety-related division.
* Elestricalcirmits (sfety-related and nonsafety-related) whose fireInduced failure could cause a spurious actuation that could adversely
affect a safe shutdown function.
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2.163.1.2
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2.16.3.1-1

2. Penetrations through fire barriers are sealed or closed to provide fire
resistance ratings at least equal to that of the barriers, and elevator doo.
will have a minimum fire rating of 1.5 hours.,

415

2.163.1.3

02.16.3.1-01:03

2.16.3. 1_1

3. Fire dampers protect venilaion duct openings infire harriers.

Inspections will be performed to confirm the presence of fire dampers in

The presence of fire dampers in ventilation duct openings, consistent with

4, Exposed structural steel protecting areas containing safety-related

ventilation duct openings,
Inspections will be performed to confirm the presence of fireproofing on
structural steel protecting areas containing safety-related equipment

the fire areas identified inTable 2.16.3.1-1.
The presence of fireproofing on structural steel protecting areas
containing safety-related equipment with material with a fire rating of up

416

2.163.1.4

:BBB:BB
BE:BB:C:ME:U43

02.16.3.1-01:04BglBB:BB:g:BB:C:ME:ug3

2.16.3.1-1

equipment is fireproofed with material with a fire rating of up to three

Inspections will confirm that as-built penetrations through fire barriers are The as-bullt penetrations through fire barriers provide fire resistance
sealed or closed to provide fire resistance ratings at least equal to that
ratings at least equal to that requited of the barders and that elevator
required of the barriers (elevator doors at 1.5 hours).
doors have a minimum rating of 1.5 hours.

Table
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0

1

NO

0

1

NO

hours as determined from the FHA.
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2.16.3.1-1

2.16.3-2

to three hours as determined from the FHA.
5. The exposure of the distributed control and information system (Q-DOISInspections. tests and /or analyses will be performed to show that the
The exposure of the distributed control and information system (Q-DCIS
and N-DCIS)
equipment to heat and smoke caused by a firein a singlefire exposure of the distributed control and information system (O-DCIS
and N- and N-DCIS)equipment to smoke and heat caused by a fire in a singlefire
area does not causespurious actuations that could adversely affect rafe
DCIS)equipment to smoke and heat caused bya fire in a single fire area
area does not cause spurious actuations that could adversely affect safe
shutdown,
does not cause spurious actuations that could adversely affect safe
shutdown.
2. The FIS components and piping identified inTable 2.16.3-1 and Table
2.16.3-1 remain functional during and after an SSE.
2- The FPScomponents and piping identified inTable 2.16.3-1 and Table
2.16.3-1 remain functional during and after an SSE.

3. The FPS providesfor manual firesuppression capability to plant areas
containing rafety-relatedequipment.
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2.163.3.1

02.16.03-02:03BBB:BBi:00:BB:C:ME:U43

2.16.3-2

3. The FPSprovides for manual fire suppression capability to plant areas
containing safety-related equipment.
421

2.163.3.1i

O2.16.03-02:03BBB:Bii:BB:BB:C:MtE:U43

2.16.3-2

shutdown.
i. Analysisof the FPScomponents and piping identified inTable 2.16.3-1
will be performed to demonstrate that the components and piping will

The following inspections will be performed:

The as-built manual fire suppression system has the following features:

. Inspection of the as-built manual firesuppression systemoutside the

I.Standpipe and hose rack stations are located such that any safety-related
equipment outside Containment not protected bya fixed fire suppression

Containmentnot protected by a fixed fire suppression system wiil be

system can be reached by an effective hose stream 9.1 m (30 ftf with a

performedto verify that any location that contains or could present a
hazardto safety-related equipment can be reached by two effective hose
streamswitha maximum of 30.5 meters (100 feet) of hose.

maximum of 30.5 w (100ft) of hose from each of two hose stations on
separate standpipes.
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2.163.3.4ii

2.163.4a

02.16.03-42:o3Dgg:iii:g1B:Bo:C:M
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2.16.3-2

2.16.3-2

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

ii.Inspection of the as-built manual fire suppression system will be
il. Standrpipeand hose rack stations are located such that any safetyperformed to verifythat any location outside Containment protected by a related equipment outside Containment protected by a fixed fire
ixed fire suppression system that contains or could present a hazard to
suppression system can be reached by an effective hose stream 9.1 m (30
equipment can be reached byat least one hose stream with it) with a maximumof 30.5w (100ft) of hose from at least one hose
safety-related
maximum of 30.5 meters 1100feet) of hose.
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i. Analyses demonstrate that the FPScomponents and piping identified in
Table 2.16.3-1 and Table 2.16.3-1 will remain functional during and after

remain functional during and after an SSE.
an SSE.
ii Inspection of the as-built FPScomponents and piping identified in Table it.The as-built components and piping identified in Table 2.16.3-1 are
2.16.3-1 will be performed to verltthat the components and piping are
installed inaccordance with the configurations specified by the analyses.
installed in accordance with the configurations specified
bythe analyses.

3. The FPSprovides for manual fire suppression capability to plant areas
containing safety-related equipment.

4a. The FPFprovides the primary storage tanks that contain the required
combined minimum usable firewater storage capacity.

station.

iiI.Inspection of the as-built manual fire suppression system will be
performedto verifythat any location within Containment can be reached

Ill. Starndpipeand hose rack stations are located such that any location
within Containment can be reached byan effective hose stream 9.1 m (30

kytwo effective hose streams with a maximumoff6l meters (200 feet) of

it) with a maximumof 61 m (200ff) of hose from each of two hos0

hose.
stations on separate standpipes.
Inspectionof the as-built water supply sources and volumetric calculations The as-built water supply sources meet the volumetric requirements of a
usingas-built dimensions will be performed.
combined minimum usable firewater storage capacity ofŽ3900m3
(1.030.0o0 gallons) as specified in the Certified Design Commitment
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2.163.4b

02.16.03-02:04bBB:BBB:BB:B00:C:ME:U43

2.16.3-2

4b. The FPS provides the designated site-specificsecondary firewater
storage source contains thecombined minimum usable firewater storage
capacity.
5. Each fire pump provides the required minimum discharge flow with

425
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2.163.5.i

2.163.5.0l

02.16.03-02:05gfPB:Bi:ggB:gB:C:ME:U43

02.16.03-02:05iBB.Bli:BB:E:C:ME:U43

2.16.3-2

Inspectionof the as-built water supply sources and columetric calculations The as-built water supply sourcea meet the volumetric requirements of
usingas-built dimensions will be performed.
a2082 m' (550,000 gallons).
.Testing or analysis(or both) of each fire pump will be performed to

5

i. Eachfire pump provides a flow rate of at least 484 m /hr (2130 gpm).

adequate pressure.

demonstratethat each fire pump provides a flow rate of at least 404 m3/hr

I. Each fire pump provides the required minimum discharge flow with

(2130gpm).
ii. Testingwill be performed to demonstrate rated flow and rated water

il.Acceptable flow and rated pressure at the most hydraulicallyremote

adequate pressure.

pressureat the most hydaulically remote standpipes In the Turbine

Turbine Buildingand Reactor standpipe - a.) 40 mm (1.5 inch) hoses; total

Buildingand the Reactor Building.

flow of 22.7 m3/hr (100 gpm) at a minimum pressure of 448.2 kPaG(65

2.16.3-2

t

psig) and b.) 65 mm (2.5inch) hoses; total flow of 113.5 m /hr (50 gpm)
at a minimum pressure of 689 kPaG(104 psig).
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2.163.7a
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2.16.3-2

2.16.3-2

1. Smoke detectors provide fire detection capability and can be used to

Testing wiil be performed on the as-buift Indivldual firedetectors in areas

The as-built individual smoke detectors respond to simulated fime

initiate firealarms in areas containing safety-related equipment.

:ontalnlng afety-relatedequipment by providing a simulated fire

conditions and initiate fire alarms in areas containing sfety-related

condition.

euipment.

7a.The primary diesel-driven firepump is available to provide post-72

Test will be performed to demonstrate that the primary diesel-driven fire

The primasy diesel-driven fire pump starts on a manual signaland supplies

hour makeup to the IC/PCCS
pools and Spent FuelPool.

pump startson a manualsignaland suppliesa minimum of 46w /hr (Ž204 a minimum ouf4 m fir (200 gpm( makeupwater to the IC/PCCS
pealsor
gpm) makeup water to the IC/PCCSpool or the Spent FuelPool.
Spent FuelPool.
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2.163.7b

DEN

ITAAC

Inspection, Tests, Analyses (ITA)
TTable
The as-built primary diesel-drivenfire pump fuel oil tank capacity will be

The as-built fuel oil tanks for the diesel-driven fire pumps have greater

adequatefuel oilcapacity to support the function of providing makeup

calculated,

than a 3.79 Mw(1000 gallon) capacity to support the function of providing

Design Commitment (DC)

02.16,03-02:07bBB:BBB:BB:BB:C:ME:U43

2.16.3-2

water from 72 hours to 7 days after an accident

C

AeceptaneeCriteria (AC)

7b. The fuel oiltank for the primary diesel-driuenfire pump contains

TaAl
Table Nbr

GEr
Nbr

makeup water from 72 hours to 7 days after an accident before refilling
based upon the as-built fuel tanks and fuel consumption rates and margin

-ITAAC

Mtie
M
d

0

NO

0

NO

criteriaprovided in NFPA24.
9. Failureof as-builtSeismic Category l1and Seismic CategoryNS

Inspection and analysis will be performed to verify failure ofas-built

430

2.163.9
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2.16.3-2

Structures,Systems or Components (SSCs)will not impair the ability of
RTNSS
CriterionB SSCsto function following a seismic event.

Seismic Category leand SeismicCategory NS SSCswill not impair the ability NSSSCsconfirm that their failurewill not impairthe adequacy and
ofiRTNSS
CriterionB SSCsto function following a seismic event.
acceptabilityof RTNSS
Criterion BSSCs to function followinga seismic
event.
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2.164.1

O2.16.D4-D1:SSBBB:BBB:B6:BB:C:ME:USO

2.16.4-1

S.The functional arrangement ofithe EFDSIs as described inSubsection

Inspections of the as-built EFMS
will be performed.

2.16.4-1

2.16.4.
2.The EfDScollects liquid wastes from floor drainage in the DWand
A test will be performed by pouring water into the floor drains inthe DW
directt these wastes to the DWfloor drain high conductivitywaste (HCW) inside the containment boundary.
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2.164.2

2.164.3

02.16.04-01:02BBB:BBB:BB:BB:C:ME:USO

02.16.04-01:03BBB:BBB:BB:Bg:C:ME:U50

2.16.4-1

2.165.1

02.16.05-02:0BDBB:BBB:BB:BB:C:CS:U75

2.16.5-2

The an-built EDS conforms with the description in Subsection 2.16.4.
The water poured into these drains is collected in the DWfloor drain high
conductivitywaste (HCW)sump.

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

mixingof fission products following a LOCA.

0

1

NO

The as-built RTNSS
equipment in the RBis located above the maximum
flood level for that location or is qualified for flood conditions.

0

1

NO

1

NO

A test will be performed by pouring water into equipment leak-off lines in The water poured into these leak-off lines is collected inthe DW

anddirects these wastes to the DWequipment drain low conductivity

the DW inside the containment boundary,

equipment drain low conductivity waste (LCW)sump.
The as-built RBconforms to the structural design basis loads specified In
the Design description ofithis subsection 2.16.5 associated with:

combinations,
which form the structural design basis.

*

Theloads are (as applicable) those associated with:
*Natural phenomena-wind, floods, tornados (including towado missiles),

earthquakes,rain and snow.
. Internal events-floods, pipe breaks includingLOCAand missiles.

earthquakes,rain and snow.

Natural phenomena-wind, floods, tornados (including tornado missiles)

, Normal plant operation-live loads, dead loads, temperature effects and

, Internal events-floods, pipe breaks includingLOCAand missiles.
* Normal plant operation-live loads, dead loads, temperature effects and

NO

0

sump.
3.The EFDScollects liquid wastes emanating from equipment in the DW

waste (LC) sump.
. The RB is designed and constructed to accommodate the dynamic, static Analysesof the as-built RBwill be conducted.
andthermal luading conditiont associated with the various loads and load
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Inspection and analysis of an-built Seismic Category l1
and Seismic Category

buildingvibration loads.

buildingvibration loads.
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2.165.10

2.165.01
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2.16.5-2

2.16.5-2

10. The Reactor BuildingCONAVS
area volume meets design assumptions

Inspections of the as-built dimensions of the areas in the RBcredited in the The as-built RBCONAVS
area volume meets design assumptions for the

for the mixingof fission products following a LOCA.

design basis mixinganalysis will be performed. The results will be
that the
compared to the calculationof the total mixingvolume to verify

11. RTNSS
equipment inthe RBis located above the maximumflood level
for that location or is qualified fur flood conditions.

12. The buffer pool Is a reinforced concrete structure with a stainless steel Inspection and analysisof the as-built buffer pool will be performed.

Theas-built buffer pool is a reinforced concrete structure with a stainless
steel liner that is equipped with embedments and can withstand seismic

437

2.165.12

02.16,05-02:12iBB:BBB:BB:BB:C:CS:U71

2.16.5-2

liner that is equipped with embedments designed to Seismic Category I
requI•rements.

438

2.165.13

02.16.05-02:3BBB:BBB:BB:BB:C:CS:U71

2.16.5-2

13. Doo

2.16.5-2

foding of the galleriesup to the ground level eleuotion.
14. Failureof as-built Seismic Category leand Seismic Category NS
Structures. Systems or Components (SSCs)willnot impair the ability of

439

2.165.14

02.16.05-02:14B6B:BBB:BB:BB:C:CS:U71

that connect the RBwith the EBgalleries are watertight for

safety-related SSCato perform their safety-related functions.
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2.165.15

02.16.05-02:15f:BBB:BBB:BBB:C:CS:U
71

2.16.5-2
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2.165.2

02.16.05-02:02BBB:BBB:BB:BB:C:CS:U71

2.16.5-2

results match the assumptins.
Inspections of the as-built RTNSSequipment in the RBwill be conducted,

dynamlcloads without lossof structural integrity.
Inspections of the doors for RBto EBgalleries will be conducted.

The doors connecting the RBto EBare watertight doors.

Inspection and analysiswill be performed to verifyfailure of as-built
Inspection and analysisof as-built Seismic Category l1and Seismic Category
SeismicCategory 11andSelsmicCategory NSSSCswillnotImpairtheability NSSSCs confirm that their failure will not impair the adequacy and
acceptability of safety-related SSCsto perform their safety-related
of safety-related SSCsto perform their safety-related functions,

NO

functions.
Inspection and analysis of as-built Seismic Category l1and Seismic Category

15 Failure of as-built Seismic Category IIand Seismic Category NS

Inspection and analysiswill be performed to verifyfailure of as-built

Structures,. Systems or Components (SSCs)willnot impair the ability of
RTNSSCriterion BSSCsto function followinga seismicevent.

Seismic Category IIand Seismic Category NSSSCawill not Impairthe ability NSSSCsconfirm that theirfailure will not impair the adequacy and
acceptability of RTNSSCriterion BSSCato function following a seismic
of RTNSSCriterion BSSCsto function following a seismicevent,

2. The functional arrangement of the RBis as described In the Design
Description of this Subsection 2.16.5 and is as shown in Figures 2.16.5-1

Inspections of the an-built RBwill be conducted.

event
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2.165.3

0216.05-02:03BBB:BBB:BB::C:CS:U71

through 2.16.5-11.
3. The criticaldimensions used for seismic analyses and the acceptable

Inspection of the RBwill be performed. Deviations from the design

tolerances are provided InTable 2.16.5-1.

conditions will be analyzed using the design basis loads.

2165-2

The RB conforms to the functional arrangement described in the Design
Description of this Subsection 2.16.5 and is as shown in Figures 2.16.5-1

0

1

NO

through 2.16.5-11.
Reconciliationof construction deviations from the criticaldimensions and
tolerances specifiedin Table 2.16.5-1 will demonstrate that the as-built RB
will withstand the design basis loads specified in the DesignDescription of
this Subsection 2.16.5 without loss of structua lintegrity or the safety-

O

related functions.
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1165,.

.2.16..5-02:-4:8

:BB:BB:C:MEIU40

2A6.-2

4. The RBCONAVS
area design provides a holdup volume and delays
Leakagerate testing of the as-built RBCONAVS
area under a differential
release of radioactivity to the environment consistent with the LOCAdose pressure of 62.3 Pa (0.25 in wg.) will be conducted,

The RB CONAVS
area leakage rate under the conditions expected to exist
during a LOC is 141.6 Vs (300 cf).0

N

Eachdivision is separated by fire barriers having > 3-hour fire ratings.

NO

analysis maximum exfiltration. assumptions .
44"

2.165.5

W02 5-y2:0...B:R:B

:C:MAEJ4I3

2.06.5-2
. The RDprovides three-hour fire barriers fur separation of the four
2.16.5-2 _ _ _ _independent
safe shutdown divisions.
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6. Forexternalfioodin,

the RBincorporatesstnuctural provisions into the
plant design to protect the structures, systems, or components from

br

Inspections, Tests, Analyses (ITAI

Acceptance Criteria (AC)

DAC-ITAACCn-ITAC

Metnie
ard

TbleNbrTable

Inspeclon ofothe as-built flood control features will be conducted.

The as-built RBconforms with the followingflood protection features
specifiedin the DesignDescription of this subsection 2.16.5.

postulatedflood and groundwater conditions. Thisapproach provides:
a Wall thicknesses

below flood level designed to withstand hydrostatic

loads;

Wall thicknesses below flood levelare designed to withstand hydrostatic
loads;
a Water stops in allexpansion and construction joints below design basis
mnaximum
flood and groundwater levels;

a Water

stops in all expansion and construction joints below design basis
maximumflood and groundwater levels;
a

445

2.165.b

D2.16.5-02:b6BfBB:BBfifl:BD:BB:C:CS:U71

2.16.5-2

Waterproofing of external surfaces below design basis maximum flood

and groundwater levels;

a

a Water seals in external walls at pipe and electrdcal penetrations below
design basis maximumflood and groundwater levels;and
a Roofsdesigned to prevent pooling of large amounts of water in excess of

a

Waterproofing of external surfaces below design basis maximum flood

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

B

1

N

0

1

NO

0

1NO

nd groundwater levels;
Water seals in extenmalwalls at pipe penetrations below design basis
maximumflood and groundwater levels; and

the structural capacity of the roof for design loads.
a Exterior access opening sealed in extemal walls below flood and

a

groundwater levels.

- Exterioraccess opening sealed inexternal walls below flood and

Roofsare built to prevent pooling of large amounts of water in excess of
the structural capacity of the roof for design loods.
groundwaterlevels.

7. Protective features used to mitigate or eliminate the consequences of

446

2.165.7

D2.16.g5-02:D7fififi:fi:BffiD:BB:C:CS:U71

2.16.5-2

Inspections of the as-built RBflood protection features will be conducted.

internal funding are:
a Structural enclosures or barriers
a Curbsand sills
a Leakagedetection

2.16.5 are in place in the as-built RBlto mitigate or eliminate the
consequences of Interna
oRending:
a Structural enclosures or barriers

components

a Curbs

* Drainage systems

447

2.1SS.8

g2.16.D5-D2floggBBggg:BfB:BBf:C:CS:U71

8. The internal flooding protection features prevent flood water In one
Inspections of the as-built RBflood protection features will be conducted.
divisionfrom propagating to other dlvisuions)and ensure equipment
necessary for safe shutdown is located above the maximum flood level for

The following Roodprotection features specified In the DesignDescripton
2.16.5 are in place in the as-built fiRto prevent flood water in one division
from propagating to other division(s) and to ensure equipment necessary

that location or is qualified for flood conditions by:

for safe shutdown not located above the maximum flood level for that
location is qualified for flood conditions:

2.16.5-2
a

a Divisional walIs

Sills

Sills

* Watertight doors

449
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2.165.9a

2.165.9b

2.166.1

02,16.05-02:09aflB:BBB:fg:BB:CfS:U71

g2.16.fl5-02:WgbBfB:fIfi:ifi:fiBB:C-S:U71

D2.16.06-g2:DlIBDB:BBB:BB:fiB:C:CS:U73

2.16.5-2

2.16.5-2

and sills

Leakagedetection components
•Drainage systems

*

Divisionalwalls

448

Thefollowing flood protection features specified in the Design Description

a Watertight

9e. The RBis protected against pressurization effects associated with
postulated rupture of pipes containing high-energy fluid that occur in

Inspections of the Rf subcompartmento that rely on overpressure
protectiondevices will be conducted,

doors

The as-bu=l RB subcompartrnents which rely on overpressure protection
devicesare equipped with over pressure protection devices specified In

subcompartments of the RB.

the Design Description 2.16,5.

9b. The RBstructure inthe refuel floor area is equipped with overpressure Inspection and analysis of the es-builtRBstructure overpressure

The as-built RBstructure overpressure protection devices specified In the

protectiondevices in the event of overpressure of this area.

protectiondevices will be performed.

DesignDescription 2.16.5 can relieve excessive positive pressure generate
by steam buildup during auxiliary pool design boiling conditions.

1. The CB is designed and constructed to accommodate the dynamic,

bnalysesof the as-built CBloads will be conducted.

The as-built CB conformsto the structural design basis loads specified In

static, and thermal loadingconditions associated with the various loads
and load combinations, which form the structural design basis. The loads

the design Descriptionof this subsection 2.16.6 associated with:

are those associated with:

a Natural

phenomena-wind, floods, tornadoes (including tornado
missiles),earthquakes, rain and snow.
a Internal events-floods.

2.16.6-2
* Natural phenomena-wind, floods, tornadoes (including tornado
missiles),earthquakes, rain and snow.

a

NO

0

Normal plant operation-live loads, dead loads and temperature effects

* Internal events-floods.
a Normal plant operation-live loads, dead loads and temperature effects.
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2.166.2

O2.1i.fg6-02:o2BgB:BfIB:BBfi:BB:C:CS:U73

2.16.6-2

2. The functional arrangement of the CBIs as described in the Design
Description of this Subsection 2.16.6 and Is as shown in Figures2.16.6-1

Inspections of the as-built CB will be conducted.

through 2.16.6-5.
Table 2.16.6-1.
2.166i.3

y2.16.gb-g2:g3glB:RlB:B
E;BBf:C:Cg:U
73

C

1

NO

through 2.16.6-5.

3. The criticalCRldimensions and acceptable tolerance are provided in
4S2

The CRconforms to the functional arrangement described inthe Design
Descriptlonof this Subsection 2.16.6 and as shown in Figures2.16.6-1

Inspection of the as-built COB
will be performed. Deviationsfrom the design Reconciliatlonof construction deviations from the critical dimensions and
conditionswill be analyzed using the design basisloads.
tolerances specified in Table2.16.6-1 demonstrates that the as-built CB

2.16.6-2

this
Subsectionthe
willwithstand
design
basis loss
loadsofspecified
2.16.6
the Design
Description
without
structuralinintegrity
or the
safety- of

1O

related functions.
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2.166.4

02.16.O6-O2:O4BfBBf:fifBi:BB:C:ME4J43

2.16.6-2

4. The MCI envelope is separated from the rest of the CBby walls, floors,
doom and penetrations, which have three-hour fire ratings,.
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Inspections of the as-built CB will be conducted.
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Mirtehied
DesignCommitment (DC)
S.The lowest elevation in the CRis divided into separate divisional areas

Inspectlons, Tests, Analyses (ITA)
Inspections of the as-built CBflood control features will be conducted.

Acceptance CUiteria(AC)
The as-built CBcontains the followingfeatures:

for instrumentation and control equipment. CR floodingresulting from
:omponent failures inany of the CB divisionsdoes not prevent safe

For external flooding:
s Exteror access openings are sealed in external walls below flood and

shutdownof the reactor. For external flooding, protection features are:

groundwaterlevels.

* Exteriorsoceas openings sealed in external walls below flood and

*

groundwater levels.
,

DAC-ITAACC-ITAAC

Ti

Wall thickness below flood level designed to withstand hydrostatic loads.

* Wall thickness below flood level designed to withstand hydrostatic loads.
* Water stops inall etxpansionand construction joints below design basis

Water stops in allexpansion and construction Joints below design basis
maximumflood and groundwater levels.
, Waterproofing of external surfaces below design basis maximum flood

macimum flood and groundwater levels.
* Waterproofing of external surfaces below design basis maximum flood

and groundwater levels;
* Water seals in external walls at pipe and eiectrical penetrations below

and groundwater levels;

designbasis maximum flood and groundwater levels; and

2 Water seals in external walls at pipe and electrical penetrations below
design basis maximumflood and groundwater levels;and

, Roofsdesigned to prevent pooling of large amounts of water in excess of
the structural capacity of the roof for design loads.

- Roofsdesigned to prevent pooling of large amounts of water in eccess of
the structural capacity of the roof for design loads.

For internal flooding:

For internal flooding,protection features are:
- Flood water in one division is prevented from propagating to other
division(s) bydivisional walls, sillsand watertight doors.

- Flood water inone divisionis prevented from propagating to other
division(s)by divisional walls, sills and watertight doors.

* Equipment necessary for safe shutdown is located above the maximum

flood level for that location or is qualified for flood conditions.

, Equipment necessary for safe shutdown is located above the maximum

flood level for that locaflonor is qualified for flood conditions.

2.166.6

02.16.06-02:O6BBiB:BBB:RaR
:BRR
:C:CS:U73

2.16.6-2

6. RTNSSequipment in the CB is located above the maximum flood level
for that location or is qualified for flood conditions.

Inspections of the as-built RTNSS
equipment in the CRwill be conducted.

45f

The as-built RTNSS
equipment in the CBis located above tWemaximum
flood level for that location or is qualified for flood conditions.

456

2.166.7

02.16.06-02:t7BBB:Bg:6:BB:C:CS:U73

2.16.6-2

7. Doormthat connect the C with the EBgalleries are watertight for

Inspections of the doors for CBto ERgallerieswill be conducted.

The doors connecting the CRto ERare watertight doors.

457

2.166.8

02.16.06-02:08BB:BgB: B:BSB:C:CS:U73

2.16.6-2

458

2.166.9

02.16.06-02:09BBB:BB
B:BB:BB:C:CS:U
73

2.16.6-2

Toodingof the galleriesup to the ground level elevtion.0
8. Failure of s-built Seismic Category l1
and Seismic Category N'
5tructures, Systems or Components (SSCs)will not impair the ability of
safety-related SMCS
to perform their safety-related functions.

Structures, Systems or Components (SSCs)will not impair the ability of

functions.
Inspection and analysis will be performed to verifyfailure of as-built
Inspection and analysis of as-built Seismic Category l1and Seismic Category
Seismic Category l1
and Seismic Category NSSSCswill not impair the ability NSSSCsconfirm that their failure will not Impair the adequacy and

RTNSSCriterion BSSCsto function following a seismic event,

of RTNSSCriterion B6SCsto function following a seismic event.

~event.II

acceptability of RTNSS
Criterion BSSCs to function following a seismic

1. The Fi is designed and constructed to accommodate the dynamic,
static, and thermal loadingconditions associated with the various loads

Analysesof the as-built FBwill be conducted.

The as-built Fi conforms to the structural design basis loads specifiedin
the Design Description of this subsection 2.16.7 associated with:

9. Failure of as-builtSeismic Category l1
and Seismic Category NS

I

Inspection and analysis will be performed to verity failure of as-bulft
inspection and analysis of as-built Seismic Category l1and Seismic Category
Seismic Category and Seismic Category NSSSCSwill not impair the ability NitiCs confirm that their failure will not impair the adequacy and
of safety-related SSCsto perform their safety-related functions.
acceptability of safety-related SSCsto perform their safety-related

I

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

and load combinations, which form the structural design basis. The loads
those associated with:
459

2.167.1

B

:1

C:CS:U97

2.16.7-2

. Natural phenomena-wind, floods, tornadoes (including tornado
*2.16.07-02:01
missiles),earfhfquakes,rain and snow;

Natural phenomena-wind, floods, tornadoes (including tornado
missiles),earthquakes, rain and snow;
*

h
Internal
events-floods;
Normal plant operation-live loads, dead loads and temperature effects;

*

end

I
Internal
events-floods; and
Normal plant operation-live loads, dead loads and temperature effects;

and

Loads from spent fuel storage racks.

*

Loads from spent fuel storage racks.

10. The FBstructure above the spent fuel pool is equipped with

Inspection and analysis of the as-builtFBstructure overpressure protection The as-built FBstructure overpressure protection devices specified in the

460

2.167.10

02.16.07-02:lOBRBB:BBRB:BB:BB:C:CS:U97

2.16.7-2

overpressure protection devicesintheeventofoverspressureofthisarea.

deviceswill be performed.

461

2.167.11

02.16.07-02:1
DIRR

2.16.7-2

11. Failure of as-built Seismic Category leand Seismic Category NS
Structures, Systems or Components (SSCs)will not impair the ability of

I•apectionand analysis will be performed to verity failure of as-buit
Inspection and analysis of as-built Seismic Category 1land Seismic Category
SeismicCategory 1and SeismicCategory NS SSCswill not impair the ability NSSSCsconfirm that their failure will not impairthe adequacy and

safety-related SSCsto perform their safety-related functions.

of safety-related 5SCsto perform their safety-related functons.

acceptability of safety-related SSCsto perform their safety-related

12. Failure of as-built Seisrlc Category l1
and Seismic Category NI

Inspectionand analysis will be performed to verity failure of as-built

functions.
Inspection and analysis of as-built Seismic Category l1
and Seismic Category

Structures. Systems or Components (SSCs)will not impair the ability of
RTNSSCriterionB SSCsto function following a seismic event.

eismicCategory11andSelsmicCategoryNSiSSCswillnotimpairtheablllty NS SSCsconfirm that their failurewill not impair the adequacy and
of RTNSS
CriterionB SSCsto function followinga seismic event.
acceptability of RTNSSCriterion BSSCsto function following a seismic

2. The functional arrangement of the FBis as described inthe Design
Descriptionof this Subsection 2.16.7 and is as shown in Figures2.16.7-1

Inspections
of the as-built FBwill be conducted.

462

2.167.12

463

2.167.2

:BBB:BB:BB:C:CS:Uf97

02.16.07-02:12ABB:BBB:RR
B:BiB:C:CS:Ui97

02.16.07-02:02 RBBRBBB:BB:RBB:C:ME:U97

2.16.7-2

2.16.7-2

through 2.t6.7-6.

ESBWRDCDRev9_Tier1_ITAACTableNbrcnCountRevSPostColumn_DeleteNRC_2011-12-1S

DesignDescription 2.t6.7 can relieve excessive positive pressure generat
bysteam buildup during SFPdesign boiling conditions,.

The FRconforms to the functional arrangement described in the Design
Description of this Subsection 2.16.7 and as shown inFigures 2.16.7-1

0N

0

N

0

i

i

ND

through 2.16.7-6.

rd-O2.xls
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Metrixed
DesignCommitment (DQ
3.The criticaldimensions and acceptable tolerances for the FBare as
describedin Table 2.16.7-1.

464

2.167.3

02.16.07-02:03BwB:BBB:gB:BB:C:CS:U97

Inspections, Tests, Analyses (ITA)
Inspection of the FBwill be performed. Deviations from the design
conditions will be analyzed using the design basis loads.

2.16.7-2

Acceptance Criteria (AC)
Reconciliationof constrction deviations from the criticaldimensions and
tolerancesspecified in Table 2.16.7-1 will demonstrate that the as-built FB
will withstand the design basis loads specified Inthe Design Descnlptlonof

DAC-ITAACCon-ITAAC

0

Table

1

NO

B

NO

0

1

NO

this Subsection 2.16.7 without loss of structural integrity or the safetyrelatedfunctions.
465

2.167.4

02.16.17-02:04BBB:BBB:BB:BR:C:CS:U97

72

4. The walls forming the boundaries of the FBand penetrations through
these walls have three-hoot Bireratings.

Inspections of the as-built FBwalls and penetrations will be conducted.

Theas-buils waelsformingthe boundaries of the FBand penetrations
thro•gh these wells ber 03-hoar fire ratings.

5. The Ft is protected against an external flooding. Protection features are: Inspection of the as-built FBflood control features will be conducted.

Thefollowing as-built FBflood ptection features exist:
Protectionfeatures are:

- Exterior access openings are sealed in external walls below flood and

466

467

468

469

2.167.5

2.167.6

2.167.7

2.167.8

t2.16.07-t2:05BB:BBB:BB:BB:C:CS:U97

t2.B6.07-02:06BBB:BBB:BB:BB:C:CS:U
97

02.16.07-t2:07BRB:BBB:BB:BB:C:CS:Ug7

2.16.7-2

- Exterioraccess openings are sealed in external wells below flood and

groundwater levels;
* Wall thickness below flood level designed to withstand hydrostatic loads;
* Water seals at pipe and electrical penetrations are Installed in external
-11lsbelow flood and ground-ter levels,.
* Water stops in all expansion and construction joints below design basis

roundwaterlevels.
WallIthickness below flood level designed to withstand hydrostatic loads;
Water seals at pipe and electrical penetrations are Installed in external
walls below flood and groundwater lvels.
- Water stops in allexpansion and construction joints below design basis

maximum flood and groundwater levels;and
. ROofsdesigned to prevent pooling of large amounts of water in excess of
the structural capacity of the mof for design loads,

maximumflood and groundwater levels; and
i Roofsdesigned to prevent pooling of large amounts of water in excess of
the structural capacity of the roof for design loads.

6. Internal floudinganalysis of the FBis performed using ANSI/ANS
56.11198Bguidelines to ensure protection of RTNSSequipmment.

Intemaelfloodinganalysis of the FBwill be performed.

2.16.7-2

Internal floodinganalysis of the Ft has been performed using ANSI/ANS
56.11- l9g8 guidelines to ensure protection of RTNSS
equipment.

0

1

NO

Inspection of the as-built RTNSS
equipment in the FBwill be conducted.

2.16.7-2

7. RTNSS
equipment inthe FBis located abovethe maximum flood level
for that location or is qualified for flood conditions.

The as-built RTNSSequipment in the FRIs located above the maximum
flood level for that location or Is qualified for flood condition.

0

1

NO

B. The spent fuel pool is a reinforced concrete structure with a stainless
steel liner that is equipped with embedments designed to Seismic

Inspection or analysis of the as-built spent fuel pool willbe performed.

The as-built spent fuel pool is a reinforced concrete structure with a
stainless steel linerthat is equipped with embedments end can withstand

Inspection of the as-built spent fuel pool will be performed.

The gates that connect the SFPto adjacent pools can withstand seismic

1

NO

1

NO

B

NO

02.16.07-02:tiggg:BBf:BE:BB:C:CS:U97

Category I requirements.

seismicdynamic loads without loss of structural Integrity.

9. The gates that connect the SFPto adjacent pools are designed to
470

471

2.167.9

2.168.1

02.16f.07-2:0tggB:BBB:BRB:t:C:CS:u97

02.16.08-.016 BB:BBi:Bl:fg:C:CS:U72

2.16.7-2

2.16.8-1

Seismic Category I requirements, and are designed so that the bottom of
the gate is at least 3.05 m (10. ft1)above TAR,

dynamic loads without loss of structural integrity, and are built sr that the
bottom of the gate is at least 3.05 m (10.0 ft) above TAR,

1. The TBanalysis end design is the same as a Seismic Category I structure, dnalysesof the Ta will be conducted.
includingthe load combinations and the acceptance criteria. for loads

The TBanalysis and design is the same ass Seismic Category I structure

associated with:

associated with:

2.168.3

02.16,08-y1:D3BBB:BBB:BB:BB:C:CS:U72

2.16.8-1

, Natural phenomena - wind, floods, tornadoes (excluding tornado
missiles),earthquakes, rain, snow and hurricane wind (for RTNSS
protection).

2. The RTNS5systems in the Tt are surrounded by barriers to protect them Inspectionof the as-built tTNSSsystems In the TB will be conducted.
from hurricane wind and missiles.

- Normal plant operations - live loads and dead loads.
The as-built RTNSSsystems in the Tmare surrounded by barriers to protect
them from hurricane wind and missiles.

3. The internal floodinganalysis of the TBis performed using ANSI/ANS

Internal flooding analysisof the TB has been performed using ANSI/ANS

Internalflooding analysisof theTB will be performed.

56.11-1988guidelines to ensure protection of RTNSSequipment.
4. RTNSS
equipment in the Th is located above the maximum flood level

56.11-1988 guidelines to ensure protection of RTNSSequipment.
Inspectionof the as-built RTNSSequipment In the TBwill be conducted.

for that location or is qualified for flood condition,

475

2.168.5

02.16.tg-01:lSBBB:BtB:BB:BB:C:CS:U72

2.16B-81

5. The TBis protected against external flooding. The following protection
features are:
* Water seals at pipe penetrations are installed in external walls below
flood and groundwater levels.

2.168.6

02.16.08-O1:g6BtB:BBB:BB:Bg:C:CS:U72

2.1gB.-1

flood and groundwater levels.
6. The TNis constructed in accordance with the design documents, with
any deviations from the design documents reconciled to demonstrate the
as-builtTB structural integrity,

ESBWRDCD Rev9 Tierl ITAACTableNbr-niCountRevSPostColumn_OeleteNRC_2011-12-15

rd-02.xls

0

The as-built RTNS$systems in the TBare surrounded by barriers to protect
them from hurricane wind and missiles.

Inspectionof the as-built TBflood control features will be conducted

The followingas-built TBflood protection features exist:
Water seals at pipe penetrations are installed in external walls below
*

- Water stops are presided in expansion and construction joints below

476

includingthe load combinations and the acceptance criteria, for loads

Natural phenomenon -wind. floods, tornadoes (excludingtornado
missiles),earthquakes, rain and snow, Inaddition, themT is designed for
hurricane wind to protect RTNSS
systems.
* Normal plant operation-live loads and dead loads.

473

t

iond
and groundwater levels,
Water stops are provided in expansion and construction joints below

flood and groundwater levels.
Inspectionand reconciliation analyses of the as-builtTB will be performed. The as-built TBis constructed in accordance with the design documents,
with any deviations reconciled appropriately to demonstrate structural
integrity.
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NRC
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Nbr

Nbt
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2.169.1

02.16.O9-01:01BBf:BBf:Bf:BB:C:CS:U74

Nb

Nr
Design Commitment (DC)

Inspections, Tense,Analyses(ITA)

ThefW method of anal sis is the same as a Seismic Category I structure,
includingthe load combinations and the acceptance criteria.The RWis

designed in accordance with RG1.143 ClassificationRW-Ila.The

designedin accordance withRG 1.143 ClassificationRW-Ila.The

earthquake loading is the fullSSEInstead of % SSEas shown In
lg
1.143.
The 6W loads are those associated with:
4 Natural phenomena-wind, floods, tornadoes, tornado missiles,

earthquakeloading is the fullSSEInstead of KSSEas shown in RG1.143.
ThefW loads are those associated with:
- Naturalphenomena - wind, floods, tornadoes, tornado missiles,

earthquakes, rein and snow.

earthquabes, rein and snow.

iinternal event - floods

*

* Normal plant operation-live loads and dead loads.
2. The RWis protected against external flooding.The followingprotection
features are:
478

2.169.2

02.16.O9-01:r2BBB:f:eB:Bn:C:CS:U74

2.16.9ir

480

481

482

2.169.3

2.19.10

2.19.11b

2.19.12

02.16.09-01:03SiBB:IBB::flBB:C:CS:U74

02.19.O0-O1:10616:gIlB:BB:fB:C:PS:yg6

02.19.00-0:11b6l6l:BBB:BB:flfl:C:PS:Yg6

02.19.00-O1:125B2g:gflff:B:Bf:C:PS:ygs

2.16.9-1

2.19-1

02.19.00-01:13aBB:9fl6:f:BB:C:PS:Yg6

485

2.19.13b

2.19.14

02.19.00-01:13bBB:flB:BB:flfl:C:PS:Yg6

02.19.S0-g1:14SBBg:66:gg:flB:C:PS:Y86

487

488

2.19.15

2.19.16a

2.19.16b

02.19.00-01:15Blflg:BBB:lflB:BB:C:PS:Yg6

02.19.00-01;16aggfl:flB:flB:Bg:C:PS:YB6

O2.19.00-01:16bBB:BBB:flB:BB:C:PS:Y6

1

ND

0

1

NO

0

1

ND

nspectons of the Central Alarm Station location will be performed.

2.19-1

The Central Alarm Station is located inside a protected area and the
interior is not visible from the perimeter of the protected area.

Inspections of the secondary security power supply willhe performed.

2.9-1

12. The secondary security power supply system for alarm annunciator
equipment contasned in the Central Alarm Station and nonportable
Communicationsequipment contained In the Central Alarm Station Is

The secondary security powersupply for aloes annunciator equipment
contained in the Central Alarm Stution and non-portable communications
ecopmentacontined in the Central Alarm Station is located within a umtaluncStN
area.

2.19-1

2.19-S

2.19-1

Testswill be performed on allsecurity alarm devicesand transmission
lines.

providedwhen failure of the alarm system or a component occurs, or
when on standby power.) Alarm annunciation shall indicate the type of
alarm, (e.g., intrusion alarms, emergency exit alarm) and location.

Security alarm devices Includingtransmission lines to annunciators are
tamper indicating and self-checklng (e.g,,an automatic indication is
providedwhen failure of the alarm system or a component occurs, or
when the system ison standby power) and that alarm annunciation

0

1

0

1

NO

0

1

ND

indicates the type ofalarm, (e.g., Intrusion alarms, emergency exit alarms)
Testswill be performed on intrusion detection and assessment systems.

and audible annunciation of the alarm inthe Central Alarm Station.

and location.
The Intrusion detection and assessment systems provide a visualdisplay
and audible annunciation of alarms in the Central Alarm Station.

14. Intrusion detection systems recording equipment exists to record

Testswill be performed on the Intruslo detection systems recording

Intrusion detection systems recording equipment is capable of recording

onsite secuity ales annunclaton Includingthe location of the alarm,
false alarm, alarm check and tamper indicationand the type of alarm,

equipment.

each onsite security alae annunciation includingthe location of the
alarm, false alarm, alarm check,and tamper indication and the type of

location, alarm
circuit,date, and time.
486

The at- built 6W is constructed in accordance with the design documents,
withany deuiations reconclied appropriately ctdemonstrate snructural

11b.The Central Alarm Station is located Inside a protected area and the
interior is not visible from the perimeter of the protected area.

13b. Intrusiondetection and assessment systems provide visualdisplay
464

S

The following as-built RWflood protection features exist:
* Water seals at pipe penetrations are Installed in external walls below

as-built RWstructurl Integrity.
integrity.
10.Unoccupied vital areas are locked and alarmed withactivated intrusion Tests,inspections, or a combination of tests and inspectlionsof unoccupied Unoccupiedvutalareasareloched endIntrusionisdetectedand
detection systems that annunciate In the Central Alarm Station.
uitalarea intrusion detection equipment and lockingdevices will be
annunciated Inthe Central Alarm Station.
erforeced.

13a. Security alarm devices includingtransmission lines to annunciators
are tamper indicating and self-checking. (e.g.an automatic indicationis
2.19.13a

NO

flood and groundwater levels.
Inspection ond reconciliation analyses of the as-hulls 6W will be
perfonned,

located within a vitalarea.

483

S

uvents
-floods.

flood and groundwater levels.
* Water stops are provided in expansion and construction joints below

* Water stops are provided inexpansion and construction joints below

479

Internal

* Normalplant operation - live loads and dead loads.
Inspection of the n-built
lsW flood control features will be conducted.

fl Water seals at pipe penetratons are installed in external walls below
flood and groundwater levels.

flood and groundwater levels.
3. The 6W is constructed in arnordance with the design documents, with
any deviations from the design documents reconciled to demonstrete the

Mtie
Matriaed

Criteria (AC)
Acceptance
NbrTabl

Tabl

1. The RWmethod of analysis is the same as a Seismic Category I structure, Analyses of the flW will be conducted.
including the load combinations and the acceptance criteria. The RWIs

alarm, location, alarm ciruit, date, and time.

2.19-1

15. Emergency exits through vital area boundaries are alarmed and
Tests,inspections, or a combination of tests and inspections of emergency Emergency exits through vitalarea boundaries are alarmed and secured by
secured by lockingdevices that allow prompt egress during an emergency. exits through vitalarea boundaries will be performed.
lockingdevlces that allow prompt egress during an emergency.

0

1

NO

2.19-1

16a. TheCentralAlarmStation has conuantonallandline)telephone
seicewith the control room and local law enforcement authorities.

Tests,inspections, or a combination of tests and inspections of the Central The Central AWarm
Station is equipped with conventlonal (land line)
AlarmStation conventional (land line)telephone seeice will be performed. telephone service with the control room and local law enforcement

0

1

NO

S6b.The Central Alarm Station is capable of continuous communication

Tests,inspections, arccombinationoftestsandinspecionsoftheCeotral

authorities.
The Cental Alarm Station incapable of continuouscommunicasloe with

with security personnel.

AlarmStation continuous communication capability will be performed.

security officers, watchmen or armed response individuals, or other

0

1

NO

1

NO

I

NO

1

NO

2.19-1

security personnel that have responsiblilties during a contingency event.
15c.Non-portable communications equipment in the Central Alarm

Tests,inspections or a combination of tests and inspections of the non-

Non-portable communication devices (Including conventional telephone
systems) inthe Central Alarm Station are wired to an independent power
supply that enables those systems to remain operable (without disruption)

489

2.19.16c

02.19.00-01:16gfl:flflg:flB:lf:C:PS:Y56

2.19-1

Station must remain operable from an independent power source Inthe
ecenr of the loss of normal power.

portablecommunications equipment will be performed.

490

2.19.1a

02.19.O-01:0laBffl:fBl:fl:8g:C:PS:Y86

2.19-1

Ila. Vitalequipment shall be located onlywithin a vitalarea.

Inspectonswill be performed of allutol equipment locations.

491

2.19.11l

02.19.00-01:0bbBB:BBB:BB:BB:C:PS:Y86

2.19-1

1b. Accesstovital equipment requires passage through a vtal area barrier inspectionswill be performed of al lal equipment locations.

witha capohiity to preunt unauthored entry.

492

2.19.6

02.19.O0-0i1:
O66:668:BB:BB:C:PS:Y86

2.19-1

6. The external walls, doors, celling and floors in the Main Control Room
andCentral Alarm Station are bullet resistant to at least Underwriters
Laboratories(UL)752 (2006) Level 4.

ESBWRDCDRev9_TieriITAACTabletNbrnCountRevs5PostColumnDeleteNRC

2011-12-15_ rd-02.xls

during the lossof normal power.
IVitalequipment ia located only within a u0talares.
alequpmentislocatedsuchthat access to the vital equipment requires
barrier.

cassage
,
through a vital area
Type test, analysis or a combination of type test and analysis of the
external walls, doors, ceilings, and floors in the Main Control Roomand
Central AlarmStation will be performed.
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Table Nbr

Matlofed
DesignCommitment (DC)
1.RC&I1functional a..angement Il as described in Subsection2.2.1 and

Inspestions, Tests, Analyses (ITA)
Inspectotn(s)of the as-built system will be performed.

Table 2.2.1-1.
494

495

496

2.21.2

2.21.3

2.21.4

O2.O2.Oi-O6:02
BBB:B :B :lB:C:IC:C11

02.02.01-O6:03B9flg:Oft:0B:BB:C:IC:Ctt

02.02.01-O6:04DD0:BBB:BB:B0:C:IC:CI1

2. RC&ISis divided into major functional groups as defined in Table 2.2.1-2. Inspection(s)of the as-built system will be performed.

2.2.1-6

3. RC&S provides automatic functions and initiators,as defined in Table
2.2.1-3.

Testis) will be performed for the initiators on the as-built RC&IS
using
simulated signalsand actuators for the automatic functions defined in

4. RC&ISprovides rod blockfunctions as defined inTable 2.2.1-4.

Table 2.2.1-3.
Test(s) will be performed using simulated signals and manual actions to
confirm that the rod withdrawal and insertion commands are blocked as
defined inTable 2.2.1-4.
Test(s) will be performed on the as-built system using simulated signals

The system controls, interlocks, and bypasses exist. can be retrieved in the

2.2.1-t

2.21.5

02.02.O1-0t:OhalO:660:gs:so:C:IC:C11

2.2.1-t

-

7. RCUIShas a dual redundant architecture.

Test and Inspection report(s) document that the as-built system is divided

Table

0

1

NO

performingthe automatic functions as defined in Table 2.2.1-3.

9

1

NO

The rod blockfunctions defined in Table 2.2.1-4 are performed inresponse
to simulated signals and manual actions.

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

1

NO

intomajor tonctional groups as defined in Table 2.2.1-2.
Testand type test reportls) document that the RC&ISis capable of

and manual actions.

main control room, or are performed In response to simulated signalsand
manualactions as defined in Table 2.2.1-5.

Test(s) will be performed on the as-built system that simulate failureof

The survivingchannel continues to execute system functions with one

498

2.21.7

02.02.O1-06:O7Bg0:BBB:..g:.B:C0C:Cl1

2.2.1-6

each redundant channel,

failedchannel.

499

2.21.8

02.02.01-O6:O•BBBB:BBB:B
B:BB:C:IC:C
11

Test(s)will be performed on the as-built system by simulating a failure of

A test signalexists only in the channel under test.

500

2.21.9

02.02.01-06:OSBBo:B:Bf:BB:C:IC:Ce11

2.2.1-6
. RC&nIequipment is powered by separate, non-divisionalACpower
49
.212210 2.2.1-lt:0Dg:go:I:g::I:CI
-0
s_____
ourses.
2.2.1-6
9. RCI has at least one power source being a nonsafety-related
uninterupfible power supply
10. LD&ISisolation functions logic is designed to provide an actuation by

DAC-ITAACCon-ITAAC

Subsection2.2.1 and Table 2.2.1-1.

2.2.1-6

5. RC&ISprovides controls. interlocks, and bypasses as defined in Table
492

Acceptance Criteria (AC)
The as-built system conforms with the functional arrangement defined in

ACpower.
Test(s)will be performed on the as-built system by providing a test signal
in onlyone channel at a rime.

Thetest signal exists from at least one nonsafety-related uninterruptible
tACpower supply onlyin the channel under test.

NO

Test(s)of the LD&ISfunctions will be performed on the as-built SSLC/ESF. The SSLC/ESF
performs the LD&ISfunction trip outputs when a coincident

501

2.212.10

02.02.12--05:IOBBB:BBO:B:BB:C:IC:C21

2.2.12-5

requiring coincident trip of like, unbypassed parameters in at least two

trip of like, unbypassed parameters inat least two divisionsoccurs&

502

2.212.11

02.02.12-O:11BBB:BBB:BB:BB:C:IC:C21

2.2.12-5

divisionsto cause the trip output.
11 MIV
V [tIS logic isde-energized to initiate the isolation function (I.e., Test(s)will be performed on the as-built RTIFMSIVof the L[WS functions
by de-energizing the RTIFby division.
fall-safe).

The RTIFde-energizes the MSIVLD&IS
trip outputs when a coincidente
leenerglzationof at least two divisionsoccurs.

503

2.212.12

02.02.12-5:12gB:Bgl:Bg:BiB:C:lC:C21

2.2.12-5

12. DWfloor drain high conductivitywaste (HCW)sump instrumentation Is Test(s)will be performed on the as-built DWfloor drain high conductivity
designed with
sensisivityto detect a leakage step-change (increase)
waste (HCW)sump instrumentation.
within one hour and to alarm at enceas sump flow rates.

The DW floor drain high conductivitywaste (HCW)sump instrumentation
detects leakage step-changes (increases) of 3.8 iters/min (1.Ogpm) within
one hour and alarms at sump flow rates in excess of 19 liters/min (S gpm).

0

2.2.12-5

2a. RTIFLD&IS
software monitors isolation MSIVfunction variables are as
described inTable 2.2.12-2.

Test(s)will be performed on the as-built RTIFusing simulated signalsand
actuators for the MSIVIsolation functions as described inTable 2.2.12-2.

The RTIFperforms the MSIVisolation functions as described inTable
2.2.12-2.

0

1

NO

2.2.12-5

2b. ISLC/ESF
LD&IS
software monitors non-MSIVisolation function
variables at usdescribed In Table 2.2.12-2.

Test(s)will be performed on the as-builtSSLC/ESFusing simulated signals
and actuators for the non-MSlVisolation functions as described in Table

The SSLC/ESF
performs the non-MSIVisolation functions as described in
Table 2.2.12-2.

0

1

NO

2,2.12-5

3. RTIFand ISLC/FSF
LD&ISsoftware monitor leakage source variables as
described inTable 2.2.12-3.

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

504

505

2.212.2a

2.212.2b

02.02.12-05:02aBB:000:BB:BB:C:IC:C21

02.02.12-O5:02b00B:BBB:BB:fiB:C:IC:C21

0

1

NO

NO

2.2.12-2.
506

2,212,3

O2.02.12-OS:O300
B:000i:fi0f:fg:C:IC:C21

Test(s)will be performed on the as-built RTIFsoftware projects, SS[C/ESF The monitored variable, exist and can be retrieved in the main control
software projects, and SSLC/ESF
VDUsusing simulated signalsand
room inresponse to simulated signalsas described in Table 2.2.12-3.

01N

actuators for the monitored variables as described In Table 2.2.12-3.

507

508

510

2.212.4

2.213.1

2.213.2

02.02.12-S5:04B00:BBB:DDB:0:C:IC:C21

02.t2.1S-04:OfiB:BgB:B B:BB:C:IC:C74

02.02.13-04:020i:BBB:B0B:BB:C:IC:C74

2.2.12-5

2.2.13-4

2.2.13-4

4' RIF and SSLC/ESF
LD&IS
software provide controls, interlocks,and

Test(s)will be performed on the as-built RTIFsoftware projects, and

The RTIFand SSLC/ESF
controls, interlocks, and bypasses exist, can be

bypasses as described in Table 2.2.12-4.

SSLC/ESF
software projects. (includingthe SSLC/VDUs)
using simulated
signalsand actuators for the controls, interlocks, and bypasses as

retrieved in the main control room, and are performed in response to
simulated signals and manual actions as described In Table 2.2.12-4.

1. The SSLC/ESF
functional arrangement is as described inSubsection
3.2.13and Table 2.2.13-1.

2.213.3

02.02.13-04:038Bf:BBB:Bf:BB:C:lC:C74

2.2.13-4

The system conforms to the functional arrangement as described in
Subsection 2.2.13 and Table 2.2.13-1.

10. Redundant safety-related power supplies are provided for each divisionTest(s)will be performed on the SSLC/ESFSystem by providing a test signal The test signaleuIsts onlyin the safety-related divisionunder test in the
. f the SSLC/ESP
System.
in onlyone safety-related divisionat a time.
SSLC/ESPSystem.
2. The SSLC/ESF
provides automatc functions and initiators as described in Test(s)will be performed on the as-builtsystem using simulated signals.
The system is capable of performing the functions as described inTable
Table 2.2.13-2.
2.2.13-2.
3. The SSLC/ESFprovides controls, interlocks, and bypasses in the MCRas

511

described in Table 2.2.12-4.
Inspections will be conducted of the as-builtconfiguration.

Test(s)will be performed on the as-builtsystem using simulated signals.

described inTable 2.2.13-3.

The system controls, Interlocksand bypasses exost, can be retrieced in the
main control room, and are performed in response to simulated signals
and manual actions as described inTable 2.2.13-3.

512
513

514

2.213.8
2.213.9

2.214.1

02.02.13-04:o0000B:00:BB:BB:C:IC:C74
02.02.13-O4:098iB:fBl:fiB:f:f:IC:C74

02.02.14-04:O1ffB:tgB:fB::iB:C:IC:C72

2.2.13-4
2.2.13-4

2.2.14-4

8. SSLC/ESF
logicis designed to provide a trip Initiation by requiring a
coincidentrtp oflike, unbypassed parameters in at least two divisionsto
cause the trp output.
19. SSLC/ESF
uses "energized-to-trip" and "fail-as-is" logic.
1. The ATWS/SLC
and DPSdiverse instrumentation and control systems
functional arrangement is as described in Subsection 2.2.14 and Table

Testis)of the as-built SSLC/ESF
system will be performed using simulated
signalsand actuators,

The as-built SSLC/ESF
system performs trip initiation when a coincident
trip of like, unbypassed paramenters occurs in at least twodivisions.

0

1

NO

Test(s)of the as-built SSLC/ESFSystem
will be performed using simulated

The as-built SSLC/ESF
system uses "energized-to-trip" and fall-as-is" logic.

0

1

NO

The system's conformance to the functional arrangement as described in
Subsection 2.2.14 and Table 2.2.14-1.

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

signalsand actuators.
Inspection(s)will be conducted on the as-builtsystem configuration

2.2.14-1.
515

2.214.11

02.02.14-04:11
gBp:fB6:B0:BB:C:IC:C72

2.2.14-4

11. DPScontroller cabinets are In fire areas separate from the other NDCIS,RMU, andQ-DCIS
cabinets.

ESRWR DCDRev9 Tier1 ITAAC Table-Nbr-n-Count Rev5 Post ColumnOeleteNRC_2011-12-1S- rd-02.xls

Inspections
will be performed to confirm as-built location of the DPS
cabinets.
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The as-bullt physical location of the DPScabinets are in fire areas separate
from the other N-DCIS,
RMU.and Q-DCIS
cabinets.
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Nbr

Nbr

ITabl Nbr

Inspections, Tests, Analyses (ITA)

DesignCommitment (DC)

Acceptance Criteris (AC)

Test(s) will be performed on the ATWS/SLC
system logic.

2.214.12

D2.02.14-04:12yBBt:tB:BBB:tB:BB:C:IC:C72

2.2.14-4

S17

2.214.13

02.02.14-4:13BBB:1BB:BB:BB:C:IC:C72

2.2.14-4

relatedpower supply.

Test(s) will be performed on the ATWS/SLC
System by providinga test
signalin onlyone safety-related divisionat a time.

SIB

2.214.14

02.02.14-04:14BBB:BB:BB:BB:C:IC:C72

2.2.14-4

14.OPSis powered from nonossfety-relatedload group power supplies.

Test(s) will be performed on the DPSby providing a test signal n only one A test signaleists in the load group under test in the DPIS.

519

2.214.15

D2.02.14-04:15ggtB:BBB:Bt:BB:C:IC:C72

2.2.14-4

15.DPStriple redundant digital controlleys require agreement in at least
two channels out of three channels for a coincident trip actuation.

DPIload group at a time.
Test(s) will be performed on the DPI by providing simulated signalsto
each DP5channel.

Trip actuation signalsesist only when at least two channels are in
coincidentagreement

520

2,214.17

D2.ti2,14-D4:D7BBBi:llti:ti:BB:C:IC:C72

2.2.14-4

17. DPSprocess variable sensors are diverse from those used by the tPS
anSLCEFefct.0

Analysls(es)will be performed on the DPSsensor failure modes and

The DPSsensors are diverse from the RPsand SILC/ESF
sensors.

aid IILC/EIF.

effects.

S21

2.214.18

02.02.1404:1BBB:BBB'.BB:BB:C:[C:C72

2.2.14-4

s11.
The DPInetwork segment uses diverse hardware and software from
that used bythe RPSand SILC/ESF.

Analysisles) will be performed on the DPI network segment failure modes Ste DPSnetwork segment is diverse from the RPSand SSLC/ESFhardware
and effects.
d software.

522

2.214.2

02.02.14-04:02BBB:BBB:BB:BB:C:iC:C72

2.2.14-4

2. The ATWS/SLC
and DPSdiverse instrumentation and control systems
provideautomatic functions and Initiatorsas described in Table 2.2.14-2.

Tests will be conducted on the ATWS/SLC
and DPSsafety-related and
nonsafety-related components on the as-built system configuration using

TheATWS/SLC
and DPSare capable of performing the functions as
describedinTable 2.2.14-2.

3. The ATWS/SLC
and DPSdiverse instrumentation and control systems

simuoled signals.
Test(s) will be performed on the ATWS/SLC
and DPSsafety-related and

TheATWS/SLC
and DPSlogiccontrols, Interlocksand bypasses exist, can be

divisionsto cause the trip output

2.214.3

02.02.14-04:03BBB:BgB:BB:BB:C:IC:C72

2.2.14-4

13. EachATWS/5LC
Systemdivisionis powered from its respective safety-

provide controls, interlocks and bypasses in the MCRas described in Table nonsafety-related logicusing simulated signals and actuators for controls,
2.2.14-3.
interlocks, and bypasses, as described in Table 2.2.14-3.
t. Confirmatory analyses support and validate the DPI designscope and
the fire separation criteria,

524

2.214.9.i

D2.02.14-04:0tBBc:BBi:BB:gg:C:IC:C72

2.2.14-4

525

2.214.8.i1

O2.02.14-04:DtBBB:Ei:giB:BB:C:IC:C72

2.2.14-4

2.214.8.iii

D2.02.14Dg4:08BBB:iii:BB:BB:C:IC:C72

coincidenttrip signal exists in like, unbypassed parameters In at least two

0

Jnbrypasseddivisions.
A test signalexists in the safety-related division under test in the
System.
ATWS/SLC

0

0

1

NO

NO

1

NO

1

ND

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

1

N

0

1

NO

g

1

ND

01N

retrievedin the main control room, and are performed inresponse to
simulatedsignalsand manual actions as described in Table 2.2.14-3.

1. Complete Failure Modes and EffectsAnalysis (FMEA)
per NUREG/CR6303
1.The FMEAcompleted per NUREG/CR-6303
of the Q-DCOS
has been
of the Q-DCIIto validate the DPI protection functions,
addressed inthe DPSdesign scope.

B. Confirmatory analyses support and validate the DPI design scope and

ii.Inspection of the DPSplatform requirements phase summary baseline

li.The platform requirements phase summary baseline review report

the fire separasion criteria.

review report will be performed.
lii. Inspection(s)of the DPSplatform test phase summary baseline review
report(s) willbe performed.

contains the validated DPSdesign scope.
iii.The DPSplatform(s) test phase summary baseline review reportis)
* identify and reconcile changes, deletions, and additions to the applicable

8. Confirmatoryanalyses support and validate the DPI design scope and
the fireseparation criteria.
526

Mtie
Matrixed

The as-built ATWS/SLC
system logicprovides trip initiation signals when a

516

523

DAC-ITAACCon-ITAAC

Table
12.ATWS/SLC
System logic is designed to provide a trip initiation by
requiringcoincident trip of like, unbypassed parameters in at least two

DPSdesig scope.
Confirmthat tests show that the DPI performs in accordance with the

2.2.14-4

applicable DPSdesign scope.

527

528

529

530

2.214.8.1v

2.215.10al-1

2.215.10.al-2

2.215.10.a-3

02.02.1404:0BB0:Biv:BB:BB:C:IC:C72

02.02.15-02:g10algB:Bt
B:i:BB:D:IC:C63

02.02.15-02:0altB:Bci:D2:BB:D:IC:C63

02.02.15-02:10a IB:BBBti03:Bgi:D:IC:C63

ESBWRDCDRev9_Tierl1ITAACTableNbr

2.2.14-4

2.2.15-2

2.2.15-2

2.2.15-2

8. Confirmatoryanalyses support and validate the DPI design scope and
the fireseparation criteria,

N.Inspections will be performed to confirm the control logiccabinets for
each of the containment vacuum breaker isolation valves meet their fire

I. The as-built location of the control logiccabinets for the containment
vacuum breaker isolation alves are separated according to fire protection

protectionseparation criteria,

separation criteria for the various locations.

10al. Criteria 5.2 and 7.3, Completion of Protective Actions:The software

Inspections of the software projects design phase summary BRRverifes

The software project's design phase summary tRR show "seal-in featums.

project's design bases ensures that once initiated (automatically or
manually), the intendedsequences of safety-related functions ofthe

rhat the design bases show "seal-in" features are provided to enable
systen-levelsafety-related functions to go to completion.

Q(Design
Acceptance Criteria))

execute features continue until completion.

[(DesignAcceptance Criteria))

10al. Criteria 5.2 and 7.3, Completion of Protective Actions:The software
projects design bases ensures that once initiated (automatically or
manually), the intendedsequences of safety-related functionsof the

Inspectlons of the software projects design phase summary BRRverihes
that the design bases show "seal-in"features are provided to enable
syster-level safety-related fonctions to go to completion.

execute features continue until completion.

[(DesignAcceptance Criteria))
Inspections of the software project's design phase summary BRRverifies

The softnwareproject's design phase summary

project's design bases ensures that once initiated (automatically or
manually), the Intendedsequences of safety-related functions of the

that the design bases show "seal-in" features are provided to enable
rystem-levelsafety-related functions to go to completion.

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

execute festures continue until completion.

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

rd-02.xls
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1

t

YES

1

0

YES

1

0

The software projects design phase summary BRRshow "seal-in" features.
((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

10al. Criteria 5.2 and 7.3, Completion of Protective Actions:The software

neCountRev5sPostDColumnDelete_NRC_2011-12-15

NO

0

fRR
show "seal-in" features.
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532

533

534

535

536

537

538

539

2.215.104a41

2.215.tiat'5

2.215.t0aD-ti

2.215.ltiat-7

2.215.10a2-1

2.215.t0a2-2

2.215.t0a2-3

2.215.10e2-4

2.215.10a2-5

02.02.15-02:liattB:BBB:04:BB:D:IC:CC63

02.02.15-0i2:10atB:BBB.05:Bt:D:iC:Cti3

D2.D2.t5-02:1Da1B:tiBBB.:BB:D:iC:Cti3

02.02.15-02:10alIB:BtB:D7:BB:D:IC:Ct3

D2.02.1S-a2:1a2B:BR.OtBB:D:IC:Cti3

02.02.15-02:tOa2B:BBBtO2:BB:D:IC:C63

D2.02.DS-02:tl(a2B:BBB:.03:BB:D:IC:C63

ti2,02,15-02:Dia2ti:BBB:04:f:D:IC:Cti3

D2.02.15-02:t0a2B:BBBO5:BB:D:IC:C6i3

ITAAM
Table
TAANbr

2.2.15-2

2.2.15-2

2.2.15-2

2.2.15-2

2.2.15-2

2.2.15-2

2.2.15-2

2.2.15-2

2.2.15-2

Mattised
DesignCommitment (DC)
br

2.215.10a2-6

02,02,DS-02:lOa2B:BgB:O6:BB:D:IC:C63

2.2.15-2

2.215.10.2-7

02.ti2.15-02:Iti:BBB:ti7:Bt:D:IC:Ci3

2.2.55-2

2.2.1051-1

02.02.15-02:1ihlt,:BBB:0t:,BB:C:IC:Ct3

2.2.15-2

Acceptance Criteria (AC)

project'sdesign bases ensures that once initiated (automaticallyor
manually),the intended sequences of safety-related functions of the

that the design bases show seal-in" features are provided to enable
system-levelsafety-related functions to go to completion.

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

execute features continue until completion.

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

losa. Criteria 5.2 and 7.3, Completion of Protective Actions:The software

Inspections of the software project's design phase summary BRRverifies

The software project's design phase summary BRRshow "seal-in" features.

project'sdesign bases ensures that once initiated (automaticallyor

that the design bases show "seal-in" features are provided to enable

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

manually).the intended sequences of safety-related functions of the

system-levelsafety-related functions to go to completion.

executefeatures continue until completion.

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

1ea1. Criteria 5.2 and 7.3, Completion of Protective Actions:The software
Project'sdesign bases ensures that once initiated (automaticailyor

Inspections of the software project's design phase summary BRRverifies
that the design bases show "seal-in" features are provided to enable

manually),the intended sequences of safesy-related functions of the

systemn-level
safety-related functions sogo to completion.

executefeatures continue until completion.

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))
Inspections of the software project's design phase summary BRRverifies

The software project's design phase summary BRRshow "seal-in" features.

project's design bases ensures that once initiated (automaticallyor
manually),the intended sequences of safety-related functions of the

that the design bases show "seal-in" features are provided to enable
system-level safety-related functions to go to completion.

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

execute features continue until completion.

((Design Acceptance Criteria))

S0a2.
Criteria 5.2 and 7.3, Completion of Protective Actions:The software
project's design bases ensures that after completion, deliberate operator
action is required to return the safety-related systems to normal.

Inspections of the software project's design phase summary BRR
verifies
that the design bases show "manual reset" features that are provided to
require deliberate operator action to return the sefety-related systemsta

The software project's design phase summary BRRshow "manual reset"
featuresthat are provided to require deliberate operator action to retuan
the safety-related systems to normal.

normal.
I(Design Acceptance Criteria))

((DesignAcceptance Criterida)

Inspections of the software project's design phase summary BRR
verifies
that the design bases show "manual reset" features that are provided to
require deliberate operator action to return the safety-related systems to

The software project's design phase summary BRR how "manual reset"
features that are provided to require deliberate operator action to return
the safety-related systems to normal.

normal.

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

1Oa2.Criteria 5.2 and 7.3, Completion of Protective Actions:The software
prolect' s design bases ensures that after completion, deliberate operator

((Design Acceptance Criteria))
Inspections ofthe softwareproject's design phase summaryBRRverifies
that the design bases show "manual reset" features that are provided to

The software project's design phase summary BRRshow "manual reset"
features that are provided to require deliberate operator action to retuan

action Is required to return the safety-related systems to normal,

require deliberate operator action to return the safety-related systems to

the salety-related systems to normal.

normal.

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))
Inspections of the software project's design phase summary BRRverifies
that the design bases show "manual reset" features that are provided to
require deliberate operator action to return the safety-related systems to

The software projects design phase summary BRRshow "manualreset"
features that are provided to require deliberate operator action to return
the safety-related systems to normal.

normal.

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

I)DesignAcceptance Criteria))
Inspections of the software project's design phase summary BRRverifies
that the design bases show "manual reset" features that are provided to
require deliberate operator action to return the safety-related systems to

The software project's design phase summary BRRshow "manual reset"
features that are provided to require deliberate operator action to return
the safety-related systems to normal.

10a2.Criteria 5.2 and 7.3, Completion of Protective Actions:The software
project's design bases ensures that after completion, deliberate operator
action is required to return the safety-related systems to normal.

]Oa2.Criteria 5.2 and 7.3. Completion of Protective Actions:Thesoftware
project's design bases ensures that after completion, deliberate operator
action Is required to return the safety-related systems to normal.

l0a2. Criteria 5.2 and 7.3, Completion of Protective Actions:The software
project's design bases ensures that after completion, deliberate operator
action is required to return the safety-related systems to normal.

project's design bases ensures that after completion, deliberate operator
action is required to return the safety-related systems to normal.

project's design bases ensures that after completion, deliberate operator
action is required to return the safety-related systems to normal.

normal,
j(DesignAcceptance Criteria))

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

Inspections of the software project's design phase summary BRRverifies
that the design bases show "manual reset" features that are provided to

The software project's design phase summary BRRshow "manual reset"
features that are provided to require deliberate operator action to return

require deliberate operator action to return the safety-related systems to

the safety-related systems to normal.

normal.

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))
Inspections of the software preject's design phase summary BRRverifies
that the design bases show "manual reset" features that are provided to
require deliberate operator action to return the safety-related systems to

The software project's design phase summary BRRshow "manual reset"
features that are provided to require deliberate operator action to return
the safety-related systems to normal.

normal.

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

[(DesignAcceptance Criteria))
Tests will be performed to show that once initiated (automaticallyand
manually), the intended sequences of safety-related functions of the

Once initiated (automaticallyand manually), the intended sequences of
safety-related functions of the "execute features" continue until

the intended sequences of safety-relatedfunctions of the execute features "execute features" continue until completion,

DAC-ITAACCae-ITAAC

Table

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

YES

1

0

E

1

0

YES

1

0

YES

1

0

YTS

1

0

YES

1

0

YI

0

1

YES

0

1

WI

YES

S

The software project's design phase summary BRRshow "seal-in" features.
((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

10al. Criteria 5.2 and 7.3, Completion of Protective Actions:The software

1DbD.
Criteria 5.2 and 7.3, Completion of Protective Actions:The as-built
software project ensures that once initiated (automaticallyor manually),
542

TbleNbrTable

The software project's design phase summary BRRshow "seal-in" features.

10a2. Criteria 5.2 and 7.3, Completion of Protective Actions: The software
Sf1

Inspections, Tests, Analyses (ITA)

Inspections of the software project's design phase summary BRRverifies

1Da2.Criteria 5.2 and 7.3, Completion of Protective Actions: The software
540

br

u0al. Criteria 5.2and 7.3, Completion of Protective Actions:The software

completion.

YES

S

continue until completion.
10bl. Criteria 5.2 and 7.3, Completion of Protective Actions: The as-built
543

.215

b-2

.12,.2.15-02:1 bDB:BBB:02:BB:C:IC:C63

2.2.15-2

Testswill be performed to show that once Initiated (automaticallyand

software project ensures that once initiated (automaticallyor manually),
manually), the intended sequences of safety-related functions of the
the intended sequences of safety-related functions of the execute features "enecute features" continue until completion.

Once initiated (automaticallyand manually), the intended sequences of
safety-related functions of the "execute features" continue until
completion.

continue until completion.
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DesignCommitment (DC)
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544

2.215.10bl-3

02.02.15-02: IOblB:BtBB:t3:BB:C:IC:C63

2.2.15-2

Inspectioni, Tests, Analyses (ITA)
Tests will be performed to show that once Initilated(automatically and

software project ensures cheaonce initiated (automatically or manually),
manually),the intended sequences of safety-related functions of the
the intended sequences of safety-related functiont of the execute features "execute features" continue until completion.

Acceptance Criteria JAC)
Onceinitiated (automaticallyand manually), the Intended sequences of
safety-relatedfunctions of the "execute features" continue until
completion.

DAC-ITAACCon-ITAAC

Table

0

1

TES

0

1

YES

0

1

TES

0

1

YES

0

1

tES

continueuntil completion.
lOb]. Criteria 5.2 and 7.3, Completion of Protective Actions:The as-built
softwareproject ensures that once initiated (automatically or manually),
545

2.2t5.tihl'4

02.02.15-0i2:s1ObcP:ti:04:BB:C:IC:C.3

2.2.15-2

Tests will be performed to show that once Initiated (automatically and
manually),the intended sequences of safety-releted functions of the

the intended sequences of safety-related functions of the execute features "execute features" continue until completon.

Onceinitiated (automatically and manually), the intended sequences of
afety-related functions of the "executefeatures" continue until
completion.

continueuntil completion.
t0bl. Criteria 5.2 and 7.3, Completion of Protective Actions:The as-built
softwarepro)ect ensures thet once initiated eutomaticallyor manually).
546

2.215.h0bt-5

02.02.15-02:10blhB:BfBBt5:BB:C:IC:C63

2.2.15.2

Tests will be performed to show that once Initiated (automatically and
manually),the intended sequences of safety-related functions of the

the intended sequences of safety-related functions of the execute features "execute features" continue until completion.

Onceinitiated (automatically and manually), the intended sequences of
safety-relatedfunctions of the "execute features" continue until
completion.

continue until completion.
itibi. Criteria 5.2 and 7.3, Completion of Protective Actions:The as-built

Tests will be performed to show that once initiated (automaticallyand
manually). the intended sequences of safety-related functions of the
the intended sequences of safety-related functions of the execute features "execute features" continue until completion.
software project ensures that once initiated lautomaticallyor manually),

547

2.215.10bl-6

02.02.15-02: 1ob IB:BBB:t6:B
B:C:IC:C63

2.2.15-2

Onceinitiated (automatically and manually), the intended sequences of
safety-relatedfunctions of the "executefeatures" continue until
completion.

continue until completion.
10lb. Criteria 5.2 and 7.3, Completion of Protective Actions:The as-built
software project ensures that once initiated (automaticallyor manually),
541

2.2t5.I0bt-7

02.02.15-O2:l10b11:BB:1 7:tBB:C:IC:C63

2.2.15-2

Tests will be performed to show that once Initiated (automaticallyand
manually), the intended sequencetofsafety-related functions of the
the intended sequences of safety-related functions of the execute features "execute featuret" continue until completion.

OnceInitiated (automatically and manually), the intended sequences of
safety-relatedfunctions of the "execute features" continue until
completion.

continue until completion.

B:BBB:O1:BB:C:
C:C63

ti2.02.15-02:lOb2B:BBB:02:BB:C:IC:C63

551

2.215.1012-3

2.2.15-2

10b2. Cretria 5.2 and 7.3, Completion of Protective Actions:The as-built
Tests of the "manual reset" features will be performed.
software project ensures that after completion, deliberate operator action
s2.02.1502:1012
is required to return the safety-related systems to normal.

Testsshow that after completion of protective actions, deliberate operator
action to operate the "manual reset" features Is required to, return the
safety-related systems to normal.

2.2.15-2

tti2. Criteria5.2 and 7.3, Completion of Protective Actions:The as-built
Tests of the "manual reset" features will be performed.
software project ensures that after completion, deliberate operator action
is required to return the safety-related systems to normal.

Tests show that after completion of protective actions, deliberate operator
action to operate the "manual reset" features is required to, return the
safety-related systems to normal.

10b2. Criteria 5.2 and 7.3, Completion of Protectve Actions:The as-built

Tess show that after completion of protective actions, dellberate operator

2.2.15-2

action to operate the "manualreset" features is required to, return the
safety-related systems to normal.

1012. Criteria 5.2 and 7.3, Completion of Protective Actions:The as-built
Tests of the "manual reset' features will be performed.
software project ensures that after completion, deliberate operator action

Tests show that after completion of protective actions, deliberate operator
action to operate the "manual reset" features is required to, return the

is required to return the safety-related systems to normal.

safety-related systems to normal.

101b2.
Criteria 5.2 and 7.3, Completion of Protective Actions:The as-built
553

2.215.1ib2-5

O2.02.15-02:lOb2B:BBB:OS:BB:C:IC:C63

2.2.15-2

02.02.1502:lOb2B:BBB:O6;BB;C:IC:C63

2.2.15-2

Testsof the "manual reset" features will be performed.

software project ensures that after completion,deliberate operator action
is required to return the safety-related systems to normal.

10,2. Crteria 5.2 and 7.3, Completion of Protective Actions:The as-built

Testsof the "manual reset" features will be performed.

Tests show that after completion of protective actions, deliberate operator
action to operate the "manual reset" features is required to, return the
safety-related systems to normal.

Testsof the "manual reset" features will be performed.

Tests show that after completion of protective actions, deliberate operator

software project ensures that after completion, deliberate operator action
is required to return the safety-related systems to normal.

ESBWRDCD-Rev9_Tierl-ITAACTable-NbrnCountRevsPost ColumnDeleteNRC_2011-12-15
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Tests show that after completion of protective actions, deliberate operator
action to operatethe "manual reset features is required to, return the
safety-related systems to normal.

software project ensures that after completion, deliberate operator action
is required to reture the safety-related systems to normal.

10,b2.Criteria 5.2 and 7.3, Completion of Protective Actions:The as-built
2.2.15-2

Testsof the "manual reset" features will be performed.

software project ensures that after completion, deliberate operator action
is requiredto return the safety-related systems to normal.

action to operate the "manual reset" features is required to, return the
safety-related systems to normal.
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ITAAC
TableNbA
Nbr

2.2.5-2

2.2.15-2

2.2.1-2

2.2.15-2

561

2.215.11a11-7

0020D.15-02:lasl:BBB:67:BB:D:IC:C63

2.2.15-2

562

2.215.110a-2

02.02.15-OD2:s
llaD:B:B02:BB:D:IC:C63

2.2.5S2

Design Commitment (DC)
br
br
Inspections, Tests, Analyses (ITA) TbleNbrTable
clalO.Criteria5.6, Independence and 6.3, Interactions Between the Sense inspection of the software project's design phase summary BRRwill be
nndCommand Featuresand Other Systems:The SSLC/ESF
software
performed to verify that the design bases for N-DCISdata communications
project'sdesign bases for N-DCISdata communications between safetybetween safety-related and nonsafety-related systems have the following
relatedand nonsafety-related systems have the followingfeatures;
features;
*Data communications are one way out to nonsafety-related components;' Communications are one way out to nonsafety-related components;
Data links areviaaseparate,
i
dedicated. dual, redundant networks;
Date links are via a separate. dedicated, dual, redundant networks;
* Data links have dedicated communication interface modules;
'Data links have dedicated communication interface modules
Data links use optical fibers;,
Data links use optical fibers;
* SSLC/ESF
message authentication (for absolute time) resides inthe
'SSLC/ESF
message authentication (for absolute time) resides in the
receivingdivisiononly; and
receiving divisiononly; and
* Message authentication includestransmitter and receiver Identification, - Message authentication includes transmiter and receiver identification,
sequencenumber, hash functions.and cyclicredundancy checks,
sequence number. hash functions, and cyclicredundancy checks.
((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

The software projects design phase summary BRRshow that the design
basesfor N-DCISdata communications between safet-related and
nonsafety-relatedsystems have the followingfeatures;
- Communications are one way out to nonsafety-related components;
':Data lins are via a separate, dedicated, dual. redundant networks;
Pesolinks have dedicated communication interface modules
D
* Data links use optical fibers:
* SSLC/ESF
message authentication (for absolute time) resides inthe
receivingdivision only; and
* Message authentication includes transmitter and receiver identlifcaton.
sequencenumber, hash functions, and cycslcredundancy checks.
((Design Acceptance Criteria))

ilal. Cdteda 5.6,Independence and 6.3, Interactions Between the Sense Inspection of the software project design phase summary BRRwill be
and
Commandredundant
Features and
Other Systems: The software project has four performed
to verify
that the
design of the software project has four
independent,
divisions,
independent,
redundant
divisions,

The software project design phase summary BBRshow that the software
project
has
four independent,
((Design
Acceptance
Criteria)) redundant divisions.

Acceptance Criteria (AC)

Ia11.,Criteria 5.6. Independence
and 6.3, 1nteractions Between the Sense
and Command
Features and Other Systems: The ICP software projects design bases for
intra-dioional data communlcaons have the followingfeatures;
* Sensor inputs are point-to-point data links;and
* Data links use hard copper wires.

')DesignAcceptance Criteria))
Inspection of the software project's design phase summary BRRwill be
performed to verifythat the design bases for intra-divisionaldata
communications have the followingfeatures;
Sensor Inputs are point-to-point data links
* Data links use hard copper wires.
((Design Acceptance Criteria))

I5oal5LCdteria5.6, Independenceand 6.3, InteractionsBetween the Sense
and Command
Features and Other Systems:The ICPsoftware project's design bases for
Intra-divisional data communications have the following features;
* Sensor inputs are point-to-point data links;and
* Data links use hard copper wires.

inspection of the software project's design phase summary BRRwill be
performed to verifythat the design bases for intra-divisional data
communications have the following features:
* Sensor Inputs are point-to-point data links
* Data links use hard copper wires.
((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

The software project's design phase summary BRRshow that design bases
for intra-divisionaldata communications have the following features;
* Sensor inputs are point-to-point data links
* Data links use hard copper wires.
((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

1Satl.Criterla 5.6,Independenceand 6.3. InteractionsBetween the Sense
and Command
Features and Other Systems:The ICPsoftware project's design bases for
nra-dlcisionaldata communications have the following features;
* Sensor Inputs are point-to-point data links;and
* Data links use hard copper wires.

Inspection of the software project's design phase summary BRRwillbe
performed to verifythat the design bases for intra-divisional data
communicationshave the following features;
* Sensor inputs are point-to-point data links
* Data links use hard copper wires.
[(DesignAcceptance Criteria))

The software project's design phase summary BRRshow that design bases
for intra-divislonaldata communications have the following features;
* Sensor inputs are point-to-point data links
Data links use hard copper wires.
((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

1Hal5.Criterla 5.6, Independence and 6.3, Interactions Between the Sense
and Command
Features and Other Systems:The CP software project's design bases for
intora-dividonaldata communications have the following features;
'Sensor inputs are point-to-point data links;and
* Data links use hard copper wires.

Inspection of the software projects design phase summary BRRwill be
performed to verify that the design bases for intra-divisional data
communications have the following features:
'Sensor inputs are point-to-point data links
* Data links use hard copper wires.
((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

The software project's design phase summary BeR show that design bases
for intra-divisionaldata communications have the following features;
* Sensor inputs are point-to-point data links
* Data links use hard copper wires.
((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

Thesoftware projects design phase summary BRRshow that design bases
for intra-divisional data communications have the followingfeatures;
* Sensor inputs are point-to-point data links
* Data links use hard copper wires.
(DesignAcceptance Criteria))

slal. Criteria 5.6, Independence
and 6.3. Interactions Between the Sense Inspection of the software project design phase summary BR Y1wiu
be

Thesoftware project design phase summary BRRshow that the software

and Command Features and Other Systems:The software project has four performed to verify that the design of the software project has four
independent, redundant divisions,
independent, redundant divisions.
((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

project has four independent. redundant divisions.
((DesignAcceptance Criteria))
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563

NRC

GEH

ITAAC

Nbr

Nbr
GNb

___________Table Table
TableNbr

2.215.11ta2-4

02.02.15-B2:D1a12:BBB:4:BB:D:IC:C63

2.2.15-2

Matnised
Design Commitment (DC)

Inspections, Tests, Analyses (ITA)

Acceptance Criteria (AC)

sla12. Criteria 5.6, Independence and 6.3, Interactions Between the Sense Inspection of the software project's design phase summaryBRR will be
andCommand Features and Other Systems: The ICPsoftware project's
performed to verify that the software project's design for inter-divisional

The software projects design phase summary BRRshow that the design
kasesfor Inter-divislonaldata communications within safety-related

designbases for inter-divisional data communications within safety-related data communicationswithin safety-related systems have the following
systemshave the following features;
features;

systemshave the followingfeatures;

Data
,
links used for two-out-ol-four outing loginare point-to-point;
* Data links used for two-nu-uof-four voting loginuse optical fibers;

*

* Data linksused for monitoring are separate from voting logic;

*

Monitoring data links are point-to-point;
, Monitoring data links connect to the RUFcommunication interface
modules;
* Monitoring data links use dedicated communication interface modules:
nd
Monitonng data links use optical fibers.

*

Data links used for two-out-of-four voting loginare point-to-point;
Date links used for Iwo-out-of-fourvoting loginuse optival fibers;
Date links used for monitoring are separate from voting logic:

*

Monitoring data links are point-to-point;
*Monitoring data linkaconnect to the RTIFcommunication interface

*

*

*

*

Monitoring data links use dedicated communication interface modules:

T

e

Data links used for two-out-of-four voting loginare point-to-polnt;

Data links used for two-out-of-four voting loginuse optical fibers;
- Data links used for monitoring are separate from oting logic;
Monitoring
c
data links are point-to-point;

Munltoningdta links connect to thefiF
modules;

modules;
and
Monitoring data links use optical fibers.

DACaTAACCn-ITAAC

communication interface

- Monitoring data links usededicated communication interface modules;
and
- Monitoring data links use optical fibers.
((DesignAcceptance Criteria})

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

11ta2. Criteria 5.6, Independence and 6.3, Interactions Between the Sense Inspection of the software project's design phase summary BRRwill be

The software project's design phase summary BRRshow that tle design

and Command Features and Other Systems: The ICPsoftware project's

basesfor Inter-divisIonaldata communications within safety-related

performed to verifythat the software project's design for inter-divisional

design bases for inter-divisionaldata communications within safety-related data communications within safety-related systems have the following
systems have the following features;
features;
: Data links used for two-out-of-feur voting loginear poInt-to-point;
* Data links used for two-out-of-four voting logicare point-to-point;

564

2.215.11a12-5

02.02.15-02:11a 12:BBB:05:BB:D:IC:C63

2.2.15-2

systemshave the followingfeatures;
* Data linksused for two-out-of-four voting logicare point-to-point;
* Data links used for two-out-of-four voting loginuse optical fibers;

* Data links used fou tw-out-of-four voting logicnuse optical fibers;

*

Data links used for two-out-of-four voting logicuse optical fibers;

: Data links used for monitoring are separate from voting logic;

* Data links used for monitoring are separate from voting logic;

*

Data links used for monitoring are separate from voting logic;

; Monitoring data links are point-to-point;

Monitoring data links are point-to-point;
* Munitoring data links connect to the RTIFcommunication interface
modules;

Monitoring
r
data links are point-to-point;
* Monitorng data links uonned
to the RflF communication interface
modules;

*

- Monitoring data links use dedicated communication interface modules;
and
* Monitoring data links use optical fibers.

* Monitoring data links use dedicated communication interface modules;
and
* Monitoneg data links use optical fibers.

and
* Monitoring data links use optical fibers.
((Design
Acceptance Criteria))

*

Monitoring data links connect to the RlF communication Interface
modules;
*

1

B

Y

Monitoring data links use dedicated communication interface modules;

{iDesignAcceptance Criterial)

11a12. Criteria 5.6, Independence and 6.3, Interactions Between the Sense Inspection of the software project's design phase summary BRRwillbe
and Command Features and Other Systems: The ICP softwar projects
performed to verifythat tbe software projects design for inter-divisional
design bases for inter-divisional data communications within safety-related data communications within safety-related systems have the following

565

2.215.1 lal2-6

02.02.15-02:11a 2fBB:OB:BB:D:IC:C63

2.2.15-2

systems have the followingfeatures;

features;

* Data links used for two-out-of-four voting logicare point-to-point;
* Data links used for two-out-of-tour voting logicuse optical fibers;
* Data links used for monitoring are separate from voting logic;
Monitoring data links are point-to-point;
AMonitoring data links connect to the
PIF
communication interface

*

modules:
* Monitoring data links use dedicated communication interface modules;
and
* Monitoring data links use optical fibers.

modules;
* Monitoring data links use dedicated communication interface modules;
and
* Monitoring data links use optical fibers.

The software projest's design phase summary gRRshow that the design
bases for Inter-divisional data communications within safety-related
systems have the following features;
- Data links used for two-out-of-four voting login are point-to-point;

Data links used for two-out-of-four voting logic are point-to-point;
Data links used for two-out-of-four voting logic use optical fibers;

*

Data links used for monitoring are separate from voting logic;
* Monitoring data links are point-to-polnt;
*Monitoring data links connect to the RBpFnommunicationinterface

*

*
*

*

Data links used for two-out-of-four voting logicuse optical fibers;
Data links used for monitoring are separate from voting logic;

Monitoring data links are point-to-point;
Monitoring data links connect to the RflF communication interface
modules;
*

Monitoring data links use dedicated communication Interface modules;
and
*

- Monitoring data links use optical fibers.
(Design Acceptance Criteria))

l)DesignAcceptance Criteria))

11a12. Criteria5.6, Independence and 6.3, Interactions Between the Sense Inspection of the software project's design phase summary BRfiwill be
and Command Features and Other Systems:The ICP software project's
performed to verify that the software projects design for inter-divisional
design bases for inter-divisional data communications within safety-related data communications within safety-related systems have the following
systems have the folowing features;
features;
Data links used for two-out-of-four notinglogic are point-to-point:
* Data links used for two-out-of-four voting logic are point-to-point;
Data links used for two-out-of-tour voting logic use optical fibers;
* Data links used for tIw-out-of-four voting logic use optical fibers;
566

2.215.114a2-7

02.fl.15-o2:11al2:BBB:D7:BB:D:IC:C63

2.2.15-2

Data linksused for monitoring are separate fromvoting logic;

, Data links used for monitoring are separate from voting logic;

Monitoring data links are poInt-to-point;

: Monitoring data links are point-to-point;

Monitoring data links connect to the RTIFcommunication interface
modules;

, Monitoring data links connect to the RflFcommunication interface
modules;

* Monitoring data links use dedicated communication interface modules;

*

and

and

* Monitoring data links use optical fibers.

*

Monitoring data links use dedicated communication interface modules;
Monitoring data links use optical fibers.

The software project's design phase summary 1fiRR
show that the design
bases for Inter-divisionaldata communications within safety-related
systems have the following features;
*

Data links used for two-out-of-four voting logic are point-to-point;
Data links used for two-out-of-four voting logic use optical fibers;
Data links used for monitoring are separate from voting logic;

*

Monitoring data links are point-to-point;

*

*

Monitoring data links connect to tIe RTfFcommunication interface

modules;
- Monitoring data links use dedicated communication interface modules;
and
- Monitoring data links us optical fibers.
IlDesignAcceptance Criteria))

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))
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Table b,

2.2.15-2

Matriold
Design Commitment (DC)
Inspections, Tests, Analyses (ITA)
11al. Criteria 5.6, Independence and 6.3, Interactions Between the Sense Inspection of the software project design phase summary OiR will be
and CommandrFeatures and Other Systems:The software project has four performed to verify that thie designof the softwareproject hasfouo
independent, redundant divisions,

568

2.215.11al-41

02.02.15-D2:llalB:fiBB:4:BB:D:IC:C63

2.2,15-2

independent, redundant divisions.

AcceptanceCriteria (AC)
The software project design phase summary BRRshow that the software

DAC-ITAACCon-ITAAC

Table

project has four independent. redundant divisionn.
((DesignAcceptance Ctiteriae)

((DesignAsseptance Criteria)
11al. Criteria 5.6. Independence and 6.3, Interactions Between the Sense Inspection of the software project design phase summary cri will be
and Command Features and Other Systems:The software project has four performed to veuify that the design of the software project has four
independent, redundant divisions.
independent, redundant divisions.

The software project design phase summary BRRshow that the software
project has four Independent, redundant divislons.
((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

1

0

YES

I'DesignAcceptance Ctiterla()
11al. Criteria 5.6, Independence and 6.3, Interactions Between the Sense Inspection of the software project design phase summary ORR
will be
and Command Features and Other Systems:The software project has four performedto verify that the design of the software project has tour
independent, redundant divisions,
independent, redundant divisions.

The software project design phase summary BRRshow that the software
pnojt has four Independent, redundant divisions.
((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

1

0

YES

0

YES

0

YES

0

YES

0

YES

0

YES

0

YES

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))
02.02.15-02:1
5O
21 la 1:BBB6:BB:D:IC:C63

2.2.15-

Stal. Criteria 5.6, Independence and 6.3, Interactions Between the Sense Inspection at the software project design phase summary BRRwill be
and CcmmandFeaturesand Other Systems:The softwar project has four performedto verify that the design of the software project has four
independent, redundant divisions.
independent. redundant divisions.
Haa. Criteria 5.6, Independence and 6.3, Interactions Between the Sense

571

572

2.215.11.1-7

2.215.1la2-1

02.02.15-02:1la g:g BB:O7:BB:D:lC:C63

02.02.15-02:1 la2B:BBB:Ol:BB:D:IC:C63

2.2.15-2

2.2.15-2

and Command Features and Other Systems:The software project has four performedto verify that the design of the software project has four
independent,redundant divisions.
independent, redundant divisions,

2.215.11a2-2

02.02.15-02:t1
ta2B:BBB:O2:BB:D:IC:C63

2.2.15-2

2.215.11a2-3

02.D2.15-g2:lla2B:BBBRR
3:BB:D:IC:C63

2.2.15-2

2.255.1la2-4

02.O2.15-D2:t1a2B:BBB.04:BB:D:IC:C63

2.2.15-2

The software project design phase summary BRRshow that the software
project's inter-divislonal communication systems have;

divisionalcommunication systems have;
a Optically isolated fiber optic communication pathways; and

a

a Optical

a Optical fibers

(e.g., RMU, controller) cabinets.
[(Design Acceptance Criteria))

12a2. Criteria 5.6, Independence and 6.3. Interactions Between the Sense

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))
Inspectionof the software project design phase summary BRRwill be

The software project design phase summary BRRshow that the software

and Command Peatures
and Other Systems: The software project's inter
divisional communication systems have;

performed to verifythat the design of the software project's interdivisionalcommunication systems have;

project's Inter-divisional communication systems have;
a OpticallyIsolated fiber optic communication pathways; and

a

Optically isolated fiber optic communication pathways: and

2.2.15-2

2.215.1la2-6

02.02.15-02:lla2B:BDBD06:BB:D:IC:C63

2.2.15-2

are run in conduit and terminate inthe applicable DCIS

a

Optical fibers are run in conduit and terminate in the applicable OCIS

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

('DesignAcceptance Criteria))
Inspection of the software project design phase summary BRRwill be
performedto verifythat the design of the software project's Interdivisionalcommunication systems have;

The software project design phase summary BRRshow that the software
projects inter-divisionalcommunication systems have;
a Opticallyisolated fiber optic communication pathways; and

a Opticaly

isolated fiber optic communication pathways; and
are run in conduit and terminate in the applicable DCIS

Opticallyisolated fiber optic communication pathways; and
a Optical fibers

am run in conduit and terminate Inthe applicable DOS

- Optical fibers are run in conduit and termlnate Inthe appllcabe DCIS
(e.g., RMU, controller) cabinets.

(e.g.,RMU, controller) cabinets.

(e.g.,RMU, controller)cabinets.

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

11a2. Criteria5.6, Independenceand 6.3, Interactions Between the Sense
and Command Features and Other Systems: The software project's inter-

('DesignAcceptance Criteria))
Inspectionof the software project design phase summary BRRwill be
performed to veify that the design of the software project's Inter-

The software project design phase summary BRRshow that the software
project's inter-divisional communication systems have;

divisional communicatIon systems have;
Opticallyisolated fiber optic communication pathways; and

divisionalcommunication systems have;
Opticallyisolated fiber optic communicaton pathways; and

are run in conduit and terminate inthe applicable DCIS

a Opticaly

a

(e.g.,RMU, controller) cabinets.
I(DesignArceptanee Critedia})
Inspectionof the software project design phase summary BRRwill be
performed to verifythat the design of the software project's Inter
divisionalcommunication systems have;

isolated fiber optic communication pathways; and
are run in conduit and terminate inthe applicable DCIS

Optical fibers are ron inconduit and terminate in the applicable DCIS

Opticallyisolated fiber opticcommunication pathways; and
a Optical fibers

are run in conduit and terminate in the applicable DCIS

a

Opticallyisolated fiber optic communication pathways; and
Optical fibers are run inconduit and terminate in the applicable

S

(e.g., RMU,controller) cabinets.
((DesignAcceptance Criteria))
The software project design phase summary BfBshow that the software
project's inter-divisionalcommunication systems have;
a Opticallyisolated fiber optic communication pathways; and
a

Optical fibers are run lnconduit and terminate inthe applicable DCIS

(e.g., RMU,controller) cabinets.

(e.g., RMU, controller) cabinets.

(e.g.,RMU, controller) cabinets.

{(DesignAcceptance Criteria))

SlWe.
Criteria 5.6. Independence and 6.3, Interactions Between the Sense
and Command Features and Other Systems: The software project's interdivisional communication systems have;

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))
Inspectionof the software project design phase summary BRRwill be
performed to verifythat the design of the software project's interdivisionalcommunication systems have;

The software project design phase summary 890 show that the software
project's inter-divisionalcommunication systems have;
• Optically isolated fiber optic communication pathways; and

a Opticallyisolated

fiber optic communication pathways; and

Optical fibers are run In conduit and terminate inthe applicable DCIS
(e.g.,RMU, controller) cabinets.
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Opticallyisolated fiber optic communication pathways; and
Optical fibers are run Inconduit and terminate in the applicable DCIS
(e.g.,RMU, controller)cabinets.
('DesignAcceptance Criteriae)Crieria)
a
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S

(e.g.,RMU, controller) cabinets.

(e.g.,RMU,controller) cabinets.

a Optical fibers

577

a Optical fibers

fiber optic communication pathways; and

11a2. Criteria 5.6, Independence and 6.3, Interactons Between the Sense
and Command Features and Other Systems: The software project's interdivisional communication systems have:

lou. Criteria 5.6, Independence and 6.3, Interactons Between the Sense
and Command Features and Other Systems: The software project's interdivisional communication systems have;
02.02.15-02:lla2B:BBBRR
OS:BB:D:IC:C63

a OpticallyIsolated

(e.g.,RMU. controller) cabinets.

(e.g., OMU,controller) cabinets.

2.215.1la2-5

- Opticallyisolated fiber optic communication pathways; and
Optical fibers are run in conduit and terminate in the applicable DCIS

are run in conduit and terminate inthe applicable DCIS
(e.g.,RMU,controller) cabinets.

a Optical fibers

576

1YS

divisional acmmunication
systems have;
Opticallyisoluted fiber optic communication pathways; and

a Optical fibers

575

project has four independent,redundant divisions.
((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

11a2. Criteria 5.6. Independence and 6.3, Interactions Between the Sense
and Command Features and Other Systems: The software project's inter-

SOptical fibers are run in conduit and terminate in the applicable DCIS

574

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))
The software project design phase summary BRRshow that the software

[{Design
Acceptance Criteria))
Inspection of the software project design phase summary gRDwill be
performedto verify that the design of the software project's inter-

fibers are run in conduit and terminate In the applicable DCIS
(e.g., RMU,controller) cabinets.

573

('DesignAcceptance Coterie))
lnspectionof the software project design phase summary BRRwill be

The software project design phase summary BRRshow that the software
project has four independent, redundant divisions.

a

Optical fiber are mn inconduit and terminate inthe applicable DCIS

(e.g., RMU,controller) cabinets.
((Design
Acceptance Criteria))
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Design Commitment (DC)
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Table Nb
Nbr

2.2.15-2

br

Inspettions, Tests, Analyses (ITA)

Acceptance Criteria (AC)

TbleNbrTable

i1a2. Criteria 5.6, Independence and 6.3, Intections Between the Sense

Inspection of the software project design phase summary BRRwill be

The software project design phase summary BRRshow that the software

and Command Features and Other Systems: The software project's interdivisional communication systems have;

performed to verifythat the design of the software project's Interdivisional communication systems have;

project's inter-divisional communication systems have;
* Optically isolated fiber optic communication pathways; and

*

Opticallyisolated fiber optic communication pathways; and

* Opticallyisolated fiber optic communication pathways; and

Optical fibers are run in conduit and terminate inthe applicable DCIS

*

(e.g., RMU, controlier) cabinets.

Optical fibers are r

Optical fibers are run inconduit and terminate In the applicable DOCIS

inconduit and terminate in the applicable DCIS

DACITAC

1

CoITAA

Matred

0

YE

eg., RMU,controller) cabinets.

11a3. Criteria 5.6, Independence and 6.3, Interactions Between the Sense

le.g., RMU.controller) cabinets.
('Design Acceptance Criteria))
Inspection of the software project design phase summary BRRwill be

channel.

[{DesignAccepta nee Criteria(Desig

1D03.Criteria 5.6, Independence and 6.3. Interactions Between the sense
and Command Features and Other Systems: The software project's safetyrelated functIons are performed independently of the existence and
function of any nonsafety-related component, data, and communication
channel.

Inspection of the software project design phase summary BRRwill be
The software project design phase summary 3RRshow that the software
performed to veritfythat the software project's safety-related functions are Project'ssafetyrelated functions are performed independently of the
performed independently of the existence and function of any nonsafety- existence and function of any nonsafety-related component, data, and
related component, data, andrcommunioationchannel.
communication charnel.
coenign icceptente Criteria))
((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

i1a3. Criteria 5.6, independence and 6.3, Interaccons Between the Sense
andCommand FeaturesandOtherSystems:Thesoftwareproject'ssafetyrelatedifunctlons are performed independentlyaofsheoexistenceand
function of any nonsafety-related component, data, and communication

Inspection of the software pmject design phase summary BRRwill be
performed topverifythatthesoftwareproject'ssafety-relatedfunctionsare
p~erformed
independentfy ofthe existenceand functionuosny nonsatetyrelated component, data, and communication channel.

The software project design phase summary BRRshow that the software
Project'ssafety-relatedfunctionsarePerformedindepndentfyofthe
ecist enre andfunctlon of anynonsefuty'reiated component, dote, and
communication channel.

channel.

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

({DesignAcceptance Criteria))

1 Da3.
Criteria 5.6, Independence and 6.3, Interactions Between the Sense
andCommand Features andOtherSystems:Thesoftwareproject'ssafety.

Inspection of the software project design phase summary 3RR
will be
The software project design phase summary 63RR
show that the software
performedtoverifytthatthesoftwareproject'ssafety-relatedfunctionsareperformedindependentlyoftbe

frelatedfunctions are pertormed independently of the existence and
function of any nonsafety-related component, data, and communication

performedIndependentiy of the existence and function of any nonsafety- existence and function of any nonsafety-related component, data, and
relatedcomponent, data, and communication channel,
communication channel.

channel.

){DesignAcceptance Criteria))

11a3. Criteria 5.6, Independence and 6.3, Interactions Between the Sense
and Command Features and Other Systems:The software projecto safety'

Inspectionof the software project design phase summaryfiRR will be
The software project design phase summaryBRR show that the software
performedto verify that the software project's safety'related functions are project's safety-related functions are performed independentiyof the

related functions are performed independently of the existence and
function of any nonsafety-related component, data, and communication

yecformedindependently of theexistenceand function of anynonsafetyrelatedcomponent, data, and communication channel.
((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

({Design
Acceptance Criteria)

The software project design phese summary B show that the software
and Command Features and Other Systems: The software project's safety- perfarmed to verifythat the software project's safety-related functions are project's safety-related functions are performed independently of the
related functions are performed indepnenety of the evicteonceand
performred independently of the existence and function of any nonsafety- existenceandfunctionofany nonsafety-related component, data, and
tommoninatin channel.
related somponert data, and communication ohannel.
of any nonsafety-related component, data, and communicahon
Dfunoton
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2.2.15-2

channel.
1ia3. Criteria 5.6, Independence and 6.3, Interactions Between the Sense

585

56

2.215.11a3-7

2.215.11aa4-1
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2.2.15-2

2.2.15-2

n Acceptance Criteria))

exlstence andtfunction of anynonsafety-related component, data, and
communication channel.
((Design Acceptance Criteria))
The software project design phase summary BRRshow that tie software

channel.

I.(DesignAcceptance Criteria))

((Design Acceptance Criteria))

tea3. Criteria 5.6, Independence and 6.3, Interactions Between the Sense
andCommand FeaturesandOtherSystems:Thesoftwareproject'ssafety-

Inspectionof the software project design phase summary BRRwill be
The software project design phase summary BRRshow that the software
performedtoverifythatthesoftwareproject'ssafety-relatedfunctionsare project'ssafety-relatedfunctionsare performed independentlyofthe

related functions are performed independently of the existence and
function of any nonsafety-related component, data, and communication

performedindependently of the existence and function of any nonsafety'
relatedcomponent, data, and communication channel.

existence and function of any nonsafety-related component, data, and
communication channel.

channel,

[(DesignAcceptance Criteria))

((Design Acceptance Criteria))

11a4. Criteria 5.6, Independence and 6.3, Interactions Between the Sense
and Command Features and Other Systems: The RTIF-NMS
software
project's deign bases for intra-divisional input/output data
communications have the following features;
a Sensor inputs sent from instruments to the RMUsvia dedicated hard

Inspectionof the software project's design phase summary BRRwil be
performedto verifythat the design bases for inttra-divisional
input/output
data communications have the followingfeatures;

The software project's design phase summary ORRshow that the design
bases for intra-divisional Input/output data communications have the
following features;
a Sensor inputs sent from instruments to the RMUsviadedicated hard
copper wires;

copper wires;

*

*

Sensor inputs sent from the RMUto controller cabinet via dedicated,

redundant data links;
a Data links use optical fibers; and
Data sent using dedicated RTIF-NMS
communication interface modules
to shared reflective memory (scramnet) in downstream chassis.

ESBWRDCDRev9STierlITAACTableNbrnCountRevSPostColumnDeleteNRC_2011-12-15
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Sensor inputs sent frominstruments to the RMUsvia dedicated hard
copperwires;
Sensor inputs sent from the RMUto controller cabinets via dedicated,

project's safety-reiated functions are performed independently of the
existence and function of any nonsafety-related component, data, and
communication channel.

a

redundantdatalinks;

Data links use optical fibers; and
Data sent using dedicated RTIF-NMS
communication interface modules
to shared reflectivememory (soramnet) indownstream chassis,

*

I(DesignAcceptance Criteria))
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1

0

YES

c0tYE

Sensor inputs sent from the RMUto controller cabinets via dedicated,

mdundantdata links;
a

I

((Design Acceptance Criteria))

Inspectionof the software project design phase summary ffRRwill be
and Command Features and Other Systems: The software project's safety- performed to verify that the software project's safety-related functions are
related functions are performed independently of the existence and
performed independently of the existence and function of any nonsafetyfunction of any nonsafety-related component, data, and communication
relatedcomponent, data, and communication channel,

a

0

1

0

tES

Data links use optical fibers; and
Data sent using dedicated R6IF-NMScommunication interface modules
to shared reflective memory (scramnet) in downstream chassis.
*

((Design Acceptance Criteria
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ITAAC

2.2.15-2

Inspection of the softwareproject's design phase summary ORit willbe
performed to verity that the design bases for intra-divislonal Input/output

The softwareproject's design phase summary BRRshow that the design
baset for intra-dlvislonal input/output data communications have the

project's design bases for intra-divislonal input/output data
communications have the followingfeatures;

data communications have the following features;

followingfeatures;

* Sensor inputs sent from instruments to the RMUsvia dedicated hard

* Sensor inputs sent from instruments to the RMUsvia dedicated hard

* Sensor inputs sent from instruments to the RMUsvia dedicated hard
copper wires;
* Sensor inputs sent from the RMUto controller cabinets via dedicated,

copper wires;

copper wires;

- Sensor Inputs sent from the RMUto controller cabinets via dedicated,
redundant data links;

- Sensor inputs sent from the RMUto controller cabinets viadedicated,
redundant data links;

5911

2.215h11a6.h

DD.D2.15-ti2:1.h
iB88:D.O:D11DIC.Cti3

2.25-

2,.5-

2.2.15-2

Data links use optical fibers;and
Data sent using dedicated RTIF-NMS
communication interfacemodules

* Data links use optical fibers; and

*

* Data sent using dedicated RITF-NMS
communication interface modules
to shared reflective memory (scramnet) indownstream chassis.

to shared reflective memory (scramnet) in downstream chassis,
IfDesignAcceptance Criteriaf)

11a5. Criteria 5.6, Independence and 6.3, Interactions Between the Sense
and Command Features and Other Systems:The RTIF-NMSoftware

Inspection of the software project's design phase summary BRRwillbe
performed to verify that the design bases for Inter-divislonal data

Mtia d
M

0

YED

1

0

YES

1

D

YES

1

0

YES

1

0

YES

to shared reflective memory (scramnet) in downstream chassis.
((DesignAcceptance Criteria

* Communication interface modules and shared memory provides
dedicated point-to-point data communications between the various
divisionsof digital trip modules and trip logicunits for two-out-of-four

voting logic;and

voting logic;and

*

* Data links use optical fibers.

[fDesignAcceptance Criteria))

[fDesignAcceptance Criteria)}

1a5. CriterIa 5.6, Independence and 6.3. Interactions Between the Sense
and Command Features and Other Systems:The RTIF-NMS
software

Inspection of the software project's design phase summary BRRwill be
performedto verily that the design beset for Inter-divisional data

The software project's design phase summary BRRshow that the design
bases for inter-divisionaldata communications within safety-related

project's design bases for inter-divisionaldata communications within
safety-related systems have the following features;
* Communication interface modules and shared memory provides
dedicated point-to-point data communications between the various

communications within safety-related systems have the following features; systems hove the following features;
. Communication Interface modules and shared memory provides
* Communication interface modules and shared memory provides
dedicatedpoInt-to-polnt data communications between the various
dedicated point-to-point data communications between the various
divisionsof digital trip modules and trip logic units for two-out-of-four
divisions of digital trip

divisionsof digital trip modules and trip logicunits for tw-out-of-four

votinglogic; and

voting logic; and

. Data links use optical fibers.

* Data links use optical fibers.

* Data links use optical fibers.

f{DesignAcceptance Criteria))

((Design Acceptance Criteria))

Shah.Criteria 5.6, Independence and 6.3, InteractionsBetween the Sense

Inspectionof the software project's design phase summary 8RRwill be

The software project's design phase summary BRRshow that the design

and Command Features and Other Systems:The RTIF-NMS
software
project's design bases for N-DOSdata communications between safety-

performedto verify that the design bases for N-DCISdata communications bases for N-DCIS
data communications between safety-related and
betweensafety-related and nonsafety-related systems have the following nonsafety-related systems have the followingfeatures;

Data linksuse optical fibers.

1

* Data links use optical fibers; and
- Data sent sing dedicated RTIF-NMS
communication Interface modules

The software pmject's design phase summary BRRshow that the design
bases for inter-dloisional dat communications within safety-related
communications within safety-related systems have the followingfeatures; systems hive the following features;
* Communication Interface modules and shared memory provides
* Communication Interface modules and shared memory provides
dedicated point-to-point data communications between the various
dedicated point-to-point data communications between the various
divisionsof digital trip modules and trip logicunits for two-out-of-four
divisionsof digital trip

project's design bases for inter-divisionaldata communications within
safety-related systems have the following features;

589O202.02.25-02:1la
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DAC-ITAACCorITAAC

Table
11aD.Critena 5.6, Independence and 6.3, Interactions Between the Sense
and Command Features and Other Systems: The RTIF-NMS
software

redundant data links;

02.02.15-02:1laSB:BBBR:D1:B:D:IC:C63
58

Acceptance Criteria (AC)

Inspections, Tests, Analyses (ITA)

Design Commitment [DC)

Table Nb,

modules and trip logicunits for two-out-of-four voting logic; and
- Data links use optical fibers.

modules and trip logicunits for two-out-of-four voting logic; and

related and nonsafety-related systems have the followingfeatures;
features;
* Data communications are one way out to nonsafety-related components;
SData communlcations are one way out to nonsafety-related components;* Data communications are one way out to nonsafety-related components; Data communications use dedicated communication Interface modules
* Dose communications use dedicated communication interface modules
*Data communications use dedicated communication interface modules and shared reflective memory (scramnet) to communicate between the
and shared reflective memory (scramnet) to communicate between the
and shared reflective memory (scramnet) to communicate between the
RMU, digital trip module, trip logicunit, and nonsafety-related
RMU,digital trip module, trip logicunit, and nonsafety-related
AMU,digital trip module, trip logicunit, and nonsafety-related
components;
components;
* Data links use dedicated nonsafety-related communication interface
modules (safety-related components) at the receiving end; and

components;
* Data links use dedicated nonsafety-related communication interface
modules(safety-related components) at the receiving end; and

- Data links use dedicated nonsafety-related communication interface
modules (safety-related components) at the receiving end; and
- Data links use optical fibers.

* Data links use optical fibers.

- Data links use optical fibers.

[(Design Acceptance Criteria))

(iDesignAcceptance Criteria))

Ila&. Criteria 5.6, Independence and 6.3, Interactions Between the Sense
and Command Features and Other Systems: The RTIF-NMS
software
project's design bases for N-DCISdata communications betweensafetyrelated and nonsafety-related systems have the followingfeatures;

591
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2.2.15-2

Inspectionof the software project's design phase summary BRRwill be

The software project's design phase summary B61R
show that the design
performedto verifythat the design bases for N-DCIS
data communications bases for N-DCIS
data communications between safety-related and
betweensafety-related and nonsafety-related systems have the following nonsafety-reiated systems have the following features;
features;
- Data communications are one way out to nonsafety-related components;

* Data communicationsare one way out to nonsafety-related components; Data communicationsare one way out to nonsafety-related components;' Data communications use dedicated communication interface modules
* Data communications use dedicated communication interface modules
Data communications use dedicated communication interface modules and shared reflective memory (scramnet) to communicate between the
and shared reflective memory (scramnet) to communicate between the
and shared reflective memory (scramnet) to communicate between the
RMO, digital trip module, trip logicunit, and nonsafety-related
RMU.digital trip module, trip logicunit, and nonsafety-related
RMU.digital trip module, trip logicunit, and nonsafety-related
components;
components;

components;

Data
r
links use dedicated nonsafety-related communication interface
modules (safety-related components) at the receiving end; and

- Data links use dedicated nonsafety-related communication interface
modules(safety-related components) at the receiving end; and

modules (safety-related components) at the receiving end; and
- Data links use optical fibers.

, Data links use optical fibers.

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

* Data links use optical fibers.

Data links use dedicated nonsafety-related communication interface

([DesignAcceptance Criteria))
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11a7. Criteria 5.6, Independence and 6.3. Interactions Between the Sense
and Command Features and Other Systems: The SSLC/ESF
software

Avveptance Criteria JAC)

Inspections, Tests, Analyses (ITA)
Inspection of the software project's design phase summary BRRwill be
performed to verifythat the design for intra-divisional input/output data

The software project's design phase summary BRRshow that the design
bases for intra-divisional input/output data communications have the

project's design bases for intra- divisional input/output data
commonicativns have the followingfeatures;

communications have the following features;
followingfeatures;
- Sensor inputs at the RMUsare measured with triple redundancy;
* Sensor inputs at the RMUsare measured with triple redundancy;
* Sensor inputs at the RMUsare measured with triple redundancy;
- Sensor inputs and outputs sent to and from the RMUsare on a dedicated * Sensor Inputs and outputs sent to and from the IMI s are on a dedicated
* Sensor inputs and outputs sent to and from the RMUsare one dedicated triply redundant communication backplane bus to triply redundant
triply redundant communication backplane bus to triply redundant
triply redundant communication backplane bus to triply redundant
controller application processors;
vontrollerapplication processors;
592

2.215.11a-3
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2.2.15-2

controller application processors;

* Data links for sensor inputs from the RMUsare sent via triply redundant
* Sensor inputs from the RMUsare sent via triply redundant optical fibers; optical fibers
* Actuator outputs from the RMUsare determined using commands from - Actuator outputs from the RMUsare determined using commands from
the triply redundant controller application processors; and
the triply redundant controller application processors; and
* Actuator commands are sent via trply redundant optical fibers.
- Data links for actuator commands are sent via triply redundant optical

2.215.11.8.3

t2.02.15-02:;lagB:BBB:D3:Pg:P:IC:C63

2.2.15-2

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

Blat.Criteria 5.6. Independence and 6.3. Interactions Between the Sense
andCommand Features and Other Systems:The SSLC/ESF
software

Inspection of the software project's design phase summary BRRwill be
performed to verify that the design bases for intra-divisional VDUdata

The software project's design phase summary BRRshow that the design
bases for intra-divisionalVDU data communications have the following

project'sdesign bases for intra-divisionalVDUdata communications have
the followingfeatures;
* Data inputs/outputs are to and from the SSLC/ESF
platform;

communications have the following features;
Pata Inputs/outputs are to and from the SSLC/ESF
D
platform;
Pata inputs are from RTIF-NMS
D
platform;

features;

. Data inputs/outputs to and from the safety-related VDUsvia dual.
redundantnetworks;

*

2.2.15-2

*

Data links use optical fibers;

*

Message authentication resides in the receiving divisiononly; and
Message authentication includes transmitter and receiver identification,

2.2.15-2

Data inputs/outputs to and from the safety-related VDUsare via dual,

redundant networks;
* Data links have dedicated communication Interface modules;
Data links use optical fibers;

The software project's design phase summary BRRshow that the design

Llag. Criteria 5.6, Independence and f.3. Interactions Between the Sense

Inspection of the software project's design phase summary gRR will be
performed to verifythat the design bases for inter-divisionaldata

safety-nelated
systems have the following features:
Pata links supporting two-out-of-four voting logic are via dual,
D

Data links supporting two-out-of-four voting logicare via dual,
redundant networks;

*

basesfor inter-divisional data communications within safety-related
communicationswithin safety-related systems have the foliowing features; systemshave the followingfeatures;

Data links have dedicated communication interface modules;

Data links supporting two-out-of-four voting logic are via dual,
redundantnetworks;
, Data links have dedicated communication interface modules;

* Data links use optical fibers;
Data links use optical fibers;
Message authentication resides in the receiving division only; and
Message authentication resides in the receiving divisiononly; and
* Message authentication resides in the receiving divisiononly; and
Message authentication includes transmitter and receiver identification.
Message authentication includes transmitter and receiver identification,
* Message authentication includes transmitter and receiver Identification, sequeoce number, hash functions, and cyclicredundancy checks.
sequencenumber. hash functions, and cyclicredundancy checks.
sequencenumber, hash functions, and cyclicredundancy checks.
((DesignAcceptance Criteria)
i(DesignAcceptance Criteria))

* Data links have dedicated communication interface modules;
* Data links use optical fibers;

* Data links have dedicated communication interface modules;
0202.2515-02:11h1bi:BBB:O3:BB:C:IC:C63

Data inputs/outputs are to and from the SSLC/ESF
platform;
Data Inputs are from RTIF-NMS
platform;

*

Message authentication resides In the receiving divisiononly; and
Message authentication Includestransmitter and receiver identification,
sequencenumber, hash functions, and cyclicredundancy checks.
i{DesignAcceptance Criteria))

Inspection of the as-built software project will verifythat the N-DCIS
data The N-DCISdata communications design between safety-related and
communications design between safety-related and nonsafety-related
nonsafety-relatedsystems have the following features;
systems have the followingfeatures;
, Data communications are one way out to nonsafety-related components;
6 Data communications are one way out to nonsafety-related Components;. Data links are via a separate, dedicated, dual. redundant networks:

. Data communications are one way out to nonsafety-related components;
* Data links are via a separate, dedicated, dual, redundant networks;

2.215.111,10-3

*

*

sequence number, hash functions, and cyclicredundancy checks.
f{DesignAcceptance Criteria))

and Command Features and Other Systems: The 5SLC/ESF
software
project'sdesign bases for inter-divisional data communications
within

tibl. Criteria 5.6, Independence and 6.3, interactions Between the Sense
and Command Features and Other Systems: The as-builtSSLC/ESF
software project's N-DCiS
data communications between safety-related
and nonsafety-related systems have the following features;

595

Data inputs/outputs to and from the safety-related VDUsare via dual,

redundant networks;
* Data links have dedicated communication interface modules;

redundantnetworks;
ia3B:B1B63:BB:P:IC:C63
02.02.15-02:1

- Data linksactuator commands are sent via triply redundant optical
fibers

, Data links use optical fibers;
Message authentication resides inthe receiving division only;and
,Message authentication includes transmitter and receiver identification.
sequencenumber, hash functions, and cyclicredundancy checks.

2.215.1ia9-3

Actuator outputs from the RMUsare determined using commands from
the triply redundant controller application processors; and
*

,(DesignAcceptance Criteria))

, Data links have dedicated communication interface modules

594

opticalfibers

fibers.

* Data inputs are onlyfrom RTIF-NMS
platform;
593

- Data links for sensor Inputs from the RMUsare sent via triply redundant

Data links are via a separate, dedicated, dual, redundant networks;
Date links have dedicated communication interface modules,
*

Data links use optical fibers;

Pata
D
links have dedicated communication Interface modules
Data links use optical fibers;
*

SSLC/ESF
message authentication (for absolute time) resides Inthe

receivingdivision only; and
message authentication (for absolute time) resides in the
* SSLC/ESF
* Data links use optical fibers;
* SSLC/ESF
message authentication (for absolute time) resides in the
receiving division only; and
- Message authentication includes transmitter and receiver identification,
receiving divisiononly; and
- Message authentication Includestransmitter and receiver identification, sequencenumber, hash functions, and cyclicredundancy checks.
* Message authentication includes transmitter and receiver identification. sequence number, hash functions, and cyclicredundancy checks.
sequence number, hash functions, and cyclicredundancy checks.

596

2.255.11kb-B

P2.02.-1502:iib1B:BBB:Oi:Bti:C:IC:Cfi3

2.2.15-2

1b. Criteria 5.6,1ndependence and 6.3,nteravaloesBetweentheSense

Tests will be performed to show that the software project has four

and Command Features and Other Systems: The as-built software project
has four independent, redundant divisions.

Independent, redundant divisions.
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2.215.11b1h-4

02.02.1S-02:1tblh:pBB:D4:BB:C:IC:C63

2.2.15-2

598

2.215.t1kSS-S

D2.D2.15-02:1lb11:BBB::5:BB:C:iC:C63

2.2.15-2

Matleda
DesignCommitment (DC)
inspections, Tests, Analyses (ITA)
Lib11.Criteria 5.6, Independence and 6.3. Interactions Between the Sense Inspection of the an-built software project wiii verifythat the intraand Command Features and Other Systems: The as-built ICPsoftware
divisional data communications design have the followingfeature,;

Acceptance Criteria (AC)
The intra-divisionaidata communications have the followingfeatures;
*

Sensor inputs are point-to-point data links;and

project's intra-dlvisional data communications have the following features; * Sensor inputs are point-to-point data [inks;and
*Sensor inputs are point-to-point data links;and
Data links use hard copper wires.
* Data links use hard copper wires.

*

Data linksuse hard copper wires.

111b,1.Criteria 5.6. Independence and 6.3. Interactions Between the Sense Inspection of the as-built software project will verifythat the Intraand Command Features and Other Systems: The as-built ICPsoftware
divisional data communications design have the following features;

The intra-divislonaldata communications have the followingfeatures;
* Sensor inputs are point-to-point data links;and

project's intra-divisional data communications have the followingfeatures; : Sensor Inputs are point-to-point data links;and
Data links use hard copper wires.
* Sensor inputs are point-to-point data links;and

*

DAC-ITAACComITAAC

Table

1

YES

0

1

YES

P

1

YES

P

1

YES

Data links use hard copper wires.

* Data links use hard copper wires.
11b11.Critera 5.6, Independence and 6.3. Interactions Between the Sense Inspection ofthe as-built software project willverify that the intra-

599

2.215.11b11-6

02.02.15-02:111b1:BBB:D6:Ba:C:IC:C63

2.2.15-2

and Command Features and Other Systems: The as-built ICPsoftware

divisional data communications design have the following features;

project's intra-divlsinal dta communications have the following features;
* Sensor inputs are point-topaint data links;and
* Data links use hard copper wires.

*

2.215.11l111-7

D2.02.15-O2:11blS:BBB:67:BB:C:IC:C63

2.2.15-2

project's Intra-divisinal data communications have the followingfeatures;
* Sensor inputs are paint-to-point data links;and

*

*

Sensor inputsare point-to-point data links;and
Data links use hard copper wires.

1ibi1. Criteria 5.6, Independence and 6.3, Interactions Between the Sense Inspection of the as-built software project willverify that the intraand Command Features and Other Systems: The as-builtICPsoftware
divisional data communications design have the following features;
60

The Intra-divisionaldata communications have the following features;
Sensor inputs are point-to-point data links;and
Data linksuse hard copper wires.

The intra-divislonal data communirations have the followingfeatures;
Sensor inputs are point-to-point data links;and
Data links use hard copper wires.

Sensor inputs are point-to-point data links;and
Data links use hard copper wires.

* Data links use hard copper wires.

601

2.2t5.S1bl-2

02.02.15-02:1lfiB:BBB:D2:DB:C:IC:C63

2.2.15-2

11hb. Criteria 5.6, Independence and 6.3, Interactions Between the Sense
and Command Features and Other Systems: The as-built software project

Tests will be performed to show that the software project has four
independent, redundant divisions.

The as-built software project has four independent, redundant divisions.

has four Independent, redundant divisions.

602

2.215.11b12-4

02.02.15-02:1lb12:BBB:04;DBD:C:IC:C63

2.2.15-2

I1th12.Criteria 5.6, Independence and 6.3, Interactins Between the Sense Inspection of the as-builtsoftware project will .erify that theinterand Command Features and Other Systems:The as-built ICPsoftware
divisional data communicarions design within safety-related systems have
projecfs inter-divisioneldata communications within safety-related
the followingfeatures;
'
systems have the following features;
* PDtelinks used for two-out-of-four cotinglogic are point-to-point;

The inter-divisional data cammunications within safety-related systems
have the following features;
*

Data links used for two-out-of-four voting logicare point-to-point;
Data links used for two-out-of-four voting logicuse optical fibers;

* Data links used far two-out-of-four voting logicare point-to-point;

*

Data links used for two-out-of-four voting logic use optical fibers;

*

Data links used for monitoring are separate from voting logic;

* Date linksused for two-out-of-tour voting logicu.e optical fibers;
* Data links used for monitoring are separate from voting logic;
* Monitoring dae linksare point-to-point;

*

Data links used for monitoring are separate from voting logic;
Monitoring date liks are point-to-point;
Monitodig date links connect to the RTlFcommunication Interface

*

* Monitoring data links connect to the RTIFcommunication interface

modules;

- Monitoring data links use dedicated communication interface modules;

modules;

- Monitoring data links use dedicated communication Interface modules;

and

. Monitoring data links use dedicated communication interface modules;
and

and

*
*

*

Monitoring data links are point-to-point;
Monitoring data links concect to the RTF communication interface
modules;
*

Monitoring data links use optical fibers.

Monitoring data links use optical fibers.

* Monitoring data links use optical fibers.

11b12. Criteria 5.6. Independence and 6.3, Interactions Between the Sense Inspection of the as-built software project will verifythat the interThe inter-divisional data communications within safety-related systems
and Command Featuresand Other Systems:
Theas-built CPsoftware
divisional data communicationsdesign within safety-related systems have hece the followingfestures;
project's inter-divisional data communications within safety-related
the followingfeatures;
* Data links used far two-out-cf-four voting logic are point-to-point;
systems have the following feetures;
* Data links used for two-nut-of-four voting logic are point-to-point;
-Datm links used for two-out-of-four voting logir use optical fibers;
* Data linksused for two-out-of-four voting logicare point-to-point.

603

2.215.11112-5

02.o2.15-02:tbt12:6BB :5:Ba:C:IC:C63

2.2.15-2

Data links used for two-out-of-four voting logic us. optical fibers;

*

.Petelinksused for monitoring are separate from voting logic;
Monitoring data links are point-to-point;
* Monitoring data links connect to the RTIF
communication interface
modules;

*

and

. Monitoring data links use dedicated communication interface modules;

Monitoring data linksuse dedicated communication interface modules;
and

and

*

* Dote linksused for two-out-of-fur voting logicuse optical fibers;
* Data links used for monitoring are separate from voting logic;
* Monitoring data linksare paint-to-point;
* Monitoring data linksconnect to the RrF communication interface
modules:

*

*

*

Data links used for monitoring are separate from voting logic;

Monitoring data links are point-to-point;
Monitoring data links connect to the RTIFcommunication interface
modules;
* Monitoring data links use dedicated communication interface modules;

*

*

Monitoring data links use optical fibers.

Monitoring data links use optical fibers.

* Monitoring data links use optical fibers.
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1lb12. Crteria 5.6, Independence and 6.3, Interactions Between the Sense Inspection ofithe as-built software project willverify that the InterTheInter-divisional data communications within safety-related systems
and Command Features and Other Systems: The as-built ICPsoftware
divisional data communications design within safety-related systems have bave the followingfeatures;
project's inter-divisional data communications within safety-related
the followingfeatures;
* Data links used for two-out-of-four voting logicare point-to-point;
systems have the followingfeatures;
Data links used for two-out-of-four voting logicare point-to-point;
* Date links used for two-out-of-fourvoting logicuse optical fibers;
: Data links used for tw-out-of-fourvoting logicare point-to-point;
* Data links used for two-out-of-four voting logic use optical fibers;
604

2.225.11b12-6

02.02.15-02:Slb2:fiBg:g6:BB:C:IC:C63

2.215-2

* Data links used for monitoring are separate from voting logic;
Monitoringdata linksare point-to-point;
* Monitoring data linksconnect to the RTIFcommunication interface

*
*
*
*

Data links used for two-out-of-four voting logicuse optical fibers;
Data links used for monitoring are separate from voting logic;

, Data links used for monitoring are separate from voting logic;
Monitoring data licks are point-to-point;

Monitoring data linksare point-to-point;
Monitoring data links conned to the RIF communication interface

Monitoring data licn
modules;

onnect to the BiSFcommunication interface

modules;

: Monitoring data links use dedicated communication interface modules;

modules;

- Monitoring data linksuse dedicated communication interface modules;

sd

* Monitoring data links use dedicated communication interface modules:

and

, Monitoring data links use optical fibers.

and

*

B

S

YES

0

1

YES

S

1

YES

0

1

YES

6

1

YES

6

1

YES

B

1

YES

6

1

YES

0

B

YES

Monitoring data linksuse optical fibers.

* Monitoring data links use optical fibers.

551b12.
Criteria 5.6, Independence and 6.3, Interactions Betweenthe Sense Inspection of the as-built software project willverify that the inter-

6f5

2.215.111b12-7

02.O2.15-O2:ltlb12:gBB:7:fiB:C:IC:C63

2.2.15-2

The inter-divisional data communications within safety-related systems

and Command Features and Other Systems: The as-built iCP software
project's inter-diisional data communications within safety-related

divisional data communications design within safety-related systems have
the followingfeatures;

systems have the followingfeatures;

*

Data links used for two-oct-of-four voting logic are point-to-point;

* Data links used for two-out-of-four voting logicare point-to-point;
* Data links used for two-..-of-fourvoting logicuse optical Fibers;
* Data links used for monitoring are separate from voting logic;

*

Date links used for two-out-of-four voting logic use optical fibers;
Data links used for monitoring are separate from voting logic;
Monitoring data links are point-to-point;

*

Monorng data links onnecto the RTIFcommunication interface

modules;

*

Monitoring data links are point-to-point;
. Monitoring data links conned to the RTiFcommunication interface

modules;

modules;

*

. Monitoring data links use dedicated communication interface modules;
and

and
* Monitoring data linksuse optical fibers.

Monitoring data linksuse dedicated communication interface modules;

have the following features;
. Data links used for two-out-of-four voting loginare point-to-point;
*
*

*

Data links used for two-out-of-four voting logicuse optical fibers;
Data links used for monitoring are separate from voting logic;
Monitoring data links are point-to-point;
Monitoring data links connect to the RfTFcommunication interface
Monitoring data links use dedicated communication Interface modules;

and
*

Monitoring data links use optical fibers.

. Monitoring data links use optical fibers.
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607

2.215.111b-3

2.215.11bl-4

02.,2.1S52:ttlblB:BBB:B3:BB:C:IC:C63

02.02.15-02:11blB:BBB:O4:BB:C:IC:C63

t abs. Criteria 5.6, Independence and 6.3, Interactions Between the Sense
and Command Features and Other Systems:The as-built software project

rests will be performed to show that the software project has four
independent. redundant divisions.

The as-built software project has four independent, redundant divisions.

2.2.15-2

Tests will be performed to show that the software project has four
independent, redundant divisions.

The as-built software project has four independent, redundant divisions.

2.2.15-2

has four independent, redundant divisions.
11kb. Criteria 5.6, Independence and 6.3, Interactions Between the Sense
and Command Features and Other Systems:The as-built software project

Testswillbe performed to show that the software project has four
Independent,
redundant divisions.

The as-built software project has four independent, redundant divisions.

has four independent, redundant divisions.
608

609

610

611

2.215.111b-5

2.21S.11bl-6

2.215.1161-7

2.215.11b2-1

02.02.15-O2:t1blB:BBB:gS:BB:C:IC:C63

02.02.15-02:SlblB:6BB:06:BB:C:IC:C63

02.62.15-02:lblbB:BBB:B7:BB:C:IC:C63

B2.02.15-02:11b2B:BBB:O1:fB6:C:IC:C63

2.2.15-2

!tb.L Critera 5.5, Independence and 6.3, Interactions Between the Sense
and Command Features and Other Systems:The as-built software project

The as-bullt software project has four independent, redundant divisions.

2.2.15-2

has four independent, redundant divisions.
I ibl. Criteria 5.6, Independence and 6.3, Interactions Between the Sense Testswill be performed to show that the software project has four
and Command Features and Other Systems:The as-built software project independent,redundant divisions.
Testswill be performed to show that the software project has four
Independent,
redundant divisions.

The as-built software project has four independent, redundant divisions.

2.2.15-2

has four independent, redundant divisions.
111b. Criteria 5.6, Independence and 6.3, Interactions Between the Sense
and Command Features and Other Systems:The as-built software project
has four independent, redundant divisions.
11a2. Criteria 5.6. Independence and 6.3, Interactions Between the Sense

Inspectionof the as-built software project will verifythat the inter-

The as-built software project's inter-divilsionalcommunication systems

2.2.15-2

and Command Features and Other Systems:The as-built software project's divisionalcommunicationsystems have;
inter-divisional communication systems have;
* Optically isolated fiber optic communication pathways; and
* Optically isolated fiber optic communication pathways; and
, Optical fibers amreru in conduit and terminate Inthe applicable DCIS

have;
* Optically isolated fiber optic communication pathways and
* Optical fibers are run in conduit and terminate Inthe applicable DCIS

* Optical fibers are run in conduit and terminate in the applicable OCIS

(e.g.,fiMU, controller) cabinets.

(e.g., RMU,controller) cabinets.

(e.g.. RMU,controller) cabinets.

612

2.215.111,2.2

02.B2.15-02:.Sb2B:BBB:O2:BB:C:IC:C63

2.2.15-2

1162. Criteria 5.6, Independence and 6.3. Interactions Between the Sense Inspectionof the as-built software project will verifythat the interand Command Features and Other Systems: The as-built software project's divisionalcommunication systems have;
inter-divIsional communication systems have;
* Optically isolated fiber optic communication pathways; and
* Optically isolated fiber optic communication pathways; and
* Optical fibers are run in conduit and terminate in the applicable DCIS

The as-built software project's inter-divisional communication systems
have;

* Optical fibers are run in conduit and terminate in the applicable DBIS
(e.g., RMU,controller) cabinets.

(e.g., RMU, controller) cabinets.
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11b2. Criteria 5.6, Independence and 6.3, Interactions Between the Sense

613

2.215.11b2-3

02.02.1S-02:O1b2B:BBB:O3:BB:C:IC:C63

2.2.15-2

Inspetionn, Tests, Analyses (ITA)
Inspectionof the as-built software project will verity that the inter-

and Command Features and Other Systems: The as-built software project's divisionalcommunication systems have;
inter-divisional communication systems have;
: Optically isolated fiber optic communication pathways; and
: Opticaly isolated fiber optic communication pathways; and
Optical fibers are run in conduit and terminate Inthe applicable DCIS
* Optical fibers are run in conduit and tenminate in the applicable CIS
(e.g., RMU,controller) cabinets.

Acceptance Criteria (AC)

DAC-ITAACCn-ITAAC

Mfratinied
ale
Table

The as-built software project's inter-divisional communication systems
have;
- Opticallyisolated fiber optic communication pathways and
Optical fibers are run in conduit and terminate in the applicable DCIS

I

0

YES

0

1

YES

I

B

YES

0

1

YES

0

1

YES

independently of the existence a nd function of any nonsafety-related
component, data, and communication channel.

0

1

YES

2.2.15-2

channel.
01b3.Criteria 5.6, Independence and 6.3, Interactions Between the Sense Tests will be performed to show that the as-built software project's safety- The as-built software project's safety-related functions are performed
and Command Features and Other Systems:The as-built software project's related functions are performed Independently of the existence and
Independently of the existence and function of any nonsafety-related
safety-relatedfunctions are performed independently of the existence and function of any nonsafety-related component, data. and communication
component.data, and communicationchannel

0

1

YiS

2.2.15-2

function of any nonsafety-related component, data, and communication
channel.
channel.
16b3.Criteria 5.6, Independence and 6.3, Interactions Between the Sense Tests will be performed to show that the as-built software project's safety- The as-built oftware project's safety-related functions are performed
and Command Features and Other Systems: The as-built software project's related functions are performed independently of the existence and
Independently of the existence and function of a ny nonsafety-related
safety-relatedfunctions are performed independently of the existence and function of any nonsafety-related component, data, and communication
component, data, and communication channel.

0

1

YES

B

1

fiS

0

1

YES

0

0

YES

(e.g., RMU, controller) cabinets.

je.g., RMit, controller) cabinets.
Ih2. Criteria 5.6, Independence and 6.3, Interactions Between the Sense nspection of the asbuilt sftnare project will verifythat the interand Command Features and Other Systems: The as-built software project's divisionalcommunication systems have;
inter-divisionalcommunication systems have;
* Optically isolated fiber optic communication pathways; and
614

2.215.11b2-4

02.02.15-02:11b2B:BBB:O4:BB:C:IC:C63

2.2.15-2

Opticaly isolated fiber optic communication pathways; and
. Optical fibers are run In conduit and terminate In the applicable DCIS
(e.g.,RMiU,
controller) cabinets.
Ilb2. Ccitetia S.6, Independence and 6.3. Interactions Between the Sense

615

2.215.11h2-5

2.02.15-02:llb2B:BBB:OS:BB:C:IC:C63

2.2.15-2

The as-built software project's Inter-divisional communication systems
hace;
- Opticallyisolated fiber optic communication pathways and

- Optical fibers are run in conduit and terminate inthe applicable DCIS
(e.g.,ORMU,
contro)ier( cabinets.

(e.g., RMU,controller) cabinets.

Inspectionof the as-hullt software project will verifythat the inter-

The as-builtsoftware project's Inter-divisional communication systems

- Optical fibers are

In conduit and terminate In the applicable CIS

and Command Features and Other Systems: The as-built software project's divisionalcommunication systems have;
inter-divisionalcommunication systems have;
: Opticallyisolated fiber optic communication pathways; and
: Optically isolated fiber optic communication pathways; and
* Optical fibers are run in conduit and terminate in the applicable DCIS

have;
- Opticallyisolated fiber optic communication pathways and
- Optical fiber are run in conduit and terminate in the applicable DCIS

* Optical fibers are run in conduit and terminate inthe applicable DCIS

(e.g., RMU. controller) cabinets.

(e.g.,RMU,controller) cabinets.

(e.g., RMU,controller) cabinets.
11b2. Criteria 5.6. Independence and 6.3, Interactions Between the Sense Inspectionof the as-built software project will verifythat the Interand Command Features and Other Systems: The as-builtsoftware project's divisionalcommunication systems have;
inter-divisional communication systems have:
* Opticallyisolated fiber optic communication pathways; and
616

2.215.11b2-6

02.02.15-02:11b2B:BBB:06:B:C:lC:C63

2.2.15-2

Opticallyisolated fiber optic communication pathways; and
. Optical fibers are run in conduit and terminate inthe applicable DCIS

- Optical fibem are run inconduit and terminate in the applicable DCIS
(e.g.,RMU, controller)cabinets.

The as-built software project's inter-divisional communication systems
hace:
- Optically isolated fiber optic communication pathways and
*

Optical fibes areer

inconduit and terminate inthe applicable DCIS

(e.g., RMU,controller) cabinets.

(e.g.,RMU, controller) cabinets.
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618

2.215.11b2-7

2.215.b.15-1

02.O2.15-02:O]h2B:BBB:t7:BB:C:IC:C63

02.02.15-02:
ltb3B:BBB:O1:BB:C:IC:C63

2.2.15-2

2.2.15-2

1162. Criteria5.6. independence and 6.3, Interactions Between the Sense Inspection ofthe as-built software project will verifythat the interand Command Features and OtherSystems: The as-built software project's divisional communication systems have;
inter-divisionalcommunication systems have;:
Opticallyisolated fiber optic communication pathways; and

The as-bhilt software project's inter-divisionalcommunication systems
have;

: Optlcallyisolated fiber optic communication pathways; and

- Optical fiber are run inconduit and terminate in the applicable DCIS

*

* Optical fibers are run In conduit and terminate inthe applicable DCiS
(e.g.,RMU, controller) cabinets.

(e.g., RMU,controller) cabinets.

(e.g.,RMU,controller) cabinets.

0163.Criteria 0.6.Independence and 6.3, Interactions Between the Sense

Tests will be performed to show that the as-built software project's safety- The as-built software project's safety-related fbnctions are performed

andCommand Features aod Other Systems: The as-built software project's related functions are performed independently of the existence and
sfety-nelated functionsu re performed independently of the existence and function of any nonsa fety-related component, data, and communication
function of any nonsafety-related component, data, and communication

619

620

2.215.10b3-2

2.215.10b3-3

O2.02.15-02:ttlb3B:BBB:D2:BB:C:iC:C63

02.02.15-02:O1b3B:B
BB:03:BR:C:IC:C63

function of any nonsafety-related component, data, and communication

621
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i2.02.15-02:1lb3B:BBB:O4:BDB:C:IC:C63

2.2.15-2

- Optically isolated fiber optic communication pathways and
Optical fibers are run Inconduit and terminate inthe applicable DCIS

channel.

channel.

channel.
01b3.Criteria 5.6, Independence and 6.3. Interactions Between the Sense Tests will be performed to show that the as-built software project's safety- The as-built software project's safety-related functions are performed
and Command Features and Other Systems: The as-built software project's related functions are performed independently of the existence and
Independently of the existence and function of any nonsafety-related
safety-relatedfunctions are performed independently of the existence and function of any nonsafety-related component, data, and communication
component, data, and communication channel.
function of any nonsafety-related component, data, and communicaton
channel.
channel
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2.2.15-2

2.2.15-2

11b3.Criteria 5.6. Independence and 6.3, Interactions Between the Sense Tests will be performed to show that the as-bulf software project's safety- The as-built software project's safety-related functions are performed
and Command Features and Other Systems:The as-built software project's related functions are performed independently of the existence and
Independently of the existence and function of any nonsafety-related
safety-relatedfunctions are performed independently of the existence and function of any nonsa fety-related component, data, and communication
component, data, and communication channel.
function of any nonsafety-related component, data. and communication
channel.
channel.
11b3. Criteria 5.6, Independence and 6.3, Interactions Between the Sense Tests will be performed to show that the as-built software project's safety- The as-built software project's safety-related functions are performed
and Command Features and Other Systems:The as-built software project's related functions are performed independently of the existence and
independently of the existence and function of any nonsafety-related
safety-relatedfunctions are performed independently of the existence and function of any nnnsafety-related component, data. and communicalon
component data, and communication channel.
tunction of any nonsafety-related component, data, and communicaton
channel.
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Table Nbr
Nbr

2.2.15-2

2.2.15-2

2.2.15-2

2.2.15-2

Design Commitment (DC)
br
11b3. Criteria 5.6, Independenceand 63, InteractionsBetween the Sense
and Command Features and Other Systems: The as-builtsoftware project's
safety-related functions are performed independently of the existence and
function of any nonsafety-related component, data, and communication
channel.
liMr. Criteria 5.6, Independenceand 6.3. InteractionsBetween the Sense
and Command Features and Other Systems: The as-builtRTIF-NMS
software project's intra-divisionalinput/output data communicatlons have
the following features;
* Sensor inputs sent from instruments to the ftMDsvia dedicated hard
copper wires;
* Sensor inputs sent from the RMUto controller cabinets via dedicated,
redundant data links;
* Data links use optical Fibers;and
Pa't sent using dedicated RTIF-NMS
D
communication interface modules
to shared reflectice memory (scramnet) in downstream chassis.

Inspectionsi, Tests, Analyses (ITA) TbleNbrTable
br
Acceptance Criteria (AC)
Tests will be performed to showthat the as-built software project's safety- Theas-built software project's safety-related functions are performed
related functions are performed independently of the existence and
independentlyof the existence and function of any nonsafety-related
Function of any nonsafety-related component, data, and communication component data, and communlcation chnnel.
channel.
Inspection of the as-built software project willverify that the Intradivisional input/output data communications have the following features;
- Senso inputs sent from Instruments to the RMUsvia dedicated hard
copper wires;
- Sensor inputs sent from the fMD to controller cabinets viadedicated,
redundant data links;
Patalinks use optical fibers; and
D
* Data sent using dedicated RTIF-NMS
communication interface modules
to shared reflective memory (scramnet) in downstream chassis.

Theintra-dfusional Input/out data communications havethe following
features;
- SensorInputs sent from instruments to the RMUsvia dedicated hard
topper wires;
- Sensor inputs sent from the RMUto controller cabinets via dedicated.
redundantdata links;
- Data links use optical fibers; and
* Data sent using dedicated RTIF-NMScommunication Interface modules
to shared reflective memory (scramnet) in downstream chassis.

11B4. Criteria5.6, Independence and 6.3, Interactions Between the Sense
and Command Features and Other Systems: The as-built RTiF-NMS
software project's intra-divisionalInput/output data communications have
the followingfeatures;
* tensor Inputs sent from instruments to the RMUsvia dedicated hard
copper wires;
. Sensor inputs sent from the RMUto controller cabinets via dedicated,
redundant data links;
* Data links use optical fibers; and
* Data seasoning dedicated RTIF-NMScommunication Interface modules
to shared reflective memory (scramnet) in downstream chassis.

Inspection of the as-built software project willverify that the intradivisional input/output data communications have the following features;
* Sensor inputs sent from instruments to the BMUsvia dedicated hard
copper wires;
- Sensor inputs sent from the RMUto controller cabinets via dedicated,
redundant data links;
Data links use optical fibers; and
* Data sent using dedicated RTIF-NMS
communication interface modules
to shared reflective memory (scramnet) in downstream chassis,

The intra-dlulsional input/out data communications have the following
features;
- Sensor Inputs sent from instruments to the RMUsvia dedicated hard
copper wires;
- Sensor inputs sent from the RMUto controller cabinets viadedicated,
redundant data links;
- Data links use optical Fibers;and
- Data sent using dedicated RTIF-NMScommunication interface modules
to shared reflective memory (scramnet) in downstream chassis.

!th5. Criteria S.6,Independence and 6.3, Interactions Between the Sense
and Command Featuresand OtherSystems: The as-bulit RTIF-NMS
software project's inter-divlsional data communications within safety'
related systems have the followingfeatures;
6 Communication interface modules and shared memory provides
dedicated point-to-point data communications between the various
divisionsof digital trip modules and trip logicunits for two-out-of-four
voting logic; and
- Data links use optical fibers.

Inspection of the as-built software project wili verifythat the Interdivisional data communicationsdesign within safety-related systems have
the followingfeatures;
e Communication interface modules and shared memory provides
dedicatedpoint-to-point data communications between the various
divisionsof digital trip modules and trip logicunits for two-out-of-four
coting logic; and
* Data links use optical fibers.

The inter-divisional data communications within safety-related systems
have the following features;
e Communication interface modules and shared memory provides
dedicated point-to-point data communications between the various
divisionsof digital trip modules and trip logicunits for two-out-of-four
voting logic; and
* Data links use optical fibers

SltbS.Criteria I.,. Independence and .3, Interactions Between the Sense
and Command Features and Other Systems:The as-built RTIF-NfMS
software project's inter-divisional data communications within safetyrelated systems have the followingfeatures;
6 Communication Interface modules and shared memory provides
dedicated point-to-point data communications between the various

Inspectionof the as-built software project will verifythat the interdivisionaldata communicationsdesign within safety-related systems have
the followingfeatures;
- Communication Interface modules and shared memory provides
dedicatedpoint-to-point data communications between the various
divisionsof digital trip modules and trip logicunits for two-out-of-four

The inter-dclislonal data communications within safety-related systems
have the followingfeatures;
. Communication interface modules and shared memory provides
dedicated point-to-point data communications between the various
dicisions of digital trip modules and trip logic units for two-out-of-four
voting logic; and

divisionsof digital trip modules and trip logicunits for two-out-of-four
voting logic; and
* Data links use optical fibers.

votlng logic; and
e Data links use optical Fibers.

* Data links

11,b6.Criteria S.b,Independence and 6.3. Interactions Between the Sense
and Command Features and Other Systems:The as-built RTIF-NfMS
software project's N-DCISdata communications between safety-related
and nonsafety-related systems have the followingfeatures;
Data communications are one way out to noasafety-related components;
Data communications use dedicated communication interface modules
and shared reflective memory (scramnet) to communicate between the
lMU, digital trip module, trip logic unit, and nensafety-related
components;
* Data linksuse dedicated nonsafety-related communication interface
modules (safety-related components) at the receiving end; and
a Data links use optical fibers.

Inspectionof the as-built software project will verifythat the N-DOSdata The N-DCISdata communications design between safety-related and
iommunicationsdesign between safety-related and nonsafety-related
nonsafety-related systems have the followingfeatures;
systemshave the following features;
- Data communications are one way out to nonsafety-related components;
* Data communicationsare one way out to nonsafety-related components; - Data communications use dedicated communication interface modules
• Data communicationsuse dedicated communication interface modules and shared reflectve memory (ecramnet) to communicate between the
andshared reflective memory (scramnet) to communicate between the
RIMU,digital trip module, trip logicunit, and nonsafety-related
fMU, digital trip module, trip logicunit, and nonsafety-related
components;
components;
* Data links use dedicated nonsafety-related communication interface
. Data links use dedicated nonsafety-related communication Interface
modules (safety-related components) at the receiving end; and
modules (safety-related components) at the receiving end; and
* Data links use optical Fibers.
. Data links use optical fibers.
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1bh6.Criteria 5.6,Independenceand 6.3, InteractionsBetween the Sense
andCerrand Features and Other Systems: The as-built RTIF-NMS
softwareprojects N-DCSdata communications between safety-related
andnennefety-related systems have the following features;

br

2.215.1lb6-2

02.02.15-O2:.lb6B:BBB:2:B.B:C:IC:C63

2.2.15-2

Acceptance Criteria (AC)

TbleNbrTable

DACiTAAC CnTAAC

Mtie
M rixed

The N-DCISdata communications design between safety-related and

communications design between safety-related and nonsafety-related

nonsafoty-relatedsystems have the followingfeatures;
systems have the followingfeatures;
* Data communications are one way out to nonsafety-related nmponent";
Data communications are ons way out to nonsatety-related components;. Data communication, use dedicated communication interface modules

. Data cemmunications are one way out to nonsafety-related components;

630

Impactions, Tests, Analyses (ITA)

Inspection of the as-built software project will rify that the N-DCiSdata

Data communicationsust dedicated communication Interface modules

* Data communications use dedicated communication interface modules
andshared reflective memory (scramnet) to communicate between the

and shared reflectivememory (scramnet) to communicate between the
RMU,digital trip module, trip logicunit, and nonsafety-related

fMU, digital trip module, trip logicunit. and nonsafety-related

components;

components;
* Data linksuse dedicated nonsafety-reIated communication interface

Data links use dedicated nonsatety-related communication interface
modules (safety-related components) at the receiving end; and

modules(safety-related components) at the receiving end; and

and shared reflective memory (scramnet) to communicate between the
RMU, digital trip module, trip logicunit. and nonsafety-related
components;
*

Data links use dedicated nonsafety-related communication interface

i

B

YES

0

D

TED

1

0

YES

modules(safety-related components) at the receiving end; and
* Data links use optical fibers.

Data links use optical fibers.

. Data links use optical fibers.

t1b7. Criteria 5.6,Independenceand 6.3, Interactions Betweenthe Sense Inspection of the as-built software project will verifythat the intraandCommand Features and Other Systems: The as-builtSSLC/ESF
divisional Input/output data communications design have the following
softwareproject's intra-dlivisionalInput/output data communications have features;
thefollowing features;
- Sensor Inputs at the RMUsare measured with triple redundancy;

The intro-divisIonalinput/output data communications have the following
features;
Sensor inputs at the RMUsam measured with triple redundancy;
- Sensor inputs and outputs sent to and from the RMUsare on a dedicated
*

Sensor inputs at the RMUsare measured with triple redundancy;

631

2.215.11b7-3
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2.2.15-2

- Sensor Inputs and outputs sent to and from the RMUsare on a dedicated triply redundant communication backplane bus to triply redundant
Sensor inputs and outputs sent to and from the RMUsare on a dedicated triply redundant communication backplane bus to triply redundant
controller application processors;
triply redundant communication backplane bus to triply redundant
controller application processors;
* Data links for sensor inputs from the RMUsare sent via triply redundant
controller application processors;
Data links for sensor inputs from the RMUsare sent via triply redundant optical fibers
*Sensor inputs from the RMUsare sent via triply redundant optical fibers; optical fibers
Actuator outputs from the RMUsare determined using commands from * Actuator outputs from the RMUsare determined using commands from
A
the triply redundant controiler application processors; and
Actuator commands are sent viatriply redundant optical fibers.
A

the triply redundant controller application processors; and
* Data links for actuator commands are sent via triply redundant optical

Actuator outputs from the RMUsare determined using commands from
the triply redundant controiler application processor; and
*

Data linksfor actuator commands are sent via triply redundant optical
fibers.
*

fibers.

11.tb. Criteria S.6, 1ndependence and 6.3, Interactions Between the Sense Inspection of the as-built software project willverify that the intra-

The intra-divislonal VDUdata communications have the following features;

and Command Features and Other Systems: The as-builtSSLC/ESF

divisional VtDU
data communications design have the following features;
* Data inputs/outputs are to and from the SSIC/ESF
platform;
* Data inputs are from RTIF-NMS
platform;.
* Data inputs/outputs to and from the safety-related VDUsare via dual,

*Data inputs/outputs are to and from the SSLC/ESF
platform;

redundant networks;

- Data links have dedicated communication interface modules;

software projects intra-divisionalVDUdata communications have the
following features;
* Data inputs/outputs are to and from the SSLC/ESFplatform
Dote inputs are only from BTIF-NMS
platform;
632
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Dote inputs/outputs to and from the safety-related VDUsare via dual,
redundant networks;

*

* Data links have dedicated communication interface modules;
Data links use optical fibers;

*

Message authentication residea in the receiving divisiononly; and

Data inputs are from BTIF-BMD
platform;
Data inputs/outputs to and from the safety-related VDUsare via dual,
redundant networks;
*

Data links have dedicated communication interface modules;
Data linksuse optical fibers;

*

*

* Data links use optical fibers;
* Message authentication resides in the receiving division only; and
Message authentication resides inthe receiving division only; and
* Message authentintion includestransmitter and receiver identification,
Message authentication includes transmitter and receiver identification, sequence number, hash functions, and cyclicredundancy checks.

sequence number, hash functions, and cyclicredundancy checks

* Message authentication includes transmitter and receiver identification,
sequence number, hash functions, and cyclicredundancy checks.
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11b9. Criteria S.6,Independente and 6.3, Interactions Between the Sense
and Command Features and Other Systems: The as-built SSLC/ESF
software project's Inter-divisIonaldata communications within safetyrelated systems have the following features;

Inspection of the as-built software project willverify that the Interdivisional data communications design within safety-related systems have
the followingfeatures;
* Data links supporting tw-out-of-four voting logicare via dual,

The Inter-divisionaldata communications within safety-related systems
have the following features;
- Data links supporting two-out-of-four voting logicare via dual.
redundant networks;

- Data links supporting two-out-of-four voting logicare via dual,

redundant networks;

*

Data links have dedicated communication interface modules;

redundant networks;
6 Data links have dedicated communication interface modules;

*

Data links have dedicated communication interface
modules;

*

Data links use optical fibers;
Message authentication resides in the receiving division only; and

Data links use optical fibers;
Message authentication resides in the receiving divisiononly; and

*
*

Data links use optical fibers;
Message authentication resides in the receiving division only; and

Message authentication includestransmitter and receiveridentification,

*

Message authentication Includestransmitter and receiver identification,

*

Message authentication includes transmitter and receiver identification,
sequence number, hash functions, and cyclicredundancy checks.

sequence number, hash functions, and cyclicredundancy checks,

sequence number, has functions, and cyclicredundancy checks.

12a. Criteria 5.7 and 6.5, Capability for Test & Calibration:The software
project has maintenance bypasses that allow test and calibration of one

Inspection of the software project design phase summary BRRwill be
The software project design phase summary BRRshow that the
performed to verifythat tests of the maintenance bypasses allows test and maintenance bypasses allow test and calibration of one out of four

out of four divisionswhile retaining capability to accomplish their safetyrelated functions,

calibration of one out of four divisionswhile retaining their capability to
accomplish their safety-related functions.

divisionswhile retaining their capability to accomplish their safety-related
functions.

[(DesignAcceptance Criteria))

j(DesignAcceptance Criteria))
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Table Nbr
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2.2.15-2

2.2.15-2

2.2.15-2

2.2.15-2

2.2.15-2

2.2.15-2

Inspections,Tests,Analyses(lA)

DesignCommitmentJDC)

Criteria(AC)
Acceptance

12a. Criteria 5.7 and 6.5, Capabilityfor Test & Calibration: The software
paject has maeintenancebypasses that allowtest and calibration of one

Inspection of the software project design phase summary BRRwill be
The software project design phase summary BRRshow that the
performed tovenity that tests of the maintenance bypasses allowstest and maintenance bypasses allowtest and calibration of one out of loon

ot ottour divusionswhile retaining capability to accomplish their safetyrelatedfunctions.

calibration of one out oftour divisionswhile retaining their capability to
accomplish their safety-related functions.

divisionswhileretaining their capability to accomplish their safety-related
functions.

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

12a. Criteria 5.7 and 6.5, Capabilityfor Test & Calibration:The software
projecthas maintenance bypasses that allowtest and calibration of one

Inspection of the software project design phase summary BRRwill be
The software project design phase summary BRRshow that the
performed to verify that tests of the maintenance bypasses allowstest end maintenance bypasses allowtest and calibration of one out of four

out of four divisions while retaining capability to accomplish their safety,elated functions,

calibration of one out of four divisions whileretaining their capability to
accomplish their safety-related functions.

di•islons while retaining their capability to accomplish their safety-related
functions.

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

12a. Criteria 5.7 and 6.5, Capabilityfor Test & Calibration: The software

Inspection of the software project design phase summary BAPwill be

The software project design phase summary BRRshow that the

projecthas maintenance bypasses that allowtest and calibration of one

performed to verify that tests of the maintenance bypasses allowstest and maintenance bypasses allowtest and calibration of one out of four

out of our divisions while retaining capability to accomplish their safetyrelatedfunctions,

calibration of one out of four divisionswhile retaining their capability to
accomplish their safety-related functions.

Con-ITAAC
DAC-ITAiAC

1

0

Matrixed
T e

YES

tan

divisionswhle retaining their capability to accomplish their safety-related
functions.

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

[(DesignAcceptance Criteria))

12a. Criteria 5.7 and 6.5, Capabilityfor Test & Calibration:The softiware

Inspection of the software project design phase summary BRRwill be

The software project design phase summary BRRshow that the

projecthas maintenance bypasses that allowtest and calibration ofone

performed to verify that tests of the maintenance bypasses allowstest and maintenancebypasses allowtest and calibration of one out of four

out of four divisions while retaining capability to accomplish their safetyrelatedfunctions,

calibration of one out of four divisionswhile retaining their capability to
accomplish their safety-related functions.

divisions while retaining their capability to accomplish their safety-related
functions.

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

12a. Criteria 5.7 and 6.5, Capabilityfor Test & Calibration:The software

Inspection of the software project design phase summary BRRwill be

The software project design phase summary tRR show that the

projecthas maintenance bypasses that allowtest and calibration ofone

performed to verfy that tests of the maintenance bypasses allowstest and maintenance bypasses allowtest and calibration of one out of four

out of four divisionswhile retaining capability to accomplish their safetyrelatedfunctions,

calibration of one out of four divisionswhile retaining their capability to
accomplish their safety-related functions.
((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

divisions while retaining their capability to accomplish their safety-retated
functions.
((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

12a.Criteria 5.7 and 6.5, Capabilityfor Test & Calibratlon:The software

Inspection of the software project design phase summary BRRwill be

The software project design phase summary BRRshow that the

projecthas maintenance bypasses that allowtest and calibration of one

performed to verify that tests of the maintenance bypasses allowstest and maintenancebypasses allowtest and calibration of one out of four

out of four divisions while retaining capability to accomplish their safetyrelatedfunctions,

calibration of one out of four divisionswhile retaining their capability to
accomplish their safety-related functions.

divisionswhile retaining their capability to accomplish their safety-related
functions.

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

62bl. Criteria 5.7 and 6.5, Capability for Test & Calibration:The as-built

Tests will be performed to show that the design allowsfor trip and bypass Individualfunctions ineach safety-related system division can be tripped

softwareproject's maintenance bypasses show that the divisionsnot in

of individualfunctions ineach safety-related system division to

bypassstatus will accomplish their safety-related functions.

demonstrate that individualfunctions can be tripped and bypassed and

1S

1

0S

0

1

YES

0

1

YES

and bypassed and those not In bypass remain functional.

those functions not in bypass remain functional.
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12bl. Criteria 5.7 and 6.5, Capability for Test & Calibration:The as-built

Tests will be performed to show that the design allowsfur trip and bypass Individualfunctions ineach safety-related system division can be tripped

softwareproject's maintenance bypasses show that the divisionsnot in
bypassstatus will accomplish their safety-related functions.

of individualfunctions in each safety-related system divisionto
demonstrate that individualfunctions can be tripped and bypassed and

and bypassed and those not Inbypass remain functional.

those functions not in bypass remain functional.
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126l. Criteria 5.7 and 6.5, Capabilityfur Test & Calibration:The as-built
softwareproject's maintenance bypasses show that the divisionsnot In
bypassstatus will accomplish their safety-related functions,

Tests will be performed to show that the design allowsfor trip and bypass
of Individualfunctions in each safety-related system division to
demonstrate that Individualfunctions can be tripped and bypassed and

Indivodualfunctions in each safety-related system division can be tripped
and bypassed and those not in bypass remain functional.
E

0

those functions not in bypass remain functional.
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121,. Criteria 5.7 and 6.5, Capabilityfor Test & Calibration:The as-built
softwareproject's maintenance bypasses show that the divisionsnot in

Tests will be performed to show that the design allowsfor trip and bypass
of individualfunctions in each safety-related system division to

bypassstatus will accomplish their safety-related functions.

demonstrate that individualfunctions can be tripped and bypassed and

Individualfunctions ineach safety-related system division can be tripped
and bypassed and those not inbypass remain functional.
0

1

YES

0

1

YES

those functions not In bypass remain functional.
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12bl. Criteria 5.7 and 6.5, Capabilityfor Test & Calibration:The as-built

Tests will be perfoned to show that the design allowsfor trip and bypass

Individualfunctions 1neach safety-related system division can be tripped

softwareproject's maintenance bypasses show that the divisionsnot in
bypassstatuswill accomplish their safety-related functions.

of individualfunctions in each safety.related system division to
demonstrate that individualfunctions can be tripped and bypassed and

and bypassed and those not inbypass remain functional.

those functions not in bypass remain functional.
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Table NbA
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Design Commitment (DC)
br
1261. Criteria 5.7 and 6.5, Capability for Test & Calibration:The as-built
software project's maintenance bypasses show that the divisions not in
bypass status will accomplish their safety-related functions.

br

Inspectiom, Tests, Analyses (ITA)

TbleNbrTable

Testswill be performed to show that the design allows for trip andbypass
of individual functions in each safety-related system divisionto
demonstratethat individualfunctions can be tripped and bypassed and

Acceptance Criteria (AC)

DAC-ITAACCon-ITAAC

Table

Individualfunctions In each safety-related system divisioncan be tripped
and bypassed and those not in bypass remain functional.
0

1

YES

0

1

YES

0

1YS

thosefunctions not in bypass remain functional.
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12bl. Criteria 5.7 and 6.5. Capability for Test & Calibration:The as-bult
softnare project's maintenance bypasses show that the divisions rosin

Testswill be performed to show that the design allows for trip and bypass
of individual functions in each safety-related system divisionto

bypass status will accomplish their safety-related functions.

demonstrate that individualfunctionscan he tripped and bypassed and

Individualfunctions In each safety-related system divisioncan be tripped
and bpassed and those not in bypass remainfunctional.

thosefunctions not in bypass r main functional.
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12b2. Criteria 5.7 and 6.5, Capability for Test & Calibration:The as-built

Testswillbe performed to show that when one divisionis placed into

When one divisionis placed into maintenance bypass mode, the condition

software project's maintenance bypasses show that when one division is

maintenance bypass mode, the condition Is alarmed in the MCRand the

is alarmed inthe MCRand the division logicautomatically becomes a two-

placedinto maintenance bypass mode, shevonditionis alarmed in the
MCIRand the division logicautomatically becomes a twoount-of-three

divisionlogic automatically becomes a twn-out-of-three voting scheme.

out-of- three voting scheme.

voting scheme.
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12b2.Criteria5.7 and 6.5, Capability for Test & Calibration:The as-built

Tests will be performed to show that when one divisionis placed into

When one division Is placed into maintenance bypass mode, the condition

softwareproject's maintenance bypasses show that when one division is

maintenance bypass mode, the condition Is alarmed Inthe MCRand the

is alarmed inthe MCRand the division logicautomatically becomes a two-

placedinto maintenance bypass mode, the condition Is alarmed in the
MCRand the division logicautomatically becomes a two-out-of-three

divisionlogicautomatically becomes a two-out-of-three voting scheme.

out-of- three voting scheme.

12b2. Criteria 5.7 and 6.5, Capability for Test & Calibration:The as-built

Tests will be performed to show that when one divisionis placed into

When one division is placed into maintenance bypass mode, the condition

softwareproject's maintenance bypasses show that when one divisionis

maintenance bypass mode, the condition is alarmed inthe MCRand the

is alarmed in the MCIRand the divisionlogic automatically becomes a tsoo-

placedinto maintenance bypass mode, the condition is alarmed in the
MICR
and the divisionlogic automatically becomes a two-out-of-three

divisionlogicautomatically becomes a two-out-of-three voting scheme,

out-of- three voting scheme.

12b2. Citcena 5.7 and 6.5, Capabilityfor Test & Calibration:The as-built
softwareproject's maintenance bypasses show that when ore divisionis

Testswill be performed to show that when one divisionIs placed Into
maintenance bypass mode, the conditionis alarmed Inthe MCRand the

Whenone division is placed into maintenance bypass mode, the condition
Is alarmed in the MCPand the divisionlogic automatically becomes a two-

placedinto maintenance bypass mode, thecondition is alarmed in the
MCCR
and the divisionlogic automatically becomes a two-out-of-three

divisionlogicautomatically becomes a two-out-of-threevoting scheme.

out-of- threevotingscheme.

12b2.Critetia S.7 and 6.5, Capability for Test & Calibration:The as-built

Tests will be performed to show that when one divisionIs placed into

When one division is placed into maintenance bypass mode, the condition

softwareproject's maintenance bypasses show than when one divisionis

maintenance bypass mode. the condition is alarmed inthe MCIRand the

is alarmed in the MCIR
and the divisionlogicautomatically becomes a two-

placedinto maintenance bypass mode, the condition Isalarmed in the
MCCR
and the divisionlogic automatically becomes a two-out-of-three

divisionlogicautomatically becomes a two-out-of-three voting scheme,

out-of- three voting scheme.

1262.Criteria 5.7 and 6.5, Capability for Test & Calibration:The as-built
softwareproject's maintenance bypasses show that when one divisionis

Tests will be performed to show that when one divisionis placed into
maintenance bypass mode, the condition is alarmed In the MCI and the

When one division is placed into maintenance bypass mode, the condifton
s alarmed in the MCAand the division logicautomatically becomes a two-

placedinto maintenance bypass mode, the condition wsalarmed in the
MCRand the divisionlogic automatically becomes a two-ova-of-three

divisionlogicautomatically beomes atwo-out-of-three voting scheme.

nut-of- three voting scheme.

1262. Criteria 5.7 and 6.5, Capability for Test A Calibration:The as-built
softwareprojects maintenance bypasses show that when one divisionIs

Tests will be performed to show that when one divisionis placed into
maintenance bypass mode, the condition is alarmed in the MCRand the

Whenone division Is placed into maintenance bypass mode, the condition
Is alarmed in the MCRand the division logicautomatically becomes a two-

placedintomaintenance bypassmode, the condition la alarmed in the
MCCR
and the divisionlogicautomatically becomes a two-out-of-three

divisionlogicautomatically becomes
a two-out-of-three voting scheme.
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voting scheme.
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ut-f- three voting scheme.
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votingscheme.
l3e. Criterion 5.9, Control of Access:The sotare
project Is housed within Inspectionof the software project design phase summary BRRwill be
The software project design phase summary BRRshow that the software
cabinetswithkey loch doors, has key lock switches, and utilizes passwords performedto confirm that software project is housed within cabinets with project is housed within cabinets with keylock doors, has keylock switches,
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that permit administrative control of access to safety-related system
equipment,

keylock doors, has keylock switches, and utilizes passwords that permit
administrative control of access to safety-related system equipment
((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

and utilizes passwords that permit administrative control of access to
safety-relatedsystem equipment.
r(DesignAcceptance Criteria))

13a. Criterion 5.9. Controlof Access: The software project is housed within Inspection of the softwareproject design phase summary BIRR
will be
The software project design phase summary Bitg show that the software
cabinetswith key lockdoors, has key lock switches, and utilizes passwords performedto confirm that software project is housed within cabinets with project is housed within cabinets with keylock doors, has keylock switches,
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that permit administrative control of access to safety-related system
equipment
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keyfockdoors, has keylock switches, and utilizes passwords that permit
administrative control of access to safety-related system equipment.

and utilizes passwords that permit administrative control of access to
safety-relatedsystem equipment.

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))
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Acceptance Criteria JAC)

DAC-ITAACCae-ITAAC

Table

13a. Criterion 5.9, Control of Access: The software project is housed within Inspection of the software project design phase summary BRRwill be
Thesoftware project design phase summary BRRshow that the software
cabinets with key lockdoors, has key lock switches, and utilizes passwords performed to confirm that software project Ishoused within cabinets with projectis housed within cabinetswithbeyloubdoers,has keyiock switches,
ndutilizes passwords tchat perit admonistretiue control of access to
keyochkdoors, haskbeylochswitches,and utiises passwords that permit
safety-related system
that permit administrative control of access so
sefety-rlated system equipment.
administrative control of access to safety-related system equipment
equipment
ljDesign Acceptance Criteria))

13a. Criterion 5.9, Control of Access: The software project is housed within Inspection of the software project design phase summary ARR
will be
Thesoftware project design phase summary BRRshow that the software
cabinets with key lockdoors, has key lock switches, and utilizes passwords performed to confirm that software project is housed within cabinets with projectis housed within cabinets with keylock doors, has keylock switches,
that permit administrative control of access to safety-related system
keylock doors, has keylock switches, and utilizes passwords that permit
end utilizes passwords that permit administrative control of access to
equipment.
administrative control of access to safety-related system equipment
sefety-relatedsystem equipment.
((DesignAcceptance Cuteriall

((DesignAcceptance Criteria})

13a. Criterion 5.9, Control of Access: The software project is housed within Inspection of the software project design phase summary BRRwill be
The software project design phase summary BRRshow that the software
cabinets with key lock doors, has key lock switches, and utilizes passwords performed to confirm that software project Ishoused within cabinets with project is housed within cabinets with keylock doors, has keylock switches,
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2.2.152

2

that permit administrative control of access to safety-related system
equipment.

keylockdoors, has keylock switches, and utilizes passwords that permit
administrative control of access to safety-related system equipment

and utilizes passwords that permit administrative control of access to
safety-related system equipment.

llDsilgn Acceptance Criteria))

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

13a. Criterion 5.9, Control of Access: The software project Is housed within Inspection of the software project design phase summaryBRRwill be
cabinets with key lock doors, has key lock switches, and utilizes passwords performedto confirm that software project is housed within cabinets with
that permit administrative control of access to safety-related system
keylock doors, has keylockswitches, and utilizes passwords that permit
administrative control of access to safety-related system equipment
equipment
((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

Thesoftwareproject design phasesummaryARRshowthatthesoftware
project is housed within cabinets with keylock doors, has keylock switches,
and utilizes passwords that permit administrative control of access to
safety-related system equipment.
{(DesignAcceptance Crteriall

13a. Criterion 5.9.Control of Access: The software project Ishoused within Inspection of the software project design phase summary Rfiwil be
The softwere project design phase summary gRAshow that the software
cabinets with key lock doors, has key lockswitches, and utillizespasswords performedto confirm that software project is housed within cabinets with project Ishoused within cabinets with keylockdoors, has keylock switches.
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that permit administrative control of access to safety-related system
equipment,

keylock doom. has keylockswitches, and utilizes passwords that permit
administrative control of access to safety-related system equipment

and utilizes passwords that permit administrative control of access to
safety-related system equipment.

lDfesign
Acceptance Crteriall

IlDesignAcceptance Criteria))

13b. Criterion 5.9, Control of Access: The as-built software project is

Testswill be performed to show the operation of the keylock doors,

Keylockdoors, keylock switches, and passwords allow for administrative

housed within cabinets with key lock doom, has key lock switches, and
utilizes passwords that permit administrative control of access to safetyrelated system equipment.

keylock switches, and passwords.

control of access to safety-related system equipment.

13b. Criterion 5.9, Control of AccessaThe as-built software project is
tousedwithin cabinets with key lock doors, has key lock witches,and
utilizes passwords that permit administrative control of access to safety-

Testswill be performed to show the operation of the keylock doors,
keylock switches, and passwords.

leylock doors, keylock switches, and passwords allow for administrative
contrl of access to safety-related system equipment

Testswill be performed to show the operation of the keylock doors,
heylockswitches, and passwords.

Keylockdoors, keylock switches, and passwords allow for administrative
control of access to safety-related system equipment,

Testswill be performed to show the operation of the keylock doors,
keylock switches, and passwords.

Keylockdoors, keylock switches, and passwords allow for administrative
control of access to safety-related system equipment.

Testswill be performed to show the operation of the keylock doors,
keylock switches, and passwords.

Keylockdoors, keylockswitches, and passwords allow for administrative
control of access to safety-related system equipment.,

13b. Criterion5.9, Control of Access:The as-built software project is

Testswill be performed to show the operation of the keylock doors,

housed within cabinets with key lock doom, has key lock switches, and
utilizes passwords that permit administrative control of access to safety-

keylock switches, and passwords.

Keylockdoors, keylockswitches, and passwords allow for administrative
control of access to safety-relatedsystem equipment.

13b.Criterion 5.9,Control of Access:The as-built software project is
houoed within cabinets with key lock doors, has key lock switches, and

Testswill be performed to show the operation of the keylock doors,
heylockswitches, and passwords.

Keylockdoors, keylockswitches, and passwords allow for administrative
control of access to safety-related system equipment.

utiliaes passwords that permit administrative control of access to safetyrelated system equipment.
14a. Criterion 5.10, Repair: The software project has self-dliagnosic

Inspesfionof the software project design phase summary BRRwill be

The software project design phase summary BRRconfirm that the software

features that facilitate the timely recognition, location, replacement
repair, and adjustment of malfunctioning equipment

performedof the self-diagnostic features.
rDesign Acceptance Criterial).

projects self-diagnostic functions locate failureto the component level.
((DesignAcceptance Criteria

related system equipment.
13b. Criterion 5.9, Control of Access: The as-built software project is
housed within cabinets with key lock doors, has key lock switches, and
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ufilizes passwords that permit administrative control of access to safety-
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related system equipment.
13b. Criterion 5.9, Control of Access: The as-built software project is
housed within cabinets with key lock doom, has key lock switches, and
utilizes passwords that permit administrative control of access to safetyrelated system equipment
13b.Criterion 5,9, Control of Access:The as-built software project is
housed within cabinets with key lock doors, has key lock switches, and

a

2

0

1rE

YES

utilzes passwords that pemilt administrative control of access to safetyrelated system equipment.
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related system equipment.
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Matbretd
DesignCommitment (DC)

Inspections, Tests, Analyses (ITA)

Arceptanne Criteria (AC)

DAC-ITAACCon-ITAAC

14a. Criterion 5.10, Repair: The software proinet has self-diagnostic

Inspectionof the software project design phase summary BRRwill be

The software project design phase summary BRRconfirm that the software

features that facilitate the timely recognition, location, replacement,
repair, and adjustment of malfunctioning equipment.

performedof the self-diagnostic features.
((DesignAcceptance Criteria)).

project's self-diagnostic functions locate failure to the component level.
((Design Acceptance Criteria

14a. Criterion 5.10, Repair: The software project has self-diagnostic
features that faciiitatethe timely recognition, location, replacement,

Inspectionof the software project design phase summary BRRwill be
performedof the self-diagnostic fatures.

repair, and adjustment of malfunctioning equipment.

((DesignAcceptance Criteria)).

The software project design phase summary BRRconfirm that the software
project's self-diagnostic functions locate failure to the component level.
((DesignAcceptance Criteria

14a. Criterion 5.10, Repair: The software project has self-diagnostic

Inspectionof the software project design phase summary BRRwill be

The software project design phase summary BROconfirm that the software

features that facilitate the timely recognition,location, replacement,
repair, and adjustment of malfunctioning equipment.

performed of the self-diagnostic features.
((DesignAcceptance Criteria)).

projects self-diagnostic functions locatefailure to the component level.
((DesignAcceptance Criteria

14a. Criterion 5.10, Repair: The software project has self-diagnostic
features that facilitate the timely recognition, location, replacement,

Inspectionof the software project design phase summary BRBwill be
performedof the self-diagnostic features.

The software project design phase summary BRRconfirm that the software
project's self-diagnosticfunctions locate failure to the component level.

repair, and adjustment of malfunctioning equipment.

((DesignAcceptance Criteria)).

((DesignAcceptance Criteria

14a. Criterion 5.10, Repair: The software project has self-diagnosyc
features that facilitate the timely recognition,location, replacement,
repair, and adjustment of malfunctioning equipment,

Inspectionof the software project design phase summary BRRwill be
performed of the self-diagnostic features.
((DesignAcceptance Criteria)).

The software project design phase summary BRRconfirm that the software
project's self-diagnostic functions locate failure to the component level.
(Design Acceptance Criteria

14a. Criterion 5.10, Repair: The software project has self-diagnostic
7fatures that facilitatethe timelyrecognition,location, replacement,

Inspectionof the software project design phase summary BRRwill be
erformed ofte self-iagnostic features,

The software project design phase summary BRRconfirm that the software
projects seif-diagnostinfunctions locate failure toothhee
peoel.
component
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14b. Criterion 5.10,Repair: The as-buil software project has self-

Testsof the as-builtsoftware projects will be performed of the self-

Self-diagnosticfunctions locate failure to the component level by
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diagnostic features that facilitate the timely recognition, location,
replacement, repair, and adjustment of malfunctioning equipment

diagnosticfeatures.

facilitating the timely recognition, location, replacement, repair, or
adjustment of malfunctioning equipment.

14b. Criterion 5.10. Repair: The as-built software project has self-

Testsof the as-builtsoftware projects will be performed of the self-

Self-diagnosticfunctions locate failure to the component level by
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diagnostic features that facilitate the timely recognition, location,
replacement, repair, and adjustment of malfunctioning equipment.

diagnosticfeatures,.

facilitating the timely recognition, location, replacement, repair, or
adjustment of malfunctioning equipment.

14b. Criterion 5.10, Repair: The as-bult software project has self-

Tests of the as-builtsoftware projects wil be performed of the self-

Self-diagnosticfunctions locate failure to the component level by
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diagnostic features that facilitate the timelyrecognitlon, location,
replacement, repair, and adjustment of malfunctioning equlpment,

diagnosticfeatures.

facilitating the timely recognition, location, replacement, repair, or
adjustment of malfunctioning equipment.

14b. Criterion 5.10, Repair: The as-built software project has self-

Testsof the as-builtsoftware projects will be performed of the self-

Self-diagnosticfunctions locate failure to the component level by
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diagnostic features that facilitate the timely recognition, location,
replacement repair, and adjustment of malfunctioning equipment

diagnosticfeatures.

facilitating the timely recognition, location, replacement, repair, or
adjustment of malfunctioning equipment.

14h. Criterion 5.10, Repair: The as-built software project has self-

Tests of the as-built softwareproject, will be performed of the self-

Self-diagnosticfunctions locate failure to the component level by
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diagnostic features that facilitate the timely recognition, location,
replacement, repair, and adjustment of malfunctioning equipment

diagnosticfeatures.

facilitating the timely recognition, location, replacement, repair, or
adjustment of malfunctioning equipment.

14b. Criterion 5.10, Repair: The as-built software project has self-

Tests of the as-builtsoftware projects will be performed of the self-

Self-diagnosticfunctions locate failure to the component level by
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diagnostic features that facilitate the timely recognition, location,
replacement, repair, and adjustment of malfunctioning equipment.

diagnosticfeatures.

facilitating the timely recognition, location, replacement, repair, or
adjustment of malfunctioning equipment.

14b. Criterion 5.10, Repair: The as-builtsoftware project has self-

Tests of the as-builtsoftware projects will be performed of the self.

Self-diagnosticfunctions locate failure to the component level by
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diagnostic features that facilitate the timely recognition, location,
replacement, repair, and adjustment of malfunctioning equipment

diagnostic features.

facilitating the timely recognition, location, replacement, repair, or
adjustment of malfunctioning equipment.

iSa. Criterion 5.11, Identification:The redundant portions of the software Inspection ofthe software project design phase summary BRR
will be

The software project design phase summary BRRconfirm that the sftiware
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project are distinctly identified.

performed to ensure that the software project's divisionsare distinctly

project's divisions are distinctly identified.

identified.

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

((Design Acceptance Criterla}}
inspectlon ofthesoftareprojectdesign phasesummaryoyRRwillbe

The sftware project design phase summary BRRconfirm that the software

frepair, and

adjustment of malfunctioning equipment.

15a. Criterion 5.11, ldentification:Theredundant portions ofthesoftware
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project are distinctly identified.
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((DesignAcceptance Criteria)).
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performed to ensure that the software project sdiultions are distinctly
identified.
i(DesignAcceptance Criteria)I
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((DesignAcceptance Criteria
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project's divisions are distinctly identified.
((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

1Sa. Criterion t.11. Identification:The redundant portions of the software Inspection of the softwareproject design phate summary BRRwill be

The software projectdesign phase summary BRRconfirm that the software

project are distinctly identified.

project's dfisions are distinctly identified.
((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

performedto ensure that the software project's divisionsare distinctly
identified.
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project are distinctly identified.

2.2.15-2

))DerignAcceptance Criteria))
15a. Criterion 5.11. Identification: The redundant portions of the software Inspection ofthe softwareproject design phase summaryBRR wlilbe
project are distinctly Identified.
performed to ensure that the software project's divisionsare distinctly

performed to ensure that the software projects divisionsare distinctly
identified.

identified.
((DesignAcceptance Criteria))
15a. Criterion 5.11, Identification: The redundant portions of the software Inspection of the software project design phase summary fRR will be
618

2.215.15a-6

02.02.15-O2:15ati:ti:0if:BB:D:IC:C63

2.2.15-2

project are distinctly Identified.

performed to ensure that the software project's divisionsare distinctly
identified.

((DesignAcceptance Criteria})
15a. Criterion 5.11, Identification: The redundant portions of the software Inspection ofthe software project design phase summar BRRwill be
figs

2.2i5.i5a-7

ti2.ti2.i5-02:lSaII:Il:t2:I:D:IC:Cf

2.2.15-2

project are distinctly identified.

performed to ensure that the software project's divisionsare distinctly
identified.

Acceptance Criteria (AC)

DAC-ITAACCon-ITAAC

Mattloed
Table

Thesoftware project design phase summary BRR
confirm that the software
project's divisionsare distinctly identified.
((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

1

0

YES

O

1

YES

0

1

YES

Thesoftware project design phase summary gRRconfirm that the software
project's divisionsare distinctly identified.
((DesignAcceptance Criteria))
The softwareprojectdeslgnphasesummaryglRRfconfirm thatthesoftware
project's divisionsare distinctly identified.
((DesignAcceptance Criteria))
Thesoftware project design phase summary Bfi confirm that the software
project's divisionsare distinctly identified.
((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

[(Design Acceptance Criteria))
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2.215.15b-i

02.02.15-02:1sbBB:IBB:B1:BB:CJIC:C63

2.2.15-2
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2.215.15b-2

02.D2.15-O2:15bgfi:gBB:02:BS:C:IC:Ci3
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2.215.15b-3

02.02.15-02:h15bfig:BIfi:Oi3:BB:C:IC:C63

2.2.15-2

693

2215.15b-4

0202.15-02:5bBB:BBB:4:BB:C:IC:C63

2.2.15-2

15b.Crierion 5.11. Identification: The redundant portions of the as-built
software project are distinctly identified
15.bCriterion 5.11, Identification: The redundant portions of the as-built
sofiware project are distinctiy identified.

Inspection will be performed to confirm that the redundant portions of the he redundant portions of the as-buait software project is distinctly
as-built software project is distinctly identified,
identified.
Inspection will be performed to confirm that the redundant portions of the Theredundant portions of the as-buit software project is distinctly
as-bulit sftware project is distinctly identified,
identified.

15b.Criterion 511, Identification: The redundant portions of the as-built
softwareproect are distinctiy identified.

Inspection will be performed to confirm that the redundant portions of the The redundant portions of the as-built software project is distinctly
as-built software project is distinctly identified,
identified.

1.

Inspection will be performed to confirm that the redundant portions of the The redundant portions of the as-built software project isdistinctly
identified.
as-built software project is distinctly identified,

ii

. Identification: The redundant portions of the as-buit

software project are distinctly identified.
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2215.15b

02.02.15-02:15bBB:B:6:BB:CCC63

2.2.15-2

software project are distinctly identified.
15.Crierion 5,
identificaion: The redundant portions of the as-built

Inspection will be performed to confirm that the redundant portions of the The redundant portions of the as-built software project is distinctly
as-built software project is distinctly identified,
identified.
inspection will be performed to confirm that the redundant portions of the The redundant poons of the as-built software project is distinctly

696

2.215.15b-7

D2.02.15-02:1i5hB:fBB:OtiT
B:C:IC:C63

2.2.15-2

software project are
ti y
tifed,
i5o. Criterion 5.11, Identification: The redundant portions of the as-built
software project are distinctly Identified.
Ifa. Criteion 5.12,Audilary Features: Other auxiliary features cannot
degrade the software project's performance below an acceptable level.

distinctly identified.
Inspection will be performed to nfirm that the redundant portions of the
as-built software project Is distinctly identified.
Inspection of the software project design phase summary BRI will be
performedto confirm that the Criterion 5.1 FMEAverifies that the design

identified.
The redundan portions fthe as-buil software project is distinctly
Identified.
The software project design phase summary BRRshow that the design of
other auxiliary features of the software project donot have failuremodes

697

2.215.16a-

O2.02.15-02:fa fig:fiBg:Ol:i:D:lC:C63

2.2.15-2

of other auxiliary features of the softwareproject do not have failure
an
modes that can degrade the software project's performance below
acceptable level.
((Design
Acceptance Criteria))

that can degrade the software project's performance below an acceptable
level.

16a. Criterion 5.12.AuxiiliaryFeatures: Other auxiliary features cannot

Inspection of the software project design phase summary iRR will be

degrade the software project's performance below an acceptable level,

performedto confirm that the Criterion 5.1 FMEAverifiesthat the design
of other auxiliary features of the software project do not have failure
modes that can degrade the software project's performance below an

The software project design phase summary BRRshow that the design of
other auxiliary features of the software project do not have failure modes
that can degrade the software project's performance below an acceptable
level.

acceptable level.

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))
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2.2 15.16a-2

02.02.15-02:16aBti:BBB:O2:BB:D:IC:C63

2.2.15-2

1

S

0

1

YES

0

2

YES

1

0

YES

1

0

arc

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

({DesignAcceptance Criterias)
16a. Criterion 5.12,AuxiliaryFeatures: other auxiliary features cannot
degrade the software project's performance below an acceptable level.
699

2.215.16a-3

O2.02.1502 :tiaB B:fB:O3:nB:D:IC:C63

2.2.15-2

i6a. Criterion 5.12,AuxiliaryFeatures: Other auxiliary features cannot
degrade the software project's performance below an acceptable level.
700

701

2.215.16a-4

2.215.16a-5

O2.02.15-02:l6afia:fiDB;4:BB:D:IC:Cti3

02.02.15-"2:ifialti:BfiB:O5:gB:D:IC:C63

Inspection of the software project design phase summary BRRwill be
performed to confirm that the Criterion5.1 FMEAverifies that the design

The software project design phase summary BRRshow that the design of
other auxiliary features of the software project do not have failure modes

of other auxiliary features of the software project do not have failure
modes that can degrade the software project's performance below an

thatcandegrade thesoftfware project'sperformancebelow anacceptable
level.

acceptable level.

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

((Design Acceptance Criteria))
Inspection of the software project design phase summary 6RR
winlbe

The software project design phase summary BRRshow that the design of

performedto confirm that the Criterion5.1 FMEAverifies that the design

other auxiliary features of the software project do not have failuremodes

of other auxiliary features of the software project do not have failure

that can degrade the software project's performance below an acceptable

modes that can degrade the software project's performance below an
acceptable level.

level.
((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

ItS. Criterion 5.12,AuxiliaryFeatures: Other auxiliary features cannot

((Design Acceptance Criteria))
Inspection of the software project design phase summary fiRRwill be

The software project design phase summary BRRshow that the design of

degrade the software project's performance below an acceptable level.

performed to confirm that the Criterion5.1 FMEAverifies that the design

other auxiliary features of the software project do not have failure modes

of other auxiliary features of the software project do not have failure

that can degrade the software project's performance below an acceptable

modes that can degrade the software project's performance below an
acceptable level.
{{DesignAcceptance Criteria))

level.
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2.215.16a-6

GEH
Nbr

02.02.15-02:16aBB:BBB:O6:BB:D:IC:C63

ITAAC
Table Nbr

Inspection of the software project design phase summary BRRwill be

The software project design phase summary BRRshow that the design of

degrade the software project's performance below an acceptable level.

performed to confirm that the Criterion 5.1 FMEAverifiesthat the design

other auoiliary features of the software project do not have failure modes

of other auxiliary features of the software project do not have failure
an
modes that can degrade the software project's performance below

that can degrade the software project's performance belowwanacceptable
level

acceptable level.

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

2.2.15-2

16a. Criterion 5.12,AuxiliaryFeatures: Other auxiliary features cannot
dnerade the software project's performance below an acceptable level.
703

2.215.16a-7

02.02,15-02:16aBB:BBB:0T:88:D:IC:CS3

Acceptance Criteria (AC)

itspections, Tests, Analyses (ITA)

Design Commitment (DQ)
16t. Criterion 5.12,AuxiliaryFeatures: Other auxiliary features cannot

2.2.15-2

'(DesignAcceptance Criteria))
Inspection of the software project design phase summary aRRwill be
performed to confirm that the Criterion 5.1 FMEAverifiesthat the design

The software project design phase summary BRRshow that the design of
other auxiliary features of the software project do not have failure modes

of other auxiliary features of the software project do not have failure
modes that can degrade the software project's performance below an

that can degrade the software project's performance below an acceptable
level.

acceptable level

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

DAC-ITAACCon-ITAAC

Matrlsed
MTable

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

704

705

2.215.16b-1

2.215.16b-2

02.02.15-02:fbBB:BefiB:01:BB:C:IC:C63

02.02.15-02:16bBB:BBB:02:BB:C:IC:C6g

2.2.15-2

2.2.15-2

706

2.255.tfib-3

D2.02.5D2:IhbBB:iBDa:03:gg:C:IC:Ch3

2.2.15-2

707

2.215.16b-4

02.02.15.02:16bBB:fBB:e4:BB:C:IC:C63

2.2.15-2

708

2.215.16b-5

02.02.15-02:16bhf:egftB:DS:gB:C:IC:C63

2.2.15-2

709

2.215.16b-6

02.02.15-02:16bfiB:BBB:O6:BB:C:IC:C63

2.2.15-2

710

2.215.16b-7

02.D2.15-02:16bBB:BBB:07:fifi:C:IC:C63

2.2.15-2

711

2.215.17a1-t

02.02.15-2:17alf:BBBll 1:BB:D:IC:C63

2.2.15-2

712

713

2.2t5.t7at-2

2.215.17al-3

02.02.t,02:t7ale:BeeO02:ee:D:IC:CA3
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2.2.15-2

2.2.15-2

16b.Criterion 5.12, AuxiliaryFeatures: Other auxiliary features cannot

Tests will be performed to show that the as-built software project confirm The as-built software project performance confirns the results of the

degrade the as-builtsoftware projects performance below an acceptable
level.

the results of the FMEAthat other auxiliary features of the software
project do not result In degradation below an acceptable level.

16b. Criterion 5.12,AuxiliaryFeatures: Other uolliary features cannot

Tests will be performed to show that the as-built software project confirm The as-bullt software project performance confirms the results of the

degrade the as-builtsoftware project's performance below an acceptable
level,

the results of the FMEAthat other auniliary features of the software
project do not result in degradation below an acceptable level,

16b. Criterion 5.12, AuxiliaryFeatures: Other auxiliary features cannot

Tests will he performed to show that the as-built software project confirm The as-built software project performance confirms the resus of the

degrade the as-buift software project's performance below an acceptable
level,

the results of the FMEAthat other auxiliary features of the software
project do not result indegradation below an acceptable level,

16b. Criterion 5.12,AuxiliaryFeatures: Other auxiliary features cannot

Tests will be performed to show that the as-builtsoftware project confirm The as-built software project performance confirms the results of the

degradethe as-built software project's performance below an acceptable
leel.

the results of the FMEAthat other auxiliary features of the software
project do not result Indegradation below an acceptable level,

16b. Criterion 5.12,AuxiliaryFeatures: Other auxiliary fnatures cannot

Tests will be performed to show that the as-builtsoftware project confirm The asbuilt software project performranceconfirms the results of the

degradethe as-built software project's performance below an acceptable
level.

the results of the FMEAthat other auxiliary features of the software
project do not result Indegradation below an acceptable level,

l6b. Criterion 5.12,AuxdllaryFeatures: Other auxllary features cannot

Tests will be performed to show that the as-builtsoftware project confirm The as-built software project performance confirms the results of the

degradethe as-built software project's performance below an acceptable
level.

the results of the FMEAthat other auxillary features of the software
project do not resut indegradation below an acceptable level.

l6b. Criterion .12, AuxiliaryFeatures:Otherauxiliaryfeatures cannot

Tests will be performed to show that the as-builtsoftware project conflrm The as-built software project performance confirms the results of the

degradethe es-builtsoftware project's performance below an acceptable
level.

the results of the FMEAthat other auxiliaryfeatures of the software
project do not result Indegradation below an acceptable level,

FMEA
that other
auxiliary
features level.
of the software project do not result in
an acceptable
degradation
below

17al. Criteria 6.1 and 7.1, Automatic Control: The software project
providesthe means to automatically initiate and control the required

Inspection of the software project's designphase summary BRRwil be
performed to venfy that the design has the capability to automatically

The software project design phase summary BRRshow that the design has
the capability to automatically initiate and control the required safety-

safety-relatedfunctions.

initiate and control the required safety-related functions.

related functions.

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

17al. Criteria 6.1 and 7.1, Automatic Control: The software project
provides the means to automatically initiate and control the required

inspection of the software project's designphase summary BFIR
will be
performed to verify that the design has the capability to automatically

The software project design phase summary iRRshow that the design has
the capability to automatically initiate and control the required safety-

cafety-relatedfunctions.

initiate and control the required safety-related functions.

related functions.

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

17al. Criteria 6.1 and 7.1, Automatic Control: The software project

Inspection of the software project's design phase summary BRRwill be

The software project design phase summary BRRshow that the design has

providesthe means to automatically initiate and control the required
safety-relatedfunctions,

performed to verify that the design has the capability to automatically
initiate and control the required safety-related fonctions.

the capability to automatically initiate and control the required safetyrelated functions.

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

Inspection of the software project's design phase summary BRRwill be
performed to verify that the design has the capability to automatically

The software project design phase summary BRRshow that the design has

providesthe means to automatically initiate and control the required
safety-relatedfunctions.

initiate and control the required safety-related functions.

related functions.

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

[(DesignAcceptance Criteria))

17a,. Criterae6.1 and 7.5, Automatic Control: The software project

Inspection of the software project's design phase summary BRRwill be

The software project design phase summary BRRshow that the design has

providesthe means to automatically initiate and control the required
cafety-relatedfunctions.

performed to verify that the design has the capability to automatically
Initiate and control the required safety-related functions.

the capability to automatically initiate and control the required safetyrelated functons.

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

17al. Criteria 6.1 and 7.1, Automatic Control: The software project
714

715

2.215.17al-4

2.215.17a1-5

02.02.t1"O2:17a B:aaaf04:BBg:D:IC:C63

02.02.15-02:17atfB:BBBes5:BB:D:IC:C63

2.2.15-2

2.2.15-2
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FMEAthat other auxiliary features of the software project do not result in
degradation below an acceptable level.

YES

FMEAthat other auxiliary features of the software project do not result in
degradation below an acceptable level.

FMEAthat other auxiliary features of the software project do not result in
degradation below an acceptable level.

FMEAthat other auxiliaryfeatures of the software project do not result in
degradation below an acceptable level.

FMEAthat other auxiliaryfeatures of the software project do not result in
degradation below an acceptable level.

FMEA
that other auxiliaryfeatures of the software project do not result in
degradation below an acceptable level.

YES

0

1

0

YES

1

0

YES

1

0

YES

S

0

YES

1

0

YES

the capability to automatically initiate and control the required safety-
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2.215.17al-6

2.215.17al-7

02.02.15-02:17at1:BBB:O6:BB:D;IC:C63

02.02.15-02:17at6:BBB.07:BB:D:iC:C63

ITAAC

2.2.15-2

2.2.15-2

7at. Criteria 6.1 and 7.1, Automatic Control:1he software project
providesshemeans Snautomatically initiate and control the required

Inspection of the softare project's design phase summary BRRwill be
performed tcverify that the design has the capability to automatically

The software project design phase summar BRRshow that the design has
the capability to automatically initiate and control the required safety-

safety-relatedfundions,

initiate and control the nequiredsafety-related functions,

related fanctions.

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

7al. Crteria 6.1 and 7.1, Automatic Control: The software project
providesthe means to automatically initiate and control the required

Inspection ofthe software project's design phase summary BRRwill be
performed to verify that the design has the capability to automatically

The software project design phase summary BRRshow that the design has
the capability Snautomatically initiate and control the required safety-

safety-relatedfunctions,

initiate and control the required safety-related functions.

related functions.

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

17a2. Critenia6.1 and 7.1, Automatic Control: The software project's
designbases show that in normal operation of the end-to-end sense,

718

2.215.17a2-1

02.o2.15-02:17a2B:BBBDfl:BB:D:IC:C63

command,and execute plant process control loops (includingthe
associatedDCI omponents involved with determinant data processing

Inspection of the software project's design phase summary BRRwiil be
The software project's design phase summary yRR
shows that the design
performed to verify that the design bases show that in normal operation of bases show that in normal operation of the end-to-end sense, command,
the end-to-end sense, command, and execute plant process control loops and execute plant process control loops (including the associated DCIS
(includingthe associated DCIScomponents involved with determinant data components involvedwith determinant data processing and

andcommunications) the followingfeatures are not used;
* Nnodetermiistic data communications;

processing and communications) the foelowingfeatures are not used;
* Non-deterministic data communications;

Ncn-determlnistin
c nomputation;

2.2.15-2

Non-deterministic computation;

*

Nen-deterministic computation;

* Interrupts;

*

Interrupts;

*

Interrupts;

* Multi-tasking;

*

Multi-tasking;

, Multi-tasking;

Dynamic scheduling;and

, Dynamicscheduling; and

* Event-driven actions.

*

Event-driven actions.

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))
t7a2. Criteria 6.1 and 7.1, Automatic Control: The software project's
designbases show that in normal operation of the end-to-end sense.
command.and execute plant process control loops (includingthe
associatedDCIScomponents involved with determinant data processing
andcommunicationsc the followingfeatures are not used;
02.O0.15-02:17a2B:BBBtl2:BB:D:IC:C63

2.2.15-2

*

Non-deterministic data communications;

Pen-deterministiccomputation;

Nan-eterministic compatation;

iintermpts;

Ilnterrupts;

Multi-tesking:

*

Dynamlcscheduling; and

*

Dynamicscheduling; and

* Event-driven acti:ns.

*

Event-driven actions.

*

Event-drivenactions.

designbases show that in normal operation of the end-to-end sense,
command,
and ecantat planSyroetescontrol loops (including the
associatedDCIScomponents involved with determinant data processing
andcommunications) the following features are not used;
SNen-determiniaticdata communications;
2.2.15-2

*

Non-determlnistic companation;

* Interrupts;
* Multi-tasking;
* Dynamic scheduling;and:
* Event-driven actions.

2.215.17a2.4

02.02.11-D2.t7a2B.BB3fl4.DD.D.IC.CA3

2.2.15-2

The software project's design phase summary BRRshows that the design
performed to verify that the design bases show that in normal operation o basesshow that innormal operation of the end-to-end sense, command,
the end-se-end sense, command, and execute plant process control loops and execute plant process control loops (including the associated DCIS
(includingthe associated DCIScomponents inv•lved with deterninant data componentsInvolved with determinant data processing and
processing and communications) the following feature, are not used;
communications) the followingfeatures are not used;
*

Non-deterministlc data communications;

*

Non-deterministic data communications;

*

Non-deterministic computation;

*

Non-determinictic computation;

*

Interrupts;
Multi-tasking;

*
*

Interrupts;
Multi-taskIng;

*

Dynamicscheduling; and

*

Dynamicscheduling; and

*

Event-driven actions.

*

Event-drivenactions.

((DesignAcceptance Criterian)

L7a2. Criteria 6.1 and 7.1, Automatic Control: The softmare project's
designbases showthat in normal operation of the end-o-end sense,

Inspection of the software project's design phase summary BRRwill be
The software project's design phase summary BRRshows that the design
performed to verifythat the design bases show that in normal operation o basesshow that innormal operation of the end-te-end sense, command,

command,and execute plant process control loops (includingthe

the end-to-end sense, command, and execute plant process control loops

associatedDCIScomponents Involved with determinant data processing
andcommunications) the followingfeatures are not used;

(includingthe associated DCIScomponents in•olved with determinant data componentsinvolved with determinant data processing and
processing and communications) the following features are not used;
communlcations) the followingfeatures are not used;

* Non-dt ermlnistic data communlcations:
Nen-denerministiccomputation;

*

i
Interrupts;
Multi-tasking;

*
*
*

* Dynamicscheduling; and;

*

Non-deterministic data communications;
Non-deterministic computation;

Interrupts;
Multi-tasking;

*

I
lnterrupts;
Muti-tasking;

Event-driven actions.
((DesignAcceptance Cnteria))
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and execute plant process control loops (includingthe associated DCIS

Nen-deterministic data communications;;
Non-deterministic computation;

Dynamicscheduling; and

* Event-driven actions.
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Inspection of the software project's design phase summary BRRwill be

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

721

computation;

iInterrupts;
*

* Dynamic scheduling;and;

17a2.Criteria 6.1 and 7,1, Automatic Control: The software project's

02.02.15-02:17a28:13B:03:1B1D:IC:C63

Non-deterministic data communications;
, Non-determinist
N

Multi-tasking;

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

2.215.t7a2-3

Event-drivenactions.

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

The software project's design phase summary BRRshows that the design
performed to verify that the design bases show thatin normal operation of bses show that in normal operation of the end-to-end sense, command,
the end-St-end sense, command, and execute plant process control loops and execute plant process control loops (Includingthe associated DCIS
(includingthe associated DCIScomponents involved with determinant date componentsInvolved with determinant data processing and
processing and communications) the followingfeatures are not used;
communications) the followingfeatures are not used;

* Multi-tasking;

720

*

Inspection of the software project's design phase summary gRmwill be

* Nen-deterministic data communications;
2.215.17a2-2

communications)the followingfeatures ace not used;
* Non-deterministic data communications;

*

. Dynamic scheduling;and:
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, Dynamicscheduling; and
*

Event-drivenactions.

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))
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22.15-2

2.2.15-2

DesignCommitment {DC)
br

br

Inspections, Tests, Analyses(ITA)

design bases show that in normal operation of the end-to-end sense,
command, and execute plant process control loops(inciudingthe

performedto verifythat the design bases show that In normal operation of bases show that innormal operation of the end-to-end sense, command,
the end-to-end sense, command, and execute plant process control loops and execute plant process control loops (includingthe associated DCIS

associated DCIScomponents involved with determinant data processing

(includingthe associated DCIScomponents involved with determinant data components invoiced with determinant data processing and

and communications) the following features are not used;

processingand communications) the following features are not used;

Non-deterministic data communications;
Non-deterministic computation;

*

Non-deterministic data communications:
Non-deterministic computation;

I
lnterrupts;
Multi-tasking;

interrupts;
Multi-tasking;

1

0

YES

1

0

YES

1

0

YES

The as-built software project provides the means to automatically initiate
and control the required safety-related functions.

0

1

YES

171,. Criteria 6.1 and 7.1, AutomaticControl: The as-built software project Tests will be performed using simulated signalsand actuators, to
providesthe means to automatically initiate and control the required
demonstrate automatic initiation and control for the required safetyn
Ifety-related
functions.
related functions.

The as-built software project provides the means to automatlcallyinitiate
and control the required safety-related functions.

0

t

YES

17bl. Criteria h.land 7.1. Automatic Control: The as-built software project Tests will be performed using simulated sigals and actuators. to
providesthe means to automatically initiate and control the required
demonstrate automatic Initiation and control for the required safety-

The as-built software project provides the means to automaticallyinitiate
and control the required safety-related functions.

0

1

YES

and control the required safety-related functions.

D

1

YES

S7bl. Criteria P.1and 7.1, Automatic Control: The as-built software project Tests will be performed using simulated signalsand actuators, to
providesthe means to automatically initiate and control the required
demonstrate automatic initiation and control for the required safetysafety-related
functions,
related functions.

The as-built software project provides the means to automatically Initiate
andcontrol the required safety-related functions.

a

I

YES

17h1. Criteria 6.1 and 7.1, Automatic Control: The as-built software project Tests will be performed using simulated signalsand actuators, to
provldesthe meant to automatically Initiate and control the required
dewonstrate automatic initiation and control for the required safety-

The as-built software project provides the means to automatically initiate
and control the required safety-related functions.

0

5

YES

The as-built software project provides the means to automatically initiate
and control the required safety-related functions.

0

* Interrupts;
* Multi-tasking;

*

* Dynamicscheduling; and;

, Dynamicscheduling; and

* Event-driven actions.

*

2.2.15-2

2.215.17b1-1

02.02.1S-02:17b1B:BBB:01:tB:C:IC:C63

2.2.15-2

17a2. Criteria6.1 and 7.1, Automatic Control: The software project's

Inspectionof the software projects design phase summary RR wol
lbe

The software project's design phase summary ORRshows that the design

designbases show that in normal operation of the end-to-end sense,
command, and execute plant process control loops (including the
associated DCIScomponents involved withdeterminant data processing
and communications) the following features are not used;

performed to verifythat the design bases show that innormal operation of
the end-to-end sense, command, and execute plant process control loops
(includingthe associated DC15
components Involvedwith determinant data
processing
and communications) the following features are not used;

bass show that in normal operation of the end-to-end sense, command,
and execute plant process control loops (includingthe associated DCIS
components involved with determinant data processing and
communications) the following features are not used;

* Nun-deterministic data communications;
Non-deterministic computation;

*

Non-doeterministicdata communications;
Non-deterministic computation;

*

IInterrupts;

*

* Multi-tasking;

* Multi-tasking;

*

Multi-tasking;

* Dynamicscheduling; and;
* Event-drivenactions.

*

Dynamicscheduling;and
Event-drivenactions.
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2.2.15-2

2.2.15-2

*

Non-deterministic data communications;
Non-deterministic computation;
Interrupts;

e Dynamic scheduling;and
*

Event-driven actions.

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

Inspection of the software projects design phase summary BRRwill be

design bases show that innormal operation of the end-to-end sense,

The software projects design phase summary aRRshows that the design
performed to verifythat the design bases show that In normal operation of bases show that in normal operation of the end-to-end sense, command,

command, and execute plant process control loops (includingthe
associated DCI5components icolved with determinant data processing
and communications) the following features are not used;
No-deterministic data communications;

the end-to-end sense, command, and execute plant process control loops and enecute plant process control loops (including the associated DCIS
(incliding the associated DCIScomponents Involved with determinant data components involved with determinant data processing and
processing and communications) the followingfeatures are not used;
communications) the following features are not used;
* Non-doetermlnistic
data communications;
* Non-deterministic data communications;

Non-deterministic computation;

*

Non-deterministic computation;

Iinterrupts;

*

interrupts;

* Multi-tasking;

*

Multi-tasking;

* Dynamicscheduling; and;
* Event-drivenactions.

*

Dynamicscheduling;and
Event-drivenactions.

t71bl.Criteria 6.1 and 7.1, AutomaticControl: The as-built software project Tests will be performed using simulated signalsand actuators, to
providesthe meansto automatically initiate and control the required
demonstrate automatic Initiation and control for the required safetysafety-related functions,

726

Event-dricen actions.
((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

725

Dynamicscheduling; and

Event-drivens
actions.

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

17a2. Criteria 6.1 and 7.1, Automatic Control: The software project's

02.02.15-02:17a2B:BBB.07:BB:D:IC:Ct3

Mtie
Maled

communications) the followingfeatures are not used;

Non-deterministic data communications;
Non-deterministic computation;

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

2.215.17a2-7

DAC-TAAC ConTAC

shows that the design
The software project's design phase summary PRR

Inspectionof the software project's design phase summary BRRwill be

* Interrupts;

724

Acceptance Criteria JAC)

TbleNbrTable

127a2.Criteria6.1 and 7.1, Automatic Control: The software project's

*

Non-detenminlstic computation;
Interrupts;

*

Multi-tasking;
Dynamicscheduling; and
Event-dr van actions.

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

related functions.

safety-related
functions.

728

2.215.171,-4

02.D2.15-02:17bIB:BRB:04:BB:C:IC:C63

2.2.15-2

related functions.
t7bl.Criteria 6.1 and 7.1, Automatic Control: The as-built software project Tests will be performed using simulated signalsand actuators, to
providesthe means to automatically initiate and control the required
demonstrate automatic initiation and control for the required safetynafety-relatedfunctions.

729

730

731
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2.2.15-2

2.2.15-2

2.2.15-2

related functions.

naty-related functions,
related functions.
t7bl. Criteria 6.1 and 7.1, Automatic Control: The as-built software project Tests will be performed using simulated signalsand actuators, to
providesthe means toautomatically initiate and control the required
demonstrate automatic initiation and control for the required safetysfety-relatedfunctions,
related functions.
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Nbr
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Table Nbr

Design Commitment (DC)
17b2. Criteria6.1 and 7.1, Automatic Control: The as-built software

Inspections, Tests, Analyses (ITA)
Inspection of the as-built software project willverify that In normal plant

Acceptance Criteria (AC)

DAC-ITAACCon-ITAAC

Matrised
Matr"e
Table

The es-builtsoftware project, innormal plant process control loops

projec.s noma
petionend-toend sense, cmmand, and execute plant process control loops(includingthe associated DCIScomponentsinvolved (includingthe associated DCIScomponents involved with determinant data
process control ioopt (includingthe associated DCIScomponents involved with determinant data processing and communicabons) the following
processing and
with deterninant data processing and communications) do not use the
features are not used;
communications), does not use the following features;
following features;
Non-deterministic data communications;
N
- Non-deterministic data communicatlons;
732

2.215.17b2-1

02.02.15-02:17b2B:BBB:01:BB:C:IC:C63

2.2.15-2

:
Non-determininticdata communications;
* Non-deterministic computotion;
o
* Interrupts;
* Multi-tasking;
* Dynamicscheduling; and

Non-deterministic computatio:
Interrupts;

*

Non-deterministic computation;

*

Interrupts;

Multitasking;
Dynamicshdeduiing;
and

*

*

Multi-tasking;
Dynamic scheduling;and

*

Event-drivenactions:
.

*

YES

0

Evens-driven action

* Event-drivenactions
1762. Criteria6.1 and 7.1, Automatic Control: The as-built software
Inspection of the as-built sofrware project willverify that in normal plant
The as-built software project, innormal plant process control loops
project's normal operation end-tv-end sense, command, and execute plant process control loops (includingthe associated DCIScomponents involved (includingthe associated DCIScomponents involved with determinant data
process control loops (includingthe associated DOCIS
components invoived with deterninant data processing and communications) the following
processing and

733
2.21.17b2-2

02.02.15-02:17b2B:gBB:O2:BB:C:LC:C63

2.2.15-2

with determinant data processing and communications) do not use the
following featuret;
R Non-deterministic data communications;
n
milstc computation;
puao;Itert;Itrut;
* Non-deterministic

features am not used;
* Non-deterministic data communications;
* Non-deterministic computation;
* Interrupts;

IInterrupts;
* Multi-tasking;

Multi-tasking;
Dynamicscheduling;and

*

*

*

Multi-tasking;
Dynamic scheduling;and

* Dynamicscheduling; and

*

Event-drivenactions.

*

Event-driven action

*

communications), does not use the following features;
* Non-deterministic data communications;
a Non-deterministic computation;
lnterrapts;

YES

* Event-drivenactions
17b2.Criteria 6.1 and 7.1, Automatic Controh The as-built software

734

2.215.17b2-3

02.02.1502:17b2B:BBB:3:BB:C:IC:C63

2.2.15-2

Inspection of the asbuiit software project will verifythat In normal plant
projects normal operation end-sn-end sense. command, and execute plant process control loops(includingthe associated DCIScomponents invouved
process controf loops (includingthe associated DCIScomponents involved with determinant data processing and communications) the following
with determinant data processing and communications) do not use the
features are not used;

The as-built software project, in normal plant process control loops

following features;

* Nov-deterministic data communications;

*

Non-deterministic data communications;
* Non-deterministic computation;

* Non-deterministiccomputation;

I
Interrupts;
* Multi-tasking;

*
*

Multi-tesking;
Dynamicscheduling;and

* Dynamicscheduling; and

*

Event-drivenactions.
o

IInterrupts;

(includingthe associated DCIScomponents involved with determinant data
processing and
communications), does not use the followingfeatures;
Nordet erminittis data communications;
Non-determiistic romputation;
*

*

1

YES

Interrupts;
Multi-tasking;
Dynamic scheduling;and
Event-driven action

* Event-drivenactions
17b2. Criteria 6.1 and 7.1, Automatic Control: The as-built software

Inspection ofthe as-builtsoftware project will verifythat in normal plant
The as-built software project, in normal plant process control loops
projecsnormaloperation end-ts-end sense, command, and execute plant processcontrolloops (including the associated DCIScomponents Involved (Includingthe associated DCIScomponents involved with determinant data
processcontrofltoops (includingthe associated DCIScomponents involved with determinant data processing and communications) the following
processing and
with determinant data processing and communicatons) do not use the
features are not used;
communications),does not use the following features;
following features;
735

2.215.17b2-4
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2.2.15-2

Non-deterministic data communications;

Non-deterministic data communications;

*

IInterrupts;

* interrupts;
* Multi-tasking;

*

* Dynamicscheduling; and

*

Non-deterministic data communications;

Non-deterministic computation;

*

* Non-deterministic computation;
*

Multi-tasking;
Dynamicscheduling;and
Event-drivenactions.

Nun-deterministic
computation;
*

*

Multi-tasking;
Dynamic scheduling;and

*

Event-driven action

*

YES

Interrupts;

* Euent-dnivenactions
1762. Cdteda 6.1 and 7.1, Automatic Control: The as-built software
Inspection of the as-builtsoftware project will verifythat In normal plant
The asbuilt software project, in normal plant process control loops
projectsnorma
ation end-tn-end sense, command,and execute plant processcontrol loops(includingthe associated DCIScamponents involved (includingthe associated DCIScomponents involved with determinant data
presets controf loops (includingthe associated DCIScomponents involved with determinant data processing and communications) the following
processing and
with determinant data processing and communications) do not use the
features are not used;
communications), does not use the following features:

736

2.215.17b2-5

D2.02.1I-02:1762B:BEBB:O:BB:C:IC:C63

2.2.15-2

following features;

*

Eon-determlnisticdata communications;

*

* Non-deterministic data cmmunications;
SNon-detenministiccomputation;
Iinterrupts;

*

Non-deterministic computation;

*

*

Interrupts;
Muti-tasking;

*

I
Multi-tasking;

* Multi-tasking;

*

Dynamicscheduling;and

*

Dynamic scheduling;and

* Dynamicscheduling; and

*

Event-drivenactions.

*

Event-driven action

Non-deterministic data communications;
Non-deterministic computation;

* Event-drivenactions
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738
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lEft
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02.02.15-02:17b2B:BB:6:BB:C:IC:C63
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TAlC
Table Nr
Nbr

2.2.5-2

2.2.15-2

DesignCommitment (DQ
br

br

Inspections, Tests, Analyses (ITA)

TbleNbrTabta

Acceptance Criteria (AC)

17b2. Criteria6. and 7.1. Automatic Control: The as-built software
lnspectionof the as-built software project will verifythat innormal plant
project's normal operation end-ta-end sense, command, and execute plant processcontrol loops (includingthe associated DCIScomponents involved
procestcnntrol leaps (includingsheassociated DCIScnmponents cocked withdeterminant data processing and communications) the follcwing
withdeterminant data processing and communications) do not use the
featuresare not used;
following
N
features;
Non-cetermjnistic dote commonlcations:
n-detemnlstc data cmmunicains;
Nneermlnistc computation;
* Interrupts;
SNonr-eterministic computation;
* Interrupts;
* Mlti-tasking;
* Multi-tasking;
* Dynamicscheduling; and
* Dynamic scheduling;and
* Eunt-driven actions.
* Event-driven actions

The as-built software project. In normal plant process control loops
(including the associated DCIIcomponents involvedwith determinant data
processing and
communications), does not use the following features;
Non-deterministic data communicatIons;
Non-deterministic computation;
rInterrupts;
Multi-tasking;
Dynamicscheduling; and
Event-drivenaction

17b2.Criteria 6.1 and 7.1, Automatic Control: The as-built software
Inspectionof the as-built software project will verifythat in normal plant
pr
t'snormal operation end-ta-end sense, command, and e.ecute plans processcontrol loops (includingthe associated DCIScomponents involved
proceaa control loops (including the associated DCIScomponenta involved with determinant data processing and communications) the following
with determinant data processing and communications) do not use the
featuresare not used;
following features;
Naon-deterministicdata communications;
Non-deterministic data communications;
* Non-deterministic computation;
* Non-deterministic computation;
* Interrupts;
* Interrupts;
* Multi-tasking;
a Multi-tasking;
, Dynamicscheduling; and
a Dynamicscheduling; and
* Event-drioenactions,

The as-built software project, in normal plant process control loops
(including the associated DCIgcomponents Involved with determinant data
processing and
ormmunlcationsl,does not use the following fnatures;
* Non-deterministic data communications;
* Non-deterministic computation;
Iinterrupts;
Muti-tasking;
a Dynamicscheduling; and
a Event-drivenaction

DAC-ITAACCon-ITAAC

Matnilted
trixe

YE

* Event-drivenactions
18a. Criteria 6.2 and 7.2, Manual Control:The software project has
features in the main control ronm to manually initiate and control the
739

2.215.1Da-1

02.02.15-02:1taR BB:RRR:D:RR:D:IC:C63

2.2.15-2

automatically initiatedsafety-related functions at the division level.

18a. Criteria 6.2 and 7.2, Manual Control: The software project has
features inthe maincontrol room to manually initiate and control the
740

2.215.18a-2

02.02.15-D2:lgaaB:BRR:022:BB:D:IC:C63

2.2.15-2

automatically initiated safety-related functions at the division level,

Inspection of the software project's design phase summary BRRwillbe
performed to verifythat they show main control room features that are

The software project's design phase summary BRRshow main control
room features that are capable of manually initiatingand controlling
capable of manually initiating and controlling automatically initiated safety automatically initiated safety-related functions at the division level.
((DesignAcceptance Criterial)
related functions at the divisionlevel.
((DesignAcceptance Criteria))
Inspection of the software project's design phase summary BRRwillbe
performed to verifythat they show main control room features that are
capable of manually initiating and controlling automatically initiated safety
related functions at the divisionlevel.

1

0

YES

1

t

YES

The software project's design phase summary BRRshow main control
room features that are capable of manually Initiatingand controlling
automatically Initiated safety-related functions at the division level.
((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

741

2.215.18a-3
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2.2.15-2

18a. Criteria 6.2 and 7.2, Manual Control: The software project has
features in the maincontrol room to manually initiate and control the

Inspection of the software project's design phase summary BRRwill be
performed to verifythat they show main control room features that are

automatically initiated safety-related functions at the division level,

capablefunctions
of manually
initiating
and
controlling automatically initiated safety automatically
initiatedCriteria))
safety-related functions at the division level.
related
at the
division
level.
((DesignAcceptance

The software project's design phase summary BRRshow main control
room features that are capable of manually Initiating and controlling

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))
18a. Criteria 6.2 and 7.2, Manual Control: The software project has
features inthe main control room to manually initiate and control the
automaticallyinitiated safety-related functions at the division evel.

Inspection of the software project's design phase summary BRRwillbe
The software project's design phase summary BRRshow main control
performed to verifythat they show main control roam features that are
room features that are capable of manually initiating and controlling
capable of manually initiating and controlling automatically initiated safety automatically initiated safety-related functions at the division level.
related functions at the divisionlevel.
((DesignAcceptance Criteria)f
Acceptance Criteria))
((Design

18a. Criteria 6.2 and 7.2, Manual Control: The software project has
features inthe main control room to manually initiateand control the

Inspection of the software project's design phase summary BRRwillbe
performed to verifythat they show main control reom features that are

The software project's design phase summary BRRshow main control
room features that are capable of manually initiating and controlling

743

2.215.tga-g

0D.D2..15-D2:SaBB:BBBRRS5:BB:D:IC:C63

2.2.15-2

automaticallyinitiated safety-related functionsat the division level,

capable of manually initiating and controlling automatically initiated safety automatically initiated safety-related functions at the division level.
related functions at the divisionlevel.
((DesignAcceptance Criteria))
((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

744

2.215.18a-6

02.02.DI-02:1a BB:BBB:06:BB:D:IC:C63

2.2.12

11a. Criteria 6.2 and 7.2, Manual Control: The software project has
features inthe main control room to manually initiateand control the
automatically initiated safety-related functions at the division level,

Inspection of the software project's design phase summary BRRwillbe
performed to verifythat they show main control room features that are
capable of manually initiatingand controlling automatically initiated safety
related functions at the divisionlevel.
((DesignAcceptance Criteria))
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NRC
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ITableC
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Design Commitm ent

C C):

Inspections, Test a,Analyses (ITA)

Acceptance Criteria (A )DA}-T

lite. Criteria 6.2 and 7.2, Manual Control. The software project has
feature, in the main control room to manually initiate and control the

Inspection of the software project's design phase smmry BRRwillbe
performed to verifythat they show main control romfatures that are

automaaticallyinitiat ed safety-related functions at the division level.

ca pable of manually initiating and cont rolling automatically initiated saflety automatically Initiated safety/-related functions at the division level.10YE
related functions at the divisionlevel.
((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

A

A

M~-T
a blied

The software project's design phase summary BRRishow main control
room features that are capable of manually initiatingand contro~lling

[(DesignAcceptance Criteria))

746
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2.2.15-2

18b. Criteria 6.2 and 7.2, Manual Control:The as-bullt software project has Tests will be performed using simulated signalsand actuators. to

The as-built software project. Usingsimulated signalsand actuators, show

features In the main control room to manually initiate and control the
automatically initiated safety-related functions at the division level.

that the main control room features manually initiate and control the
automatically Initiated safely-related functions at the division level.0

demonstrate that the as-built software project has main control room
features that manually initiate and control the automatically initiated

YE

safety-related functions at the division level.
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2.2.15-2

18b. Criteria 6.2 and 7.2, Manual Control:The as-built software project has Tests will be performed using simulated signalsand actuators, Wo

The as-bu~itsoftware project. Usingsimulated signals and actuators, show

features inthe main control room to manually initiate and control the
automatically initiated safety-related function, at the division level.

demonstrate that the as-built software project has main control room

that the main control room features manually initiate and control the

features that manually Initiate and control the automatically initiated

automatically initiated safety-related functions at the division level.01YE

safety-related functions at the division level.

748

2.215.18b-3

O2.O2.15-O2:18bBB:BBB:O3:BB:C:IC:C63

2.2.15-2

18b. Criteria 0.2 and 7.2, Manual Control:The as-built software project has Tests will be performed using simulated signalsand actuators, to
features intihe main control room Wo
manually initiate and control the
demonstrate that the as-built software project has maincontrol room

The as-built software project. Usingsimulated signals and actuators, show
that the main ,ontrolroom features manually initiate and control the

a utomaticallyinitiated safety-related functions at the division level.

automatically Initiated safiety-related functions at the division level.01YE

features that manually Initiate and control the automatically initiated
safety-related functions at the divisionlevel.

749
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28b. Criteria 6.2 and 7.2. Manual Control: The as-built software project has Tesitswill be performed using simulated signalsand actuatorm,to
features Inthe main control room to manually initiate and control the
demonstrate that the as-bulftsoftware project has main control room
automatically initiated safety-related functions at the divisionlevel.
features that manually initiate and control the automatically initiated

The a- built software project. Usingsimulated signals and actuators, show
that the main control room features manually Initiate and control the
automatically Initiated saferv-related function, at the division level.

1YE

safety-related functions at the divisionlevel.
18b. Criteria 6.2 and 7.2, Manual Control: The a-built software project has Tests will be performed using simulated signalsand actuators, to
750
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2.2.15-2

fature Inthe main control room to manually initiate and control the
auoaically initiated safety-related functions at the divisionlevel.

dlemonstrate that the a-built software project has main control room
features that manually Initiate and control the automatically initiated

The a-built software project. Using simulated signals and actuators. show
that the main control room features manually initiate and control the
a utomatically initiated sa fetV-relatedfunctions at the division level.01YE

safety-related functions at the divisionlevel.
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18b. Criteria 6.2 and 7.2, Manual Control; The as-built software project has Test, will be performed using simulated signalsand actuators, to
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19a. Criterion 6.4, Derivationof System Inputs: Sense and command

Inspection of the softwrareproject's design phase summary BRRwill be

The software project's design phase summary BRRshow that the sense

feature Input, for the softwae project's design bases is derived from

performed to ensure that the sense and command feature Inputs for the

and command feature inputs for the software project are derived from

signalsthat are direct measures of the desired variables specified inthe
plants design bases.

software project are derived from signalsthat are direct measures of the
dfesiredvariables specified in the design bases.

signals that are direct measures of the desired Variablesspecified inthe10YE
design bases.
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19a. Criterion 6.4. Derivationof System hinputs:Sense and command
feature Inputs for the soiftware project's design bases is derived from

Inspection of the software project's design phase summary BRRwill be
performed to ensure that the sense and command feature input, for the

The software projects design phase summary ORRshow that the sense
and command feature inputs for the software project are derived from

signalsthat are direct measures of the desired variables specified inthe
plants design bases.

software project are derived from signalsthat are direct measures of the
dlesiredvariables specified in the design bases.

signals that are dire"t measures of the desired variables specified inthe10YE
designbases.
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19a. Criterion 6.4, Derivationof System Inputs: Sense and command
feature Inputs for the software project's design bases Is derived from

Inspection of the ciftwiiie project's design phase summary BRRwill be
performed to ensure that the sense and command feature inputs for the

The software project's design phase summary BRRshow that the ,rise

signalsthat are direct measures of the desired variables specifiedIn the
plants design bases.

software project are derived froms4nalsthat are dir~ectmeasures of the
desired variables specified in the design bases.

signals that are direct measures of the desired variables specified int he20YE
design bases.
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19a..Criterion 6.4, Derivationof System Inputs: Sense and command

Inspection of the software project's design phase summary ORRwill be

The software project' design phase summary ORRshow that the sense

feature inputs for the software project's design bases Is derived from

performed o ensure that the sense and command feature Inputs for the

and command feature inputs for the software project are derived from

signalsthat are direct measures of the desired variables specified Inthe
plants design bases.

software project are derived from signalsthat are direct measures of the
desired variables specified in the design bases.

signals that are direct measures of the desired variables specified inthe10YE
design bases.

,(DesignAcceptance Criteria))
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19a. Criterion 6.4. Derivation of System Inputs:Sense and command

Inspections, Tests, Analyses (ITA)
Inspection of the softwareproject's design phase summary BRRwill be

Acceptance Criteria (AC)
The software projects design phase summary 866 show that the sense

feature inputs for the software project's design bases is derived from

performedto ensure that the sense and command feature inputs for the

and command feature inputs for the softwre profect are derived from

signalsthat are direct measures of the desired variables specified in the
plants design bases,.

software project are derived from signals that are direct measures of the
desired variables specified inthe design bases,

signalsthat are direct measures of the desired variables specified in the
design bases.
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19a. Criterion6.4, Derivation of System Inputs:Sense and command
feature inputs for the software project's design bases is derived from

Inspection of the software project's design phase summary BRRwill be
performedto ensure that the sense and command feature inputs for the

The software project's design phase summary 888 show that the sense
and command feature Inputs for the software project are derived from

signalsthat are direct measures of the desired variables speified in the
plants design bases,

software project are derived from signals that are direct measures of the
desired variables specifiedin the design bases,

signalsthat are direct measures of the desired variables specified in the
design bases.
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19a. Criterion6.4, Derivation of System Inputs:Sense and command

Inspecton of the software project's design phase summary BRRwill be

The software project's design phase summary BRRshow that the sense

feature inputs for the software project's design bases is derived from

performedto ensure that the sense and command feature inputs for the

and command feature inputs for the software project are derived from

signalsthat are direct measures of the desired variables specified in the
plantsdesign bases.

software project are derived from signals that are direct measures of the
desired variables specifiedin the design bases,

signalsthat are direct measures of the desired variables specified in the
design bases.
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feature inputs for the as-built seftouare project are derived from signals
that are direct measures of the desired variables specified in the design

The sense and command feature inputs for the as-built software project
re derived from signalsthat are direct measures of the desired variables
specifiedin the design bases.
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The sense and command feature inputs for the as-built software project
are derived from signalsthat are direct measures of the desired variables
specifiedin the design bases.

the plant's design bases.

feature inputs for the as-built software project are derived from signals
that are direct measures of the desired variables specified In the design
bases.

19b. Criterion6.4, Derivation of System Inputs: Sense and command
neature
inputs for the as-built software project's design basis Is derived
from signalsthat are direct measures of the desired variablesspecified in

Inspection will be performed to confirm that the sense and command
feature inputs for the as-built software project are derived from signals
that are direct measures of the desired variables specified In the design

The sense and command feature inputs for the as-built software project
ae derived from signalsthat are direct measures of the desired variables
specified in the design bases.

the plant's design bases.

bases.

l9b. Criterion 6.4. Derivation of System Inputs: Sense and command
for
s the as-builtsoftwareproject's designbasisIsderived

inspection will be performed to confrm that the sense and command
featureinputs for the as-built software project are derived from signals

The sense and command feature inputs for the as-built software project
re derived from signalsthat are direct maures of the desired variables

rom signals that are direct meat.res of the desired variablesspecified in
the plant's design hates
l9b. Criterion6.4, Derivation of System Inputs: Sense and command

that are direct measures of the desired variables specified in the design
bases.
Inspection will be performed to confirm that the sense and command

specifiedin the design bases.

feature inputs for the as-built sftware project's design basis is derived
fromsignals that are direct measures of the desired variablesspecified in

feeture Inputs for the as-builssoftware project are derived from signals a
that are direct measures of the desired variables specified in the design

re derived from signalsthat are direct measures of the desired variables
specified In the design bases.

rhe plant's design bates,

bases.

t9b.Criterion 6.4. Derivation of System Inputs: Sense and command
feature inputs for the as-built software project's design basis is derived

Inspection will be performed to confirm that the sense and command
feature inputs for the as-built software project are derived from signals

fromsignals that are direct measures of the desired variablesspecified in
the plant's design bases.

that are direct measures of the desired variables specified in the design
bases.

Sob.Criterion6.2, Derivation of System Inputs: Sense and command

inspection will be performed to confirm that the sense and command
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are derived from signalsthat are direct measures of the desired variables
specifiedin the design bases.

feiatureInputs for the as-buit software project are derived from signals

are derived from signalsthat are direct measures of the desired variables0Y

Trom
signals that are direct measures of the desired variablesspecified in

Ihat are direct measures of the desired variables specified in the design

specifiedin the design bases.

bases.

project'sdesign bases list the applicable design basis events, the applicable performedfor the Identificationof the design basis events.
reactormodes of operation, the initial conditions requiring protective
((DesignAcceptance Criteria))
action,and the allowable limits of plant conditions for each such event.
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basisevents, the applicable reactor modes of operation, the initial
:onditions requiring protective action, end the aliowable limits of plant
condions for each such event

la. Criterion4.1, Identification of design basis ecents: The software
Inspection of the software project's design phase summary BRRwill be
project'sdesign bases list the applicable design basisevents, the applicable performedfor the identification of the design basis ecents.

'(Design
Acceptance Criteria))
The software project's design phase summary 88 Include a list of design
basisevents, the applicable reactor modes of operation, the initial

reactormodes of operation, the initial conditions requiring protective

condlitonsrequiring protective action, and the allowable limits of plant

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

action,and the allowable limits of plant conditions for each such event

conditionsfor each such event.

Le.Criterion4.1, Identfication of design basis events: The software
Inspection of the software project's design phase summary B8Rwill be
project'sdesign bases list the applicable design basisevents, the applicable performed for the identification of the design basis eents.
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Criteria))
The software proJect's design phase summary 8RR
include a list of design
basisevents. the applicable reactor modes of operation, the Initial

reactormodes of operation, the initial conditions requiring protective

conditionsrequiring protective action, and the allowable limits of plant

{(DesignAcceptance Criteria))

action,and the allowable limits of plant conditions for each such event.
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lb. Criterion 4.1, Identificationof designbasis events: The as-built

Inspection of the as-builtsoftware projects installation phase summary

software project's design basesreconcile any changes to the design bases
events, applicable reactor modes of operation, Initialconditions requiring

RRwil be performed for the identification of the design basisevents and list of design basis events, the applicable reactor modes of operation, the
to ensure that changes have been reconciled.
initial conditions requiring protective action, and the allowable limits of

lb. Criterion 4.1, Identificationof design basis events: The as-built
softwareproject'sdeslgn basesreconcileanychanges
tothedesign bases
events, applicable reactor modes ofopemUon, iniial conditions requlirng
protective action, and allowable limits of plant conditions for each such
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plant conditions for each such event and changes have been reconcled.
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plant conditions for each such event and changes have been reconciled.

protectiveaction, and allowable limits of plant conditions for each such
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event
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plant conditions for each such event and changes hane been reconciled.

protective action, and allowable limits of plant conditions for each such
event.
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lb. Criterion4.1, Identificationof design basis events: The as-built
software project's design bases reconcile any changes to the design bases
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reactor modes of operation, the initial conditions requiring protective
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conditionsfor each such event,

project's design bases list the applicable design basis events, the applicable performed for the identfication of the design basis events,

protective action, and allowable limits of plant conditions for each such
event.
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basisevents, the applicable reactor modes of operation, the Initial
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conditions requiring protective action, and the allowable limits of plant
conditions for each such event

ev-ent.
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conditionsrequiring protective action, and the allowable limits of plant
conditionsfor each such event

reactor modes of operation, the initial conditions requiring protective
action, and the allowable limitsof plant conditions for each such event,
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Thesoftware project's design phase summary BRRinclude a list of design
basisevents, the epplicablereactor modes of operation, the initial

Ia. Criterion4.1, Identificationof design basis events: The software
Inspection of the software project's design phase summary fRE will be
project's design bases list the applicabie design basis events, the applicable performed for the identification of the design basis events.

action, and the allowable limitsof plant conditions for each such event.
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The software project's design phase summary RRRinclude a list of design
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ta. Criterion 4.1, Identificationof design basis events: The software
773
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plant conditions for each such event and changes have been reconciled.
Inspection of the as-builtsoftware project's installation phase summary
BRRwillbeperformedfortheidentificationofthedesignbasiseventsand
to ensure that changes have been reconciled.

The as-built software project's installation phase summary BRRinclude a
list of design basis events, theapplicablereactormodesofoperation, the
initial conditions requiring protective acion, and the allowable limits of
plant conditions for each such event and changes have been reconciled.

20al. Criteria 6.6 and 7.4. Operating Bypasses:The software project's
design bases provides for automatically preventing the activaton of an

Inspections of the software project's designphase summary ROR
will be
performedto verify that the systems are capable of automatically

The software project design's phase summary BROconfirm that the
systems are capable of automatically preventing the acfivation of an

operating bypass, whenever the applicable permissive conditions for an
operating bypass are not met.

preventing the activation of an operating bypass, whenever the applicable operating bypass, whenever the applicable permissive conditions for an
operating bypass are not met.
permissiveconditions for an operating bypass are not met.

event.
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2Oal. Criteria 6.6 and 7.4, Operating Bypasses:The software project's

Inspections ofthe software project's design phase summary Bghwill be

The software project design's phase summary BRRconfirm that the

design bases provides for automatically preventing the activation of an

performed to verifythat the systems are capable of automatically

systems are capable of automatically preventing the activation ofan

perating bypass, whenever the applicable permissive conditions for an
operatingbyypassare at met

preventing the activatdon of an operating bypass, whenever the applicable operating bypass, whenever the applicable permissive conditions for an
permissiveconditions for an operating bypass are not met.
operating bypast are sat met.
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2 al. Criteria i.6 and 7.4, Operating Bypasses:The software project's

Inspectionsof the software project's design phase summary BRRwill be

The software project design's phase summary BRRconfirm that the

designbases provides for automatically preventing the activation of an

performed to verify that the systems are capable of automatically

systems are capable of automatically preventing the activation of an

operatingbypass, whenever the applicable permissive conditions for an
opr ating bypass are not met.

preventing the activation of an operating bypass, whenever the applicable operating bypass, whenever the applicable permissive conditions for an1
permissiveconditions for an operating bypass are not met.
operating bypass are not met.
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2Oal. Criteria 6.6 and 7.4, Operating Bypasses:The software project's
designbases provides for automaticaiy preventing the activation of an

Inspections of the software project's design phase summary BRRwill be
performed to verify that the systems are capable of automatically

The software project design's phase summary BRRconfirm that the
systems are capable of automatically preventing the activation of an

operatingbypass, whenever the applicable permssive conditions for an
operatingbypass are not met,

preventing the activation of an operating bypass, whenever the applicable operating bypass, whenever the applicable permissive conditions for an
permissiveconditions for an operating bypass are not met,
operating bypass are not met.
((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

2tal. Criteria 6h6and 7.4, Operating Bypasses:The software projects
designbases provides for automatically preventing the activation of an

Inspections of the software project's design phase summary BRRwill be
performedto verify that the systems are capable of automatically

The software project design's phase summary BRRconfirm that the
systemsare capable of automatically preventing the activation of an

aperatingbypass, whenever theapplicable permissive conditions for an
operatingbypass are not met.

prenentingthe activation of an operating bypass, whenever the applicable operating bypass, whenever the applicable permissive conditions for an
permissiveconditions for an operating bypass are not met
operating bypass are not met.
((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

=Oa1.Criteria 6.6 and 7.4, Operating Bypasses:The software project's

Inspections of the software project's design phase summary BRRwill be

The software project design's phase summary BRRconfirm that the
systemsare capableof automatically preventing the activation of an

designbases provides for automatically preventing the activation of an

performed to verify that the systems are capable of automatically

aperstingbypass, whenever the applicable permissive conditions for an
operatingbypass are not met

preventing the activation fan operating bypass, whenever the applicable operating bypass, whenever the applicable permissive conditions for as
permissiveconditions for an operating bypass are not met.
operating bypass are not met.
((DesignAcceptance Criteria))
((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

lOal. Criteria h.6and 7.4, Operating Bypasses:The software project's
designbases provides for automatically preventing the activation of an

Inspections of the software project's design phase summary BRRwill be
performed to verify that the systems are capable of automatically

operatingbypass, whenever the applicable permissive conditions for an
operatingbypats are not met.

preventing the activafion of an operating bypass, whenever the applicable operating bypass, whenever the applicable permissive conditions for an
permissiveconditions for an operating bypass are not met.
operating bypass are not met.
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The software project design's phase summary BRRconfirm that the
systemsare capable of automatically preventing the activation of an

((DesignAcceptance Criteria()

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

2Da2.Critera 6.6 and 7.4, Operating Bypasses: The software project's
designbases provides for automatically removingactivated operating

Inspection of the software project's design phase summary BRRwill be
performed to verify that they show removal of activated operating

The software project's design phase summary BRRconfirm that the
systemsare removing activated operating bypasses, if the plant conditions

bypasses,
if the plant conditions change so that an activated operating

bypasses, if the plant conditions change so that an activated operating

changeso that an activated operating bypass is no longer permissible.

bypassis no longer permissible.

bypass Is no longer permissible.
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2Da2.Criteria 6.6 and 7.4, Operating Bypasses:The software project's
designbases provides for automatically removingactivated operating

inspectionof the software project's design phase svmmary fit wil he
performed to verify that they show removal of activated operating

The software project's design phase summary BRRconfirm that the
systemsare removing activated operating bypasses, if the plant conditions

bypasses,
If the plant conditions change so that an activated operating
bypassis no longer permissible,

bypasses, if the plant conditions change so that an activated operating
bypass is no longer permissible.

changeso that an activated operating bypass is no longer permissible.
((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

designbases provides for automatically removingactivated operating
bypasses,
if the plant conditions change so that an activated operating

'(DesignAcceptance Criteria((
Inspection of the software project's design phase summary BRRwill be
performed to verify that they show removal of activated operating
bypasses, if the plant conditions change so that an activated operating

bypassis no longer permissible,

bypass Is no longer permissible.

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

2Oa2.Criteria 6.6 and 7.4, Operating Bypasses:The software project's
designbases provides for automatically removingactivated operating
bypasses,
If the plant conditions change so that an activated operating

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))
Inspection of the software project's design phase summary BRRwill be
performed to verify that they show removal of activated operating
bypasses, if the plant conditions change so that an activated operating

The software project's design phase summary BRRconfirm that the
rystemsare moving actiated operating bypasses, if the plant conditions
changeso that an activated operating bypass is no longer permissible.

bypassis no longer permissible.

bypass Is no longer permissible.

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

2Oa2.Criteria 6.6 and 7.4, Operating Bypasses:The software project's
designbases provides for automatically removingactivated operating

({DesignAcceptance Criteria))
Inspection of the software project's design phase summary BRRwill be
performed to verify that they show removal of activated operating

The software project's design phase summary BRRconfirm that the
systemsare removing activated operating bypasses. If the plant conditions

bypasses,
if the plant conditions change so that an activated operating

bypasses, if the plant conditions change so that an activated operating

changeso that an activated operating bypass is no longer permissible.

bypassis no longer permissible,

bypass is no longerpermissible.
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2Oa2.Criteria 6.6 and 7.4, Operating Bypasses:The software project's

lnspectionof the software projects design phase summary BRRwill be

The software project's design phase summary BRRconfirm that the

design bases provides for automatically removing activated operating
bypasses, ifthe plant conditions change so that an activated operating

performed to verifythat they show removal of activated operating
bypasses, if the plant conditions change so that an activated operating

systems are removing activated operating bypasses, ifthe plant conditions
change so that an activated operating bypass is no longer permissible.

bypass is no longer permissible.

bypassIs no longer permissibhe.

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

2Oa2. Criteria 6.6and 7.4, Operating Bypasses:The software project's

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))
Inspectionof the software project's design phase summary BRRwill be

The software projects design phase summary BRRconfirm that the

design bases provides for automatically removing activated operating
bypasses, ifthe plant conditions change so that an activated operating

performed to verifythat they show removal of activated operating
hypasses,
if the plant conditions change so that an activated operating

systems are removing activated operating bypasses, ifthe plant conditions
change so that an activated operating bypass Is no longer permissible.

bypass is no longer permissible.

bypassis no longer permissible.
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2Bbl. Criteria6.6 and 7.4, Operating Bypasses:The as-built software
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Testswill be performed to demonstrate that the software project

project automatically prevents the activation of an operating bypass,
automaticallyprevents the activation of an operating bypass, whenever
whenever the applicable permissive conditions for an operating bypass are the applicable permissive conditions for an operating bypass are not met

The software project automatically prevents the activation of an operating
bypass, whenever the applicable permissive conditions for an operating
bypass are not met.

not met.
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Tests wAilbe performed to demonstrate that the software project

The software project automatically prevents the activation of an operating

automatically prevents the activation of an operating bypass, whenever
project automatically prevents the activation of an operating bypass,
whenever the applicable permissive conditions for an operating bypass are the applicable permissive conditions for an operating bypass are not met
.not met.

bypass, whenever the applicable permissive conditions for an operating
bypass are not met.

29b1. Criteria6.6 and 7.4, Operating Bypasses:The as-built software

The software project automatically prevents the activation of an operating

Tests willbe performed to demonstrate that the software project

automatically prevents the activation of an operating bypass, whenever
project automatically prevents the activation of an operating bypass,
wheneverthe applicable permissive conditions for an operating bypass are the applicable permissive conditions for an operating bypass are not met

bypass, whenever the applicable permissive conditions for an operating
bypass are not met.

not met.
2Ob1. Criteria6.6 and 7.4, Operating Bypasses:The as-built software

The software project automatically prevents the activation of an operating

Tests willbe performed

sodemonstrate

that the software project

project automatically prevents the activation of an operating bypass,
automatically prevents the activation of an operating bypass, whenever
whenever the applicable permissive conditions for an operating bypass are the applicable permissive conditions for an operating bypass are not met
not met.

bypass, whenever the applicable permissive conditions for an operating
bypass are not met.

29bl. Criteria6.6 and 7.4, Operating Bypasses:The as-built software

The software project automatically prevents the activation of an operating

Tests will be performed to demonstrate that the software project

project automatically prevents the activation of an operating bypass,
automatically prevents the activation of an operating bypass, whenever
whenever the applicable permissive conditions for an operating bypass are the applicable permissive conditions for an operating bypass are not met

bypass, whenever the applicable permissive conditions for an operating
bypass are not met.

B

,not met.
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Tests will be performed to demonstrate that the software project

automatically prevents the activation of an operating bypass, whenever
project automatically prevents the activation of an operating bypass,
whenever the applicable permissive conditions for an operating bypass are the applicable permissive conditions for an operating bypass are not met

The software project automatically prevents the activation of an operating
bypass, whenever the applicable permissive conditions for an operating
bypass are not met.

not met.
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20bl. Criteria 6.6 and 7.4, Operating Bypasses:The as-bvilt software
project automatically prevents the activation of an operating bypass,

Tests will be performed to demonstrate that the software project
automatically prevents the activation of an operating bypass, whenever
wheneverthe applicable permissive conditions for an operating bypass are the applicable permissive conditions for an operating bypass are not met

The software project automatically prevents the activation of an operating
bypass, whenever the applicable permissive conditions for an operating
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The as-built software project automatically removes activated operating
bypasses, if the plant conditions change so that an activated operating
bypass is no longer permissible.

permissible.

20b2. Criteria6.6 and 7.4, Operating Bypasses:The at-built software
Tests willbe performed to demonstrate that the as-built software project
project shows that it automatically removes activated operating bypasses, automatically removes activated operating bypasses, if the plant
if the plant conditions change so that an activated operating bypass Is no
conditions change so that an activated operating bypass is no longer

The as-built software project automatically removes activated operating
bypasses, if the plant conditaons change so that an activated operating
bypass is no longer permissible.

longer permissible.
20b2. Criteria6.6 and 7.4, Operating Bypasses:The as-built software

The as-built software project automatically removes activated operating

permisslble.
Tests willbe performed to demonstrate that the as-built software project

project shows that it automatically removes activated operating bypasses, automatically removes activated operating bypasses, if the plant
conditions change so that an activated operating bypass is no longer
if the plant conditions change so that an activated operating bypass is no
longer permissible.

t06

The as-built software project automatically removes activated operating
bypasses, iftheplantconditionschangesothatan activatedoperatlng
bypass is no longer permissible.

bypasses, if the plant conditions change so that an activated operating
bypass is no longer permissible.

permissible.

29b2. Criteria6.6 and 7.4, Operating Bypasses:The as-built software
Tests will be performed to demonstrate that the as-built software project
project shows that it automatically removes activated operating bypasses, automatically removes activated operating bypasses, if the plant
if the plant conditions change so that an activated operating bypass Is no
conditions change so that an activated operating bypass is no longer
longer permissible.
permissible.

The as-built software project automatically removes activated operating
bypasses, if the plant conditions change so that an activated operating

20b2. Criteria6.6 and 7.4, Operating Bypasses:The as-built software

The as-built software project automatically removes activated operating

Tests will be performed to demonstrate that the as-built software project

project shows that It automatically removes activated operating bypasses, automatically removes activated operating bypasses, if the plant
if the plant conditions change so that an activated operating bypass is no
conditions change so that an activated operating bypass Is no longer

longerpermissible.
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The as-built softwa re project automatically removes activated operating
bypasses. If the plant conditions change so that an activated operating
bypass Is no longer permissible.
The software project's design phase summary BRRshow that it is capable
of performing their safety-relatedl functions, when one division is In

related functions, when one divisionIs In maintenance bypass.

functions. when oedivision is in maintenance bypass.

maintenance bypass.10YE

((Design Acceptance Criteria))

[(DesignAcceptance Criteria))

21a. Criteria 6.7. 7.5, and 8.3, Maintenance Bypasses:The software
project's design bases provides the capability of performing Its safety.

Inspections of the software project's design phase summary BRRwill be
performed to verifythat it Iscapable of performing their safety-reiated

The software project's design phase summary BRRshow that it Is capable
of performing their safety-related functions, when one division Is in

related functions, when one divisionis in maintenance bypass.

functions, when one divisionis in maintenance bypass.

maintenance bypass.

((Design Acceptance Criteria))

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

wBilbe
Inspections of the software project's design phase summary BRR
performed to verifythat it is capable of performing their safety-related

The software project's design phase summa ry BRRshow that it Is capable
of performing their siafty-related functions. when one division is In

functions, when one divisionis in maintenance bypass.

maintenance bypass.10YE

((Design Acceptance Criteria))

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

Zla. Criteria 6.7, 7.5, and 8.3, Maintenance Bypasses:The software

will be
Inspections of the software project's design phase summary BRR

T"hesoftware projects design phase summer), BRRshow that It Is capable

project's design bases provides the capability of performing its safety.

performed to verifythat Itis capable of performing their safety-related

of performing their safety-related functions, when one division Is In

related functions, when one divisionIsIn maintenance bypass.

functions. when one divisionis in maintenance bypass.

maintenance bypass.

((Design Acceptance Criteria}J

[(DesignAcceptance Criteria))

will be
Inspections of the software project's design phase summary BRR

The software project's design phase summary BRRshow that It is capable
of performing their safety-related functions, when one division is in

project's design bases provides the capability of performing Its safetyrelated functions, when one divisionIs In maintenance bypass.

related functions, when one divisionis in maintenance bypass.

performed to verifythat it i, capable of performing their sa fty-related
functions, when one divisionis in maintenance bypass.
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[(Design Acceptance Criteria))

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

21a. Criteria 6.7, 7.5, and 8.3, Maintenance Bypasses:The software

will be
Inspections of the software project's design phase summary BRR

project's design bases provides the capability of performing its safetyrelated functions, when one divisionis in maintenance bypass.

performed to verifythat it iscapable of performing their safety-related
functions, when one divisionis inmaintenance bypass.
f{DesignAcceptance Criteria))

The software project's design phase summary BRRshow that It is capable
of performing their safety-related functions, when one division is In
maintenance bypass.
[(DesignAcceptance Criteria)l

2Ia. Criteria 6.7, 7.5, and 8.3, Maintenance Bypasses:The software
project's design bases provides the capability of performing its safety-

Inspections of the software project's design phase summary BRRwrillbe
performed to verifythat it Iscapable of performing their safety-related

show that it is capable
The software project's design phase summary BRIR
of performing their s•fetyrelated function,, when one division Is In

related function,, when one divisionI, i, maintenance bypass.

functions, when one divisionis inmaintenance bypass.

maintenance bypass.

([Design Acceptance Criteria))
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2lbl. Criteria 6.7. 7.5, and 8.3, Maintenance Bypasses: The as-built

Tests will be performed to demonstrate that the software project

The as-built software project performs its safety-related functions, when

software project ensures that ItIs capable of performing its safety-related

performs Its safety-related functions, when one divisionis In maintenance one divisionis in maintenance bypass.

ypss,
functions, when one division is In mantenanc
yases: The as-built
26.riei6.,75and8.3 Maneace

bypass.
Tests will be performed to demonstrate that the software project

software project ensures that it Is capable of performing its safety-related

performs Its sistety-related function,, when on, divisioni, in maintenance one divisionis in maintenance bypass.

functions, when one division is in maintenance bypass.
21lbl. Criteria 6.7, 7.5, and 8.3, Maintenance Bypa-es- The as-built

by/pass.
Tests will be performed to demonstrate that the software project
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Tests will be performed to demonstrate that the software project
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21a. Criteria 6.7, 7.5, and 8.3. Maintenance Bypasses:The software
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Tests wi11be performed to demonstrate that the a-buillt software project

project shows that it automatically removes activated operating bypasses, automatically remove, activated operating bypasses, Ifthe plant
conditions change so that an activated operating bypass is no longer
ifthe plant conditions change so that an activated operating bypass is no

The software
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all
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power from safety-related sources.

24a. Criterion 8.2, Nor-electrical Power Source Requirements: The
2.215.24a.7

1

))DesignAcceptance Criteria))

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

864

D

aRRshow that safety-

related systems and components that require non-electric power receive it
from safety-related sources.

softwareproject's design bases ensures that actuators receive non-electric performedto ensure that safety-related systems and components that

24a. Criterion 8.2, Nonelectrical Power Source Requirements: The
863

YES

related systems and components that require non-electric power receive it
from safety-related sources.

The software projects design phase summary

24a. Criterion8.2, Non-electrical Power SourceRequirements: The
862

1

The software project's design phase summary BRRshow that safety-

Inspection of the software projects designphase summary RRRwill be

Inspection of the software project's design phase summary

0

related systems and components that require non-electric power receive it
from safety-related sources.

)(DesignAcceptance Criteria))

softwareproject's design bases ensures that actuators receive non-elect ric performedto ensure that safety-related systems and components that
p•owerfrom safety-related sources.
require non-electricpower reiveit
from safety-related sources.

24a.Criterion 8.2, Non-electrical Power SourceRequirements: The
2.215.24a-4

Table

The software project's design phase summary DRRshow that safety-

))DesignAcceptance Criteria))

({DesignAcceptance Criteria))

861

DAC-ITAACCon-ITAAC

(DtesignAcceptance Criteria))

power from safety-related sources.

24a. Criterion 8.2. Non-electrical Power SourceRequirements: The
R8st

Acceptance Criteria (AC)

TbleNbrTable

related systems and components that require non-electric power receive it
from safety-relatedsources.
DenignAcceptance Criteria))
The software project's design phase summary BRRshow that safetyrelated systems and components that require non-electric power receive It
from safety-related sources.

1

)jDesignAcceptance Criteria))

68oI2
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865

2.215.24b-1

02.02.15-02:24b8B:8B:Ot:BB:C:IC:C63

2.2.15-2

866

2.215.24b-2

02.2.15-02:24bBB:BB:02:BB:C:IC:C63

2215-2

Matrioed
Design CommItment (DCI
Inopectlors, Tests, Analyses (ITA)
24b. Criterion8.2, Non-electrical Power SourceRequirements: The as-built Tests will be performed on the as-built software
project's as-built
softwareproject's actuators receive non-electric power from safetyrelatedsources,

mecbanical installationof the as-built software project's actuators to show sources.
that nonelectric power is received from safety-related sources.

24b. Criterion8.2, Non-electrical Power Source Requirements: The as-built Tests will be performed on the as-built software projects as-built
oftwreproi's
relatedsources,

actuators receive non-electric power from safety.

868

2.215.24b-4

02.02.-02:24bBB:BBB:4:B:C:ICC63

2.2.15-2

869

2.215.24b-s

02.02.15-02:24bBB:BBB:O5:BB:C:IC:C63

2

870

2.215.24b-6

02.02.15-02:24bBB:BBB:O6:BB:C:IC:C63

02.02.15-02:24bgB:BoB:07:BB:C:IC:C63

oftware project's actuators receive nor-electric power fhom safetyrelatedsources,

2.215.2a-1

02.c2.25'02.52a88.888.02.o.D.IC.C63

02.02.tS-0202a08:ooo:02:88:D:IC:C63

2.2.15-2

Testsshow that actuators receive nonelectric power from safety-related

mechanisal irstallatlon of the as-built software proJect's actuators to sho
that nonelectric power is received from safety-related sources.

sources.S

2a.Criterion4.4. Identification of variables monitored: The sftware
project'sdesign bases list:

Inspection of the software project's design phase summary BRRwill be
performedfor identification of monitored variables,

Thesoftware proiect's design phase summary BRRidentify:
a The variables or combinations of variables, or both. that are to be

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

monitoredto manually or automatically, or both, control each protective

2.2.15'2

monitoredto manually or automatically, or both, control each protective

action;

action;
The analytical limit associated with each variable;
The ranges (normal, abnormal, and accident conditions) associated with

*

1

0

YES

1

0

YES

: The analyticallimit associated with each variable;

2.215-2

2.2.15-2

The ranges (normal,abnormal, and accident conditions) associated with

each variable: and

eachvariable; and

- The rates of change of these variables to be accommodated until proper

. The rates of change of these variables to be accommodated until proper

completionof the protective action is ensured.
((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

2a.Criterion4.4, Identficaion of variables monitored: The software
projects design bases list:

Inspection of the software project s design phase summary BRRwill be
performedfor identification of monitored variables.

The software project's design phase summary BARidentify:
- The variables or combinations of variables, or both, that am to be

* The variables or combinations of variables, or both, that are to be

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

monitored to manually or automatically, or both, control each protective
action;
* The analyticallimit associated with each variable;
. The ranges (normal,abnormal, and accident conditions) associated with

:The analytical limit associated with each variable;
ranges (normal,abnormal, and accident conditions) associated with

each variable; and
a The

rates of change of these variables to be accommodated until proper

* The rates of change of these variables to be accommodated until proper

completionof the protective action is ensured.

completionof the protective action is ensured.

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

2a.Criterion 4.4, Identification of variables monitored: The software

Inspection of the software project's designphase summary B0Rwill be

Projectsdesign bases list:
. The variables or combinations of variables, or both. that are to be

performedfor identification of monitored variables,
((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

monitoredto manually or automatically, or both. control each protective
action;
82.82.tS-02:02aBt:RR:03:88:D:IC:C63

YES

Testsshow that actuators receive nonelectric power from safety-related

that nonelectric power is received from safety-related sources.

eachvariable; and

2.215.2.-3

0

Testsshow that actuators receive nonelectric power from safety-related

softwareproject's actuators receive non-electric power from safetyrelatedsources,

aThe

074

2

Testsshow that actuators receive nonelectric power from safety-related

24b.Criterion 8.2, Non-electrical Power SourceRequirements: The as-built Tests will be performed on the as-built software project's as-built

monitoredto manually or automatically. or both. control each protective
action;
2.2152a-2

YES

mechanical installaton of the as-built software projects actuators to show sources.
that nonelectric power is received from safety-related sources.

completJonof the protective action is ensured.

873

1

24b. Criterion 8.2, Non-electical Power SourceRequirements: The as-built Tests will be performed on the as-built software project's as-built
Testsshow that actuators receive nonelectric power from safety-related
softwareproject's actuators receive non-electric power from safetymechanical installation of the as-built software project's actuators to show sources.

The variables or combinations of variables, or both, that are to be

872

0

24b. Criterion8.2, No.-electricol Power SourceRequirements: The as-built Tests will be performed on the as-bult software projects as-built
Tets show that actuator receive nonelectric power from safety-related
oftware project's actuators receive non-electric power from safetymechanical installation of the as-built software project's actuators to show sources.
relatedtources,
that nonelectric power is received from safety-mlated sources.

•elated sourcet,

2.215.24b-7

Table

mechanical installationof the as-built software project's actuators to show sources.
that nonelectric power is received from safety-related sources.

24b. Criterion8.2, Non-electrical Power SourceRequirements: The as-built Tests will be performed on the as-built software project's as-built

871

OAC-ITAACConITAAC

mechanical iatallation of the as-built software project's actuators to show sources,
rhat nonelectric power is received from safety-related sources.

24b. Criterion8.2, Non-electrical Power Source Requirements: The as-built Tests will be performed on the as-built software project's as-built
softwareproject's actuators receive non-electric power from safetyrelatedsources,

Acceptance Criteraa(AC)
Testsshow that actuators receive nonelectric power from safety-related

The variablesor combinations of variables, or both. that am to be
monitored to manually or automatically, or both, control each protective
action;

The analytical limit associated with each variable;
*The ranges (normal. abnormal, and accident conditions) associated with

*

The analyticallimit associated with each varabte;

*

The ranges (normal. abnormal, and accident conditons) associated with

each variable; and

eachvariable; and
* The rates of change of these variables to be accommodated until proper

The rates of change of these variables to be accommodated until proper
completionof the protective action Is ensured.
*

Completionof the protective action Is ensured.

ESBWR DCD Rev9 Tieri ITAAC Table Nbr n-CountRevs5Post-ColumnDelete_NRC_2011-12-15_ rd-O2.xls
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Nbr
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Marised

TableNbr

Design Commitment(DC)

Inspections, Tests, Analyses(ITA)

Acceptance Criteria(AC)

2a. Criterion 4.4, Identication of variables monitored: The software

Inspection of the software projects design phase summary BRRwill be

The software project's design phase summary BRRidentify:

project'sdesign bases list:

performedfor identification of monitored vanables.

* The variables or combinations of variables, or both, that are to be

The variables or combinations of variables. or both, that are to be
monitoredto manually or automatically, or both, control each protective

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

monitored to manually or automatically, or both, control each protective
action:

action;
875

2.215.Za.4

02.02.15-02:02atBi:B:B

4:BB:D:IC:C63

2.2.15-2

The analytical limit associated with each variable;

g2.D2.g5-02:g~aBt:ERE:DS:Rt:D:IC:Ch3

2.2.15-2

The ranges (normal, abnormal, and accident conditions) associated with

*The rates of change of these variables to be accommodated until proper

completionof the protective action is ensured.

Inspection of the software project's design phase summary
tRR will be
performedfor identification of monitored variables.

The software project's design phase summary BRRidentify:
* The varlabies or combinations of variables, or both, that are to be

. The variables oncombinations of variables, or both. that are to be
monitoredto manually or automatically, or both. control each protective

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

monitored to manually or automatically. or both. control each protective
action;
*

The analytical limit associated with each variable;

The ranges (normal, abnormal, and accident conditions) associated with
each variable; and

eachvariable; and

- The rates of change of these variables to be accommodated until proper

. The rates of change of these variables to be accommodated until proper

completionof the protective action is ensured.

Inspection of the software project's design phase summary BRRwill be

2.2.15-2

project'sdesign bases list:
. The variables or combinations of variables, or both, that are to be

performedfor identificatlon of monitored variables.
((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

O2.02.15-02:02gB:BEB:O7:BB:D:IC:C63

2.2.15-2

*The ranges (normal, abnormal, and accident conditions) associated with

each variable; and
*

rates of change of these variables to be accommodated until proper

02.02.15-02:02bBB:BBB:g1:BB:C:IC:C63

2.2.15-2

t

YES

1

0

rES

B

1

YES

((DesignAcceptance Criteria()
Inspection of the software project's design phase summary BRRwill be

The software project's design phase summary ERRIdentify:

project'sdesign bases list:
, The variables or combinations of variables, or both, that are to be

performedfor Identification of monitored variables.
((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

- The variables or combinations of variables, or both, that are to be
monitored to manually or automatically, or both, control each protective

monitoredto manually or automatically, or both, control each protective
action;
: The analytical limit associated with each variable;

action;

, The ranges (normal,abnormal, and accident conditions) associated with

each variable; and

eachvariable; and
The rates of change of these variables to be accommodated until proper

, The rates of change of these variables to be accommodated until proper
completionof the protective action Is ensured.

, The analytical limit associated with each variable;
• The ranges (normal, abnormal, and accident condlitons) associated with

[(DesignAcceptance Criteria))

tRRwill

2b. Criterion 4.4, Identification of variables monitored: The as-built

Inspection of the software project's installation phase summary

softwareproject's design bases reconcile any changes to the list of:

be performed for identification of monitored variables and to ensure that

complywith changes, deletions, and additions to, and changes thereto are

* The variables or combinations of variables, or both, that are to be

changes have been reconciled.

reconciled for:

The software project's installation phase summary BRRidentify and

- The variables or combinations of variables, or both, that are to be

action;

monitored to manually or automatically, or both, control each protective

*The analytical limit associated with each variable;

action;

* The ranges (normal. abnormal, and accident conditions) associated with
eachvariable; and
STherates of change of these variables to be accommodated until proper

The analytical limit associated with each variable;
* The ranges (normal, abnormal, and accident conditions) associated with
each variable; and
*

completionof the protective action is ensured.

ESBWRDCDRev9_TieriITAACTableNbrnCountERevS5PostColumnDeleteNRC_2011-12-15

1

The rates of change of these variables to be accommodated until proper

2a.Criterion 4.4, Identification of variables monitored: The software

monitoredto manually or automatically, or both. control each pmtective
2.215.2b-t

The ranges (normal, abnormal, and accident conditions) associated with

completon of the protective action Is ensured.

completionof the protective action is ensured.

879

YES

The analytical limit associated with each variable;
*

completion
of the protective action is ensured.

2.215.2a-7

D

, The variables or combinations of variables, or both, that are to be
monitoredto manually or automatically, or both, control each protective

.ach variable; and

878

1

action;

, The analytical limit associated with each variable;

,Te

YES

The software project's design phase summary BRRIdentify:

action:
;
02.02.15-02:t02aEBB:iBB:06:EB:D:IC:C63

0

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

2a.Criterion 4.4, Identification of variables monitored: The software

monitoredto manually or automatically, or both, control each protective
2.215.2a.6

1

The analytical limit associated with each variable;

* The ranges (normal, abnormal, and accident conditions) associated with

completionof the protective action is ensured.

877

"ble

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

2a.Criterion 4.4. Identification of variables monitored; The software
project`sdesign bases list:

action;
2.215.2,5

The analytical limit associated with each variable;

*

each variable; and
* The rates of change of these variables to be accommodated untiyproper

completionof the protective action is ensured.

876

*

* The ranges (normal, abnormal, and accident conditions) associated with
eachvariable; and

DAC-ITAACCrn-ITAAC

rd-02.xls

- The rates of change of these variables to be accommodated until proper
completionof the protective action Is ensured,
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gg1

2.215.2b-3

O80
t2.02.15-o2:o2bggi:BBB:02:BB:C:IC:C63

02.02.15-o2:o2bBB:gBB:03:Bg:C:IC:C63

Acceptance Criteria (AC)

DAC-ITAACCon-ITAACrid
Table

2b. Criterion4.4, Identificationof variables monitored: The as-built

Inspection of the software projects installation phase summary BRRwill

The software project's installation phase summary SR identify and

software project's design bases reconcile any changes to the list of:

be performed for identification of monitored variables and toensure that

complywith changes, deletions, and additions to, and changes thereto are

changes have been reconciled.

reconciled for:

m
The variables or

2.215.2b-2

Inspections, Tests, Analyses [ITA)

Table Nbr

2.2.15-2

2.2.15-2

combinations of variables, or both, that are to be

monitored to manually or automatically, or both, control each protective

a The

action;
a The analytical limitassociated with each variable;
a The ranges(normal, abnormal, and accident conditions) associated with

monitored to manually or automatically, or both, control each protective
action;
* The analytical limit associated with each variable;

variables or combinations of variables, or both, that are tobe

each variable; and
The rates of change of these variables to be accommodated until proper

The ranges (normal, abnormal, and accident conditions) associated with
each variable; and

completion of the protective action is ensured.

*The

2b. Criterion4.4, Identification of variables monitored: The as-built

Inspection of the software project's installation phase summary ARRwill

completion of the protectiva action is ensured.
The software projects installatIon phase summary BRIR
Identify and

software project's design bases reconcile any changes to the list of:

be performed for identification of monitored variables and to ensure that

complywith changes, deletions, and additions to, and changes thereto are

* The variables or combinations of variables, or both, that are to be
monitored to manually or automatically, or both, control each protective

changes have been reconciled.

reconciled for:
The variables or combinations of variables, or both, that are to be

0

1

YES

0

1

YES

0

1

YES

0

1

YES

0

1

YES

rates of change of these variables to be accommodated until proper

action;

monitored to manually or automatically, or both, control each protective

: The analytical limit associated with each variable;
* The ranges (normal, abnormal, and accident conditions) associated with

action;
*The analytical limit associated with each variable;

each variable; and

*

*The rates of change of these variables to be accommodated until proper
completion of the protective action Is ensured.

each variable; and
* The rates of changeof these variables to be accommodated until proper

The ranges (normal, abnormal, and accident conditions) associated with

completion of the protective action is ensured.

882

2.215.2b-f

i2.ti.15-02:O2bRR:Rgi:04:BB:C:IC:C63

2.2.15-2

2b. Criterion4.4. Identificationof variables monitored: The as-built

Inspection of the software project's installation phase summary 8it11will

The software project's installation phase summary BRRidentify and

software project's design bases reconcile any changes to the list of:

be performed for identification of monitored variables and to ensure that

complywith changes, deletions, and additions to, and changes thereto are

* The variables or combinations of variables, or both, that are to be
monitored to manually or automatically. or both. control each protective

changeshave been reconciled,

reconciled for:
* The variables or combinations of variables, or both, that are to be

action;
The analytical limit associated with each variable;
*The ranges (normal, abnormal, and accident conditions) associated with

monitored to manually or automatically, or both. control each protective
action;
* The analytical limit associated with each variable;

each variable; and
* The rates of change of these variables to be accommodated until proper

*

The ranges (normal, abnormal, and accident conditions) associated with
each variable; and

completion of the protective action is ensured.

BB3

2.215.2b-5

yZ.y2.tS-02:i2bBB:Rff:BS:BB:C:iC:ChS

2.2.15-2

Inspection of the software project's installation phase summary Bee will

software project's design bases reconcile any changes to the list of:

be performed for identification of monitored variables and to ensure that

complywith changes, deletions, and additions to, and changes thereto am

* The variables or combinations of variables, or both, that are to be

changes have been reconciled.

reconciled for:

monitored to manually or automatically, or both, control each protective
action;

*The variables or combinations of variables, or both, that are to be
monitored to manually or automatically, or both. control each protective

The analytical limit associated with each variable;
* The ranges (normal, abnormal, and accident conditions) associated with

action;
* The analytical limit associated with each variable;

each variable; and

*

* The rates of change of these variables to be accommodated until proper

each variable; and

2.215.2b-6

02.ti.15-02:S2bRR:BBR:i:R:C:IC:Cri

2.2.15-2

The ranges (normal, abnormal, and accident conditions) associated with

The rates of change of these variables to be accommodated until proper
completion of the protective action is ensured.

completion of the protective action Is ensured.

884

* The rates of change of these variables to be accommodated until proper
tompetion of the protective action is ensured.
The software projects installation phasetsummary RR identify and

2b. Criterion4.4. Identification of variables monitored: The as-built

*

2b. Criterion4.4, Identification of variables monitored: The as-built
software project's design bases reconcile any changes to the list of:

Inspection of the software project's installation phase summary eRR
will
be performed for identification of monitored variables and to ensure that

The software project's installation phase summary ARRidentify and
complywith changes, deletions, and additions to, and changes thereto are

* The variables or combinations of variables, or both, that are to be

changes have been reconciled.

reconciledfor:

monitored to manually or automatically, or both. control each protective

*

action;
* The analytical limitassociated with each variable;

monitored to manually or automatically, or both, control each protective
action;

The variables or combinations of variables, or both, that are to be

The analytical limit associated with each variable;

* The ranges (normal, abnormal, and accident conditions) associated with
each variable; and

*

The ranges (normal, abnormal, and accident conditions) associated with

eachvariable; and

. The rates of change of these variables to be accommodated until proper
completion of the protective action Is ensured.

*

The ratesof change of these variables to be accommodated until proper

completion of the protective action is ensured.

ESBWRODCDRev9_Tier1 ITAAC_Table_Nbr_n_CountRevSPostColumnDelete

NRC 2011-12-15_rd-O2.l
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885

2.215.2b-7

02.02.15-O2:t2b.gg:gg :o7:.gg:C:CC:C63

ITAAC

Design Commitment (DC)

Inspections, Tests, Analyses

2.2.15-2

I

2b. Criterion4.4. Identification of variables monitored: The as-built

Inspection of the softwareproject's installation phase summary BRRwill

The software project's installation phase summary BRRidentify and

software project's design bases reconcile any changes to the list of:

be performed for identification of monitored variables and to ensure that

complywith changes, deletions, and additions to. and changes thereto are

* The variables or combinations of variables, or both, that are to be

changes have been reconciled.

reconciled for:

monitored to manually or automatically, or both, control each protective

- The variables or combinations of variables, or both, that are to be

action;
* The analytical limitassociated with each variable;

monitored to marnuallyor automatically, or both, control each protective
action:

aTheranges (normal,
d
abnormal, and accident conditions) associated with

02.02.15u2u.3aBB:BBB:02u:BB:D:IC:C63

2.2.1S-2

. The rates of change of these variables to be accommodated until proper
completion of the proteetive action Is ensured.
Inspection of the software project's design phase summary BRRwillbe
The software proJect's design phase summary BRRidentify:
performed fur Identificationof the minimum criteria for manual initiation * The points in time and the plant conditions during which manual control

bates list:
and control,
- The points in time and the plant conditions dunng which manual control j(tesignAcceptanceCritefria),

is allowed;
*The justification for permitting intilaton or control subsequent to

is allowed;

initiation solelyby manual means;

The justification for permitting initiation or control subsequent to
initiation solely by manual means;

a The range of environmental conditions Imposed upon the operator
during normal, abnormal, and accident conditions throughout which the

a The range of environmental conditions imposed upon the operator

manual

during normal, abnormal, and accident conditions throughout which the
manual operations will be performed; and

operations will be performed; and
The variables that will be displayed for the operator to use in taking
manual action.

manual action.
Ia. Criterion 4.5, Minimumcriteria for manual initiation and control of

Inspection of the software project's design phase summary BRRwillbe

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))
The software project's design phase summary BgR Identify:

protective actions subsequent to initiation: The software project's design

performed for Identification of the minimum criteria fcr manual initiation

e The

bates list:

and control,

is allowed;

-The points in time and the plant conditions during which manual control

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

e The

points in time and the plant conditions during which manual control
justification for permitting initiation or control subsequent to

is allowed;

initiation solelyby manual means;

-*Thejustification for permitting initiation or control subsequent to
Itliation solely by manual means;
*The range of environmental conditions imposed upon the operator

- The range of environmental conditions imposed upon the operator
during normal. abnormal, and accident conditions throughout whichthe
manual

during normal, abnormal, and accident conditions throughout which the

operations will be performed; and

manual operations will be performed; and

a The

a

The variables that will be displayed for the operator to use in taking

variables that will be displayed for the operator to use in taking

manual action.

manual action.
3a. Criterion 4.5, Minimumcriteria for manual initiation and control of

Inspection of the software project's design phase summary BRRwill be

({DesignAcceptance Criteria))
The software project's design phase summary BRRidentify:

protective actions subsequent to initiation: The software project's design

performed for identification of the minimum criteria for manual initiation

a The

bases list:
and control,
* The points In time and the plant conditions during whichmanual control ((DesignAcceptance Criteria))
is allowed;
t The justification for pemitting initiation or control subsequent to
Initiation solely by manual means;
i2.2.5-2
a The

operationswill be performed; and

manual operations will be performed; and

:Thevariables that wmlbe displayed for the operator to use in taking
onnu.l action.

that will be displayed for the operator to use intaking

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

manual action.
3a. Criterion4.5. Minimumcriteria for manual initiation and control of
protactive actions subsequent to initiation: The software project's design

points in time and the plant conditions during which manual control

Isallowed;
, The justiycatlon for permitting Initiation or control subsequent to
initiation solelyby manual means;
- The range of environmental conditions imposed upon the operator
duringnormal, abnormal, and accident conditions throughout which the
manual

range of environmental conditions imposed upon the operator

during normal, abnormal, and accident conditions throughout which the
a The variables

Inspection of the software project's design phase summary BRRwill be
performedfor Identificationof the minimum criteria for manual initiation

The software project's design phase summary BRRidentify:
a The points in time and the plant conditions during which manual control

bases list:
and control,
- The points in time and the plant conditions during which manual control ((DesIgnAcceptance Criteria))

is allowed;
- The justification for permitting initiation or control subsequent to

is allowed;

initiation solelyby manual means;

a The justification for permitting initiation or control subsequent to
Initiation solely by manual means;

*

- The range of environmental conditions imposed upon the operator
during normal, abnormal, and accident conditions throughout which the

manual

manual operations will be performed; and
a The variables that will be displayed for the operator to use in taking

*

The range of environmental conditions imposed upon the operator
duringnormal, abnormal, and accident conditions throughout which the
operations will be performed; and
The variables that will be displayedfor the operator to use in taking
manualaction.
((DesignAcceptance Criterial)

manual action.

ESBWR DCDRev9_Tier1 ITAAC_TableNbr-nCountRev5_PostColumnDeleteNRC_2011-12-15 rd-O2.xls

YES

The ranges (normal, abnormal, and accident conditions) associated with
each variable; and

*The variables that will be displayed for the operator to use in taking

2.215.3a-2

1

*

completion of the protective action is ensured.
3a. Criterion 4.5, Minimumcriteria for manual initiation and control of
protective actions subsequent to initiation: The software project's design

0

The analytical limit associated with each variable;

each variable; and
* The rates of change of these variables to be accommodated until proper

887
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Matnhitdl
DesignCommitment (DC)

Inspections, Tests, Analyses (ITA)
Inspection of the software project's design phase summary BRRwill be

protectiveactions subsequent to initiation: The software project's design

performedfor identification of the minimum criteria for manual initiation * The points in time and the plant conditions during which manual control

baseslist:
and control.
-The points in time and the plant conditions during which manual control ((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

Is allowed;
. The justification for permitting initiation or control subsequent to

is allowed;

Initiation solely by manual means;

8The justificationfor permitting initiation or control subsequent to

. The range of environmental conditions imposed upon the operator

initiation solelyby manual means;

doing normal, abnormal, and accident conditions throughout which the

* The range of environmental conditions imposed upon the operator

manual

doringnormsl, abnormal, and accident conditions throughout which the
manual operations will be performed; and

operationswill be performed; and
* The variables that will be displayed for the operator to use In taking

* The variables that will be displayed for the operator to use intaking

2.215.3a-7

02.02.15-0203agB:BBB;0i7:BB:D:IC!C63

2.2.15-2

Table

1

0

YES

manual action.
Inspection of the software project's design phase summary BRRwill be

protectiveactions subsequent to initiation: The software project's design

performedfor identification of the minimum criteria for manual initiation

- The points In time and the plant conditions during which manual control

baseslist:

and control.

Is allowed;
The justification for permitting initiation or control subsequent to

*

is allowed;
* The justificationfor permitting initiation or control subsequent to

initiation solely by manual means;
* The range of environmental conditions imposed upon the operator

initiation solelyby manual means;
, The range of environmental conditions imposed upon the operator

dusingnormal, abnormal, and accident conditions throughout which the
manual

durng normal, abnormal, and accident conditions throughout which the

operationswill be performed; and

manualoperations will be performed; and
SThe variables that will be displayed for the operator to use intaking

*

The variables that will be displayed for the operator to use in taking
manual action.

manualaction.
3a. Criterion4.5, Minimum criteria for manual initiation and control of

Inspection of the software project's design phase summary BRRwill be

protectiveactions subsequent to initiation: The software project's design

performedfor identification of the minimum criteria for manual initiation

baseslist:

and control.

- The points in time and the plant conditions during which manual control

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

('DesignAcceptance Criteria))
The software project's design phase summary NMR
identify:

m
The points in time and the

plant conditions during which manual control

Is allowed;
* The justification for permitting initiation or control subsequent to

isallowed;

Initiation solely by manual means;

The justificationfor permitting initiation or control subsequent to
initiation solelyby manual means;
, The range of environmental conditions imposed upon the operator

- The range of environmental conditions imposed upon the operator
duringnormal, abnormal, and accident conditions throughout which the
manual

duringnormal, abnormal, and accident conditions throughout which the

operationswill be performed; and

manualoperations will be performed; and
* The variables that will be displayed for the operator to use in taking

- The variables that will be displayed for the operator to use intaking
manualaction.

rianual action.
3b. Criterion 4.5, Minimum criteria for manual initiation and control of
protectiveactions subsequent to initiation:The as-built software prolect's

DAC-ITAACCnn-ITAAC

'(Design
Acceptance Criteria))
The software project's design phase summary BRgidentify:

manualaction.
Do.Criterion 4.5, Minimum criteria for manual initiation and control of

The points in time and the plant conditions during which manual control ((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

t892

Acoeptance Criteria (AC)
The software project's design phase summary ARRIdentify:

3,. Criterion4.5, Minimum criteria for manual initiation and control of

1Y

[iDesignAcceptance Criteria))
inspection of the as-built software project's installation phase summary

The as-built software project's installation phase summary BRRidentify

BRRwill be performed for Identificationof the minimum criteria for

and comply with applicable changes, deletions, and additions to, and

designbases, with changes reconciled, list:
manual initiation and control of protectioe actions subsequent to initiation changesthereto am reconciled for:
, The points Intime and the plant conditions during which manual control and to ensure changes have been reconciled.
- The points in time and the plant conditions during which manual control
Isallowed;
82.2.15-2

is allowed;

The justificationfor permitting initiationor control subsequent to

*

Initiation solely by manual means;
. The range of environmental conditions imposed upon the operator

duringnormal, abnormal, and accident conditions throughout which the
manualoperations will be performed; and

duringnormal, abnormal, and accident conditions throughout which the
manual operations will be performed; and

* The variables that will be displayed for the operator to use in taking

- The variablesthat will be displayed for the operator to use in taking

manualactions
3b. Criterion 4.5, Minimum criteria for manual initiation and control of
protectiveactions subsequent to initiation:The as-built sofiware project's

Inspection of the as-built software project's installation phase summary
BRRwill be performed for Identification of the minimum criteria for

designbases, with changes reconciled, Itt:

manual initiation and control of protective actions subsequent to initiation changesthereto are reconciled for:

The ponts in time and the plant conditions during which manual control and to ensure changes have been reconciled.
Isallowed;
4

2.25.b-

02.02.5-02:b:

02::C:ICC3ntiation

The justification for permitting initiation or control subsequent to

Initiation solelyby manual means;
* The range of enoironmental conditions imposed upon the operator

9 The justifiation for permitting initiation or control subsequent to
solelyby manual means;

manual action.
The as-built software project's installation phase summary BRRidentify
and comply with applicable changes, deletions, and additions to, and

*

The points In time and the plant conditions during which manual control

is allowed;
The Jussificationfor permitting initiation or control subsequent to
initiationsolely by manual means;T

*

. The range of environmental conditions imposed upon the operator

- The range of environmental conditions imposed upon the operator

duringnormal, abnormal, and accident conditions throughout which the
manualoperations will be performed; and

duringnormal, abnormal, and accident conditions throughout which the
manual operations will be performed; and

* The variables that will be displayed for the operator to use In taking

. The variabls that will be displayed for the operator to use in taking

mianualaction,

manual action.
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3b. Criterion4,5, Minimum criteria for manual initiationand control of
protectiveactions subsequent to initiation: The as-built software project's

Acceptance Criteria (AC)

Inspections, Tests, Analyses(ITA)

Design Commitment (DC)

Table Nbr

Inspection of the as-built software project's installation phase summary
NRR
will be performed for Identificationof the minimum criteria for

-ITAAC

rMacrice

xed
Table

Theas-built software project's installation phase summary BRRIdentify
and complywith applicable changes, deletions, and additions to, and

design bases, with changes reconciled, list:
manual initiation and control of protective actions subsequent to initiation changesthereto are reconciled for:
* The points in time and the plant conditions during whichmanual control and to ensure changes have been reconciled.
- The points Intime and the plant conditions during which manual control
is allowed;
5 The justification for permitting initiation or control subsequent to
initlation solely by manual means;

is allowed;
* The justification for permitting initiation or control subsequent to

* The range of environmental conditions imposed upon the operator
during normal, abnormal, and accident conditions throughout which the

- The range of environmental conditions imposed upon the operator
duringnormal, abnormal, and accident conditions throughout which the

manual operations will be performed; and

manualoperations will be performed; and

, The variables that will be displayed for the operator to use intaking

02.02.15-02 :O3hE:iB i:O5:f:C:iC:C63

2.2.15-2

0

1

0

1

0

1

manualaction.

3b. Criterion4.5, Minimum criteria for manual initiation and control of

Inspection of the as-built software project's installation phase summary

Theas-built software project's installation phase summary fiRRIdentify

protectiveactions subsequent to initiation: The as-built software project's

0RRwllIbe performed for identification of the minimum criteria for

and complywith applicable changes, deletions, and additions to, and

design bases, with changes reconciled, list:

manual initiation and control of protective actions subsequent to initiation changesthereto are reconciled for:

. The points in time and the plant conditions during whichmanual control and to ensure changes have been reconciled.

- The points intime and the plant conditions duringwhich manual control

is allowed;

is allowed;

8 The justification for permitting initiation or control subsequent to
initiation solely by manual means;

. The justification for permitting initiation or control subsequent to
initiation solelyby manual means;

. The range of environmental conditions imposed upon the operator

- The range of environmental conditions imposed upon the operator

during normal, abnormal, and accident conditions throughout whichthe
manual operations will be performed; and
* The variables that will be displayed for the operator to use In taking

duringnormal, abnormal, and accident conditions throughout which the
manualoperations wil be performed; and
,
e variables that will be displayed for the operator to use in taking
manualaction.

minuailaction.

2.215.3b-5

1

. The variables that will be displayedfor the operator to use in taking

manual action,

897

0

initiation solelyby manual means;

Theas-built software project's installation phase summary ORR
identify

3b. Criterion4.5, Minimum criteria for manual initiation and control of

Inspection of the as-built software project's installation phase summary

protective actions subsequent to initiation: The as-builtsoftware project's
design bases, with changes reconciled, list:

BRRwi be performed for identification of the minimum criteria for
and complywith appl•cable changes, deletions, and additions to. a nd
manual inislation and control of protective actions subsequent to initiation changesthereto are reconciled for:

* The points in time and the plant conditions during whichmanual control and to ensure changes have been reconciled.

*The points Intime and the plant conditions during which manual control

is allowed;
. The justification for permitting initiation or control subsequent to

is allowed;
. The justification for permitting initiation or control subsequent to

initiation solely by manual means;
. The range of environmental conditions imposed upon the operator

initiation solelyby manual means;
- The range of environmental conditions imposed upon the operator

during normal, abnormal, and accident conditions throughout which the
manual operations will be performed: and
* The variables that will be displayed for the operator to use Intaking

during normal. abnormal, and accident conditions throughout which the
manualoperations will be performed; and
. The variables that will be displayedfor the operator to use in taking
manualaction.

manual action,
3b. Criterion4.5, Minimum criteria for manual initiation and control of

Inspection of the as-built software project's installation phase summary

The as-built software project's installation phase summary NRRidentify

protectiveactions subsequent to initiation: The as-built software project's

BRR
will be performed for identification of the minimum criteria for

and complywith applicable changes, deletions, and additions to, and

design bases, with changes reconciled. list:
manual initiation and control of protective actions subsequent to initiation changesthereto are reconciled for:
a The points in time and the plant conditions during which manual control and to ensure changes have been reconciled.
, The points in time and the plant conditions duringwhich manual control
898

2.215.3b-6

02.02.15-02:03bB*:BBB:Og:BB:C:IC:C63

2.2.15-2

is allowed;
- The justification for permitting initiation or control subsequent to
initiation solelyby manual means;

is allowed;
- The justification for permitting initiation or control subsequent to
Initiation solely by manual means;

: The range of environmental conditions imposed upon the operator

*

during normal, abnormal, and accident conditions throughout which the

duringnormal, abnormal, and accident conditions throughout which the

manualoperations will be performed; and

manualoperations will be performed; and

* The variables that will be displayed for the operator to use intaking

*

manualaction.

2.225.Ob-7

02.02.1i2:23b00:BBO:07:NN:C:IC:CtO

2.2.-

The vuriables that will be displayedfor the operator to use In taking

manualaction.
The as-bullt software project's installation phase summary BRRidentify
and complywith applicable changes, deletions, and additions to, and

3b. Criterion 4.5. Minimum criteria for manual initiation and contml of
protectiveactions subsequent to Initiation: The as-built software project's

Inspection of the as-built software project's installation phase summary
BRRwill be performed for Identificationof the minimum criteria for

design bases, with changes reconciled, list:

manual initiation and control of protective actions subsequent to initiation changesthereto are reconciled for:

*The points In time and the plant conditions during which manual control and to ensure changes have been reconciled.
800

The range of environmental conditions Imposed upon the operator

*

The points Intime and the plant conditions duringwhich manual control

is allowed;
The justification for permitting initiation or control subsequent to
initiation solelyby manual means;

is allowed;
. The justification for permitting Initiation or control subsequent to
initiation solely by manual means:

. The range of environmental conditions imposed upon the operator
during normal, abnormal, and accident conditions throughout which the
manualoperations will be performed; and

- The range of environmental conditions imposed upon the operator
during normal, abnormal, and accident conditions throughout which the
manualoperatlons will be performed; and

* The variables that wil be displayed for the operator to use intaking

, The variables that will be displayed for the operator to use in taking

manualaction,

ESBWRDCDRev9_TieriITAAC.TableNbr_nCountRev5_Post_ColumnDelete_NRC_2011-12-15
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Imanual action.
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Design Commitment (DCQ
4a. Criterion4.6, Identificationof the minimum number and location of

900

2.215.4a-l

02.f2.15-02:4aiBB:BBB:R1:RB:D:IC:C63

2.2.15-2

Inspections, Tests, Analyses (ITA)
Inspection of the software projects design phase summary BRRwill be

sensort: The software project's design bases list the minimum number and performed for the identification of the minimum number of sensors and

numberand locations of sensors for those variables that are required to

Ioetfons of sensors forthose variables that are required to perform a
safetyrelated function and have a spatial dependence (i.e., where the

perform a safety-related function and have a spatial dependence (i.e.,
where the variable varies as a function of position in a paeticular region).

locations of sensor for those variables that have a spatial dependence.
((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

4a. Cterion 4.6, ldentifcatlIonof the minimum number and location of

Inspection of the software project's design phase summary BRRwill be

sensors: The software project's design bases list the minimum number and performed for the Identfication of the minimum number of sensorsand
901

902

2.215.4a-2

2.215.4a-3

R2.O2.15-02D4aBR:BBB:D2:RR:D:IC:C63

02.O2.15-02 .•4aBB:BBB:03:BB:D:IC:C63

2.2.15-2

ocatiUons
of sensors for those variables that are required to perform a
safety-related function and have a spatial dependence (i.e., where the
variable variesas a function of position in a particular region).

locations of sensors for those variablesthat have a spatial dependence,
((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

4a. Criterion4.6, Identificationof the minimum number and location of

Inspection of the software project's design phase summary BRRwill be

2.215.4a-4

0

v2.02.15-2:04.BB:BBB:4:BB:D:IC:C63

2.2.15-2

ti2.itl.l5-02:GtaBt:RR:Rh:RR:D:IC:Ci3

2.2.15-2

[(DesignAcceptance Criteria))
Thesoftware project's design phase summary BRRidentify the minimum
numberand locations of sensors for those variables that are required to

locations of sensors for those variables that are required to perform a
safety-related function and have a spatial dependence (i.e.,where the
variable varies as a function of position in a particular region).

locations of sensors for those variables that have a spatial dependence.
((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

perform a safety-related function and have a spatial dependence (I.e..
where the variable varies as a function of position ina particular region).
((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

4a. Criterion 4.6, Identificationof the minimum number and locationof

Inspection of the software project's design phase summary Rita will be

The software project's design phase summary iRit identify the minimum

sensors: The software project'sdesign bases list the minimum number and performed for the identification of the minimum number of sensors and

numberand locations of sensors for thosevariablestthatarerequired to

locations of sensors for those variables that are required to perform a

locations of sensors for those variablesthat have a spatial dependence.

perform a safety-related function and have a spatial dependence (i.e.,

safety-related function and have a spatial dependence (i.e., where the

{(DesignAcceptance Criteria))

where the variable varies as a function of position in a particular region).

locations of sensors for those variables that are required to perform a
safety-related function and have a spatial dependence (i.e., where the

4a. Critericn 4.6. Identification of the minimum number and location of

locations of sensors for those variables that have a spatial dependence.
((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

2.2.15-2

((Design Acceptance Criteria))
Inspection of the software project's design phase summary BRitA
will be

numberand locations of sensors for those varlables thatare required to
perform a safety-related function and have a spatial dependence (i.e.,
where the variable varies as a function of position in a particular region).

2.2.15-2

Inspection of the as-built software project's Installation phase summary

and complywith changes, deletions, and additions to the applicable

to the list of the minimum number and locations of sensors for those

minimumnumber and locations of sensors for those variables that are

sensors and locations of sensors for those variables that have a spatial

variablesthat are required to perform a safety-related function and have a dependence and to ensure that changes have been reconciled.

requiredto perform a safety-related function and have a spatial

spatUal
dependence (I-e.,where the variable varles as a function of position

dependence(i.e., where the variable vanes as a function of position Ina

Isa particular region).

particular region) and changes have been reconciled.
Inspection ofthe as-built software project's Installation phase summary

2.215.4b-3

02.O2.15-02:;4bBB:BBB:R3:BB:C:IC:C63

2.2.15-2

sensors and location ofsensorsfor those variables that have a spatial

S

i

1

fES

0

1

fES

minimumnumber and locationsof sensersfor those variables that are

4b. Criterion4.6, Ientiicatlon of the minimum number end locaonn of

The as-built software project's installation phase summary RitR Identify

Inspection of the as-built software project's Installation phase summary
sensors and locations of sensors for those variables that have a spatial

and comply withchanges, deletions, and additions to the appllcable
minimumnumber and locations of sensors for those variables that are

variables that are required to perform a safety-related function and have a dependence and to ensure that changes have been reconciled.

requiredto perform a safety-related function and have a spatial

spatial dependence (ie., where the variable varies as a function of position
ina particular region).

dependence(i.e.. where the variable varies as a function of position ina
particular region) and changes have been reconciled.

rd-02.xlis

1

end comply withchanges, deletions, and additions to the applicable
requiredto perform a safety-related function and have , spatial
dependence(i.e., where the variable varies as a function of position ina
particular region) and changes have been reconciled.

ESBWRDCDRev9_Tier1 ITAAC_Table_NbrnCountRevSPostColumnDeleteNRC_2011-12-15_

i

YES

The as-built software project's Installation phase summary iRR Identify

variablesthat are required to perform a safety-related function and have a dependence and to ensure that changes have been reconciled.
spatial dependence (i.e..where the variable varies as a function of position
ina particular region).

tensors:The
as-builtsoftware project'stdesign bases reconcile any changes BRRwill be performed for the identification of the minimum number of
909

i

The as-built software project's installation phase summary BitRIdentify

sensors: meat-built software project's design bases reconcile any changes BRR
will be performed for the identification of the minimum number of

so the list of the minimum number and locations of sensors fur those

1

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

particular region).

to the list of the minimum number and locations of sensors for those
it2.it2.ti5-t2:it4bRR:i :t2:RR:C:IC:Cil

Thesoftware project's design phase summary BRRidentify the minimum

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

sensors: The as-builtsoitware project's design bases reconcile any changes BRRwilt be performed for the Identificationofthe minimum number of
2.215.45-2

perform a safety-related function and have a spatial dependence (i.e.,
where the variable varies as a function of position ina particular region).

safety-related function and have a spatial dependence (i.e., where the

4b. Criterion 4.6, Identification of the minimum number and location of

StiR

numberand locationsof sensors for those variables that are required to

locations of sensors for those variables that have a spatial dependence.

4b. Criterion4.6, Identificatlonof the minimum number and location of

02.02.15-02:048bi:BBB:Ol:BB:C:IC:C63

Thesoftware project's design phase summary RiRRidentify the minimum

locations of sensors for those variables that are required to perform a
fpositin I n

YES

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))
Inspection of the software projects design phase summary Rita weilbe

sensors: The software project's design bases list the minimum number and performed for the identification of the minimum number of sensors and

variable varies as a function

2.215.4b-1

a spatial dependence (ie.,

where the variable varies e, a function of position ina particular region).

4a. Criterion 4.6, Identificationof the minimum number and locationof
Inspection of the software project's design phase summary BiRtwill be
sensors: The software project's design base. list the minimum number and performed for theidentification of the minimum number of sensors and

variable varies as a function of position in a particular region).

907

Thesoftware project's design phase summary BRRidentify the minimum
operforma safety-related function and he

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

sensors: The software project's design bases list the minimum number and performed for the identification of the minimum number of sensors and
2.215.4a-6

YES

perform a safety-related funcion and have a spatial dependence (i.e.,
where the variable varies as a function of position ina particular region).

numberand locations of sensors for those variables that are required to

locatons of sensors for those variablesthat have a spatial dependence.

variable varies as a function of position ins particular region).

905

0

numberand ocations of sensors for those variables that are required to

Iocacantofsensorsforthose variables that rerequired to perform a

4a. Criterion4.6, Identificationof the minimum number and location of

1

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

variable varies as a function of position in a particular region).

903

Table

Thesoftware pmjet's design phase summary rit identify the minimum

sensrs: The software project's design bates list the minimum number and performed for the identification of the minimum number of sensors and
safety-related function and have a spatial dependence (i.e., where the

DAC-ITAACC-ITAAC

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

variable varies as a function of position in a particular region).

2.2.15-2

Aoueptanca Criteria (AC)
The software project's design phase summary ERRidentify the minimum
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4b. Criterion 4.6, Identification of the minimum comber and location of

910

2.215.4b-4

02.02.15-02:O4biBB:BBB:04:BB:C:IC:C63

2215-2

Inspectiara, Tasts,Afy

(

Inspectionof the as-built software project's installation phase summary

minimum number and locations of sensors for those variables that are
required to perform a safety-related function and hoe a spatial

spatial dependence (i.e., where the variable varies as a function of position

dependence (i.e., where the variable varies as a function of position in a

Inspectionof the as-built software project's installation phase summary

2.215.4b.-t

02.t2.15O-2:O4BB.BBBt:Ot6:BB.:C:C:C63

2.2.15-

sensorsand locations of sensors for those vanrablesthat have a spatial

02.ti2.15-i2:f4bBB:BBB:t7:BB:C:IC:Ct3

2.2.15-2

partlcular region) and changes have been reconciled.
Inspection of the as-built softwareprojects installation phase summary

and complywith changes, deletions, and additions to the applicable

to the list of the minimum number and locations of sensors for those
sensorsand locations of sensors for those variables that have a spatial
va2iabnesthat are required to perform a safety-related function and have a dependenceand to ensure that changes have been reconciled.

minimum number and locations of sensors for those varnablesthat are
required to perform a safety-related function and have a spatial

spatial dependence (i.e., where the variablevaries as a function of position

dependence (i.e., where the variable varies as a function of position ina

in a particular region).

particular region) and changes have been reconciled.

sensorsand locations of sensors for those variables that have a spatial

B2.B2.BS-B2.ti5BB.BBB.01:BBgD:iC.CB3

2.2.15-2

required to perform a safety-related function and have a sptial
dependence (i.e.. where the variable varies as a function of position ina

2.2.15-2

trnslentandsteadystateconditonsofmotiveandcontrolpowerandthe

conditions of motiveand control power and the environment (e.g.,

conditionsof motive and control power and the environment.

environment (e.g., voltage, frequency, radioieon, temperature, humidity,

voltage, frequency, radiation, temperature, humidity, pressure, and

((Design Acceptance Criteria))

pressure, and vibrationj during normal, abnormal, and accident

2.2.15-2

transient and steady state conditions of motive and control power and the

conditionsof motiveand control power and the encironment (e.g.,

conditionsof motive and control power and the environment.

environment (e.g., voltage, frequency, radiation, temperature, humidity,

cottage,frequency, radlation, temperature, humidity, pressure, and

j(DesignAcceptance Criteria))

pressure,and vibration) during normal, abnormal, and accident

i2.ti2.1S-ti2:tSeBB:RB:B4:B:B:DIC:C

2.2.15-2

conditionsof motive and control power and the environment.

environment (e.g., voltage, frequency, radiation, temperature, humidity,

coltage,frequency, radiation, temperature, humidity, pressure, and

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

pressure,and vibration) during normal, abnormal, and accident

vibration) during normal, abnormal, and accident circumstances

circumstances throughout whichthe safety-related system will perform.

throughout which the safety-related system is to perform.

f{DesignAcceptance Criteria))

conditions of motive and control power and the environment (e.g.,
,oItage,frequency, radiation, temperature, humidity, pressure, and

Sa. Criterion4.7, Range of transient and steady-state conditions: The

Inspectionofthe software project's design phase summary BfiR will be
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2.2.15-2

of safety-related system performance.
7a. Criterion 4.9, Identification of the methods used to determine
942

943

944

945

946

947

948

949

2.215.7.1

2.215.7a-2

2.215.7a-3

2.215.7a-4

2.215.7a.5

2.215.7a-6

2.215.7a-7

2.215.7b-1

02.02.tS-t2:t7cgg:BBB:l1:88:l:iC:C

ti2.82.tS-ti2:87e88:88:02:8i:D:iC:Ci

i2.02.15-02.07oBt:888:t3:ti:8:iC:Ci3

82.l2.15-02:i7c88:6t:04:88:D:iC:Ci3

02.02.15'02.07a88:88t:t:8:D:iC:Ci3

82.02.15-02.07a88:888:ti:88:8:iC:Ci3

82.82.15-02.07c8:BBB:7:688:DJC:Cis3

02.02.15-02:07bBB:BBB:1:;BB:C:IC:C63

2.

2.2.15-2

2.2.15-2

2.2.15-2

2.2.15-2

2.2.15-2

The software project's design phase summary BRRidentify that
appropriate methods and qualitative and quantitative reliabilitygoals were
used to assess the reliability of the safety-related system design.

to assess the reliabilityof the safety-related system design.

()DesignAcceptance Criteria))

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

7a. Criterion 4.9, Identificationof the methods used to determine
Inspection of the software project's design phase summary BRRwillbe
reliability of the safety system design: The software project's design bases performedfor identification of the applicable qualitative and quantitative
list the methods and any qualitative and quantitathe reliabilitygoals used reliability goals,

The software project's design phase summary 8RRIdentify that
appropriate methods and qualitative and quantitative reliabilitygoals were
used to assess the reliability of the safety-related system design.

to assess the reliabilityof the safety-related system design.

f(DesignAcceptance Criteria))

))DesignAcceptance Criteria)j

7a. Criterion 4.9, Identificationof the methods used to determine
reliability of the safety system design: The software project's design bases

Inspection of the softwareproject's design phase summary 8RRwillbe
performed for identification of the applicable qualitative and quantitative

The software project's design phase summary BR Identify that
appropriate methods and qualitative and quantitative reliabilitygoals were

list the methods and any qualitative and quantitative reliabilitygoals used reliability goals,

used to assess the reliability of the safety-related system design.

to assess the reliabilityof the safety-related system design.

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

(D)esignAcceptance Criteria))

7a. Criterion 4.9, Identificationof the methods used to determine

inspection of the software project's design phase summary BRRwill be

The software project's design phase summary 8RRidentify that

reliability of the safety system design: The software project's design bases

performed for identification of the applicable qualitative and quantitative

appropriate methods and qualitative and quantitative reliabilitygoals were

2.2.15-2

2.2.15-2

Inspection of the software project's design phace summary BRRwillbe

reliability of the safety system design: The software project's design bases performedfor identification of the applicable qualitative and quantitative
list the methods and any qualitative and quantitative reliabilitygoals used reliability goals,

the methods and any qualitative and quantitative reliabilitygoals used reliability goals.

used to ases

he reiility of the safety-related system design.

to assess the reliability of the safety-related system design.

(IDesign Acceptance Criteria))

[(DesignAcceptance Criteria))

7a. Criterion4.9, identification of the methods used to determine

Inspection of the software project's design phase summary BRRwill be

Thesoftware project's design phase summary 86R identify that

reliability of the safety system design: The software project's design bases

performed for identification of the applicable qualitative and quantitative

appropriatemethods and qualitative and quantitative reliabilitygoals were

list the methods and any qualitative and quantitative reliabilitygoals used reliability goals.

ased to assess the reliability of the safety-related system design.

to assess the reliability of the safety-related system design.

))DeslgnAcceptance Criteria))

liDesign Acceptance Criteria})

7a. Criterion4.9, Identification of the methods used to determine

Inspection of the software project's design phase summary BRRwill be

Thesoftware project's design phase summary BRRidentify that

reliability of the safety system design: The software project's design bases

performed fur identification of the applicable qualitative and quantitative

appropriatemethods and qualitative and quantitative reliabilitygoals were

list the methods and any qualitative and quantitative reliabilitygoals used reliability goals.

osed to assess the reliability of the safety-related system design.

to assess the reliability of the safety-related system design.

[[DesignAcceptance Criteria))

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

7a. Criterion4.9, Identificationof the methods used to detereine

Inspection of the software project's design phase summary BRRwill be

Thesoftware project's design phase summary B6Ridentify that

reliability of the safety system design: The software project's design bases

performed for identification of the applicable qualitative and quantitative

appropriatemethods and qualitative and quantitative reliabilitygoals were

lt

shemethods and any qualitative and quantitative reliabilitygoals used reliability goals.

ased to assess the reliability of the safety-related system design.

to assess the reliability of the safety-related system design.

(jDesign Acceptance Criteria)

7b. Cristeron4,9,ldentlfination of shemetbodsnusedto determlne

Inspectiornofshe as-buiitsonftware project'scdesignbases wi[ibe performed

{heas-a~biitsoftwareproject's design baseslIdentifiesappiicabie

reliability of the safety system design: The as-bult software project's

for identification of the applicable qualitative and quantitative reliability

qualitativeand quantitative reliability goals used to assess the reliability of

design bases reconcile any changes to the list of the methods and any

goals.and to ensure that changes have been reconciled.

the safety-related system design and changes have been reconciled.

(i(DesignAcceptance Criteria))

qualitative and quantitative reliabilitygoals used to assess the reliability of
the

safety-related system design.
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Acceptance Criteria (AC)

Inspections, Tests, Analyses (ITA)

DesignCommitment (DC)

ITAAC
Table Nbr

DAC-ITAACCon-ITAAC

MtrIed
Table

7b. Criterion4.9, Identificationof the methods used to determine

Inspectionof the as-built software project's design bases will be performed The as-built software project's design bases Identifies applicable

reliabilityof the safety system design: The as-built software project's

for identification of the applicable qualitative and quantitative reliability

qualitative and quantitative reliability goals used to assess the reliability of

design bases reconcile any changes tothelistofthe methodsardasy

goals,and to ensure that changes have bee, reconciled.

the safety-related system design and changes have been reconciled.

0

1

0

1

S

qualitative and quantitative reliabilitygoais used to assess the reliability of
the safety-related system design.
7b. Criterion 4.9, Identification of the methods used to determine
951

952

2.215.7b-3

2.215.7b-4

02.02.15-02:07bfiB:BBB:O3:BB:C:IC:C63

t2.i215-02:Dlbfi:fit:04:fi:C:IC:Cbi

2.2.15-2

2.2.15-2

Inspectionof the as-bult software project's design bases will be performed The as-built software project's design bases identifies applicable

for Identificationof the applicable qualitative and quantitative reliability
reliabilityof the safety system design: The as-built software project's
design bases reconcile any changes to the list of the methods and any
goals,and to ensure that changes have been reconciled.
qualitative and quantitative reliabilitygoals used to assess the reliability of

qualitative and quantitative reliability goals used to assess the reliability of
the safety-related system design and changes have been reconciled.

lhesafety-related system design.
7b. Criterion 4.9, Identification of the methods used to determine

Inspectionof the as-built software project's design bases will be performed The as-built software project's design bases identifies applicable

reliabilityof the safety system design: The as-built software project's

for identification of the applicable qualitative and quantitative reliability

design bases reconcile any changes to the list of the methods and any
goals,and to ensure that changes have been reconciled,
qualitative and quantitative reliabilitygoals used to assess the reliability of

YES

qualitative and quantitative reliability goals used to assess the reliability of
1

the safety-related system design and changes have been reconciled.

S

the safety-related system desijn.

953

954

2.215.7b-5

2.215.7b-6

i2.02.15-02:itbaa:tiO :t5:BD:C:IC:Ct3

i2.i2.ts-i2:itbfi:tft:i6:fi:C:IC:Ct3

2.2.15-2

2.2.15-2

7b. Criterion 4.9, Identifctlo of the methods used to determine

Inspection afthe as-built software prject's design bases wlll be performed The as-built software praject's design bases identifies applicable

reliabilityof the safety system design: The as-built software project's

for identification of the applicable qualitative and quantitative reliability

goals,and to ensure that changes have been reconciled.
design bases reconcile any changes to the list of the methods and any
qualitative and quantitative reliabilitygoals used to assess the reliability of

qualitative and quantitative reliabilitygoals used to assess the reliability of
the safety-nelated system design and changes have been reconciled.

he safety-related system design.
7b. Cr-terion4.9, Identification of the methods used to determine

Inspectionof the e-built software project's design bases will be performed The as-built software project's design bases identifies applicable

reliabilityof the safety system design: The as-built software project's

for identification of the applicable qualitative and quantitative reliability

qualitative and quantitative reliability goals used to assess the reliability of

design bases reconcile any changes to the list of the methods and any

goals,and to ensure that changes have been reconciled.

the safety-related system design and changes have been reconciled.

YES

0

1

i

1

S

i

I

S

1

0

qualitative and quantitative reliabilitygoals used to assess the reliability of
the safety-related system design.
7b. Criterion 4.9, Identification of the methods used to determine
Inspectionof the as-built software project's design bases will be performed The as-built software project's design bases identifies applicable
reliabilityof the safety system design: The as-built software project's
for identification of the applicable qualitative and quantitative reliability
qualitative and quantitative reliabilitygoals used to assess the reliability of
955

2.2t5.lb-l

i2.i215-02:fibBf:fii:it:fi:C:IC:Ct3

2.2.15-2

goals,and to ensure that changes have been reconciled.

the safety-related system design and changes have been reconciled.

tia. Criterion4.50 The criticalpoints In time or the plant conditions, after

Inspectionof the software project's design phase summary BRRwill be

The software project's design phase summary BRRidentifies that;

the onset of a design basis event: The software project's design bases

performedto verify that;

design bases reconcile any changes to the list of the methods and any
qualitative and quantitative reliabilitygoals used to assess the reliability of
the safety-related system design.

A plant process control timing budget (end-to-end sense, command, and

components' response times)
* A plant process control timing budget (end-to-end sense, command, and execute loop including the associated DFFS
ensures that;
4A plant process control timing budget (end-to-end sense, command, and executeloop includingthe associated DCIScomponents' response times) exists;and
950

957

2.215.tia-1

2.2.-,

it2.it2.t02:itiaff:ff:01:R:D:IC:Cf3

0

2.2.15-2

eaecuse
loop includingthe associated DCISdigital components' response

oxists;
and
The plant process control timingbudget completes its protective action

*

The plant process control timingbudget completes its protective action

times) exists; and

*

* The plant process control timing budget completes its protective action

Inless than the specified maximum time allowable.

inless than the specified maximum time allowable.

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

Ba.Criterion 4.10,The criticalpoints in time or the plant conditions, after

Inspectionof the software project's design phase summary BRRwill be

The software project's design phate summary fRu identities that:

the onset of a design basis event: The software project's design bases

performedto verify that;

*

fjDesign Acceptance Criteria))

A plant process control timing budget end-to-end sense, command, and

. A plant process control timing budget (end-to-end sense, command, and execute loop includingthe associated DCIScomponents' response times)
ensures that;
.A plant process control timingbudget )end-to-endsense, command, and executeloopincludingthe associated DIS components' response times)
exists; and
execute loop includingthe associated DCISdigital components' response
exists;and
* The plant process control timing budget completes its protective action
times) ehists; and
* The plant process control timingbudget completes its protective action
inless than the specified maximum time allowable.
* The plant processcontrol timing budget completes its protective action

in less than the specified maximum time allowable.

in less than the specified maximum time allowable.

j{DesignAcceptance Criteria))

ta. Criterion 4.10, The critical points in time or the plant conditions, after

Inspection of the software project's design phase summary BRRwill be

the onset of a design basis event: The software project's design bases

performed to verify that;

ensures that;

*

.A

execute loop includingthe associated DCISdigital components' response
95i0I exists; and

exists; and
- The plant process control timingbudget completes Its protective action

.

in less than the specified maximum time allowable.

in less than the specified maximum time allowable.
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The software project's design phase summary BRRidentifies that;
A plant process control timing budget (end-to-end sense, command, and

A plant process control timing budget (end-to-end sense, command, and execute loop includingthe associated DCIScomponents' response times)

plant process control timingbudget end-to-end sense, command, and execute loopincluding the associated DCIScomponents' response times)

The plant process control timing budget completes its protective action

YES

in less than the specified maximum time allowable.

exists;and
* The plant process control timing budget completes its protective action
inleD than the specified maximum time allowable.

((DesignAcceptance Criteria)j

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))
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Inspections, Tests, Analyses (ITA)
software project

the onset ala design basis event: The software project's design bases

'sdesign

phase summaryB

Acceptance Criteria (AC)
wi be

performed to verify that;

DAC-ITAACCoo-ITAAC

Matrixsed
Table

The software project's design phase summary BRRIdentifies that;
*

A plant process control timing budget (end-to-endsense, command, and

A plant process control timing budget (end-totend sense, command, and ececute loopincluding the associated DCIScomponents' response times)

ensures that;

* A plant process control timing budget (end-to-endsense, command, and execute loop includingthe associated
e9ecute loop includingthe associated DCiSdigital components' response
t9mes) exists; and
5The
STheplant process control timing budget completes its protective action

components' response times)

exists; and
pCIS

exists; and
plant process control Um5ngbudget completes its protective action

* The plant process rontrat timing budges compietes its protectice action
in less than the specified maximum time allowable.

in less than the specified maximum time allowable.

[(DesignAcceptance Criteria))

in less than the specified maximum time allowable.

[(DesignAcceptance Criteria))

8a. Criterion 4.10, The critical points in time or the plant conditions, after

Inspection of the software project's design phase summary BMIR
will be

The software project's design phase summary BRRidentifies that;

the onset of a design basis event: The solftare project's design bases

performed to verifythat;

- A plant process control timing budget (end-to-end sense, command, and

ensures that;

- A plant process control timing budget (end-to-end sense, command, and execute loopincluding the associated DCIScomponents' response times)

* A plant process control timing budget (end-to-end sense, command, and execute loop includingthe associated DCIScomponents' response times)

ecists; and

execute Ilp includingthe associated DCISdigital components' response
PimA) exist,; and
t The plant process control timing budget completes its protective action

exists; and
- The plant process control timing budget completes Itsprotective action
In
than the specified maximum time allowable.
ness

- The plant process control timing budget completes Ats
protective action
In less than the specified maximum time allowable.
((DesignAcceptance Crteria.)

in less than the specified maximum time allowable.

((Design
Acceptance Criteria))

8a. Criterion 4.10, The cdrticalpoints in time or the plant condltions, after

Inspection ofthe software project's design phase summary BRRwill be

1

0

YES

P

YES

The software projet's design phase summary BRRidentifies that;

the onset of a design basis event: The software project's design bases
performed to verify that;
* A plant process control timing budget (end-to-endsense, command, and
ensure that;
- A plant process control timing budget (end-to-end sense, command, and execute loopincluding the associated DCIScomponents' response times)
- A plant process control timing budget (end-to-end sense, command, and execute loop includingthe associated DCIScomponents' response times) exists; and

PAZ

96AC

2.215.8a.7

P2.lJ2.1Si2:Piaeg:tP:fT:titi:e:IC:C3

2.2.15-2

2.2.15-2

C625b-3

execute loop includingthe associated DCISdigital components' response
times) Pxists;
and h
t The plant process control timing budget completes its protective action

exists; and
* The plant process control timing budget completes its protectioe action
The plant pro,,,, control timing budget completes Itsprotective action aess
in
than the specified maximum time allowable.
In less than the specified maximum time allowable.
((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

in less than the specified maximum time allowable.

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

Da.Criterion 4.10, The critical points in time or the plant conditions, after

Inspection of the software project's design phase summary BRRwillbe

The software project's design phase summary BRIRidentifies that;

the onset of a design basis event: The software project's design bases

perfomed to verifythat;

- A plant process control timing budget (end-to-end sense, command, and

ensures that;

- A plant proess control timing budget (end-to-endsense, command, and execute loop includingthe associated DOCIS
components' response times)

* A plant process control timing budget (end-to-end sense, command, and execute loop includingthe associated DCIScomponents' response times)

exists; and

executeloop includingthe associated DCISdigital components' response
times) ecista; and

exists; and
I The plant process control timing budget completes Itsprotective action

* The plant process control timing budget completes Itsprotective action
in less than the specified maximum time allowable.

*Th. plant process control timingbudget completes its protective action
in less than the specified maximumtime allowable.

In less than the specified maximum time allowable.

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

Pb. ColtedonA.10,The crical points In time or the plant conditions, after

Tests will be performed to show that the as-built software project

Test shows that;

the onset oft design basis event: The as-built software project ensures

complies with;

- The plant process control timing budget completes its protective action

that
* The plant process control timingbudget completes its protective action

The plant process control timing budget completes its protective action
in less than the specifiedmaximum time allowable.

in less than the specified maximum time allowable.

8b. Criterion4.10, The criticalpoints in time or the plant conditions, after

Tests will be performed to show that the as-built software project

Test shows that;

the onset ofa design basis event: The as-built software project ensures

complies with;

- The plant process control timing budget completes its protective action

that;
* The plant process control timingbudget completes its protective action
in lessthan the specified maximumtime allowable.

- The plant process control timing budget completes its protective action
in less than the specifiedmaximum time allowable.

in lessthan the specified maximum time allowable.

8b. Crterion 4.10, The criticalpoints in time or the plant conditions, after

Tests will be performed to show that the as-built software project

Testshows that;

the onset of a design basis event: The as-built software project ensures

complies with;

- The plant process control timing budget completes its protective action

that;'
* The plant process control timingbudget completes its protective action

The plant process control timing budget completes its protective action
in less than the specifiedmaximum time allowable.

in less than the specified maximum time allowable.

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

YES

0

in lessthan the specified maximumtime allowable.

964

P65

2.215.8b-2

2.215.8b-3

02.fl2.ES-ti2:tlbgR:te:03:B:C:IC:Cf3

2.2.15'2

0

1

YES

in less than the specified maximumtime allowable.

966i

2.215D8b-4

02.02.1S-02:P bB:tit:t4:N:C:IC:C3

2.2.15-2

fb. Criterion4.10, The criticalpoints in time or the plant conditions, after

Testswill beperftomed toshow that the as-built software project

the onset of a design basis event: The as-built software project ensures

complies with;

*

* The plant process control timing budget completes its protective action
in less than the specifiedmaximum time allowable.

in less than the specified maximum time allowable.

'

* The plant process control timingbudget completes its protective action

est show that;
The plant process control timing budget completes its protective action
0

YES

in less than the specified maximumtime allowable.
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2.2.152
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Acoeptance Criteria (AC)

Inspections,Tests, Analyses (ITA)

Design Commitment [DC)
Ob.Criterion4.10, The criticalpoints Intime or the plant conditions, after

Testt will be performed to show that the asbuilt software project

Test shows that;

the onset of a design basis event: The as-built software project ensures

cotplies with;

- The plant process control timing budget completes Its protective action

that;
- The plant process control timing budget completes its protective action
in less than the specified maximumtime allowable.

Te plant process control timing budget completes Its protective action
in less than the specified maximum time allowable.

in less than the specified maximum time allowable.

Bb. Criterion4.50, The critcal points Intime or the plant conditions, after

Tests will be performed to show that the as-built software project

Test shows that;

the onset of a design basis event: The as-built software project ensures

complies with;

* The plant process control timing budget completes its protective action

that;
The plant process control timing budget completes its protective action

* The plant process control timing budget completes Itsprotective action
in less than the specified maximum time allowable.

in less than the specified maximum time allowable.

Bb. Criterion4.10, The criticalpoints intime or the plant conditions, after
the onset of a design basis event: The as-built software project ensures

Tests will be performed to show that the as-built software project
complies with;

Test shows that;
* The plant process control timing budget completes its protective action

that;
. The plant process control timing budget completes its protective action

*

The plant pocess control timing budget completes it, protective action
in less than the specified maximum time allowable.

in less than the specified maximum time allowable.

9anCriterion 5.1,Single-failure criterion: The software project's design

Inspection of the software project's design phase summary BRRshow that

The software project's design phase summary BRRshow that a FMEAhas

bases show compliance with the single-failure criterion,

a FailuresMode and Effects Analysis(FMEA)
have been completed,

been completed and show the software project's safety-related functions

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

required for design basis events can be performed in the presence of.

*

oT
DAC-ITAACCue-ITAAC

Mg
atblse
trfae

0

1

YES

0

1

YES

1

0

YES

1

0

YES

1

0

TES

1

0

YES

Inless than the specified maximumtime allowable.

in less than the specified maximum time allowable.

- Single detectable failures within safety-related systems concurrent with
970

2.215.9a-1

O2.02.15-02:O9aBB:BBB:Ot:BB:D:iC:C63

identifiable but nondetectable failures;
* Failures caused by the singlefailure; and
* Failures and spurious system actions that cause or are caused bythe

2.2.15-2

DedignBasis Event (DBE)requiting the safety-related functions.
((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

9D.Criterion 5.1, Single-failure criterion: The software project's design
bates show compliance with the single-failure criterion,

show that
Inspection of the software project's design phase summary 0R0
a FailuresMode and EffectsAnalysis(FMEA)have been completed.

The software project's design phase summary BRRshow that a FMEAhas
been completed and show the software project's safety-related functions

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

required for design basis events can be performed in the presence of.
- Single detectable failures within safety-related systems concurrent with
identifiable but nondetecteble failures;

971

2.215.9a-2

02.02.15-02:09aBB:BBB:02:BB:D:IC:C63

2.2.15-2

* Failures caused by the singlefailure; and
* Failures and spurious system actions that cause or are caused bythe
DesignBasis Event (DBE)requiring the safety-related functions.
((DesignAcceptance Criterial)

Os.Criterion S.1.Single-failure criterlon: The software project's design

Inspectionof the software project's design phasesummary BRRshow that

The software project's design phase summary ARPshow that a FMEAhas

bases show compliance with the single-failure criterion.

a FailuresMode and EffectsAnalysis(FMEA)have been completed.

been completed and show the software project's safety-related functions

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

required for design basis events can be performed Inthe presence of:
* Single detectable failures within safety-related systems concurrent with
identifiable but nondetectable failures;

972

2.215.9a-3

02.02.tS-02-.09tDB:BDO:ti:BB:D:iC:Cti1

Failurescaused by the singlefailure; and

2.2.15-2

* Failuresand spurious system actions that cause or are caused bythe
functions.
DesignBasis Event (DOE)requiring the sefety-nelated
((Design
Acceptance Criteria))

9a.Criterion 5.1, Single-failure criterion: The software project's design
bases show compliance with the single-failure criterion.

Inspectionof the software project's design phase summary BRRshow that
a FailuresMode and EffectsAnalysis(FMEA)have been completed,

The software project's design phase summary BRAshow that a FMEAhas
been completed and show the software project's safety-related functions

[(Design Acceptance Criteria))

required for design basis events can be performed in the presence of:
* Single detectable failures within safety-related systems concurrent with
identifiable but nondetectable failures;

973

2.215.9,41

02.til.15-02:OaBB:DBB:0O:BB:0:iC:Ctil

2.2.15-2

*

Failurescaused by the single failure; and

* Failuresand spurious system actions that cause or are caused by the
DesignBasis Event (DBE)requiring the safety-related functions.
((DesignAcceptance Criteria))
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Nbd
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Nbr

TableNbr

Macriced
DesignCommitment (DC)

Inspactions, Tests, Analyses (ITA)

Acsepta ne Criteria (AC)

no.Criterion 5.1, Single-failurecriterion: The software project's design

Inspectionof the software project's design phase summary NRR
show that The software project's design phase summary BRRshow that a FMEAhas

bses show compliance withthe single-failure ctitedon.

a Failures Mode and Effects Analysis(FMEA)
have been completed,

been completed and show the software project's safety-related functions

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

required for design basisevents can be performed inthe presence of:
* Single detectable failures within safety-related systems concurrent with

DAC-ITAACCo-ITAAC

Table

identifiable but nondetectable failures;
974

2.215.fia-S

02.02.15-02:09aBB:IIB:l5:BB:D:IC:C63

2.2.15-2

1

0

YES

1

0

YES

1

0

YES

The a-built software project complies with the results of the FMEA.

0

1

YES

The2asbulttsoftwareprojectcompleswiththe

0

1

YES

1

YES

*

Failure caused bythe single failure; and

Pailures
F
and spurious system actions that cause or are caused by the
Design BasisEvent (DBE)requiring the safety-related functions.
([Design Acceptance Criteriael

9a. Criterion S.1, Single-failurecriterion: The software project's design
bases show compliance withthe single-failure criterion,

Inspectionof the software project's design phase summary BRRshow that The software project's design phase summary BRRshow that a FMEAhas
a Failures Mode and Effects AnalysisIFMEA)have been completed.
been completed and show the software project's safety-related functions
r(DesignAcceptance Criteria})

required for design basisevents can be performed in the presence of:
* Single detectable failures within safety-related systems concurent with
identifiable but nondetectable failures;

975

2.215.9a-6

02.02.15-02:lfiaBB:BBB:B6:Bit:D:IC:CA3

2.2.15-2

Failurescaused bythe single failure; and
* Failuresand spurious system actions that cause or are caused by the
Design Basis Event (DBE)requiring the safety-related functions.
((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

9a. Criterion 5.1, Single-failue criterion: The software project's design

nspection of the software project's design phase summary BRRshow that The software project's design phase summary BRAshow that a FMEAhas

bass show compliancewith the single-failure criterion.

a Failures Mode and Effects Analysis(FMEA)
have been completed.

been completed and show the software project's safety-related functions

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

required for design basisevents can be performed in the presence of.
* Single detectable failures within safety-related systems concurrent with
identifiable but nondetectable failures;

976

2.215.9eV7

B2.02.1s-02:lfiaBf:BBB:DT:Bit:D:IC:C63

2.2.15-2

Failurescaused bythe single failure; and
* Failuresand spurious system actions that cause or are caused by the
Design Basis Event (DBE)requiring the safety-related functions.
((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

977

2,215.9b-1

02.02.15-02;O9bhBg:BBg:Of1:iB:C:IC:C63

2.2.15-2

978

2.215.9b-2

02.02.15-07:09hBB:fBB:O2:BB:C:IC:C63

2.2.15-2

9b. Criterion 5.1, Single-failure criterion: The as-built software project
comnpieswiththe result, of the FMEA.
9b. Crteron 5.1. Single-failure criterion: The as-built software project

Inspectionwill be performed to show that the as-built software project
complieswith the results of the FMEA.
nspectionwillbeperformedto.how2thatthes-builtsoftwareproject

979

2.215.9b-3

02.02.15-02:09bBB:fiBB:O3:a8:CfIC:C63

2.2.15-2

complies withthe results of the FMEA.
9b. Criterion 5.1. Single-failure criterion: The as-built software project

complieswiththe results of the FMEA.
Inspectionwill be performed to show that the as-built software project

The as-built software project complies with the results of the FMEA.

compile, with the results of the FMEAX
Inspection will be performed to show that the as-built software project

resultsoftheFMEA.

980

2.215.9b-4

02.02.15-O2:09hBg:fiB:O4:BB:C:lC:C63

2.2.15-2

complies withthe results of the FMEA.
9b. C
o .
rieri
o

The as-buBBt
software project compiles wCththe results of the FMEA

0

1

YES

2.215.g1P5

02.02. 1-O2:09bBB:BBB:OS:fiB:C:IC:C63

2.2.15-2

compliet withthe results ofthe FMEA.
9b. Criterion 5.1. Single-faiiure criterion: The as-built software project

iomplies

981

withthe results of the FMEA,
Inspectionwill be performed to show that the as-built software project

The as-built software project complies with the results of the FMEA.

0

1

YES

982

2.215.9b-6

02.02.15-02:09ibBB:fiBf::OBi:C;C:f63

2.2.15-2

complies with the results of the FMEA.
ib. Criterion 5.1, Single-failure criterion: The as-built software project

complieswith the reslts ofhhe FMEA.
Inspectian will be performed to show that the as-built software project

The ac-built software project complies with the results of the FMEA.

0

1

YES

983

2.215.9ib-7

02.02.15-02:0

g:BBB:O7:BB:C:IC:C63

2.2.15-2

complies with the results of the FMEA.
19bfCriterion 5.1, Single-failure criterion: The as-built software project

complieswiththe results of the FMEA.
Inspection will be performed to show that the as-built software project

The as-built software project complies with the results of the FMEA.

0

1

YES

924

2.216.1

02.02.16-4:0yB2BB:BBB:yiB:BB:C:IC:C63

2.2.16-4

complies with the results of the FMEA.
12. HIP
CRDIsolation Bypass Function 10Pfunctional arrangement is as

complieswiththe results oftheFMEA.
Inspection(s)will be performed on the as-built configuration.

The syster conforms to the functional
e arrangement as defined in

1

NO

985

2.216t16

022.102.14:6BBBitB:BBB:BV:BB:C:IC:C72

2.2.14-4

described in Subsection 2.2.16 and Table 2.2.16-1.
16. DPSlogicIs "energize-tfactiuater
h
pestis)
2. HPCRDIsolation Bypass Function ICPprovides automatic functions and

Subsection 2.2.16.
will be performed on the DPSsystem logic.
Trp actuaBtonsignals are "energcze-toactuate".
p
esti(s)will be performed on the as-builtHP CRDIsolation BypassFunction The P CRDIsolaon Bypass Function ICPperforms the automaeic

1

NO

986

2.216.2

02.O2.16-I4:02lBB:BBB:BBBBB:C:IC:C63

2.2.16N4

initiators as described inTable 2.2.16-2.

ICPusing simulated signals and actuators for the automatic functions

0

1

NO

3. HPCRDIsolation Bypass Function ICPprovides controls, interlocks,and

n2efuned
In Table 2.2.1b-2.
Test(s)will be performed on the as-builtHP CRDIsolation BypassFunction The system controls,
interlockss n

0

1

NO

1

NO

987

988

2216.3

2.216.4

02.02.16-04:ISBBB:BII:BB:BB:C:IC:CNS

02.02.16404::4BBI:BBB:BB:BB:C:IC:CN3

2.2.16-4

2.2.16-4

-bullhsoftware project

funcion, defined inTable2.2.16-2.
F

exist, can be retrieved In the

bypasses as described inTable 2.2.16-3.

ICPusing simulated signals and actuators for the controls, interocks, and

maincontrol room, and am performed In response to simulated signals.

4. DivisionalHP CRDIsolation Bypass Function CPsafety-related power

rp asses defined inTable 2.2.16-3.
Test(s)will be performed on each as-built HP CRDIsolation Bypass

The test signalexists only at the terminals of the respectice divisional HP

supplies power the HPCRDIsolation Bypass Function ICPdivisional loads.

Function IOPdivisionby providing a test signalin only one safety-related

CRDIsolation Bypass Function loads.

Iivision at a time.
f9i8

2216.5

02.y2.16-.4:05iBB:BB:B B:BB:C:lC:C63

2.2.16-4

5. PIPpower supplies power their respective HPCRDisolation bypass

valves.
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Nbr

NRC
Nbr

GEH
Nbr

ITAAC
Table Nbr

Design Commitment [DC)
1. The functional arrangement of the ORDSystem comprises three major

Inspections, Tests, Analyses [ITA)

Acceptance Criteria (AC)

Inspection(s)of the as-buitt CRDsystem will be conducted.

functional groups: fine motion control rod drive (FMCRD),
hydraulic
990

2.22.1

O2,O2,02-07:OIBB
B:BBB:B
B:BB:Ctvl
E:C12

2.2.2-7

DAC-ITAACCon-ITAAC

Matri-ced
Table

The CRDsystem conforms to the functional arrangement as described In
Subsection 2.2.2and Table 2.2.2-1 and a, shown inFigure 2.2.2-1.

control unit (HCU),andCRDhydraulicsubsystem, as described in

0

1

N

Subsection 2.2.2 and Table 2.2.2-1 and as shown in Figure2.2.2-1.
10. The PIPsoftware project for the CRDsystem provides controls and
99

.21
20.20:OB:B:BB::CC2

991

2.2.10

2227
.2.-7to
02.2.0

Test(s)will be performed on the as-builtsystem usingsimulated signals.

interlocks as defined 1. Table 2.2.2-4.
-0:1OB
B8
BB:BB:FB:CIC:12

The PIP network ailments for the CRDsystem controls and interlocks
exist, can be retrieved Inthe main control room, and perform in response
simulated signalsand manual actions as defined in Table 2.2.2-4.

0.

12. The CRDsystem provides rapid control rod Insertion In response to a

Testis) will be performed of each CRDcontrol rod pair scramnfunction

992

2.22.12

O2.O2.O2-O7:12BBB:BBB:BB:BB:C:M
E:C12

2.2.2-7

sram signal.

using simulated signals,

the maximum allowable scram times as defined InTable 2.2.2_2.

0

1

NO

993

2.22.1S

O2.02.02-07:15BB
B:FIFB:BB:BB:C:M
E:C12

2.2.2-7

15. The FMCRDha, an electromechanical brake witha mminmumrequired
holding torque on the motor drive shaft.

Tests of each FMCRObrake will be conducted In a test facility.

The FMORDelectro-mechanical brake has a minimum require-,dholding
torque of 49 N-m (36 ft-lbfl}
an the motor drive shaft.

0

2

NO

16a. Valveson lines attached to the RPVthat require maintenance huve

Inspections of pipingdesign isometric drawings will be conducted.

A review piping design Isometricdrawings, confirms that maintenance

maintenance valves such that freeze seats will1not be required.

[{DesignAcceptance Criteria})

valves are included such that freeze seats will not be required.
f(DesignAcceptance Criteria))

1

0

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO0

01N
0lse

1n

0

2

NO

0i

2

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

The scram insertion time for each control rod pair "sless than -requal to

994

2.22.16a

02.02.02-07:16agg:BBB:BB:BB
:D:ME:Cl2

2.2.2-7

16b.Th. as-built location of valves on It.- attached to the ORDsystem

A re...ncil iaton analysisof valves on lines attached to the RPVsystem that Designreconciliation has been completed for the as-built location of valIves

995

2.22.16b

02.02.02-07:16bBB:BBB:B
B:88:C:ME:Cl2

2.2.2-7

that require maintenance shall be reconciled to design requirements.

require maintenance using as-dlesignedand as-built information will be
performed.

reconciliation analysis.

996

2.22.17

O2.O2.O2-O7:17BBB:BBB:BB:BB:C:ME:C12

2.2.2-7

17. HP CRDmakeup water isolation valves are normally open and close on
a signal to close and on loss of air.

Testsof the as-built HPCRDmakeup water isolation valves will be
performed.

997

2.22.18

B:BB:C:ME:C12
02.02.02-07:lgBBB:BBBf:B

18. HIPCRDmakeup water isolation bypass valves a re normally closed and
,pen on a signalto open.

Tests of the as-built HPCRDmakeup water Isolation bypass valves will be
performed.

The an-built HP CRDmakeup waterniolation valves are normally open and
close on a signal to close and on loss of a Jr._
The as-built HP CRDmakeup wate r isolation bypass valves are normally
pn
•na t
opnNO

9.FMCRDs
have continuous control rod position indicationsensors that
dleta control rod position based on motor rotation.

Testis) will be performed on the FMCFDcniuu

F

20.FMCRDshave scram position indication switches that detect

Testis) will be performed on the EMCRD
scram position indicationswitches EMCRDs
have scram position indication in the MCRfor intermmediate and
by simulatingmotor run-In of each control rod.

998

2.22.19

02.02.02-07: 19BBB:BBB:BB:BB:C:IC:C12

.2.21-7

2.2.2-7

oto

o

oiin

indicationsensors by simulatingmotor run-in of each control rod.

relative to the design requirements. A report documents the resmits of the

~

hve continuous' cotrl

rod position Indication in the MCFI
based

on motor rotation.

999

2.22.20

O2.02.02-07:20F8BB:8:BfiigB;FIB:C:IC:C12

2.2.2-7

intermediate and scrm completion control rod positions.

1000

2.22.21

02.02.02 -07:2lBBB:BBB:B
B:BB:C:ME:CI2

2.2.2-7

211.FMCRDshave a btayoneutcotol rod coupling mechanism that requires Testis) will be performed on each FMCRD
control rod coupling mechanism. After being notated at least one-eighth turn the control rod coupling
a minimumrotaeon, o dcoule
mechanism uncouples the FMCRDfrmMthe conto rod.

100O1

1002

2-22.22

2.22.23

.102.O2-.O-7:229B:.BBB:.B:9
B:C:ME:C12

O2.O2.O2-07:23B
BB:BBB:BB:BB:C:IC:C
12

10 2.2220.20:4B:B:BB::EC2

2_2,1-7

2.2.2-7

scram completion control rod positions.

22. FMCRDshave spring-loaded latches in the hollowpiston that engage

TypetestIs) will be performed on the FIMIRDlatches byrotating the

The FMCFID
bayonet coupling rotates less than onte-eighth turn when the
spring-loaded latches in the hollowpiston are engaged In slots in the guide

slots In the guide tube to prevent rotation .1 the bayonet coupling except

bayonet

let predefined positions.
23. FMCRDshave safety-related redundant rod separation switches that

Testis) wBilbe performed on each FMCFRD
safatV-related rod separation

Eachredundant safety-related rod separation switch detects separation of

d!eteat separation of the FMCRDfrom the control rod.

switch.

the EMCFID
from the control rod and indicates the separation status in the

24. Each EMCRDhas a magnetic coupling that connects the associated

Typetestis) will be performed on the FMCRDmagnetic coupling.

MCFI.
Foreach FMCRD,the associated drive motor that is outside the CRD

2227

drive motor to the drive shaft through the associated CRDhousing.

-opling,

tube

housing rotates the associated drive shaft that is inside the associated CRD
housing up to the torque rating required for the FMCIRD
operation.

01N

1054

2.22.25

02.02.02-O7:258BB:666:BB:BB:C:ME:Cl2

2.2.2-7

25. FMCRDshave safety-related scram Inlet port check valves that are
installed to close under reverse flow.

Inspection(s)will be performed of the as-buiultInlet port check valve

Safety-related scram Inlet port check valves are Installed with normal flow

0

1

NO

installation.

2005

2.22.26

02.O2.O2-O7:26BBB:BBB:B
B:BBF:C:M
E:CI2

2.2.2-7

26. HCUscram pilot solenoid valves transfer open to vent on loss of power Test(s)will be performed on each HCU
scram pilot solenoidvalve.
to both solenoids.

direction going into the reactor.
EachHCUscram pilot solenoid valve transfers open to vent on loss of
power to bothsl~enolds.

0

1

NO

2006

2.22.27

02.O2.O2-O7:278
BB:EBB:B
B:BB:C:M
E:C12

2.2.2-7

27. Backup scram solenoid valves are closed on loss of power and transfer
'Pen to vent when energized.

ret(s) will be performed on each backup scramnsolenoid valve.

Eachbackup _cra solenoid valve close, on Iossof power and transient
open to vent when energized.

0

1

NO

1007

2.22.28

O2.O2.O2-07:28E
BB:BB
B:BB:BBF:C:M
E:Cl2

2.2.2-7

28. Ati valves are closed on loss of power and transfer open to vent when
energized,
29. Each HCUcontains a nitrogen-water scram accumulator that can be

T-esti(s)
will be performed on each ARIvalve.

0

1

NO

Test(s)will be performed on each HCU
and control rod pair, as applicable,

EachARIvalve closes on loss of power and transfers open to vent when
energized.
Witheach accumulator fully charged, each HCUfullyInserts both control

charged to a sufficiently high pressure and withthe necessary valves and

with the reactor unpressurized, using simulated scram signals.

rod In the pair as applica ble.

0

1

NO

,components to fully{insert
"woCRs.
2a . The components identified In Table 2.2.2-5 a, ASMECode Section [it

Inspection of ASMECode DesignReports (NCA-3550)and required

ASME
Code DesignReport, (NCA-3550)(,ertified, when required by ASME

100O8

2.22.29

O2.O2.O2-07:299BB:
868:BB:BB:C:ME:C12

2.2.2-7

are designed i, accordance with ASMECode Seftion Ill requirements.

documents will be conducted.

Code) exist and conclude that thledesign of the components identified In
Table 2.2.2-5 as ASMECode Seat,,nill complies with the requirements of

1009 2.222al

Code SectionIll Includingthose stresses applicable to load, related

2.0202-0:02aB:88:BB:B:C:E:Cl
2.22.7ASME

01N

to fatigue (including environmental effects), thermal expansion, seismic,
and combined.
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NRC
Nb,

ITA

NEH
Rbr

TaAlNbr
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Design Commitment (DC)
2a2. The components identified inTable 2.2.2-5 as ASMECode Section II
shall be reconciled with the design requirements.

1010

2.22.2a2

02.02.02-07:02a2B:BBB:BB:BB:C:ME:CI2

2.2.2-7

Inspections, Tests, Analyses (ITA)

Acceptance Criteria (AC)

A reconciliation analysis of the components identified inTable 2.2.2-5 as
ASMECode Section IIIusing as-designed and as-builtinformation and

ASMECode Designfeportis) INCA3550)(certified. when required by
ASMECode)exist and conclude that design reconciliation has been

ASMECode Design Reports (NCA-3550)will be performed.

completed, inaccordance with ASMECode, for as-built reconciliation of
the components identified In Table 2.2.2-5 as ASMECode Section Ill.The

-TA

DAC

o-ITAM

Ctre

Mattoed
Table

report documents the results of the reconciliation analysis.
2a3. The components identified inTable 2.2.2-5 as ASMECode Section Ill
are fabricated, Installed, and inspected In accordance with ASMECode
2.2.2-7

Inspection of the components identified in Table 2.2.2-5 as ASMECode
Section Il, will be conducted.

Section IIIrequirements.

ASMECode Data Report(s)(Including NS Data Reports, where applicable)
(certified, when required byASMECode) and inspection reports exist and
conclude that the components identified in Table 2.2.2-5 as ASMECode
Section Il are fabricated, Installed, and inspected in accordance with ASME

0

1

1

0

0

1

Code Section Ill requirements.
2b1. The piping Identified in Table 2.2.5-5 as ASMECode Section Ill Is
designed in accordance with ASMECode Section Ill requirements,

Inspection of ASMECode Design Reports NCA-3550)and required
documents will be conducted.

ASMECode Design Report(s)(NCA3550) (certified, when required by
ASMECode)exist and conclude that the design of the piping identified In

((Design Acceptance Criteria))

Table 2.2.2-S as ASMECode Section Ill complies with the requirements of

1
2.2.2-7
2 lC

ASMECode Section IIl,includingthose stresses applicable to loads related
to fatigue (includingenvlronmental effects), thermal expansion. seismic.
and combined.
((DesignAcceptance Criteria))
2b2. The as-built piping identified In Table 2.2.2-5 as ASMECode Section

A reconciliation analysis of the piping identified in Table 2.2.2-5 as ASME

Il shall be reconciled with the piping design requirements.

Code Section Ill using as-designed and as-built information and ASMECode ASMECode)exist and conclude that design reconciliation has been
completed, inaccordance with ASMECode, for as-built reconciliation of
Design Reports (NCA-3SS()will be performed.
Code Section IIl.The report
the piping identified in Table 2.2.2-5 as ASME

213, The piping identified in Table 2.2.25 as ASME
Code Section II Is

A reconciliation analysis of the piping identified in Table 2.2.2-5 as ASME

2.2.2-7

ASMECode DesignReport(s) (NCA3550)(certified, when required by

documents the results of the reconciliation analysis.

1014

2.22.2b3

02.02.02-07:l2b3BfiB:BBB:BB:BB:C:ME:C12

2.2.2-7

015

2.22.30

O2.O2.O2-07:30BBB:BBB:BB:BB:C:IC:C
12

2.2.2-7

101A

2.22.31

02.02.02-07:31BBI:fiii:fifiB:fif:fig:C:IC:Ct2

2.2.2-7

ASMECode DesignReport(s) (NCA35SD)
(certified, when required by

fabricated, Installed, and inspected in accordance with ASMECode Section Code Section Ill using as-designed and as-built information and ASMECode ASMECode)exist and conclude that design reconciliation has been
Ill requirements.
Design Reports (NCA-3550)will be performed.
completed, inaccordance with ASMECode. for as-built reconciliation of
Code SectionIll.The report
the piping identified in Table 2.2.2-5 as ASME
documents the results of the reconciliation analysis.
30. Scram accumulators are continuously monitored for water leakage by

Test(s)will be performed on the level instruments In each scram

low scram accumulator water level is detected by each level Instrument

level instruments,

accumulator.

and is indicated in the MCR.

31. Divisionalsafety-related power supplies power safety-related FMCRD Test(s)will be performed on the as-built system by providing a test signal
and HCUequipment.
in onlyone divisional safety-related power supply at a time.

A test signaleAsts only in the FMCRD
and HCUequipment powered by the
divisional power supply under test

3a. Pressure boundary welds incomponents identified inTable 2.2.2-5 at

Inspection of the .s-built pressure boundary welds in components

ASMECode report(s) exist and conclude that ASMECode Section III

ASMECode Section Il meet ASME
Code SectionIIlnondestructive
examination requirements.

identified inTable 2.2.2-5 as ASMECode Section Ill will be performed in
accordance with ASMECode Section III.

requirements are met for non-lestructive examination of pressure
boundary welds in components identified in Table 2.2.2-5 as ASMECode

NO

Section Ill.
Soil

2.22.3b

02.02.02-07:llbtifi:tfifi:fifi:fituC:ME:C52

2.2.2-7

3b. Pressure boundary welds in piping identified in Table 2.2.2-5 as ASME Inspection of the as-built pressure boundary welds in piping identified in

ASMECode report(s) exist and conclude that ASMECode Section Ill

Code Section IIImeet ASMECode Section IIInon-destructive examination

Table 2.2.2-5 as ASMECode Section IIIwill be performed inaccordance

requirements are met for non-destructive examination of pressure

requirements.

with ASMECode Section Ill.

boundary welds In piping identified InTable 2.2.2-5 as ASME
Code Section

4a. The components identified in Table 2.2.2-5 as ASMECode Section II
retain their pressure boundary integrityat their design pressure.

A hydrostatic test will be conducted on those code components identified RSMECode Data Report(s)exist and conclude that the results of the
in Table 2.2.2-5 as ASMECode Section Ill that are required to be
hydrostatictest of components identified InTable 2.2.2-5as ASMECode
hydrostaticallytested by ASMECode Section Iil.
SectionIIIcomplywith the requirements of ASMECode Section III.

NO

0

Ill.
2.2.2-7

1020

2.22.41b

1021

2.22.5.1

1022

02.02.c2-07:lfbll:fifii:t

:C:ME:C52

02.02.02-07:lSfifii:fi:fi:f:C:ME:Ct2

2.22.5.ii

02.02.02-07:lSfif:tiui:fi:f:C:ME:Cl2

4b. The piping identified in Table 2.2.2-5 as ASMECode Section ill retains

A hydrostatic test will be conducted on the code piping identified inTable

RSMECode Data Report(s)exist and conclude that the results of the

2.2.2-7

its pressure boundary integrity at its design pressure.

2.2.2-5 as ASIME
Code Section Ill that is required to be hydrostatically
tested by ASME
Code Section Ill.

hydrostatictest of piping identified in Table 2.2.2-5 as ASMECode Section
IIIcomplywith the requirements in ASMECode Section Ill.

2.2.2-7

S. The equipment identified inTable 2.2.2-5 and Table 2.2.2-6 as Seismic
Category I can withstand Seismic Category I loads without loss of safety

I. Inspection willbe performed to verify that the SeismicCategory I
equipment identified in Table 2.2.2-5 and Table 2.2.2-6 are located In a

1.The equipment identified as Seismic Category I In Table 2.2.2-5 and Table
2.2.2-Ais locatedIn a Seismic Category I structure.

function.
S. The equipment identified in Table 2.2.2-5 and Table 2.2.2-6 as Seismic

Seismic Category I structure.
ii. Type tests, analyses, or a combination of type tests and analyses, of

Ii.The equipment Identified in Table 2.2.2-S and Table 2.2.2-6 as Seismic

Category I can withstand Seismic Category I loads without loss of safety

equipment Identified in Table 2.2.2-5 and Table 2.2.2-6 as Seismic

CategoryI can withstand Seismic Category I loads without loss of safety

function.

Category I, will be performed using analytical assumptions, or will be

function.

2.2.2-7

0

1

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

performed under conditions which bound the Seismic Category I
I_
I2.2.27

5. The equipment identified inTable 2.2.2-5and Table 2.2.2-6 as Seismic

equipment design requirements.
iii. Inspections and analyses will be performed to verifythat the as-bullt

ii. The as-built equipment identified in Table 2.2.2-5 and Table 2.2.2-6 as

Category Ican withstand Seismic Category I loads without loss of safety

equipment Identified in Table 2.2.2-5 and Table 2.2.2-6, including

Seirmic Category I,includinganchorage, can withstand Seismic Category I

fonction.

anchorage, is bourded by the testing or analysed conditions,

loads without loss of safety function.
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1024

1025

1026

2.22.6

02.02.02-07:0y BB:BBB:BB:BB:C:ME:C22

2.22.7

02.02.02-07:07BftB:BBB:fifB:iB:C:ME:C22

2.22.8a

O2.02.02-07:08aBB:BBB:BB:fiB:C:ME:C
12

10f 22.0 0.20-7big~igB~i::EC2

Design Commitment Dc)

Inspections, Tests, Analyses (ITAM

Akceptance Criterla (AC)

2.2.2-7

0

1

NO

2.2.2-7

7. Valvesdefined in Table 2.2.2-5 and 2.2.2-6 open and close under
differential pressure, fluid flow, and temperature conditions.

Uponreceipt of the actuating signal,each valve changes position under
differentialpressure, fluid flow, and temperature conditions.

0

1

NO

2.2.2-7

8a. The CRDhydraulicsubsystem has a highpressure makeup mode of
operation that injects water to the RPVvia the RWCU/SDC
return path.

Tests of installedvalves will be performed for opening and closing under
system preoperational differential pressure, fluid flow, and temperature
conditions.
Test(s) of the CRDhydraulicsubsystem high pressure makeup mode of
operation will be conducted on the as-built system verifyingthat water is
injected to the RPVvia the RWCU/SDCreturn path.

TheCR0 hydraulicsubsystem highpressure makeup mode of operation
njects water to the RPVvia the RWCU/SDC
return path.

0

1

NO

2.2.2-7

8fb.The CRDhydraulicsubsystem has a safety-related isolation capability
terminating water injeciuoninto the RPV.

Test(s)of the CRDhydraulicsubsystem high pressure makeup mode of
operation will be conducted on the as-built system verifyingthat water
injection is terminated to the RPVvia the safety-related isolation.

TheCRDhydraulicsubsystem highpressure makeup mode of operation
terminateswater injection to the RPVvia the safety-related isolation.

0

1

2.2.2-7

fl. The CRDhydraulic subsystem has an isolation bypass capability
allowing water injection to the RPV.

The CRDhydraulicsubsystem highpressure makeup mode of operation
Test(s)of the CRDhydraulicsubsystem high pressure makeup mode of
operation will be conducted on the as-built system verifyingthat water is injects water to the RPVvie the isolation bypass.
I
injected to the RPVvia the isolation bypass.

0

2

N

0

1

NO

2.22.9

O2.O2.02-07:09BBB:BBB:BB:BB:C:IC:C12

2.2.2-7

1030

2.23.1

02.O2.O304:011BB:BfBB:6B:BB:C:IC:C31

2.2.3-4

1031

2.23.2

02.O2.O3-O4:02
fig B:BBB:B
B:BB;C:[C:C31

2.2.3-4

9. The PIPsoftware project for the CRDsystem provides automatic
Test(s)will be performed on the as-built system using simulated signals
functions, initiators, and associated Interfacingsystems as defined in Table initiated from allof the associated interfacing as-builtsystems as defined
2.2.2-3.
in Table 2.2.2-3.

ThePIP nenwork segments for the CRDsystem are capable of performing
the automatic functions defined in Table 2.2.2-3 using simulated signals
Initiated from allof the associated interfacing as-built systems as defined
in able 2.2.2-3.
Ihe FWCSfunctional arrangement isas defined In Subsection 2.2.3 and
Table2.2.3-1.
Thesystem performs the functions defined in Table 2.2.3-2.

2.23.3

02.02.03.O4.03Bfg:BBB:fifBgl:tiC:IC:C31

2.2.3-4

1. The FWCSfunctional arrangement is as desoribed inSubsection 2.2.3
Inspections of the as-built system will be performed.
and Table 2.2.3-1.
2. 7WCSprovides automatic functions and Intiato as described in Table Test(s)will be performed on the as-built system using simulated signals.
2.2.3-2.
3. FWCSprovides controls as defined in Table 2.2.3-3.
Test(s)will be performed on the as-built system using simulated signals
and manual actions.

1033

2.23.5.i

02.02.03-4:05flggN:BBi:gg:Bg:C:ICC31

2.2.3-4

5. FWCScontrollers are triple redundant and fault tolerant.

i' Testis) will be performed simulatingfailure of each FWCStemperature
controller,

1034

2.23.5.ii

02.02.03-u4:0BBB:Bii:BB:u,:C:IC:C31

2.2.3-4

S. FWCScontrollers are triple redundant and fault tolerant.
5. FWCScontrollers are triple redundant and fault tolerant

ii. Test(s)will be performed simulatingfailure of each FWCSlevel
controller.
iII.Test(s)will be performed simulating discrepancybetween field voter
output and the control signalacutally sent to the ASDs.

S. FWCScontromllerare triple redundant and fault tolerant

Wv.
Test(s)will be performed simulating discrepancybetween field voter

v. "Leck-Up"signal is sent to the modulating steam admission valves of

output and the control signalactually sent to the modulating steam
admission valves,

the seventh stage feedwater heater and the modulating heater bypass
valves,followingdiscrepancy between fieldvoter output and control signal
actuallysent.

1035

2.23.5.iii

1036

2.23.5.W

1037

2.24.1

1033

2.24.S0al

02.02.03-04:05BBB:ii]:BB:BB:C:IC:C31

02.02.03-O4:05BBS:BiviBB:BfB:C:IC:C31

Teble

Type test(s) willbe performed of the motor run-in and withdrawal function TheFMCRD
is capable of positioning control rod incrementally and
on the FMCRDusing a simulated control rod.
continuouslyover its entire range.

1029

1032

DAC-ITAACCon-ITAAC Mttrlxed

6. The FMCRDls capable ofpositioning control rod incrementally and
continuously over its entire range.

2.2.3-4

2.2.34

02.02.04-06:OIBtBy:i:BBB:BB:C:ME:C41

2.2.4-6

02.02.04.b:Dgati:tiBB:f:tti:C:ME:C41

2.2.4-6

1. The functional arrangement of the SLCsystem is as described in
Inspection(s)of the as-built system will be performed.
Subsection 2.2.4 and shown in Pigure2.2.4-S.
10al. The components identified InTable 2.2.4-4 as ASMECode SectionIII Inspection of ASMECode Design Reports (NCA-3550)and required
are designed in accordance with ASMECode Section IIIrequirements,
documents will be conducted.

1

NO

0

1

NO

output"
I. Failureof any one FWCSlevel controller does not affect FWCSoutput.

0

1

NO

iJ. "Lack-up"signal Is sent to feedpump AtDs following discrepancy
betweenfieldvoter output and control signalactually sent.

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

1

NO

1

NO

TheFWCScontrols and interlocks exist, can be retrieved in the main
controlroom, and are performed in response to simulated signalsand
manualactions as defined in Table 2.2.3-3.
I. Failureof anyone FWCStemperaturecontroller does net affectFWC3

The as-built system conforms to the functional arrangement described in
t
-ubsection2.2.4 and shown in Figure2.2.4-1.
tSME Code Design Reports (NCA-35SO)(certified,when required by ASME
Code)exist and conclude that the design of the components identified In
Table2.2.4-4 as ASMECode Section IIIcomplies with the requirements of
tSME Code Section Ill includingthose stresses applicable to loads related
to fatigue (includingenvironmental effects), thermal expansion, seismic,
and combined.
ASMECode Design Report(s)(NCA3550)(certified, when required by
6SMECode) exist and conclude that design reconciliation has been
completed,in accordance withASIE Code, for as-built reconciliation of
the components identified in Table 2.2.4-4 as ASMECode Section ill. The
report documents the results of the reconciliation analysis.

10a3.The components Identified InTable 2.2.4-4 as AS6ECode SectionIII Inspection of the components identified in Table 2.2.4-4 as ASMECode
arefabricated, installed, and inspected in accordance with ASMECode
Section IIIwill be conducted.
Section IIIrequirements.

ASMECode Dats Reportis) (including NOData Reports,where applicable)
(certified,when required by ASMECode) and inspection reports exist and
concludethat the components identified inTable 2.2.4-4 as ASMECode
Section IIlare fabricated, installed, and inspected in accordance with ASME
CodeSection I11requirements.

rd-02.xls
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1Oa2.
The components Identified inTable 2.2.4-4 as ASMECode SectionIII A reconciliation analysis of the components identified in Table 2.2.4-4 as
shallbe reconciled with the design requirements.
ASMECode SectionIIIusing as-designed and as-built information and
ASMECode DesignReports (NCA3550)will be performed.
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10b1.The piapingidentified inTable 2.2.4-4 as ASMECode Section IIIis

Inspection of ASMECode Design Reports (NCA-3550)and required

dlesigned inacodance with ASIVE
Code Section IIIrequirements.

documents w1llbe conducted.

ASMECode Design Report(s)(NCA3550)(certified, when required by
ASMECode)exist .andlconclude that the design of the piping identified in

[(Design Acceptance Criteria))

Table 2.2.4-4 as ASMECode Section IIIcomplies with the requirements of

~~~~ ~

1041~~~~~~~~~

Acceptance Criteria1(CA)

the ASME
Code, Section III,includingthose stresses applicable to loads
to fatigue (includingenvironmental effects), thermal expansion,

2..-related 22.0l 0.20061bBBBB:BDMC4

0N

seismic,and combined.
j(DesignAcceptance Criteria))
1062. The as-built piping identfifed inTable 2.2.4-4 a, ASMECode Section
III1
shall be reconciled with the piping design requirements.
102 224112

20.0-6lb2:B:B:BC:EC1 ..

A reconciliation analysis of the piping identified In Table2.2.4-4 as ASME

ASMECode Design Report(s)(NCA3550)(certified, when required by
Code Section IIIusing as-designed and as-tiuiit information and ASMECod, ASMECode)exist and conclude that design reconciliation has been

6Design

Rieports(NCA-3SSO)
will be performed.

completed, In accordance with ASMECode, for as-built reconciliation of
ithe piping identified InTable 2.2.4-4 as ASME
Code Section ill. The report

01N

document, the results of the reconciliation analysis.

1043

2.24.10B3

02.02.04-06:1063 B:BBB
:BB:Bf:C:ME:C41

2.46

1063.The piping identified inTable 2.2.4-4 as ASMECode Section Ill is
Inspections of the piping identified in Table 2.2.4-1 as ASMECode Section
fabricated, installed, and inspected in accordance with ASMECod, Section Ill will be conducted.

ASMECode Data Report(s)(certified, when required by ASMECode) and

Ill requirements.I

conclude that the piping identified in Table 2.2.4-1 as ASIVE
Code Section
'Illis fabricated, installed, and inspected In accordance with ASMECode

Inspection reports (including N-5 Data Reports where applicable) exist and
01N
0

Section Ill requirements.

104

2.4.1.
2.2.0-0:1 aB:BB:B:BBC:E:Cl

.2.-6

Ila. Pressure bound~a,, weldcsin components identified in Table 2.2.4-4 as Inspection of the as-built pressure boundary welds in components

!ASME
Code report(s) exist and conclude that ASMECode Section Ill

ASMECode Section IImeet ASME
Code Section Illnon-destructive
examination requirements.

requirement s are met for non-destructive examination of pressure
boundary welds in components identified in Table 2.2.4-4 as ASMECode

identified in Table 2.2.4-4 as ASMECode Section Ill will be performed in
accordance with ASMECode Section HI.

11b.Pressure boundary welds inpiping identified in Table 2.2.4-4 as ASMEInspection of the as-built pressure boundary welds in piping identiffiedIn
1045

2.24.11b

02.02.04-O6:ElbBBf:BBB:BBf:BB:C:ME:C41

2.2.4-6

Code SectionHImeet ASMVE
Code Section Ill non-dlestructiveexamination
requirements.

Table 2.2.4-4 as ASMECod, Section Ill will be performed inaccordance
Code Section HI.
with ASMVE

01N

Section Ill.
A5MECode report(s) exist and conclude that ASMECode SectioanIll
requirements are met for nondcestructive examination of pressure0
boundary welds in piping Identified InTable 2.2.4-4 as ASMECode Section

01N

Ill.
12a. The components Identified inTable 2.2.4-4 as ASMECode Section Ill
2246 retain their pressure boundary integrity at their design pressure.
1146 2.4.2a 020.0-0:1.B:BB:BBBC:E:41
2..46hydrostatically

A hydrostatic test will be conducted on those code components identified ASMECode Data Report(s)exist and conclude
that the results of the
inTable 2.2.4-4 as ASIME
Code Section HIthat are required to be
hydrostatic test of components identified in Table 2.2.4-4 as ASMECode
tested by ASMECode Section Ill.

12b.The piping identified inTableZ2.2.4-4as ASME
Code Sectionlllretains A hydrostatic test willbe conducted on the code piping identified inTable

ASMECode Data Report(s)exist and conclude that the results of the
hydrostatic test of piping identified in Table 2.2.4-4 as ASME
Code Section
Illcomplywith the requirements inASMECode Section Ill.

107 22.2 20.40:2B:B:BB::EC1

2.2.4-6

its pressure boundary integrity at its design pressure.

13. The equipment identified inTable, 2.2.4-4 and Table2.2.4-5 a, Seismic 1.Inspection will be performed to verify thiil the Seismic Category I

I.Th. equipment identified as Seismic Category Iin Table 2.2.4-4 1, 1lo..ted

108 22.3 20.40:3B:~:BB::EC1

2.2.4-6

,Category Ican withstand Seismic Category Iloads without loss of safety

in , Seismic CategoryI structure.

2.2.4-4 as ASME
Code Section Illthat Is required to be hydrostatically
tested by ASMECode Section Ill.

equipment identified inTable 2.24.4- ae located in a Seismic Category I

function.
structure.
13. Th. equipment Identified inTables 2.2.4-4 and Table 2.2.4-5 as Seismic ii.Type tests, analyses, or a combination of type tests and analyses, of
Category Ican withstand Seismic Category I loads without loss of safety
equipment identified inTable 2.2.4-4 and as Seismic Category 1. will be
109 22.3i 20.40:3B:l:B8::EC1

2.2.4-6

function.

0

Section Ill complywith the requirements of ASMECode Section Ill.

N

0

1NO

0

1NO

0

1N

ii.The equipment identified inTable 2.2.4-4 as Seismic Category Ican
withstand Seismic Category I loads without loss of safety function.

performed using analytical assumptions, or will be perfrmed under
conditions which bound the Seismic Category Iequipment design

1050

1051

2.24.13.iii

02.021.04-06:13
BBBfidi:BB:BB:C:M
E:C41

2.24.15

02.02.O4-O6:15BB
g:BBB:BiB:BBf:C:lC:C41

2.2.4-6

2.2.4-6

requirements.
13. The equipment identified inTable, 2.2.4-4 and Table 2,2.4-5 as Seismic ili.Inspections and analyses will be performed to verify that the as-lbuilt
il. The as- built equipment identified inTable 2.2.4-4 a, Seismic Category 1,
-CategoryIcan withstand Seismic Category Iloads without loss of safety
equipment identified inTable 2.2.4-4, includinganchorage, is bounded by includinganchorage, can withstand Seismic Category Iloads without loss

0

1

NO

function.

the testing or analyzed conditions.

of safety function.

15. Eachof the 5LCSystem divisionsand safety-related loads/components
identified in Tables 2.2.4-4 and 2.2.4-5 is powered from its respective

Testingwill be performed on the SLC
System by providing a test signalin
onlyone safiety-related divisionat a time.

A,test signalexists In the safety-rlated division and at the equipment
Identified inTable 2.2.4-4 and Table 2.2.4-5 powered fr-omthe safety-

0

1

NO

divisions,and between safety-related divisions and nonsafety-related

i. Tests will be performed on the SLCSystem by providing a test signal in
onlyone safety-related divisionat a time.

related divisionunder test in the SICSystem.
I. Th, test sign,] exists onlyin the safety-relat ed division under test in the
System.

0

1

NO

e'quipment.
16. In the SLCSystem,independence is provided between safety-related
divisions,and between safety-related divisions and nonsafety-related

Ii.Inspection of the as-built safety-related divisionsin the SLCSystem will
be performed.

,afety-related division.
16. In Ile SLCSystem,independence is provided between safety-relat ed
1052

2.24.16A

02.02.O4•06:16BBBBBi:BB:BB:C:IC:C41

2.2.4-6

Ii.For the as-built safetV-related divisions inthe SLCSystem:
- Physicalseparation or electrical isolation exists between these safety- Physicalseparation or electrical isolation exist, between safety-related
D)ivisions
and nonsafety-related equipment in accordance with RG1.75.

[7a-teach mechanical train of the SLCSystem located outside, the
104

.2.1a
2.2.4-6:7aB:BB:B:BB::M:C1
I

I

-1-(

Inspections and analysis willbe conducted for each of Ile SLCSystem
mechanical tra ins located outside the containment.

ontainment is physicallyseparated from the other train(s) so as to
preclude damage to both trains.

II
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Each mechanical train of SLCSystem located outside containment is
Protected against design basisevents and their direct consequences by0
spat ialseparation, barriers, restraints, or enclosures so as to preclude
amage to both trains.

I
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I7b. Each mechanical train of the SICSystem located inside the
1055

1056

1057

2.24.17b

2.24.18

2.24.19

02.02.04-06:17bflBB:DBB:BBBB:C:ME:C41

02.02.04-06:18OBBi:BBB:BB:BB:C:ME:C41

02.02.04-06:1966B:BBB:BB:BB:C'ME;C41

2.2.4-6

2.2.4-6

2.2.4-6

containment is physicallyseparated from the other train(s) so as to
preclude damage to both trains,

Inspections, Tests, Analyses (ITA)
Inspections and analysis will be conducted for each of the SLCSystem
mechanical trains located insidetie containment.

2.24.2

02.02.04-06:02iBB:flB:BB:BB:C:IC:C41

2.2.4-6

opening and closingunder system preoperational differential pressure,

opens and closes, depending upon the valve's safety function.

0

1

NO

fluid flow. and temperature conditions.

19. The pneumatically operated valve(s) listed InTable 2.2.4-4 fail Inthe
mode listed ifeither electric power to the valve actuating solenoid is lost,

Testswill be conducted on the as-builtvalve(s).

The pneumatically operated valve(s)Identified in Table 2.2.4-4 fall Inthe
listed mode wher either electric power to the valve actuating solenoid is

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

1

0

NO

lost, or pneumatic pressure to the valve(s) is lost.

2. The SIC System provides automatic functions and initiators areas

Test(s)will be performed on the as-builtSLCsystem Train A and Train B

The SLCsystem Train A and Train BLogicController are capable of

defined in Table 2.2.4-2.

LogicControllers using simulated signals and actuators for the automatic

performing the automatic functions described inTable 2.2.4-2.

20. Check valves listed InTable 2.2.4-4 open and close under system

functions defined inTable 2.2.4-2.
Tests of installed valves for opening and closing will be conducted under

Basedonthedirection of the differential pressure across the valve, each
check colonapensandcloses.

02.02.04-06:20BBB:BBB:BB:BB:C:ME:C41

2.2.4-6

pressure, fluid flow, and temperature conditions.

systempreoperational pressure, fluid flow, and temperature conditions,

2.24.21

02.02.04-06:21BBB:BBB
:BB:BB:C:ME:C1

2.2.4-6

21. The SLCSystem injection squib valve opens as designed.

A vendor type test will be performed on a squib valve to open as-designed. Records of vendor type test conclude SLCInjection squib valves used in the

22. The equivalent natural boron concentration at cold shutdown

Ananalysis atte os-builtsystem will be performed to determine the

ejeection
and egualiatin will open as designed.I=
The equivalent natural baron concentration at cold shutdown conditions

ronditions for the total solution Injection volume is based on the liquid

equivalent natural boron concentration at cold shutdown conditions for

for the total solution injection volume Isv 1100 ppm.

2.2.4-6

NO

temperature conditions.

2.24.20

02.02.04-06:22BgE:BBB:BB:BB:C:ME:C41

S

both open and close under differential pressure, fluid flow, and

1060

2.24.22

Matrixed
Table

18. Re-positionable (not squib) valves listed in Table 2.2.4-4open, close, or Testsof installed valves will be performed for opening, closing, or both

1059

1061

DAC-ITAACCon-ITAAC

damage to both trains.
Upon receipt of the actuating signal, each valve opens, closes, or both

or pneumatic pressure to the valve(s) is lost.

1058

Acceptance Criteria (AC)
Eachmechanical train of SLCSystem locatedinside containment is
protected against design basis events and their direct consequences by
spatial separation. barriers, restralnts, or enclosures so as to preclude

inventory in the RPVat the main steam line nozzle elevation plus the liquid the total solution injection volume.
inventory in the reactor shutdown cooling piping and equipment of the
RWCU/SDC
system.

1062

2.24.24a

24a. Valves on lines attached to the RPVthat require maintenance have

Inspections of piping design isometric drawings will be conducted,

A review of piping design Isometricdrawings confirms that maintenance

maintenance valves such that freeze seals will not be required.

([DesignAcceptance Criteria))

valves are Included such that freeze seals will not be required.
B(Design
Acceptance Criteria))

1063

2.24.24b

02.02.0446:24bBB:BBg:BB:gB:C:M
E:C41

2.2.4-6

24b. The as-built locationof valves on lines attached to the RPVin the SLC A reconciliation evaluation of valves on lines attached to the RPVthat

Designreconciliation has been completed for the as-built location ofcalves

System that require maintenance shall be reconciled to design

relative to the design requirements.

0

1

NO

require maintenance using as-designed and as-built information will be
erformed.

requirements.
1064

2.24.25

02.00.t-0it:2SBBD:BBB:BO:BB:C:ME:C40

2.2.4-6

21.Each accumulator tank has an injectable liquid volume of at least 7.80
im (2060 gal).

Analysisof each as-built accumulator tank will be performed.

Eachaccumulator tank has an injectable volume of at least 7.80 m' (2060
gal).

0

1

NO

1065

2.24.26

02.02.04-06:26BBB:BBB:BE:BB:C:ME:C40

2.2.4-6

26. Each accumulator tank has a cover gas volume above the liquid of at
least 14.8 m' (523 ft4).

Analysisof each os-bulltaccumulator tank will be performed.

Eachaccumulator tank has a cover gas volume above the liquid of at least
14.8 m' (523 ft').

0

1

NO

27. Each accumulator tank is capable of maintaining an initial nitrogen

Analysisof each as-built accumulator tank willbe performed.

Eachaccumulator tank is capable of maintaining an Initialnitrogen cover
0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

1066

1067

2.24.27

2.24.3

02.02.04-06:27BBB:BBB:BB:BB:C:ME:C41

02202.04-06:03BBOBRB OC:IC:C

2.2.446

2.2.44

cover gas obsolutepressure of least 14.82 MPa (2150 psia).

gas absolute pressure of least 14.82 MPa (2150 psia).

3, The SIC system provides controls and interlocks as described in Table

Test(s)will be performed on the as-built SICsystem Train A and Train B

The SLCsystem Train A and Train B LogicControilers controls and

2.2.4-3.

LogicControllers using simulated signalsand actuators for the controls and interlocks exist, can be retrieved inthe main control room, and perform in
interlocks defined inTable 2.2.4-3.
response te simulated signals and manual actions as described inTable
2.2.4-3.

7. Duringan ATWS,the SLCsystem shall be capable of injecting borated

Tests am conducted to measure injection time of the as-built SLCsystem

Duringan ATWSthe as-built SLCsystem

water into the RPVat flcwrates that assure rapid power reduction.

by Injecting demineralized water from both accumulators into the open

(both accumulators) Injects borated water Into the RPVwithin the

RPV.The initial differential pressure (6.21 MPa)between the accumulators followingtime frames:
1060

2.24.7

02.02.04-06:07BD:BBB:BB:BB:C:MI:C41

2.2.4-6

and the RPV are set to that expected at the beginning of an ATWSby

- The first 5.4 m' (190 fti)of solutioninjects InS 196 seconds.

adjusting the accumulator pressures. Analyses are performed to correlate

*

test results to as-builtSLCsystem performance during postulated ATWS
conditions.

seconds.

8. The SLCsystem shall be capable of injecting borated water for use as

Tests are conducted with the as-built SLCsystem to measure the total

The as-built SLCsystem (both accumulators) Injects a total columeof015.6

makeup water to the RPVin response to a Loss-of-Coolant-Accident

volume of demlneralized water injected from both accumulators into the

m3 (551ft')of borated water in response to a postulated LOCA.

(LOCA).

openRPV.These tests utilize the continuation of the tests conducted in

The first and second 5.4 m' (190 ft3)ofsolution Injects In 519

ITAACV. Analyses are performed to correlate test results to as-builtSLC
system performance during postulated actual LOCAconditions.

1070

2.24.9

1071

2.25.1

1072

2.25.10

9. The redundant injection shut-off valves shown in Figure 2.2.4-1 as V1,

Testis) will be performed using a simulated low accumulator level signal to The as-built injection shut-off valves Identified In Figure2.2.4-1 as Vl, V2,

2.2.4-6

V2, V3,and V4are automatically closed by low accumulator level signals
from their respective accumlator
level monitors.

Closethe injection shut-off valves V1,V2, V3,and V4.

V3,and V4close upon receipt of a simulated low accumulator level signal.

0

1

NO

02.02.0S-04:01000:BBB:B:B:B:C:IC:CS
1

2.2.--4

The system conforms to the functional arrangement as described in
Subsection 2.2.5 and Table 2.2.5-1.
The IPRM subsystems monitor neutron flux from 14 to 125 % of reactor

0

1

NO

2.2-5-4

1. NMS functional arrangement is as described in Subsection 2.2.5 and
Table 2.2.5-1.
110.The LocalPowerRange Monitor (LPRM)subsystems monitor neutron

lnspectlon(s)atte

W..2.0-:0111113:Lg...
6f:.:f:C:IC:C5

D

L

NO

02.02.y4-06:OOBB
B:BBB:B0:BB:C:M
E:C

1

fluo from 1 % to 125 % of reactor rated power.

ESBWR DCD-Rev9_rTer1 ITAACTableNbr_nCountRevSPostColumnDeleteNRC
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as-builtsystem will be performed

Test(s)will be performed using simulated signals.

rated power.
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1073

2.25.11

O2.O2.054:118:BBB: B::C:IC:C51

2.2.5

1074

2.25.12

O2.02.05-04:12B8B:BBB:B
B:ItB:C:IC:C51

2.2.5-4

1075

2.25.13

02.02.05-`4:1388RB:BB0:B:BB:C:iC:C51

2.2.5-4

Acceptance Criteria (AC)

Inspections, Tests, Analyses (ITA)

DAC-ITAACCon-ITAAC

Mabrleud
Table

Test(s)will be performed on the NMSby providing a test signalin only one The test signal exists only inthe safety-related division under test inthe
safety-relateddivisionat a time.
NMS.

0

1

NO

12. LPRMprovides signalsthat are proportional to the local neutron flux.

Test(s)will be performed on the NMSby providing test signals to each

The test signal exists and can be retrieved inthe MCR.

0

1

NO

13. The LPRMdetector assmblies hese a design pressure of 8.62 MPa g
(1250 psig).
2. NM3 provides automatic functions and initiators as described inTable

Test(s)will be performed on each LPItMdetector assembly.

The LPRMdetector assembly withstands a pressure greater than 8.62
MpaG (1250 psig).
The NMSpertonms the automatic functions defined In Table 2.2.5-2.

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

. EachNMS division is powered byits divisional satety-related
ninterruptibie powersupply.

.PRM.

1076

2.25.2

02.02.05-104
02g B:BBB:BgB:BB:C:IC:C51

2.2.5-4

2.2.5-2.

Test(s)will be performed on the as-builtNMSusing simulated signals and
ectuatorsfor the automatic functions defined in Table 2.2.5-2.

3. NMSprovides controls, interlocks, and bypasses as described in Table

Test(s)will be performed on the as-built NMS and MCRPSSLC/ESF
VDUs

The NMScontrols, interlocks and bypasses exist, can be retrieved in the

2.2.5-3.

8. NMIS
divisionsfail-safe to a trip condition on critical hardware failure,
1078

2.25.8

02.02.05-04:OBBB:88:BB:8:C:IC:C51

2.2.5-4

2.25.9

02.02.05-04:09888
:BB:BB:BB:C:IC:C51

2.2.,4

main control resi,

and manual actions as defined in Table 2.2.5-3.

Test(s)will be performed using simulated signals.

The NMSdivisions fail-safe to a trip condition on criticalhardware failure,

power failure, or loss of communication.
9. The StartupRange Neutron Monitor (SRNM)subsystem monitors

1079

using simulated signalsand actuators for the controls, interlocks, and
b.I.5y
passes defined inTable 2.2.5-3.

and are performed in response to simolated signals

power failure, or loss of communication failure.
Testis)will be performed using simulated signals.

The SINM subsystem monitors neutron fluxfrom the source range to 15%

neutron fluxfrom the source range to 15% of the reactor rated power.

of the reactor rated power.

1. RSSfunctional arrangement is as described In Subsection 2.2.6and Table inspection(s)will be performed to confirm that the as-built RSSis
configuredas described inSubsection 2.2.6 and Table 2.2.6-1.
2.2.6-1.

The as-built0SSis configured as described In Subsection2.2.6 and Table
2.2.6-1.

Test(s)will be performed on the dedicated controls as described in Table
71
.2.6-2.

The SS panels are capable of issuingcontrol signalsfrom the dedicated
controls described in Table 2.2.6-2.

7. Safety-related systems in each RSSpanel receive power from divisionailyTest(s)will be performed on the fill byproviding a test signal in onlyone

The test signal exists only in the safety-related division under test in the

2. RSSprovides dedicated controls as described in Table 2.2.6-2.

1082

2.26.7

02.02.06-03:078BB:B:B B:BB:C:IC:C61

2.2.6-3

separate safety-related uninteruptible powersupplins.

safety-relateddivisionat a time.

RSS.

0

1

NO

1083

2.26.8

02.02.06i03:O888B:BB:B:BB:C:IC:C61

2.2.6-3

3. Nonsafety-related systems ineach R01panel receive power from
nonsatety-reated power suppiies.

Test(s)will be performed on the 0SSbyproviding a test signal in onlyone
channelat a time.

Test signalexists from an onInterrptible ACpower supply only In the
channel under test.

0

1

NO

1084

2.27.1

02.02.07-t4:018BBB:BBB:BB:BB:C:IC:C71

2.2.7-4

1. RPSfunctional arrangement is as described in Subsection 2.2.7 and
Table 2.2.7-1 and as shown on Figure 2.2.7-1.

Inspection(s),
will be performed on the as-built RPS.

The RPSconforms to the functional arrangement as described in
Subsection 2.2.7 and Table 2.2.7-1 and as shown in Figure2.2.7-1.

0

1

NO

1085

2.27.10

02.O2.O7-04:IOBBB:BBB:BB:BB:C:[C:C71

2.2.7-4

10. Redundant safety-related power sopplies are provided for each divisionTest(s)will be performed on the RPSby providinga test signalin only one

The test signal exists only inthe safety-related division under test In the

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

of the RPS.
1. Automatic and manual scram initiation logic systems are independent
1086

2.27.11

2.02.07-4:BBB:BBB:B:BB:C:IC:C71

2.2.7-4

each other

rafety-relateddivisionat ame,
Analysis(es)
will be performed on the automatic and manual scram

RPS.
Single failures In an automatic scram initiation logic system do not

initiation logicsystems.

propagate to the manual scram initiation logicsystem ad sIngle failures in
a manual scram initiation logicsystem do not propagate to the automatic
scram Initiation logic system.

1087

2.27.12

02.02.07-04:12BBB:gBB:BB:BB:C:IC:C71

2.2.7-4

12. The RPSinitiates a backup scram whenever an automatic scram is

Test(s)will be performed on the as-built RTIFplatform of the backup

initiated intwo-out-of four divisions orwhenevera manual scrmis

scramfunction

The RTIFplatform performs the backup scram outputs when either a
incident scram inat least two divisionsor a manual scram occurs.

0

1

NO

0
01N

1

N

0

1

NO

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

intitated.
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1iv9

1090

1091

2.27.13

2.27.2

2.27.3

2.27.8

02.02,07-O4:13B8B:888:8RB:88:C:lC:C71

02.02.07-04:02
BBB:BBB:BB:BB:C:IC:C71

02.02.07-O4:03BB:BBB:BB:BB:C:IC:C71

02.02.07-OA:08888:BBB:B:BB:C:IC:C71

2.2.7-4

2.2.7-4

2.2.7-4

2.2.7-4

13. The backup scram is not implemented through software.

Analysis~es)
and inspections will be performed on the backup scram
:ircurtry.

No software is used to implement the backup scram function.

2. RPSprovides automatic functions and initiators as described inTable
2.2.7-2.

Test(s)will be performed on the as-built RPSusing simulated signals and
actuatorsfor the automatic functions defined in Table 2.2.7-2.

RPSprovides automatic functions, initiators and associated Interfacing
systems as described is Table 2.2.7-2.

3. RPSprovides controls, interlocks (system interfaces), and bypasses as

Test(s)will be performed on the as-built RPSand SSLC/ESF
VDUsusing

The RPScontrols and interlocks (system interfaces), and bypasses exist.

described in Table 2.2.7-3.

simulatedsignals and actuators for the controls, interlocks (system

can be retrieved in the main control room SSLC/ESF
VDUs,and are

interfaces),and bypasses described in Table 2.2.7-3.

performed in response to simulated signals and manual actions as
described in Table 2.2.7-3.

8. The RPSlogicis designed to provide a trip initiation by requiring a
coincident trip of like, unbypassd parameters In at least two divisionsto
cause the trip output.

Test(s)of the RPSfunctions will be performed on the as-built RTIFplatform Tre RTIPplatform performs the RPOfonction trip outputs when a
of the RPSfunctions.
coincident trip of luke.unibypassed parameters In at least two divisions
occurs.

9. The RPSIs fail-safe such that on loss of redundant divhionalelectrical

Test(s)of the RPSfunctions will be performed on the as-built RTIFplatform The RTIFplatform de-energizes the RPStrip outputs when a coincident
deenergization of at least two divisionsoccurs.
of the fiPSfunctions byde-energizing the RTIFplatform by division.

02.02.07-O4:098BB:BBB:BB:BB:C:IC:C71

2.2.7-4

power supplies the load driversof that divisionchange to the tripped
state.

2.29.1

02.02.09-03:0188B:880:88:88:C:IC:C01

2.2.9-3

ofthe as-buit S&PC System will be conducted.
1, The B&PCSystem functional arrangement is a, described In Subsection Inspections
2.2.9 and Table 2.2.9-1.

The as-builttB&PC System conforms to the functional arrangement as
described in Subsection 2.2.9 and Table 2.2.9-1.

0

1

NO

2.29.2

02.02,G9-03:02888B:R88:8:BB:C:IC:CO5

2.2.9-3

2. SB&PCSystem provides functions and initiating conditions as defined in Teatswilt be performed on the SB&PC
System using simulated signals.
Table 2.2.9-2.

The Si&PCsystem performs the functons as described InTable 2.2.9-2.

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

1092

2.27.9

1093
1084

4. SB&PCcontrollers are triple redundant fault tolerant.

controller has no effect on SB&PC
valve
1.Test(s) will be performed simulating failure of any one SB&PC
controller. i. Failure of any one SB&PC
position demand signal.

1095

2.29.4.1

02.02.09-03:04808:881:88:08:C:iC:COS

2.2.9-3

1096

2.29.4.01

04.02.09-03:0d808:Ri:R: :C:IC:CBS

2.2.-3

A.SB&PCcontrollers are triple redundant fa.It tolerant

ESBWR-DCD-Rev9 Tier1 ITAACTable-Nbr n-Count Rev5_PostColumnDeleteNRC_2011-12-15_ rd-O2.xls

ii.Test(s) wilt be performed simulating fail.re of any two S&Pti
controllers.
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Acceptance Criteria (AC)

Inspections, Tests, Analyses (ITA)

5. SB&PC
System has three redundant nonsafety-related uninterruptible

i. Test(s) will be performed on the SB&PCsystem by providinga test signal i. The test signal exists only in the power channel under test.

ACpower supplies,

in onlyone power supply channel at a time.

1D97

2.29.5.A

12.02.09-03:DSDDD:D~i:DD:BD:C:IC:CDS

2.2.9-3

1098

2.29.5.i1

02.02.09.03:05DBB:Bii:hD:BB:C:IC:C85

2.2.9-3

5. Sg&PCSystem has three redundant nonsafety-reiated uninterruptible
ACpower supplies.

ii.Test(s) will be performed on the SB&PCsystem power supply
position
cnigutation simulatingfailure of any ore power supply.

ii.Loss of any one power supply at a time has no effect on SB&PCvalve
demand signal.

1099

2.29.5.111

O2.D2.09-03:DSRDBB:IiiBB:BB:C:IC:CD5

2.2.9-3

5. SB&PCSystem has three redundant nonsafery-related unioseresptible
ACpower supplies.
1. The PRMSfunctional arrangement is as described inthe Design
Description ofthis Subsection 2.3.1. Figure2.3.1-1, and Table 2.3.1-1.

iii. Test(s)will be performed on the SB&PCsystem pomersupply
configurationsimulatingfailure of any two power supplies.
Inspections shall be conducted on each as-built PRMSsubsystem.

ii. Loss of any two power supplies at a time has no effect on S0itPCvalve
position demand signal.
The as-built PRMSsubsystems conform to the functional arrangement as
described in the DesignDescription of this Subsection 2.3.1 and shown in
Figure2.3.1-1 In conjunction withTable 2.3.1-1.

2a. The safety-related PRMSsubsystems as Idencfled in Table 2.3.1-1 are
poweredfrom uninterruptible safety-related power sources.

Testingwill be conducted to confirm that the PRMSsafety-related
subsystemsidentified in Table 2.3.1-1 are powered from uninterptible

1101

2.31.2a

02.03.01-02:02.a9:BBB:BiB:Bti:C:IC:Dt1

2.3.1-2

The safety-related PRMSsubsystems Identifiedin Table 2.3.1-1 receive
electrical power from uninterruptible safety-related buses.

DAC-ITAACCn-ITAAC

tied
Table

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

1

NO

D

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

O

safety-related power soures.

1102

2.31.2b

02.3.,O1-02:O2BBB:BBB:BB:BB:C:IC:D1t

2.3.1-2

1103

2.31.3.1

02.03.01-02:O3DDB:BBi:BB:BB:C:IC:Dt1

2.3.1-2

2b. The safety-related divisionsof electric power for the PRMSsubsystems Inspections of the as-built divisionswill be conducted.
idenufied in Table 2.3.1-1 are phsically separated.
I.Inspection will be performed to verily that the Seismic Category I
3. The equipment identified inTable 2.3.1-1 as Seismic Category Ican
equipment Identified inTable 2.3.,1-1arelocated in a Seismic Category I
withstand Seismic Category Iloads without loss of safety function.
3. The equipment identifiedin Table 2.3.1-1as Seismic Category Ican
withstand Seismic Category I loads without loss of safety function.

11134

2.31.3.ii

D2.D3.01-02:D3DDD:Dii:itR:D:C:IC:Dt1

2.3.1-2

1105

2.31.3.lii

02.03.01-0i2:03BBB
iii B:NB:C:IC:D11

2.3.1-2

1106

2.31.4

t2.D3.Dt-D2:D4DRD:itt:Di:DD:C:IC:DI

2.3.1-2

1107

2.31.5

02.03.01-02:05888:1111:1B:DBB:C:C:D
11

2.3.1-2

1108

2.31.6

02.03.O1-D2:0DRDD:DsD:BiB:BB:C:IC:DI1

The as-built Indication,alarm, and automatic initiation functions are met.
Tests will be conducted by using a standard radiation source or portable
calibration unit that exceeds a setpoint value that is preset for the testing
to cunfirm that the as-built indication, alarm, and automatic initiation
functions are met.

2.3.2-2

2. EachARM channel listed in Table 2.3.2-1 initiates a MCRalarm and a
local audible alarm (if provided) when the radiation level exceeds a preset
limit,
3. Each ARMchannel listed in Table 2.3.2-1 is preided with indication of
radiation level.

Tests will be conducted using a simulated high radiation level signalto
verify that the MCRalarm and local alam (if provided) are on when the
-imulatedsignaleceeds apresetsetpoint.
Testwill be conducted using a simulated highradiation signal to verify
thattheindicationsforeachARM channelrespondstothesimulated high

2.4.1-3

1. The functional arrangement of the ICSis as described in the Design
Description of this Subsection 2.4.1, Table 2.4.1-1, Table 2.4.1-2, and as

2.3.1-2

1110

2.32.1

O2.D3.O2-02:01BBB:BBB:BB:EB:C:IC:D21

2.3.2-2

1112

1113

32.3

2.41.1

O2.03.02-.02:03DiBB:BBB:BDB:RB:C:IC:D21

02.D4.O1-O3:OliBti:BBDgg:itit::C:ME:B32

The as-built indications, alarms, and automatic initation functions are met
as described inTable 2.3.1-1, considering the following:
:Indications in MC9 for radiation levels
* Indications on SCUsfor radiation lesels
* Alarms in MCRon radiation level exceeding setpoint
* Indications on SCUson radiation level exceeding setpoint
Alarms in MCRon upscale/downscale or inoperative conditions
Initiation of actions described inTable 2.3.1-l

7. The nonsafety-related PRMSsubsystem monitors which perform
active/automatic control functions in order to control offsite doses below
10CFR20 limits provide the following:
* Indications in MCRfor radiation levels
* Alarms in MCRon radiation level exceeding setpoint
* Alarms in MCRon upscale/downscale or iLoperatlve conditions
1. The functional arrangement (location) of the ARMSequipment is as
desc ibed in Subsection 2.3.2 and as listed on Table 2.3.2-1.

2.3.1-2

02.O3.O1-O2:O78DBB:BDBB:BB:BB:C:IC:D1l

02.03.02-02:02iBB:BBB:BB:Dit:C:IC:D21

iii.The as-built equipment Identified in Tables 2.3.1-1 includinganchorage,
can withstand Seismic Category I loads without loss ofsafety function.

Inspection for the existence of the monitors will be performed.

2.31.7

2.32.2

4. Safety-related PRMSsubsystems provide the following:
* Indications inMCRfor radiation levels
* Indications an SCUsfor radiation levels
* AlarmainMCRon radiation level exceeding setpoint
Indications on SCUson radiation level exceeding setpoint
* Alarms in MCRon upscale/downscale or inoperative conditions
IInitiation ofactions described in Table 2.3.1-1

ii.The equipment identified in Table 2.3.1-1 as Seismic Category I can
withstand Seismic Category I loads without loss of safety function.

5. The nonsafety-related process monitors listed InTable 2.3.1-1 are
provided.
6. Safety-related PRMSsubsystems initiate preventive actions to isolate or
terminate plant processes or effluent releases as described InTable 2.3.11.

1109

1111

3. The equipment Identified inTable 2.3.1-1 as Seismic Category I can
withstand Seismic Category I loads without loss of safety function.

li. Type tests, analyses, or a combination oftype tests and analyses, of
equipment identified in Table 2.3.1-1 as Seismic Category I,will be
performedusing analytical assumptions, or will be performed under
conditions which bound the Seismic Category I equipment design
requirements,
ill Inspections and analyses will be performed to verify that the as-built
equipment identified in Table 2.3.1-1, includinganchorage, is bounded by
the testing or analyzed conditions.
Testswill be conducted byusing a standard radiation source or portable
calibration unit that exceeds a setpoint value that is preset for the testing
to confirm that the a-built indications, alarms, and automatic initiation
functions are metes described in Table 2.3.1-1.

Eachsubsystem division is physicallyseparated frm the other division in
acordance with RG1.75.
I.The equipment identified as Seismic Category I inTable 2.3.1-l is located
ina Seismic Category Istructure.

2.3.2-2

NO

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

Theas-built ARMsystem locations conform to Subsection 2.3.2 and Table
2.3.2-1.
The MCRalarm and local audible alarm (if provided) are initiated when the
simulated radiation level exceeds a preset imit.

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

The indications for each ARMchannel responds to the simulated high
radiation signal.

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

radiation signal.

I

Inspection of the as-built system will be performed.

Theas-built ICSconforms withthe functional arrangement described in
the DesignDescription of this Subsection 2.4.1, Table 2.4.1-1, Table 2.4.12, and as shown in Figure2.4.1-1.

.shown inFigure 2.4.1-1.

ESBWR DCO-Rev9 Tier1 ITAAC_Table_Nbr-nCountRev5_Post_ColumnDeleteNRC_2011-12-15_ rd-02.xls

NO

1

0

The nonsafety-related monitors exist.

Tests will be conducted to confirm that the preventive actions are initiated The preventive actions requirements are met as described in Table 2.3.1-1.
and proper isolation or termination aresecured on simulated high
radiation levels. These tests will be performed In conjunction with each
subsystem that contains the isolation boundaries.

Inspection of the as-built system will be conducted.

0
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2.41.13
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GEN
Nbr
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TableNbr

1116

2.41.14

02.04.01-03:1488 B:BB8:B8:88:C:IC:B32

2.4.2-3

1117

2.41.15

02.D4.01-O3::l5tititi:ggfl:titi:tB:C:IC:ti32

2.4.1-3

Design Commitment (DC)
Inspections, Teats, Analyses (ITA)
10. The pneumatically operated calve(s)designated inTable 2.4.1-1tail in Testswill be conducted on the as-builtvaloe().
the mode listed if either electric power to the valve actuating solenoid Is
lost, or pneumatic pressure to the valve(s)is lost.
13. Each condensate return valve, listed in Table 2.4.1-1, opens to initiate
the ICS
14. The normallyopen ICSisolation valveain the steam supply and
condensate return lines, listed inTable 2.4.1-1, close automatically on
r
receipt of high vent line radiation from the Process Radiation Monitoring
System (PRMS).
15. The normallyopen ICSisolation valves in the steam supply and
condensate return lines, listed in Table 2.4.1-1, close upon receipt of the
folowingautomatic actuation signals:

Acceptance Criteria (AC)
The pneumatically operated valve(s)Identified in Table 2.4.1-1 fail in he
listed mode when either electric power to the valve actuating solenoid Is1
lost, or pneumatic pressure to the valve(s) Is lost.

Openingtest of valves will be conducted under pre-operational differential Eachcondensate return valve opening time is no less than 7.5 seconds and
pressure,fluid flow and temperature conditions.
no greater than 31 seconds under preoperational differential pressure,
fluidflow, and temperature conditions.
Anisolation valve closure test will be performed using simulated signals. The ICSIsolation valves close upon receipt of signalsfrom the PRMS.

C.TA
o4AC
DAC-ITAACCbn-ITAAC

Metri ed
MTr
NO

0

1

NO

1

NO

1

NO

0

1

NO

Valve closing testsmwlll
be performed using simulated automatic actuation The ICSisolation valves close upon receipt ofautomatic actuation signals.
signals.
0

LD&IS

• Open position on two or more DPVs
16. Each ICStrain normally closed condensate return valve,listed in Table Valve opening tests will be performed using simulated automatic actuation The condensate return valves open upon receipt nf automatic actuation
2.4.1-1, opens upon receipt of the followingautomatic actuation signals: signals,.
signals.
RPVhigh pressure following a time delay
RpV ater level below level 2 followinga time delay
aRtPV
watnr level below level 1

1118

2.41.16

02.O4.01-O3:16BBgB:BBB:BtB:BB:C:IC:B32

2.4.1-3

Valveopening tests will be performed using simulated automatic actuation The condensate retum valves open upon receipt of automatic actuation
signals.
signals.

2.4.1-3

17. Each ICStrain normally closed condensate return bypass valve, listed in
Table 2.4.1-1, opens upon receipt of the followingautomatic actuation
signals:
RPVhighpressure following a time delay
RP mater
w
level below level 2 followinga time delay
* RPVwater level below level 1
Loss of power to 2 of 4 reactor feed pumps with the reactor mode switch
in RUN
* MSlVsin 2 of 4 steamlines less than fully open with the reactor mode
switch in RUN.
Ua. The lower ICheader vent valve (V-9)opens upon an ICSinitiation
signalgenerated by the SSLC/ESF
platform followed by a time delay.

A valve-opening test willbe performed on the lower ICheader vent valve The lower ICheader vent calve (V-9)opens upon an ICSinitiation signal
(V-9)using a simulated SSLC/ESF
platform ICSinitiation signal.
generated by the SSLC/ESF
platform followed by a time delay.

0

1

NO

2.4.1-3

1tb. The lower ICheader vent valve (V-10)opens upon an ICSinitiation
signalgenerated by the DPSplatform followed bya time delay.

A valv
-opening test will be performed on the lower IC header vent valve The lower ICheader vent valve (V-I0) opens upon an ICSlnltiation signal
(V-10)using a simulated DPSplatform ICSinitiation signal.
generated by the DPSplatform followed by a time delay.

0

1

NO

20. The accumulators for the pneumatic isolation valves,listed in Table

A test and analysis or test will be performed to demonstrate the capacity

Isolation valve accumulators have the capacity to close the calvesthree

2.4.1-1,in the ICSsteam supplyand condensate return valves have the
capacity to close the valves three times with the DWat the DW design

of the isolation valve accumulators.

times with the DWpressure at the design pressure.

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

12.4.1-3

1120

2.41.18a

1121

2.41.1tb

1122

2.41.20

02.04.01-03:18aBB:BRBB:BB:BRB:C:ICE:R32

02.04,01-03:'18tB:OBt:BBB:Rt:C:IC:R32

02.04.01-03:2088I:BBB:8tB:BB:C:ME:B32

01N

Loss of power to 2 of 4 reactor feed pumps with the reactor mode switch
in fUN
. MSIVsin 2 of 4 steam lines less than fully open with the reactor mode
switch in RUN

2.4.1-3

liressure.I

1123

2.41.21

02.04.01-03:21BBB:BBB:BB:C:ME:B32

2.4.1-3

21. Upon loss of pneumatic pressure to the condensate bypass valve (V-6). Testswill be performed to demonstrate that the condensate bypass valve The condensate bypass valve folly opens when pneumatic pressure is
he valve strokes to the fullyopen position,
will stroke to the full open position upon the loss of pneumatic pressure to removed from the condensate bypass valve.
the condensate bypass valve accumulator.

1124

2.41.22

02.O4.02-03:22BBB:BBB:BB:BB:C:M
E:B32

2.4.1-3

22. Each ICStrain has at least the minimum heat removal capacity
assumed in analysisof Abnormal Events with reactor at or above normal
operating pressure

1125

2.41.23

02.O4.01-03:23BBB:BBB:BB:BB:C:ME:D32

2.4.1-3

1126

2.41.24.1

02.O4.01-t3:24BBB:BB
I:iB:BB:C:ME:tB32

2.4.1-3

1127

2.41.24.11

02.04.01-03:24RBB:Bii:BRB:B:C:ME:B32

2.4.1-3

Usingprototype test data and as-built ICunit information, an analysis will The ICStrain unit heat removal capacity is greater than or equal to 33.75
be performed to establish the heat removal capacity of the ICunit with IC MWt (assumed in the analysis of AbnormalEvents) with the reactor at or
pool at atmospheric saturated conditions.
above normal operating pressure.

Ananalysis will be performed for the as-built isolation cordenser system. The as-built ICStrain provides at least 13.88m3 (490.1 ft3) (assumed in the
analysisof Abnormal Events) of the liquid volume available for return to
the RPV.
24. The Equipment Pool and Reactor Well provide sufficient makeup water i. A valve-opening test will be performed on the pneumatic valves using
i. The two-series, valves open on a simulated low-levelwater signalfTrom.
volumet, the IC/PCCSexpansion pool to support operation of the ICSand simulatedlow-level water signal from the IC/PCCSexpansion pool.
the IC/PCCSexpansion pool.
PCCSfor the frst 72 hours.
24. The Equipment Pool and Reactor Well providesufficient makeup water il.A physical measurement will be performed on the dimensions and water il.Measurements show that the combined water volume of the IC/PCCS
23. Each ICStrain provides at letst the minimum drainable l4quidvolume
available for return to the RPVassumed Inanalysis of Abnormal Events.

volume to the IC/PCCSexpansion pool to support operation of the ICSand level in the IC/PCCSpools, Equipment Pool, and Reactor Well to
PCCSfor the first 72 hours,
demonstrate that the required water volume isachieved.
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ft3).
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2.41.24.1i

D2.O4.01-03:24BBB:iii:BB:BB:C:ME:R32

2.4.1-3

AfcceptanceCriteria (AC)

Tests, Analyses (ITA)

24. The Equipment Pooland Reactor Well provide sufficientmakeup water ii. A type test will be performed on the squib valve.

DAC-ITAACCue-ITAAC

Matdxed
Table

iii. The squib velves open on a simulated open signal.

volumeto the IC/PCCS
ecpansioo pool to support operation of the ICSand

0

1

NO

O

1

NO

a

l

No

0

ND

0

1

NO

0

1

ND

0

1

1

O

0

1

CCSfor the first 72hours.
1123

2.41.25

ti2.04.ti1-ti3:2S

:BBB:R
iB:R:CCS:U71

2.4.1-3

25. The IC/PCCSpools are safety-related and Seismic Category I.

pools are safty-related and Seismic Category 1.
of the doomentation for the IC/PCCS
pools confirm that they The IC/PCCS
lnspections
are safery-related and Seismic Category I.

26. Each ICSflowpath is constrained to a maximum flow area at

Inspectionwill be performed to confirm that the flowarea at these

Each steam supply branch line contains a flow limiter which is no greater

transitions between Class1 piping from containment to Class 2 piping
outside containment in order to limit flowin the event of a break.

transitionlocations is limited,

than 76.2mm)( in) indiameter, and that the condensate branch lines are
no greater than 101.6 mm (4 in) in diameter.

1130

2.41.26

02.04.ti-03:26Rfl:Rtt:RR:Rf:C:ME:D32

2.4.1-3

29a. Valveson lines attached to the RPVthat require maintenance have

Inspections
of piping design isometric drawings will be conducted.

A review of piping desing isometric drawings confirms that maintenance

1131

2.41.29a

02.04.Ol-03:29aBB:BBB:BB:BB:D:ME:B32

2.4.1-3

maintenance valves uch that freeze seals will not be required.

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

valves are included such that freeze seals will not ha required.
((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

1132

2.41.29b

02.O4.01-O3:29bBB:BBB:BB:gB:C:ME:B32

2.4.1-3

23b. The as-buIt location of valves on lines attached to the fiPVthat
require maintenance shall be reconciled to design requirements.

as- A design reconciliation has been completed for the esbualtlocationof
A reconcililationevaluation of valves on lines attached to the RPV4using
valves relative to the design requirements.
designedand as-built information will be performed.

2a1. The components identified in Table 2.4.1-1 as ASMECode Section III

InspectionofASMECode Design Reports (NCA-3550)and required

ASMECode Design Reports (NCA-3550)(certified, when required byASME

are designed In accordance with ASMECode Section IIIrequirements.

documentswill be conducted.

Code) exist and conclude that the design of the components Identifiedin
Table 2.4.1-1 as ASMECode Section IIIcomplies with the requirements of

1133

2.41.2.1

02.D4.ti-D3:D2a1B:RBB:BB:BB:C:ME:R32

ASMECode Section IIIincludingthose stresses applicable to loads related

2.4.1-3

to fatigue (includingenvironmental effects), thermal expansion, seismic,
and combined.

1134 2. 2 3:02a2B:BB:BB:BB:C:MAE:B32
02.04.0

2a2. The components identified In Table 2.4.1-1 as ASMECode Section III

A reconciliation analysisof the components identified in Table 2.4.1-1 as

(certified, when required by
ASMECode DesignReport(s)(NCA3550)

shall be reconciled with the design requirements.

ASME
Code SectionIIIusing as-designed and as-built information and

ASMECode) exist and conclude that design reconciliation has been

SMECode DesignReports (NCA-3550)will be performed.

2.4.1-3

2a3. The components identified in Table 2.4.1-1 as ASMECode Section Ill
are fabricated, installed, and inspected in accordance with ASMECode
2.4.1-3

2.41.2b1

02.O4.01-O3:O2bltt:BBB:Bt:BB:D:ME:B32

ASMECode Data Report(s) (includingN5 Data Reports, where applicable)
(certified, when required by ASMECode) and inspection reports exist and
conclude that 'he components identified inTable 2.4.1-1 as ASMECode
Section IIIare fabricated, Installed, and inspected Inaccordance with ASME
Code Section Illrequirements.

Section IIIrequirements,

2b1.The piping identified in Table 2.4.1-1 as ASMECode Section IIlis
designed in accordance withASMECode Section Illrequirements.
1136

Inspectionof the components identified in Table 2.4.1-1 as ASMECode
SectionIIIwill be conducted.

completed, in accordance with ASMECode, for as-built reconciliation of
Code Section Ill.The
the components identified InTable 2.4.1-1 as ASME
repor documents the results of the reconciliation analysis.

Inspection ofASMECode DesignReports (NCA-3550)and required
documentswill be conduded.

(certified, when required by
ASMECode DesignReport~s)INCA355D)

((DesignAcceptance Cdterida

Table 2.4.1-1as ASMECode Section Ill complies with the requirements of

ASMECode) exist and conclude that the design of the piping identified In
he ASMECode, Section 1l1,includingthose stresses applicable to loads
thermal expansion,

2.4.1-3

related to fatigue (including environmental effects),
seismic,and combined.
((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

certified, when required by
2b2. The as-built piping identified in Table 2.4.1-1 as ASMECode Section lil A reconciliation analysis of the piping Identified inTable 2.4.1-l as ASME ASMECode DesignReport(s) (NCA3S550)
Code Section Ill using as-designed and es-builtinformation and ASMECode ASMECode)exist and conclude that design reconciliation has been
shall be reconciled with the piping design requirements.
1137

2.41.21,2

Q2.04.01-03:02b2B:BB:

:C:ME:B32

Reports (NCA-3550)will be performed,

2.4.1-3Design

1130

2.41.2b3

02.D4.01-D3:02b3B:RRBB:BB:BB:C:ME:B32

2.4.1-3

1139

2.41.30

t2.D4.l1-03:30fiB:SSD:BB:SS:C:ME:R32

2.4.1-3

1140

2.41.3a

t2.4.ti-3:t3aRB:BR:RR:BB:C:ME:B32

2.4.1-3

completed, in accordance with ASMECode, for as-built reconciliation of
the piping identified in Table 2.4.1-1 as ASMECode Section 1i1.The report
documents the results of the reconciliation analysis.

inspections of the piping identified in Table 2.4.2-1 as ASMECode Section
2 b3. The piping identified in Table 2.4.1- as ASMECode Section ill is
fabhcated, Installed, and inspected in accordance with ASMECode Section IIIwill be conducted.

ASMSCode Data Repert(l) (certified, when required by ASMECode) and
inspection reports (including N-5 Data Reports where applicable) exist and

Ill requitements.

conclude that the piping identified InTable 2.4.2-1 as ASMECode Secfion
Ill is fabricated, installed, and inspected in accordance withASMECode
Section Illrequirements.

ND

30. The LowerICHeader Vent Linerestricting orifices shown in Table 2.4.1- Inspections of the as-built LowerICHeader Vent Linerestricting orificewill The diameter of the LowerICHeader Vent Line restricting orifices shown in
be conducted.
1 are sized so thas the water level in the RPVduring station blackout
events does not reach the Level I setpoint within 72 hours of the blackout

table 2.1.4-1 is 4.60 mm (0.181 in)

3a. Pressure boundary welds incomponents identified inTable 2.4.1-1 as

Inspection of the as-built pressure boundary welds incomponents

ASMECode report(s) exist and conclude that ASMECode Section Ill

ASMECode Section Illmeet ASMECode SectionIii nondesswctlve

identified in Table 2.4.1-1 as ASMECode Seion IIIwill be performed in
accordance with ASMECode Section III.

requirements are met for non-destructive examination of pressure

.eamination requirements.
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±0.025
mm (0.D01in).

0

1

1

boundary welds incomponents identified inTable 2.4.1-1 as ASMECode
Section Ill.
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Design Commitment (DC)

ITAAC
TableNbr

GEH
Nbr

Acceptance Criteria (AC)

3b. Pressure boundary welds in piping identified in Table 2.4.1-1 as ASME

inspection of the as-built pressure boundary welds inpiping identified in

ASMECode reportns)exist and conclude that ASMECode Section iI

CodeSecson iI meet ASMECode SectionIIInon-destructive examination

Table 2.4.1-1 as ASIME
Code Section IIIwill be performed in accordance

requirements are met for non-destrucoive examination of pressure

requirements.

with AdMECode Section IIl.

boundary welds in piping identified in Table 2.4.1-1 as ASMECode Section

4a.The components identified InTable 2.4.1-1 as ASMECode Section II

Ill.
A hydrnstatic test will be conducted on those code components identified ASMECode Data Report(s) exist and conclude that the results of the

DAC-ITAACCon-ITAAC

0

1

in Table 2.4.1-1 as ASMECode Section Illthat are required to be
hydrostatically tested by ASIME
Code Section ill.

4b.The piping Identified inTable 2.4.1-1 as ASMECode Section lI retains

A hydrostatic test will be conducted on the code piping identified in Table dIME Code Data Report(s) exist and conclude that the results of the

its pressure boundary integrity at its design pressure.

2.4.1-l as ASMECode Section Ill that is required to be hydrostatically
tested byAIMECode Section Ill.

5. The equipment identified inTable 2.4.1-1 and Table 2..4.1-2 as Seismic

1.Inspection will be performed to verifythat the Seismic Category I

i. The equipment identified as Seismic Category I IeTable 2.4.1-1 and Table

CategoryIcan withstand Seismic Category I loads without loss of safety

equipment Identified in Table 2.4.1-1 and Table 2.4.1-2 are located ina

2.4.1-2 is located ina Seismic Category I structure.

fuonles.

Seismic Category I structure.

NO

NO

Code
hydrostatic test of components identified in Table 2.4.1-1 as ASME
Code Section Iii.
Section IIIcomply with the requirements of ASIME

retain their pressure boundary integrity at their design pressure.

Mabtlead
Table

hydrostatic test of piping Identified inTable 2.4.1-1 as ASMECode Section
Iiicomply with the requirements In ASIME
Cede Sectson Ill.

0

S.The equipment identified inTable 2.4.1-1 and Table 2..4.1-2 as Seismic
CategoryI can withstand Seismic Category I loads without loss of safety

ii.Type tests, analyses, or a combination of type tests and analyses, of
equipment identified inTable 2.4.1-1 and Table 2.4.1-2 as Seismic

ii.The equipment identified in Table 2.4.1-1 and Table 2.4,1-2 as Seismic

funcflon.

Category I,will be performed using analytical assumptions, or will be

function.

1

NO

1

NO

1

NO

Category I can withstand Seismic Category I loads without loss of safety

performedunder conditions which bound the Seismic CategoryI
equipment design requirements.

1146i

2.41.S.iii

fi2.04.l1-0l:it

a:iii:gi:au:C:ME:f32

2.4.1-3

5. The equipment identified inTable 2.4.1-1 and Table 2..4.1-2 as Seismic

iii. Inspections and analyses will be performed to verifythat the as-built

iii.The as-built equipment identified in Table 2.4.1-1 and Table 2.4.1-2 as

categoryI can withstand Seismic Category I loads without loss of safety

equipment identified in Table 2.4.1-1 and Table 2.4.1-2. including

Seismic Category I,includinganchorage, can withstand Seismic Category I

fnction.

anchorage, is bounded by the testing or analysed conditions, Includingthe loads, includingthe hydrodynamiceffects of surrounding water for
hydrodynamic effects of surrounding water for submerged components,

1147

1148

2.41.6ia

2.41.6b.i

fi2.04.Dl-03.lfiaggBgaaBfig
.C:IC:32

2.4.1-3

02.04.DS-O3:0DbgB:BBgI:BB:gg:CSC.gB32

ba.Each of the ICSdivisions(or safety-related loads/components)
identifiedin Table 2.4.1-2 is powered from its respective safety-related

Testingwill be performed on the ICSby providing a simulated test signalin A simulated test signal exists in the safety-related division(or at the
onlyone safety-related divisionat a time.
equipment Identified in Table 2.4.1-2 poweredfrom the safety-related

division.
fib. Inthe ICS,independence is provided between safety-related divisions. i. Tests will be performed on the ICSby providinga test signalin onlyone

division) under test in the ICS.
i. The test signal exists only In the safety-related Divisionunder test in the

and between safety-related divisions and nonsafety-related equipment

CS.

safety-related divisionat a times.

2.4.1-3

2.41.fiiv.ii

fi2.fi4.S1-03:lfibBg:fiii:gf:aa:CIC:it32

1

0

fb. Inthe 123,independence
is provided between safety-related divisions, ii. Inspection of the as-built safety-related divisionsIn the ICSwill be
and between safety-related divisionsand nonsafety-related equipment.
performed.
1149

0

submerged components without loss of safety function.

2.4.1-3

1

NO

ii.The as-built safety-related divisionsin the ICSare separated:
• Physicalseparation or electrical isolation exists between these safetyrelated divisions inaccordance with FIG1.75.
9 Physicalseparation or electrical isolation exists between safety-related

NO

0

divisionsand nonsafety-related equipment in accordance with RG1.75.

1150

2.41.7a

2.4.1-3

02.fi4.ll-3:S7aaa:fa:f:g:C:ME:f32

7a. Eachmechanical train of the ICSlocated outside the containment is

Inspections and analysiswill be conducted for each of the ICSmechanical

Eachmechanical train of ICSlocated outside containment is protected

physically separated from the other train(s) so as not to preclude

trains located outside the containment.

against design basis events and their direct consequences by spatial

asomplishment of the intended safety-related function.

separation, barriers, restraints, or enclosures so as not to preclude

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

S

NO

accomplishment of the intended safety-related function.

1151

2.41.7b

02.04.01-03:07bi:BBfiB:gg:fif:C:ME:N32

2.4.1-3

7b. Eachmechanical tsaln of the ICSlocated inside the containment is

inspectionsor analysis will be conducted for each of the 1CS
mechanical

Each mechanical train of 1CS
located inside containment is protected

physically separated from the other train(s) so as not to preclude

trains located inside the containment

against design basis events and their direct consequences by spatial
separation, barriers, restraints, or enclosures so as not to preclude

accomplishment of the Intended safety-related function.

accomplishment of the intended safety-related function.

1152

1153

2.41.9

2.42.1

02.04.01-03:09BB :BBB:Ba:BB:C:ME:832

2.4.1-3

2.4.2-3

02.04.02-03:0IBBB:BBB:fiB:BB:C:ME:E50

9. fe-pesItonaible (NOTsquib) vauvesdesignated inTable 2.4.1-1 open,

Testsof Installedvalves will be performed for opening, closing, or both

Upon receipt of the actuating signal, each valve opens. doses. or both

close.or both open and close, under differential pressure, fluid flow, and
temperature conditions.

opening and also closing under system preoperational differential
pressure, fluid flow, and temperature conditions.

opens and closes, depending upon the valve's safety function.

1. The functional arrangement of the GDCSis as described in Subsection

Inspections of the as-built system will be conducted.

The as-built GDC5conforms to the functional arrangemess is as described

2.4.2and as listed in Table 2.4.2-1 and as shown on Figure2.4.2-1.

in Subsection 2.4.2 and as listed InTable 2.4.2-1 and as shown In Figure
2.4.2-1.

54 ,2.
O2,O4.O203:10aB
B:

B:BB:C:M
E:E50

1

2.4,1-3

10a.la. leckhalves designatd on Figure2.4.2-1 openoand close
eType
under
nfvalve
system pressure, flid flew, and temperature conditions,
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for opening and closingwill be conducted.

Based on the direction of the differential pressure across the valve, each
check valve opens and closes.
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1155

1156

1157

2.42.10b

2.42.12

2.42.13

O2.04.02-03:DObBB:BBB:BB:BB:C:ME:E50

D2.04.02-03:12BDB:BB3:BB:CB:E:ME:E50

02.,4.,2-O3:13BBB:BBB:BB:BB:C:ME:ESO

Design Commitment jDC)

ITAAC

Inspections, Tests, Analyses (ITA)

Acceptance Criteria (AC)

DAC-ITAACCon-ITAAC

Table Nbr
2.4.2-3

2.4.2-3

2.4.2-3

Malrixed
Table

10b. The GDCSinjection line check valves meet the criterion for maximum Typetests of the GDEScheck valves to detennine the fullyopen flow
fully open flow coefficient in the reverse flow direction.
oefficient In the reverse flow direction will be conducted.
____________________________________________________analysis.

The fully open flow coefficient for the GDCSinjection line check valves in
the reverse flow direction is less than the value assumed Inthe LOCA

12. GDCSsquib valves maintain RPVbackflow leak tightness and maintain

A test will be performed to demonstrate the squib valves are leak tight

Testingconcludes GDESsquib valves have zero leakage at normal plant

reactor coolant pressure boundaryIntegnityduring normal plant

during normal plant conditions.

operating pressure.

operation.
13. Each GDCSinjection line includes a nozzleflow limiter to limitbreak

Inspections of the as-built GDCSInjection flow timiters will be performed.

EachGDESinjection nozzleflow limiter is less than or equal to 4.562E-3 mu

Inspections of the as-built GDCSequalizing flow limiters will be taken.

441.
EachGDCSequalizing line nozzleflow limiter is less than or equal to 2.027E

site.

(.0y4g1 It) and a nominal reactor-side Ouldetlength to diameter raeo of

14. Each GDCSequalizing line includes a nozzle flow limiter to limit break

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

1158

2.42.14

02.04.02-03:14BBB:DBBB:BBB:D:C:M
E:ESO

2.4.2-3

size.

3 m' (0.0216ftI) and a nominalreactcr-side outlet length totemeter ratio

0

1

NO

1 159

2.42.15

02.04.02-03: 15BBB:B1
B:BB:BI:C:M
E:E50

2.4.2-3

15, Each of the GDCSdivisionsIs powered from its respective safetyrelatedpower division.

Tests will be performed on the GDCSby providinga test signalIn onlyone
safety-related power division at a time.

of 659
Testingconfirms the signal exists only inthe safety-related power division
under test in the GDCS.

0

1

NO

18.Each GDCSmechanical train located inside the containment is

Inspections and analysis will be conducted for each of the GDCS

EachGDCSmechanical train located inside containment is protected

physicallyseparated from the other train(s) so as not to preclude

mechanical trains located inside the containment,

against design basis events and their direct consequences by spatial
8

1

NO

1160

2.42.16

02.04.02-03:16888:BBB:B:BB:C:ME:E50

2.4.2-3

accomplishment
of the Intendedsafety-related functlon.

separation.barriers, restraints, or enclosure se as not to preclude
occomplishment
of the Intended safety-related function.

1161

2.42.17

02.04.02-03:17Bl38:BlBlB:BlBl:BBl:C:M
E:ES0

2.4.2-3

17.The GDCSpools A, B/C,and D are sized to hold a minimum drainable
wwaater
volume.

Ananalysis of combined minimum drainable volume for GDCSpools A.
B/C,and D will be performed.

Analysisconfirms the combined minimum drainable water volume for
DCIES
PoolsA, B/C.and Din 1636m"157T705t')

0

1

NO

1102

2.42.18

02.04.02-03:l1BIBIB:8B0B:BBI:8I:E:ME:E50

2.4.2-3

t16 The GDCSpools A, B/C,and D are sized to hold a specifiedminimum

Ananalysis of minimum water level in GDCSpools A, B/C, and D will be

Analysisconfies the minimum water level InGDCSpools A, B/C.and D

8

1

NO

waterlevel.

nerformed.

ian

19.The elevation change between low water level of GDCSpools and the

Ananalysis of elevation change between low water level of GDCSpools

Analysisconfirms the elevation change between low water level of GDCS

and the centerine of GDCSinjection line nozzles will be performed.

poolsand the centerline of GDCS
injecion line nozzles Is 13.5 m (44.3 ft).

0

1

NO

NO

1163

2.42.19

02.04.02-03:D9BBB:BBB:BB:BB:C:ME:E50
8enterfine

2.4.2-3

of GDCSInjection line nozzles is sufficient to provide gravity-

be at least 6.5 m (21.3At).

driven flow.
1164

2.42.20

02.04.02-03:20BBB:BBB:BB:BB:C:ME:E50

2.4.2-3

20.The minimum drainable volume from the suppression pool to the RPV Ananalysis of minimum drainable volume from the suppression pool to
is sufficient to meet long-term post-LOCAcore cooling requirements.
the RPVwill be performed.

1160

2.42.21

D2.04.g2-g3:21B00:BB8:BD:8B:E:ME:ESO

2.4.2-3

21.The long-term GDCSminimum equalizing driving head is based on RPV Ananalysis of the minimum equalizing driving head will be performed.

1166

2.42.22

02.04.02-03:22BB:BBB:BB:BB:C:ME:E50

2.4.2-3

22.The GDCSDeluge squib valves open as designed.

A vendor type test willbe performed on a squib valve.

TDCSDeluge squib valves used open as designed.

0

1

NO

1182

2.42.24

E:E50
82.04.g2-03:24800:BIBB:BD:8BIB:C:M

2.4.2-3

24.The GDCSinjection piping is installed to allow venting of noncondensable
gases to GDCSpools and to RPV,to prevent collection In the

Inspectionls) willbe conducted of as-built GDCSInjection piping
installation to ensure there are no elevated piping loops or high-point

Basedon Inspection(s)of as-built GDCSinjection piping, the as-built piping
conformsto design that allows venting of non-condensable gases to GDES

0

1

NO

ODCS
injection pipes.

traps in piping run from squib valves to GDCSpools and to RPVinlet

poolsand to RPV.

0

1

NO

1

0

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

,nalysis confirms the minimum
drainable volume from the suppression
t
pool to the RPVis 799 m (28,200 ft).

0

1

Analysisconfirms the minimum equalizing drivinghead is 1.0m (3.28 ft).

0

1

Level0.5.

nozzlet.
25.Deluge system has redundant nonsafety-related Programmable Logic

Inspections and tests will be performed to confirm the connection of the

One thermocouple from each cell is monitored in one PLC,while the other

Controllers(PLCs)that are connected to thermocouples in each cell of the

thermocouples to the PLCS.

thermocouplefrom each cell is monitored inasecond PLC.

lowerdrywall Basemat-internal Melt Arrest Coolability(DIMAC)
system.
26.When temperatures exceed the setpoint at one set of thermocouples
i. Tests will be performed to confirm timer initiation using simulated
1 2c2.4.2-3 coincident with setpoints being exceeded at a second set of thermocouple! signals.

iLThe timers are Initiated when the temperature setpoint is exceeded.

in adjacent cells, each PLCstarts a deluge squib valve timer.
26.When temperatures exceed the setpoint at one set of thermocouples
1170 2.4.2611
2.0.0203:6BBBBiiBB:B:CIC:50

124.2-3
.4.-3

ii.Type tests will be performed of the thermocouples to confirmn
detection

coincidentwith tetpoints being exceeded at a second set of thermocoupleg of simulated core melt debris in the BiMAC
cells,
n adjacent cells. each PLCstarts a deluge squib valve timer.

ii.The thermocouples are capable of detecting simulated core melt debris
inthe BiMACcells.

27.The GDCSdeluge valve squibinitiation signalsare Inhibited when

Tests will be performed using simulated signalsto conflrm that the GDCS The GDCsdeluge valve squib initiation signalsareinhibited when either of

either of the safety-related deluge system lower drywceltemperature

deluge valve squib initiation signalsare Inhibitedwhen either of the safety- thesafety-related deluge system lower drywetltemperature switches

switchessense temperatures lower than a preset value coincident withthe related deluge system lower drywell temperature switches sense

sensetemperatures lower than a preset value coincident with the

presenceof both deluge squib valve timer signals.

presenceof both deluge squib valve timer signals.

temperatures lower than a preset value coincident withthe presence of
both deluge squib calvetimer signals.

1122

2.42.2ia

02.04.02-03:28aBB:BlBD:6BB:BBID:ME:E5

2.4.2-3

1173

2.42.28b

02.04.02-03:28bBB:BBB:BB:BlB:C:M
E:E50

2.4.2-3

Inspections of piping design isometric drawings will be conducted.
(jDesignAcceptance Criteriaoj

28b.The es-builtlocation of valves on lines attached to the RPVin the

A reconciliation evaluation of valves on linesattached to the RPVusing as- A design reconcillation has been completed for the as-built location of

ODCS
that require maintenance shall be reconciled to design

designed and as-built information will be performed.

valvesrelative to the design requirements.

Inspections of the as-built system will be conducted.

The as-built BiMAC
contains a material located on top of the BIMAE
pipes

requirementes.
m

Ie

29b. The BiMAChas a material located on top of the BiMACpipes to
1174

A review of piping design isometric drawings confirms that maintenance
valvesindruded such that freeze seals willnot be required.
l(Design
Acceptance Criteria))

28a. Valvet on lines attached to the RPVthat require maintenance have
m2aintenance
valves such that freeze seals will not be required.

2.42.2%b

02.04.02-03:29bBB:BBB:D
B:BB:C:ME:ESO

2.4.2-3

to protect against melt impingement during the initial corium relocation

rotect against melt impingement during the initial codrumrelocation

ecent.

_vent.
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1175

2.42.29c

02.04.02-t3:29cRR:RRR:RR:RR:C:ME:ESO

2.4.2-3

1176

2.42.29d

02.04.02-03:2dBB:B:BB:B:C:ME:ES2

2.4.2-3

Nr
Design Commitment (DC)

Nb

Criteria (AC)
Acceptance
NbrTabe

Inspections, Tests, Analyses (ITA) Tabl

29c.The BiMAC
is designed with a cover so that debris will penetrate It in a Inspections of the as-bais system will be conducted.

The as-bai

shortperiod of time while providing protection for the BiMACfrom CRD

RiMACfrom CRDhousings fallingfrom the vessel while allowing debds to

hoosings
falling from tbh vessel.
d. The BiMACpiping is inclined from horizontal to permit natural

DAC-ITAACCae-ITAAC

Matise
Matle

BiMAC
includes a cover plate providing protection for the
0

1

NO

penetrate it In a short period of time.
Inspections of the as-built system will be conducted.

circulationflow.

The as-buil

iMACinludes piping inclined sufficiently from horizontal to

0

NO

permit natural circulation flow.

29e.The material located on top of the RIMAC
pipes does not generate

Analyses of the as-built system will be conducted.

The as-built BiMAC
contains a material located on top of the BiMAC
pipes

noc2.4.2-3
o-ondensable gases inquantities that would result in exceeding the

that does not generate non-ondensable gases in quantities that would

containmentultimate pressure.

result in exceeding the containment ultimate pressure.

2al. The components identified in Table 2.4.2-1 a, ASMECode Section III

Inspection of ASMECode DesignReports (NCA-3550)and required

ASMECode Design Reports (NCA-3550)(certified, when required by ASME

are designed in accordance with ASMECode Section IIIrequirements.

documents will be conducted.

code) exist and conclude that the design of the components identified In

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

1

0

NO

Table2.4.2-l as ASMECode Section IIIcomplies with the requirements of
1174

2.42.2a1

02.ti4.02-03:tilalt:RRR:Rti:RR:C:ME:ESti

2.4.2-3

ASMECode Section IlIIncludingthose stresses applicable to loads related
to fatigue (includingenvironmental effects), thermal expansion, seismic,
and combined.
2a2. The components identified In Table 2.4.2-1 as ASMECode Section III

A reconciliation analysisof the components identified In Table 2.4.2-1 as

ASMECode Design Report(s) (NCA3S50)
(certified, when required by

shall be reconcried with the design requirements.

ASMECode Section IIIusing as-designed and as-built informationand

ASMECode) exist and conclude that design reconciliation has been

ASMECode DesignReports (NCA-3550)will be performed.

completed,in accondance with ASMECode, for as-built reconciliation of

2.4.2-3

the components Identified in Table 2.4.2-1 as ASMECode Section Ill.The
report documents tireresults of the reconciliation analysis.
Za3.The components identified In Table 2.4.2-1 as ASMECode Section Ill

inspection of the components identified in Table 2.4.2-1 a, ASMECode

ASMECode Data Report(s)(includingN-5 Data Reports, where applicable)

are fabricated, installed, and inspected in accordance with ASMECode

Section [it will be conducted.

(certified, when required by ASMECode) and inspection reports exist and

S2.4.2-3
ection IIIrequirements.

roncludethat the components identified inTable 2.4.2-l as ASMECode
Scttn ill are fabricated, installed, and inspected in accordance withASME
CodeSection Ill requirements.

list

2.42.2bl

02.04.02-03:02bl fl:gflfl:fB:BBl:D:ME:E
SO

2bl. The piping identified InTable 2.4.2-1 as ASMECode Section Ill is

Inspection of ASMECode DesignReports (NCA-3550)and required

ASMECode Design Report(s) (NCA3550)
(certified, when required by

designedinaccordance with ASMECode Section Ill requirements,

documents will be conducted.

ASMECode) exist and conclude that the design of the piping identified in

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

Table2.4.2-1 as ASMECode SectionIll complies with the requirements of
the ASMECode. Section III.includingthose stressm applicable to loads
related to fatigue (including environmental effects), thermal expansion,

2.4.2-3

seismic,and combined.
((DesignAcceptance Criteria))
2b2. The as-built piping Identified inTable 2.4.2-1 as ASMECode Section III A reconciliation analysisof the piping identified InTable 2.4.2-1 as ASME ASMECode DesignReport(s) (NCA3S5O)
(certified, when required by
shallbe reconciled with the piping design requirements.
Code Section Ill using as-designed and as-built information and ASMECode ASMECode) exist and conclude that design reconciliation has been
1182

2.42.2b2

02.04,02-03:02 b2l:g:gB:

B:C:ME 50

DesignReports )NCA-350)will be performed.

2.4.2-3

completed,In accordance with ASMECode, for as-built reconciliation of
Code Section IIl.The report
the piping Identified inTable 2.4.2-1 as ASME
documents the results of the reconciliation analysis.

2b3. The piping ldentfied In Table 2.4.2-1 as ASMECode Section IIIis
Inspections of the piping identified In Table 2.4.2-1 as ASMECode Section
fabricated,installed, and inspected in accordance with ASMECode Section Illwill be conducted,
1183

2.42.2b3

2.4.2-3

ASMECode Data Report(s) (certified. when required byASMECode) and
Inspectionreports (including N-5 Data Reports where applicable) exist and
concludethat the piping identified in Table 2.4.2-1 as ASMECode Section

I2.04.D2-0S:y2b3t:RRR:Rt:ti:C:ME:ESD
requirements.

NO

IllIs fabricated, installed, and inspected inaccordance with ASMECode
SectionIIIrequirements.

1184

2.42.3a

ti2.04.ti2-03:D3aRR:i8:RR:RR:C:MECO

2.4.2-3

3a. Pressure boundary welds in components identified in Table 2.4.21 as

Inspection ofthe as-buoitpressure boundary welds in components

ASSME
Code report(s) exist and conclude that ASMECode Section III

ASVME
Code Section Ill meet ASMECode Section IIInondestructive
... mination requirements.

identified inTable 2.4.2-1 as ASMECode Section IIlwill be performed in
accordance withASMIE
Code Section III.

requirementsare met for non-destructive examination of pressure
boundary welds in components identified inTable 2.4.2-l as ASMECode

3b. Pressure boundary welds in piping identified inTable 2.4.2-1 as ASME Inspection of the asbuilt pressure boundary welds In piping identified in

SectionIII.
ASMECode report(s) eoist and conclude that ASMECode Section Ill

2CodeSection Ill meet ASMECode Section Ill non-destructive examination

Table 2.4.2-1 as A.SME
Code Section Illwill be performed in accordance

requirementsare met for ncn-dcessctive examination of pressure

requirements.

withASMECode Section Ill.

boundary weldsin piping identified inTable 2.4.2-1 as ASMECode Section

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

0

1

Ill.
4a.The components identified inTable 2.4.2-1 as ASIME
Code Section Iil
r2.4.2-3
etain their pressure boundary Integrity at their design pressure.

A hydrostatic test will be conducted on those code components identified ASMECode Data Report(s) exist and conclude thoat
the results of the
inTable 2.4.2-1 as ASMECode SectionIIIthat are required to be
hydrostatictest of components identified in Table 2.4.2-1 as ASMECode
hydrostatically tested byASMECode Section Ill.

1187

2.42.4b

02.04.02-03:04bRR:RB:RR:RR:C:MEE
50

ESBWRDCDRev9_Tier1_ITAACTable-Nbrn-Count

2.4.2-3

SectionIll comply withthe requirements of ASMECode Section III.

4b. The piping Identified in Table 2.4.2-1 as ASMECode Section IIIretains

A hydrostatic test will be conducted on the code piping Identifiedin Table OSMECode Data Report(s) ewst and conclude that the results of the

Its pressure boundary integrity at Its design pressure.

2.4.2-1 as ASMECode Section Illthat is required to be hydrostatically
tested byASMECode Section III.

RevS5PostlColumnDelete_NRC_2011-12-15

rd-02.xls
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2.42.5.1

2.42.5.1i

02.04.02-03:05BBB:BBi:BB:BB:C:ME:E50

02.B0.02-03:OSBBB:Bi:BB:BB:C:ME:fiSO

DAC-ITAACCoanITAAC

2.4.2-3

2.4.2-3

Matried
Table

I. Inspection will be performed to verify that the Seismic Category I

I. The equipment identified as Seismic Category IIn Table 2.4.2-1 and Table

Category Ican withstand Seismic Category I loads without loss of safety

equipmentidentified inTable 2.4.2-1 and Table 2.4.2-2 are located ln a

2.4.2-2 is located in a Seismic Category I structure.

function.

SeismicCategoy I structure.

5. The equipment identified In Tables 2.4.2-1 and Table 2.4.2-2as Seismic

I. Type tests, analyss, or a combination of type tests and analyses, of

Ii.The equipment identified In Table 2.4.2-1 and Table 2.4.2-2 as Seismic

Category Ican withstand Seismic Category I loads without loss of safety

equipmentidentified inTable 2.4.2-1 and Table 2.4.2-2 as Seismic

Category I can withstand Seismic Category I loads without loss of safety

function.

I, will be performed using analytical assumptions, or will be
Category

function.

5. The equipment identified In Tables 2.4.2-1 and Table 2.4.2-2as Seismic
1188

Acceptance Criteria (AC)

Inspections, Tests, Analyses (ITA)

DesignCommitment (ii

ITAAC
Table Nbr

0

1

NO

B

1

NO

performedunder conditions which bound the Seismic Category I
equipmentdesign requirements.

S.The equipment
1190

2.42.S.iii

02.04.B2-03:OSBBB:lil:BB:BB:C:ME:ESO

2.4.2-3

8898

2.42.Ba

B2.D4.8283:BgaBB:BBB:BB:BB:C:ME:ESO

2.4.2-3

iii.Inspections and analyses will be performed to verify that the as-built

Ill. The as-built equipment identified inTable 2.4.2-1 and Table 2.4.2-2 as

Category Ican withstand Seismic Category I loads without loss of safety
function.

equipmentidentified inTable 2.4.2-1 and Table 2.4.2-2. including
Isbounded bythe testing or analyzed conditions.
anchorage,

Seismic Category 1, includinganchorage, can mithstandSeismic CategoryI
loads without loss of safety function.

Ba.The GDCSinjection lines provide sufficient flow to maintain water

Foreach loop of the GDCS,an open reactor vessel test will be performed

Based on analysisand test data, the flow rate, in conjunction with vessel

coverage above Top of ActiveFuel (TAF)for 72 hours followinga design

utfilzingtwo test valves in place of the parallel squib valves in the GDCS

depressurization and other modes of GOCSoperation, maintains water

basis LOCA.

Injectionline and connected to the GDCSactuation logic.Flow
measurements
will be taken on flow Into the RPV.Ananalysis of the test

coverage aboveTAFfor 72 hours followingthe design basis LOCA.

identified in Tables 2.4.2-1 and Table 2.4.2-2as Seismic

B

NO

0

B

NO

0

1

NO

GDCSsquib valves used in the Injection and equalization lines open as
designed.

0

1

NO

The as-built IFTS
conforms to the functional arrangement as described in
this Subsection 2.5.10.
I. Inspection results verifythat the Seismic Category Iand 11equipment is

0

1

NO

vonflgurationwill be performed.

1192

2.42.8b

02.04.02-03:08bBB:BBB:BB:BB:C:ME:E50

8b. The GDCSequalizing lines provide sufficient flow to maintain water

Poreach loopof the GDCS,open reactor vessel testing will be performed

Based on analysisand test data, that the flow rate, inconjunction with

coverage above TAFfor 72 hours following a design basis LOCA.

utilozing
one test valve in place of the squib valve inthe GDCSequalizing
line and connected to the GDCSactuation logic.Flow measurements will

vessel depressurization and other modes of GDCSoperation, will maintain
water coverage above TAFfor 72 hours followingthe design basis LOCA.

2.4.2-3

be taken on flow into the RPV.An analysisof the test configuration willbe
•erformed.
1193

2.42.9

02.O4.82-03:09BBB:BBB:BB:BB:C:ME:E50

1194

2.510.1

02.05.E

t-:01BBB:BBB:BB:BB:C:ME:F42

2.4.2-3
2.5.10-1

9. The GDCSsquib valves used in the injection and equalization lines open
as designed.

A vendor type testwill be performed on a squib valve.

system will be performed.
1 The functional arrangement of the IFTSis as described Inthis Subsection Inspections of the as-built PFTS
2.5.10.
. Inspecfion will be performed to verifythat the Seismic Category Iand II
2. The IFTStubes and supporting structure can withstand an SSEwithout
failure of the basic structure or compromisingthe integrityof adjacent

equlpmentis located in a Seismic Category I structure,

located in a Seismic Category I structure.

equipment and structures. Therefore, the portion of the IFTStransfer tube
assembly from where It Interfaces with the upper fuel pool, the portion of
the tube assembly extending through the building,the drain line
connection, and the lower tube equipment (valve. support structure, and
bellows) are designated as nonsafety-related and Seismic Category I.The
winch, upper upender, and lower terminus are designated as nonsafetyrelated and Seismic Category II.The remaining equipment is designated as
nonsafety-related and Seismic Category NS.

ii.Type tests, analyses, or a combination of type tests and analyses of
2.The IFTStubes and supporting structure can withstand an SSEwithout
Seismic Category Iand IIequipment will be performed.
failure of the basic structure or compromisingthe integrity of adjacent
equipment and structures. Therefore, the portion of the IFTStransfer tube

II.The Seismic Category Iand IIequipment can withstand seismic design
basis loads without loss of safety function.

assembly from where It Interfaces with the upper fuel pool, the portion of
1192.510.2.6
02.05.10-1:02BBB:BI:BBBB:C;ME:F42

2.

the tube assembly extending through the building, the drain line
connection, and the lower tube equipment (valve, support structure, and
bellows) are designated as nonsafety-related and Seismic Category 1.The
winch, upper upender, and lower terminus are designated as nonsafetyrelated and Seismic Category II.The remaining equipment is designated as
nonrsafty-related and Seismic Category IN.

3. The IFT5is functionality capable of movingfuel.
1197

1198

2.510.3

2.010.4

02.0S.10-01:B3BBB:BBB:BB:BB:C:ME:P42

02.05.1001:04BBB:BBB:BB:BB:C:ME:F42

2.5.10-1

Testswill be performed using installed controls and power supplies

The as-built IFTSpasses functional testing.

4. No singleactive failure can cause the draining of water from the upper

Testsand inspections will be performed on the as-built IFTSto confirm It

The asbuilt IFTS
prevents loss of load and draining water from the upper

pool in an uncont roiled manner into the spent fuel pool or other areas.
There is sufficientredundancy and diversity in equipment and controls to

preventslots of load and draining water from the upper pool in an
uncontrolled manner.

pool inan unconttolled manner.
0

preventilnss of load (carriage with fuel is released in an uncontrolled
arena modes of operation that allow simultaneous
macnon) and lbnhee

NO

0

for to
successful
of fuel
utilizing
dummy
the bundies
refuel pool
the spentdemonstration
fuel pool and return.
movement
from fuel

2.5.10-1

1

NO

opening of valves that could cause draining of water from the upper pool
in an uncontrolled manner.
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Matrlued
Inspections, Tests, Analyset (ITA)

Design Commitment [DC)

5. The IFTScan be maintained filled with water for cooling in the event the Tests and Inspection will be performed on the as-built IFISthat confirm

Acceptance Criteria (AC)

1199

2.510.5

02.05.10,01:05 BB:Bi:BB:EB:C:ME:F42

2.5.10-1

fuel transport cart with fuel loaded within the IFTScannot be moved,

the as-built FTScan be maintained filled with water in the event the fuel
transport cart withfuel loaded within the IFTScannot be moved.

transport cart with fuel loaded within the FTS cannot be moved.

2.S1ti.6.i

02.05.10-1:06iiBRD:ti.R.Bg:Bg:C.ME:F42

2.5.D0-D

6. For personnel radiation protection, access (ingress and egress) to areas
adjacent to the transfer tube is controlled through a system of physical

i. Inspections
will be performed to vedty that physical barriers exist
between the transfer tube and adjacent areas.

i. Physicalbarriers exist between the transfer tube and adjacent areas.

1200

barriers, Intedocksand alarms.
6. For personnel radiation protection, access (ingress and egress) to areas

ii.Tests and inspections will confirm that the as-built Intedocksand alarms I. The as-built Intedocksand alarms existfor controllingaccess tothe

adjacent to the transfer tubeis controlled through a system of physical

exist for controlling access to the transfer tube area and Indicating

barriers. intedocksand alarms,

operation of the IFTS.

1201

1202

2.510.6.1i

2.55.1

O2.05.10-t:DgBBB:61i:DDB:BB:C:ME:F42

02.05.05-03:OiBBR:RRR:BB:BR:C:ME:FiS

2.5.10-1

2.5.5-1

The as-built RB refueling machine conforms to the functional arrangement

in the DesignDescription of this Subsection 2.5.5.

as described in the Design Description of Subsection 2.5.5.
The followingtests, type test, and Inspections will be performed:

capabilityto safely retain the load,
120i3

2.55.10.1

D2.05.05-fi3:DDRR:DBI:RD:RR:C:ME:FD5

transfer tube are, and indicatingoperation of thelFS.

1. The functional arrangement of the RBrefueling machine is as described Inspections of the as-built RBrefueling machine will be performed.

10.The FBfuel handling machine hoist (the mast and fuel grapple) is
designed such that a single failure will not result in the loss of the

DAC-ITAACCon-ITAAC

Table

The apsbuilt lFTScan be maintained filled withwater in the event the fuel
1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

The following tests have been successfully completed for the as-built FB
fuel handling machine hoist (the mast and fuel grapple) so that a single
failure will not result In the loss of the capability to safely retain the load:

2.5.5-1

I.Nondestructive Examination on the welded structural connections of the
i. Nondestructive Examination on the welded structural connections of the FRfuel handling machine performed in accordance withASMENOG-i,
FBfuel handling machine will be performed inaccordance with ASMENOG 20D4,Paragraph 4251.4.
1. 2004, Paragraph 4251.4.

1204

2.55.10.ii

02.05.05-03:10BBB:BIi:BB:DD:C:ME:F
15

2.5.5-1

1205

2.55.10.iii

02.05.05-03:IDOBBD:ll:BB:BB:C:ME:F1S

2.5.5-1

1206

1207

120g

2.55.10.1v

2.55.10.v

2.55.10.vi

02.05.05-03:tOBgt:Biv:BB:DB:C:ME:FiS

02.05.05-03:10i88:BBv:DR:DD:C:ME:FD5

02.05.05-D3:IOBBB:BRclBB:BB:C:ME:F15

2.5.5-1

2.5.5-1

2.5.5-1

10. The FBfuel handling machine hoist (the mast and fuel grapple) is

ii.The FBfuel handling machine hoist will be static load-testedtW1255%
of

ii.The FBfuel handling machine hoist has been static load-tested to 125%

designed such tht a single failure will not result in the loss of the
rapabhlityto safely retain the load.

the manufacturer's rated load,

of the manufacturer's rated load.

10.The FBfuel handling machine hoist (the mast and fuel grapple) is

iil. A Full-LoadTest on the FBfuel handling machinehoist will be

ill. A Full-LoadTest on the FBfuel handling machine hoist performed in

designed such that a single failure will not result in the loss of the

performed inaccordance with ASMENOG-1,2004, Paragraph 7422.

accordance with ASMENOG-D,
2004, Paragraph 7422.

,capabilityto safely retain the load.
10.The FRfuel handling machine hoist (the mast and fuel grapple) is

y. A No-LoadTest on the FBfuel handling machine hoist will be performed vI.A No-LoadTest on the FBfuel handling machine hoist performed In

designed such that a single failure will not result in the loss of the

In accordance with ASMENOG-1,2OD4,Paragraphs 7421 and 7421.1.

accordance with ASMENOG-1,2004, Paragraphs 7421 and 7421.1.

capabilityto safely retain the load.
0. The FRfuel handling machine hoist (the mast and fuel grapple) is

v. Inspection of the rope drum. sheeve blocks, and hook component

v. Inspection records show the rope drum. sheeve blocks, and hook

designed such that a single failure will not result In the loss of the

dimensions and material composition has been completed,

component dimensions and material composition match design

-apabilityto safely retain the load.
10.The FBfuel handling machine hoist (the mast and fuel grapple) is

vi. Inspection of the wire rope(s) for proper reeving has been completed.

scecifications.
vi. Inspection records show the wire rope (s) are correctly reeved.

designed such that a single failure will not result in the loss of the
capability to safely retain the load.
1!. The FRfuel handling machine passes over the centers of gravity of

1209

2.55.11

02.05.05-03:SlBBB:BBB:BB:BB:C:ME:F1S

2.5.5-1

12. The RBrefueling machine passes over the centers of gravityof heavy
1210

1211

1212

2.55.12

02.05.05-03:12BBB:R B:BB:BB:CC:M
E:F15

2.55.2

f2.05.05-03:D2DDR:DDR:DR:DD:C:ME:FDS

2.55.3

02.05.05-03:0355B:BBB:BDB:R:C:ME:FD5

2.5.5-1

Testswill be conducted of the as-built FRfuel handling machine.

The FBfuel handling machine passes over the centers of gravity of heavy
loads included In the certified design that are to be lifted.

heavyloads included in the certified design that are to be lifted.
Testswill be conducted of the as-built RBrefueling machine.

The RBrefueling machine passes over the centers of gravity of heavy loads
included In the certified design that are to be lifted.

loads included in the certified design that are to be lifted,
2. The RBrefueling machine isclassified as nonsafety-related, but is

Inspections
and analyses of the as-built RB refueling machine will be

The as-built RBrefueling machine can withstand seismic dynamic loads

2.5.5-1

designed as Seismic Category I.

performed.

without lossof load carrying or structural integrity functions.

0

1

NO

2.5.5-1

3. The RDrefueling machine has an auxiliary hoist with sufficient load
capability,

Loadtests on the as-builtauxiliary hoists will be conducted in accordance
with ANSIN14.6, 1191.
Testingwill be performed with actual or simulated signalsto demonstrate

A successful load test of each as-builtauxiliary hoist has been performed in
accordance with ANSIN 14.6. 1993.
The as-buit InterlocksfunctiUon
as follows:

0

1

NO

that the as-built Interlocks function as required.

- Prevent hoisting a fuel assembly over the vessel with a control rod

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

1

NO

4. The RBrefueling machine is provided with controls intedocbs.

remo.ed;
* Prevent collision with fuel pool walls or other structures;
1213

2.55.4

g2.gS.DS-fi:04RRD:RRD:DD:RR:C:ME:FiS

2.5.51*

Limittracel of the fuel grapple:
IInterlockgrapple hook engagement with hoist load and hoist up power;
and
* Ensurecorrect sequencing of the transfer operaton in the automatic or
manual mode.

1214

2.55.5

D2.05.05-O3:DSBBB:BBB:BB:BB:C:ME:F1S

2.5.5-1

5. The functional arrangement of the FBfuel handling machine s as

Inspectionsand analyses of the as-built FBfuel handling machine system

The as-built FS fuel handling machine conforms to the functional

described in the DesignDescription of this Subsection 2.5.5.

will be performed.

arrangement as described in the Desgn Description of the Subsection

6. The FRfuel handling machine is classifiedas nonsafety-related. butis

Inspectionsand analyses of the as-built FBfuel handling machine system

The as-built FRfuel handling machine can withstand seismic dynamic loads

2.5.5.

1215

2.55.6

02.05.05-03:O6BBB:RRR:BB:BB:C:ME:FS5

2.5.5-1

designed as Seismic Category I.

will be performed.

without loss of load carrying or structural integrity functions.

0

1216

2.55.7

O2,.0O-03:O7BBB:BBB:BB:BB:C:M
E:F15

2,5.5-1

7.

Loadtests on the as-builtauxiliary hoists will be conducted.

A successful load test of the as-buift auxiliary hoist has been performed at
of rated load capacity.

0

ESBWRDCDRev9OTieriITAACTableNbr
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8. The FBfuel handling machine is provided with controls and interlocks.

Acceptance Criteria (AC)

Inspections, Tests, Analyses (ITA)

Design Commitment (DC)

ITAAC
Table Nbr

Test will be performed with actual or simulated signals to demonstrate
that the as-built intedocks function as required.

DAC-ITAACConI

Matrixed
Table

The required Interlocks function as follows: Prevent collisionwith fuel pool
walit or other structures;
* Limittracel of the fuel grapple;

1217

2.55.A

02.55.05-03:0ARRR:NRR:RR:RR:C:ME:FSS

2.5.5-1

Interlock grapple hook engagement with hoist load and hoist up power;

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

t

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

S

I

NO

0

1

NO

end
* Ensure correct sequencing of the transfer operation inthe automatic or
9. The RNrefueling machine hoist (the mast and fuel grapple) is designed

The fullowingtests, type testa, and inspections will be performed:

manual mode.
The following tests haue been successfully completed for the as-built RN

refueling machine hoist (the mast and fuel grapple) so that a singlefailure
suchthat a single failure will not result In the loss of the capability to safely
retain the load.
i. Nondestructice Examination on the welded structural connections of the will not result in the loss of the capability to safely retain the loud:
1211

2.55.9.i

g2.D5.05-01:gNNNR:ggi:NN:RR:C:ME:F1S

2.5.5-1

RNrefuelingmachine will be performed In accordance with ASMENOG-1,
2004,Paragraph 4251.4.
I.Nondestructlve Examination on the welded structural connections of the
RNrefueling machine performed in accordance withASMENOG-1, 2004,
Paragraph 4251.4.

1219

1220

2.55.9.ii

2.55.9.iii

02.05.05-03:09BBB:Bii:BB:BB:C:ME:FS5

02.05.05-03:09BBB:iii:00:BB:C:ME:F15

2.5.5-1

2.5.5-1

9.The RNrefueling machine hoist (the mast and fuel grapple) is designed Ii. The RB refuelingmachine hoist will be static load-testedto 125%of the
suchthatasingle failure will not result in the lossofthecapeblllty to safel manufacturer's rated load.

Ii.The RNrefueling machine hoist has been static load-testedto 125% of
the manufacturer's rated load.

retain the load.
9.The RNrefueling machine hoist (thetmastand fuel grapple) is designed

lii.A Full-LoadTest on the RNrefueling machine hoist performed In

lii. A Full-LoadTest on the PR refuelingmachine hoist will be performed in

suchthat a single failure will not resul in the loss of the capability to safely accordance withASMENOG-1.2004, Paragraph 7422.

accordance withASMENOG-I, 2004, Paragraph 7422.

retain the load.
9. The RNrefueling machine hoist (the mast and fuel grapple) is designed
1221

2.55.9.iv

02.O5.5-03:09gNBB:BiVBB:BB:C:ME:F
15

2.5.5-1

Iv. A No-LoadTest on the PRrefueling machine hoist will be performed In

suchthat a single failure will not result in the loss of the capability to safely accordance with ASMENOG-i,2004, Paragraphs 7421 and 7421.1.

1c.A Nc-Load Test on the RNrefueling machine hoist performed in
accordance withASMENOG-1,2004. Paragraphs 7421 and 742 I..

retain the load.
9. The RNrefueling machine hoist (the mast and fuel grapple) is designed
1222

1223

2.55,9.v

2.55.9,Mi

02.05.05-03:09BBB:BBv:BB:BB:C:ME:F15

02.05.05-03:09BRN
:Nvi:NN:NN:C:ME:F15

2.5.5-1

2.5.5-1

v. Inspection of the rope drum, sheese blocks, and hook component

v. Inspection records show the rope drum, sheeve blocks, and hook

such that a single failure will not result in the loss of the capability to safely dimensions and material composition has been completed.

componentdimensions and material compositions match design

retain the load.
9. The RNrefueling machine hoist (the mast and fuel grapple) is designed

specfications.
vi.Inspection records show the wire rope (s) are correctly reeved.

vi. Inspection of the wire rope(s) for properreeuing has been completed.

such that a single failure will not result in the loss of the capability to safelty
retain the load.
1. New fuel storage racks are designed to withstand a design bases seismic An inspection and analysisof the new fuel storage racks configuration will The new fuel racks can withstand seismic design basis dynamic loads, and

1224

1225

2.56.1

2.56.2

02.05.06-01:01 EB:BBB:B
B:NBB:C:M
E:F16

02.05.06-01:O2NON:RNN:NN:OR:C:ME:F

2.5.6-1

2.5.6-1

1226

2.56.5

02.05.06-01:0SNNB:BB:BNB:BN:C:ME:F16

2.5.6-1

1227

2.56.6

02.05.It01:06NBB:BBB:BNB:BB:C:ME:F16

2.5.6-1

1220

2.56g.7.i

02.S5.06-01:07NNN:N~i:R0:NN:C:ME:F1D

event.

be performed to ensure the designconforms to the seismicanalyses,

2. Spent fuel storage racks are designed to withstand a design bases

An inspection and analysisof the spent fuel storage racks configurationwill The spent fuel racks can withstand seismic design basis dynamic loads and

seismicecent

be performed to ensure the design conforms to the seismicanalyses,

the as-builtconfiguration conforms to the analyses.

5. The maximum spent fuel rack water coolant flow temperature at the

Analyses will be performed to determine the maximum temperature of

Analysesconfirm the maximum temperature in the spent fuel racks is

rack exit shall be D 121"C (2507).

the spent fuel rcks.

121"C (250PF)at rack exit under normal operatng conditions.

I. The maximum stresses In the spent fuel racks do not exceed ASME

Analyses will be performed to confrm that maximum stresses in the spent Analysisrecords confirm that the maximum stresses in the spent fuel racks

Code, Section Ill,design allowable during accident conditions.

fuel racks do not exceed ASMECode, Secton Ill, design allowobles during

will not exceed ASMECode, Section III,design allowable during accident

7. The Spent Fuel Racksare capable of maintainingfuel subcrdical.

accidentcondiLons.
I. Inspections will be performed on the as-built Spent Fuel Racksand

conditions.
1.The as-built Spent Fuel Racksdimensions are within the tolerances used

arrays.

in the FuelStorage RacksCriticalityAnalysisfur the followingfeatures:

that the as-built configuration conforms to the analyses.

SNortatedstainless steel rack pitch
* Notatedstainless steel rach wall thickness
Exteriorstainless steel wall thickness

2.5.6-1

* Inner fuel box width
* Edgefuel box width
* Rackarray spacing
7. The Spent Fuel Rack,are capable of maintainingfuel subcrigcaL.

11.Inspections will be performed on the as-built Spent Fuel Racksand

i1,The as-built interlocking panels in the active fuel region that furm the

arrays.

Spent FuelRacksinterior matrin conform to the design in the Fuel Storage
RacksCriticalityAnalysisfor the following features:
1 Panels are made of borated stainless steel
1 Noratedstainless steel type
* Noroncontent
* Minimumdensity
* Macimum gap between panels

7. The Spent Fuel Racksare capable of maintainingfuel subcrtical.
1230

2.5h.7.iii

02.05.0h-01:O7NNN:ii:NN:NR:C:ME:F
16

iII.Inspections will be performed on the as-built Spent FuelRacksand
arrays.

2.5.6-1

iII.The as-bult interlocking panels that form the Spent FuelRacksexterior
walls conform to the design in the FuelStorage RacksCrticality Analysis
for the followingfeatures:
* Stainless steel type
-
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Design Commitment (DC)
S. New Fuel Racksare capable of maintaining fuel subcriical

Inspections, Tests, Analyses (ITA)
i. Inspections will be performed on the as-built New FuelRacks.

Acceptance Criteria (AC)

DAC-ITAACCon-ITAAC

Table

I.The as-builtNew FuelRacks dimensions are within the tolerances used in
the FuelStorage Racks CriticalityAnalysisfor the following features:
* Between rack pitch

1231

2.56.8.i

D2.OS.0f-Ot:DDBB:DBI:RR:RR:C:ME:FOO

* In-cact pitch
Rack array spacing

2.5.6-1

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

* Rack inner fuel box width
* Rack wall thickness
* Four-sided bottom enclosure
t. New Fuel Racksare capable of maintaining fuel subcritical
1232

2.S..ii

02.05.06-01,81D11D]1:11i:D:B:C:ME:
Ft6

ii.Inspections will be performed on the as-builtNew FuelRacks.

2.5.6-1

if.The as-built New FuelRack waillsconform to the design in the Fuel
StorageRacksCriticalityAnalysisfor the following design features:
Stainless steel type
Sta
* Minimum density

1.The functional arrangement of the RWCU/SDC
system is as described in
1233

1234

2.61.1

2.61.l0a

O2.06.O1-O2:OIBgD:BBB:RD:BB:C:M
E:G31

O2.DO.O1-02:I~aRi:RRB:Ri:Ri:D:ME:G31

2.6.1-2

2.61.lb

02.06.01-02:lObBB:BBB:BB:BB:C:ME:G31

descdbedin the DesignDescription of Section 2.6,1, Table 2.6.1-1. and as
Inspections of piping design isometric drawings will be conducted.

shown in Figure2.6.1-1.
A review of piping design Isometricdrawing confirms that maintenance

have maintenance valves such that freeze seals willnot be required.

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

valvesare included such that freeze seals will nut be required.
((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

2.6.1-2

2.6.1-2

1230

2.61.3.

02.0ii.0i1-02:D3.aRD:DD:RD:O:C:ME:031

2.6.1-2

1237

2.61.3b

02.t6.O1-02:O3bBB:BBB:BE:BB:C:ME:G31

2.6.1-2

12,1-2

Theas-builtRWCU/SDCsystem conformstothefunctional arrangement

Figure2.6.1-1.
10a. Valveron lines attached to the RPVsystem that require maintenance

1tbThe as-built location of valves on lines attached to the RPVsystem of
1235

Inspection of the as-built system will be performed.

the DesignDescription of Subsection 2.6.1, Table 2.6.1-1, and as shown in

A reconciliation evaluation of valves on lines attached to the RPVrequiring A design reconciliation has been completed for the as-bulbtlocation of

the RWCU/SDC
system that require maintenance shall be reconciled to
design requirements.

maintenance using asdesined and aebult infomation willbe performed. valvesrelative to the design requirements. The report documents the
results of the reconciliation evaluation.

3a.The components identified InTable 2.6.1-1 as ASMECode Section III

A hydrostatic test will be conducted on those code components identified tSME Code Data Report(s) exist and conclude that the results of the

retain their pressure boundary integrity at their design pressure.

inTable 2.6.1-1 as ASMECode Section IIIthat are required to be
hydrostatically tested by ASMECode Section Ill.

3b. The piping identified inTable 2.6.1-1 as ASMECode Section Illretains

A hydrostatic test will be conducted on the code piping identified in Table ASMECode Data fieporets) exist and conclude that the results of the

its pressure boundary integrityat Itsdesign pressure.

2.6.1-1 as ASMECode Section Ill that is required to be hydrostatically
tested by ASMECode SectionIIl.

5. Manual closure of the RPVbottom head isolation valve can be

Remote manual closure testing of the RPVbottom head isolation valve will TheRPVbottom head isolation valve can be manually closed remotely.

accomplished
remotely,

be performed byclosing the Inboard containment isolation valve Inthe
RWCU/SDC
system suction line from the RPVbottom head.

hydrostatic test of components identified in Table 2.6.1-1 as ASMECode
SectionIll comply with the requirements of ASMECode Section Ill.

NO

0

hydrostatic test of pipingidentified inTable 2.6.1-1 as ASMECode Section
Illcomply with the requirements in ASMECode Section II1.

0

1

NO

1

NO

0. Each of the RWCU/SDC
System containment isolation valves identified in Testingwill be performed on the RWCU/SDC
system containment isolation A test signal exists in the safety-related divisionfor the containment
1239

1240

1241

2.01.0

2.61.7.1

2.61.7.11

02.O60.01-02
:DORDB:RDO:RDB:ER:C:IC:G31

02.06.D1-02:D7BBB:BBi:B:BRB:C:ME:G31

ti2.Dfi.DI-02:D7RDR:!ii:RD:RD:C:ME:031

2.0.1-2

2.6.1-2

Table2.6.1-1 Is powered from its respective safety-related division,

valves by providing a test signal inonly one safety-related divisionat a

Isolationvalves identified in Table 2.6.1-1 powered from the safety-related

time.

division under test in the RWCU/SDC
System.

7. The equipment identified inTable 2.6.1-1as Seismic Category Ican

i. Inspecfon will be performed to verifythat the Seismic Category I

i The equipment Identified as Seismic Category I inTable 2.6.1-1 is located

withstand Seismic Category I loads without loss of safety function,

equipment identified in Table 2.6.1-1 are located In a Seismic Category I
structure.

in a Seismic Category I structure.

7. The equipment identified inTable 2.6.1-1as Seismic Category Ican
withstand Seismic Category I loads without loss of safety function,

ii.Type tests, analyses, or acombination of type tests and analyses, of
equipment identified in Table 2.6.1-1 as Seismic Category 1,will be

It.The equipment Identified in Table 2.6.1.1 as Seismic Category Ican
withstand Seismic Category I loads without loss of safety function.

2.0.1-2

performed using analytical assumptions, or will be performed under

NO

O1N

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

conditionswhich bound the Seismic Category I equipment design
requirements.
1242

1243

2.61.7.ill

2.01.fal

02.06.Dl-02:07E0B:Iii:BB:BB:C:ME:G31

E:031
02.06.01-02:09al6:RR:RB:D:C:M

2.6.1-2

7. The equipment identified inTable 2.6.1-1as Seismic Category Ican
withstandSeismic Category I loads without loss of safety function,

iii. Inspections and analyses will be performed to verily that the as-built
equipment identiied in Table 2.6.1-1, includinganchorage, is bounded by
,he testing or analysed condition,

ill.The as-built equipment identified in Table 2.6.1-1 as Seismic Category 1,
includinganchorage, can withstand Seismic Category I loads without loss
of safety function.

Sal. The components identified inTable 2.6.1-1 as ASMECode Section Ill
am designed in accordance withASMECode Section ItIrequirements,

Inspection of ASMECode Design Reports (NCA-3550)and required
documents will be conducted.

ASMECode DesignReports (NCA-3550)(certified, when required by ASME
code) exist and conclude that the design of the components identified In
Table 2.6.1-1 as ASMECode Section IIIcomplies with the requirements of
ASMECode Section IIIncluding those stresses applicable to loads related

2.0.1-2

to fatigue (including environmental effects), thermal expansion, seismic,
and combined.
0a2.Thecomponents identified inTable 2.61.-1 as ASMECode Section Ill A reconciliation analysis of the components Identified InTable 2.6.1-1 as
shall be reconciled with the design requirements.

ASMECode Section IIIusing as-designed andes-built Information and
ASMECode Design Reports (NCA-355O1
will be performed.

ASMECode DesignReport(s) (NCA-3550)(certified, when required by
ASMECode)exist and conclude that design recoociliation has been
completed, inaccordance with ASMECode, for as-built reconciliation of
the components identified inTable 2.6.1-1 as ASMECode Section Ill.The
report documents the results of the reconciliation analysis.

ESBWR DCCRev9 TierlITAAC TableNbr n Count RevSPost ColumnDeleteNRC
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NbRC
Nbr

2.61.8.3

GEH
Nbr

02.06,01-02:oga3B:BB:BB:BB:C:ME:G31

ITAAC
Table Nbr

2.6.1-2

DesignCommitment (DC)

Inspections, Tests, Analyses (ITA)

Acceptance Criteria (AC)

ga3. The components identified in Table 2.6.1-1 as ASMECode Section III

Inspectionof the components identified in Table 2.6.1-1 as ASMECode

ASMECode Data Report(s) (includingN-5 Data Reports, where applicable)

are fabricated, installed, and inspected In accordance with ASMECode
Section IIIreqsirements.

SectionIll will be conducted.

(certified, when required by ASMECode) and inspection reports exist and
conclude that the components identified InTable 2.6.1-1 as ASMECode
accordance with ASME
SectalnIll are fabricated, Installed, and inspected in

fbS.The piping identified in Table 2.6.1-1 as ASMECode Section IlII
is
designed inaccordance with ASMECode Section III requirements.

Inspectionof ASMECode Design Reports (NCA-3550)and required
documentswill be conducted.

ASMECode Design Report(s)(NCA-35SS)(certified, when required by
AISME
Code) exist and conclude that the design of the piping identified in

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

Table 2.6.1-1 an ASMECode Section IIIcomplies with the requirements of
ASMECode, Section III,Includingthose strfses applicable to loads

DAC-ITMiAC
Con-ITAAC

abled
Table

Code Section IIIrequirements.

1246

2.61.8b1

D2.D6.DI02:OgblB:BB
B:8:BB:D:ME:G31

2.6.1-2the

related to fatigue (includingenvironmental effects), thermal expansion,
seismic, and combined.
((Design Acceptance Criteria))
Mh2.
The as-built piping Identified InTable 2.6.1-1 as ASMECode SectionII A reconciliation analysisof the piping identified In Table 2.6.1-1 as ASME ASMECode Design Report(s)(NCA-3550)(certified, when required by
shall be reconciled with the piping design requirements.
CodeSection IIIusing as-designed and as-built information and ASMECode ASMECode) exist and conclude that design reconciliation has been
1247

2.61.8b2

02.06.01-02:08b2B:BBB:BB:BB:C:ME:G31

2.6.12Design

Reports (NCA-3550D)
will be performed.

completed, in accordance withASMECode, for as-built reconciliation of
the piping identified inTable 2.6. 1l as ASMECode Section III.The report
documents the results of the reconciliation analysis.

8fb3.The piping identified in Table 2.6.1-1 as ASMECode Section IIlis

Inspectionsof the piping identified in Table 2.4.2-1 as ASMECode Section

ASMECode Data Report(s)(certified, when required by ASMECode) and

fabricated, Installed, and inspected in accordance with ASMECode Section ill will be conducted,

inspection reports (includingN-S Data Reports where applicable) exist and

Ill requirements,

conclude that the piping identified in Table 2.4.2-1 as ASMECode Secsion
ilIIis fabricated, installed, and inspected in accordance with ASMECode
Section Ill requirements.

9a. Pressure boundary welds in components identified inTable 2.6.11 as
ASMECode Section IIImeet ASMECode Section Illnondestrctive
examina2Con
requirements.

Inspectionof the as-built pressure boundary welds in components
dentified InTable 2.6.1-1 as ASMECode Section Ill will be performed in
accordancewith ASMECode Section Il.

ASMECode reportis) exist and conclude that ASMECode Section III
requirements are met for non-destructive examination of pressure
boundary welds in components identified in Table 2.6.1-1 as ASMECode
Section III.

1250

2.61.9b

002.06.01-02:D9bBB:BBB:BB:BB:C:ME:G31

2.6.1-2

9fb.Pressure boundary welds in piping Identified inTable 2.6.1-1 as ASME Inspectionof the as-built pressure boundary welds in piping Identified In
Code Section Illmeet ASMECode Section IIInon-destructive examination Table2.6.1-1 as ASMECode SectionIll will be performed in accordance
requirements.
with ASMECode Section IIl.

ASMECode report=s) exist and conclude that ASMECode Section III
requirements are met for non-destructive examination of pressure
boundary welds in piping identified inTable 2.6.1-1 as ASMECode Section

NO

Ill.
2.62.1

D2.06.02-i2:Df1BBl:BBB:BB:BB:C:ME:G21

2.6.2-2

1. The functional arrangement of the FAPCSis as described in the Design
Descriptionof Subsection 2.6.2 and as shown in Figure2.6.2-1.

Inspections
of the as-built system will be conducted.

1251

1252

2.62.11

02.06.02 -02:11BBB:BB:B:B:C:ME:G21

2.6.

11. Followinga loss of activecooling without makeup that persists for 72
hours, the water2level2 2 Spent Fuel Poolremainsabovethetopofthe
h
athe
irradiated fuel assemblies.

Inspection of the Spent FuelPool as-built dimensions will be performed to The elevation of the Spent FuelPool weir relative to the bottom of the
etermine the elevation of the poolweir relative to thebottom of the pool pool is at least14.35 (47f) andthat there sat least 1962m ( 30fft)
6 9
andthe free volume between the top of the Irradiated fuel assemblies and of free volume above the top of the irradiated fuel assemblies that can be
the weir elevation.

The as-built FAPCS
conforms to the functional arrangement described in
Subsection 2.6.2 and as shown on Figure2.6.2-1.

6

1

NO

0

1

NO

1

0

NO

0

1

NO

I

1

NO

0

1

NO

filled with water.

12. Followinga loss of activecooling without makeup that persists for 72
hours, the water level in the BufferPool remains above the top of the

Inspectton
of the Buffer Poolas-built dimensions will be performed to
The elevation of the Buffer Pool weir relative to the bottom of the
pool is
t
determtnethe elevation of the poolweir relative to the bottom of the pool at least 6.7 m (22 ff)and that there Is at least 288 m3 (10,200 ft) of free

irradiatedfue) assemblies.

andthe free volume between the top of the Irradiated fuel assemblies and volume above the top of the irradiated fuel assemblies (stored in the deep
the weir elevation.
pit) that can be filled with water.

13a Valveson lines attached to the RPVthat require maintenance have
maintenance valves such that freeze seals will not be required.

Inspections
of piping design isometric drawings will be conducted.
((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

A review of piping design isometric drawings confirms that maintenace
valves are included such that freeze seals will not be required.
((Design Acceptance Criteria))

1255

2.62.13b

02.06.02-y2:13bfifB:BfB:BfB:fB:C:ME:G21

2.6.2-2

2.6.2-2

13b.The as-bullt locationof valves on lines attached to the RPVin the
FAPCS
that require maintenance shall be reconciled to design

A reconciliation evaluation of valves on linesattached to the RPVthat
requiremaintenance using as-designed and as-built Information will be

A design reconcillation has been completed for the as-builtlocation of
valves relative to the design requirements. The report documents the

requirements.
performed
LAinesthat are submerged in the spent fuel pool or buffer poDoenter the inspectionof as-built submerged piping in the Spent Fuel Pooland Buffer

results of the reconciliation evaluation.
Redundant anti-siphan holes are present on all submerged piping in the

poolsabove the normal water level are equipped with redundant anti-

Poolwill be performed to confirm the presence of redundant anti-siphon

Spent FuelPool and BufferPool and the piping enters the pools above the

siphon holes that wll presee a water Inventory above the top of the

hates.

normal water leel to preserve the water inventory to a minimum of 10.26

irradiated fuel assemblies In the event of a break at a lower elevation,

m (33.7 ft) aboae the top of the irradiated fuel assemblies in the event of a
break at a lower elevation.

15. Alllow-pressure coolant injection piping and components between the Inspection of the as-built low-pressure coolant injection piping between
125.2.2.R1WCU/SDC System and the FAPCS,includingthe check valves and motor
the RWCU/SDC
System and the nonsafety-related motor operated valves

127 2621
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2.62.16

i2.D6.0-42CIfifiB:RRR:fif:RR:C:ME:621

2.6.2-2

02.06.02-02:16BBB:BBB:BB:BB:C:EL:G21

2.6.2-2

e

The as-bult low-pressure coolant injection piping and components
between the RWCU/SDC
System and the FAPCS,
includingthe check valves

operated valves,are designed to withstand the full reactor pressure,

will be performed.

16. The nonsafety-related control cables, instrument cables and power

Testsof the nansafety-related control cables, instrument cables and power The nancafety-related control cables, instrument cables and power cables
cablesfor equipment Inthe FAPCStrains A and B willbe performed to
for equipment in the FAPCS
trains A and B are electrically independent

cables for equipment in the FAPCS
trains A and B are electrically
independent.

ESBWR DCO-Rev9 Tier1 ITAACTable-Nbr-n-Count Rev5 Post ColumnDeleteNRC 2011-12-15_rd-O2.xls

and motor operated valves are designed to withstand the fullreactor
pressure.

thow electrical independence.
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2.62.17

02.06.02-02:17BBB:BBB:BB:BB:C:fL:G21

Inspections, Tests, Analyses (ITA)

Design Commitment (DC)

ITAAC

2.6.2-2

1261

1262

2.62.18.

2.62.18b

2.62.2u1

02.BB.B2-B2:I8aBR:BBB:BB:BB:C:BL:521

B2.B6.S2-B2:l~bBB:BBB:BB:BB:CCS:U3l

D2.l6.B2-B2:f2alB:BBB:BR:BB:C:MB:G21

DAC-ITAACCon-ITAAC

2.6.2-2

2.6.2-2

Matr1..d
Table

17. The n.nsa fety-elated control cables, instrument cables and power

Inspections of the nonsafety-related control cables, instrument cables and The nonsfety-related control cables. instrument cables and power cables

cables for equipment In the FAPCStrains A and B are physicallyseparated.

power cables for equipment In the FAPCS
trains A and B will be performed
o show physical separation,

18a. The electrical equipment sopporting the two FAPCS
trains is rooted to Inspection of the electrical equipment supporting FAPCSwill be conducted

1260

Acceptance Criteria (AC)

Table Nbr
for equipment Inthe FAPCStrains A and P are physically separated as
defined by IEEE-3M.

B

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

bheelectrical equipment supporting the two FAPCS
trains is routed to the
Reactor Boddingand FuelBuilding through separate areas that do not
g01N
sontein installedequipment for lifting havy loads.

the Reactor Buildingand Fuel Buildingthrough separate areas that do not
cnanisaldeupetfrlfighayI,,aRatr
contain installed equipment for liftingheavy loads.
18b. Heavyloads that are being transported in the Reactor Buildingor the

Inspection of the Reactor Buildingand FuelBuildingcranes will be

The Reactcr Buildingand the fuel Buildisgcrnnes are singpefailure-proof

Fue: Building(where the majorityof FAPCS
equipment is located) that

conducted.

cranes (see Table 2.16.1-1, ITAAC
10 and ITAAC
11).

haue the potential to simultaneously compromise both FAPCS
trains willbe
handled by single failure-proof cranes.
2al. The components identified inTable 2.6.2-1 as ASMECode Section III

Inspection ofASMECode DesignReports (NCA-3B50)
and required

ASMECode DesignReports (NCA-3550)(certified, when required by ASME

are designed inaccordance with ASMECode Section IIIrequirements.

documentswill be conducted.

Code)exist and conclude that the design of the components Identified in
Table 2.6.2-1 as ASMECode Section Ill complies with the requirements of
ASMECode SectionIll includingthose stresses applicable to loads related

2.6.2-2

to fatigue (including environmental effects), thermal expansion, seismic,
and combined.
2a2.The components identified in Table 2.6.2-1 as ASMECode Section III
shall be reconciled with the design requirements.

A reconcliation analysis of the components identified inTable 2.6.2-1 as
OSMB
Cede Section IIIusing es-designed
and as-built information and
SME
B2.6.2-2
Code Design Reports (NCA-3550lwill be perforned.

ASMECode DesignReport(s) (NCA-3550)(certified, when required by
ASME
Code) exist and conclude that design reconciliation hbs bees
completed, in accordance with ASMECode, for as-built reconciliation of
the components identified inTable 2.6.2-1 as ASMECode Section III.The
report documents the results of the reconciliation analysis.

2.6.2-2

2a3. The components identified inTable 2.6.2-l as ASMECode Section III

Inspection of the components Identified inTable 2.6.2-1 as ASME
Code

ASMECode Data Report(s) (including N-SData Reports, where applicable)

are fabricated, installed, and inspected inaccordance with ASMECode

Section iil willbe conducted.

Code) and Inspection reports exist and
(certified. when required by ASME
conclude that the components identified in Table 2.6.2-1 as ASMECode
with ASME
Section iIIare fabricated, installed. and inspected in accordance

Section IIIrequirements,

NO

Code Section IIIrequirements.
2bl. The piping identified in Table 2.6.2-1 as ASMECode Section IIIis

Inspection of ASMECode DesignReports (NCA-3SSO)
and required

ASMECode Design Report(s)(NCA-3550)(certified. when required by

designed in accordance with ASMECode Section IIIrequirements,

documents will be conducted.

ASMECode)exist and conclude that the design of the piping Identified in

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

Table 2.6.2-1 as BOMBCode Section IIIcomplies with the requirements of
the ASME
Code, Section Ill, includingthose stresses applicable to loads
related to fatigue (includingenvironmental effects), thermal expansion,

15 6 bG
2.6.2-2

1

0

0

1

seismic,and combined.
((DesignAcceptance Criteria))
2b2. The as-bouit piping identified in Table 2.6.2-1 as ASMECode Section ili A reconciliation analysis of the piping Identified in Table 2.6.2-1 as ASME
shall be reconciled with the piping design requirements.
Code Section Illusing as-designed and as-built information and ASME
1266

2.62.2b2

02.06.02-02:02b2 B:BBBBB:BB:C:ME:G21

2.6.2-2

Code Design Reports (NCA-3550)
will be performed,

ASMECode Design Report(s)(NCA-3550)(certified, when required by
ASMECode)exist and conclude that design reconciliation has been
completed, inaccordance with ASMECode, for as-built reconciliation of
Code Section III.The report
the piplng identified in Table 2.6.2-1 as ASME
documents the results of the reconciliation analysis.

1267

2.62.2b3

02.06.02-02:02b3B;BBB:BB:BB:C:ME;G21

2.6.2-2

23. The piping identified in Table 2.6.2-1 as ASMECode Section Ill is
Inspections of the piping identified in Table 2.6.2-1 a, ASMECode Section
fabricated, installed, and inspected in accordance with ASMECode Section IIIwill be conducted.

ASMECode Design Report(s)(NCA-3550)(certified, when required by

IIIrequirements,

completed, inaccordance with ASMECode, for as-built reconciliation of
the piping identified in Table 2.6.2-1 as ASMECode Section Ill.The report
documents the results of the reconciliation analysis.

ASMECode) exist and conclude that design reconciliation has been

3a. Pressure boundary welds in components identified inTable 2.6.2-1 as

Inspection of the es-builtpressure boundary welds in components

ASMECode reportis) exist and conclude that ASMECode Section Ill

ASMECode Section IIImeet ASMECode SectionIll non-destructive
requirements.

identified in Table 2.6.2- as ASMECode Section II will be performed in
accordance with ASMECode Section Ill.

requirements are met for non-lestructive examination of pressure
boundary welds in components identified in Table 2.6.2-1 as ASMECode

NO

0

NO

0

NO

Section III.
1 b
02.06.D2203bBB:BBB:BB:BB',C:ME:G21

2.6.2-2

h. Pressure boundary welddn piping identified s Table 2.6.2-1
IsBAME of the as-built pressure boundary welds in piping identified In
Inspection
Code Section Ill meet ASME
Code Section Ill non-destructive requirements. Table 2.6.2-1 as BME Code Section iil will be performed inaccordance
with ASMECode Section Ifl.
4a.Thie components Identified inTabie2.6.2-1

2.&2-2

III
sASWMBCodeSection

retain their pressure boundary integrityat their design pressure.

ESBWR DCD RevSTieriITAACTableNbr_n_CountRevSPostColumnDeleteNRC_2011-12-15_rd-02.xls

ASMECode reprts)eist and conclude that ASMECode Section ii
requiremetsare wet for non-destrucve examination of pressure
boundary welds in piping identified in Table 2.6.2-1 as ASMECode Section

A hydrostatic test will be conducted on those code components identified ASMECodeData Report(s) exist and conclude that the results of the
in Table 2.6.2-1 as ASMECode Section IIIthat are required to be
hydrostatically tested by ASMECode Section III.
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2.62.4b

02.06.02-02:0R1,813:11111:83:1:C:ME:2h

2.6.2-2

1272

2.62.5A

I2.t6.02-02:DRR:fii:fi:Rt:C:ME:621

2.6.2-2

1274

2.62.S.ii

02.06.ti2-02:tiSRRR:Rui:RR:RR:C:ME:ti21

2.62.5.iii

02.06.02-02::OSBRD:iri:RR:RR:C:ME:G21

DAC-ITAACCon-ITAAC

A hydrostatic test will be conducted on those code components identified dSMECode Data Report(s) exist and conclude that the results of the

itspressure boundary integrity at its design pressure.

inTable 2.6.2-1 as ASMECode SectionIll that are required to be
bydrostaticallytested byASMECode Section Ill.

withstand Seismic Category Iloads without ls

of safety function.

Inspection will be performed to verifythat the Seismic Category I
equipment identified inTable 2.6.2-1 are located in a Seismic Category I
sructure.

bydrostatictest of components identified in Table 2.6.2-1 as ASMECode
Sectian Ill comply withthe requirements oaASMECode Section I.

0

NO

i The equipment identified as Seismic Category IIn Table 2.6.2-1 is located
n a Seismic Category Istructure.

5. The equipment identified in Table 2.6.2-1 as Seismic Category I can

ii.Type tests, analyses, or a combination of type tests and analyses, of

Ii. The equipment Identified InTable 2.6.2-1as Seismic Category I can

withstand Seismic Category I loads without loss of safety function,

equipment identified in Table 2.6.2-1 as Seismic CategoryI. will be

withstandSeismic Category I loads without lossof safety function.

2.6.2-2

2.6.2-2

Matrbued
Table

4b.The piping identified In Table 2.6.2-1 as ASMECode Section III retains

S.The equipment identified in Table 2.6.2-1 as Seismic Category I can

1273

Acceptance Criteria (AC)

Inspections, Tests, Analyses (ITA)

Table Nbr

performed using analytical assumptions, or will be performed under
conditions which bound the Seismic Category I equipment design
S.The equipment Identifiedin Table 2.6.2-1 as Seismic Category I can

requirements.
iii.Inspections and analyseswill be performed to verify that the as-built

iII.The as-builtequipment Identified inTable 2.6.2-1 includinganchorage,

withstandSeismic Category Ilads witrhoutloss of safety function.

equipment identified inTable 2.6.21. includinganchorage, is bounded by

canwithstand Seismic Category I loads without loss of safety function.

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

1

0

NO

1

0

NO

1

0

NO

the testing or analysed conditions.
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2.62.7a.i

02.06.t2-02:07aofB:BBi:BB:BB:C:ME:G21

2.6.2-2

1276

2.62.7a.ii

D2.D6.D2-02:ti7aRR:tiii:RR:DR:C:ME:G21

2.6.2-2

7a.The FAPCS
performs the nonsafety-related suppression pool cooling

I.Perform a test ta nonfirmthe flow path and minimum flowrate between

i. The cooling flow path is demonstrated and confirmed by operation of

functions.

the FAPCSand the suppression pools.

the funcatn. The flow rate is? 567.8rm3/hr (2500 gal/min).

7a. The FAPCS
performs the nonsafety-related suppression pool cooling

i. Perform a type test to confirm the heat transfer capacity of the FAPCS

i. The design heat removal capacity of a single FAPCS
train is a 8.3 MW

functions.

heat exchanger.

under the following conditions:
Primary and secondary side flow rate S 567.8 m /hn (2500 gpm)
Process inlet temperature S 48.92C (1202F)
a Coolingwater

1277

2.62.7a.iii

02.06.02-02:07af66:iii:BB:66:C:ME:G21
I_
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2.62.7b

2.6.2-2

2.6.2-2

35-C (95PF)

iii. A suction strainer with perforated plate hole sizes of S 2.508 mm

7a.The FAPCS
performs the nonsafety-related suppression pool coaling
functions.

ilLInspection of as-built FAPCSsuppression poolsuction intake will be
performedto confirm the presence of a suction strainer with perforated

7b.The FAPCS
performs the nonsafety-related low-pressure coolant

elate hole sizes of < 2.508 mm (0.0988 inches).
Perform a test to confirm the flow path and minimum flowrate from the

The injection flow path Is demonstrated and confirmed by operation of the

njection functions.

FAPCS
to the RWCU/SDC
system.

function.The flowrate is a 340 m /hr (15O0gal/min) at a differential

_d
02.06.02-02:07bBB:BBB:BB:BB:C:MiE:G21

a
inlet temperature of

(D.D988
inches) is present on FAPCSsuppression pool suction Intake.

5

pressure
u 1.03 MPa (l50 psi) and < 1.05 MPa (152psi).
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2.62.7c

D2.06.D2-02fl7nBf:RRR:fl:RR:C:ME:t21

2.6.2-2

7c.The FAPCSprovides the nonsafety-related external connection for

Perform a test to confirm flow path and flowcapacity from the Fire

The makeup water flow path Is demonstrated and confirmed by operation

emergencywaterto IC/PCCpPooland Spent Fuel Poolfunctions.

Protection System and offsite water sources to the pools.

oftthe function.

9.Safety-related level instruments withadequate operating ranges are
providedfor the Spent Fuel Pool, buffer pool, and IC/PCCSpools,.

Inspections of the FAPCSwill be conducted to verify that level instruments The as-built FAPCSprovides Spent Fuel Pool. buffer poan,and IC/PCCSpool
with adequate operating ranges are provded for the Spent FuelPool and level instrumentation with adequate orating ranges.
iC/PCC5
pools.
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a

Instruments for the SFPand buffer pool accurately indicate pool level

over the range from normal water level to the top of the active fuel within
1u300 imm(Itt(.
. Instruments for the ItC/PCCS
pools accurately indicated pool level over

2.6.2-2

the range normal water level to the midpoint of the ICheat exchanger
tube within 1300 mm (1 ft).
3.Systems, structures, and components, that are required to be functional Inspections of the as-designed pipe-break analysisresults report will be

The as-designed pipe-break analysisconcludes that for each postulated

duringand following an SSE,shall be protected against or qualified to

piping failure, the reactor can be shut down safely. Reports document the

conducted. Pipe break events involvinghigh-energyfluid systems are

withstandthe dynamicand environmental effects associated with analyses analyzed for the effects of pipe whip,jet impingement, flooding, room

results of the analyses to determine where protection features are

of postulated failures InSeismic Category I and nonsafety-related piping

pressurization,
and temperature effects. Pipe break events Inolving

necessary to mitigate the consequences of a pipe break.

rystems.

moderate-energy fluidsystems are analyzed for wetting from spray,
flooding,and other environmental effects, as appropriate.

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

[(DesignAcceptance Criteria))
A reconciliation analysisusing the as-designed pipe-break analysis report

On an indiuidualcomponent or system basis, the protective features aem

structures,and components shall be reconciled with the analyses results of and as-built Information will be performed. Inspect the as-built piping
the postulated failures in Seismic Category Iand nonsafety-related piping systems and equipment to identify that the features that protect against

Installedin the as-built plant as described in the design and reconciliation
analysis.

h.On an Individualcomponent or system basis, the as-builtsystems,

1202

3.1.6

D3.tit.tiO-0t.IARRDBfllfl.RRC.MED2S

3.1-1

systems..

dynamic effects of pipe failures, such as whip restraints, equipment
shields, drainage systems, and physical separation of piping, equipment.
and instrumentation are installed as defined inthe design analyses.

tat. The SMPis developed for the RTIFsoftware projects.
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3.2-1
ta2. The SIMPis developed for the NMS software projects.
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3.2-I
ta3. The SMPis developed for the SSLC/ESF
software projects.
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Inspection of the SMP for the RTIFsoftware projects will be performed.

The SMPfor the RTIFsoftware projects complies with the criteria

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

containedin the SMPM.

software projects w1ibe performed
Inspecton of the SMP for the NMIS
{(DesignAcceptance Cntera))
I
Inspoction01tie SMP ,, theSSILCIESFsoflware projects r11 be
performed.
Acceptance Criteria))one
flsinAcp~rc
nea)lDesimn
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I(Design Acceptance Criteria)
The SMP far NMI software projects complieswiththe cntena contained in
ite IMPM
Acceptance Criteria))

~ifiDesign

inh SMP for SSLCIESFsoftware projects complies wth the critena
containedin the SMPM.
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projects.

will be performed.

the criteria contained in the SMPM.

1b1.The SDPis developed for the RTIFsoftware projects.

(jDesigeAoeeptanoeCriteria))
Inspection of
= the DP for the RTIF software projects will be performed.
((DesignAcceptance Critesa))

((DesigeAcceptaeoe Criteria))
The SDP for the RTIF software protects complieswith the Cltene contained
in the SMPM.
"'Desi"'n Accetanca Criteoll
The SDP for NMI software projects complies wcththe cotera contained in
the SMPM.
Criteraial
[Design Acceptance

3.2-1
la6. The SMPis developed for the GENEDPSsoftware projects.
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3.2-1

3.2.1a6

1a7.The SMPIs developed for the PIPsoftware projects.
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1293
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ela.The SMPis developed for the HP CRDIselation Bypass Function
softwareprojects.

3.2-1
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Inspec.on of the SOP for the NMS software protects wcilbe performed.
{3.02.co-l:olb2B:DD:BB:BD:D:IC:Cr3
((Design
Acceptance Critenao)

software projects.
163.The SDPis developed for the SSLC/ESF

inspection of the SOP for the SSLC/ESFsoftware projects will be
performed.
'iDesigfn
Acceptance Criterath

software projects.
1b4The SOPis developed for the ATWSi/SLC

Inspection of the SDP for the ATWSISLCsoftware projects wil be
performed.
IDesignAcceptence CrTinaji
Inspecton of the SDP for the IBIF software projects wril be performed.
((DesignAcceptance Citena))

3.2-1

3.2-1
1b5.The SOPis developed for the VBIFsoftware projects.
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1b8. The SDPis developed for the HIPCRDIsolation Bypass Function
softwareprojects.

Inspecton of the SOP for the HP CRD Isolaton Bypass Funcdon software
projectswill be performed

169.The SlP is developed for the ICSDPVIsolation Functon software

'{DesionAcceptance Critenath
Inspection of the SOPfor the It DPVIsolation Function software projects

resign Acceptance Cdtenath
the SOPfar CSDPVIsolation Functian software projects complies withthe

projects

wilt be performed.

criteriacontained in the SIMPM.

lcl. The SintP is developed for the Rt1Fsoftware projects,

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))
for the RTIFsoftware projects coll be performed.
inspection of the S1ntP
((Design Acceptance Critena))

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))
The SlntP for the RTIFsoftware projects complies withthe criteria
containedin the SMPM.
Misresion
Acceptance Critena))
The SlntP for NMSsoftware projects complies withthe cnteria contained in
the SMPM.
r{Design
Acceptance CrItena}
The SlntP for SSLCIGIP software projects complieswith the crteria
containedm the SMPM.

3.2-1
167. The SDPis developed for the PIP software projects.
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Inspection of the SIntPfor the NMSsoftware projects Willbe performed.
((DesrgnAcceptance Citena))

software projects.
1c3.The SIotPis developed for the SSLC/ESF

Inspection of the SIntPfor the SSLC/ESFsoftware projects willbe
performed.

3.2-1

3.2-1

3.2-1
1c5. The SIntPis developed for the VBIFsoftware projects.
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3.2.1c6

03.02.oo-c1:clc5o:ooo:BI:ooD:IC:C03

3.2-1
lcG.The StntP is developed for the GENEDPSsoftware projects.
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3.2-1
le. The SIntPis developed for the PIPsoftware projects.

1307

13018

1330

1310

3.2.1c7

3.2.1c8

3.2.lc9

3.2.1dl
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3.2-1

Inspection of the SOP for the GENE DPS software projects will be
performed.
'(DesignAcceptance CriterieL
Inspection of the SDP for the PIP software projects willbe performed.
((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

1U2.The I1ntPis developed for the NMI software projects.

lc4. The I1ntPis developed for the ATWVS/SLC
software projects.
1304

The SOP for ISLC/ESF software projects complieswith the critena
containedin the SMPM
'DesignAcceptance Citeriell
The SOP for ATWin
IILC software projects complies withthe critena
containedinthe SMPM.
'DesignAcceptance Criteriall
The SOP for VBrFsoftware protects complies withthe cntena contained in
the IMPM.
JDesrnAcceptance Crteria))
The SDPfor GENE DPI software projects complieswiththe criteria
containedin the SMPM
0-esignAcceptance Criteria))
The SOP for PIP software pr;oects complieserth the crteria contained in
the SIMPM
rIDesignAcceptance Criterae}
The SDP for HP CR0 Isolalno Bypass Function software projects complies
withthe cthena contenedin the SMPM.

Ib6. The SDPis developed for the GENEDPSsoftware projects.
1297

Inspection of the SMP for the ATWS/SLCsoftware projects will be
performed.
'tfesign Acoeptance Critenalt
Inspeoton of the IMP for the VBIFsoftware projects wll be performed.
((DesignAcceptance Critena))

software projects.
162.The SDPis developed for the NMIS
3.2-1

3.2.1b2

3.2.1b3

3.2-1

3.2-1

Acceptance Criteria (AC)

Is. The IMP is developed for the ICSDPVIsolatlon Function software

3.2-1
la5. The SMPis developed for the VBIFsoftware projects.

1287

Inspections, Tests, Analyses (ITA)

the SMP for ATWSISLCsoftware projects complieswiththe coteria
Oonfained
inthe IMPM.
'{Desron
Aoneptae Criteria))
The SMP for VBIFsoftware projects con plies withthe critera contained in
ore SMPM.
jfDesrqnAcceptance Citenall
twith the cnrteria
The SMP for GENEDPS software projects complies
Inspection of the SMP for the GENE DPS software projects wil be
p r3.i2.e-l:la6B:BBB:BB:BB:D:IC:C62
d.
ontained inthe SMPM.
Design Acceptance Critenal&
'Desion Accept
Cntnea]
_nce
T.e IMP for PIP software projects complieswrth the coteria contained in
inspectionof the IMP for the PIP software projects will be performed
((DesignAcceptance Critera})
the SMPM.
'Desion Acceptance Criteoa_
Inspection of the SMP for the HP CRD Isolation Bypass Function software The IMP for HP CR Isolabon Bypass Function software projects complies
projects will be performed
withthe ortene containedim the SMPM
I IDeslion
Acceptence Criteaia}
'DesionAcceptance Criteria
il
Inspection at the SMPfor the C. DPVIsolaton Function software projects The iMPfor ICSDPVIsolation Puectioesoftware projects compiles with

la4. The IMPis developed for the ATWS/SLC
software projects.

ic8. The SintP is developed for the HP CRDIsolation Bypass Function
softwareprojects.

Ioesrqn Acceptance Critoeal
rospection
of the Inth for the ATW3SISLC
softwareproects will be
performed.
gDesignAcoeotance Criteria}}
Inspectio of the SIntPfor the VBIFsoftware projects will &eperformed.
((DesignAcceptance Cntena))
I
inspection of the SltP for the GENEDPS software projects will be
performed.

resron Acceptance Critenall
Th. SIlnP for ATWSrILCsofta re projects complies withthe cntena
containedin the SMPM.
1'esionAcceptance Critena))
The IlntP for VBIPsoftware projects complies withthe cnteria contained in
the SMPM.
'lesionAcceptance Critenail
The SlotP for GENE DPI software projects complies coththe criteria
containedin the SMPM.
DesignAcceptance Criteria))
f(DesignoAcceptance Critena}
Tha Sloth for PIP software projects complies with the critena contained in
inspection of the StotP for the PIP software projects will be performed.
((DesignAcceptance Criteria))
the SMPM.
'(Desion
Acceptance Critenalt
Inspection of the SlntP for the HP CRD Isolation Bypass Function software The SlntP for HP CRD Isolthion Bypass Fnction software projects
projects .ril he performed.
compireswiththe cnoena
contained inthe SMPM.
('DesignAcceptance Critena}}
({DesignAcoctance Criteriath
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1c9.The SIntPis developed for the ICSDPVIsolation Function software

Inspection of the SIOtPfor the ICSDPVIsolation Function software projects The htP for CSDPVisolation Function software projects complies with

projects.
I{{JDesign

will be performed.
AccepteanceCriteria))

the criteria contained inthe SMPM.
Acceptance Criers)}
[{Design

1

0

NO

11l. The SIP is developed for the RTIFsoftware projects.

Inspecton of the SIP for the RTIF software projects writ be performed.
((DesignAcceptance Crteria))

The SIP for the RTIF software projects complieswiththe coteria contained
in the SMPM.
{Dsqn Acceptance Criteria))

1

0

NO
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performed.
'IDesignAcceptance Criteiall

The SIP for V IFsoftware projects complies withthe criteria contained in
the SMPM
f(Design Acceptance Criteria))
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containedinthe SMPM
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({DesignAcceptance Cctera()

The CySPfor the RTIF software projects complies withthe criteria
contained inthe CySPP.
Ceteriall
:lfesion Acceetance

is developed for the NMSsoftware projects.
112.The CyOP

Inspection of the CySPfor the NMSsoftware projects will be performed
((DesignAcceptance Criteria}}

software projects.
113.The CySPis developed for the SSLC/ESF

Inspection of the CySP for the SSLCIESF software projects willbe
performed.
{(DesignAcceptance Chintei}

TheCysPtor NMosoftware proects complieswith he criteria contained in
the CySPP
(DesignAcceptance Crierioll
.SLC/SF
software projectscompiles withthe criteria
Rhe CySP for
Icontained
in the CySPP.
Acetnenta}
!{esign

software projects,
114.The CvSPis developed for the ATWS/SLC

Inspector ofOreCySP for OreATWSISLCsoftware projects will be
performed
Acceptance Criteriall

IThe CySP for ATWSIILCsoftware projects complieswith the critedra
containedinthe CySPP
:{{DesiqnAccepitance Criteriall

3.2-1

3.2-1

3.2-1

NO

0

3.2-1

3.2-1

0

1

2k0.TheSTPis developed for the PIPhardware and software projects.
1379

1

inthe SOAPM.

1k6.The 5TP is developed for the GENEDIS software projects.
1378

NO

lee SCMPtor SSLCIESF software projects compies withthe critera
contained in the SOAPM
fDesion Acceptance Critenel

3.2-1

3.2-1

0

Inspectionofthe SCMP for the SSLC/ESFsoftware projects will be
performed
"ODesion
Accectance Critenall

3.2-1

3.2-1

Table

1

((Design Acceptance Criteria))

3.2-1

3.2-1

DAC-ITAACCon-ITAAC

lJ3. The SCMPis developed for the SOLC/ESF
software projects.

1j7. The 5CMPis developed for the PIPsoftware projects.
1370

Acceptance CriteriaJAC)

Ispections, Tests, Analyse (ITA)
Inspection of the SWVPfor the PIP software projects wil be performed.
((Design Acceptance Criteria))

1i7.The 3VWPis developed for the PIPsoftware projects.

ik8. The STPis developed for the HPCRDIsolation Bypass Function
hardware and software projects.

3.2-1

3.2-1

3.2-1

3.2-1
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Inspection of the STP for the GENEDPS software projects will be
performed
ODnionAcceptance Criteiall
Inspection ofOreOTPtor the PIP software projects willbe performed.
((DesignAcceptance Cctena))
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115.The CySPis developed for the VBIFsoftware projects.

1386

3.2.115

03.02.00-01i:0115B:BBR:RB:BB:D:IC:C63

3.2-1

3.2.116

03.02.00-01:0115B:BBB:BB:BB:D:IC:C62

1389

3.2.117

3.2.118

l3.O2.00-1:0l•17B:RBB:BB:BB:D:IC:C62

03.02.00-O1:0118glBg:RBB:BB:D:IC:C63

1

0

NO

1

0

NO

1

0

NO

1

0

NO

1

0

NO

1

g

NO

1

0

NO

Planning Phase Summary BRR(s) exist and conclude that the VBIF
software projects planning phase activitieswere performed incompliance
withthe VBIFsoftware plans and CySP as denved from SMPM, SQAPM,
and CySPP.
Accerlance CriteniaO
IfDesion

1

0

NO

2a6. The planning phase activities detailed inthe GENEDPSsoftware plans The planning phase outputs are inspected and analyzed for the GENE DPS Planning Phase Summary BRR(s) exist and conclude that the GENE DPS
software projects planning phase activitieswere performed incompliance
software projects
DP5software projects,
and CoSPare completed for the GENE
((DesignAcceptance Criteriata
withthe GENE DPS software planwand CySP as denved from SMPM,
SOAPM,and CySPP.
ffDesionAcceutance Cnrenath

1

0

NO

1

l

NO

1

g

NO

1

g

NO

1

l

NO

3.2-1
118.The CySPis deneloped for the HP CRDIsolation BypassFunction
software projects.
119.The CySPis developed for the ICSDPVIsolation Function software

1390

3.2.119

O3.02.WD-l1:olO9B:BBBBB:BRB:D:IC:C63

3.2-1

1391

3.2.2a1

li3.g2.gODg:i2alB:BRB:BB:BB:O:tC:Ct3

3.2-1

1332

3.2.2a2

li3.02.ll-l1.li2a2B:6.RRBR.BB:IC{C63

3.2-1

1393

3.2.2a3

l3.02.li-O1:l2a3B:BBB:BB:BB:R:IC:Ch3

3.2-1

1394

3.2.2a4

03.g2.li.01:i2tDB:BBR:BB:BB:O:IC:C63

3.2-1

1395

3.2.2a5

li3.i2.D-O1:li2ah:RRR:h:RB:R:iC:Cti3

3.2-1

1 22
03.02.mi1:i2aiB:BB:RB:BB:D:IC:Ct2

3.2-1

Table
NO

3.2-1

3.2-1

DAC-ITAACCon-ITAAC
0

117.The CySPis developed for the PIP software projects.
1388

Acceptance Criteria JAC)
The CySP for VBIFsoftware projects complies withthe cotera contained in
the CySPP.

1

116.The CySPis developed for the GENEDPSsoftware projects.
1387

Inspections, Tests, Analsws {ITA)
lnspectionof the CySP for the VBIFsoftware projects will be performed.
({(Design
Acceptance Criteria))

'{DesiQnAcceptance Criteria))
The CySP for GENE DPS software projects complies withthe critena
contained inthe CySPP.
fDesronAcceptance Criteridet
The CySP for PIP softaare projects complies withthe critena contained in
the CySPP.
{DesionAcceetance Crrieneji
Inspectionof the CySP for the HP CRD Isolation Bypass Functon soiftware :he CyP for HP CRGIsolation Bypass Functon software projects
projectswill bPerformed
complies withthe cetena contaned inthe CySPP.
sfDesion
Acceptance Critera))
'IDesignAcaeparne Critenaer
Inspectionof the CySPfor the ICSDPVIsolation Function software projects The CySPfor CODPVIsolation Function software projects complies with
nospetion of the CySP for the GENE CPS software projects wil be
performed.
I{DesronAccecrance Critena}j
lnspeuronof the CySP for the PIP software projects willbe performed
((DesignAcceptance Crirena((

projects.

will be performed.
((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

the criteria contained in the CySPP.
({Design
Acceptance Criteria))

2a1. The planning phase activities detailed in the RTIFsoftware plans and
CyGParecompleted for the RTIFsoftware projects.

The planning phase outputs are inspected and analyzed for the RTIF
softwareprojects,
((DesignAcceptance Critena))

Planning Phase Summary RRRts)esist and condude that TheRTIF
software projects planning phase actvilies were performed in compliance
withthe RTIF software planc and CySP as denved from SMPM, SQAPM,
and CySPP
fDesion Acceo(ance Critaheae
Plannng Phone OummaryBRRfsj eaist and conclude that the NMG
software projects planning phase actvicies were performed in compliance
wcththe NMSsoftware plans and CySP as dernvedfrom SMPM, SQAPM.
and CySPP.
tiDesronAcceotance Critraicil

2a2. The planning phase activities detailed in the NMSsoftware plans and
CySPare completed for the NMSsoftware projects.

The planning phase outputs are inspected and analyzed for the NMS
softwareprojects,
((DesignAcceptance Critena))

The planning phase outputs are inspected and analyzed for the SSLCiESF Ple=cing Phase GummaryBRR(s) exist and conclude that the SSLCIESF
software projects planning phase activitieswere performed in compliance
softwareprojects.
((DesignAcceptance Critena(}
withthe SSLC/ESFsoftware plans and CySP as dewed from SMPM,
SOAPM,and CySPP.
2fDesTanAcce'rance Oritatiaff
2ad. The planning phase activities detailed in the ATW3/SiLC
software plans The planning phase outputs are inspected and analyzed for the ATWOIOLCPlanning Phase Summary 899isi axistand conclude that the ATWS/SLC
software projects planning phase activitieswere performed in compliance
software projects.
software projects,
and CySPare completed for the ATWS/SLC
wth the AT(NS/SLC
software plans and CySP as derived from SMPM,
((DesignAcceptance Catrena(
SGAPM,and CySPP.
iDesignAcceprance Criteriath
software plans
2a3. The planning phase activities detailed in the SSLC/ESF
software projects.
and CySPare completed for the SiLC/ESF

2a5. The planning phase activities detailed in the VBIFsoftware plans and
CySPare completed for the VBIFsoftware projects.

1397

3.2.2a7

g3.g2.Ct-g1:g~a7B:BRR:BB:BB:R:iC:Ct2

3.2-1

139g

3.2.Zag

l3.l2.m0lil:0la8g:RRB:BB:B8:R:iC:Ch3

3.2-1

The planning phase outputs are inspected and analyzed for the VBIF
software projects
((DesignAcceptance Critenara

2a7. The planning phase activities detailed inthe PIPsoftware plans and

The planning phase outputs are inspected and analyzed for the PIP

CySPare completed for the PIPsoftware projects.

software projects.
((DesignAcceptance Critana}}

Planning Phase Summary BRR(s) exist and conclude that the PIP software
prelects planning phase acovites were performed incompliance withthe
PIP software plans and CySP as derived from SMPM, SQAPM,and
CySPP.
IfDesianAccectance Criteraff
Planning Phase OummaryBRf(s) exist and conclude that the HP CRD
Isolaton Bypass Punchen software projects planning phase actvities were

2a8. The planning phase activities detailed inthe HP CRDisolation Bypass
Function software plans and CySPare completed for the HIPCRDIsolation

The planning phase outputs are inspected and analyzed for the HP CRD
Isolason Bypass Function software projects

Bypass Function software projects.

((DesignAcceptance Criteha}}

2a9. The planning phase activities detailed inthe ICSDPVIsolation

The planning phaseoutputs are Inspected and analyzed for the ICSDPV

Function software plans and CySPare completed for the ICSDPVIsolation

Isolation Function software projects.

Isolation Function software projects planning phase activities were

Function software projects.

((Design
Acceptance Criteria))

performed in compliance with the ICSDPVIsolation Function software

performedin compliancewith the HP CRD Isolation Bypass Functon
software plans and CySP as denved fromSMPM. SOAPM,and CySPP.
((DesignAcceptance Critena))
Planning Phase Summary MRi(s)exist and conclude that the ICSDPV

and CySPP.
plans and CySPas derived from SMPM, SQAPM,
((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

2b1. The requirements phase activitiesdetailed inthe RTIFsoftware plans
software projects.
and CySPare completed for the RTTF
140o

3.2.2h1

03.02.0g-O1:02blB:BBB:BB:BB:D:IC:C63

3.2-1

1401

3.2.2b2

03.02.00-ol1:02lb2hB:BBR:RB:BB:D:IC:C63

3.2-1

The requirements phase outputs are inspected and analyzed for the RTIP
software proJecto.
((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

2h2. The requirements phase activities detailed inthe NMSsoftware plans The requirements phase outputs are inspected and analyzed for the NMS
and CySPare completed for the NMS software projects,
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((DesignAcceptance Critena}}
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RequorementsPhase Summary tiRR(s) exist and conclude that the RTIF
software projects requirements phase acwvotieswere performed in
compliancewiththe RTIF sofware plans and CySP as derived from SMPM.
SOAPM,and CySPP.
De-sion
AccectancaeCritenail
Requirements Phase Summary BRR(s) exist and conclude that the NMS
software projects requirements phase activitieswere performed in
compliancewiththe NMSsoftware plans and CySP as denved from SMPM.
SOAPM,and CySPP.
(Mesion Acceptance Crrienail
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1402

3.2.2b3

1404

3.2.2,5

1d05

3.2.21,0

1406

3.2.2b7

03.02.00-01:02b3.B:R B:BB:BB:D:IC:C63

03.02.oo-O1:02b5B:BBR:RB:BB:D:IC:Cg3

3.02.SD-d3.o2bRR.RRD.RR.RR.D.IC.CR2

3.2-1

3.2-1

software The requirements phase outputs are inspected and analyzed for the
2b4. The requirements phase activotiesdetailed In the ATWS/SLC
ATWStSLCsoftware projects
software projects.
plans and CySPare completed for the ATWS/SLC
((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

3.2-1

software plans The requirements phase outputs aie inspectedand analyzed for the VBIP
21b5.The r
aeqacements
phase adtltitles detailed in the VBIF
and CySPare sompletd for the VBIFsoftware projects.
softwareprojects.
((DesignAcceptance Critena))

3.2-1

and CySPare completed for the PIPsoftware projects.
3.2-1

3.2.2b8

03.02.Ro-o3:o2hoI:RRR:RR:RR:D:IC:CR3

3.2-1

The requirements phase outputs are inspected and analyzed for the PIP
softwareprojecs.
((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

BypassFunction software plans and CySPare completed for the HP CRD

The requirements phase outputs are inspected and analyzed for the HP
CRD Isolation Bypass Function software projects.

soleaton Bypass Function software projects.

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

2b8. The requiremeets phase activitres detailed in the HPCRDIsolation
1407

Acceptance Cdteria (Ac)
Requirements Phase Summary BRR(s) exist and conclude that the
SSLCIESF software projects requirements phase actvities were performed
in compliancewith the SSLCIESFsoftware plans and CySPas derived
from SMPM. SAPM. and CySPP.
* Desont Acceptance Criterail
Requcrements Phase Summary BRR(s) exist and conclude that the
ATWSISLCsoftware projects requirements phase acivities were
performedin compliance withthe ATWSISLC
software plans and CySP as
derived from SMPM. SQAPM, and CySPP.
* Desrosig
Accosroce Crirenall

Requirements Phase Summary BRR(s) exist and Concludethat the VBIF
software projects requirements phase actwiUes were performed in
compliancewith the VBIFsoftware plans and CySP as derived from SMPM,
SQAPM. and CySPP.
S(Desion
Accestance Criterital
DPSsoftware The requirements phase outputs are inspected and analyzed for the GENE Requirements Phase Summary RRR(s)exist and conclude that the GENE
2b1. The requirements phase activities detailed in the GENE
DPS software projects requirements phase actvities were performed in
OPS software projects.
plans and CySPare completed for the GENEDPSsoftware projects.
((DesignAcceptance Critena))
compliance withthe GENEDPS software planesand CySP as derived from
SMPM. SOAPM.and CySPP.
- Desion Acceptance Criteneti
2b7. The requirements phase activities detailed in the PIPsoftware plans

03.02.D0-01:02b7B:BBR:RB:BB:D:IC:C62

Inspections, Tests, Analyses (ITA)
The requirarnents phase outputs are inspected and analyzed for the
SSLCIESFsoftware proJects
i(DesignAcceptance Criterial)

software
2b3. The requirements phase activities detailed in the SSLC/ESF
software projects.
plans and CySPare completed for the SSLC/ESF

2b9. The requirements phase activities detailed in the CSDPVIsolation
The requirements phase outputs are inspected and analyzed for the ICt
Function software plans and CySPare completed for the ICSDPVIsolation DPVIsolation Function software projects.

Tabtle

1

0

NO

1

0

NO

1

0

N0

1

0

NO

1

0

NO

0

NO

1

0

NO

1

0

N0

1

0

ND

1

0

NO

1

0

N0

1

0O

1

0NO

IDesrn Acceorance Criteri=U
L
Requirements Phase Summery RRR(s)exist and conclude that the HP
CRD Isolation Bypass Function software projects requirements phase
activitiessoftware
were performed
i. compliance
withthe
HPSMPM,
CRD Isoration
Bypass
SQAPM.
and
from
plans and
CySP as derived
FFunction
CySPP
tDecree Arentanve Cgtteital
Requirements Phase Summary BRR(s)exist and conclude that the ICSDPV
Isolation Function software projects requirements phase activities were

(DesignAcceptance Criteria))

performed Incompliance with the ICSDPVIsolation Function software
plans and CySPas derived from SMPM, SQAPM,and CySPP.

2cs. The design phase activitiesdetailed Inthe RTIFsoftware plans and

The design phase outputs are inspected and analyzed for the RTIF

CySPare completed for the RTIFsoftware projects,

soitware projects
((DeslgnAcceptance Critena))

Design Phase Summary BRR(s)exist and conclude that the RTIF software
projects design phase activites were performed incompliance withthe
RTIF software plan and CySP as denved from SMPM,SAPM, and
CySPP.

Function software projects.

.

Requirements Phase Summery ERR(s)exist and conclude that the PIP
software projects requirements phase adciities were performed in
compliancew•th the PIP software planesand CySP as decved from SMPM.
SOAPM,and CySPP.

DAC-ITAACCon-ITAAC

[(DesignAcceptance Criteria))

1409

3.2.2s1

R3.02.OG-01:R2cIR:RRR:BR:RR:D:IC:CR3

3.2-1

t410

3.2.2c2

03.R2.RD-O3:S2c2R:RDR:RR:RR:D:IC:CR3

3.2-1

t41t

3.2.2C3

03.02.OD-Ot.O2s3R.ROR.RR.RR.D.IC.Ch3

3.2-1

1412

3.2.2c4

03.02.O0-01:R2c4B:BBB:DR:BR:D:IC:C63

3.2-1

1413

3.2.2c,

03.02.00-s:02c50 :Be:RR:B:ICCf3

3.2-1

1414

3.2.2,it

.D.IC.Cf2
03.02.00-01.R2sOR.RRD.RR

3.2-1

2c2. The design phase activitiesdetailed inthe NMI software plans and

The design phase outputs are inspected and analyzed for the NNMS

software projests.
CySPare rompletedfor the NMIS

softwareprojec.s
((DesignAcceptance Critea))

software plans
263. The design phase activitiesdetailed in the SSLC/ESF
software projects.
and CySPare completed for the SSLC/ESF

The design phase outputs are inspected and analyzed for the SSLCiESF
softwareprojects.
((DesignAcceptance Critea))

software plans
2C4.The design phase activitiesdetailed in the ATWS/SLC
software projects.
are completed for the AiThWS/SLC
and CVSP

265. The design phase activisiesdetailed in the VBIFsoftware plans and

Thedesign phase outputs are inspected and analyzed for the VBIF

CySPare completed for the VTIFsoftware projects.

softwareprojncts.
((DesignAcceptance Critena))

DPSsoftware plans
2I6. The design phase activitiesdetailed in the GENE
DPSsoftware projects.
and CySPare completed for the GENE

The design phase outputs are inspected and analyzed for the GENEDPS
softwareprojects,
((DesignAcceptance Critera))

2c7. The design phaseactivitles detailed In the PIP software plansandCyI
sass

3.2.207

03.02.SS-R1:R2o7R:RRR:D:R:D:IC:Cf2

3.2-1

Ihe design phase outputs are respectedand analyzed for the ATWSISLC
softwareprojects,
((DesignAcceptance Critsna))

are completed for the PIPsoftware projects.

Cy
_________design
outputs_______________
___phase
1hedesignphaseoutputsareinspectedandanalyzedforthePIPsofware
projects
((DesignAcceptance Critena))

MDesianAccestence Crirenall
Design Phase Summary RRisl erist and conclude that the NMSsoftware
projects design phase actvrties were performed incomplanecewiththe
NNMS
software plane and CySP as derved from SMPM. SQAPM.and
CySPP
fIDesin Acrestance Critenary
Design Phase Summary BRR(sIexist and conclude that the SSLCIESF
software projects design phase activitieswere performed in compliance
withthe SSLCIESF software plans and CySP as derved from SMPM.
SCAPM.and CySPP
h pDesion
Accetdnce Critennit
exist and condcludethat the ATWSISLC
IRR(s)
Design Phase Summary
software projects design phase actiwdes were performed incompliance
withthe ATWSISLCsoftware plans and CySP as denved from SMPM,
SOAPM.and CySPP
'Ifesion Acceace Crfenaft
Design Phase Summary RRR(s)exist and conclude that the VTRFsoftware
projects design phase activdies were performed incompliance withthe
VBIFsoftware plans and CySPas derived from SMPM,SQAPM, and
CySPP.
I{Deson Accectance Crisenall
Design Phase Summary BRR(s)exist and conclude that the GENE DPS
software projects design phase acthives were performed incompliance
withthe GENE DPS software plans and CySP as derived from SMPM,
SQAPM,and CySPP
tDsin Acceatynce Criterittt
edge Phase Summery BRRs" exist and concludethat th PIPsoftware
projects design phase acivities were performed in compliance withthe PIP
software plans and CySP as derived from SMPM, SQAPM,and CySPP
((DesignAcceptance Critena))
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Inspections, Tests, Analyses (ITA)

Design Commitment (D)

ITAAC

Acceptance Criteria (AC)

DAC-ITAACCon-ITAAC

3.2-1

Matrbled
Table

Table Nbr
2c8.The design phase activities detailed in the HPCRDIsolation Bypass
Function seftwase plans and CySPare completed for the HP CRDIsolation

The design phate outputs are inspected and analyzed for the HP CRD
Bypass Funcbon software projects.

resign Phase Summary BRR(s) exist and conalude that the HP CRD
Isolaion Bypass Funcion software projects design phase activies were

Bypass Function software projects.

((DesignAcceptance Critena((

performed
in compliance
the HP from
CRDSMPM,
Isolation
Bypassand
Funchen
software planes
and CySP with
as denved
SQAPM,
CySPP

1

0

NO

1

0

NO

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

O

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

withthe PIP software plans and CySP as derived from SMPM. SCAPM,
and CySPP
HP CRDisolationBypass Function software projects test phase actvities

0

1

NO

were performed in compliance withthe HP CRD Isolation Bypass Function
software plans and CyIP as derved from SMPM SQAPM,and CySPP.

O

1

NO

((DesignAcceptance Critena}}
2c9. The design phase activities detailed in the ICSDPVIsolation Function

The design phase outputs are inspected and analyzed for the ICSDPV

toftware plans and CySPare completed for the ICSOPVIsolation Function Isolation Function software projects.
1417

3.2.2c9

03.02.00-01:O2c9B:BBB:BB:BB:D:iC:C63

3.2-1

1410

3.2.2d1

03.e2.-01:S2dldIB:BBB:BB:BB:C:IC:C63

3.2-1

1419

1420

1421

3.2.2d2

3.2.2d3

3.2.2d4

03.02.00-01:02d2B:BBB:BB:BB:C:IC:C63

03.02.0O-01:02d3B:BBB;BB:8B:C:IC:C63

03.02.00-01:02d4B:BBB:BB:BB:C:IC:C63

3.2-1

3.2-1

3.2-1

((DesignAcceptance Criteria)]

ftware projects.

1423

3.2.2d5

3.2.2d6

O3.o2.O,-Oi:02d5B:BBB:BB:BB:C:[C:C63

03.02.O-01:02dd6B:BBB:BB:BB:C:IC:C62

3.2-1

3.2-1

1424

3.2.2d7

03.02.00-01:02d7B:BBB:BB:BB:C:IC:C62

3.2-1

1425

3.2.2dg

03.02.00-01:02dgB:B0B:BB:BB:C:IC:C63

3.2-1

1426

3.2.2d9

03.02.,O-01:02d9B:BBB:BB:BB:C:iC:C63

3.2-1

Isolation Function software projects design phase activitieswere
performed in compliance with the ICSDPVIsolation Function software
placs and CySPas derived from SMPM, 3QAPM,
and CySPP.
((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

2dl. The Implementation phase activities detailed in the RTIFsoftware

Thermplenmentalion
phase outputs are inspected and analyzed for the RTIF RTIF softwareproFects implementabonphase activitieswere performedin

plansand CySPare completed for the RTIFsoftware projects.

software projects

2d2.The implementation phase activities detailed inthe NM) software

The implementaton phase outputs arm inspected and analyzed for the NMS NMS software projects implementaton phase actites were performed in

plansand CySPare completed for the NMIS
software projects,

software projects

compliancewiththe NMS software plans and CySP as derivedfrom SMPM,
S1APM.and CySPP.

2d3.The Implementatron phase activities detailed in the S1LC/ESlF

The implementationphase outputs are inspected and analyed forthe

SSLCIESFsoftware projects implementation phase

softwareplans and CySPare completed for the SSLC/ESFsoftware
projects.

SSLC/ESFsoftwrareprojects

performed in compliance wth the SSLCiESF softcare plans and CySP as
derved from SMPM, SQAPM,and CySPP.

2d4. The implementation phase activities detailed in the ATWS/SLC

Themimplementation
phase outputs are inspected and analyzed for the

ATWS/SLCsoftware projects implementationphase actvieos were

softwareplans and CySPare completed for the ATVWS/SLC
software

ATWSISLCsoftoare projects.

performed in compliance withthe ATWSfSLC software plans and CySP as
derivedfrom SMPM, SQAPM.and CySPP.

projects.
1422

DesignPhase Summary BRR(s)exist and conclude that the ICSDPV

compliancewiththe RTIF software plans and CySP as derivedfrom SMPM.
SQAPM,and CySPP.

ctivihesmere

ldh. The implementation phase activities detailed in the VBIFsoftware

The implementaton phase outputs are inspected and analyzed for the VBIF VBIFsoftware projects rmplementation
phase activitieswere performed in

plans and CySPare completed for the VBIFsoftware projects.

software projects,

compliance aiththe VBIF software plans and CySP as derived from
SMPM, SQAPM.and CySPP.

2d6, The implementation phase activitiesdetailed in the GENEDPS

The implementatin phase outputs are inspected and analyzed for the

GENEOPS software projects implementationphase activitieswere

softwareplans and CySPare completed for the GENE
DPI software

GENE CPS software projects.

projects.
2d7.The implementation phase activitiesdetailed in the PIP software

performedin compliance withthe GENE CPS software plans and CySP as
and CySPP.
derivedfrom SMPM.SIOAPM,

The implementabonphase outputs are respected and analyzed for the PIP

PIP software projects implementation phase actvities were performed in

plans and CySPare completed for the PIPsoftware projects.

software projects.

compliancewiththe PIP software plans and CySP as derived from SMPM,
5QAPM,and CySPP.

phase outputs are inspected and analyzed for the HP
2d8. The implementation phase activitiesdetailed in the HP CRDIsolation The implementation
BypassFunction software plans and CySPare completed for the HP CRD
Isolahon BypassFunction software projects.

CRD Isolaton Bypass Funceon software projects.

HP CRD Isolation Bypass Funchion
software projects implementabon phase
actiures were performed tocompliance withthe PIP software plans and
CySP as denved from SMPM, SQAPM,and CySPP.

zd9. The implementation phase activitses detailed in the ICSDPVIsolation The implementation phase outputs are inspected and analyzed for the ICS CSODPV
Isolation Funcion software projects implementatiosnphase

1427

1428

1429

3.2.2el

3.2.2e2

3.2.2e3

03.02.00-01:02etB:BBB:BB:BB:C:IC:C63

03.02.00-01:02e2B:BBB:BB:BB:C:IC:Cf3

03.02.0-0ti:02e33B:BBB:BB:BB:C:IC:C63

Function software plans and CySP are completed for the ICSDPVIsolation OPVIsolation Function software projects.

activities were performed in compliance with the ICSDPVIsolation

Function software projects.

Function software plans and CySPas derived from SMPM,SQAPM,and
CvSPP,

3.2-1

2el. The test phase activities detailed in the RTIFsoftware plans and CySP The test phase outputs are inspected and analyzed for the RTIF software
are completed for the RTIFsoftware projects.
projects.

RTIF software projects test phase activitieswere performed incompliance
win the RSTFsoftware plans and CySP as denved from SMPM, SCAPM,
and CvSPP•

3.2-1

2e2. The test phase activities detailed in the NMSsoftware plans and CySP The test phase outputs are inspected and analyzed for the NMSsoftware
are completed for the NMIS
software projects.
projects.

3.2-1

software plans and
2,3. The test phase activities detailed in the SSLC/ESF
CySPare completed for the S1LC/ESF
software projects.

NMS software projects test phase actiwties were performed incompliance
ceththe NIMS
software plans and CySP as derived from SMPM, S0APM,
and CySPP.
SBLCIESF software projects test phase activitieswere performed in

The test phase outputs are inspected and analyzed for the SSLC/ESF
softwareprojects.

2e4. The test phase activities detailed in the ATWS/SLC
software plans and fihe test phase outputs are respectedand analyzed for the ATWSISLC
softwareprojects.

1430

3.2.2e4

03.02.00-01:02e4B:BBB:BB:BB:C:IC:C63

3.2-1

CySPare completed for the ATWS/SLC
software projects.

1431

3.2.2e5

03.02.0O-O:02e.5:8BB:BB:BB:C:IC:C63

3.2-1

2e5. The test phase activities detailed in the VBIFsoftware plans and CySP The test phase outputs are rispected and analyzed for the VBIFsoftware
are completed for the VBIFsoftware projects.
projects
2e6. The test phase activities detailed in the GENEDPSsoftware plans and fhe test phase outputs are respectedand analyzed for the GENE OPS

1432

3.2.2e6

03.02.00-1:02e6B:BBB:BB:BB:C:IC:C62

3.2-1

CySPare completed for the GENE
DPSsoftware projects.

softwarie
projects.

2e7. The test phase activities detailed in the PIPsoftware plans and CySP The rest phase outputs are inspected and analyzed for the PIP software
1433

1434

3.2.2e7

3.2.2eB

03.02.00-01:02e7B:BBB:BB:BB:C:IC:C62

03.02.00-01:02eOB:BBB:BB:BB:C:IC:C63

3.2-1

3.2-a

are completed for the PIP software projects.

projects.

2e8. The test phase activities detailed in the HP CRDIsolation Bypass

The test phase outputs arem spected and analyzed for the HP CRD

Function software plans and CySPare completed for the HP CRDIsolation IsolationBypass Function software projects,
BypassFunction software projects,
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compliancewith the SSLCtESF software plans and CySP as derived from
SMPM,SQAPM.and CySPP
ATWS/SLCsoftware projects test phase activitieswere performed in
compliancewith the ATWSISLC
software plans and CySP as denved from
SMPM, SQAPM.and CySPP.
VBIFsoftwarem
projects test phase acltviles were performed incompliance
withthe VBIF software plans and CySP s derived from SMPM, SQAPM,
and CvSPP
GENEOPSsoftware projects test phase acbvities were performed in
compliancewith the GENE OPS software plans and CySP as derived from
SMPM. SQAPM,and CySPP.
Pip software projects test phase acbvities were performed in compliance
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1435

3.2.2e9

03.02.00-01:02e9B:BBB:BB:BB:C:IC:Cg3

3.2-1

Matrirted
Design Commitment (DC)
2e9. The test phase activities detailed in the ICSDPVIsolation Function
software plans and CySPare completed for the ICSDPVIsolation Function

Inspections, Tests, Analyses (ITA)
Thetest phase outputs are inspected and analyzed for the tCS DPV
Isolation Function software projects,

software projects.

1436

3.2.3a I

03.02.00-01:03alR:tiB:BB:BB:C:IC:C63

3.2-1

Acceptance Ceiteria (AC)
ICSDPVIsolation Function software projects test phase activities were
performed in compliance with the ICSDPVIsolation Function software

DAC-ITAACCon-ITAAC

Tbtre

0

1

0

1

NO

a

I

NO

a

1

NO

plans and CySPas derived from SMPM,SQAPM.and CySPP.

3a1. The installation phase activities detailed in the RT1F
software plans
and CySPore completed for the RTIFsoftware projects.

The installabon phase outputs for the RTIF software projects, indudng
RTIFFATand RTIF Cyber Security FAT, are inspected and analyzed.

RpoF
software projects installation phase activities were performed In
compliance withthe R~lFsoftware plans and CySPas derived from SMPM,
SQAPM,and CySPP.

1437

1438

3.2.3a2

3.2.3a3

03.02.0 -01:O3a2B:BBB:RR:BB:C:IC:C63

03.02.00-01:03t3B:3R
:BBB:BtB:C:IC:C63

3.2-1

3a2. The RTIFsoftware projects performs as designed.

PATis performed on the RTIF software projects

3a3. The RTIFsoftware projects is cyber secure.

A cyber security FAT will be performed for the RTIF software projects.

RTIFsoftware projects is in compliance with the RTIFsoftware plans as
derived from the SMPM,S0APM,end CySPP.
RTIFsoftware projects is in compliance withtbe ROTF
cyber security
program requirements as derived from the SMPM, SQAPM,
and CySPP.

The installabon phase outputs for the NMS softwanreprojects, incuding
INMS
FATand NMSCyner Securty FAT, are inspected and analyzed.

NMSsoftware projects installation phase activitieswere performed in
compliance with the NMI software plans and CySPas derived from SMPM.

3.2-1

1439

3.2.3bl

03.02.00-01:03oblB:BBB;BB:BB:C:IC:C63

3.2-1

3bl. The Installation phase activities detailed inthe NMOsoftware plans
and CVSP
are completed for the NMSsoftware projects.

1440

3.2.3b2

03.02.00-01:03b2B:BBR:BB:DR:C:IC:C63

3.2-1

3b2. The NMS software projects performs as designed.

FATis performed on the NMS software projects.

303. The NMSsoftware projects is cyber secure.

A cybet security FAT wili be performed for the NMS software projects.

0

1

NO

NMSsoftware projects Is in compliance with the NMS software plans as
derived from the SMPM, SQAPM,
and CVSPP.
NMSsoftware projects is in compliance with the NMS cyber security

0

1

NO

program requirements as derived from the SMPM, SQAPM,
and CySPP.

0

1

NO

SQAPM,and CySPP.

1441

3.2.3b3

03.02.lG-01:03b3B:BBB:BB:BB:C:[C:C63

3.2-1
3cl. The Installation phase activities detailed in the SSLC/ISF
software

The installaton phase outputs for the SSLCIESFsoftware projects,

5SLC/ESF
software projects Installation phase activities were performed in

1442

3.2.3c1

03.02.00-01:03c1RB:R:BB:BB:C:iC:C63

3.2-1

plans and CySPare completed for the SSLC/ESF
software projects.

indudingSSLCIESFFAT and SSLC/ESFCyber Security FAT, are
inspectedand analyzed.

compliance withthe SSLC/ESF
software plans and CySPas derived from
SMPM, S1APM,and CySPP.

0

1

NO

1443

3.2.3c2

03.02.00O1:03c2B:gBBB:B:BB:C:IC:C63

3.21

R3c2.
The 55LC/ESF
software projects performs as designed.

IAT is performed on OheSSLO/ESFsoftware projects.

5SLC/ESFsoftware projects Is incompliance withthe SSLC/ESFsoftware

0

1

NO

36. The SSLC/ESF
software projects is cyber secure.

Iians as derived from the SMPM, SOPM, and CYSPP.
A cyber security FAT will be performed for the SSLC/ESFsoftware projects. SSLC/ESF
software projects Isle compliance withthe SSLC/ESF
cyber
0

1

NO

1444

3.2.3c3

03.02.O-01:03c3g:RBB:BBR:BB:C:IC:C63

3.2-1

security program requirements as derived from the SMPM,SQAPM,and
CySPP.

1445

3.2.3dl

03.02.00-O1:03d1B:BB
B:BB:BR:C:IC:Cti3

3.2-1

3dl. The Installation phase activitiesdetailed in the ATWS/SLC
software
plans and CySPare completed for the ATWS/SLC
software projects.

1446

3.2.3d2

03.02..01.0- 3d2B:BBB:BB:BB:C:IC:C63

3.2-1

3d2.The ATWVS/SLC
software projects performs as designed.

FATis performed on the ATWS/SLCsoftware projects.

3d3.The ATW4S/SLC
software projects is cyhbesecure.

A cyber secunty FAT will be performed for the ATWS/SLCsoftware

1447

3.2.3d3

03.02.00-01:B3d3B:BBB:BB:BB:C:IC:C63

3.2-1

The installation
phase outputs for the ATWSOILCsoftware projects.
indudingATWOISLCFAT and AAT /SLC Cyber Secuoty FAT. are
nspected and analyzed.

ATWIS/SLC
software projects installation phase activitieswere performed
incompliance with the A67VS/SLC
software plans and CySPas derived from
SMPM.SQAPM,
and CySPP,

0

1

NO

ATW5/5LC
software projects is in compliance with the ATWS/SLC
software
cans as derived from the SMPM,5fAPM. and CySPP.
A
software
f:41/5CC
projects is in compliance with the A74NS/SLC
cyber

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

projects

security program requirements as derived from the SMPM,SQAPM,and

3el. The installation phase activities detailed inthe VBIFsoftware plans

The installabon phase outputs for the VTIFsoftware projects, incuding

VBIFsoftware projects installation phase activities were performed in

CyIPP.
1448

3.2.3el

03.02.(0-01:03e10:RB:BBB:BB:C:IC:C63

3.2-1

and CySPare completed for the VBIFsoftware projects.

VBIFFATand VBIFCyber Secunty FAT, are inspected and analyzed

1449

3.2.3e2

03.02.00-I:03e2B:BBB:BB:BB:C:IC:C63

3.2-1

3e2. The VBIFsoftware projects performs as designed.

FATis performed on the VBIFsoftware projects

VBIFsoftware projects is in compliancewith the VBIFsoftware plans as
derived fromthe SMPM. 1QAPM.and COSPP.

3e3. The vTIFsoftware projects is cyber secure.

A cyter securty FATwll be performed for the VBIFsoftware projects

VBIFsoftware projects Is in compliance withthe VBIFcyber security
program requirements as derived from the SMPM,5QAPM,and CySPP.

3fl. The installation phase activities detailed inthe GENEDPSsoftware

The installaton phase outputs for the GENEDPS software projects,

GENEDIPS
software projects Installationphase activities were performed in

compliancewith the VRIFsoftware plans and CySPas derved from SMPM,
S5APM, and CySPP.

1450

3.2.3e3

03.02.00-01:03e3B:BBB:RB:.5:C:IC:C63

3.2-1

1451

3.2.3fl

03.02.00-01:03f1B:BBB:BB:BB:C:IC:C62

3.2-1

plans and CySPare completed for the GENEDPSsoftware projects.

indudiogGENEDPS FATand GENEDPS Cyber Secunty FAT,are
inspectedand anaiyzed.

compliance withthe GENEDPSsoftware plans and Cy5Pas derived from
SMPM, SQAPM,
and CySPP.

0

1

NO

1452

3.2.31`2

03.02.00-01:O3f2B:BBE:BB:BB:C:IC:C62

3.2-1

302.The GENEDPSsoftware projects performs as designed.

FATis performed on the GENEOPS software projects.

GENEOPSsoftware projects is in compliance withthe GENEDPSsoftware
1lansas derived from the SMPM, SOPM. and CySPP.

0

1

NO

3f3.The GENEDPSsoftware projects is cyher secure.

A cyber secuoty FAT aill be perormed for the GENE OPSsoftware
projects.

GENEDPSsoftware projects Is in compliancewith the GENEDPScyber
security program requirements as derived from the SMPM,SQAPM,and

0

1

NO

CySPP.
PiPsoftware projects installation phase activities were performed in
compliance with the PiP software plans and CySPas derived from SMPM.

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

1453

1454

3.2.3f3

3.2.3gl

03.02.m0-01:03f3BDBBB:BB:BB:C:IC:C62

03.D2.00-01:03g1B:BRR
:BB:BB:C:IC:C62

3.2-1

3.2-1

3g1. The installation phase activities detailed in the PIPsoftware plans and The installation phase outputs for the PIP software projects. includingPIP
CyIPare completed for the PIP software projects.
FATand PIP Cyber Security FAT, are inspected and analyzed,

S0APM, and CySPP.
1455

1456

1457

3.2.3g2

3.2.3g3

3.2.3h1

03,02.00.01:0392,:BBB:Br:gB:C:Ic:cg2

03.02.00-01:03g3B:RRB:BB:BB:C:IC:C62

03.02.00-01t03h1R:RRB:RR:RR:C:IC:Cti3

3.2-1

3g2. The PIPsoftware projects performs as designed.

PAT is performed on the PIP software projects.

PIPsoftware projects is In compliance withthe PIPsoftware plans as
derived from the SMPM, SQAPM,
and CFSPP.

3g3.The PiPsoftware projects is cyber secure.

w cyber security FAT will be performed for the PIP software projects

PIP software projects isln compliance withthe PIP cyber security program
requirements as derived from the SMPM. SQAPM,and CySPP.

3h1. The installation phase actities detailed inthe HP CRDIsolation

The imstallafonphase outputs for the HP CRD Isolacon Bypass Funeton

HPCRDisolation Bypass Function software projects installation phase

Bypass Function software plant and CySPare completed for the HPCRD
Isolation Bypass Function software projects.

softwareprojects. incudingHP CR0DIsolaton BypasoFunction FAT and
activities were performed in compliance with the HIPCRDIsolation Bypass
HPCO isolabonBypass FunctionCytwi SecuntyPAT.areinspectedand Function software plans and CySPas dedved from SMPM,SQAPM,and
naolyzed.
CySPP.

3.2-1

3.2-1
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1458

NRC

GEH

Nbr

Nbr

3.2.3h2

1459

3.2.3h3

1468

3.2.3i

1461

3.2.3il

1462

3.2.3j2

1463
1464

ITAAC

03.02.00-01:03h2B:BBB:BB:BB:C:IC:C63

03.020-O1O3b3B

Inspections, Tests, Analyses (ITA.

Design Commitment (DC)

Acceptance Criteria (AC)

DAC-ITAACCon-ITAAC

RBORCIC:C63

3.2-1

3.2-1

Matrixed
Table

Table Nbr
3h2. The HP CRDIsolation Bypass Function software projects performs as

FATis performed on the HP CRD IsolationBypass Funnton software

HPCRDIsolation Bypass Function software projects is incompliance with

designed.

projects

the HP CORD
Isolation Bypass Function software plans as derived from the

3h3. The HP CRDIsolation Bypass Function software projects is cyber

A cyber security FATwillbe performed for the HP CRD IsolationBypass

SMPM,50APM,and C tSPP.
HPCRDisolatin Bypass Function software projects is incompliance with

secure.

Function software projects.

3i. The complete ESBWRinstrumentation and control systems with sensors An overlappingand enuompassrng OATs performed on the as-budit

the HP CRDIsolation Bypass Function cyber security program requirements
as derived from the SMPM,S1APM, and CySPP.

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

The complete ESBWR
instrumentation and control system with sensors

platformsand network segments.

and actuators is capable of operating as designed and is in compliance we1h
from the SMPM.SCA0PM
the software projects plans and CySPas derived
and CySPP.

3j1. The RTIFsoftware projects performs as designed.

A ROF software projects SAT Is performed.

The RTIFsoftware projects is In compliance with the RTIFCySP
as derived
and CySPP.
from the 5MPM, S10APM,

0

1

NO

3j2. The RTIFsoftwareprojects is cyber secure.

w,RTF softwate projects cyber secunty SAT is performed.

RTlFsoftware projects is in compliance with the RTIFCySPas derived from
4he5MPM, 5QAPM,and Cy5PP.

0

1

NO

3k1.The NMOsoftware projects performs as designed.

A NMSsoftware projects SAT is performed.

The NMOsoftware projects is incompliance with the NMSCySPas derived
from the 511PM.S1APM,and CySPP.

0

1

NO

312. The NMS software projects is cyber secure.

AR
NMSsoftware projects cyber security SATis performed.

NM5software projects is incompliance with the NMSCySPas derived
from the SMPM,SQAPM,
and CySPP.

0

1

NO

3.2-1

311.The SSLC/ESF
software projects performs as designed.

A SSLC/ESF software projects SATis performed

The
SSLC/ESF
software
projects
is and
in compliance
CySPas
derivad
from the
SMFM.
SOIAPM,
Cy5PP. withthe S5LC/ESF

0

1

NO

3.2-1

312.The SSLC/ESF
software projects is cyber secure.

A SSLC/ESFsoftware projects cyber security SAT is performed

SSLC/ESF
software
projects
is in compliance
with the SSLC/ESF
CySPas
derived
frow
the SMPM,
500PM.
and CvSPP.

0

1

NO

3.2-1

3ml. The ATWS/SLC
software projects performs as designed.

An ATWSrSLC
software projects SAT is performed.

The ATWOS/SLC
software projects is in compliance with the ATWS/SLC
CySP
as derived from the SMPM.SAPM. and CySPP.

0

1

NO

1468
3,23m2 32-1derived
03.2.0-0103
is csber secure.
03.02.W..O1:O3m2B:DBBB:B:BB:C:IC:C03
3.2-1
3m2.The ATWS/SLC
software2projects
B:BB:B;B:C:C:C3

An ATWOISLC
software projects cyber security SAT is performed

software
projects
in compliance
AuTiNS/SLC
from
the SMPM,
500PM,
and CySPP.with the ATWS/SICCySPas

0

1

NO

3.2.3nl

03.02.00-01:03nlS:BBB:B:BB:C:IC:C63

3.2-1

3n1. The VBIFsoftware projects performs as designed.

A.VBIFsoftware projects SAT is performed

The VBIFsoftware projects is in compliance with the VBIFCySPas derived
from the SMPM, SQAPM,and CySPP.

0

1

NO

1470

3.2.3n2

03.02.00-O1:03n2B:BBB:BO:BB:C:IC:C63

3.2-1

3n2. The VBIFsoftware projects is cyber secure.

A VBIFsotwrae projects cyber security SATis performed.

VBIFsoftware projects is in compliance with the VBIF
CyIP as derived from
the SMPM. 500PM.and CySPP.

0

1

NO

1471

3.2.3ol

03.02.00-O1:03olB:BBB:BB:BB:C:IC:C63

3.2-1

3ol. The GENEDPSsoftware projects performs as designed.

wOENE DPOsoftware projecs OATis performed.

The GENEDPSsoftware projects is incompliance with the GENEDPSCvSP

0

1

NO

1472

3.2.3o2

03.02.00-01:03o2 B:BBB:BB:8B:C:IC:C63

3.2-1

3o2. The GENE
DPRS
software projects is cyber secure.

A GENEDPS softw~ar
e projects cyber security SAT is performed

GENE
asderived
DP3
software
projects
is In compliance
with the GENE
DIPS
CVSPas
from
the SMPM,
504PM.
and CySPP.

0

1

NO

1473

l.2.3pl

03.02.O00.O1:O3ptB:BBB:BB:BB:C:iC;C62

3.2-1

as designed.
Ipt. The PIPsoftwareprojectsperfonrms

A PIP softwareprojectsOATis perfoeced

asderived
ThePIPsoftwareprojectsis in compilancewjabthe PIPCyOP

01NO

03.02.O001:l3p2B:BBD:BB:BB:C:IC:C62

3.2-1

3p2. The PIPsoftware projects is cyber secure.

A PIP softwareoprojects cybersecuntySAT is performed.
A HP CRD IsolationBypass Functon software projects SAT is performed

3.2-1

3ql. The HPCODIsolation BypassFunction software projects performs as
designed.

3.2-1

3q2. The HPCRDIsolation Bypass Function software projects is cyber
sevure

3.2-1

end actuators is capable of operating as designed.

03.02.00-01:03jlB:BBB:BB:BB:C:IC:C63

3.2-1

03.02.0-O1:03j2B:BSB:BB:BB
:C:IC:C63

3.2-1

3.2.3k1

03.02.Do-01:O31B:BBB:BB:BB:C:IC:C63

3.2-1

3.2.3k2

l3.02.l.-01:03k2B:RBRBB:BRB:C:lC:C63

3.2-1

1465

3.2.311

03.02.00-01:0311B:BBB:BB:BB:C:IC:C63

1466

3.Z.312

03.02.00-01:0312B:BBB:BB:BB:C:IC:C63

1467

3.2.3m1

03.02.lIC-01:03w1R:BRB:BB:BB:C:IC:C63

1468

3.2.3.2

1469

23.O2.O-OO:O3iDB:RB:BR:BB:C:IC:CH3

I
3 2 3

1474

1475

1476

3.2.3ql

3.2.3q2

03.02.lO-O1:03qtB:BBB:BB:BB:C.IC:C63

03.02.O.t-01:03q2B:BBB:BB:BB:C:IC:C63

1477

3.2.3r2

03.02.00-1:03r2B:BBB:BB:BN:C:IC:C63

3.2-1

3.2.3r3

03.02.00-01:03r3B:BBB:BB:BB:C:IC:C63

FATis performed on the ICSDPVIsolation Function software projects.

0

1

NO

with the HPCRDIsolation Bypass Function CVSPas derived from the

0

1

NO

a

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

ICSDPVIsolation Function software projects Installationphase activities
were performed incompliance with the IC5DPVIsolationFunction
software plans and CySPas derived from SMPM,SQAPM,and CySPP.

ICSDPVIsolation Functon software projects isincompliance with the IC3
DPVIsolation Funceon software plans as derived from the SMPM, SQAPM,
:and CySPP.

designed.
3r3. The IC3DPVIsolation Function software projects is cyber secure.

1479

PIPsoftware projects is is compliance with the PIPCySPas derived from
the SMPM, S0A0PM,and CySPP.
The HP CRDIsolation Bypass Function software projects is in compliance

SMPM,SQAPM,and CySPM.
A HP CAD Isolalon Bypass Funubon software projects sobersecvnty OAT HP CRDisolationBypass Function softwareprojects is incompliance with
is performed
the HIP
CRDIsolation Bypass Function CySPas derived from the SMPM,
50PM, and CySPP.

The installation phase outputs for the CSDPVIsolation Function software
3r1. The installation phase activities detailed is the ICSDPVIsolation
Function software plans and CVSPare completed for the ICSDPVIsolation projects, Including1CS
DPVIsolation Function FATand ICSDPVIsolation
Function CyberSecurity FAT,are Inspected and analyzed.
Function ftware projects.

3r2. The ICSDPVIsolation Function software projects performs as
1478

100PM,and CySPP.
from the SPM,

2

. . p

A cyber security FATwill be performed for the IC, DPVIsolation Function
software projects.

3.2-1

13SFV Isolation Function software projects Is In compliance with the ICS
and
DPVIsolation Function CySPas derived from the SMPM, SOAPM,

CySPP.
1480

3.2.3sl

03.02.000-1:03s1B:BBB:BB:BB:C:IC:C63

3.2-1

1C1
DPVIsolation Function software projects Is in compliance with the ICS
DPVIsolation Function software plans as derived from the 511PM,SAPM,

1s3.The 113DPVIsolation Function sowftare projects performs as
designed.

A ICSDPVIsolation Functon software projects SATis performed.

3s2. The ICSDPVIsolation Function software projects is cyber secure.

A ICSDPVIsolation Function software projects cyber security SATis

ICSDPVIsolation Functon software projects Islincompliance with the ICS

perfonmed.

DPVIsolation Function CySPas derived from the SMPM, SQAPM,
and
:ysPP.

and CVSPP.
1481

3.2.3s2

03.02.00l-O1
O3s2B:BBB:BB:BB:C:IC:C63

3.2-1
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Inspections, Tests, Analyses (ITA)

Design Commitment (DC}

ITAAC
TableNbr

1. Operating Experience Review (OER)is performed Inaccordance with the An inspection is performed on the DERresults summary report(s).
ES8WRHFEOperating Experience Review Implementation Plan.
[(DesignAcceptance Cdteria)

DAC-ITAACC-ITAAC

Mabtled
Table

A results summary report(s) exists that concludes that the DERactivitywas
conducted in accordance with the implementation plan and contains:
a The scopeof the
ER;
The list of sortas of operating experience reviewed and summary of
documented results;

fdA?

3.3.1

D3D03.W0-02:DttIti:tititi:titi:Ri:D:RF:RFE

3.3-2

- List of risk-important human actions and their resolutions from

1

t

NO

0

1

NO

predecessor plants; and
* A description of the process for issue analysis, tracking, and review.
((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

10. Design Implementation is performed in accordance with the ESBWR
HFEDesignImplementation Plan.

Aninspection is performed on the DesignImplementation results
summary report(s).

A results summary report(s) exist that concludes that the Design
Implementation activitywas conducted in accordance withthe
Implementation plan and contains:
* The results of the final (as-built)HSIVerification concludingthat the "AsHAisand their design characteristics correspond to the HSI
BuiltA
Requirements and that Human Engineering Discrepancies (if any) resulting
from nonconformance are resolved.
a The results of the confirmation of the "As-Built"procedures and training
design implementation concluding that Human Engineering Discrepancies

i48i3

3.3.3D

D.3..OD~d-t2:SDBBB:t
:RB:RB:C:RF:NFE

resulting from adapted sections (if any) are resolved.
* The results of the verification of HFEdesign not performed In the HF

3.3-2

V&Vconcludingthat items In the verification list meet verification criteria
and Human Engineering Discrepancies(if any) resulting from nonconformance are resolved.
* A description of the resolution to Human Engineering Discrepanciesand
Open issues inthe Issue tracking system (HFEITS).
* A summary of turnover of remaining Human Engineering
issues.
Discrepancies/HFEITS

i484

3.3ff1

03.D3.OD-D2:iftitit BB:ERR:titt:C:RF:NFE

11. The strategy for the Human Performance Monitoring (HPM)process is An inspection is performed on the HPM results summary report(s),

A resutis summary report(s) exists that concludes that the HPM strategy

developed in accordance with the ESBWR
HFEHuman Performance

was developed in accordance withthe implementation plan and contains:

Monitoring Implementation Plan.

- A description of the HPM strategy includingthe scope, structure, and
provisionsfor specific cause determination, trending of performance

3.3-2

degradation and failures, and corrective actions.

0

NO

* A description of the database to track activitiesand corrective actions.

12. Integratedsystem validation scenarios are developed that incorporate

An Inspectionis performed on the integrated system validatlonscenaros.

The integrated system validation scenarios were developed inaccordance

detailed information related to samplingdimensions, scenario
identification, scenario definition, simulationof remote actions,

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

with the HFV&Vimplementation plan and meet the review criteria In
followingsections of NUREG-071i1,
Rte. 2:

performancemeasurement characteristics. performance measurement

e

selection, performance measurement criteria, test design, and data

11.4.1.2.1,Sampling Dimensions
11.4.3.2

V

Test Beds

a ff.4.3.2.4,

Scenario Definition
f11.4.3.2.5.
Performance Measurement

analysis.

* 11.4.3.2.6.Test Design
* 11.4.3.2.7, Data Analysisand interpretation
((DesignAcceptance Criteria)(
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CfThM

CowtTflC

Matrixed
Table

2. Functional Requirements Analysis(FRA)is performed Inaccordance with Aninspection is performed on the FRAand AOFresults summary report(s). A results summary report(s) ecistt that concludes that the FRAand AOF
the ESBWR
HFEFunctional Requirements AnalysisImplementation Plan

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

and Allocationof Functions (AOF)is performed in accordance with the

ectilvitle wene conducted in accordance with the implementation plans
and contains:

ESBWRHFIE
Allocationof Functions Implementation Plan.
* Scope of the FRA;
* Functional hierarchy for plant safety functions including the
identification of CriticalSafety Functions;
1486i

3.3.2

03.D3.03-D2:026:RRB:BN:R:D:HF:HFE

3.3-2

Plant systems and configurations that support safety functions;
* Definition of high-lesel plant functions, their support needs, and
*

1

0

NO

1

0

NO

monitoring parameters;
* Scope of AOF;
* Safety function allocations. A summary of AOFresults; and
: A description of the process for refining and updating functional
eliocations.
((DesignAcceptance Criteria))
3. Task AnalysisIs performed inaccordance with the ESBWR
HFETask

Aninspection is performed on the Task Analysis results summary report(s). A results summary report(s) exists that concludes that the Task Analysis

AnalysisImplementation Plan.

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

activitywas conducted in accordance with the implementation plan and
contains:
* The scope of the Task Analysis.
1 A list of Task descriptions.
retaining task analysis
* A description of the process for documenting and
results.
* Examples of detailed task analysis results.
((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

1480

3.3.4.1

D3.D3.DD-n2:DdNRR:RBI:RR:tin:D:HF:HFE

4. Staffingand Qualifications(S&O)is performed in accordance withthe

i. An inspection is performed on the S&Qresults summary report(s).

I. A results summary report(s) exists that concludes that the S&Qdesign

ESBWRHFE
Staffingand Qualifications Implementation Plan.

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

activitywas conducted in accordance with the implementation plan and
contains:

3.3-2

* The scope of the S&Q activity.
* A summary of design requirements and inputs to the S&O,
((DesignAcceptance Criteria))
4. Staffingand Qualifications(S&Q)is performed in accordance withthe

ii. An inspection is performed on the final S&Qresults summary report(s).

ESRWR
HFEStaffing and Qualifications implementation Plan.

1439

3.3.4.ii

it3.D3.nO-0.D24RRD:Rii:Rti:tit:C:HF:HFE

3.3-2

Ii.A final results s'mmtry report(s) exists that concludes that the S&Q
processwas conducted in accordance with the implementation plan and
conttins:

]

cnas:0

1NO

* Final staffing levels and qualificationas.
The basis for the S&Qconcludingthat issues and concerns raised in other
HFEactinities are addressed.

1490

3.3.5.1

it3.it3.Di-it2:DRR:R~i:R:Rn:D:HF:HFE

5. Human ReliabilityAnalysis(HRA)is performed Inaccordance with the

I. An inspection Is performed on the HRAresults summary report(s).

i. A results summary report(s) exists that concludes that the HRAdesign

ESBWRHFEHuman ReliabilityAnalysisimplementation Plan.

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

was conducted in accordance withthe implementation plan and contains:
: The scope of the HRA,
A list of risk-important human actions input to Human Factors activities.
((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

3.3-2

5. Human ReliabilityAnalysis(HRA)is performed in accordance with the
ESBWRWFE
Human ReliabilityAnalysisImplementation Plan,

ii.An inspection is performed on the final HRAresults summary report(s).

1

0

NO

S

1

NO

il.A final results summary report(s) exists that concludes that the HRA
processwas conducted in accordance with the implementation plan and
contains:
* A list of potentially risk-important human actions, human interactions,
and operational failure events and a summary of how these basic events

1491

3.3.S.ii

113.D3.tlD.D2:05RRR:]ii:RR:RR:C:HF:RFE

3.3-2

and their associated tasks,.and scenarios are addressed during the various
phases of the design process.
. A summary that demonstrates how risk management actions taken in
the design keep the potentially risk-important human interactions as low
as practical.
-
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Table

Table Nbr
S.Human System Interface (HSI)Design is performed in accordance with

I Aninspection is performed on the HSIDesign results summary report(s). i. A results summary report(s) exists that concludes that the HSIDesign

the FSBWRHFEHuman System Interface DesignImplementation Plan.

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

specification was conducted In accordance with the implementation plan
and contains:
The scope of the HSIDesign.
A description of the concept of operations for HSIDesign.
A listof HFEstandards and guideline documents used in the activity.

1492

3.3.6.1

D3.03.00-02:DARRR:RBI:RR:RR:D:AF:HF
PC

3.3-2

*

Descriptions of the StyleGuide and design specifications for HSIdesign.
Alist of accident monitodng instruments that complywith RG1.97 and

1

0

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

NO

0

1

YES

supporting analysis.
* A descripton of the functional requirement specification for HSI,
((Design Acceptance Criteria))

A. Human System Interface (HSI)Design is performed in accordance with
the ES
R HFEHuman System Interface DesignImplementation Plan.

ii.An inspection is performed on the final HSIDesign result, summary
report~s).

ii. Afinal results summary report(s) exists that concludes that the H51
Design process was conducted in accordance with the implementation
plan and contains:
* A summary of the methods used for the evaluation and verification of

1493

3.3.S.il

03.53.0D-02.0AROO:Rii:RR:OD:C:HF:HFE

the HSI.
- A description of the final Inventory of HSIIncludingalarms, information

3.3-2

displays, and controls.
. The results of the verificationconcluding that all MCRand RSSminimum
Inventory HSIsdescribed inTables 3.3-1a and 3.3-1b are incorporated into
the final inventory of HIts.
A. Human Factor Verification and Valldation (HFV&V)is performed in

An Inspection is performed on the HFV&Vresults summary report(s).

A results summery report(s) exists that concludes that the HFV&Vactivity

accordance with the ESfWR HFEHuman Factors Verificationand

was conducted in accordance with the Implementation plan and contains:

Validation Implementaton Plan.

*The scopeof the HFV&V.
Major conclusions and their basis.
A description of the process for documenting and retaining the detailed
HF V&Vresults.
* A summary of the following activities:

1494

3.3.9

D3.D3.00-02:DSRRR:RRR:RD:RR:C:HF:H-E

3.3-2

Operational conditions used for the HF V&V,
-H51 inventory and characterloation.
H task support verification.
All
* HFEdesign verification.
- Integrated system validation.
- Human Engineering
Discrepancyresolution.
1. Plant design provides for containment of airborne radioactive materials, Expected concentrations of airborne radioactive material will be analysed

1495

3.4.1

03.D4.00-DE:O1000:0
00B:OB:O:C:AP:A23

Analyses results for radioactive airborne concentration demonstrates that:

and the venolation system ensures that concentrations of airbome

by radionuclidefor normal plant operations, anticipated operational

*

radionuclidesare maintained at levels consistent with personnel access

occurrences for each equipment cubicle, corridor, and operating area

requiring routine access to operate and maintain the plant). equilibfrum

needs.

requlirog personnel access.
Calculations
wil consider:

concentrations of airborne radlonuclides will be a small fraction (15% or
less) of the occupational concentration limits listed in 10 CFR20 Append]o

* Design ventilation flow rates for each area;
* Typicalleakage characteristics for equipment located in each area

a.
- For rooms that require infrequent access (such as for non-routine

* A radlation source term in each fluid system will be determined based

equipment maintenance), the ventilation system is capable of reducing

uponan assumed off gas rate of 3,7s00MBq/second (30 minute decay)
appropriatelyadjusted for radiologicaldecay and buildup of activated

radioactive airborne concentrations to and maintaining them at or below
the occupational concentration limits listed In 10 CFR20 Appendix B

corrosionand west products,
. Testing of safety-related Isolation dampers will be performed in

during the periods that occupancy is required.
* For rooms that seldom require access, plant design provides

accordance withIEEE-338requirements,

containment and ventilation to reduce airborne contamination spread to
other areas of lower contamination.

3.4-1

For normallyoccupied rooms and areas of the plant (i.e., those areas

* A test report documents that isolation dampers close within the
designed time frame and limit leakage to a rate below the design assumed
leakage rate.
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Matelted
Design C ummitment(DC)
3.The plant design provides radiation shielding for rooms, corridors and
operatingareas commensurate withtheir occupancy requirements.

Acueptance Ceiteria (AC)

Inspections, Tests, Analyses (ITA)
Analyses(with inspections) of the expected radiation levels in each plant
area will verifythe adequacy of the shielding designs.

Co-ITAAC

MAC-ITAAC
Table

Analysis/inspection
report(s) demonstrate that the maximum expected
radiation dose rates ineach plant aree (deep dose equivalent measured at
30 cm from the source of the radiation, not contact dose rates) are no
greater than the dose rates specified for the followingzones, based on the
access requirements of that area for plant operation and maintenance.
Zone

A

MaxDose Rate

Access

lmSv/hrI

Riequirements

0.006

Uncontrolled.

0.01

Controlled and

0.05

Controlled and
limited access

unlimited access
unlimited
1496

3.4.3

03.04.O0-01:03888:888:88:BB:C:PP:A23

3.4-1

C

0

1

YES

0

1

NO

0

1

YES

0

1

TOO

0

1

YES

8

1

TEO

120hr/week)
0

0.25

Controlled and
limited access
(4 hr/week)

O

1

p

10

Controlled and
limited access
(1 hr/week)
Limited and
controlled
with special
authorization

1. Ensurethat the design of systems, tmctres. and components within

Ananalysis will confirm that the design of allRAP SCShas been completed All RAPSSCshave been designed in accordance wmththe applicable

:he scope of the reliability assurance program (RAPSSCs)isconsistent with in accordance with applicable D-RAPactivities.
t36-1

reliabilityassurance activities for the D-RAP.

therisk insights and key assumptions (e.g., SSCdesign, reliability, and

availability,).

1498

3.7.1

ti3.8T.ti8-0g:8g808:g8B:gg:gg:C:IC:A32

3.7-1

_____________________________________

1.The instMaledpost-accident monitoring instrumentation (scope as

Inspections, tests or analyss will be performed to verity that the Installed The installed post accident monitoring instrumentation conforms with the

determinedbythe Human Factors Engineeringprocess in Section 3.3)

post-accidentmonitoring instrumentation conforms withthe requirements requirements as described inSection 3.7.

conformswith the requirements (variables. types, performance criteria,
as described inSection 3.7.
designcriteria, qualificationcriteria, display criteria, and quality assurance)
,s described in Section 3.7.
1 The electrical equipment listed inTable 3.8-1 as located in a harsh

ii.Type tests, or a combination of type tests and analyses, will be

li.The electrical equipment listed in Table 3.8-1 as located in a harsh

environmentcan perform its safety-related or RTNSS
function under

performed.

environment is qualified to perform Its safety-related or RTNSS
function

normal,abnormal and design bases accident environmental conditions.
1499

3.8.1-1.4

03.08.LC-02:01888:Rii:ti:8R:C:EL:821

during the applicable normal and abnormal environmental conditions that

3.8-2

would ecist before, during, and followinga design basis accident without
loss of safety-related or RTNSS
function for the time required to perform
the safetyfunction.

1506

3.0.1-t~ill

t3.0a.00-i22:01g8:iii:01:88:C:EL:821

3.8-2

1. The electrical equipment listed inTable 3.8-1 as located in a harsh

iII.Inspection will be performed of the EODfor the as-built electrical

function under
environment can perform its safety-related or RTNSS
normal,abnormal and design bases accident environmental conditions,

equipment and the associated wiring, cables, and terminations located in a listed inTable 3.8-1 and the associated wiring, cables, and terminations
harsh environment,
located Ina harsh environment are qualified for a harsh environment and
are bounded by type tests, or a combination of type tests and analyses.

1. The electrical equipment listed inTable 3.8-1 as located in a harsh

!i.Type tests, or a combination of type tests and analyses, will be

i. The electrical equipment listed in Table 3.8-1 ,slocated In a harsh

environment can perform its safety-related or RTNSS
function under

performed.

environment is qualified to perform its safety-related or RTNSSfunction

normal,abnormal and design bases accident environmental conditions.
1501

3.8.1-l0.1i

03.08.00-02:T188:Rii:10:8R:C:tiL:C71

ii.The EaD exists and concludes that the as-built electrical equipment

during the applicable nonral and abnormal environmental conditions that

3.8-2

mould exist before, during, and followinga design basis accident without
loss of safety-related or RTNSSfunction for the time required to perform
the safetyfunction.

1002

3.8.1-10A.1i

ESBWR DCDRev9STier1

.3.0-0-0-02:tIRRR~ii:10:RR:C:EL:C71

3.8-2

1. The electrical equipment listed inTable 3.8-1 as located in a harsh
enoironmentcan perform itssafety-related or RTNSS
function under

iii. Inspection will be performed of the E00Dfor the as-built electrical
iii,The EQDexists and concludes that the as-built electrical equipment
equipment and the astoclated wiring, cables, and terminations located ina listed inTable 3.8-1 and the associated wiring, cables, and terminations

normal,abnormal and design bates accident environmental conditions,

harsh environment.
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1. The electrical equipment listed InTable 3.8-1 as located in a harsh
environment can perform its safety-related or RTNSSfunction under

l. Type tests, or a cormbinationof type tests and analyses, willbe
performed,

3.8.1-8thij

c3.08.ll0-c2:01888fiui:tt:8:C:EL:C72

MAC-ITAAC
arixed
Table

il.The electrical equipment listed In Table 3.81 asocated Ina harsh
function
environment is qualified to perform its safety-related or RTNSS
during the applicable normal and abnormal environmental conditions that

normal, abnormal and design bases accident environmental conditions,
1503

Con-ITAAC

Acceptance Criteria (AC)

Inspectlons, Tests, Analyses (ITA)

Design Commitment (DC)

ITAAC
TableNbr

would exist before, during, and following a design basis accident without
loss of safety-related or RTNSSfunction for the time required to perform

3.8-2

0

1

YES

0

1

YES

8

1

YEt

8

1

YEt

0

1

YES

0

1

YES

0

1

TES

8

1

YEt

0

1

tES

0

1

TES

the safety function.

1513

1505

3.8t-11i

3,8.1-12.li

O308.00-02:81BWfI:Bf:C:EL:C72

03.08.oc802:lBfifi:Bii:12:fi8:C:EL:C74

3.8-2

1. The electrical equipment listed inTable 3.8-1 as located In a harsh
enuironment can perform its safety-related or RTNSS
function under

ill.The EQDexists and concludes that the as-built electrical equipment
ill. Inspection will be performed of the EQDfor the as-built electrical
equipment and the associated wiring, cables, and terminations located Ina listed InTable 3.8-1and the associated wiring, cables, and terminations

normal, abnormal and design bases accident environmental condltion,.

harsh environment.

located ina harsh environment are qualified for a harsh environment and
are bounded by type tests, or a combination of type tests and analyses.

1. The electrical equipment listed InTable 3.8-1 as located In a harsh

ii.Type tests, or a combination of type tests and analyses, will be

ii.The electrical equipment listed In Table 3.8-1 as located ina harsh

environment can perform its safety-related or RTNS$function under
normal, abnormal and design bases accident environmental conditions,

performed.

function
environment is qualified to perform its safety-related or RTNSS
during the applicable normal and abnormal environmental conditions that
would east before, during, and followinga design basis accident without

3.8-2

loss of safety-related or RTNSSfunction for the time required to perform
the safety function.

1506

3.8.t-12.iii

83.88.00-02:01t88:iii:t2:88:C:EI:C73

3.8-2

1. The electrical equipment listed inTable 3.8-1 as located in a harsh
encironment can perform its safety-related or RTNSSfunction under

lii. The EODexists and concludes that the as-built electrical equipment
iii. Inspection will be performed of the EQDfor the as-builtelectrical
equipment and the associated wiring, cables, and terminations located in a listed in Table 3.8-1 and the associated wiring,cables, and terminations

noral, abnormal and design bases accident environmental conditions,

harsh environment,

located in a harsh environment are qualified for a harsh environment and
arebounded bytype tests, or a combination of type tests and analyses.

1. The electncal equipment listed inTable 3.8-1 as located in a harsh
environment can perform its safety-related or RTNSSfunction under

ii. Typetests, or a combination of type tests and analyses, will be
performed.

1507

3.8.3-13.ii

J3.G8.D-i2:888:fiii:t3:8:C:EL:C4t

ii.The electrical equipment listed In Table 3.8-1 as located in a harsh
function
environmentis qualified to perform its safety-related or RTNSS
duringthe applicable normal and abnormal environmental conditions that

normal, abnormal and design bases accident environmental conditions.

wouldexist before, during, and following a design basis accident without
lossof safety-related or RTNSSfunction for the time required to perform

3.8-2

the safety function.

1508

3.8.l-13.iii

03.lt.TG-02:8

8:iii:t3:fi:C:EL:Cd

3.8-2

1. The electrical equipment listed In Table 3.8-1 as located in a harsh
environment can perform its safety-related or RTNSSfunction under

ii. The EQDexists and concludes that the as-built electrical equipment
Iii.Inspection will be performed of the EGDfor the as-built electrical
equipment and the associated wiring,cables, and terminations located in a listed in Table 3.8-1 and the associated wiring,cables, and terminations

normal,abnormal and design bases accident environmental conditions,

harsh environment,

ocated in a harsh environment are qualified for a harsh environment and
are bounded by type tests, or a combination of type tests and analyses.

1.The electrical equipment listed in Table 3.8-1 as located in a harsh

il.Type tests, or a combinationof type tests and analyses, will be

i,-The electrical equipment listed in Table 3.8-1 as located In a harsh

environmentcan perform its safety-related or RTNSSfunction under

performed.

environmentis qualified to perform its safety-related or RTNSSfunction
duringthe applicable normal and abnormal environmental conditions that

normal,abnormal and design bases accident environmental conditions.
15029

3.8.1-trill

03,T8.00-02:Ctfififi:fiii:t4:BB:C:EL:Dtt

would exist before, during, and following a design basis accident without

3.8-2

function for the time required to perform
Iossof safety-related or RTNSS
the safety function.
1. The electrical equipment listed inTable 3.8-1 as located in a harsh
e=nvirnmentcan pert rm its safety-related or RTNSSfunction under
1510

3.8.1-14.iil

G3.88.al-02:ttif:iii:t4:Bf:C:EL.:Pt

3.8-2

no

abnormal and design bases accident environmental conditions,

iL The EQDeists and concludes that theas-built electrical equipment
ili.Inspection will be performed of the EQDfor the as-built electrical
equipment and the associated wiring,cables, and terminations located in a listed in Table 3.8-1and the assoclated wiring,cables, and terminations
harsh environment.

ocated In a harsh environment are qualified for a harsh environment and
are bounded by type tests, or a combination of type tests and analyses.

t. The electrical equipment listed In Table 3.8-1 as located in a harsh

Ii.Type tests, or a combination of type tests and analyses, wi8 be

li. The electrical equipment listed In Table 3.8- a, located ina harsh

envuironment
can perform its safety-related or RTNSSfunction under

performed.

environmentis qualified to perform its safety-related or RTNSSfunction
duringthe applicable normal and abnormal environmental conditions that
Iould
exist before, during, and followinga design basis accident without
function for the time required to perform
oss of safety-related or RTNSS

normal,abnormal and design bases accident environmental conditions.
1511

3.8.1-15.ii

c3.08f.cO-2:riBfi:fiii:15:M6:C:EL:E5O

3.8-2

thesafety function.

1512

3.8.t-t5,iil

03.08,.0l-02:OIBBB:ili:15:BB:C:EL:Et8

3.8-2

iii. The EQDexists and concludes that the as-built electrical equipment

1.The electrical equipment listed in Table 3.8-1 as located in a harsh

ill. Inspection will be performed of the EGDfor the as-built electrical

can perform its safety-related or RTNSS
function under
e=nvironment

equipment and the associated wiring,cables, and terminations located in a listedin Table 3.8- and the associated wiring, cables, and terminations

normal,abnormal and design bases accident environmental conditions.

harsh environment.
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Nb.

8513

NRC

GEH

Nb,

Nb,

3.8.1-thuii

03.08.SO-52:81888:8ii:ti:8:C:EL:521

ITAAC

Inspections, Tests, Analyses (ITA)

Design Commitment (DC)

Acceptance Criteria (AC)

DAC-ITAACCon-iTAAC

Table Nbr

Matrixed
Table

1. The electrical equipment listed in Table 3.8-1 as located In a harsh

ii. Type tests, or a combination of type tests and analyses, will be

i. The electrical equipment listed in Table 3.8-1 as located in a harsh

environmeet oan perform it, safety-related or RTNSSfunction under
normal, abnormal and design bases accident environmental conditions.

performed.

function
environmentis qualified to perform its safety-related or RTNSS
duringthe applicable normal and abnormal environmental conditions that

3.8-2

would exist before, during, and following a design basis accident without
lossof safety-related or RTNhSfunction for the time required to perform

0

1

YES

0

1

YES

8

1

YES

0

1

YES

0

1

YES

0

1

YES

0

1

YES

8

1

YES

0

1

YES

0

1

YES

the safety function.

8524

3.8.l-1ti.01

03.08,O8-02:.0188:iii:Si:88:C:EL:O21

3.8-2

1. The electrical equipment listed inTable 3.8-1 as located In a harsh

ill. Inspection will be performed of the EQDfur the as-buit electrical

environment can perform Its safety-related or 8TNSSfunction under
normal, abnormal and design bases accident environmental conditions.

equipment and the associated wiring,cables, and terminations located in a listed in Table 3.8-1 and the associated wiring,cables, and terminations
harsh environment,
ocated in a harsh environment am qualified for a harsh environment and
are bounded by type tests, or a combination of type tests and analyses.

1.The electrical equipment listed inTable 3.8-1 as located in a harsh
environment can perform its safety-related or RTNS5function under

ii. Type tests, or a combination of type tests and analyses, will be
performed.

3.8.1-17.ii

03.08.titi-132.01888.Bii.17.88.C.EL.31

ii. The electrical equipment listed in Table 3.8-1 as located Ina harsh
environment is qualified to perform its safety-related or RTNSS
function
duringthe applicable normal and abnormal environmental conditions that

normal, abnormal and design bases accident environmental conditions,
1515

iII.The EQDexists and concludes that the as-built electrical equipment

would exist before, during, and following a design basis accident without
oss of safety-relatedor RTNSS
function for the time required to perform

3.8-2

the safety function.

1516i

3.8,1-ly.ii

53,88.tiO-02:0188:ili:l17:88:C:EL:O31

3.8-2

1. The electrical equipment listed inTable 3.8-1 as located In a harsh

iII.Inspection will be performed of the EQDfor the as-built electrical

environment can perform its safety-related or RTNSSfunction under
normal, abnormal and design bases accident environmentalconditions.

equipment and the associated wiring,cables, and terminations locatedIna listed in Table 3.8-1 and the associated wiring, cables, and terminations
harsh environment.
ocated in a harsh environment are qualified for a harsh environment and
are bounded by type tests, or a combination of type tests and analyses.

1. The electrical equipment listed In Table 3.8-1 as located in a harsh

ii.Type tests, or a combination of type tests and analyses, will be

I.The electrical equipment listed inTable 3.8-1 as located in a harsh

environment can perform its safety-related or RTNS5function under

performed.

environmeetIs qualifed no perform its safety-related or RTNSSfunction
duringthe applicable normal and abnormal environmental conditions that

normal, abnormal and design bases accident environmental conditions.
1512

3.8.1-2.4

03.O8.SO-02:85888:Bii:882..C.EL:o32

ill. The EQDexists and concludes that the as-built electrical equipment

3.8-2

would exist before, during, and following a design basis accident without
lossof safety-related or 8TNSSfunction for the time required to perform
the safety function.

1518

3.8.l-2.iii

03.08.tiy-02:01888:lll:02:8;C:EL:832

3.8-2

1. The electrical equipment listed in Table 3.8-1 as located in a harsh

iiI.Inspection will be performed of the EQDfor the as-built electrical

iii. The EQDexists and concludes that the as-built electrical equipment

environment can perform its safety-relatedor RTNS function under

equipment and the associated wiring,cables, and terminations located in

listed in Table 3.8-1 and the associated wiring,cables, and terminations

cormal,abnormal and design bases accident environmental conditions.

harsh environment.

voatedIn a harsh environment are qualified for a harsh environment and
are bounded by type tests, or a combination of type tests and analyses.

1513

3.8.1-20.ii

O3.O8,O8-02:01888:8ii:20:88:C:8L:821

1.The electrical equipment listed in Table 3.8-1 as locatedIna harsh

ii,Type tests, or a combination of type tests and analyses, will be

IJ.The electrical equipment listed inTable 3.8-1 as located in a harsh

environmentcan perform its safery-related or RTNhS
function under
normal,abnormal and design bases accident environmental conditions.

performed.

environmentis qualified to perform its safety-related or 8TNSSfunction
duringthe applicable normal and abnormal environmental conditions that

3.8-2

would exist before, during, and followinga design basis accident without
oss of safety-related or RTNSS
function for the time required to perform
the safety function.

1520

3.8.1-20.iii

03.08.00-02 f01B:iii:20:8B:C:EL:H21

3.8-2

1.The electrical equipment listed in Table 3.8-1 as located ina harsh
environmentcan perform its safety-related or RTNES
function under

iii.Inspection will be performed of the EGDfor the as-built electrical
iii. The EGDexists and concludes that the as-built electrical equipment
equipment and the assoclated wiring,cables, and terminations locatedlna lIstedin Table 3.8-1 and the associated wiring,cables, and terminations

normal,abnormal and design bases accident environmental conditions.

harsh environment,

located
in a harsh environment are qualified for a harsh environment and
are bounded by type tests, or a combination of type tests and analyses.

I. The electrical equipment listed In Table 3.8-1 as located Ina harsh

ii.Type tests, or a combination of type tests and analyses, will be

i. The electrical equipment listed inTable 3.8-1 as located ln a harsh

environmentcan perform Its safety-related or RTNSSfunction under

performed.

environmentis qualified to perform its safety-related or RTNSSfunction
duringthe applicable normal and abnormal environmental conditions that

normal,abnormal and design bases accident environmental conditions.
1521

3.8,1-21.ii

83.88.OO-ti2:O5888:1iI:21:88:C:EL:NZ1

3.8-2

would exist before, during, and following a design basis accident without
function for the time required to perform
lossof safety-related or RTNES
the safety function.

1522

3.8.S-25.iii

03.0i8.00-02:O1888:iii:25:88:C:EI:N21

3.81-2

S.The electrical equipment listed in Table 3.8-1 as located Ina harsh

iii-Inspection will be performed of the EGDfor the as-built electrical

environmentcan perform Its safety-related or RTNSS
function under

equipment and the associated wiring,cables, and terminations located in a listed in Table 3.8.- and the associated wiring,cables, and terminations

ýnormal,abnormal and design bases accident environmental conditions,
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Index

NRC
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ITAAC

Nbd

NbR

Nbr

Nbr
Table NbC

1523

3.8.1-26Aii

03.D8.082:OlB88:Bh2it:6B:C:Et:fl8

DesignCommitment (DC)
br

br

Inspections, Tests, Analyses (ITA)

Acceptance Criteria (AC)

TbleNbrTable

u.The electrical equipment listed in Table 3.8-1 as located in a harsh

I. Type tests, ora combination of type nestsand analyses, will be

i. The electrical equipment listed inTable 3.8-1 as located In a harsh

environment can perform its safety-related or RTNS5function under
normal, abnormal and design bases accident environmental conditions.

performed.

environmentis qualified to perform its safety-related or RTNSS
function
d. ring the applicable normal and abnormal environmental conditions that

3.8-2

would ecist before, during, and following a design basis accident without

DA-ITAAC C-ITAAC

Mabl.ed
Matise

0

1

YES

0

1

YES

0

8

YES

0

1

YES

0

1

YES

0

8

YES

8

8

YES

0

1

YES

0

1

YES

0

1

YES

lossof safety-relatedor R8TSSfunction for the time required to perform
the safety function.

1524

3.8.1-26.iii

03.t8.00-02:0188f:i:2i:88:C:E,:fll

3.8-2

1. The electricai equipment listed inTable 3.8-1 as located in a harsh

iii. Inspection wiii be performed of the EQDfor the as-built electrical

environment can perform its safety-related or RTNSSfunction under
normal, abnormal and design bases accident environmental conditions.

equipment and the associated wiring,cables, and terminations located in a listed In Table 3.8-1 and the associated wiring,cables, and terminations
harsh enuironment.
onated In a harsh environment are qualified for a harsh environment and

IJi.The EQDexists and concludes that the as-built electrical equipment

are bounded by type tests, or a combination of type tests and analyses.
1. The electrical equipment listed inTable 3.8-1as located in a harsh
environment can perform its safety-related or RTNSSfunction under

iH.Type tests, or a combination of type tests and analyses, will be
performed.

normal, abnormal and design bases accident environmental conditions.
1525

3.8.1-27.ii

03.O8.OD.02:DBBB:Bli:27:B:C.EL:R
13

i. The electrical equipment listed in Table 3.8-1 as located In a harmh
environment is qualified to perform its safety-related or RTNSh
function
during the applicable normal and abnormal environmental conditionsthat
would exist before, during, and following a design basis accident without

3.8-2

loss of safety-related or RTNSSfunction for the time required to perform
the safety function.

1526

3.8.1-27.ii

03.88.00-02:Dl888:li:i27:88:C:EI:fi3

3.8-2

1. The electrical equipment listed inTable 3.8-1 as located in a harsh

lit. Inspection will be performed of the EQDfor the es-built electrical

environment can perform its safety-related or RTNSSfunction under
normal, abnormal and design bases accident environmental conditions.

equipment and the associated wiring, cables,and terminations located in a listed in Table 3.8-1 and the associated wiring,cables, and terminations
harsh environment,
located
In a harsh environment are qualified for a harsh environment and

iii. The EQDexists and concludes that the as-built electrical equipment

are bounded by type tests, or a combination of type tests and analyses.
1. The electrical equipment listed inTable 3.8-1 as located in a mild

it. Type tests, or a combination of type tests and analyses, will be

i. The electrical equipment listed in Table 3.8-1 as located in a mild

environment can perform its safety-related or RTNSS
function under

performed.

environmentis qualified to perform its safety-related or RTNSSfunction

normal, abnormal and design bases accident environmental conditions.
1527

3.8.1-2f.ii

l3.88.00-12.lllBitD.Bii.28.88.C.EtLfinit

during the applicable normal and abnormal environmental conditions that

3.8-2

would exist before, during and following a design basisaccident without
lossof safety-related or RTNSS
function for the time required to perform
the safety function.

1528

3.8.t-28.iii

D3.88.l.-02.O3BBB:iii:28:88:C:ELIf

3.8-2

1. The electrical equipment listed inTable 3.8-t as located in a mild

ii. Inspection will be performed of the EQS for the as-built electrical

Ii. The EQDexists and concludes that the as-built electrical equipment

environment can perform its safety-related or RTNSSfunction under
normal, abnormal and design bases accident envoinmenttl conditions,.

equipment and the associated wiring,cables, and terminations mocated
in
mild environment.

li:stedin Table 3.8-1 and the associated wiring,cables, and terminations
ocated In a mild environment are qualified fur a mildenvironment and are
boundedby type tests, or a combination of type tests and analyses.

1. The electrical equipment listed in Table 3.8-1 as located in a harsh
environment can perform its safety-related or RTNSSfunction under
normal, abnormal and design bases accident environmental conditions.
1529

3.8.1-2fi.ii

83.O8.DO-O2:8l888:811:28:88:C:EL:fi3n

ii.Type tests, or a combination of type tests and analyses, will be
performed.

3.8-2

ii. The electrmcalequipment listed in Table 3.8-1 as located in a harsh
environmentis qualified to perform its safety-relaned or RTNSSfunction
duringthe applicable normal and abnormal environmental conditions that
wouldexist before, during and following a design basis accident without
lossofsafety-related or RTNSSfunction for the time required to perform
the safety function.

1530

3.8.1-29.0ii

123.i8.-02:0n888:iil:2S:88:C:EL:fll

3.8-2

1. The electrical equipment listed inTable 3.8-1 as located in a harsh
environment can perform its safety-related or RTNSS
function under

lii. Inspection will be performed of the EQDfor the as-built electrical
it. The EQ. esists and concludes that the as-built electrical equipment
equipment and the associated wiring,cables, and terminations located in a isted in Table 3.8-1 and the associated wiring,cables, and terminations

normal, abnormal and design bases accident environmental conditions.

harsh environment.

located
in a harsh environment are qualified for a harsh environment and
are bounded by type tests, or a combination of type tests and analyses.

1. The electrical equipment listed inTable 3.8-1 as located in a harsh

it. Type tests, or a combination of type tests and analyses, will be

i. The electrical equipment listed in Table 3.8-1 as located In a harsh

environment can perform its safety-related or RTNSS
function under

performed.

environmentis qualified to perform Its safety-related or RTNSSfunction
duringthe applicable normal and abnormal emironmental conditions that

normal, abnormal and design bases accident environmental conditions,
8531

3.t.1-3.ii

83.88.lfi-02:ol;888:Bii:3:88:C:EL:C8
1

would exist before, during and following a design basis accident without

3.8-2

oss of safety-related or RTNSS
function for the time required to perform
the safety function.

8532

3.8.n-3.iii

03.08.00-02::n1iD:iii:83:88:C:EI:Cll

3.8-2

1. The electrical equipment listed inTable 3.8-1 as located in a harsh
environment can perform its safety-related or RTNSS
function under
normal, abnormal and design bases accident environmental conditions.
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ilL.Inspection will be performed of the EQDfor the as-built electrical
equipment and the associated wiring,cables,and terminations located le
harsh environment.
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ii. The EQDeists and concludes that the asbuilt electrical equipment
listed in Table 3.8-1 and the associated wiring,cables, and terminations
locotedIna harsh environment are qualified for a harsh environment and
are bounded by type tests, or a combination of type tests and analyses.
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Index

NRC

GEH

Nbr

Nbr

Nbr

3.8.1-30.11

DAC-ITAACCon-ITAAC

03.03.00-32:0l333:fiii:30:33:C:EL:TEO

Mtrxed
Table

1. The eieotdnal equipment listed in Table 3.3-1 as located ina harsh

ii.Type tests, or a combination of type tests and analyses, will be

ii.The electrical equipment listed in Table 3.8-1 as located in a harsh

environment c perform its safety-related or RTNISS
function under

performed.

environment is qualified to perform its safety-nelated or RTNSSfunction
during the applicable normal and abnormal environmental conditions that
would exist before, during, and followinga design basis accident without
loss of safety-related or RTNSSfunction for the time required to perform

normal,abnormal and design bases accident environmental conditionst
1533

Acceptance Criteria (AC)

Inspections, Tests, Analyses (ITA)

Design Commitment (DC)

ITAAC
Table Nbr

3.8-2

3

1

YES

0

1

YES

0

1

YES

a

1

YES

3

1

YES

0

1

3

1

YES

0

1

YES

0

1

YES

0

1

YES

thesafety function.

1534

3.,1-30.11

fi3.03.f3-f2:01333:ii:30:BB:C:Ei.:Tlfi

3.3-2

i:H.
The £0D exists and concludes that the as-built electrical equipment

1.The electrical equipment listed in Table 3.8-1 as located ina harsh

ill. Inspection will be performed of the EQS for the as-built electrical

environmentcan perform its safety-related or RTNISS
function under

equipment and the associated wiring, cables, and terminations located in a listed InTable 3.8-1 and the associated wiring, cables, and terminations

normal,abnormal anddesign bases accident environmental conditions,

harsh environment,

located in a harsh environment are qualified for a harsh environment and
arebounded by type tests, or a combination of type tests and analyses.

1. The electrical equipment listed in Table 3.8-1 as located ina harsh
function under
environmentcan perform its safety-related or RTNSS

ii.Type tests, or a combination of type tests and analyses, will be
performed,

1535

3,3.1-3ill

53,03,08-02,fIl333,3i1,3l,33:C.EL:Tll

il.The electrical equipment listed inTable 3.8-1 as located in a harsh
environment is qualified to perform its safety-related or RTNSS
function
during the applicable normal and abnormal environmental conditions that

normal,abnormal and design bases accident environmental conditionst

wouldexist before, during, and followinga design basis accident without
loss of cafety-relatedor RTNSSfunction for the time required to perform

3.3-2

the safety function.

3136

1537

3.8.1-31.111

3.8.1-32A11

03.33.WD-02:ytBif:iii:3l:Bi:C:EL:TlS

33.33.Sfi-fi2:fIBB3:fiii:32:33:C:EL:T3l

3.8-2

1. The electrical equipment listed in Table 3.8-1 as located ina harsh

iII.Inspection will be performed of the ESDfor the as-built electrical

function under
environmentcan perform its safety-related or RTNSS
normal,abnormal and design bases accident environmental conditions.

equipment and the associated wiring, cables, and terminations located ina listed inTable 3.8-1 and the associated wiring, cables, and terminations
located in a harsh environment are qualified for a harsh environment and
harsh environment
are bounded by type tests, or a combination of type tests and analyses.

1.The electrical equipment listed inTable 3.8-1 as located in a harsh

ii.Type tests, or a combination of type tests and analyses, willbe

li.The electrical equipment listed in Table 3.8-1 as located in a harsh

function under
environmentcan perform its safety-related or RTNSS
normal,abnormal and design bases accident environmental conditionst

performed.

function
environment is qualified to perform its safety-related or RTNISS
during the applicable normal and abnormal environmental conditions that

ill.The EQDexists and concludes that the as-built electrical equipment

would exist before, during, and following a design basis accident without

3.8.2

function for the time required to perform
loss of safety-related or RTNISS
the safetyfunction.

1538

3.3.1-321

S3.33.3l-02:S1BB33:HIM:32::C:EL:T33

3.8-2

1. The electrical equipment listed inTable 3.8-1 as located in a harsh
environment can perform its safety-related or RTNISS
function under

iiH.
The EQDexists and concludes that the as-built electrical equipment
iii. Inspection will be performed of the EQDfor the as-built electrical
equipment and the associated wiring, cables, and terminations located in a isted inTable 3.3-1 and the associated wiring, cables, and terminations

normal, abnormal and design bases accident environmental conditions.

harsh environment.

locatedina harsh environment are qualified for a harsh environment and
are bounded by type tests, or a combination of type tests and analyses.

S. The

electrical equipment listed inTable 3.8-1 as located in

harsh

function under
environment can perform Itssafety-related or RTNSS

Ii.Type tests, or a combination of type tests and analyses, will be

il.The electrical equipment listed In Table 3.8-1 as located ina harsh

performed.

environment is qualified to perform its safety-related or RTNISS
function
during the applicable normal and abnormal environmental conditions that

normal, abnormal and design bases accident environmental conditionst
1539i

3.8.1-34.11

33,fifi.08.f-02:31333:Bii:34:33:C:EL:Tb2

would exist before. during, and following a design basis accident without

3.3-2

function for the time required to perform
loss of safety-related or RTNSS
the safetyfunction.

1540

1541

3.8t.1-34.111

3.8.1-35.11

033,fi3,W-f:3l3:iii:3d:33:C:EL:Tit2

33.08.00-02:01838:31i:35:BB:C:EL:U40

3.8-2

1. The electrical equipment listed inTable 3.8-1 as located in a harsh

iii. Inspection will be performed of the ESDfor the as-built electrical

function under
environment can perform its safety-related or RTNSS
normal, abnormal and design bases accident environmental conditionst

in Table 3.8-1 and the assoclated wiring. cables, and terminations
equipment and the associated wiring, cables, and terminations located in a aisted
harsh environment

iii.The EQSD
exists and concludes that the as-built electrital equipment
located ins harsh environment are qualified for a harsh environment and
are bounded by type tests, or a combination of type tests and analyses.

1. The electical equipment listed InTable 3.8-1 as located in a harsh

Ii.Type tests, or acombinationof type tests and analyses, will be

ii.The electrical equipment listed In Table 3.8-1 as located ina harsh

environment can perform its safety-related or RTNSS
function under
normal, abnormal and design bases accident environmental conditions,

performed.

function
environment Is qualified to perform its safety-related or RTNISS
during the applicable normal and abnormal environmental conditions that
would exist before, during, and following a design basis accident without
function for the time required to perform
loss of safety-related or RTNSS

3.8-2

the safety function.

1542

3.8.1-35.111

03.33.33-32:3l333:iii:35:33:C:EL:U40
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1. The electrical equipment listed inTable 3.8-1 as located in a harsh

Iii. Inspection will be performed of the EQDfor the as-built electrical

I:l,The EQDexists and concludes that the ar-built electrical equipment

function under
environment can perform Itssafety-related or RTNSS

equipment and the associated wiring, cables, and terminations located in

ated inTable 3.8-1 and the associated wiring. cables, and terminations

normal, abnormal and design bases accident environmental conditions,

harshenvironment,

located In a harsh environment are qualified for a harsh environment and
are bounded bytype tests, or a combination of type tests and analyses.
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Index
Nb,

NRC
Nb,

GEH
Nbr

ITAAC
Table Nbr

Design Commitment (DC)
1.The electrical equipment listed inTable 3.8-1 as located in a mild
enoironment can perform Itssafety-related or RTNSS
function under

Inspections, Tests, Analyses (ITA)
Ii.Type tests, or a combination oftype tests and analyses, will be
performed,

normal,abnormal and design bases accident environmental conditions,
1543

3.8.1-36.1i

83.08.88-02:O1888:81i:38:ll:C:EL:U77

Acceptance Criteria (AC)

DAC-ITAACC-TAAC

Matrd
Table

ii.The electrical equipment listed in Table 3.8-1 as located in a mild
environment Is qualified to perform its safety-related or iTNSS function
during the applicable normal and abnormal environmental conditions that

3.8-2

would eaist before, during. and followinga design basis accident without

0

1

YES

0

1

YES

0

1

YES

0

1

YES

0

1

YES

0

1

YES

0

1

YES

0

1

YES

0

1

YES

0

1

YES

lots of safety-related or RTNSSfunction for the time required to perform
the safetyfunction.

1544

3.8.l-rih.iii

83.SlODC-82:01888:iii:3h:8:C:EL:U77

3.8-2

1. The electrical equipment listed inTable 3.8-1 as located in a mild

ill. Inspection will be performed of the EQDfor the as-built electrical

ill The EODetists endconcludes that the as-built electrical equipment

environment can perform its safety-related or RTNSS
function under
normal,abnormal and design bases accident environment ai conditions.

equipment and the associated wiring, cables, and terminations locoted In
mild environment.

listed inTable 3.8-I and the associated wiring, cables, and terminations
located in a mildenvironment are qualified for a mild environment and are
bounded by type tests, or a combination of type tests and analyses.

1. The electrical equipment listed inTable 3.8-1 as located Ina harsh

il.Type tests, or , combination of type tests and analyses, willbe

envlmrment can perform its safety-related or RTNSS
function under

performed.

normal,abnormal and designbases accident environmental conditions,
1545

3.8.1-37.ii

83.08.80-02.81888.lui.37.88.C.EL.Ufiv

II-The electrical equipment listed in Table 3.8-1 as located in a harsh
environment is qualified to perform its safety-related or RiTNSS
function
during the applicable normal and abnormal environmental conditions that
would exist before, during, and followinga design basis accident without
loss of safety-related or iTNSS function for the time required to perform

3.8-2

the safetyfunction.

1545

3.t.l-37.iii

03.y8.00-02:O8iBB:iii:37:BB:C:EL:Uy8

3.8-2

1.The electrical equipment listed InTable 3.8-1 as located ina harsh
enviromment can perform its safety-related or RTNSS
function under

iil.The E1D exists and concludes that the as-built electrical equipment
lii. inspection will be performed of the EPDfor the as-built electrical
equipment and the associated wiring, cables, and terminations located Ina listed inTable 3.8-1 and the associated wiring, cables, and terminations

normal,abnormal and design bases accident environmental conditions.

harsh environment.

located in a harsh environment are qualified for a harsh environment and
are bounded by type tests, or a combination of type tests and analyses.

1547

3.8.1-4.0;

E3.08.18-02:81818:lo.804:8.C.EL:C12

|. The electrical equipment listed InTable 3.8-1 as located in a harsh

ii.Type tests, or a combination of type tests and analyses, willbe

il The electrical equipment listed in Table 3.8-1 as located in a harsh

enoironmentrcan perform its safety-related or RTNSS
function under
normal,abnormal and design bases accident environmental conditions,

performed.

environment is qualified to perform Its safety-related or RTNSS
function
during the applicable normal and abnormal environmental conditions that

3.8-2

would esist before, duoing,and followinga design basis accident without
loss of safety-related or RTN$Sfunction for the time required to perform
the safetyfunction.

1548

3.1.1-.ill

83.88.88-02:81888:iii:fi8:81:C:EL:C12

3.8-2

. The electrcalequipment listed inTble 3.8-1 eslocated in a harsh
environment can perform its safety-related or RTNSS
function under

Ill. Inspection will be performed of the BID for the as-built electrical
ilii.Th EQDexists and concludes that the as-built electrical equipment
equipment and the associated wiring, cables, and terminations located Ira listed inTable 3.8-1 and the associated wiring, cables, and terminations

normal,abnormal and design bases accident environmental conditions.

harsh environment.

located ina harsh environment are qualified for a harsh environment and
are bounded by type tests, or a combination of type tests and analyses.

1. The electrical equipment listed inTable 3.8-1 as located In a harsh

i. Type tests. or a eombinationof type tests and analyses, will be

Hi.
The electrical equipment listed in Table 3.8-l as located in a harsh

environment can perform its safety-related or RTNSS
function under

performed.

environment is qualified to perform its safety-related or RTNSS
function

normal, abnormal and design bases accident environmental conditions,
15-S9

3.8.1-S.it

83.88.00-82:Ol

Bi~i~i:0S:8:C:EL:C21

during the applicable normal and abnormal envirenmental conditions that

3.8-2

would exist before, during and followinga design basis accident without
loss of safety-related or PTNSS
function for the time required to perform
the safety function.

1550

3.8.l-5.iii

83.08.88-02:81888:iii:85:88:C:EL:C21

3.8-2

1. The electrical equipment listed inTable 3.8-1 as located In a harsh
environment can perform its safety-related or RTNSS
function under

ill. inspection will be performed of the EQDfor the as-built electrical
Ill.The ECDexists and concludes that the as-built electrical equipment
equipment and the associated wiring, cables, and terminations located in a listed inTable 3.8-1 and the associated wiring, cables, and terminations

normal, abnormal and design bases accident environmental conditions,

harsh environment.

located Ina harsh environment are qualified for a harsh environment and
are bounded by type tests, or a combination of type tests and analyses.

1. The electrical equipment listed inTable 3.8-1 as located In a harsh

il.Type tests, or a combinatlon of type tests and analyses. will be

ii.The electrical equipment listed in Table 3.8-1 as located ln a harsh

environment can perform its safety-related or RTNSS
function under

performed.

environment is qualified to perform its safety-related or RTNSS
function

normal, abnormal and design bases accident environmental conditions,
3551

3.8.3-6.it

83.88.00-02:81888:8;i:88:88:C:EL:C31

during the applicable normal and abnormal environmental conditions that

3.8-2

wouldexist before, dudng, and followinga design basis accident without
loss of safety-related or RTNSSfunction for the time required to perform
the safety function.

1552

3.8.1-h.ill

83.ll.88--02:8188B:iii:8i:8:C:EL:C31

ESBWRDCDRev9_TierITAACTableNbr-neCountRev5

3.8-2

1. The elctrical equipment listed inTable 3.8-1 as located in a harsh

iii. Inspectien will be performed of the EQDfor the as-built electrical

environment can perform its safety-related or RTNSS
function under

equipment and the associated wiring, cables, and terminations located in a listed inTable 3.8-1 and the associated wiring, cables, and terminations

normal, abnormal and design bases accident environmental conditions.

harsh environment.
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Index
Nbr

1553

NRC
Nbr

3.8.l-7.ii

GEH
Nbr

03.DD.8D-82:88888:BII:03;8B:C:EL:CSS

ITAAC
Table Nbr

Inspections, Tests.,Analyses (ITA)

DesignCommitment (DCQ

Acoeptanca Criteria (AC)

DAC-ITAACCnTAA

Mard
Table

1. The electrical equipment listed in Table 3.8-1 as located in a harsh

I. Type tests. or a combination of type test and analyses, will be

ii. The electrical equipment listed inTable 3.8-1 as located In a harsh

environment can perform its safety-related or RTNSSfunction under
normal, nhnormaland design bases accident environmental conditions,

performed.

environment is qualified to perform its safety-related or RTNSSfunction
during the applicable normal and abnormal envitrometntal conditions that

3.8-2

would exist before, during, and following a design basis accident without

0

1

YES

0

1

YES

function for the time required to perform
loss of safety-related or RTNSS
the safety function.

tS54

3.8.1-2.iii

D3.88.DD-02:8tBBB:iii:07:BB:C:EL:CSS

3.8-2

1. The electrical equipment listed in Table 3.8-1 as located In a harsh

iii.Inspection will be performed of the EQDfor the as-built electrical

environment can perform its safety-related or RTNSSfunction under

equipmentand the associated wiring,cables, and terminations located in a listed in Table 3.8-1 and the associated wiring,cables, and terminations

normal, abnormal and design bases accident environmental conditions,

harsh environment.

iii.The EQDexists and concludes that the as-built electrical equipment
located in , harsh environment are qualified fbr a harsh environment and
am bounded bytype tests, or a combination of type tests and analyses.

3.1-2

2. The mechanical equipment listed in Table 3.8-1 as located ina harsh

i. Type tests, or a combination of type tests and analyses, will be

ii.The mechanical equipment listed in Table 3.8-1 as located ina harsh

environment can perform its safety-related or RTNShfunction under

performed.

environment Is qualified to perform its safety-related or RTNSSfunction

normal, abnormal and design bases accident environmental conditions,

during the applicable normal and abnormal environmental conditions that
would exist before, during, and following a design basis accident without
loss of safety function fur the time required to perform the safety function.

3.8-2

3.8.2-13.ial

3.8-2

3.8-2

2. The mechanical equipment listed in Table 3.8-1 as located in a harsh

iii.Inspection will be performed of the EQDfor the as-built mechanical

lii, The EQDexists and concludes that the as-built mechanical equipment

environmen can perform its safety-related or RTNSSfunction under
normal, abnormal and design bases accident environmental conditions,

equipmentlocated in a harsh environment,

located in a harsh environment are qualified for a harsh environment and
are bounded by type tests, or a combination of type tests and analyses.

2. The mechanical equipment listedin Table 3.8-1 as located in a harsh

ii. Type tests, or a combination of type tests and analyses, will be

ii.The mechanical equipment listed in Table 3.8-t as located ina harsh

environment can perform Its safety-related or RThSSfunction under
nm557
n= a abnormal and design bases accident environmental conditions.

performed.

environment Is qualified to perform its safety-related or RTNSSfunction
during the applicable normal and abnormal environmental conditions that
would exist before, during, and following a design basis accident without
loss of safety function for the time required to perform the safety function.

2. The mechanical equipment listed in Table 3.8-1 as located in a harsh

ii..Inspection will be performed of the EQDfor the as-built mechanical

iii. The EQDexists and concludes that the as-built mechanical equipment

environment can perform its safety-related or RTNSSfunction under

equipment located in a harsh environment.

located in a harsh environment are qualified for a harsh environment and

normal, abnormal and design bases accident environmental conditions,

3.8-2

3.8-2

are bounded by type tests, or a combination of type tests and analyses.

2. The mechanical equipment listed in Table 3.8-1 as located in a harsh

i. Type tests, or a combination of type tests and analyses, will be

ii. The mechanical equipment listed in Table 3.8-1 as located ina harsh

environment can perform its safety-related or RTNSSfunction under

performed.

environment is qualified to perform its safely-related or RTNSSfunction

normal, abnormal and design bases accident environmental conditions,

during the applicable normal and abnormal environmental conditions thst
would exist before, duing and following a design basis accident without
loss of safety function for the time required to perform the safety function.

2. The mechanical equipment listed inTable 3.8-1 as located in a harsh

ifl.Inspection will be performed of the EQDfor the as-built mechanical

ill. The EQDexists and concludes that the as-built mechanical equipment

enviconment can perform its safety-related or RTNSS
function under
normal, abnormal and design bases accident environmental conditions,

equipment located in a harsh environment

located in a harsh environmentare qualified for a harsh environment and
are bounded by type tests, ora combination of type tests and analyses.

2. The mechanical equipment listed inTable 3.8-1 as located in a harsh

i. Type tests, or a combination of type tests and analyses, will be

iHThe mechanical equipment listed in Table 3.8-1 as located ina harsh

environment can perform its safety-related or RTNSSfunction under
normal, abnormal and design bases accident environmental conditions,

performed.

environment is qualified to perform its safety-related or RTNSSfunction
during the applicable normal and abnormal environmental conditions that
would exist before, during, and following a design basisaccident without
loss of safety function for the time required to perform the safety function.

1583

3,8,2-ifil

15623. i
03.0.O-2:02BBB:ii::BB:C:ME:E
50

3.8-2

y3.3,S 0-12:82888:tii:38:8f:C:ME:G21

3.8-2

2. The mechanical equipment listed inTable 3.8-1 as located in a harsh

ill.Inspection will be performed of the EQDfor the as-built mechanical

iii. The EQDexists and concludes that the as-built mechanical equipment

environment can perform its safety-related or RTNSSfunction under
normal, abnormal and design bases accident environmental conditions,

equipment located in a harsh environment

located in a harsh environment are qualified for a harsh environment and
are bounded by type tests, or a combination of type tests and analyses.

2.The mechanical equipment listed InTable 3.8-1 as located In a harsh

ii.Type tests, or a combination of type tests and analyses, will be

iH.The mechanical equipment listed in Table 3.8-1 as located In a harsh

environment can perform its safety-related or RTNSSfunction under
normal, abnormal and design bases accident environmental conditions,

performed.

environment is qualified to perform its safety-related or RTNSSfunction
during the applicable normal and abnormal environmental conditions that

YES

mould eoist before, during, and following a design basis accident without
loss of safety function for the time required to perform the safety function.

t564

3.8,2-th.ill

03,0885-f2:828BB:liI:lh:8B:C:ME:G2t

3.8-2

2. The mechanical equipment listed in Table 3.8-1 as located In a harsh

iII.Inspection will be performed of the EQDfor the as-built mechanical

iii. The EQDexists and concludes that the as-built mechanical equipment

environment can perform its safety-related or RThS5function under
normal, abnormal and design bases accident environmental conditions.

equipmentlocated in :harsh environment

located in a harsh environment are qualified for a harsh environment and
are bounded by type tests, or a combination of type tests and anelyse.
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Index

NRC

iNb,

Nb,

156s

3.8.2-17.ii

CEH
ENb

03.08.00-02;02BBB:Bii:
17:fi:C:ME:G31

ITAAC
TableNb,

3.8-2

Matrfired
Inspections, Tests, Analyses (ITA)

Design Commitment (DCI

Acceptance Criteria (AC)

2. The mechanical equipment listed in Table 3.8-1 as located In a harsh

Ii.Type tests, or a combination of type tests and analyses, willbe

il The mechanical equipment listed InTable 3.8-1 as located in a harsh

environmentcan perform Itssafety-related oa RANSS
function under

performed.

environmentis qualified to perform Its safety-related or RTN5Sfunction

normal, abnormal and design bases accident environmental conditions.

during the applicable normal and abnormal environmental conditions that
wouldexist before, during, and followinga design basis accident without

DAC-ITAACCon-ITAAC

0

1

Tab

YES

loss of safety function for the time required to perform the safety function.

1566

3.g.2-17.iii

03.08.-

02;2BB B:iii:e17:C:ME:G31

3.8-2

2. The mechanical equipment listed inTable 3.8-1 as located In a harsh

ill. Inspection will be performed of the EQDfor the as-built mechanical

li. The EQDexists and concludes that the as-built mechanical equipment

environment can perform Its safety-related or RTNSS
function under

equipment located ina harsh environment

located in a harsh enronment are qualified for a harsh environment and

normal,abnormal and designbases accident environmental conditions,

1567

3.8.2-2.ii

03.n8.00or2:mfBBf:Bii:O2:BB:C:ME:832

3.8-2

are bounded by type tests, or a combination of type tests and analyses.

2. The mechanical equipment listed inTable 3.8-1 as located in a harsh
environmentcan perform its safety-related or RTNSS
function under
noral, abnormal and design bases accident environmental conditions,

il.Type tests, or a combination of type tests and analyses, will be
performed.

2.The mechanical equipment listed inTable 3.8-1 as located In a harsh
environmentcan perform its safety-related or 1RTNS5
function under
tormal, abnormal and designbases accident environmental conditions,

iii. Inspection will be performed of the EQDfor the as-built mechanical
equipment located ina harsh environment

iii.The EQDexists and concludes that the as-built mechanical equipment
located in a harsh environmet ate qualified for a harsh environment and
are bounded by type tests, or a combination of type tests and onalysesY

2.The mechanical equipment listed inTable 3.8-1 as located in a harsh

ii.Type tests, or a combination of type tests and analyses, will be

iI.The mechanical equipment listed in Table 3.8-1 as located in a harsh

environmentcan perform its safety-related or RTNSS
function under

performed.

environment is qualified to perform its safety-related or RTNSS
function

il.The mechanical equipment listed in Table 3.8-1 as located in a harsh
environment is qualified to perform its safety-related or RTNISS
function
during the applicable normal and abnormal environmental conditions that
Mouldexist before, during, and followinga design basis accident without
loss of safety function for the time required to perform the safety function.

1568

3.8.2-2.iii

1569

3.8.2-22.0n

03.08.Of-02:02B2fi8":"02:BB:C:ME:f32

3.8-2

3.8-2

nora,
r3.08.00-02:02mBBB:Bia:22:B:C:ME:Pal
abnormal and design bases accident environmental conditions,

during the applicable normal and abnormal environmental conditions that
wouldexist before, during, and followinga design basis accident without
loss of safety function for the time required to perform the safety function.

2.The mechanical equipment listed inTable 3.8-l as located in a harsh

ill. Inspection will be performed of the EQDfor the as-built mechanical

il. The EGDexists and concludes that the as-built mechanical equipment

e3nvironment
can perform its safety-related or RTNSS
function under
normal,abnormal and designbases accident environmental conditions,

equipment located ina harsh environment.

located in a harsh environment are qualified for a harsh environment and
are bounded by type tests, or a combination of type tests and analyses.

2.The mechanical equipment listed inTable 3.8-1 as located In a harsh
environmentcan perform its safety-related or RTNSS
function under
normal,abnormal and design bases accident environmental conditions,

il Type tests, or a combination of type tests and analyses, will be
performed.

il The mechanical equipment listed in Table 3.8-1 as located in a harsh
environmentIs qualified to perform its safety-related or RTN15function
during the applicable normal and abnormal environmental conditions that
wouldexist before, during, and followinga design basis accident without
loss of safety function for the time required to perform the safety function.

2.The mechanical equipment listed inTable 3.8-1 as located in a harsh

Ill. Inspection will be performed of the EGOfor the as-built mechanical

iE.The EGOexists and concludes that the as-built mechanical equipment

e3nvironment
can perform Itssafety-related or RONSS
function under

equipment located ina harsh environment,

located le

normal,abnormal and design bases accident environmental conditions,

1573

3.8.2-24.ii

03.08.CO-O2:0

f:fii:24:fi:C:M E:Pn51

3.3-2

harsh environment are qualified fors. harsh environment and

are bounded by type tests, or a combination of type tests and analyses.

2. The mechanical equipment listed in Table 3.8-1 as located in a harsh

ii.Type tests, or a combination of type tests and analyses, will be

ii The mechanical equipment listed in Table 3.8-1 as located in a harsh

environmentcan perform Itssafety-related or RTNSS
function under

performed.

environment is qualified to perform its safety-related or RTNSS
function

normal, abnormal and design bases accident environmental conditions,

during the applicable normal and abnormal environmental conditions that
rould exist before, during, and followinga design basis accident without
loss of safety function for the time required to perform the safety function.

2.The mechanical equipment listed InTable 3.8-1 as located in a harsh
environmentcan perform its safety-relataedor RTNISfunction under
3

ill. Inspection will be performed of the EQDfor the as-built mechanical
equipment located Ina harsh environment.

normal,abnormal and designbases accident environmental conditions,

lil. The EQGexists and concludes that the as-built mechanical equipment
located in a harsh environment are qualified for a harsh environment and
are bounded by type tests, or a combination of type tests and analyses.

2.The mechanical equipment listed inTable 3.8-1 as located in a harsh

ii.Type tests, or a combination of type tests and analyses, will be

ii,The mechanical equipment listed in Table 3.8-1 as located in a harsh

environmentcan perform its safety-related or IRTNS5
function under

performed.

environment is qualified to perform Its safety-related or RTNSS
function

normal,abnormal and design bases accident environmental conditions,

during the applicable normal and abnormal environmental conditions that
wouldexist before, during, and followinga design basis accident without
loss of safety fonction for the time required to perform the safety function.

1526

3.fi.2-25.iii

0i3,08,0y-Oi2
:e2gBBB:iii:2S:fif:C:M
E:P54

3.8-2I

2.The mechanical equipment listed inTable 3.8-1 as located is a harsh
e3nvironment
can perform its safety-related or fiTNS function under

iii. Inspection will be performed of the EQDfur the as-built mechanical
equipment located ina harsh environment

normal,abnormal and design bases accident environmental conditions.
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NRC

GEti

Nbd

NRe

Nit,

1577

3.8.2-30.ii

03.08.0-02:02 BBB:Bii:30:iB:C:M
i:T

ITAAC

Matried

TableNbr

3.8-2

DesigniCommitment (DC)

Inspections, Tests, Analyses (ITA)

2. The mechanical equipment listed in Table 3.8-1 as locatedIn a harsh

i6.Type tests,

environment can perform its safety-related or RTNSS
function under
normal, abnormal and design bases accident environmental conditions,

performed.

r a combination of type tests and analyses, will be

Acceptance Criteria (AC)

DAC-ITAACC-ITAAC

Table

ii.The mechanical equipment listed inTable 3.8-1 as located in a harsh
environment is qualified to perform ins safety-related or RTNSS
function
during the applicable normal and abnormal environmental conditions that

YES

wouldexist before, during, and followinga design basis accident without
loss of safety function for the time required to perform the safety function.

1Sit

3.8.2-il

03.08it.00i-02:02it:iii:35:it:C:ME:TO0

3.8-2

1579

3.8.2-31.0

03.n8.00-02:02BBB:Big:3
I:B:C:ME:TI5

3.8-2

2. The mechanical equipment listed in Table 3.f-t as located In a harsh

iii. Inspection will be performed of the EQDfor the as-buils mechanical

iii.The EQDexists and concludes that the es-built mechanical equipment

e=nironmentcan perform its safety-related or RTNSS
function under
normal,abnormal and design bases accident environmental conditions.

equipment located in a harsh environment

located in a harsh environment are qualified for a harsh environment and
ambounded by type tests, ore combination of type tests and analyses.

2. The mechanical equipment listed in Table 3.8-1 as located in a harsh

ii.Type tests, or a combination of type tests and analyses, willbe

ii.The mechanical equipment listed inTable 3.8-1 as located in a harsh

environmentcan perform its safety-related or RTNSS
function under

performed.

environment is qualified to perform its safety-related or 15TNSS
function

normal, abnormal and design bases accident environmental conditions.

p

during the applicable normal and abnormal environmental conditions that
woulde:xst before, during, and followinga design basis accident without
lots of safety function for the time required to perform the safety function.

1580

3.8.2-31.iii

f3.O.0-02:02 BiB:Jig:3

3.8-2

2. The mechanical equipment listed in Table 3.8-1 as located In a harsh
e:C:ME:Tl5 can perform Its safety-related or RTNSS
environment
function under

iii. Inspection will be performed of the EQDfor the as-built mechanical
equipment located in a harsh environment,

normal,abnormal and design bases accident environmental conditions.

3.8.2-32.ii

03.08.00-O2:02EBB:Bii:32:fi:C:ME:T31

3.8-2

gii.The EQDecists endconcludes that the as-built mechanical equipment
located in a harsh environmes are qualified for a harsh environment and
are bounded by type tests, or a combination of type tests and analyses.

2.The mechanical equipment listed in Table 3.8-1 as located In a harsh

ii. Type tests, or a combination of type tests and analyses, willbe

ii.The mechanical equipment listed in Table 3.8-1 as located Lna harsh

environmentcan perform its safety-related or RINT$function under

performed.

environment is qualified to perform its safety-related or RTNS5
function

n581 abnormal and design bases accident environmental conditions,
normal.

during the applicable normal and abnormal environmental conditions that
would exist before, during, and following a design basis accident without
loss of safety function for the time required to perform the safety function.

5852

3.0.2-32.iii

03.P8.DP-02:028:iii:32:88:C:M4E:TSS

3.8-2

2.The mechanical equipment listed in Table 3.8-1 as located in a harsh

iii. inspection will be performed of the EQDfor the as-built mechanical

iii.The EQDexists and concludes that the as-built mechanical equipment

environmentcan perform Itssafety-related or RTNSS
function under
normal,abnormal and design bases accident environmental conditions,

equipment located in a harsh environment.

located Ina harsh environment are qualified for a harsh environment and
am bounded by type tests, or a combination of type tests and analyses.

2. The mechanical equipment listed in Table 3.8-1 as located in a harsh
environmentcan perform its safety-related
or RTNSS
function under
n ormal, abnormal and design bases accident environmental conditions,

ii.Type tests, or a combination of type tests and analyses, will be
performed.

fl.The mechanical equipment listed in Table 3.8-1 as located in a harsh
environment is qualified to perform its safety-related or RTNSS
function
during the applicable normal and abnormal environmental conditions that
would sxist before, during, and followinga design basis accident without

2. The mechanical equipment listed in Table 3.8-1 as located in a harsh

iii. Inspection will be performed of the EQDfor the as-built mechanical

Lit.
The EQDexists and concludes that the as-built mechanical equipment

environmentcan perform its safety-related or RTNSS
function under
normal, abnormal and design bases accident environmental conditions,

equipment located in a harsh environment

located ina harsh environment are qualified for a harsh environment and
are bounded by type tests, or a combination of type tests and analyses.

2. The mechanical equipment listed in Table 3.8-1 as located in a harsh

ii.Type tests, or a combination of type tests and analyses, will be

ii. The mechanical equipment listed inTable 3.8-1 as located In a harsh

environmentcan perform its safety-related or RTNSS
function under

performed.

environment Is qualified to perform Its safety-related or RTNSS
function

loss of safety functon for the time required to perform the safety function.
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1585
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3.8.2-34.ia
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3.8-2

3.8-2

n

bnoral and design bases accident environmental conditions.

3.8-2

2. The mechanical equipment listed in Table 3.8-1 as located in a harsh
environment can perform its safety-related or RThS5function under
normal,abnoral and design bases accident environmental conditions.

iii. inspection will be performed of the EQDfor the as-built mechanical
equipment located in a harsh environment

iii.The EQDexists and concludes that the as-built mechanical equipment
located in a harsh environment are qualified fur a harsh environment and
are bounded by type tests, or a combination of type tests and analyses.

2. The mechanical equipment listed in Table 3.8-1 as located in a harsh
environmentcan perform Itssafety-related or RITNSS
function under

ii.Type tests, or a combination of type tests and analyses, will be
performed.

i. The mechanical equipment listed in Table 3.8-1 as located in a harsh
environment Is qualified to perform its safety-related or RTNSSfunction

O

1

YES

0

1

YES

during the applicable normal and abnormal environmental conditions that
would excistbefore, during, and followinga design basis accident without
leosof safety function for the time required to perform the safety function.

1586

3.8.2-34.iii

3.08.00-02:02BgB:iii:34:0:C:ME:T62

normal,abnormal and design bases accident environmental conditionst

during the applicable normal and abnormal environmental conditions that
wouldeist before, during, and followinga design basis accident without
lots of safetyfunction for the time required to perform the safety function

2.The mechanical equipment listed in Table 3.8-1 as located in a harsh

iii. Inspection will be performed of the EQDfor the as-built mechanical

iii.The EQDexists and concludes that the as-built mechanical equipment

e3nvironment
can perform its safety-related or RTNSS
function under
1a,0boial
and design bas3s accident environmental condition3,

equipment located ina harsh environment

located ina harsh environment are qualified for a harsh environment and
are bounded by type tests, or a combination of type tests and enalyses.
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3.8.2-7.ii

03.08.00-o2:028BB:Bli807:BB:C:IC:C51

3.8-2

1590

3.8.2-7.iii

03.08.O-O2:02g BBiiO7:1BB:C:IC:C51

3.8-2

DesignCommitment

Insptein, Tests, Analyses(ITA)

aDC)
loMatred

Acceptance Criteria (AC)

Table
2. The mechanical equipment listed inTable 3.8-1 as located in a harsh

ii.Type tests, or a combination of type tests and analyses, will be

it. The mechanical equipment listed in Table 3.8-1 as located Ina harsh

environment can perform its safety-related or RTNSSfunction under

performed.

environment is qualified to perform its safety-related or RTNS5function

normal. abnormal and design bases accident environmental conditions.

during the applicable normal and abnormal environmental conditions that
would exist before, during, and following a design basis accident without
loss of safety function for the time required to perform the safetyfunction.

2. The mechanical equipment listed InTable 3.8-1 as located in a harsh

i1.Inspection willbe performed of the EQDfor the as-built mechanical

iii. The EGDexists and concludes that the as-built mechanical equipment

environment can perform its safety-related or RfISS function under

equipmentlocated in a harsh environment

located In a harsh enronment are qualified for a harsh environment and

normal, abnormal and design bases accident environmental conditions.
3. The safety-related digital I&Cequipment insystems listed in Table

are bounded by type tests, or a combination of type tests and analyses.
. Analysiswill be performed to identify the environmental design bases of i. The analyses results identify the environmental design bases for the

2.2.15-1 (including digital components in the tafety-nelatedelectrical
digitalI&Cequipment in systems listed inTable 2.2.15-1 (includingdigital Seismic Category I digital I&Cequipment In systems listed in Table 2.2.15-1
distribution system)locatedin a mild environmentcon perform its safety. componentsinthe safety-relatedelectricaldistributionsystem)to identify (includingdigital components in the safety-related electricaldistribution
related function under normal and AGO environmental conditions
the equipment to be environmentally qualified.
system) to identify the equipment to be environmentaily qualified.

1592

3.8.3-18.11

D3.08.00-02:8388g:8i1:18:BB:C:IC:iIt1

3.8-2

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

3, The safety-related digital I&Cequipment in systems listed in Table

i1.Type tests, or a combination of type tests and analyses, will be

ii. The safety-related digital I&Cequipment (including digital components

2.2.15-1 (includingdigital components in the safety-related electrical

performed.

in the safety-related electrical distribution system) located in a mild

distribution system) located Ina mild environment can perform its safetyrelated function under normal and ADOenvironmental conditions

environment is qualified to perform its safety function during the
applicable normal and abnormal environmental conditions that would

8

1

0

1

1

8

YES

8

1

YES

YES

exist before, during, and following a design basis accident without loss of
safety function for the time required to perform the safety function.
3. The safety-related digital I&Cequipment insystems listed in Table

ii. Inspection will be performed of the EQDfor the as-built digital I&C

iii. The EQDexists and concludes that the as-builtsafety-related digital i&C

2.2.85-1 (including digital components in the safety-related electrical
equipmentlocated in a mildenvironment
dIstribution system) located ina mild environment can perform its safety-

equipment (including digital components in the safety-related electrical
distribution system) and the associated wiring, cables, and terminations

related function under normal and AGOenvironmental conditions

located in a mildenvironment are qualified fore mild environment and are
bounded by type tests, analyses, or a combination of type tests and
analyses.

IS94

1595

3.8.3-19.i

3.8.3-19.11

03.08.00-02:03BBB:BBi:19:BB:D:IC:H
12

83.08.00-02:8388c:81:19:BB:C:IC:fi12

3.-2

3.8-2

3. The safety-related digital I&Cequipment insystems listed in Table

i. Analysiswill be performed to identify the environmental design bases of i.e

2.2.15-1 (includingdigital components in the safety-related electrical

digital I&Cequipment in systems listed inTable 2.2.15-1 (including digital

analyses results Identify the environmental design bases for the

Seismic Category I digital I&Cequipment in systems listed in Table 2.2.15-1

distribution system) located ina mild environment can perform its safety- componentsinthe safety-related electrical distribution system) to Identify (including digital components inthe safety-related electrical distribution
system) to identify the equipment to be environmentally qualified.
the equipment to be environmentally qualified.
related function under normal and AGOenvironmental conditions
((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

((Design Acceptance Criteria))

3. The safety-related digital I&Cequipment insystems listed in Table

i. Type tests, or a combination of type tests and analyses, will be

ii. The safety-related digital I&Cequipment (including digital components

2.2.15-1 (including digital components in the safety-related electrical

performed.

in the safety-related electrical distribution system) located in a mild

distribution system) located ina mild environment can perform its safety-

environment is qualified to perform its safety function during the

related function under normal and AGOenvironmental conditions

applicable normal and abnormal environmental conditions that would
exist before. durng, and following a design basis accident without loss of
safety function for the time required to perform the safety function.

3. The safety-related digital I&Cequipment Insystems listed in Table

Iii.inspection will be performed of the EGDfor the as-built digital I&C

iii. The EQDexists and concludes that the as-built safety-relateddigital I&C

2.2..15-1
(including digital components In the safety-related electrical

equipmentlocated In a mildenvironment

equipment (including digital components in the safety-related electrical

distributionsystem) located ina mild environment can perform its safetyrelated function under normal and AOOenvironmental conditions

distribution system) and the associated wiring,cables, and terminations
located in a mildenvironment are qualified for a mild environment and amr
bounded by type tests, analyses, or a combination of type tests and
_______________________________________________
analyses.
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3.8.3-8.i

03.D8.00i-0i2
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3.8-2

3. The safety-related digital I&Cequipment Insystems listed in Table

. Analysiswill be performed to identify the environmental design bases of i. The analyses results identify the environmental design bases for the

2.2.15-1 (including digital components in the safety-related electrical

digitalI&Cequipment in systems listed inTable 2.2.15-1 (Including digital

distribution system) located ina mild environment can perform its safetyrelated function under normal and ADOenvironmental conditions

componentsinthe safety-related electrical distribution system) to identify (including digital components in the safety-mlated electrical distribution
theequipment to be environmentally qualified,
system) to identify the equipment to be environmentally qualified.

3. The safety-related digital I&Cequipment insystems listed in Table
2.2.15-1 (includingdigital components in the safety-related electrical
distribution system) located ina mild environment can perform its safety1598

3.8.3-cuii

03.08.00-0i2:: fl:ciiD8:88:C:iC:C61

3.8-2

Seismic Category I digital I&Cequipment in systems listed in Table 2.2.15-1

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

((Design Acceptance Criteria))

ii.Type tests, or a combination of type tests and analyses, will be

il. The safety-related digital I&Cequipment (includingdigital components

performed.

in the safety-related electrical distribution system) located in a mild
environment is qualified to perform its safety function duringthe

related function under normal and AOOenvironmental conditions

applicable normal and abnormal environmental conditions that would

0YES

8

etist before, during and followinga design basis accident without loss of
safety function for the time required to perform the safety function.
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equipment located in a mildenvironment

equipment(includingdigital components in the safety-related electrical

distributionsystem) and the associated wiring,cables, and terminationt
locatedin a mild environment tamqualified for a mildenvironment and are
boundedby type tests, analyses, or a combination of type tests and
____________________________________________________
nalyses.

1

YES

1

0

YES

D

1

YES

1

8

8

1

I. AnaIysiswill be perfoned to identify the environmental design bases of i-The analyses results identify the environmental design bases for the
SeismicCategory I digital I&Cequipment in systems listed in Table 2.2.15-1

-

relatedfunction under normal and AOOenvironmental conditions

83.88.S0-02:83BBB:Biitfi:88:C:iC:Ct3

iii.TheEQD exists and concludes that the as-built tfety-related digital I&C

digital &Cequipment in systems listed inTable 2.2.15-1 (includingdigital

2.15-1 (including digital components in the safety-related electncal
isribution system)located ea mild environment can perform its s

3.8.3-9.11

Ill.Inspection will be performed ofthe EQDfor the as-built digital I&C

distributionsystem) located In a mild environment can perform its safetyrelated function under normal and AODenvironmental conditions

S.The saftey-related digital &Cequipment Insystems listed in Table

1601

Matrixed

Criteria (AC)

Table
3.The safety-related digialI&C equipment insystemsnlistedin Table
2.2.15-1(including digital components in the safety-related electrical

1588

Accptenc

Tests, Anllys (ITA)

Table Nbr

compaents inthe safety-relatedelectricaldistributionsystem)to identify (includingdigitalcomponents in the safety-relatedelectricaldistribution
system)to identify the equipment to be environmentally qualified.

the equipment to be environmentally qualified.
((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

3.The safety-related digital I&Cequipment insystems listed in Table

II.Type tests, or a combination of type tests and analyses, will be

2.2.25-1(including digital components in the safety-related electrical
distributionsystem) locatedIna mild environment can perform Its safety-

performed.

i. The safety-related digital I&Cequipment (including digital components
in the safety-related electrical distribution system) located in a mild
environmentis qualified to perform its safety function during the
applicable normal and abnonsal environmental conditions that would

relatedfunction under normal and AGOenvironmental conditions

exist before, during, and following a design basis accident without loss of
safetyfunction for the time required to perform the safety function.

1602

3.8.3-9ill

03.88.811-02:83gt:iii:8g:gg:C:IC:Ct3

3.8-2

3.The safety-related digital I&Cequipment insystems listed in Table

ill.Inspection will be performed of the EQDfor the as-built digital I&C

ill. The E6Dexists and concludes that the as-builtsafety-related digital I&C

2.2.15-1(including digital components in the safety-relatedelectrical
distributionsystem) located ina mild environment can perform its safetyrelatedfunction under normal and AO0environmental conditions

equipment located in a mildenvironment

equipment(including digital components In the safety-related electrical
distribution system) and the associated wiring, cables, and terminations
locatedin a mildenvironment are qualified for a mild environment and are

4.The Seismic Category I digital I&Cequipment in systems listed inTable

I.Analysiswill be performed to identify the dynamic and seismicdesign

i. The analyses results Idenafy the dynamic and seismicdesign bases for

2.2.15-1(including digital components inthe safety-related electrical

bases of digital I&Cequipment insystems listed In Table 2.2.15-1

the Seismic Category I digital I&Cequipment in systems listed in Table

bounded bytype tests, analyses, or a combination of type tests and
analyses.

1603

1604

3.8.4-18.1

3.8.4-1I.li

83.88.88-02:0fgtt:D~i:18:t:D:IC:811

11
03.18.00-O2ri4fBB:Bii:18:BB:C:IC:H

3.8-2

3.8-2

distributionsystem) can perform its safety-related funcrton before, during (includingdigital components in the safety-related electrical distribution
system) to identify the equipment to be seismicallyqualified.
andafter dynamic and seismicdesign bases event conditions.

2.2.15-1(Including digital components In the safety-related electrical
distribution system) to identify the equipment to be seismically qualified.

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

4.The Seismic Category I digital I&Cequipment in systems listed inTable

II.Dynamic and seismic type tests, or a combination of type tests and

li.The SeismicCategory I digital I&Cequipment insystems listed in Table

2.2.15-1 (including digital components in the safety-related electrical

analyses, will be performed.

2.2.15-1(including digital components in the safety-related electrical
distribution system) and subject to seismic qualificationcan withstand the
dynamicand seismic conditions that would exist before, during, and

distributionsystem) can perform its safety-related function before, during
and after dynamic and seismicdesign bases event conditions.

Y

YES

followinga design basis event without loss of safety function.
4. The Seismic Category I digital I&Cequipment in systems listed in Table
2.2.15-1(including digital components inthe safety-related electrical

iil. Inspection willbe performed of the DQDfor the as-built equipment.

iii.The DQDexists and concludes that the as-built Seismic Category I digital
I&Cequipment in systems listed inTable 2.2.15-1 (including digital
componentsInthe safety-related electrical distribution system) and
subject to seismic qualification is bounded by dynamic and seismictype

distributionsystem) can perform its safety-related function before, during
and after dynamic and seismic design bases event conditions,

tests, or a combination of type tests and analyses.

4.The Seismic Category I digital I&Cequipment in systems listed in Table
2.2.15-1 includingdigital components inthe safety-related electrical
1608

1607

3.8.4-19.1

3.8.4-19.11

03.08.00-0D:0488D:Riti:19:tit:D:IC:432

0S.D8.00-02:SRBB8:Dii:19;tt:C:iCf412

3.8-2

3.8-2

distributionsystem) can perform itssafety-related function before, during (including digital components inthe safety-related electrical distribution
system) to identify the equipment to be seismicallyqualified,
and after dynamic and seismic design bases event conditions,.

3.8.4-18.iii

03.08.00-D:ti4DBti:iilfi:ti:C:IC:812

3.8-2

i. The analyses results Idenaifythe dynamic and seismicdesign bases for
the Seismic Category I digital I&Cequipment in systems listed In Table
2.2.15-1 (Includingdigital components In the safety-related elctricl
distribution system) to identify the equipment to be seismically qualified.

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

4.The Seismic Category I digital I&Cequipment in systems listed in Table

Ii. Dynamicand seismic type tests, or a combination of type tests and

ii.The Seismic Category I digital I&Cequipment in systems listed inTable

2.2.15-1(including digital components inthe safety-related electrical

analyses, will be performed.

2.2.15-1 (includingdigital components in the safety-related electrical
distribution system) and subject to seismic qualification can withstand the
dynamic and seismic conditions that would exist before, during, and
followinga design basis event without loss of safety function.

distributionsystem) can perform its safety-related function before, during
and after dynamic and seismic design bases event conditions.

4. The Seismic Category I digital I&Cequipment in systems listed in Table

1608

I.Analysis will be performed to identify the dynamic and seismic design
bases of digital I&Cequipment in systems listed in Table 2.2.15-1

Iii. Inspection will be performed of the DQDfor the as-built equipment.

I&Cequipment in systems listed inTable 2.2.15-1 (including digital

distribution system) can perform Itssafety-selated function before, during
and after dynamic and seismic design bases event conditions.

componentsin the safety-salated electrical distribution system) and
subject to seismic qualification is bounded by dynamic and seismictype
tests, or5 combination of type tests and analyses.
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iii.The DODexists and concludes that the as-built Seismic Category I digital

2.2.15-1(includingdigital components Inthe safety-related electrical
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4. The Seismic Categoy Idigital I&Cequipment in systemslisted inTable
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3.8.4-8.111
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3.8-2

3.8-2

C..TA,
CabTeC

Acceptance Criteria (AC)

Mat lued

Table dAC-ITAAC

1.The analyses results Identify the dynamic and seismic design bases for
the Seismic Category I digital I&Cequipment In systems listed in Table

distributionsystem) can perform its safery-related function before, during (includingdigital components In the safety-related electrical distribution
- nd after dynamic and seismicdesign bases event conditlons,
system) to identify the equipment to be seismicallyqualified,
((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

2.2.15-1(includingdigital components in the safety-relatedelectrical
distributionsystem) to identify the equipment to be sismically qualified.
((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

4. The Seismic Category I digital I&Cequipment in systems listed inTable

ii.Dynamicand seismictype tests, or a combonationof type tests and

2i.The Seismic Category I digital 1ICequipment in systems listed in Table

2.2.15-1(including digital components in the safety-related electrical

analyses, will be performed.

1rY

2.15-1(includingdigital components Inthe safety-related electrical
distributionsystem) and subject to seismicqualification can withstand the
dynamicand seismicconditions that would exist before, during, and
following a design basis event without loss of safety function.

distribution system) can perform its safety-related function before, during
and after dynamic and seismic design bases event conditions.

4. The Seismic Category I digital I&Cequipment in systems listed inTable

1611

Inspections, Tests, Analyset (ITA)
1.Analysiswill be performed to Identifythe dynamic and seismic design
bases of digital I&Cequipment insystems listed in Table 2.2.15-1

iii. Inspection will be performed of the DODfor the as-built equipment.

iii. The DQDexists and concludes that the as-built Seismic Category I digital

2.2.15-1(including digital components in the safety-related electrical

t&Cequipment insystems listed in Table 2.2.15-1 (including digital

distributionsystem) can perform its safety-related function before, during
andafter dynamic and seismicdesign bases event conditions.

componentsin the safety-related electrical distribution system) and
subject to seismic qualificationIs bounded by dynamic and seismic type
tests,or a combination of type tests and analyses.

4, The Seismic Category I digital I&Cequipment in systems listed inTable

1.Analysiswill be performed to identify the dynamic and seismic design

1.The analyses results identify the dynamic and seismicdesign bases for

2.2.15-1(including digital components in the safety-related electrical

bases of digital I&Cequipment insystems listed in Table 2.2.15-1

the Seismic Category I digital I&Cequipment in systems listed in Table

distributionsystem) can perform Its safety-related function before, during (includingdigital components in the safety-related electrical distribution
endafter dynamic and seismicdesign bases event conditions,
system) to identify the equipment to be seismicallyqualified.
((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

2.2.15-1(including digital components In the safety-related electrical
distribution system) to identify the equipment to be seismically qualified.
((DesignAcceptance Criteria))

4. The Seismic Category I digital I&Cequipment in systems listed InTable

II. The Seismic Category I digital I&Cequipment insystems listed in Table

Il.Dynamicand seismictype tests, or a combination of type tests and

analyses, will be performed.
2.2.15-1(including digital components in the safety-related electrical
distributionsystem) can perform its safety-related function before, during

2.2.15-1(including digital components in the safety-related electrical
distribution system) and subject to seismicqualification can withstand the

andafter dynamic and seismicdesign bases event conditions.

dynamicand seismicconditions that would exist before, during, and

0

1

1

0

YES

0

1

YES

following a design basisevent without loss of safety function.
4. The Seismic Category I digital I&Cequipment in systemslisted LnTable

1684
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lii.Inspection will be performed of the DQDfor the as-builtequipment.

ill. The DQDexists and concludes that the as-built Seismic Category I digital

2.2.15-1(including digital components in the safety-related electrical

I&C equipment Insystems listed in Table 2.2.15-1 (includingdigital

distributionsystem) can perform its safety-related function before, during
andafter dynamic and seismicdesign bases event conditions.

componentsinthe safety-relatedelectrical distribution system) and
subject to seismic qualification is bounded by dynamic and seismic type
tests,or a combination of type tests and analyses.
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